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This paper summarizes the known fragments of biological informa

tion for the arthropods which have been found with the Neotropical 

Dorylinae. In addition, new observations are included on the behavior 

of the ants and associated arthropods in Panam, and Kansas. Papers 

about arthropods associated with the Neotropical army ants have been 

published steadily since 1887. These studies have been limited almost 

exclusively to taxonomic treatments of specific families or groups of 

insects. The noninsectan arthropods have been largely ignored, and 

there has been little attempt to compare or integrate the knowledge of 

one group of insects with that of another. Information on the num

bers of myrmecophiles living within the colonies of any species of 

army ant is almost universally lacking. Moreover, statements concern

ing the biology of all the myrmecophiles have been primarily opinions 

and speculation with no sharp lines drawn between these and biological 

facts. Most of the literature written about the arthropod guests was 

published before any serious studies had been made on the biology or 

behavior of the ants themselves. Now, after the extensive work by 

Schneirla and his co-workers, it is possible to try to integrate the 

behavior of the arthropods with that of the army ants. 

2 

Although other ants show varying degrees of nomadism and group

raiding, the term army ants has been used almost exclusively for mem

bers of the subfamily Dorylinae. In this paper the term army ants 

refers to members of the tribe Ecitonini, the main group of Neotropical 

army ants. In addition to having different morphological characters, 

army ants differ from other ants because of a combination of behavioral 

characters. The outstanding features of their behavior are: (1) they 

feed almost exclusively on animal prey which is collected by la~ge 



groups of raiding workers; (2) the raiding groups are usually con

nected to the nest by at least one continuous column; (3) the entire 

colony periodically and frequently emigrates to new nest sites; (4) 

emigrations are largely dependent on the size, caste, age and range 

of ages of the brood (or broods) 1; and (5) colonies are founded by 

division of an entire colony into two (or possibly several) daughter 

colonies. Although other ants may possess some of the above charac

teristics, apparently none possesses all of them. Moreover, a colony 

of army ants has a very large number of workers but usually only a 

single queen except at one time of the year when new queens are pro~ 

duced. Colonies usually have over 50,000 workers and may have over 

1,000,000. 

Most of the work by Schneirla has been concentrated on the 

species Eciton hamatum and burchelli which have a distinct activity 

1 The term "brood" follows the usage of Schneir la ( 1949b: 7, etc.) 

which is different from the common use of the term when referring to 

other social insects. The eggs of most species of army ants ari laid 

in large numbers in a relatively short period of about ten days, sep

arated by periods of about two or three weeks in which no eggs are 

laid. As a result, the immature stages from each batch of eggs are 

approximately the same age within a colony and are referred to as a 

brood (or synchronous brood). Colonies can have two distinct broods 

at one time if the development of one brood lasts long enoug~ to over

lap partially a second. Where all developmental stages are found si

multaneously within the same colony, the brood will be referred to 

here as a nonsynchronous brood. 

3 
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'-" cycle of alternating nomadic and statary phases. This cycle is dia

grammed in figure 63 which indicates how the nomadic and statary 

phases and other behavior of the ants are correlated with the ages of 

broods. Schneirla has not written a summary paper giving the aspects 

of army ·ant behavior which are most useful for a discussion of the 

myrmecophiles. Therefore, a review of this work will be given here 

along with some new observations and minor differences in interpreta

tions. The behavior of Eciton hamatum will be discussed first in some 

detail, since this species has been most extensively studied, and its 

behavior comes closest to a diagrammatic "textbook example" of the 

army ant activity cycle. Following this, the behavior of other spe

cies of army ants, primarily from Panama and Kansas, will be dis

cussed in less detail with emphasis on differences from and similari

ties to the behavior of g. hamatum. 

Working with army ants is rather different from studying most 

other ants, and few descriptions of applicable methods have been pub

lished by Schneirla. Exrerience has shown that these methods, though 

simple, are not obvious. Consequently, this paper includes a section 

on methods for collecting and studying the army ants and the arthro• 

pods associated with them. 

Preserved samples of approximately 800,000 workers and larvae 

were examined for myrmecophiles, and samples of at least 200,000 

living workers were examined in the laboratory in Panama. These sam

ples came from about 200 colonies including those from 63 colonies 

sampled by other collectors at various localities. A summary of the 

numbers of workers, larvae and colonies is given in tables 3 and 4. 

All samples listed in these tables were counted completely except for 
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ones with eggs and young larvae. The number of samples including more 

than 50 and 100 adult workers are also given. 

DISTINGUISHING ARMY ANTS FROM OTHER ANTS IN THE FIELD 

Since many other species of ants can be found in columns or 

clusters, it is important to be able to distinguish the army ants, or 

tribe Ecitonini, in the field. For this purpose, a combination of 

morphological and behavioral characters is most useful. 

Most army ant workers are under eight millimeters in length; and 

therefore, many species of ants, including species commonly killed by 

army ants, are larger than the dorylines. Sometimes people hesitate 

to collect army ants, because the ants have a reputation for having 

severe stings and bites. The fierce reputation of army ants is based 

almost exclusively on the behavior of only three of about 140 species. 

Even though workers of all species have stings, these are too weak to 

puncture human skin in most cases. The largest species of army ants, 

those of the genus Eciton, with workers up to 14 millimeters long, 

have fairly weak stings. The majors or largest workers of all spe

cies of Eciton (except rapax) have disproportionately large, hooked 

mandibles, which inflict painful bites. However, it is possible to 

collect and study these ants readily without receiving any stings oi 

bjtes, and they are not nearly as hazardous to work with as the 

honeybee. Many nondoryline ants of comparable size have bites or 

stings which are more severe than those of the Ecitonini. 

The workers of both Eciton and Labidus exhibit a great amount of 

polymorphism. Eciton workers range in length from four to 14 milli

meters. Labidus workers range from two to 13 millimeters, and the 
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largest workers have disproportionately large heads, but the mandibles 

are not long and hooked as in Eciton. Neivamyrmex workers range from 

two to six millimeters in length, and Nomamyrmex workers, from three 

to 12 millimeters. However, in the latter two genera, the size range 

within any one species is more limited, and there is little allometry 

with respect to head size. 

The compound eyes of all the workers of Ecitonini are reduced to 

a single pair of external facets which look like ocelli except for 

their lower and more lateral position. The eyes of the smallest 

workers are further reduced to a spot in the integument without a dis

tinct convex cornea, or the eyes may be completely absent. None of 

the workers has ocelli. If facets can be seen on the surface of an 

eye of a worker ant, the ant is not an army ant. In addition, the 

petiole of the workers consists of two segments approximately equal 

in size and shape; the frontal carinae do not extend over the bases 
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of the antennae; the legs are relatively long, and on the under surface 

of the hind tibia there is a lighter-colored stripe or elongate spot. 

Army ant colonies are frequently found by hunting for columns of 

ants running along the ground. With practice, one can distinguish 

these ants from other ants in most cases by the quick manner in which 

they run. Their legs are long, and the ants run quickly and steadily 

in distinct columns without many workers deviating from the trail. 

There are few or no workers standing still, unless the column is a 

strong emigr~tion column and guard workers are present. As the ants 

run, the antennae are held in front of the head and curved close to 

the ground as in figures 1, 9 and 10. The abdomen is also kept close 



to the ground and never is turned up at the tip or turned over the 

thorax. Sometimes "guard" workers may stand at the edges of the col

umn with their front legs off the ground as in figure 11. In this 

position, they normally have their mandibles open and their antennae 

extended above their heads. These workers can be found anywhere in a 

column, but usually are where the workers are especially disturbed or 

excited, such as at the edges of emigration columns. They may indicate 

the position of the queen or & nest. 

All objects which the Ecitonini carry are held under their bodies. 

This behavior will distinguish these ants from many others, especially 

the leaf cutters. (See figures 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10 of Eciton burchelli 

carrying worker larvae and booty.) A few species will occasionally eat 

nutmeats, vegetable oils or fruit. However, if large numbers of ants 

are seen carrying leaves or other plant parts, the ants are not Ecitonini. 

If army ants are carrying anything, it almost invariably is part of an 

arthropod and most commonly is the brood of ants or wasps. The Ecito

nin1 do little digging and if they transport dirt, it is only for a few 

centimeters. 

The ability to distinguish whether the brood is that of army ants 

1s of major importance for distinguishing emigration from raid columns 

and thus for finding bivouacs. Fortunately, no species of army ant is 

known to carry off the brood of any other species of army ant. There

fore, if the brood is all the same approximate age and there is a con

siderable amount of brood, it is almost certain to be that of the army 

ant species carrying it. The army ants usually carry their own larvae 

b¥ grasping t~e thoracic cngmen~~, wh~re3s a~+ larv2e which are booty 

are frequently carried by the posterior ends, The army ant brood seen 
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is usually all larvae, but there may be cocoons with mature pupae in 

them along with young larvae and eggs. There may be large larvae and 

some cocoons with larvae or prepupae in them. It would be extremely 

unusual to see pupae being carried at the middle stage of their develop

ment, since at that time the colony is normally statary. Only in col

onies of the genus Labidus can one find brood of all ages at the same 

time. 

In addition, the larvae of Ecitonini have a characteristic appear

ance. Detailed descriptions of several species have been published by 

G. C. Wheeler (1943). The larvae are relatively long and slender with 

a curved, more narrow anterior end (see figures 22, 23, and 26a). They 

have heads which are larger or about the same size as the segments to 

which they are attached, unlike many ant larvae which have relatively 

much smaller heads. The larvae are entirely white and covered with in

conspicuous setae, and there are no tufts or much longer setae among 

the pile-like covering. Although the larvae are usually approximately 

the same age, there may be a fairly large range in size among the more 

polymorphic species. The genus Neivamyrmex has pupae which are not en

closed in cocoons, but the genera Eciton, Labidus and Nomamvrmex have 

cocoons. If a column of army ants is transporting brood of another 

species of ant, this brood most frequently varies more in size and age; 

and parts of adult ants or entire dead ants which are carried often 

appear to be the same species as the carried pupae. Rarely a raid col

umn of army ants can be found in which several hundred larvae of one 

species of ant prey are being carried. However, these will appear in a 

group preceded and followed by army ants without booty or with different 

booty. If the larvae are those of the army ants, there will be 



thousands of them, and they will be carried along an emigration route 

for a period of several hours. 
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Among the dorylines only the males have wings, but these wings 

normally drop off after the males have flown from their parent colony. 

Most males are collected at lights where one may wish to distinguish them 

from other male ants. Since some males lose their wings at lights, one 

should look around on the ground below a light for dealate males. The 

males range from about seven to 23 millimeters in length. As a rule, 

they are about twice the length of the largest workers of their spe

cies. All Neotropical doryline males have a similar appearance and are 

quite easy to distinguish from other male and queen ants. Their color 

varies from yellow-brown or orange, to dark brown, red-browns or black. 

They have large mandibles, large compound eyes and three large ocelli. 

The large eyes and ocelli will readily distinguish dealate males found 

in columns from queens, since the queens have eyes similar to those of 

the workers. The head is attached low on the thorax and is often hidden 

under it in dorsal view. The thorax is elongate or rectangular in dorsal 

view, not spherical. The strongly curved dorsum of the thorax and the 

low position of the head give the males a humpbacked appearance. There 

is a distinct constriction between the propodeum and the petiole. The 

petiole consists of a single large segment which frequently lacks the 

distinct dorsal node found in most ants, but may have a pair of large 

lateral nodes. Moreover, the petiolar segment is often so large and 

closely appressed to the gaster that it appears to be part of the gaster 

itself. The abdomen is an elongate cylinder, usually about three times 

as long as it is thick or wide. The genitalia may become more extruded 

several days after emergence or following flight. Thus, within the same 
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species, the external genitalia may or may not be conspicuous. 

MYRMECOCOLES OR ARTHROPOD ASSOCIATES OF THE ARMY ANTS 

No attempt was made initially to limit this study to "inquilines" 

or "myrmecophiles" in a strict sense. Preconceived ideas or definitions 

of what is a "myrmecophile" may eliminate some arthropod from considera

tion even though its life cycle or behavior may have direct or indirect 

connections with the ants. Therefore, all arthropod associates or 

11myrmecocoles" were collected. However, since it was impossible to ob

tain identifications for many of these thousands of myrmecocoles, taxo

nomic work has been concentrated on those species thought to be the most 

closely associated with the ants. Moreover, the discussions of the 

groups of arthropods vary primarily in accordance with the state of 

taxonomic knowledge of each group. 

Park (1929: 195) first used the term myrmecocoles to refer to all 

arthropods (other than the ants) found within an ant nest~ Since other 

classifying terms are based primarily on the ecology or behavior of the 

arthropods, this noncommital term avoids the common practice of classi

fying an animal according to its behavior before its behavior is known. 

As far as possible more definite terms such as ectoparasite have been 

used. However, when such ~pecific terms are not justified, I have used 

myrmecocole and broadened h:s meaning to include all animals with which 

the ants come in contact, including prey, predators, parasites and myr

mecophiles. This usage is the same as that for myrmecoxene as used by 

Delamare-Deboutteville (1948: 315). However, the word myrmecoxene was 

proposed and used by Emery (according to Janat, 1897: 70) and also was 

used by Wasmann (1896: 412) to mean a symphile associated with ants. 
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(Symphiles are true guests which are often fed or reared by social in

sects, are not attacked by the host, and often have secretions upon 

which the host feeds.) 

The myrmecocoles of army ants can be divided into the following 

three ecological groups according to where they are found: (1) those 

associated with swarm raids; (2) those found in the refuse deposits or 

areas where dead army ants and the remains of the booty of the ants are 

dropped; and (3) those found within the nests or on the ants. The 

species usually referred to as "myrmecophiles" are almost exclusively 

restricted to the last group. 
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done during this period. 

The Canal Zone Biological Area was selected as the site for this 

studv for several reasons. This location can be easily reached from 

any part of the United States within two days. The area is ideally 

suited for work with army ants because of the combination of excellent 

permanent field laboratories adjacent to a tropical forest with an ex

tensive system of trails. Army ant colonies are abundant, and a colony 

of some species can usually be found within several hours at any time 

of year or day. In addition, Dr. T. c. Schneirla and his associates 

have investigated the behavior of army ants there intermittently since 

1932. 

The Canal Zone Biological Area is a biological preserve comprising 

all of Barro Colorado Island. This island is approximately in the cen-

ter of the Canal Zone between 9° 8' and 9° 11' north latitude and be-

0 0 
53' west longitude. The region became island tween 79 49' and 79 an 

in 1914 when the Chagres River was dammed to form Gatun Lake as part 

of the Panama Canal. It has been a biological preserve since 1923 

and at the present time is administered by the Smithsonian Institu

tion. The island has an area of about six and one-half square miles 

or almost 4,000 acres. It is about three miles in diameter with a 

shore line at least 25 miles long. There are a few small clearings, 

btit about half the area 5.s covered by primeval fc:-est, and the ether 

half i:; second grow-i:h ·-H.' ·co 100 years old. Enders (1935: 387-368) 

plate 1) has discussed the ages of the different areas of the forest 

and published a map based on the height of the trees about 1930. The 

~orest is frequent!~, ca!lAd jungle or rain forest, but it is more 

accurately described as "evergreen seasonal fore-s-t," whicb is an 



intermediate formation between the true tropical rain forest and the 

semievergreen and deciduous seasonal forests as classified by Beard 

(1944, 1955). An excellent system of permanent trails extending 

throughout the island greatly facilitates the finding of ant columns 

1~ 

and the subsequent tracking of the routes the ants follow. In addition, 

numerous streams radiate from the center of the island to the coast, 

and these can be used, especially in the dry season, to supplement the 

trails. 

There is a well-defined, but not too severe dry season from about 

January to April when the mean rainfall is less than three inches per 

month. Often there is less than one-half inch of rain during each of 

the driest months of February and March. During this period some of 

the trees lose their leaves, the leaf litter becomes dry, and the clayey 

soil cracks. The rainfall of the rainy season months from May through 

December is usually ten to 20 inches per month. A graph of mean 

monthly rainfall for 1925 to 1939 is given by Schneirla (1949b: 12). 

The months of January and April are quite variable and can be considered 

either dry or rainy season depending upon the rainfall of the specific 

yeJr. Since there ~e~e 5.57 inches of rain in January 1956, iPcluding 

over t~o inches in the last week of t~e month, this month shou:d not be 

considered typical of the dry season. However, it was considerably 

drier than the previous months. During February, March, and A7ril be

tween 2.1 and 2.6 inch~s of rain fell each month, which is slightly 

above the average precipitation, and the relatively even distribution 

of the rain made the dry season of 1956 a moderate one. The dry season 

.)t 1952 was more p-:-(.1'),:.~c~d with rainfall totals for J2n-tlcry th~ough 

April of 2~40, 0.39, 0.11, and 5.46 inches respectively. In 1955 the 
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dry season had a more gradual beginning and lasted longer. In December 

1954 only 7.25 inches of rain fell, which is rather low for that month. 

The months of January through April had respectively 9.05, 0.46, 0.90, 

and 0.37 inches. 

Observations were thus made during most of the dry seasons of three 

years, during the transition period from dry to rainy season in two years, 

and during early rainy season in one year. No observations have been 

made during the rainy season after 19 August. (Dr. Schneirla and Dr. 

and Mrs. R. z. Brown have observed the army ants during this period on 

Barro Colorado Island.) 

Additional information on Barro Colorado Island and its ecology has 

been presented by Allee (1926a, 1926b), Chapman (1929, 1938), Enders 

(1935), Kenoyer (1929), Moynihan (1959), Standley (1933), Williams 

(1941), and Woodring (1958). 

Vicinity of Lawrence, Kansas 

In Kansas, army ants were observed without my making aAy attempt to 

follow individual colonies. Several colonies were found within the city 

limits of Lawrence, Kansas, or on the campus of The University of Kansas. 

These are residential areas having houses alternating with large lawns 

with scattered trees. No extensive cover by trees or shrubs exists 

near the sites where the ants were seen. Several other colonies were 

found in or near open fields, part of which were cultivated at the time. 

In these areas there also was little tree cover, but fewer buildings, 

roads, etc., that might hinder the ants' emigrations or raids for food. 

A few colonies were found at The University of Kansas Natural History 

Reservation. This is an area primarily of eastern hardwood forest with 
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some areas of grassland. Colonies were found in both the woodland and 

in the open fields. General information about this reservation and the 

areas where the colonies were found has been published by Fitch (1952). 

These parts of Kansas receive a mean annual precipitation of about 35 

inches. The only genus of army ants found in Kansas is Neivamyrmex; its 

range extends only about 200 miles north of Lawrence. 

METHODS FOR STUDYING ARMY ANTS AND MYRMECOCOLES 

Identification of Species of Army Ants 

Since the behavior of the army ants varies according to the species, 

it is useful to be able to recognize the species of ant in the field. 

Often several colonies of different species may be located in one day, 

and one may wish to study the rarest species first or to study the 

species most likely to have certain myrmecophiles living with it. 

The odors of the various species are different but impossible to 

describe adequately. The more distinctive odors, such as that of g. 

mexicanum, can be useful aids in identification, especially at night in 

th9 field or when columns are so weak that only a few intermediates can 

be found. If one rolls a worker between one's fingers, the ant can 

neither bite nor sting, and the odor is more readily apparent. 

Keys and descriptions for all species and known castes of army ant~ 

have ceen published bv Bergmeier (1955)0 T~e following key was ~odi

fied from those of Borgmeier with the addition of some characters to 

make it more useful for field identification so that with a hand lens 

one can identify the species of the more common army ant workers in 

ranam,a The key is easi~st to use if both majors and small workers can 

be examined in the dry state rather than in alcohol. 



1a 
Key to l'Jorkers of Common Army Ants in Panaro~ 

1 • Ants f°'-M\d in a colwnn or nest or location unknown •.• • •••• ·•... 2. 

Ants found in a ~Wi!Tm raid (advancing mass of aots one 

meter to ten meters wide) ••• , •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 10. 

2(1). Antennae thick, scape about one third as wide as long o••••••• 3. 

Antennae slender, scape less than one foorth as 

wide as long ········••••a••··············~·············· 4. 

3(2). Propodeum with two broad, flat, transverse dorsal 

carinae ••••••••••••••••••• Nomamyrmex esenbecki (Wes-twood). 

Propodeum rounded posteriorly, without carinae •••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Nomamyrmex hartigi (Westwood). 

4(2). Tarsal claws without tooth; largest workers 5 to 7 mm. 

long; relative size of head (compared with body) 

same for largest and smallest workers •••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••• Neivamyrmex sp. (pilosus is most common species). 

Tarsal claws with tooth; largest workers 8 to 12 mm. 

long; head5 of largest workers disproportionately 

larger t~an c~dies, in comparison with smallest 

workers ••• 0 .............................................. 5. 

5(4). Majors with elongate, hook-like mandibles 

( ice-ton9-shaped) usually wi tho~1t teeth; heads of 

all wor·ki.::,~:. :·1•.Jll (except m3jors .>f E. hamatum) 

( specimens should be dry to determine if heads are 

dull or shiny)~~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Eciton~ ••••• 6. 

Majors wfth triangular, toothed mandibles; heads 

£hiny~ ••..• o. o •••••••••• o ••••••••••••••• -~.!!"].:~~· • .. • • • • 12. 
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6(5). Small workers with thorax brown to reddish-black, 

gaster orange or much lighter ••• Eciton burchelli (~estwood). 

Small workers with thorax yellow to brown, gaster same 

color as thorax or only slightly lighter ••••••••••••••••• 7. 

7(6). Light brown to yellow •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .,, ••••• 8. 

Brown to reddish brown ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9. 

8(7). Hind tibial spur about four times as long as wide and 

about as long as width of distal end of tibia; 

petiole with blunt anteroventral spine or without 

spine; majors with shiny heads ••••••• £· hamatum (Fabricius). 

Hind tibial spur about as long as wide, much shorter 

than distal width of tibia; petiole with long, 

sharp, anteroventral spine; majors with dull 

heads ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• E. lucanoides Emery. 

9(7). Propodeal spines blunt, notch between spines shallow 

(more like a carina with a median indentation than 

pair of spines); majors 9 to 10 mm. long.~. mexicanum Roger. 

Two sharp propodeal spines distinctly separated by 

narrow, deep, V-shaped notch; majors 11 to 

13 mm. long ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~; ••••••••• 10-

10(9). Majors and larger intermediates with spine on 

occipital angle of head (can be felt by rubbing 

finger over occipital area of head) •••• E. vaqans (Olivier). 

Majors and larger intermediateswithout spine on 

occipital angle of head •••• g. dulcius crassinode Bergmeier. 
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11(1). Heads not shiny; majors 10 to 12 mm. long; mandibles 

12(5, 
11). 

longer than width of head and hooked (ice-tong

shaped); small workers with thorax reddish-black, 

gaster orange or much lighter •• Eciton burchelli (Westwood). 

Heads shiny; majors 8 to 10 mm. (rarely 12 mm.) long; 

mandibles shorter than width of head; mandibles 

triangular and toothed; thorax same color as gaster ••••• 12. 

Color dark brown to black or reddish-black; petiole 

without anteroventral spine •••• Labidus praedator (F. Smith). 

Color reddish-yellow to reddish-brown; petiole with 

anteroventral spine •••••••••••••••••• b• coecus (Latreille). 

Methods for Finding Nests or Bivouacs 

Since army ant columns are normally continuous, it is theoretically 

possible to follow any column to the nest. If it is a raid column, one 

can follow it in one direction to find the advancing front, or in the 

opposite direction to find the nest. If the ants are emigrating, the 

column will lead from the old to the new bivouac. Therefore, it is 

useful to know first whether a column is a raid or emigration column. 

Raid and emigration columns can often be distinguished on the 

basis of the amount and consistency of the traffic. Raid columns usu

ally show frequent waves or spurts of traffic and at times there may be 

gaps of one or two meters along the route where there are no ants. The 

rare gaps in emigration columns seem to be caused by some direct dis

turbance of the column. The emigrating ants run with a more even pace, 

showing no hesitation, and about 90% generally are going in one direc

tion. In addition, raid columns of the more epigaeic species, s• 
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burchelli, g. hamatum and h• praedator, are one to five ants wide as a 

rule, whereas the emigration columns are five to ten ants wide. The 

more subterranean species commonly have raid columns one to three ants 

wide and emigration columns two to five ants wide. If ants are running 

in both directions along a column, in more or less equal numbers, it is 

almost certain to be a raid column. However, if they are mostly going 

in one direction it could be either a raid or emigration route. Raid 

columns are not apt to have guard workers or ant roadways. 

Different species of army ants start raids, and the emigrations 

which may follow raids, at different times of day. Since raids of 

Eciton hamatum and burchelli typically start about dawn, most columns 

of these two species until about 8:00 a.m, have ants moving primarily 

away from the bivouac without carrying any booty or brood. Any objects 

being carried by the workers at this time of the morning can be expected 

to be booty being carried toward the nest. The best time to find col

umns and nests of these two species is between 9:00 and 11:00 a.m. Then 

the raid columns are longer than earlier in the day, increasing their 

chance of being found. They also are wider with more ant traffic, in

cluding more booty carriers returning to the nest, making the columns 

easier to trace. Where ant columns fork, these booty carriers are of 

considerable importance in indicating the direction to the bivouac. If 

no booty carriers are present, one can deduce the direction of the nest 

with less certainty by the direction of most ant traffic and the angles 

of the fork. In most cases the angle between the two outward branches 

is more acute than the angles between either of these and the basal col

umn leading to the nest. If several columns can be seen close together, 

the predominant traffic on all of them is most apt to be moving in a 

consistent direction (either all away or all toward the nest). 
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About 11:00 a.m. there is a decrease in traffic away from the 

bivouac on columns of hamatum and burchelli, and more workers both l~den 

and unladen return to the bivouac. During the siesta period between 

about 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., columns of all the species of army ants, 

even the most epigaeic species, E. burchelli and hamatum, are difficult 

to follow to the bivouac. Columns are thinner or absent, and booty may 

be deposited in caches rather than carried back to the bivouac. Thus, 

booty may be seen being carried both toward and away from the bivouac. 

In lote afternoon and early evening there is frequently an increase 

in raiding activity. If most ants are carrying booty, and they are 

running in a consistent direction in thin columns of about three ants 

wide, these ants most probably are returning to the bivouac. If the 

column is wider with booty being carried in both directions, it probably 

is the start of an emigration route. Later booty will be carried away 

from the old bivouac in increasing amounts and more unladen workers will 

be running in even wider columns away from the old bivouac. By the time 

brood is seen in the column, the new bivouac is usually being formed. 

Although workers carrying booty may be scattered throughout an entire 

emigration, they are more concentrated at the beginning. 

If an emigration is going to occur, there will be an increasing 

exodus of ants from the old bivouac,and a large number of these will be 

carrying larvae (or occasionally eggs or cocoons). Emigrations of 

hamatum usually begin between 3:00 and 6:00 p.m. and end between 6:00 

and 9:00 p.m. Emigrations of burchelli may begin between 3:00 and 9:00 

p.m. and end between 10:00 p.m. and 4:00 a.m. Rarely, they start and 

end later. Therefore, between 6:00 and 8:00 p.~. is an excellent time 

to hunt for these two epigaeic species. 
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Colonies of the two swarm raiders, g. burchelli and 1· praedator, 

can sometimes be located by the noise of the flies and ant birds which 

accompany swarm raids (see section Raids of Eciton burchelli). On two 

occasions I have found bivouacs of burchelli by tracing the odor coming 

primarily from the refuse deposits next to the bivouacs. 

Since the activity of the more subterranean species of army ants 

cannot be as consistently predicted by the time of day, it is more 

difficult to determine whether their columns are raid or emigration col

umns. However, the time of day is of some help in addition to the dif

ferences (given above) in the appearance of the two types of columns. 

The subterranean species raid primarily in the evening, at night, or in 

the morning before 10:00 a.m., and emigrations may follow these raids. 

Booty being carried in both directions along a column may indicate an 

emigration is beginning. Emigrations were never seen during the warmest 

parts of the day, and rarely in the morning. If an emigration column 

is seen in the morning, it probably will become weak and stop before 

about 10:00 a.m. unless the day is cloudy or rainy. Columns of the 

hypogaeic species are more often found during rainy days or in the rainy 

season. However, both raid and emigration columns may go underground 

a few to many meters from the actual bivouacs which are subterranean oi 

in sheltered places, such as rotten logs. One can often determine 

whether the bivouac is near the hole into which the ants disappear by 

pounding or jumping on the surrounding ground. If ants pour out of the 

hole, the bivouac or a large cluster of ants is almost certain to be only 

a few centimeters below the surface. If no ants appear by this tech

nique, it is usually futile to dig where the column disappears into the 

ground. One may be able to find the bivouac by investigating appropriate 
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sites in the vicinity. These may be logs (under or inside), hollow trees, 

cavities under stones or large roots, spaces between buttresses of trees, 

brush heaps, and areas of dense vegetation such as the bases of clumps 

of bamboo, palms, or terrestrial bromeliads (wild pineapple). 

Mounds of dirt at the edges of logs or rocks can be useful indi

cators of ant activity which might be due to Ecitonini. All species 

of army ants are capable of digging, but normally the epigaeic species 

do not do so. The subterranean species apparently never dig complete 

nests but probably always do a little digging at their bivouac sites. 

Species of Eciton, Labidus,Nomamyrmex and Neivamyrmex have all been ob

served to enlarge either their bivouac sites or the holes through which 

their columns enter the ground. If these ants remove a large quantity 

of dirt, they pile it in loose mounds which do not extend more than a 

few centimeters from the entrance to the bivouac. 

In addition, Labidus and Nomamyrmex may make dirt passageways for 

raid or emigration columns. These passageways differ from those ofter

mites in that the earth is not cemented together in any way but is sim

ply piled up. The passageways may be open at the top or some parts of 

them may be completely closed to form tunnels as in figure 8. Such 

tunnels without ants in them during the daytime may contain ants at 

night. One species of army ant, Nomamyrmex hartigi, has been reported 

raiding termites inside the tunnels made by the termites on the sides 

of trees and on other surfaces. 

Searching for columns is the easiest way to find the maximum num

ber of colonies of army ants in a tropical forest like that on Barro 

Colorado Island. However, the rarest species are subterranean and are 

more apt to be found by cutting open rotten wood, turning over rocks, 

logs, etc. than by finding columns. On one occasion the cutting open 
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of a log containing a bivouac of E. hamatum revealed a bivouac of L. - --- -
preedator within the same log. No column nor swarm of the praedator 

colony was seen around the log before the bivouac site was cut apart. 

On another occasion a sample of army ants was unknowingly included in a 

sample of leaf litter put into a Berlese funnel. This small species of 

Neivamyrmex was apparently raiding on or near the surface of the soil 

under leaves. 

Turning over stones, especially if there are piles of loose dirt 

around them, is the most successful way in my experience for finding 

colonies of army ants in temperate regions. Ecitonini in temperate 

regions place their larvae under stones like many nondoryline ants pre

sumably because of the warmth retained by the stones. If these ants 

disappear from under a stone in the evening, the next day they may re~ 

turn to the same spot. 

Schneirla has used string to mark the positions of bivouacs and to 

indicate the emigration routes. One can avoid losing an ant colony 

or becoming lost oneself in the tropical forest by using such trails of 

string. Trails of vegetation, such as palm fronds, take much more time 

to make and are more disturbing to the ants.· Some kind of trail is 

necessary for one to be able to relocate the bivouacs especially at 

night. If one wishes to indicate the route more precisely, the string 

can be put only a few centimeters away from the ant trail. For more 

accurate indications of the route, toothpicks have been used most suc

cessfully. I have also used spots of colored paint next to the trail, 

but the ants were disturbed by the odor of aromatic paint solvents. 

Toothpicks were used to mark trails to refuse deposits by placing the 

toothpicks two centimeters to the right of the center of the column. 



Colored or marked toothpicks were used to indicate particular places 

along these columns. 

Measurements of Distances 

The distances between bivouacs reported in this paper were esti

mated by using the trail markers on Barro Colorado Island as guides 
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and by pacing off the route taken in following the colony to its new 

bivouac. This method apparently has been used in most cases by 

Schneirla. Therefore, the distances are neither the shortest distances 

between any two bivouacs nor the distances that the ants actually 

traveled. No accurate measurement has apparently been made of the 

distance an ant travels on an emigration. Without including possible 

backtracking toward the old bivouac, the more zigzag path of an in

dividual ant could easily be two or more times the distances reported 

in this paper. 

Dimensions of bivouacs and lengths of refuse columns are based on 

actual measurements. 

Methods for Sampling Ant Colonies 

When a colony is found for the first time, one usually wishes to 

know the age and sex of the brood in order to predict the emigrations 

and other activity of the colony. The methods used for these pre

dictions are given below in the section entitl~d, uetermining Ages of 

Broods and Position of Colony in Activity Cycle. However, the way in 

which a sample is taken affects not only the estimate of the brood's 

age but also the number of myrmecophiles in the sample. 



When a colony was first found, its bivouac was usually partially 

knocked down with a machete, and the brood and workers sampled. Sam

ples were usually taken by picking up clusters of ants with forceps 

25 to 30 cm. long and putting these clusters directly into 70 percent 

alcohol. On a few occasions attempts were made to etherize bivouacs, 

but the ether immediately excited the ants. The bivouacs fell from 
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their supports, and the ants dispersed through any slight openings that 

were not plugged tightly before the ether was applied. A much moxe 

successful method was to collect the ants as quickly as possible using 

a large polyethylene plastic bucket into which they could be knocked or 

scraped. Where it was necessary or most efficient to use one's hands 

for scraping up the ants, leather gloves were useful equipment. The 

majors can bite through them but not deeply, and the stings cannot pene

trate the leather. Cloth wrapped around the wrists prevented the ants 

from running up open sleeves. These latter methods were used only when I 

4ttempted to collect entire colonies or when a bivouac in a difficult 

location had to be thoroughly torn apart. Normally samples of any size 

can be taken 1f ~ne g~asps the ants with forceps using no pYot~~tion 

against stings. Since the brood is primarily lying on top of the 

workers, a large bolus of workers from the center of a bivouac will 

usually include much brood. A mixed cluster of workers and brood can 

be pickE:d up 11Ji th forceps wj:~h i1C noti,::e3ble inju.c~' to the larvae. 

Sc.rneirla has reporteu ·cha-c the b:..0od in colonies of burchelli 

and hamatum is placed in the bivouac in approximate order of size: the 

eggs or smallest larvae being in the center, the largest larvae at the 

p~riphery. This appears to be true in compact bivouacs. However, if 

th~ bivouac contains much vegetation or is of the "compound'' type 

(~chneirla, Brown and Brown, 1954: 273, 277), the brood may show no 
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arrangement at all and be widely scattered throughout the bivouac. For 

these reasons, it is advisable to sample the brood from several areas 

of each nest rather than from a single spot if one wishes to get the 

most accurate picture of the size range. 

Colonies of Labidus should be more thoroughly sampled from many 

parts of the bivouac, because this genus is most likely to have brood 

of all ages within a single nest. Since there are some indications that 

some myrmecophiles are found most frequently with brood of a certain 

age, this sampling technique may yield a greater variety of myrmeco

phil~s. ~yrmecophilous insects in general are decidedly more abundant 

with eggs and larvae than with cocoons and adults of the ants. 

The brood of subterranean army ants may be scattered throughout 

~uch dirt or wood, or it may be partially sorted by size or age. Some 

sorting by size was noted in a colony in a rotten log, probably because 

the ants could enter the smallest passageways with only the smallest 

brood. Thus, one should examine all size passages for some may contain 

only eggs or young larvae belonging to the same brood or an additional 

brood of the colony. Similarly the ants which may place their young 

under stones may have additional brood or brood of a different age 

deeper in the soil. Except for the more peripheral position of the 

larger (but not necessarily older) larvae in bivouacs of hamatum and 

burchelli, there does not seem to be any distinct arrangement of army 

ant brood according to size. However, so few subterranean bivouacs 

have been examined that it is impossible to state if the brood is placed 

in a regular position or arrangement within the bivouac. Yhen two 

broods of distinctly different ages are present, such as the pupal and 

egg broods in a late statary colony of E. burchelli, the broods are 



usually completely separate. Thus, in statary colonies or colonies 

~ith a cocoon brood, one should always look for a brood of eggs. 

Different ages or sizes of adult workers can be collected by several 

sampling techniques. The smallest workers do not seem to be common in 

raid columns or refuse columns. However, in the bivouac these workers 

are usually concentrated around the eggs, and the queen may be com

µletely surrounded by a tight mass of over 1,000 small workers. If one 

tears a bivouac apart in searching for the queen, she is apt to move 

away from her original location in the bivouac. Most of the numerous 

small workers then do not stay with her, and there is a larger number 

of excited major workers around the qmeen. These dense masses of either 

small workers or majors are the best indicators of the location of the 

queen within masses of ants. Although the workers are greatly excited 

by their queen and attracted to her, no successful method has been de

vised for attracting and capturing large numbers of workers by using 

a queen as bait. 

Each colony usually has a single queen except at the time when 

broods of males and queens are produced. It is possible that some 

species, especially the more rarely found subterranean army ants, have 

more than one queen; six and ten queens but no males were found in two 

colonies of Neivamyrmex carolinensis (Schneirla, 1961: 5). 

It is sometimes desirable to collect numerous major workers since 

these have more myrmecophiles on them than small workers. A sample 

af over 90% majors can be collect~d easily from a bivouac of E. hamatum 

by brushing a pair of long (25 to 30 cm.) forceps lightly over the ants. 

Holding a major by the tips of the forceps also seems to help arouse 

the other majors which run up the forceps and bite them or cling to the 
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other majors. A small cluster of five to ten majors is then trans

ferred to a bottle before they have time to run to the top of the 

forceps. This technique does not work as well with burchelli, possibly 

because the proportion of majors is lower, and the smaller workers are 

more aggressive than those of hamatum. With other species of Eciton, 

this technique has not been adequately tried. A similar technique of 

lightly brushing a major worker held in forceps along raid or emi

gration columns sometimes attracts additional majors to the area. This 

has been most useful with g. mexicanum, h• praedator and L. coecus. 

However, sometimes this technique does not work, and the ants disappear 

completely. 

Except as indicated above, I have not been able to find a method 

for selectively collecting workers of certain sizes. However, since 

the largest workers spin cocoons first, one can collect major and sub

major cocoons in spinning clusters and later collect cocoons of de

creasing sizes down to the minors which are the last to spin. Simi

larly, one can sometimes find clusters of cocoons in bivouacs on the 

last statary or first nomadic days. These will be the smallest work

ers which emerge last. 

If one wishes to collect a large sample of callow workers, this 

is best done from the bivouac or emigrztion columns of the first or 

second nomadic days. The callows take practically ~o part in tha raids 

during the first days of the nomadic phase. On the first nomadic days 

one can sometimes collect callows almost exclusively during the middle 

and latter parts of an emigration. (Additional information on collect

ing from emigration columns is given urder the section on Collecting 

Queens.) 
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Sexual broods may be more difficult to find within bivouacs than 

worker broods because of the smaller number of male and queen larvae. 

The immature reproductives and alate males are often scattered through

out the bivouac, and the large isolated larvae and cocoons can be 

easily confused with booty. 

By using lights to attract males, an additional method of collect

ing army ant workers was discovered. On several occasions subterranean 

colonies of Labidus and.Neivamyrmex were found attacking the insects 

which dropped below the light boards. The ants did not run up the walls 

or cloths behind the lights to attack the insects resting there, but 

they killed many insects on the ground below the lights. Most of the 

raiding activity took place in grass, possibly because the lights re

pelled the ants in more open areas. The ants remained in these areas 

for at least three and sometimes as long as ten hours, whereas without 

the abundant source of prey, the colonies would have shifted their 

raiding to other sites. These ants could be most readily collected in 

large numbers by holding insect prey in the midst of the ants. When a 

tettigoniid was held at the tip of forceps, the ants would attack it on 

all sides, and vibrating or shaking the forceps often increased the 

number of ants that would bite the insect. In addition, more of the 

largest workers would join the attack. When the insect was largely 

cnvered with ants, it co~~J be transfe~red to a ~Jt~le of alcohol. This 

method worked bettex than using an aspnator, since the latter would not 

both attract and keep more of the larger individuals in the vicinity. 

Wheeler discovered that Labidus coecus could be attracted and -----
trapped in great numbers by burying a few walnut or pecan kernels in 

the lawns near Austin, Texas (Wheeler, 1910: 264). This species will 
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also eat roasted peanuts, but my attempts to attract coecus to these 

nuts on Barro Colorado Island were successful on only one of four 

attempts when the nutmeats were put next to raiding columns. Other 

species of army ants including Labidus praedator showed no attraction 

to dried or roasted peanuts, walnuts, pecans or almonds. In Costa Rica 

hundreds of workers of Labidus coecus were trapped in lard when they 

apparently tried to feed on it (C. w. Palmer, in letter). 

Estimating the Size of Colonies and Broods 

There are two main methods for estimating the size of colonies 

of army ants. These are based (1) upon counting a fraction of the 

colony or (2) measuring the time requir~d for a counted number of ants 

to pass a given point on an emigration. Both methods are subject to 

considerable error. 

Since it was impractical to preserve whole colonies, which may 

have a volume of over three gallons of tightly packed ants, counts 

were made from small samples. This method required making an estimate 

of the proportion of the colony which was included in the sample. Since 

bivouacs are seldom symmetrical and normally are highly irregular in 

shape with indefinite amounts of vegetation, parts of logs, etc., in

side of the masses, these estimates are highly inaccurate. In addi

t;_on, most sa:n;=,les ''11~:te: .-~.ffn wh~m large num:::>ets )I v;orkers wer~ raid

iilg or when part of the .-:o:-.0i1y iBd emi9:rate:d. Mus c of my "large 11 

samples range from 200 to 300 ml. of loosely packed workers preserved 

in alcohol. Such a sample is probably about 1/50 to 1/100 of a hamatum 

colony. Samples were subdivided into volumes of about 100 ml. using a 

250 ml. graduated cylinder with an inside diameter of 35 mm. The 
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preserving fluid was drained from the ants and the workers packed 

tightly by tamping them repeatedly with a glass rod as they were placed 

in the graduate. All workers and immature stages were counted except 

for large samples of eggs or the youngest larvae which were estimated. 

The presence of a few thousand eggs or young larvae in the samples ap

pears to make no appreciable difference in the counts of workers because 

the brood fits into the interstices among the workers. Both etherized 

and preserved volumetric samples contained approximately the same number 

of workers if the workers were sufficiently anesthetized to prevent their 

movement. 

Since broods are normally kept within the bivouac for most of the 

day, the entire brood could be more readily seen than all the workers. 

The proportion of brood actually taken can be most easily judged when 

the brood is youngest, since at that time it is highly concentrated 

and has a small volume. The older the brood, the more dispersed the 

larvae and pupae usually become. In many cases, the young brood can 

be entirely exposed in a few seconds. When the brood is old and more 

dispersed, one has to tear apart the complete bivouac in order to see 

the entire brood. Furthermore, the ants carry away and cover up the 

brood almost as quickly as it can be exposed. 

The rate of emigration of ants w~G estimated by recording the num

~cr of seconds for 50 ~~~J t~ pJss a given poi~~e T'.1~se counts were 

later ~educed to 25 ants, ~~1ch required less time and gave results of 

comparable accuracy. At half hour intervals four timed counts were made 

in direct succession unless the traffic was fluctuating enough that more 

frequent counts were necessary. The m~3n rates were used to determine 

the number of ants which emigrated throughout the entire period when the 
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column was watched. Ant traffic towa~d the old bivouac also wa~ counted 

and subtracted from the outward traffic. Of course the large number of 

ants which left the bivouac throughout the day on raid columns as well 

as those that emigrated before counting was started could only be esti

~ated. This was done by judging what percentage of the colony had al

ready reached the new bivouac compared by volume with the old bivouac 

at the same time. In most cases about half of the ants probably were 

on raid columns or at the new bivouac. This method is considered more 

accurate for counts of the worker population than the method based on 

preserved samples (unless one can collect at least one fourth of a 

colony). However, it still is very inaccurate. It is difficult to 

count the ants at their maximum speed which approximates 50 ants in 

seven seconds. At these speeds the ants were counted in groups of five. 

It is difficult to estimate the numbers of ants along the route between 

the bivouacs and often is impractical to make counts close to the new 

bivouac. In addition, one still has to estimate the volume or propor

tion of the ants in the two bivouacs at the time when counting is 

started. 

ixamination of Samples 

,... f ,.., / f h ~ome samples o living ants ware ~xamined in ~anama, a ter t ey 

,,ere anesthetized with ·.;·th;r, in order to filld .:1"~.-:1~c0coles for addi-

tional study. The ants -,.;8:a.'t kept in a t.att~ry jc.r or polyethyLme pail 

and anesthetized by adding a small rag soaked with ether. Then the ants 

M~r~ poured out, a few hundred at a time, on a white enamel pan and ex

~,nined to remove the myrrn':?cocoles. Unanesthetized ants were al3o 

sorted, but their activity more than d':lubled the time required. 
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Unfortunately, both these methods reduce the number of myrmecocoles 

which can be recovered from a given sample of ants compared with pre

serving the ants in alcohol directly at the nest. Although exact com

parable data cannot be given, when a large quantity of ants was brought 

to the laboratory alive, myrmecocoles in the sample were frequently found 

dead. The transporting of the ants kept them constantly excited, and 

probably they attacked the myrmecocoles as well as their own brood under 

these conditions. Dead and injured Staphylinidae were found in these 

samples, and Thysanura and Phoridae were notably scarce or absent. When 

the ants are anesthetized in a container, many of the mites drop off 

the ants and stick to the moist sides of the container. It is difficult 

to wash them off, and many are undoubtedly lost. For determining the 

positions of mites on the ants, it is best to collect samples of 100 to 

500 workers in a large container (300 ml.) and then examine each worker 

under a microscope individually. This technique was used with all the 

common species of army ants found in Panam, and Kansas. However, since 

this method is so time-consuming, it was not used enough to find the 

positions of all the common mites. Some mites stay on the bodies of the 

ants after they are preserved, but most mites and all tha myrmecophilous 

insects fall off. 

Determining Ages of Eroo~s and Position of Colony in Activity Cycle 

The approximate age o~ the larvae ~n a somple and the position o: 

the colony in the nomadic phase were determined by comparing the lengths 

of the largest larvae with those of the largest full-grown larvaeA 

(Lorvae taken when cocoon spinning had just begun were considered full

grown.) The graph of growth rates published for hamatum larvae 
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(Schneirla and Brown, 1952: 15) can also be used, but this graph is based 

upon means which are more difficult to determine than the maximum lengths. 

Schneirla (1961: 10) has also published a graph of the growth rates in

cluding the maximum and minimum lengths of male and worker larvae of 

Neivamyr~ex nigrescens. Since the largest full-grown larvae are the same 

length or about one millimeter longer than the length of the adult major 

workers, the relative age of larvae of other species of army ants can be 

estimated. The lengths of the larvae were measured to the nearest 0.2 mm. 

using a stage grid and a stereoscopic microscope. Following the method 

used by Schneirla and Brown (1952: 13), separate anterior and posterior 

measurements were made to include the curvature of the larvae. More 

accurate determination of the larval ages can be made by measuring leg 

buds (Tafuri, 1955). For all brood samples, measurements were made of 

the ten largest and the ten smallest larvae which were selected by eye 

from a petri dish. All samples had previously been examined and divided 

into separate vials of workers and larvae. When samples were small, each 

entire sample was examined to pick out 20 for measuring; when samples 

were large, larvae from different parts of each sample were put in the 

petri dish until the bottom of the dish was covered. Larvae must be 

selected from different parts of the sample, because they settle out 

according to size. Where eggs and larvae were found in the same sample, 

the eggs and not the smallest larvae were measured. Where larvae and 

cocoons were found in the same sample, the ten smallest larvae and the 

ten biggest prepupae or biggest larvae in cocoons were measured. Pre

pupae can be distinguished from larvae without opening the cocoons by the 

presence of a fecal pellet in the narrower posterior end of each cocoon. 

Within the cocoons prepupae can be distinguished from pupae by their 
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shape. If only cocoons were found, the ten smallest enclosed larvae or 

prepupae and the ten largest pupae were measured. In addition, the 

pupae were divided into four age classes: (1) with short leg buds; 

(2) white, with legs expanded; (3) slightly pigmented; and (4) dark, i·~·, 

about the same as the color of emerged callows for the species. 

Colony Designations and Marked Queens 

Colonies studied by Schneirla or his associates are designated by 

the symbols he used. Included are all colonies which I observed in 1952 

and 1955. Typical designations would be '48 B-II or '46 H-B. The num

bers '48 and '46 usually refer to the year when the colony was first 

found. However, colony '48 B-II, for example, was studied only during 

1947 and was apparently designated '48 because most of the work during 

that trip to Panam, was during 1948. All colonies which I have studied 

since April 1955 have been designated with the letter "E" and numbered 

in chronological order starting with E-101 regardless of species or 

locality. A complete list of these colonies is given in the appendix. 

Colonies studied by other persons or samples received from different 

collectors have been given colony numbers prefixed by "D" starting with 

D-101. Queens are referred to by their colony designations. 

In order to be certain that observations over a period of time con~ 

cern a single colony, two methods have been used. One is to mark the 

queen for subsequent recognition with slits or notches cut in the abdomi

nal terga with iridectomy scissors (Schneirla and Brown, 1950: 274). The 

edges of the cuts darken, and the queen can be identified by these slits 

if she is found again in a few days or after several years. The usual 

procedure, however, has been to follow every emigration in order to avoid 
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losing a colony. These emigrations must be followed completely, as shown 

by several cases in which a second colony near by with almost identical 

brood was accidentally mistaken for a colony which had been followed on 

previous days. Whether a colony is the same as another colony found one 

or a few days earlier, can be determined by removing the queen. After 

several hours some of the workers will run along the previous emigration 

routes and some of the earlier raiding trails. They should be found at 

the preceding two or three bivouacs of a colony within about a day. This 

technique is not recommended if a colony has a sexu~! brood, because·the 

colony may not accept their queen when she is returned as reported by 

Schneirla and Brown (1950: 330-331). The queen should not be kept away 

from her colony any longer than necessary, since queens even when kept 

with food and several workers may die within one or two days. Further

more, after a few days the colony may combine with a second colony of the 

same species. 

been reported. 

How soon this may happen is unclear because few cases have 

Schneirla and Rosenblatt (1961: 226) have reported that 

if a colony "has been without its queen for as little as 12 to 20 hours, 

the workers intermingle readily with those of a colony of the same spe

cies when its columns are encountered, instead of becoming disturbed and 

remaining apart as normally occurs. When a queen is removed from a col

ony of g. burchelli or hamatum with a worker brood, backtracking columns 

are active for 24 hours a day without appreciable interruption. These 

columns are most likely to follow the previous emigration route during 

the first few days after their queen has been taken, and thereafter the 

columns seem to deviate more from the previous trails. Although a similar 

reaction has been seen with other species, the columns may be present 

only for a few hours; they may be restricted to inconvenient hours between 



8: OC p.m. and 7:00 a.m.; and they may not foll.ow the ~xac-c eruigration 

route use1 ear!ier. 

Colle~tin~ Queens 

J': 

~uesns runnin3 in emigration columns can be easily picked up with 

forceys. However, sometimes the cclumn must be w1tched continuously for 

several hours and possibly more than eight l~ours before the qu~en i:,·asses. 

There ie alw~ys the possibUity the queen emigrated before observations 

were st~rtcd, and she may be ove~looked even if the whcle emigration is 

watched. The best observa~ion points for finding the queen and myr

mecocGles are long logs or open clear areas of rock or soil. In these 

places the queen is most easily seen, and tii~re are fewer places where 

the que~n can hide in casu she is ~ropped or misped in the first attempt 

to pick her up. If there are no workers, or only a few workerJ ~iding 

on the que,·;n, she can be picked up j',ith practically no :iisturbance of the 

column. There may be a slight ripple of excited workers running in both 

directions fron the point where the queen was taken. This excitement 

disajjpea:rs in a few seconds, ()Od the ants complete the emigration. Back

trucking doe~ not 5tart until some time (probably a few hours) later. If 

a minimal amount of dh;tu:r.L>an,~e of the entire colony is desirable, taking 

the queen on an emigntion is th~ best method. 

The queens normal!y leave th& old b!.vo1:acs aftex 50% ~nd usually 

after 75% to 90% cf the ants have laft, alt.hough the quee1.·of Neivamyrmex 

nigrescens may emigrate so~ewh~t earlier according to Schneirla (1958: 

245). One would €xp-?ct that the time "''hen a aueen of any subterranean 

army ant colony leav~s th~ bivouac may be more variable than the time for 

a quodn of an e~igae1c species, since the hypogaeic bivouacs are irregular 

in shape .:md the queer, ~ometimes may be located near i:he side of the 
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bivouac where the emigration column starts. The burchelli queen usually 

leaves the old bivouac between 8:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m., and the hamatum 

queen usually leaves the old bivouac between 6:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. 

(see table I). However, an emigration occasionally is interrupted, and 

she may not leave until the next morning. Other species may start emi

grations in the early morning, and the queen may not emigrate if she re

mains too long in the old bivouac. In these cases the emigration will be 

completed on the following evening, and the queen may appear early in the 

column. For this reason, when one watches an emigration of one of the 

more subterranean species of army ants, one cannot be sure he is seeing 

the whole emigration even if a transition from raid to emigration column 

is observed. 

While watching an emigration, one can usually tell that the queen 

is approaching the observation point by an increase in the excitement of 

the workers. More majors appear in the column, and more workers of all 

sizes run back towards the old bivouac. Many workers may run short dis

tances and then turn and run in the opposite direction along the column. 

The column frequently becomes wider, and more "guard" workers stand along 

the edges. 

If the queen is dropped when one attempts to pick her out of the 

column, or if she is stopped by an obstruction or break in the emigration 

column, a section of the column may continue to be excited for over an 

hour. The workers may climb on top of the queen forming a pile of work

ers over five centimeters high. It is impossible to predict when the 

queen might pull out of such a cluster and continue along the emigration 

route. After she proceeds along the route, the excited workers may stay 

in the cluster and along the column near it for at least half an hour. 

The behavior of these workers may cause an observer to conc.lude 
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incorrectly that the queen is still within the cluster. 

For the above reasons, when one wishes to collect myrmecophiles 

continuously in the column and also take the queen, it is advisable to 

try to find a stretch of emigration route which is exposed for at least 

five meters. One can start collecting at the end of such a section away 

from the old bivouac. As ants and inquilines are collected, the column 

invariably becomes disturbed to some extent. Then the observation and 

collecting point can be slowly moved toward the old bivouac. The ants 

which are disturbed apparently deposit some chemical which excites other 

ants as they reach the section of the trail where the disturbance took 

place. If the quean comes to such an area, either the chemical itself 

or the workers excited by the chemical may cause her to stop. Collect

ing from an emigration column near the old bivouac may prolong the emi

gration time for the entire colony by keeping the ants more excited and 

causing more of them to return to the old bivouac. 

When collecting at one point along an emigration route, one should 

check at frequent intervals to see whether the ants have started a by

pass or alternate route. It is possible that this type of alternate 

emigration route may occur among the more subterranean species with one 

route completely underground, 

The queen and some myrmecocoles are more sensitive to disturbances 

of any kind than the workers. Therefore, lights should be dim and not 

directed on the queen or myrmecocoles any more than is necessary. It is 

better to shine a light on the column from an angle so that it strikes 

the ants somewhat posteriorly rather than head-on. No accurate measure. 

ments of the intensity of lights used were made. However, standard 

flashlights with two cells were too strong when the batteries were fresh. 
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About one third to one half this intensity worked better. When fresh 

batteries were used, putting a piece of medium to dark red glass or 

plastic over the light gave a light which seemed to disturb the ants 

less. The most useful type of light has a separate battery pack con

nected by wires to the light which can be worn on one's head. The light 

is easily directed and both hands are free for other purposes. 

Collecting Males 

Males collected in emigration columns almost invariably have work

ers riding or clinging to them. These workers should be pulled off the 

males before the males are put into alcohol in order to make it possible 

to determine the numbers and kinds of myrmecophiles riding on the males. 

Ideally, each male should be put in a separate vial and examined alive 

to determine the exact position of the myrmecophiles. Since this is 

often impractical, the easiest technique to use in the field is to 

isolate the males from brood and workers. 

The males of most species of army ants have been taken only at 

lights. At some times of the year in certain localities, it may be 

possible to collect over a hundred males of a single species on one or 

a few nights. However, a flight of this type may not be observed again 

in the same locality for a year or several years. Since it is impossible 

to predict exactly when a large flight will occur, it is best to run 

lights nightly. Most flights of army ants in Central America take place 

during the dry season and early rainy season. In the United Stat~s they 

may occur from early April to November. There is inconclusive evidence 

that some males fly to lights on]~, betw~en midnight and 6: 00 a.m. which 

may indicate that these species ~migrate at this time. All male army 
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ants are slow fliers with no ability to maneuver to escape predators or 

an insect net. Since they also are incapable of stinging and have a 

completely ineffectual bite, they can be readily picked off windows or 

light boards. 

Males taken at lights should also be examined alive with a micro

scope or put individually in vials of 7<1'/4 alcohol. Several species of 

myrmecophilous mites are known to ride on the males during flight. 

These and perhaps other species of mites or myrmecophilous insects may 

fall off the males in alcohol or if the males are put in dry killing 

bottles. If it is not practical to put each male in a separate vial, 

they should be separated into vials according to species. In most 

cases the males seen at light can be readily separated into species by 

the shape and color of the head, mandibles and abdomen. 

During 1952 and 1955 between one and four 50 to 100 watt incandes

cent light bulbs outside the old laboratory building on Barro Colorado 

Island were checked almost nightly for males. The windows of the Chap

man House were also frequently checked, and occasionally a "Coleman" 

gasoline lantern was used in the forest or at the new laboratory build

ing for attracting insects. During 1956 a greater effort was made to 

check the lights several times each night. On almost every night lights 

were used outside the north, south and west walls of the old laboratory 

and the west wall of the new laboratory. At each locality an incandes

cent bulb of 100 to 150 watts was placed in front of a white wall or 

cloth. Reflector flood bulbs of 150 watts directed toward the forest 

with a 100 watt bulb near the white background provided the best combin

ation for attracting the maximum number of insects. Army ant males oc

curred in such irregular numbers that it was impossible to determine which 
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combination of lights might be most effective. However, there was no 

indication that a stronger light repelled the army ants. Ultraviolet 

lights also attract male army ants, and probably these lights would have 

given better results. On a number of nights, as many as seven army ant 

males were taken at the light at the new laboratory, when they were not 

taken at the old laboratory. On other nights, one or two males were 

taken at the south side of the old laboratory, but none at the west or 

north sides. Other males were taken when they were attracted to a "Cole

man" kerosene lantern or to a headlight in the forest. Thus, a number of 

lights is strongly recommended for collecting males even if the lights 

cannot be distributed over a wide area. The finding of several colonies 

of subterranean species of army ants raiding the insects below the light 

boards was an unexpected result of the use of these lights. 

Collecting Myrmecocoles 

Myrmecocoles were usually collected by aspirating them from 

clusters, refuse deposits or ant columns. Sometimes they were found 

by sorting through large samples of living or dead ants. The general 

suggestions which were given above for collecting workers and queens 

along emigration columns also apply to collecting myrmecocoles. Any 

disturbance of the column makes it much more difficult to collect myr

mecocoles. Myrmecophilous beetles and Thysanura coming to a disturbed 

section become highly excited. They run faster and in a devious route 

and hide frequently under leaves or other objects along the emigration 

t~ail or a few centimeters away from it. 

Forceps should never be used for picking up any of the myrmecocoles 

with the possible exception of species with hard, rigid bodies, such as 
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histerids and millipedes. All others not only are usually killed or 

severely injured by attempts at picking them uµ with forceps, but also 

they are frequently damaged so badly that they cannot be determined. 

The simple aspirator described by Bergmeier (1958: 290) seems to be the 

most efficient for collecting even highly fragile insects like phorids 

and Thysanura. The modification that I have found useful consists of a 

straight glass tube about 8 mm. in diameter and 75 mm. long. One end 

is covered with a piece of fine nylon gauze, and this end is inserted 

into a piece of rubber tubing about two feet long which holds the gauze 

in place. The gauze should be large enough that it can be shifted to a 

clean area when the spot over the tubing gets covered with dirt. An 

aspirator of this size works well for all myrmecophiles and all but the 

largest workers. The largest major workers can be picked up with this 

size aspirator, but more suction must be used, and they may become 

wedged in the tubing. Therefore, forceps are more suitable for the 

largest majors. It is important to ba able to quickly take the aspira

tor apart to remove insects which sometimes cling to the gauze by their 

legs or mandibles. Most specimens will drop out of the tube unless con

stant weak suction is used or a finger put over the end. Thus, they can 

be readily transferred to vials or laboratory nests. As~irators also 

were useful for collecting flies and other arthropods in and around 

refuse deposits and over swarm raids. The arthropods in the refuse de

posits were sampled primarily by· using Berlese funnels. More details 

on how these samples were collected and examined will be given below 

in the section entitled, Refuse Deposits of Army Ants and the Arthropods 

Found in Them. 

r 
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Straight glass tubes the same size as the one used for the aspira

tor make excellent containers for living myrmecocoles. A number of 

these tubes can be placed upright in a dish of plaster of Paris in order 

to fill one end with a plug of plaster about two centimeters long. When 

the plaster has started to set, the tubes are removed from the dish, 

a~d the excess is wiped off the outside of the tubes. Before using, the 

~ubes are placed in water to saturate the plaster, and then the opposit9 

end is plugged with cotton. In these vials the humidity is close to 

100%, which is desirable for all species of myrmecocoles and army ants. 

Myrmecophilous Histeridae and Staphylinidae hQve been taken by 

others at lights, but I have never been successful at finding any at 

lights in Panam6 or Kansas. 

When watching living ants in order to collect myrmecophiles, one 

can easily see most of the largest insects riding on the ants. As an 

aid for recognizing the smaller arthropods, a list of the places where 

these arthropods have been seen riding is given here. The families or 

groups which are found on the respective parts of the ants are given in 

parentheses. All the insects and the larger mites on ants running in 

emigration columns can be seen even at night using dim red light. The 

smallest mites can be seen only with some magnification. Although some 

of these myrmecophiles have also been found in comparable positions on 

males or queens, the following positions refer to workers unless another 

caste is stated: (1) riding or being carried under heads (Histeridae); 

(2) under petioles or gasters (Histeridae); (3) dorsal or dorsolateral 

r1rts of heads, often giving heads an asymmetrical appearance (His

tJ~idae, circocyllibanid mites); (4) middorsal regions of alitrunk and 

gaster (mites, Histeridae, Staphylinidae and Limulodidae); (5) mandibles 
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of major workers, appearing like a large lump (Circocyllibanidae); (6) 

tarsi of larger workers, appearing swollen or to have dirt stuck to 

them (macrochelid mites, Limulodidae); (7) undersides of tibiae~ appear

ing to have a lobe or swelling (planodiscid mites); (8) antennae, es

pecially the scape, appearing to have a lobe or swelling (uropodine 

mites); (9) any part of body of adults, larvae, or booty appearing as 

small light or dark spots or lumps (Limulodidae, mites); (10) under 

heads next to bases of mandibles (neoparasitid mites); (11) under front 

coxae (scutacarid and pyemotid mites); (12) venter between coxae 

(Scutacaridae and Pyemotidae}; and (13) external genitalia of males 

(laelaptid mites). Many myrmecophilous insects, including some as small 

as about one millimeter long, run in the ant column. No mites were seen 

to run in the ant columns during this study. 

Laboratory Nests 

Large samples of living ants were usually collected in three-gallon 

polyethylene pails and then transferred to laboratory nests. By attach

ing a tube to a hole cut in the plastic pail and then turning on a 

50-watt incandescent light close to the pail, the ants would gradually 

run through the tube into another container. 11Tygon" (modified vinyl 

plastic) tubing, formulation S22-1, with an outside diameter of one-half 

inch and a 1/16 inch wall was used. This tubing is translucent allow

ing one to see the position and size of the ants. "Tygon" formulation 

B44-3 probably would be superior, because it is more transparent. The 

combination of heat and light would usually drive the ants out of a pail 

in four to 24 hours. A supply of water (and booty if available) was 

put in a dark receiving nest. Three general types of laboratory nests 

were used; all are modifications of those used by Schneirla. 
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A vertical nest shown in figure 2 was used to keep large groups of 

over 20,000 workers. The main vertical sides of this nest were two 

sheets of glass about 26 by 40 cm. held against a wood frame. The two 

sheets of glass were about 25 mm. apart and rested on a foam rubber 

gasket cemented to the wood frame. The glass was held tightly against 

the gasket along each edge by wooden blocks fastened by bolts and wing 

nuts. These removable blocks allowed the glas3 t~ be slid off the 

nest from any side, or the nest could be turned horizontally, and the 

glass lifted vertically. Approximately half the area of the top, 

bottom and edges was made of wood, and the remaining area was brass 

screening with 78 meshes per 25 mm. Several strands of rope extended 

from a water bottle through a hole in the top of the nest to supply 

water to the ants. No food was placed directly in the nest. The ants 

were fed by placing food in other horizontal nests and connecting these 

to the vertical nest by the "Tygon" tubing. 

This vertical nest worked well for holding large numbers of ants 

and was useful for observing the formation of strings or ropes of ants 

building up to a large cluster like their bivouacs. However, this 

nest was practically useless for observations on myrrnecophiles. When 

myrmecophilous mites or insects were seen in the nest, they usually 

became lost immediately as they ran among the ants. Observations on 

the feeding of ants and myrmecophiles were made in horizontal nests or 

chambers ranging in size from about 35 by 45 cm. down to small cells 

about five by ten millimeters. The largest horizontal nests were wood 

frames with sponge rubber along the edges. A piece of glass rested on 

the rubber strip as in the vertical nest, but only the weight of the 

glass held it in place. Since the ants had some difficulty running 
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The largest nests were used in attempts to get bbservatiohs on the 
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ants raiding and killing insects in the laboratory, as well as observa

tions on the flies accompanying the ant raids. These nests were also 

useful for observing circular columns as shown in figure 1. Columns 

of this kind were used to observe how myrmecophiles emigrate, since 

these columns reproduce many of the essential {ee~:rres of the ant 

emigrations. 

Some smaller nests, varying from 15 by 15 cm, to 25 by 30 cm., 

were made with pieces of cloth for the bottom ins~~ad of glass. The 

cloth was stretched tightly and held to the wood by U-shaped wire 

staples from an ordinary paper stapler. When cloth was stretched 

tightly, the ants could not readily bite it or pull holes in it. Each 

nest was placed over a board so that half of its area overlapped the 

board. On the board was a second cloth with one end in a dish of water. 

Water would soak through the lower cloth and keep the one attached to 

the nest moist and the humidity high in the nest. Air could pass 

through the half of the nest not touching the board with the wet cloth. 

A small piece of wood under the edge away from the board kept the nest 

from tipping. 

For most observations on the behavior of any of the arthropods, 

petri dishes were found to be convenient. These had a small enough 

area that the entire dish could be placed on the stage of a microscope. 

They also lack corners in which many of the guests could hide. Filter 

paper in the bottom was kept moist in order to keep the humidity high 

and to hold the paper tightly against the bottom of the dish. Blotting 

paper and other colored paper was sometimes used to get better colored 
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backgrounds for photographs when white was objectionableo 

Since almost all the myrmecophilous insects move rapidly, it was 

usually impossible to observe them alive under a microscope. Io allevi

ate this problem, small cells were molded or cut in plaster of Paris or 

paraffin blocks. These cells varied from 24 by 36 mm. down to five by 

ten millimeters in size. Microscope slides were used as covers for 

these cells. Glass tubing the same diameter ~-5 -~· :l aspirator was used 

for an entrance to these cells. A myrmecophile could be introduced into 

the tube using the aspirator, and a glass rod pushed down the tube would 

force the specimen into the cell. Although these calls were convenient 

for observing myrmecophiles with a microscope or for taking photographs, 

the arthropods usually would not feed or carry on other normal activi

ties in the cells. 

A passageway which had both a top and one vertical side of glass 

was most practical for observing and photographing columns of ants and 

myrrnecophiles laterally. This passageway was about 30 cm. long, 1.5 cm. 

wide and 2.0 cm. high. The base, ends and second vertical side were 

of wood with holes in opposite ends for connecting tubing to ant nests. 

All laboratory nests and containers used for observations and rear

ing attempts were kept in laboratories with no temperature control 

(Chapman House or the new large laboratory building). The temperature 

fluctuated between 25° and 31°C and was usually several degrees higher 

than forest floor temperatures or soil temperatures where these arthro

pods live. Weber (1959: 154) reported a range of 25.7° to 27.8°C for 

temperatures of shaded soil from the surface to a depth of 30 cm. Moist 

filter paper, cloth or cotton in or on all nests and dishes usually kept 

the relative humidity high. The petri dishes and small chambers or vials 
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used were too small for humidity measurements witn the equipment avail

able. 

Photographs 

All photographs were made with a Kine Exacta \/X with 50 mm. Zeiss 

Tessar f •.. 3.5, 58 mm. Meyer Optik Primoplan f. 1.9, or 135 mm. Zeiss 

Triotar f; • .' 4 lenses. A few were taken with the latter lens on a Prak

tica camera. Extension tubes and bellows were U$ad for various exten

sions up to; about 400 mm. A stereoscopic microscope was used only for 

figures 1~ and 20. The films used were Panotomic-X, Plus X or Daylight 

Kodachrome. Copies of the colored slides were mode on Panatomic-X 

sheet film using an enlarger. A few pictures were made with Daylight 

cktachrome. Plus-X and Daylight Kodachrome have given the best results. 

Every picture used for the figures was made with an electronic flash 

having a flash duration of about 1/1,000 second. A flash with a shorter 

flash duration would be preferable because the ants and myrmecocoles 

moved so quickly that some blurring occurred. Moreover, the flash fre

quently caused the workers, queens and myrmecocoles to turn and run 

away, whereas one with a shorter flash duration might be expected to 

have less effect. 

The Exacta was also found to be extremely useful for observing the 

ants both in the laboratory and in the field. A penta prism viewfinder 

was used with the normal ground glass replaced with a clear glass. 

Then the camera could be used as a wide field microscope with a great 

range of magnification and an exceptionally bright image. The camera 

mounted on an elevator tripod was much more adaptable than a microscope 

for viewing at any angle and rapidly switching from horizontal to 

vertical viewing. 
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II. THE ARMY ANTS 
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OUTLINE OF THE TAXONOMY OF THE ARMY ANTS 

The ants or Formicidae are usually divided into six to nine sub

families; one of these, the Dorylinae, includes all the ants commonly 

referred to as army ants. Although a few other ants have some of the 

habits of the Dorylinae, none so far as is known possesses all the be

havioral characteristics of this subfamily (see IPtroduction). Wilson 

(1958) discusses similar habits among ants in o·cheT subfamilies. 

The Dorylinae are primarily found in tropical areas of the world, 

and most species are restricted to areas of humid tropical forests. For 

many years the subfamily has been considered co~?used of two distinct 

groups: the Old and New World species. The latest revision by Borg

meier (1955) divides each of these two groups into two tribes: the 

Dorylini and Aenictini of the Eastern Hemisphere and the Cheliomyrmicini 

and Ecitonini of the Western Hemisphere. Information on the biology of 

the dorylines of the Eastern Hemisphere is limited primarily to Dorylus 

(Anomma) {see Wheeler (1910), Raignier and Van Boven (1955), Raignier 

(1959), and Schneirla (1957bl7 

Of the two Neotropical tribes of army ants, the Cheliomyrmicini is 

rarely seen and almost nothing is known about the habits of its species. 

Only a single genus, Cheliomyrmex, with five species, is included in the 

tribe (Borgmeier, 1955: 58-76). 

The Ecitonini includes 135 species distributed among four genera 

as follows: Eciton (12 specie~, Labidus (8), Nomamyrmex (2), and 

Neivamyrmex (114). About half of these species are known only from the 

male caste. In some cases the males and workers must have been described 

under separate names, but at present it is impossible to decide which 

species are synonyms because the castes have not yet been found together 
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in the same colony. There are approximately 25 more species of males 

described than workers, indicating that subterranean workers of at least 

this many species remain to be discovered. Ways to racognize the 

Ecitonini in the field are given above under methods, along with a key 

to the more common Panamanian species. Complete keys and descriptions 

of all species of Neotropical dorylines are given by Bergmeier (1955). 

Based on the morphology of the ants, Bergmeier (1955: 137} con

sidered Labidus to be the most primitive ecitoninc and Nomamyrmex inter

mediate between Labidus and Eciton. However, after the first queen of 

Nomamyrmex was found, he thought Nomamyrmex might be more primitive than 

Labidus or Eciton (Bergmeier, 1958a: 201). Ntivdmy~mex was considered 

to be closer to Labidus than to the other genera. The morphological 

evidence seems to link Nomamyrmex and Labidus more closely together than 

any other genera. It seems clear that Eciton is the most highly special

ized of the four genera. 

Bergmeier (1955: 173) has divided the species of Eciton into several 

groups based on morphological comparisons of all castes. The first of 

these groups includes.§.• burchelli (Westwood), guadriglume (Haliday), 

and dulcius Fore!. £• dulcius is apparently not considered to be as 

close to vagans (Olivier) as it is to guadriglume • .§_. vaqans, however, 

is also considered close to guadriglume (l· £•, p. 232). On the basis 

of the workers, dulcius and vagans appear to me to be one of the most 

closely related pairs of species. £· hamatum (Fabricius) and drepano

phorum F. Smith are placed in a second species group. These two species 

are surely closely related, but hamatum and burchelli are also closely 

related based on the workers. £• vagans and mexicanum Roger are placed 

in a third group. This seems reasonable; however, I think dulcius may 
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be more closely related to vaqans than to mexicanum. Bergmeier (1955: 

173) places lucanoides Emery in a separate group presumably mainly be

cause of the thickened tarsi of the queen and a tooth on each mandible 

of the major workers. This latter character may not be of such great 

importance, since Bergmeier (1955: 263) states that a weaker tooth is 

found sometimes in vagans and guadriglume. In addition, I have found a 

small percentage of hamatum majors with distinct teeth on their mandi

bles. Apparently all majors of lucanoides have these teeth, although 

only three specimens of lucanoides !• fil•, and an unstated number of 

g. l· conquistador Weber were examined by Bergmeier (1955: 263, 265). On 

the basis of the workers and queens, lucanoides may be quite closely re

lated to hamstum. The differences in the petiolar spine of the workers 

as given by Bergmeier (1955: pl. 12, figs. 1, 6) are not reliable for 

all specimens. Unfortunately, the male of lucanoides is unknowno How

ever, the queens of hamatum and lucanoides are also among the most simi

lar Eciton queens, judging from Borgmeier (1955, 1958a). 

Of the eight species of Labidus, four are known only from the males. 

Two, spininodis (Emery) and~ (Fore!), are extremely rare, and no myr

mecophiles have been reported from them. The remaining two species, 

praedator (F. Smith) and coecus (Latreille), are among the most common 

species of Ecitonini and have the largest geographical ranges. L. coecus 

ranges from Louisiana, Oklahoma and Texas to northern Argentina, whereas 

praedator is restricted to more humid areas. L. praedator and coecus 

are considered closely related among the species in the genus (Berg

meier, 1955: 83). 

The genus Nomamvrmex includes only two species, esenbecki (Westwood) 

and hartiqi (Westwood). The former ranges from Texas to Argentina. Noma. 



~artigi is rarer than esenbecki, and although both species are known 

from Panam,, only esenbecki has be~n found on Barro Colorado Island. 

5o 

Neivamyrmex includes 114 species of which 58 are known only from 

males and 36 only from workersa Borgmeier (1955: 286-289) has arranged 

all the species into groups, but only the species considered in this 

paper will be mentioned. Neiv. leqionis (F. Smith, pseudops (Forel) and 

qibbatus Borgmeier are in group II. ~- pilosus (F. Smith), post-

carinatus Borgmeier and humilis (Borgmeier) are in group III. Neiv. -
sumichrasti (Norton), nigrescens (Cresson), opacithorax (Emery) and 

harrisi (Haldeman) are in group IV. Among these species, opacithorax 

and nigrescens are considered closely related. The range of nigrescens 

is apparently included within that of opacithorax. 

Borgmeier has divided some species of army ants into subspecies or 

races on the basis of morphology and color. A number of these subspecies 

are based on collections from one or only a few colonies. Moreover, 

some of the characters used to separate these subspecies are of doubtful 

value, and some of the subspecies appear to be sympatric. In spite of 

these shortcomings, these subspecies in most cases are useful categories 

for discussion of the geographical distribution of the ants and myr

mecocoles. 
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BIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR OF ARMY ANTS 

Eciton hamatum (Fabricius) 

~- hamatum (Fabricius) can be considered one of the nore specialized, 

and thus, less typical species of Ecitonini. However, since it is also 

the species which has been most studied, it is convenient to discuss it 

first. It has been studied extensively primarily because: (1) it is 

common on Barro Colorado Island (and many other areas of humid lowland 

tropical forest); (2) its nests are usually cpigaeic, that is, above the 

surface of the ground rather than subterranean; and (3) its much milder 

sting and smaller colonies make it easier to work with than£• burchelli, 

the second common epigaeic specias. It should be emphasized that the 

term epigaeic as used in this paper is a relative one. The species of 

army ants can be arranged in a sequence from the most epigaeic species 

to the most subterranean or hypogaeic species. The more epigaeic ones 

nest, raid and emigrate on or above the surface of the ground. In addi

tion, their columns are more frequently found during the day, including 

days during the dry season and sunny days. The terms subterranean and 

hypogaeic will be used as synonyms in contrast to epigaeic. Schneirla 

(1958, etc.) has often followed this usage of the terms epigaeic, hypo

gaeic and subterranean, but he has also used terrestrial in contrast to 

subterranean. Terrestrial should be preferably restricted to its more 

common usage as a term in contrast to arborial, aerial or aquatic. 

Raids of Eciton hamatum 

£· ham&tum feeds primarily on immature stages of wasps and non

dorylina ants and captures adult insects only when its raids are 
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largest and the foragers most excitable (Schneirla, 1956b: 394). Al

though many species of nondoryline ants are captured by hamatum, it 

does not prey on Paraponera clavata (Fabricius), the largest ponerine 

on Barro Colorado Island. It also seems to overlook many of the small

est species of ants, and I have seen hamatum columns sharing the trails 

of~ while the leafcutter ants had an active column. The two spe

cies occasionally bumped into one another, but no fighting was seen. 

If a raid column of one colony of army ants comes in contact with a 

raid column or swarm of another colony, some inconclusive fighting oc

curs. "Picket lines" or rows of workers of both species (or colonies) 

facing each other are formed along the line of contact. These workers 

will attack if a member of the other colony tries to cross the line, 

but generally there is little conflict. The ants continue their raid

ing by diverging away from the area of contact or one colony may cross 

the other along a log or liana. 

The wasps that hamatum attacks primarily are the social Polybiinae 

and Polistinae (Vespidae). Even though colonies of stingless bees are 

common on Barro Colorado Island, I never saw any species of army ant 

attack these colonies and never found :~eliponinae among the booty. 

Schneirla (1933: 269) reported that hamatum kills stingless bees, but 

such attacks must be rare. Perhaps these bees escape because their 

nests or the entrances to them are made of waxes, plant sap or mud 

which the ants cannot penetrate. Although on a few occasions I have 

seen hamatum raiding columns within one-half meter of stingless bee 

nests, the ants ignored these nests completely. However, adjacent 

wasp nests were found and plundered. Perhaps the ants are aided in 

finding prey by odors of the wasps, by previous chemical trails of raid

ing army ants, or by chemicals deposited near the nest by the wasps. A 
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colony of polybiine wasps nesting in the Haskins Library building at 

the C;nal Zone Biological Area had its entrance through a small hole in 

the concrete wall about two meters above the ground. A raiding column 

of hamatum proceeded so directly to this hole and carried off the wasp 

brood that it appeared they were guided in some manner over the seem

ingly homogeneous surface of the wall. 

E. hamatum and burchelli will run over ~ests of muddaubers 

(Sphecinae and Trypoxyloninae) without hesitating or attacking the closed 

mud nests. The ants were never seen on such nests when cells were open. 

When hamatum was seen attacking nests of polybiine wasps or Polistes, 

the ants pulled off the caps of cells containing pupae and completely 

stripped the nest of all brood. The adult wasps were killed if they 

stayed on the nest. Most of them retreated to adjacent vegetation where 

wasps returning from foraging joined them. Excellent photographs of 

army ants attacking nests of Polistes have been published by Michener 

and Michener (1951, fig. 89) and Klots and Klots (1959: 248). One 

colony of ants (E-233) made a bivouac in a hollow log that must have been 

the site of a polybiine nest. After the bivouac was located,many wasps 

were seen flying directly to the small entrance hole in the side of the 

log. They all stopped abruptly at the entrance, and then most of them 

joined clusters of wasps on neighboring vegetation. A similar case was 

observed when colony '52 H-I made a bivouac in a hollow tree displacing 

a polybiine colony. In all cases where army ants have been observed to 

raid nests of vespid wasps, the wasps abandoned their nests. Since 

this appears to be a fairly frequent occurrence, many reputed cases of 

vespids starting colonies by swarming may be attributable to army ant 

raids. 
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The raids of hamatum have been termed "column raids" by Schneirla 

(1933) to distinguish them from swarm raids. These two types of raids 

are diagrammed in figures 69 and 70. While in swarm raids the advanc

ing group of ants is a large mass or swarm, column raids have small 

groups of workers in narrow columns at the advancing edge or raid front. 

The individual workers comprising the advancing front are constantly 

changing. These advancing ants may fan out at the tips of the distal 

raid columns, but these groups are small and usu~lly cover no more than 

one or two square decimeters of surface. Since the workers do not 

cover a large area at one time like the swarm raiders, hamatum does not 

continually drive out large numbers of arthropods in front of its raids. 

As a consequence the flies and ant birds dependent upon these arthropods 

are absent or rarely seen. Although I have never seen ant birds near 

this army ant, Schneirla (1933: 268) has r0po~ted seeing them near 

"unusually vigorous _g_. hamatum raids." 

The raiding workers of£• hamatum run primarily on the ground and 

on the surfaces of leaves. They also climb vegetation and buildings, 

but rarely go more than two meters above the ground. The workers will 

also go into subterranean nests and attack ants living in them. During 

the dry season they are more apt to run under leaves and other objects 

rather than on top of them as in the rainy season (Schneirla, 1947: 11). 

However, even in the dry season they make frequent use of logs, lianas 

and other similar objects to cross streams and rgvines and to make their 

raid and emigration routes shorter and smoother. 

A continuous column of ants connects the advancing distal raid 

columns with the bivouac. When a strong raid is in progress, the base 

column may be one to six ants wide for more than 100 meters from the 
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bivouac. During the hours from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., called the 

"siesta period" by Schneirla, there is a decrease in raiding activity. 

This decrease may be more noticeable during the dry season, and 

Schneirla and Brown (1950: 296) have reported that the base column may 

even become discontinuous during the midday hours. Although at times 

these columns may become so weak that only a single ant can be found 

every one to three meters along the trail, I have never seen a raid 

during the dry season that did not continue to have some traffic be

tween the bivouac and the front of the raid. 

Raids of hamatum usually start shortly after dawn and are pre

sumably initiated by the increase in light intensity at the bivouac. 

Any colony which does not start a raid in the early morning may start 

one at any time of day except during the siesta period. Temperature 

effects have been considered subordinate to light (Schneirla, 1938: 

82}; however, "regular diurnal temperature variations are mainly re

sponsible for the existence of two 'peaks' in raiding activity, one in 

the later part of the morning, and one in mid-afternoon." Appa:rently 

a colony will start a raid between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 porn• only if 

it is greatly disturbed, as for instance, when a large part of the 

bivouac is knocked down. Although it would seem that sunlight striking 

a bivouac might have this same effect, no records of this are known to 

me. All army ants are considered blind from the standpoint of seeing 

an image, but they do react to different intensities of light. Army 

ants apparently find their way back to their nests not by any visual 

orientation but solely by a chemical trail. When raiding, the leading 

ants de~osit a chemical trail which is followed and added to by the su~

sequent workers. The i:rail is pro·?abiy not polarized, since the ants 
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chemical on a short length of trail. If a stick which is part of the 

trail is reversed, the ants show some hesitation only where the continu

ity of the trail is b~oken at the ends, and they do not reverse their 

direction (Schneirla, 1933; 1944a: 5). E. hamatum workers can also 

follow the trails of burchelli (Schneirla, 1944a: 3) and possibly those 

of any species of army ants. How long these trails last and how often 

they are m-u:sed is debatable. The most outstanding cases where chemi

cal trails appear to have been re-used involve emigration trails (see 

below under emigrations). On several occasions I carefully marked exact 

routes of raids near the laboratory on Barro Colorado Island, and sub

sequent raiding ants of the same species paid no attention to these 

whet'\ running over the same area. However, considering the number of 

ants following a single trail, one would expect the chemical trails of 

raids to be much weaker than emigration trails. 

The raids appear to be largest when colonies have a "late nomadic 

brood", i·!·, a brood of larvae which is almost ready to spin cocoons. 

At this time a raid may consist of two or three base columns radiating 

from 150 to 300 meters from the bivouac. The raids are more likely to 

be smaller during the early nomadic phase, and on some days in the 

statary phase no raids may occur. On days when there are raids in the 

statary phase, the traffic along the columns is one-fourth to one-half 

as great as on nomadic raids (Schneirla, 1957a: 109). 

Although raids during the nomadic phase are larger than those in 

the statary phase, both in the number of base columns and in the number 

of ants which take part, the maximal distance from the bivouac may be 

greater in statary raids. Since the colony is in one location for about 
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three weeks, it can establish chemical trails for several hundred meters 

from the bivouac and also plunder most of the colonies of potential food 

near the bivouac (Schneirla, 1944c: 173). No adequate quantitative data 

on raid distances have been published, however. 

Compared with the behavior of hamatum in the rainy season, in the 

dry season raid columns are more frequently under leaves, statary col

onies are less likely to have raids, and nomadic colonies have smaller 

~aids (Schneirla, 1947: 11; 1949b: 74, 78). Although these contrasts 

appear valid, colony '46 H-B studied by Schneirla did not show an in

crease in raiding in a statary period during the rainy season (May to 

June) compared with the two preceding statary per~ods during the dry 

season (February to April). The number of raids compared with days 

when the colony was observed during the three statary periods are re

spectively: 9 out of 19, 11 out of 19, and 6 out of 13 (Schneirla, 

1949b: 20-22, 74). 

Emigrations of Eciton hamatum 

Emigrations start after the siesta period with an increase in 

traffic moving outward along one or more raid columns. Schneirla 

(1938: 70} has stated that the ants emigrate along the route on which 

most booty has been brought to the bivouac, but he has given no quanti

tative evidence. This outward flow may start between 2:00 and 3;00 p.m. 

when sunlight is still quite strong, or it may not start until after 

6:00 p.m. after the light intensity has dropped considerably. Although 

the siesta period lull in raiding is "perhaps attributable to a combina

tion of radiation, heat, and desiccation" (Schneirla 1956b: 400), an 

increase in raiding activity gradually shifting into an emigration may 
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occur in the afternoon while these "detrimental" factors are still 

present and may even be more intense compared to 11:00 a.m. when the 

siesta period starts. No adequate data have been published to show any 

correlation between the activity of army ants and the atmospheric con

ditions during the siesta period. Perhaps some inherent "clock mech

anism" is important for initiating these changes in raiding activity 

end the shift to emigration. Schneirla (1944b: 453, footnotes) ac

knowledges the lack of direct evidence for any correlation between 

environmental factors and the siesta period or emigration. In addition, 

he considers that it is "somewhat doubtful" that a "temporal memory" 

or similar phenomenon produces the increase in activity in the afternoon. 

Ants which he kept in the laboratory under ruby glass did not exhibit 

any noticeable increase in activity in the afternoon at the time when 

colonies in the forest became more active. It was not stated whether 

ants kept in the laboratory without covers of ruby glass showed any 

change in activity. In my experience they did not; however, this may 

not be an adequate test of the hypothesis of a possible internal clock. 

Two emigrations were seen during 1956 that were finished before 

7:00 p.m. One of these occurred on 8 March 1956 when colony E-127 had 

completely abandoned the old bivouac site except for a strand with a 

width of about five ants at 6:00 p.m. The queen had left the old biv

ouac, and the few hundred remaining workers must have left the bivouac 

site by 6:15 p.m. at the latest. The second case was on 11 April 1956 

when colony E-141 had a strong emigration in progress when it was 

visited at 3:45 p.m. Some brood was being carried at that time, and 

at 4:00 p.m. large amounts of brood were being carried. The queen left 

the old bivouac at about 6:30 p.m., and the last ants left the site at 
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6:50 p.m. Neither of these bivouacs had been disturbed by me during 

the days of these early emigrations. Normal emigrations of hamatum 

probably never occur much earlier than in the above cases. Schneirla 

(1949b: 19) reports similar times for only two out of 49 emigrations 

for colony '46 H-B. Probably the size of a colony, and other factors 

within a colony influence the beginnings of emigrations. The presence 

of a larval sexual brood may delay the start of an emigration and pro

long it. Colony E-105 with a sexual brood started an emigration on 

about the third nomadic day between 8:48 and 10:00 p.m. There is no 

data to show that some colonies regularly emigrate earlier than others. 

In eight of 14 cases shown in table 1, whan the queen was seen on 

an emigration, she had apparently left the old bivouac between 6:30 and 

8:30 p.m. By the time the queen is seen on the emigration column, 75% 

to over 90% of the colony has left the old bivouac judging from those 

cases where the old bivouac has been seen at approximately the same time 

as the queen. 

Although low light intensity may be an important factor for the 

completion of an emigration, it apparently is not the primary triggering 

stimulus. Schneirla (1944c: 159) has reported that the queen is more 

sensitive to light than the workers. Moreover, she will turn away from 

a beam of light directed on her, whereas the workers "seem virtually in

capable of specific orienting responses to light." This photonegative 

reaction of the queen is probably important for keeping the queen in 

the central parts of the bivouac (Schneirla 1944c: 158-160), but may also 

contribute directly to her late appearance along emigration columns. All 

the ants have usually emigrated from the old bivouac by 8:00 to 11:00 

p.m. However, if the emigration is delayed by heavy rains, as may be 
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the case in the rainy season, emigrations may not be completed until 

after dawn the next morning. Schneirla (1944c: 160) reports two cases 

where queens were seen on emigrations during daylight. (These two cases 

must be less than 0.5% of the emigrations for which records exist but 

no accurate count is available.) 

Emigrations with worker broods rarely show any signs of "ant road

w2ys" or "flanges" (similar to figures 5 to 7) such as are common with 

sexual broods. (See section on Sexual Broods and Colony Divisions.) 

These "roadways" are composed of workers which cling to leaves or to 

any other objects along the path of the emigration and remain immobdle 

while the other workers emigrate across their bodies (see figure 5). 

They serve a useful function, especially whe~e the ground is uneven for 

any reason, since the bodies of the ants form bridges and make the path 

smoother. In addition, the workers form flanges at the edges of narrow 

lianas (figures 6 and 7) or on vertical surfaces, such as on the sides 

of trees. It is clear that these flanges and roadways are of consider

able advantage when two or three large workers together must carry each 

of the larvae of reproductives which are twice the length of a single 

worker. The formation of these roadways is dependent upon workers bump

ing into and stepping on each other repeatedly. Near the end of the 

emigration when workers in the narrower column are no longer frequently 

stepping on the individuals at the margins of the roadway, these margi

nal workers are the first to move from their positions and join the 

emigration. Ant roadways are formed occasionally when a colony has a 

worker brood, but they are not as well developed. These roadways usu

ally are close to the old bivouac where the traffic is heaviest and 

larvae are frequently dropped along the route. Sometimes an ant roadway 
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th1 raute where ants are having difficulty running. Short traces of 

roadways are formed occasionally along raid columns where there is ex

ceptional activity. 

"Guard workers" are frequently present but greatly scattered along 

the emigration columns. These are workers which face outward at the 

edges of the column and attack insects or other animals which ~ay at

tempt to cross the column. A high proportion of these workers are 

majors. These guards when maximally excited keep their mandibles open 

wide, their antennae vibrate rapidly, and they rear upward with their 

front legs off the ground and their bodies almost vertical. Only 

workers which were not carrying booty or brood were seen to stop and act 

as guards. The length of time that these workers acted as guards varied 

from a few seconds to more than an hour for no apparent reason. In most 

cases, there also was no evident reason why there were guards in some 

places and not in others. However, any disturbance of the column re

sults in an increase in guard workers. These guards were seen to attack 

beetles, sowbugs, spiders and other arthropods which attempted to cross 

the emigration colwnn. In most cases the arthropod was not killed but 

retreated away from the column. The same arthropod that is readily 

killed during a swarm raid seems to have a better chance of survival 

when it runs into an emigration column. The ants which are laden have 

to be considerably disturbed before they will drop their burdens and 

attack. The guard workers will attack, but they seem slower and less 

effective than raiding workers. 

When the queen approaches along an emigration column, the number of 

guard wcrkers frequently but not always increases. The number of guard 
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workers as well as the s1ze of the "retinue", or group of workers which 

appears to accompany the queen, seem to depend primarily on the speed 

with which the queen travels. If her progress is not impeded by irregu

la=ities in the terrain, and she proceeds without hesitation, the retinue 

is small and there are no guard workers along the route in many places. 

Eowever, if a bright light is directed at the queen and she halts, 

t":c::-kers which are follo·Ning her immediately start climbing over her and 

run ahead of her in a more excited manner. If she continues along the 

route after a brief pause, she will have a much larger contingent of 

workers accompanying her. These workers which make up the retinue are 

not the same small workers which are clustered arou~d the queen in the 

bivouac. Larger workers and majors are common. The largest retinue 

which I have seen included between 25 and 50 majors plus a larger num

ber of smaller workers which stayed within 15 to 30 cm. of the queen. 

Approximately another 100 majors were running back and forth and acting 

as guards as far as two meters from the queen. This queen was seen 

making good progress along the emigration column at a point ten to 

15 meters from the old bivouac. The composition of the retinue may 

change to some extent as the queen progresses. The more the queen's 

progress is delayed, the more guard workers line the route. A similar 

reaction can occur if one has been collecting ants or myrmecophiles for 

several hours at one spot along the emigration route. The disturbed 

ants evidently deposit an alarm chemical which later excites the queen 

and other workers. Part of this reaction may be due to the "alarm" 

being passed from one worker to another as they reach this spot. How

ever, on other occasions when no excited workers were noted running 

toward the old bivouac, subsequent workers seemed disturbed when they 
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Emigrations may be influenced considerably by chemical trails used 

previously around suitable bivouac sites by the same or different colo

ni~s. Schneirla and Brown (1950; 337) reported a colony followed an 

emigration route which it had used 31 days earlier. Colony '48 H-19 fol

lowed a trail more than 450 meters long made during the preceding week 

~v colony '48 H-28. Another trail "approaching 40 meters in length made 

by colony H-15, £• hamatum, was employed by colony B-VIII, ~- burchelli, 

after an interval of more than three weeks"(!.£•)• These trails 

were also considered to last longer during the dry season than during 

the rainy season when more frequent wetting would be expected to wash 

the chemical away. Colony E-191, hamatum, emigrated on 19 June 1956 

along what appeared for about 50 meters to be the identical route that 

colony E-159 of the same species had used on 11 May 1956. These two 

colonies also bivouacked under the same end of the same log. However, 

I had not marked the entire route of the previous emigration. Although 

it was clear that along major landmarks such as lianas and logs, the 

two colonies followed the identical route, in a few cases the second 

colony did not follow the precise route used earlier. Close to the 

bivouac, colony E-191 deviated and took the route that colony E-159 had 

used when it left that site. Since it is impossible to know how many 

chemical trails of army ants may be on any surface, or how frequently 

and recently they have been used, it seems best to be cautious when con

sidering such cases of ants following old trails. 

Regardless of the time when an emigration starts, there is a typi

cal sequence of events which can be recognized in almost every emigra

tion. These events will be discussed as they most frequently occur 

near the old bivouac. Closer to the new bivouac a similar sequence 
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occurs except that the direction in which booty is carried may vary 

more if there are many branch columns in the vicinity of the new biv

ouac. Furthermore, the myrmecophiles are apt to be in less distinct 

groups. Theoretically, one could maintain that an emigration starts 

when the first ant leaves the bivouac at the start of a raid. However, 

since all these raiding ants also may return to the bivouac, the time 

when the first booty is carried from the bivouac is a more accurate 

starting point. Often a noticeable exodus of workers occurs before 

booty can be seen carried away from the bivouac. In all cases that I 

have observed, booty is first carried in both directions during this 

starting period. One reason that booty appears early in the emigra

tions is that much of the booty collected on the day's raid is concen

trated in the bivouac near the raid columns. There may be considerable 

confusion along the column as ants with and without booty bump into 

each other and often reverse their direction. Sometimes a few workers 

with booty even try to return to the old bivouac more than an hour after 

the outward flow of booty and broad has begun. During this early 

period, myrmecophiles also are more frequently seen going in both direc

tions along the column. 

The next most obvious stage is the appearance of the brood. This 

is frequently preceded by a greater exodus of workers. When the brood 

consists of eggs or young larvae, it is almost impossible to see it. 

For this reason it is often advisable to take samples from the column 

approximately every half hour. If these samples are put into alcohol, 

the brood is usually dropped by the ants and sinks to the bottom. 

Myrmecophiles are common during the passage of the brood; and some 

kinds, particularly any which feed on the brood, may be more abundant 
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than at any other time during the emigration .. 

Near the end of the brood or after the end of the brood, the queen 

usually is seen. Following the queen there is a gradual decrease in 

traffic, later a more rapid decrease near the end of the emigration. 

After the brood and queen have passed, there may be an increase in the 

number of myrmecophiles in the column. Booty may still be seen during 

this terminal period, and in the absence of brood it may be much more 

conspicuous than previously. The end of the emigration usually is quite 

abrupt, with ants decreasing from a column two to three ants wide to a 

trail without ants only five to ten meters away. The workers at the end 

of the column act in a manner similar to those at the beginning of a raid 

column, except that they are much less hesitant. They frequently run 

back in the direction of the old bivouac for a few centimeters and then 

turn and run after the rest of the column. After the last ant has passed 

the observation point, many more myrmecophiles may be seen following the 

trail. The species of myrmecophiles in this group may be different from 

any of those seen earlier in the emigration. Details on the species and 

abundance of the myrmecophiles will be given in a subsequent section. 

Bivouacs of Eciton hamatum 

The nests of army ants are called bivouacs primarily because they 

are much more temporary than the nests of other ants. The bivouacs are 

made up of the bodies of the ants which hang by their legs from some 

support. Several photographs of typical bivouacs can be seen in papers 

by Schneirla (1933, 1949b). The ability and tendency for the army ants 

to form hanging clusters seems to be unique among the ants. Other ants 

form piles of workers that may be many workers deep, but as far as I can 
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determine, none will form 0 threads" of workers hanging together by their 

legs or large clusters of workers hanging from a support. Schneirla has 

repeatedly mentioned the ''opposed recurved hooks" on the tarsi of the 

ants and stated or implied that these are "specific organic characteris

tics" necessary for forming this type of cluster (Schneirla, 1956b: 382; 

Schneirla, il &•, 1954: 293). However, most insects and probably all 

ants have "opposed recurved hooks". The only significant difference may 

be that the tarsal claws of army ants are slightly larger than those of 

most ants. They are not more recurved so far as I have observed. The 

tooth on the medial or lower margin of the claws is also not a necessary 

characteristic for this type of clustering. Other ants also have this 

tooth, and Neivarnyrmex does not have it. In addition, the army ants 

appear to have relatively long and thick legs. Limited comparisons with 

ants of the same length, showed that the legs of the army ants in most 

cases were longer. When the other ants had legs of equal length, the 

legs of the army ants, especially the tarsi, were thicker. 1 

1 Bergmeier (1955: 16) discovered that all Ecitonini workers (and 

also Acanthostichus and Cylindromyrmex) have a yellowish stripe on the 

under surface of the hind tibia. This stripe varies considerably in 

length and width, but all workers have it. It is absent, however, on 

the males and queens. The texture of the surface of this stripe is dif~ 

ferent from the rest of the leg, and it also lacks hairs. Perhaps it 

ls some kind of sensory structure. Although it is not known whether 

this unusual character has any connection with clustering or other be

havior of these ants, its significance would bear further investigation. 
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Bivouacs are located usually under logs, in hollow logs or trees, 

between the buttresses of large trees, in underground cavities such as 

mammal burrows, in piles of brush, or similar places. Much has been 

written about the selection of bivouac sites, and many factors have been 

found to influence this selection. However, the relative importance of 

these factors is extremely difficult to estimate. Although the ants 

usually form their bivouacs in sheltered sites which are cooler and more 

moist than surrounding areas, the ants do not make a selection on the 

basis of temperature or humidity gradients. The selection is a more in

direct one based primarily on the behavior of the ants and the mechanics 

of nest formation (Schneirla, Brown and Brown, 1954; Jackson, 1957). 

Toward the end of the nomadic phase and in the statary phase, there is a 

distinct shift to sites which are more sheltered and thus, cooler and 

more moist. The choice of site and formation of bivouacs are influenced 

by the following factors listed without regard for their relative im

portance. All these factors, except numbers 9 and 12, have been con

sidered and in most cases discussed at some length by Schneirla, Brown 

and Brown (1954). 

(1) Some support from which the ants can hang is apparently essential. 

This support also supplies some shelter. (2) Lack of disturbance by 

rain at the time of bivouac formation is important. If rain strikes a 

bivouac during formation or after it is formed, the ants may shift, de

pending upon the severity of the rain and the availability of a suitable 

site to which they can retreat. (3) Wind currents may be a-crucial 

factor at the time of formation as well as after formation. Artificial 

currents will readily excite ants as they are starting a bivouac and 

cause breakdown of the initial ropes and clusters of ants. (4) Heat 
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{in the absence of light) will cause ants to move their clusters in the 

laboratory, but it is doubtful if this ever is important in the formation 

of bivouacs under the even temperature conditions on Barro Colorado 

Island. Bivouacs in hollow trees or logs may shift after they are 

formed, if sun heats the site considerably even though not striking the 

bivouac directly. Temperatures probably never are low enough on Barro 

Colorado Island to cause an adverse effect on the selection of a nest 

site. (5) Light similarly would not be a factor in formation of bivouacs 

at night, but it appears to cause shifts during the day. In the labora

tory, ants will readily shift a cluster from a lighted part of a nest 

into a darker part. (6) Humidity normally is close to 90% at the time 

bivouacs are determined. Presumably if the colony nests in an area 

which is too dry, it will shift, if possible, to a more humid site. Col

onies frequently form bivouacs at the ends of hollow logs. On the day 

following the emigration to these sites the colonies frequently shift 

deeper into the log. Humidity, light, air currents and temperature 

probably all play a part in these shifts. (7) Junctions in raid col

umns, where opposing traffic may become confused and the outward flow 

blocked, may result in accumulations of workers leading up to a bivouac. 

If outward traffic from the old bivouac meets strong inward or "centri

petal traffic" (Schneirla, et !l•, 1954; 275), this may cause an accumu

lation of workers or a shift in traffic along a lateral branch column. 

Traffic may be drained along the lateral branch away from the initial 

cluster with the result that the final bivouac is formed along the 

lateral column. (8) Caches or deposits of booty and areas of greater 

booty odor result in workers stopping to feed, and the workers also drop 

larvae which feed on the booty. (9) Areas with considerable odor from 
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raiding or emigration trails, as well as previous bivouacs of the same 

or other species of army ants may attract colonies to certain suitable 

sites. (10) The age of the brood or something correlated with its age 

probably influences the selection of the bivouac site. Colonies with 

more mature larval broods and pupal broods form bivouacs in more 

sheltered sites than colonies with young larval broods. (11) When the 

larvae are fully grown, the selection of a more sheltered bivouac site 

may be influenced by the availability of powdered rotten wood and simi

lar detritus apparently necessary for spinning cocoons. Places where 

detritus of this type is more abundant typically are also more 

"sheltered" or "enclosed" (in the sense of Schneirla, et al., 1954: 

273), and the sheltering is presumably more important than the presence 

of detritus. (12) The presence of the queen undoubtedly has some effect 

on bivouac formation and its coherence or stability (compare evidence in 

Schneirla and Brown, 1950: 330-331 on queenless colonies). Although a 

bivouac site is almost always determined and the bivouac probably over 

90% completed before the queen reaches it, if the colony is divided be

tween two sites, the part of the colony with the queen may become the 

final bivouac. Two bivouacs may be started in nearby sites, and if the 

queen stops in the first one, the ants in the cluster farther along the 

emigration route may return to the first site. Similarly, if the queen 

does not stop, but continues to the more distant site, the other ants 

are apt to follow her. Colonies deprived of their queens show varying 

degrees of bivouac breakdown and appear to have a weaker tendency to 

form a compact, undivided bivouac. (13) A bivouac will not be formed 

where there is a conflict with other colonies of army ants of the same 
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or different species. Although actual fighting is rare between colonies 

of army ants, two normal colonies with functional queens are always to 

some extent antagonistic, and usually their raiding behavior would keep 

bivouacs apart. In a few cases where bivouacs of two colonies were ob

served in the same log, one colony moved out presumably because of dis

turbance due to the other colony. No disturbance by a nondoryline ant 

or other insect colony has been reported as causing a bivouac shift. 

Once bivouacs are formed, major disturbances will cause shifts or 

complete emigrations depending in part upon the severity of the dis

turbance. A bivouac of either a nomadic or statary colony can be com

pletely pulled apart and scattered around on the ground, and it usually 

is reconstructed on the identical site. However, if its previous support 

is partially or completely destroyed, the colony may move part of a 

meter or more than ten meters to a new site. Such a shift during the 

day will occur with statary as well as nomadic colonies. No shift of 

this type has been reported which was not due to human disturbance, but 

occasionally natural catastrophies such as floods, fires, etc., might 

cause similar shifts. 

Schneirla has stated (1949b: 72), "••• the fact that the bivouac

change processes often are more protracted and more variable in the dry 

months, with a greater lag in hitting upon the final bivouac site, in

dicates a greater scarcity than in rainy times of feasible clustering 

spots approximating the species optimum.tt No quantitative evidence was 

given to support this statement. However, in the same paper (p. 20-22) 

he gives the times when new bivouacs were started for colony '46 H-8 

during both dry and rainy seasons. These data show that the mean time 

for the starting of a bivouac was 7:05 p.m. during the dry season 
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{dates from 12 February to 30 April), whereas it was 7:47 p.m. during 

the rainy season (dates from 2 May to 5 June). This also suggests that 

during the dry season the siesta period is not prolonged, and the emigra

tions may start earlier than in the rainy season. Perhaps the starting 

of new bivouacs is influenced by the time of sunset which on Barro 

Colorado Island would be about 30 minutes later in June than in March. 

Refuse Deposits of Eciton hamatum 

As a result of the kind of booty typically collected by hamatum 

colonies, there is little refuse around their bivouacs. Even at statary 

bivouacs only a trace of booty could be found. Where bivouacs touched 

the ground or the bottom of a hollow log, there usually were a few ants 

walking around possibly ten to 20 cm. from the edge of the bivouac. 

Occasionally four or five workers would be in a weak column extending 

20 to 30 cm. from a bivouac, but these columns did not end in distinct 

areas of refuse. One or two of these ants were sometimes seen carrying 

booty refuse. Some scattered refuse could often be found, composed of 

the more sclerotized parts of booty, such as head capsules of older 

pupae. Empty cocoons from booty could also be found, but they were 

scarce possibly because many pupae had been removed from cocoons before 

they were brought back to the bivouac. On the last statary day empty 

cocoons of the army ant brood became obvious and rapidly increased 

through the first nomadic day. The ants carried some of the empty 

cocoons a few centimeters out of the bivouac along the supports of the 

bivouac or along the ground if the bivouac touched it. Apparently most 

of the empty cocoons were dropped by workers at the edges of the bivouac. 

Some cocoons drifted down to the ground directly; others got caught in 
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the sides of the bivouac and probably did not fall to the ground until 

the ants emi911ated._:· As a result ithe ~o.~oons were generally scattered 

around on all sides of the bivouac and under the bivouac as well, if 

the bottom of the bivouac did not rest on any support. 

Often Phoridae and Staphylinidae could be seen around the edges of 

the bivouacs. The staphylinids probably removed most dead workers. 

Additional details about the refuse from hamatum colonies will be given 

below in a section on refuse deposits and the arthropods associated with 

them. 

Size of Colonies and Broods of Eciton hamatum 

The size of any colony of army ants is difficult to determine, and 

colonies of the same species must vary by more than 100% in size, in 

view of the method of colony formation by division. Based on counted 

samples of 100 ml. of packed etherized or preserved ants in which worker 

counts can range from about 3,000 to 6,000, I would estimate that the 

size of hamatum colonies ranges from about 100,000 to 500,000 adult 

workers. Estimates based on emigrations probably are more accurate and 

tend to be somewhat lower than this. 

Brood estimates vary even more widely, and it appears to me that 

the size of an individual brood may decrease markedly from the egg to 

pupal stages. Schneirla and his co-workers have emphasized that canni

balism may play an important part in the development of sexual broods 

(Schneirla, 1949a: 11; Schneirla and Brown, 1950: 334; Schneirla and 

Brown, 1952: 12, 29). However, in contrast to these broods of repro

ductives, "worker broods are produced without much evidence of canni

balism" (Schneirla, 1949a: 5). The extent of the cannibalism has not 
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been well substantiated in sexual broods. The supposed greater extent 

of cannibalism when sexual broods are in colonies has been based partly 

on a decrease in the size of larval broods and partly on the finding 

of empty cocoons. It has been further suggested that brood consumption 

may be widely connected with production of new queens in the dorylines 

as well as in other ants (Brian, 1958: 500). However, I think that 

cannibalism of worker broods may also be extensive judging from im

pressions of the sizes of egg and young larval broods compared with 

mature larval and pupal broods. 

Schneirla's estimates of the size of worker broods vary from about 

20,000 (1948: 109), to 40,000 (1956a: 3), to 60,000 (1957b: 266) with 

no indication of the age of the brood involved. One colony of "about 

30,000 workers" had a "counted 32,479 cocoons" (Schneirla, 1934: 321), 

which would seem to be an impossibly high proportion of brood. For 

comparisons with these estimates, Hagan (1954a, 1954c) determined that 

a burchelli queen has 2,528 to 2,644 ovarioles, each capable of produc

ing 22 to 25 eggs per cycle. Thus, the total egg production would fall 

" between 55,616 and 66,100 eggs during one statary period. The oocyta 

number for hamatum was considered to be the same as in the queen of 

burchelli, but no ovariole number was determined (Hagan, 1954c: 4-5). 

My estimates of egg brood range from 50,000 to 200,00Q. Such large 

worker broods invariably seem to decrease in size perhaps to 10,000 to 

60,000 at the age of full grown larvae. 

Empty cocoons have also been found during statary phases of hamatum 

colonies with worker broods, but these cocoons were the same size and 

thus easily confused with those from nondoryline ants that are booty. 
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Perhaps there is considerable cannibalism by the recently emerged 

callows about which Schneirla writes (1952; 255}, "During the first few 

days after their emergence they are confined mainly to the bivouac, 

where they feed voraciously and are almost incessantly in motion." 

Callows were definitely seen feeding on booty; how much they may feed 

on the army ant brood is unknown. In all large samples of brood, it 

was possible to find a few larvae of the army ants which looked somewhat 

shrunken or shrivelled. These looked the same as larvae on which the 

ants had been seen feeding in laboratory nests. Such larvae were diffi

cult to spot in masses of brood, because they apparently were seldom 

torn apart by the ants until they were greatly reduced in size. The 

ants bit at them and apparently put small punctures in the larvae, and 

then fed on oozing juices. Sometimes no fluid could be seen to come out 

of the larva, but a worker would bite and lick it repeatedly. Since 

such larvae were never abundant, I suspect that most cannibalism occurs 

in the egg or youngest larval stages. 

In one colony of hamatum, '55 H-E, workers during the statary phase 

opened at least several thousand cocoons when the worker pupae were 

still completely white. A sample of these pupae was examined, and no 

abnormalities were found among them. A physogastric queen had been 

removed from this colony on the previous day, and the bivouac had been 

considerably disturbed along with part of its support in the search for 

the queen. Perhaps this disturbance had initiated the tearing open of 

these cocoons. Opened cocoons and the pupae were not noticed the day 

when the queen had been taken, and most if not all of them must have 

been dropped below the bivouac within twenty hours of the removal of 

the queen. It is not known whether the workers ate any of the brood. 
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Presumably they fed to some extent 1n the process of tearing out the 

soft pupae. Similar disturbances of two statary bivouacs of hamatum, 

without taking the queens, did not result in attacks on the cocoons. 

Because of the difficulty in estimating accurately the size of a 

colony, it is even more difficult to determine whether the colonies 

change in size. Schneirla (1949b: 18) states that colony '46 H-B was 

''noticeably very much smaller" at the beginning of a nomadic phase com

pared with its size at the end of the previous nomadic phase. This con

clusion excluded the population of callow workers, but no mention was 

made of the population of full-grown larvae. The latter would cause 

the bivouac to look larger before the statary phase compared with after 

that phase with the same brood excluded. The same colony was followed 

long enough that four broods were added to its population, and still 

the population was "considerably less" than would be expected based on 

the addition of the broods to the initial population (Schneirla, 1949b: 

25). This case is probably the best evidence for high mortality within 

the adult worker population. The most important factors limiting popu

lation size were considered to be "climatic hazards incurred in extra

bivouac activities" (Schneirla, 1949b: 76). 

Sexual Broods and Colony Division of Eciton hamatu~ 

Reproductives are generally produced during the dry season when 

some colonies have broods consisting at the time of emergence of about 

six queens and 1,000 to 4,000 males. It is not known whether the size 

of a colony influences the laying of reproductive-producing eggs during 

the dry season. Some colonies have been found with sexual broods at 

the same time that larger colonies had worker broods. However, other 
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factors, such as the age of the queen and the food she received, or the 

dryness of the statary bivouac site may contribute to the production of 

a brood of reproductive-producing eggs rather than worker-producing 

eggs. Colonies with sexual broods have nomadic and statary phases like 

those of colonies with worker broods. However, there are many differ

ences in behavior which have been reported primarily by Schneirla 

(1948, 1956a) and Schneirla and Brown (1952). Several of their most 

important findings will be summarized here. 

Unfortunately there is only one record of a colony whose sexual 

brood was seen in the egg stage. The size of this brood was estimated 

as 15,000+ and as "quite as numerous as with a worker brood at the cor

responding time" (Schneirla and Brown, 1952: 10, 12). Only an estimated 

2,000 adult males developed from this egg brood. General impressions 

gained from sampling other colonies also convinced Schneirla and Brown 

that sexual broods normally are greatly reduced, not only during the 

larval stage, but also in the pupal stage. The much smaller size of 

the sexual broods compared with worker broods undoubtedly is an important 

factor in the rapid development of these male and queen larvae, in part 

because there would be more food available per larva. The total develop

ment time for sexual broods is about 43 or 44 days compared with 45 to 47 

days for the worker broods (Schneirla and Brown, 1952: 17). However, 

the total volume or tissue bulk of the sexual broods may be consider

ably smaller than that of the worker broods (based on the estimated 

size of worker broods being more likely from 30,000 to 60,000, compared 

to 25,000 as estimated by Schneirla and Brown (1952: 12). 

There is no doubt that the broods of reproductive larvae stimulate 

the workers more than a brood of worker larvae in spite of their smaller 
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numerical size. Evidence of this has been given by Schneirla (1948) 

and Schneirla and Brown (1952). One aspect of this stimulation is the 

more frequent formation of "roadways" of workers along emigration col-

umns. 

Partly because of increased excitation of the workers and the 

antagonism between queens during the last two or three days of the 

statary phase, a bivouac with a sexual brood is apt to shift more than 

a bivouac with a worker brood. The queens emerge before the males, and 

the virgin queens may start to move away from the old queen and each 

other. They may move out of the bivouac and stay in the center of a 

cluster of workers adjacent to the bivouac. 

The complex and highly variable process of colony division takes 

place during and directly following the emergence of the males. At this 

time the colony also has a young brood of eggs and larvae and will start 

a nomadic phase. A colony may or may not divide when it has a sexual 

brood, and the old queen may be superseded, or she may remain with part 

of the colony. It is probably impossible for a colony of hamatum to 

divide into more than two colonies, and colonies which do divide may 

not divide into equal halves. In all cases it appears that the two 

daughter colonies emigrate in opposite directions(!·~·, the emigration 

routes form an angle close to 180° at the statary bivouac). A connect

ing column may remain between the two daughter colonies for a day, and 

if one queen is removed during the first few days after division, un

doubtedly the two daughter colonies will fuse into one. For additional 

details see the paper by Schneirla (1956a). 

At the start of the nomadic phase, immediately after the emergence 

of the males, each male along the emigration route is in or followed by 
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a group of workers. The workers are in these groups not only because 

the workers are attracted to the males and cling to them in the emigra

tion column, but also because the males have more difficulty running 

along the route and their larger bodies cause some blocking of the emi

gration columno On subsequent emigrations the number of workers with 

each male decreases probably due in part to a decreasing attraction 

for the workers. In addition, the males become stronger or more active 

with the result that they can shake off the workers by fanning their 

wings and can run away from the groups of workers. 

Although the males are attracted to lights at night, they do not 

leave the bivouacs during the daytime. Most flights start along the 

emigration routes or at the old and new bivouacs during the emigrations 

(Schneirla, 1948: 100-101). The males are slow fliers with little abil

ity to maneuver and no ability to defend themselves against predators. 

Few males of hamatum were taken at several lights on Barro Colorado 

Island during 1952, 1955 and 1956, even when colonies with alate males 

were known to be present on the island. The dates and times when males 

were taken during 1956 are as follows (with the number of males in 

parentheses): 9 May, 8:00 p.m. (l); 10 May, 9:00 p.m. (l); 29 May, 

12:30 a.m. (l); 29 May, 9:30 p.m. (2); 3 June, 8:00 p.m. (2); 4 June, 

9:30 p.m. (2); 29 June, 8:30 p.m. (l); 4 July, 9:00 p.m. (1). These 

dates can be grouped into three pairs of consecutive nights and a final 

pair five days apart. Probably all the males came from three or four 

or at most six colonies. 

The males probably are not capable of mating for about three days 

after their emergence. A flight may also be essential before the males 

can mate (Schneirla, 1948: 107-108). Therefore, males probably cannot 
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mate with queens from their own colony during the first few days or a 

week after the queens have emerged. This allows time for fertilization 

by males from other colonies, if there are any with sexual broods near 

by. However, if no other males are in the vicinity, the probability 

increases that after they have flown, males from the same colony will 

mate with the queens. Following the flight from the parent colony, the 

males soon lose their wings. The genitalia also may become somewhat 

more protruded, but they have never been seen as widely spread as in 

males of Labidus and some other army ants. Within two weeks of their 

emergence, almost all males have left their parent colonyo Their scar

city in other colonies and the short periods when the males were taken 

at lights are evidence that the males die within one to three weeks 

after emergence. The fact that I have never seen a male army ant of 

any species with frayed wings further supports the hypothesis that the 

males are short-lived and weak fliers. 

Activity Cycle of Eciton hamatum 

The activity cycle of alternating nomadic and statary phases was 

first described by Schneirla (1933), and all his papers on army ants 

since that date contain some information related to this cycle. A dia

gram of the cycle is given in figure 630 ~·Jith a worker brood, the 

nomadic phase is typically 17 days, but may range from 16 to 18 days 

regardless of rainy or dry seasons. The statary phase ranges from 18 

to 22 days. However, the mean for this phase during the rainy season 

is 19.6 days, and the mean in the dry season is 20.3 days (Schneirla 

1957a: 107). Because of the confusion of dry and rainy season records 

published by Schneirla (1949b) and Schneirla and Brown (1950), these 
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means should be computed again. With a sexual brood, the length of the 

nomadic phase is considerably shortened to eight to 13 days, but the 

statary phase remains about the same length (Schneirla and Brown, 1950: 

322-323). 

The initial emigration beginning a nomadic phase has been attributed 

primarily to the stimulation of the older workers by the newly emerged 

callow workers. These callow workers emerge almost exclusively on the 

last statary day and first nomadic day. It is rare to see a cocoon 

being carried on an emigration on the first nomadic day, and none could 

be found when this entire emigration of colony E-121 was watched. The 

new brood of eggs and young larvae are considered to be of negligible 

importance for exciting the workers at this time. The callows have 

been considered "hyperactive and voracious" (Schneirla, 1944c: 181), but 

samples from two colonies which I have watched did not show these char

acteristics. (This does not imply that they do not or could not arouse 

the workers adequately for an emigration.) For the most part the cal

lows stay together in large groups in the bivouac. They do not take 

part in the raids of the first statary day and are found in considerable 

numbers in raids only when they are approaching the color of the older 

workers about five days after emergence. 

As the stimulation of the workers by the callows decreases, the 

stimulation by the larvae theoretically increases, maintaining the large 

daily raids and nightly emigrations. The brood of eggs and young larvae 

is in relatively tight clusters covered with minor workers. As the 

larvae increase in size, they become more active and more widely dis

tributed throughout the bivouac, and additional workers come in contact 

with them. 
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The daily raids during the nomadic phase are clearly larger on the 

average than those during the statary phase. Schneirla has further re

ported that larger raids occur and the emigrations are longer near the 

end of the nomadic phase compared with the beginning (1944c: 182). No 

supporting quantitative evidence has been presented to demonstrate these 

differences. When raids and emigrations were o~served, it appeared to 

me that the size of the raids, but not necessarily their maximum dis

tances from the bivouac or the distances between bivouacs, increased 

during the nomadic phase. Moreover, the emigration distances for one 

colony, '46 H-B, did not show such an increase when they were graphed 

(see figure 73). This graph shows a slight decrease in the emigration 

distances at the end of the nomadic cycle for this colony, which was 

studied for a longer period than any other colony. The mean distances 

for these emigrations, grouped by pairs starting with nomadic days one 

and two, and not counting the 17th nomadic day in the second cycle, are: 

130, 133, 183, 162, 179, 143, 132 and 161 meters. Using the method of 

moving averages (mean distances for days one to three, two to four, 

etc.), one can compute the following means: 138, 150, 144, 155, 176, 

172, 159, 173, 179, 163, 154, 123, 146, 137 and 146. Both methods in

dicate slightly longer emigrations in the center of the phase. More

over, the short emigrations of 120, 30, 110 and 15 meters occurred re

spectively on the 10th, 12th, and twice on the 14th nomadic days which 

are all before there is appreciable spinning by the larvae. 

As mentioned above, colonies at the end of the nomadic phase more 

frequently form bivouacs in enclosed or more sheltered sites. Common 

bivouac sites are inside hollow logs or holes in the ground. During the 

last nomadic day and first statary day, larvae are carried out of the 
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stimulation of the workers initiates the statary phase. 
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During the statary period raids are much smaller and less frequent, 

and on some days there may not be a raid. The bivouac stays approxi

mately in the same place, but there always is some shifting of its exact 

position. The bottom of a statary bivouac of colony '46 H-A inside a 

hollow tree varied up and down through a height of 18 cm. from day to 

day (Schneirla, 1949b: 40). Part of this shifting may not indicate any 

movement of the center of the cluster, but rather an addition or sub

traction of ants around the periphery as the ants leave or return from 

raiding. On other occasions the entire bivouac has been seen to shift 

one to three meters deeper into a hollow log. I have seen an actual 

shift in progress on only one occasion. In this case the ants had an 

"emigration" column between the two bivouacs about a meter apart, and the 

queen must have run along this column. In other cases it is possible 

that the bivouac may have shifted by the addition and subtraction of 

ants from opposite sides of the bivouac over a period of several days, 

rather than by having a complete movement of the entire colony along a 

column. Some shifting of the bivouac may be important to give relief to 

those ants making up the major supporting walls of the bivouac. In three 

cases a colony of hamatum moved more than five meters during the statary 

phase, but these moves followed considerable destruction of the original 

bivouacs and their supports~ 

At the end of the nomadic phase, the queen may show slight traces 

of physogastry, but during the first week of the statary phase her gaster 

apparently reaches its maximal size (Schneirla, 1957a: 118). Presumably 

the eggs are laid primarily during a week in the middle of the statary 
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phase (of 18 to 22 days). Unfortunately, there appears to be no reli

able data to indicate the beginning and end of the egg laying period. 

Eggs have been laid in laboratory nests at a rate of 178 per hour for 

a seven hour period (Schneirla, 1944c: 167). At this rate the queen 

could lay about 43,000 eggs in ten days. This total approximates those 

of other brood estimates. 

Throughout Schneirla's many papers it is repeatedly emphasized that 

the brood is primarily responsible for the activity cycle because of the 

brood's stimulation of the workers. Before the work of Schneirla, it 

was thou1ht th~t the ants exhausted the supply of food in the area of 

th8 n~~t and then were compelled to move to find additiona: food. Abun

dant evidence against this simple hypothesis has been given repeatedly 

by Schneirla. Nevertheless, as Schneirla (1957a: 121-122) has also 

pointed out, emigrations are a necessary adaptation, since army ant 

colonies are too large to be able to find adequate supplies of food 

within the restricted areas around their nests for a long period of time. 

One aspect of this problem which has not been adequately studied is the 

quantity of booty which is brought in to the nest and how this may affect 

the distance and duration of the raids and the length of the emigration. 

Emigrations vary in length from a few meters to several hundred meters 

for no apparent cause. The influence of the abundance of food on the 

direction and distance of raids and emigrations can be seen most clearly 

when the ants find an especially rich source of booty, such as a large 

wasp nest, and increase their raiding to that source. They may subse

quently form a large booty cache and a bivouac at that spot. However, 

when the ants appear less successful, it is more difficult to determine 

whether the distances of the raids and emigrations are affected. In 
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addition, the behavior of the larvae may be directly related to the 

abundance of food. No data are available to indicate whether larvae 

which are well fed are quieter and thus stimulate the adults less than 

hungry larvae. Such a relationship might be predicted on the basis of 

other species of insects. 

Interrelations Among Individuals of Eciton hamatum 

Adult workers rarely exchange food or secretions by their mouth

parts, but they frequently clean or lick each other's bodies. An in

dividual worker also licks its own body with its muxillae and labium. 

Al·~ne,uc:-h no quantitative measurements were made, it appea:::-ad that most 

of this cleaning was concentrated on the tip of the abdomen and the front 

legs. 

There was no indication that any of the workers were attracted mere 

to majors or cleaned majors more than they cleaned smaller workers. How

ever, adding a major to a dish of workers caused more excitement than 

adding a submajor or smaller worker. This was not true if a small 

worker was taken from a dish with a queen and added to a dish of workers 

without a queen. Workers which had been with the q~een apparently car

ried some queen odo~ which greatly excited the other antso Brown (1960) 

has reported some evidence that a chemical, possibly from the mandibular 

gland, is released from the heads of majors. This chemical alarms and 

attracts other workers which will attack the head of a major when it is 

severed from the ant's body. These majors may be adapted for alarming 

the rest of the colony, but all workers seem to have this same ability, 

if to a lesser extent. The majors alone pos5ess large, shiny heads with 

elongate, hook-like mandibles, and the~e are no intermediate shapes 
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between these and the more triangular mandibles of the submajors. The 

majors readily would sting and bite prey, but they were never seen to 

carry any booty or brood. 

No major or submajor was ever seen being carried by another worker. 

Moreover, there appeared to be an inverse relationship between the size 

of the workers and the extent that they were carried. The youngest cal

lows were also carried much more than older callows and dark workers, 

and more workers were carried at the ends of emigrations than at any 

other time during raids or emigrations. In numerous cases these pairs 

of w0rkers have been aspirated from columns. As soon as they were aspi

rated i~to a vial, both workers would run around activaly, and there 

was never any sign that one of them was injured. The only time the two 

could be distinguished was when one was different in color or size from 

the other. No callow worker was ever seen carrying any other worker. 

Perhaps only slow, quiet workers are picked up by the more active in

dividuals. In this way workers that are lagging behind at the old biv

ouac are picked up and carried along by other workers. The smallest 

workers which are carried most frequently are also the slowest moving 

and the last to emerge from cocoons. 

The workers seemed to be more attracted to callow workers than to 

other older workers. Not enough observations, however, were made to 

reach any strong conclusions. The mature workers assist the callows to 

emerge by tearing the cocoons. Callows also emerged from cocoons iso

lated from workers, but considerably fewer emerged in a given time and 

more died in their cocoonso After the callows have emerged, they show 

a distinct tendency to stay together. When bivouacs containing callows 

are broken open during the first or second nomadic day, the callows to a 
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large extent are concentrated in large masses. After several days they 

become completely integrated throughout the colony. Schneirla (1944a: 3) 

has also reported that there is a gradual appearance of the callows in 

the raid columns during the first five days of the nomadic phase. In 

the laboratory young callows usually die before older workers. Among 

the older workers the smallest individuals generally die first, and the 

majors are the last to survive. Under more adverse conditions the same 

relationship holds, as shown by Schneirla, Brown and Brown (1954: 283) 

for workers kept in a box at a relative humidity below 60% 

As shown in the discussion of sexual broods, the workers are con

siderably attracted to the callow males, the attraction decreasing over 

a period of several days judging from the number of workers on each 

male. Queens which are callow may or may not be more attractive than 

old queens, judging from the results of colony divisions where old 

queens are sometimes superseded. Presumably the relative attraction 

of the various queens at the time of a colony division determines which 

queens survive in the daughter colonies (Schneirla, 1956a: 54-55). 

Army ant queens invariably die when separated from their colonies. 

All queens which had been kept in the laboratory with a few hundred 

workers or less died within ten days, and about half of them died with

in four days (Schneirla, 1944c: 171). A queen kept "with her colony 

for more than two weeks in the laboratory" died within four days after 

she was segregated with a small group of workers. Queens with their 

colonies can live in the field at least four and one-half years 

(Schneirla, 1956b: 402). 

When a queen was found in a bivouac, she typically was surrounded 

by a tight mass of workers which remained around the queen in a labora

tory nest, making it impossible to observe her. When only about ten 
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workers were placed in a dish wlth a queen, the queen normally was mueh 

more active than she was with the larger mass of workers. Workers fol

lowed her as she ran about the dish, and they frequently rode on her 

abdomen or thorax. After one or two days fewer workers stayed on or 

close to the queen. The workers licked the gaster of a queen more fre

quently than any other part of her body and never were seen to feed a 

queen or touch her mouthparts with their own. Moreover, no queen was 

ever seen to feed independently in laboratory nests, although on a few 

occasions she appeared to drink a little when crushed booty or cotton 

soaked in water was held against her mouthparts with forceps. Schneirla 

also reported that the workers were more attracted toe physogastric 

queen than to a contracted queen (1944c: 169). When the queen is laying, 

small drops of "fecal material'' are deposited between the spurts of eggs. 

These are "evidently much relished" by the workers(.!.·£•)• I have never 

been able to determine the source of these drops when watching physo

gastric queens of hamatum or other species. Perhaps the drops are not 

fecal material. 

Workers sometimes spent more than an hour resting on the gaster of 

the queen in laboratory nests. These workers frequently licked the ab

dominal terga, and records were kept of the number of times workers 

licked or kept their mouthparts over the individual terga. With the 

queen and workers running and turning frequently, it was difficult to 

tell how often the workers were actually licking the queen. Therefore, 

the counts are based on the positions of the heads of the workers. 

Workers were recorded only if they remained in a given position for 

at least two seconds. The same ant was not recorded more than once, un

less it had moved away from the queen or shifted its position to a 
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different segment. The queen was moving intermittently so that the 

workers frequently shifted position or were brushed off. Ants with their 

heads over the junction between two terga were recorded with the more 

anterior tergum. By this method an ant in a position for two seconds 

was recorded with equal value to one there two minutes. In spite of 

their limitations, these data do show a differential attraction in the 

case of a contracted queen (E-123). The frequencies were measured over 

a period of two hours and were recorded as the number of ants per seg

ment (sae table 2). 

Several conclusions seem to be warranted as a result of the above 

observations. The workers showed no indication of an atcraction to the 

anal region of the contracted queen (even when she remained stationary 

for several minutes). They rested most frequently with their mouthparts 

over the first and second gaster segments and especially at the junction 

between the first and second segments. This position undoubtedly re

sults in part from the fact that a worker can more easily ride on the 

larger and more level anterior segments of the gaster of the queen than 

on the more sloping posterior segments. The workers seldom rode on the 

queen facing posteriorly. When they did ride in this position, they 

usually were standing on.the thorax or petiole with their mouthparts 

over the first or second gaster segments. In addition, the workers 

on the floor of the dish kept their mouthparts (or heads) close to the 

first and second terga most of the time. Probably the chemical which 

is responsible for the attraction to the queen is secreted from glands 

at this part of the gaster. However, these data are considerably dif

ferent from similar records for two other queens as can be seen in table 

2. 
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Hagan (1954b: 14-16) reported that two pairs of glandular cell 

:nasses were segmentally arranged "in the vicinity of the vulva" of a 

hamatum queen. Each mass consisted of approximately 50 cells, each of 

which has one ductule extending through the exoskeleton. The opening 

of the ductule is enlarged and apparently surrounded by small setae. 

Hagan wrote, "It is quite possible more of these glands are present in 

other segments, but only the two pairs were observed." His investi

gation.was primarily concerned with the reproductive system, and no in

formation was given on the body wall or glands of the anterior part of 

the gaster. 

Schneirla (1944c: 163) has reported, "Workera are especially at

tracted to pieces of cardboard formerly in use as floors for the queen's 

cell, and will collect in the one of two compartments in which a queen 

has rested for a time.'' This reaction may be due to a queen odor, but 

no adequately controlled experiments have been done. 

Workers will stand on top of a pile of larvae for more than a ha?f 

hour without moving or licking them. At other times the squirming move

ments of the larvae seem to attract workers which are standing on or 

near them or running over them. These workers may then shift the 

larvae or may lick them. Since the larvae are extremely inefficient 

at crawling across even rough surfaces, it is essential that the adults 

bring food to them or take them to food. The workers apparently feed 

the newly hatched larvae while licking them. However, the older larvae 

seldom if ever are fed directly from the mouths of workers. The adult 

ants pile booty on top of the larvae and larvae on top of booty. The 

larvae are frequently found inside sclerotized pieces of booty, such as 

head capsules or legs where the adult ants would not be able to feed. 
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It has been suggested on the basis of the reduction of the pro

ventriculus (Eisner, 19572 478, 485; Eisner and Brown, 1958) that the 

adult dorylines may eat solid matter. However, their method of feeding 

indicates that only liquid food is usually ingested. The mandibles 

were seen to be used when an ant was pulling or tearing food, but they 

were never used like those of a grasshopper for chewing food. The re

duction of the proventriculus is more apt to be connected with the weak 

development of trophallaxis. 

An adult carries a larva by holding it usually near the anterior 

end and only occasionally near the posterior end. The worker's mandi

bles usually grasp the first or second thoracic segments of the larva. 

Because the anterior end of a larva is narrower than the posterior end, 

workers may find the anterior end easier to grasp. However, these 

workers can easily carry larvae with a larger diameter, and it appears 

that the workers are attracted to the anterior end probably by chemical 

rather than morphological factors. 

When the larvae are fully grown, the adult workers carry them out 

of the bivouac to areas of fine loose detritus, such as powdered rotten 

wood. There ~he larvae spin their cocoons in the loose surface layer. 

When the cocoons are nearly or completely finished-, the workers grasp 

the cocoons near the narrower posterior end and carry them back into the 

bivouac. In laboratory nests the cocoons are ignored more than larvae, 

but the workers will often pile them in one place and stand on top of 

them. Schneirla (1944c: 177) reported "they are presumably neutral in 

importance or may actually exert a quieting effect upon the workers that 

clutch them in their mandibles, somewhat as the pressure of thumb-in

mouth pacifies an infant." When the callows are ready to emerge, their 

movements appear to attract workers which then help the callows to get 
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out of the cocoons. 

Eciton lucanoides Emery 

Eciton lucanoides Emery has been divided into two subspecies, 

lucanoides !• .2!£• and conquistador Weber, by Borgmeier (1955: 262-269). 

However, since the males of both subspecies and the queen of one are un

known, there is a strong possibility that these are two distinct species. 

A total of 24 specimens from only four samples of the former subspecies 

from Peru, western Brasil, and Bolivia were examined by Borgmeier. The 

latter subspecies is known from about ten colonies found in Costa Rica 

and Panam, (including Barro Colorado Island). Although these few records 

indicate the species is generally rare, Schneirla and Brown found two 

colonies, compared with three of hamatum and one of burchelli, "during 

a five-day survey of the forested Candelaria area above the confluence 

of the Pequeni and Boqueron rivers" {Panama? (Schneirla, reported by 

Weber, 1949: 5). On Barro Colorado Island all collectors have apparently 

found only one lucanoides colony out of over 500 colonies of Eciton. 

Biological observations have been made only on the subspecies 

conquistador. The two colonies found by Schneirla and Brown had column 

raids which were quite strong between 11:00 and 11:30 a.m. However, 

lucanoides is considered to have raid columns that are "characteristi

cally narrower than those of hamatum and both in width and in the be

havior of workers on them are roughly transitional between hamatum and 

rogeri" L= mexicanum7 (Schneirla, reported by Weber, 1949: 6). §., 

lucanoides is similar to hamatum but somewhat darker in color. The two 

species would be easy to confuse in the field. Consequently, whenever 

weak columns of hamatum-like army ants are found, especially at night, 
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Their food also appears to be the same as that of hamatum (1. £•)• 
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Only one emigration of lucanoides has been described (Nevermann, 

reported by Reichensperger, 1934: 241). Larvae were carried during the 

middle period of this emigration, and the queen was taken in a cluster 

of workers after all the brood had passed. Following the queen, some 

staphylinids were seen about 11:00 p.m., and at 11:30 p.m. the column 

ended. Thus, as would be expected of a primarily subterranean species, 

this emigration was later than the average hamatum emigration. Schneirla 

and Brown (1950: 313) reported one colony emigrated about 140 meters, but 

they did not watch this emigration. 

Bivouacs have been found in three hollow trees, one hollow log and 

in the dense crown of a fallen tree (Schneirla, reported by Weber, 1949; 

Bergmeier, 1955; 265; and Nevermann in Reichensperger, 1934: 241). These 

records indicate that the bivouacs were in well-sheltered but nonsubter

ranean locations. The three nests for which dates are given were all 

found between 27 October and 15 November during the height of the rainy 

season. The species has distinct broods and probably has an activity 

cycle similar to that for hamatum. No sexual brood has been found. 

The meager data above from raids, bivouacs and one emigration sug

gest that this species is approximately as epigaeic as£• vagans and 

less epigaeic than hamatum and burchelli. 

Eciton burchelli (Westwood) 

g. burchelli and hamatum apparently have identical ranges, except 

the latter species has not been found on Trinidad. Although Borgmeier 

(1955: 183-192) did not separate hamatum into subspecies, he divided 
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burchelli into the following subspecies. burchell1 !• fil• (from Braiil 

and Paraguay), foreli Mayr (Honduras, Costa Rica, Panam,, Colombia and 

Ecuador) parvispinum Forel (M~xico, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, 

Costa Rica and Panam~), urichi Fore! (Trinidad) and cupiens Santschi 

(Colombia, Venezuela, British Guiana, French Guiana, Brasil, Peru and 

Bolivia). Among these localities given by Borgmeier, there are several 

cases in which two subspecies are sympatric over considerable areas. 

Additional collecting will have to be done before an accurate descrip

tion can be made of the variation within the species. Specimens from 

Barro Colorado Island and parts of Panam, south and east of the Canal 

Zone are burchelli foreli. Specimens from Chiriqui are b. parvispinum 

(Borgmeier, 1955: 189). 

Raids of Eciton burchelli 

E. burchelli feeds on a greater variety of food than any other spe

cies of Eciton observed on Barro Colorado Island. Even though the 

amount and kind of prey which burchelli captures is influenced largely 

by its manner of raiding in swarms, the behavior of the individual 

workers is also of great importance. The workers seem more easily ex

cited, quicker to attack and more pugnacious, and they have a stronger 

bite and a more potent sting (to a person) than any other species of 

Eciton. Their method of raiding by large swarms (discussed more fully 

below) results in their driving numerous animals out from under leaves 

or other objects. A column raid is much less effective in flushing out 

animals, primarily because the ants cover a much more limited area in 

any one vicinity during a short space of time. Any animals flushed out 

by a column raid would be able to escape the ants by moving a relatively 
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short distance away. Animals must run or fly a greater distance to es

cape the onrush of the ants in an advancing swarm front two to 15 meters 

wide. 

When one first watches a swarm raid of burchelli progressing across 

the forest floor, it appears that the ants kill all kinds of arthropods. 

Unfortunately, a thorough survey of the food of any species of army ant 

has never been made even from a qualitative standpoint. Careful obser

vation, however, revealed that along the ground, as in the trees, 

burchelli killed more ants than any other group of arthropods. Wasps, 

Orthoptera (!•.!!,!-)and spiders were probably next in abundance among 

the booty. However, a large proportion of the potential prey of the 

forest floor always seemed to escape. Even when the ants attacked nests 

of social insects, although the brood was completely killed, most of the 

adults escaped. Some arthropods were never attacked, and casual ob

servations indicated that 30% to 50% of the arthropods attacked es

caped being killed. Most of these arthropods avoided capture by running 

away in front of the swarm, flying, or climbing up vegetation. Others 

ran or jumped,.to a spot in the middle of the anastomosing columns be

hind the swarm front. If they landed between columns, the ants some

times did not find them. However, if they landed on a column or in the 

midst of the swarm, they almost invariably were killed in a few seconds. 

As Schneirla (1945: 176) has pointed out, even burchelli colonies do not 

come close to depleting the supply of prey around a statary bivouac, 

and any area cleared of prey may be rapidly repopulated. 

The raiding workers attacked almost anything that moved, including 

a blade of grass, a vertebrate or an arthropod. The movement of the 

object was of prime importance since the ants attacked a blade of grass 
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only when it vibrated, and they immediately ceased attacking it after 

one or two bites. Many times an arthropod was seen to escape being 

killed when it remained motionless. The same species, on other occa

sions when it moved, was promptly killed. The importance of the move

ment of the prey can be demonstrated by vibrating or shaking a tet

tigoniid or cicada in the area of the swarm. Before the vibration, the 

insect may have been ignored, but with the vibration the ants quickly 

attacked the insect and continued to attack it as long as the vibration 

pe~sisted. The motion of the arthropod was undoubtedly not the only 

factor here. The ants varied greatly in the speed, intensity or effi

ciency of their raiding and were usually much less efficient than at 

the height of a maximal raid. Probably the number of workers around 

any potential booty object also was important in that 100 workers ap

peared more than twice as efficient in attacking as 50 workers possibly 

due to mutual stimulation among the workers. 

There are no records of burchelli eating any plant material, not 

even vegetable oils and nut meats, which are eaten by some other 

dorylines. Vertebrates will be attacked if they persist in staying 

in the swarm of raiding ants. I have seen mammals like the tapir 

(Tapirella bairdii), anteater (Tamandus tetradactyla) and coati 

(Nasua narica) being driven out of areas where they were feeding by 

swarm raids of burchelli. The tapir has a tough skin, but it is vul

nerable to bites or stings between its toes. The coati and tamandua 

eat other ants, but not the army ants. 

Once a small dead snake was found at 9:30 a.m. in a mass of 

burchelli about three meters from the bivouac. Probably the ants had 

killed it a few hours earlier at the start of the raid. During the two 
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hours after the snake was first seen, hundreds of workers bit and pulled 

on the snake and managed to tear it partially open. During those two 

hours the ants had clearly been successful at eating a small part of th1s 

snake. On the following morning the completely stripped but intact 

skeleton (38 cm. long) was found in the same spot, but it is not known 

how much of the snake was eaten by the burchelli and how much was eaten 

by other ants or insects. Although this is the only time that I have 

seen a vertebrate which was probably killed by army ants, iridescent 

blue lizard tails about six centimeters long were seen occasionally in 

the raid columns. Presumably the lizards usually escapedJ at least no 

other parts of them were seen being carried back to the bivouacs. No 

other pieces of vertebrates were ever seen being carried in ant columns, 

nor were they found in refuse deposits. 

Since burchelli raids up into the tops of the tallest trees, one 

would suspect that they may frequently kill nestling birds. Schneirla 

(1956b: 389) states, "I have seen snakes, lizards, and nestling birds 

killed on various occasions; undoubtedly a larger vertebrate which, be~ 

cause of injury or for some other reason, could not run off, would be 

killed by stinging or asphyxiation. But lacking a cutting or shearing 

edge on their mandibles, unlike their African relatives the 'driver 

ants' these tropical American swarmers cannot tear down their occasional 

vertebrate victims." 

The mandibles of ecitonine workers, other than the Eciton majors, 

work like pliers which clamp on the prey. The mandibles do not cross 

or overlap more than a slight amount at their tips, and they have a poor 

toothed cutting edge. The mandibles appear to function more like wire 

cutters with edges which abut. All the booty is primarily pulled apart 
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with little actual cutting, although a worker may gnaw at one spot for 

more than 15 minutes. The mandibles of Dorylus (Anomma) are long and 

curved with much sharper toothed cutting edges which overlap and ap

parently cut like scissors. Eciton burchelli and all other Neotropical 

army ants cannot strip flesh from vertebrates or are much less efficient 

than Dorylus (Anornma) at such action primarily because of these differ

ences in the mandibles. 

Both hamatum and burchelli attack the nests of many species of 

Polybiinae and Polistinae (Vespidae). However, burchelli kills a great

er proportion of the adults; and since it goes higher into the trees, 

it must prey on some species that are above the level of hamatum raids. 

Likewise, burchelli more frequently raids ant colonies in trees, es

pecially Camponotus sericeiventris (Guerin), the largest carpenter ant 

on Barro Colorado Island. The largest ponerine found there, Paraponera 

clavata (Fabricius), is also frequently attacked by burchelli, which is 

successful at killing the workers in subterranean nests even though 

these ants are about twice as long as the largest majors of the army ant. 

When various species of ants were raided by burchelli, it appeared that 

they often made almost no attempt to resist the army ants. Other ants, 

such as species of~ and Cryptocerus, either were not attacked, or 

they resisted strongly and were rarely killed even though they are 

smaller than the Eciton. 

When either burchelli or hamatum attacked a colony of wasps or non

doryline ants, many of the adults of the attacked species, and especially 

the returning foragers, were seen around the periphery of the nest or 

resting on near-by vegetation. One would expect that the swarm raid of 

burchelli would be more successful than the column raid of hamatum at 
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capturing some of these insects displaced from their nests. 

Pieces of Orthoptera are among the most frequent prey which can be 

identified in raid columns. Blattidae, C,ryli.idae and Tettigoniidae are 

the most common families kiJ.l~d. Hemipte~a may or may not be killed, 

possibly dependent in part upon their abdominal scent glands. Coleoptera 

are frequently attackedj but often the ants are incapable of killing the 

larger and more heavily sc~erotized species. Beetles such as Scarabaeidae, 

Carabidae and Elateridae normally retract their legs and remain motionless. 

The ants frequently pull off all the tarsal segments and then abandon the 

beetle .. 

Schneirla (1956b: 389) reported th&t wa!king 

not killed because of "repellent chemicals, as tests show, as well as 

through tonic immobility." Four phasmids were promptly killed when I 

attempted to repeat this experiment in the laboratory. All the specimens 

were too badly fragmented to be determined, but at least two species of 

wingless phasmids were killed. 

Odonata are rarely killed, as one would predict. Nevertheless, 

around the statary bivouac of colony '55 B-IV, I picked up 120 wings of 

dragonflies (Anisoptera). Evidently at least 30 dragonflies had attempted 

to rest under the log where the ants were clustered and had been caught 

when they touched the bivouac. In a similar manner, burchelli may kill 

a fair number of insects such as Diptera and Hymenoptera which one would 

not expect the army ants to be able.to capture. 

Ticks were reported by Schneirla (1956b: 389) to be immune from 

attacks. All the ticks which I have observed with burchelli were 

Ixodidae, and none of the ants attacked any of the ticks. It did not 

make any difference whether the ticks were gravid or ungravid, nymphs or 
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larvae; the ants ran up to the ticks and then turned away. Perhaps 

the coxal glands of the ticks secrete a substance repellent to the ants. 

However, in laboratory nests Eurchelli was seen to walk on two ticks 

and no repelling of the ants ~as observed. 

Numerous species of spiders and especially Lycosidae, which are 

common on the forest floor, were killed by burchelli. No tarantulas 

were seen killed, nor were their remains found in refuse deposits; how

ever, Schneirla (l•£o) reported that they are killed. On several occa

sions, tarantulas were seen to lift their legs in succession and shake 

burchelli workers off of them. Other spiders occasionally escaped by 

hanging down from plants by silk threads when raiding ants drove them off 

the plants. Scorpions were frequently killed, but the whipless whip

scorpions, Tarantulidae, always darted out of the path of the ants and 

even were observed to eat burchelli wo~kers. 

Termites also seem to be largely immune from attack (Beebe, 1917: 

521; Schneirla, 1956b: 389), but a few termites were found among booty. 

Perhaps only occasional foraging termites are captured since the army 

ants were not seen to attack numerous termite nests in the areas of the 

ant raids. 

On the basis of the fragmentary but numerous observations given 

above, it is evident that Eciton burchelli is selective in its feeding. 

A thorough study would undoubtedly reveal many other arthropods which 

are not attacked or not eaten by these ants. E. hamatum and other spe

cies of army ants appear to be even more selective than burchelli. 

Swarm raids of ~elli start near dawn when hamatum raids begin. 

However, their inherent differences are immediately apparent. Workers 

swarm out in all directions from the bivouac of burchelli and quite 
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thoroughly cover the ground. The raiding workers within fifteen minutes 

have started to narrow down the swarm to one or two primary directions. 

Usually within the next hour the swarm is further directionalized and 

has the form shown in figure 7J, except that it is smaller. Maximal 

raids reach their peak about 11:00 a.m. when they are approximately the 

size shown in figure 70. The swarm front may shift to one side or 

another as it progresses dcross the forest floor, but usually it main

tains a fairly constant direction. If a particularly rich source of 

food is found at one edge of the swarm, a smaller subswarm may advance 

in that direction. At other times, the main swarm may shift toward the 

source of booty. If the swarm comes to a tre~ it may or may not go up 

the trunk. Perhaps chemical trails of other colonies or species of army 

ants or other insects attract the swarm up these trees. A raid swarm 

will go more than ten meters up the largest trees even though little 

booty will usually be found in the region of the main trunk. 

A continuous column of workers running in both directions connects 

the raid swarm with the bivouac at all times. The base column is usu

ally three to 12 ants wide, or about twice the width of the base columns 

of hamatum raids. As with hamatum, there is a siesta period of decreased 

activity followed by an afternoon resurgence leading up to an emigra

tion if the colony is in the nomadic phase. During the siesta period or 

at any time when the raid is greatly diminished, the swarm pattern be

comes much less obvious. At these times the swarm of ants may cover 

only about a square meter of the ground, and in some places the ants 

appear to be column raiders. The swarm makes little progress, and a 

high percentage of the ants may be moving in the direction of the bivouac. 

The various factors connected with the broods which influence the size 
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of hamatum raids, also affect the raids of burchelli. Raids of 

burchelli at their maximum development never extend as far from the 

bivouac as the raids of h!_matum. Judging from the decrease in the size 

of a bivouac after a raid is :n progress, both species of Eciton have 

approximately the same proportion of the colony taking part in a maximal 

raid. Since the colonies of burchelli are at least twice the size of 

those of hamatum, the ,1t:11jP.r of ants on the raids must be correspondingly 

greater. Unlike hamatum which usually has raid columns extending in two 

or three directions when it has a large raid, burchelli usually has a 

single raiding system in one directiono 

It has been reported by Schneirla (1949b: 74) that burchelli is less 

apt to raid during the statary phase in the dry season than in the rainy 

season. The decrease of 14% in the number of days with raids was based 

on one colony which had a sexual brood, and that brood might have been 

more responsible for the decrease than the dry season itself. A more 

valid comparison would be based on the number of colonies raiding on the 

individual days of the statary period. Some decrease in raiding may 

occur during the statary phase in the dry season, but no adequate quanti

tative data are available. 

The swarm raids of burchelli differ markedly from column raids of 

other species of army ants in the large number of birds and flies that 

accompany the ants. There are about ten species of antbirds which com

monly follow the swarm raids of g. burchelli on Barro Colorado Island. 

A brief study of the behavior of these birds around the swarm raids has 

been made by Johnson (1954). The two species of antbird which are 

present over most swarms are the Bicolored Antbird, Gymnopithys leucas

pis, and the Spotted Antbird, Hylophylax naeviodes. These appear soon 
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after the raid starts and follow the swarm front as it advances. The 

calls of both of these species are a repeated low "cherr" or "churr". 

These calls are useful indicators of the location of swarm raids of 

either E. burchelli or !:· E_~edator. (Bates Lf863 v. 2: 35fl also re

ported antbirds over g. drepanophorum, but there are no subsequent re

ports on the type of raids of this army ant.) Dr. Alexander Wetmore, who 

I has studied birds for ma:ly ,ears in Panama, has told me that he has re-

peatedly and only found swarm raids of army ants by tracing the calls of 

the antbirds. 

These antbirds primarily feed on insects escaping from the ant raids 

rathe~ than on the army ants (Johnson, 1954: 44; Schneirla, 1956b: 390). 

However, there is evidence that some of the birds accompanying the swarms 

do feed to a considerable extent on the army ants. Ihering (1912: 235) 

reported that the stomach of one specimen of Neomorphus geoffroyi which 

had been accompanying a swarm raid of£• burchelli was filled with the 

army ants. There is some additional evidence that some of the antbirds 

may feed on the army ants (Bequaert, 1922; Wheeler, 1932: 307). Never

theless, most of these birds do not eat the army ants, or if they do eat 

them, it is primarily because the ants are attached to other food. The 

stomach of a Hylophylax naeviodes, which was accompanying an army ant 

swarm, contained "spider parts but no ant remains" (Howell, 1957: 93). 

The stomach of a Formicarius analis also contained no ants, but a lizard 

was found in it. Howell (1957: 92) comrnented, "As one of the Barecrowned 

Antbirds had also eaten an Anolis, it may be that small lizards form a 

regular part of the diet of these formicariids." Since it is known that 

some of the antbirds eat the army ants as well as spiders, lizards and 

Orthoptera, a more reliable conclusion on the extent that these birds 
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feed on the army ants will have to await a more thorough study of the 

stomach contents of large series of birds. 

The calls of the antbirds mingle with the buzzing of numerous flies 

and the rustling of dried leaves as spiders, amphipods, cockroaches and 

other arthropods flee from the advancing ants. During the dry season 

the flies accompanying the swarm, the fleeing arthropods, and the thou

sands of ants running or. the dried leaves produce a distinctive sound. 

This is less evident in the rainy season when the forest floor is thor

oughly soaked. On one occasion I was first attracted to a swarm raid of 

burchelli by the sound of hundreds of waterbugs fleeing up the bank from 

a stream bed. The stream was almost dry, and the bugs had been resting 

mainly on the ground when the raiding ants drove them up the bank. 

A large swarm raid of burchelli will be accompanied by over a thou. 

sand flies which hover over the ants or dart from leaf to leaf in the 

center of the swarm or just in advance of the swarm. These flies have 

been thought to be parasitic on the ants, but most if not all of them 

are parasitic on insects flushed out by the ants. (They will be dis

cussed more fully below in the section, Diptera Associated with the 

Swarm Raids.) These flies, like the antbirds, are not found over the 

column raids of other species of army ants. The flies can be heard for 

a distance of five to ten meters, and on several occasions I have found 

swarms by locating the source of this buzzing. The dipterist, Dr. 

Charles H. Curran, who undoubtedly was more conscious of the buzzing 

of flies than the calling of the antbirds, reported (1934a: 1), "In 

every case in which I located armies of ants I was attracted by the 

noise of the flies." 
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Emigrations of Eciton burchelli 

The increase in raiding activity that occurs after the siesta 

period when colonies are in the nomadic phase seems to take place at 

the same time with burchelli and hamatum. However, the emigrations of 

burchelli frequently do not start until after 6:00 p.m. which is some

what later than those of hamatum. Some emigrations do not start until 

after 8:00 or even 10:00 p.m. Even when the emigrations start between 

3:00 and 6:00 p.m., the queen does not usually emigrate until after 

8:00 p.m. The times when queens were seen along emigrations are given 

in table 1. The somewhat later appearance of the burchelli queens com

pared with those of hamatum is attributed to a combination of the later 

beginnings of emigrations and the larger sizes of the colonies. It may 

also be true that the burchelli queens emigrate more frequently after 

about 50% of the workers have left the old bivouac rather than nearer 

90%. The earliest that a queen of burchelli was seen on an emigration 

was 7:45 p.m. This case may have been abnormal because I returned the 

queen to the bivouac at 10:15 a.m. the same day. Since the colonies 

are much larger than those of hamatum, emigrations which start near 

7:00 p.m. may not be completed until about 3:00 a.m. the next morning. 

If there is a heavy rain during the night, an emigration may be pro

longed into the daylight hours the next morning. 

The emigration columns average about twice the width of those of 

hamatum. Since the swarm raids do not advance more than 75 to 150 meters 

from the bivouac, as a rule, the mean emigration distance is less for 

burchelli. The greater amount of traffic and the more easily excitable 

nature of the workers are probably the primary factors contributing 

to the greater development of ant roadways along burchelli emigrations 
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(see figures 5 to 7). Colonies with broods of young larvae have weaker 

roadways than those with larvae almost ready to spin, and colonies with 

sexual broods have even larger roadways. The workers seem more highly 

excited by the larger larvae, and the difficulty in carrying the sexual 

larvae apparently further increases the ant roadway. Guard workers 

likewise are more common with burchelli and are increased with any 

disturbance or excitemer~ of the workers. 

The retinue of the queen on the emigration may consist of several 

hundred workers and is always larger than with hamatum. This greater 

mass of workers appears to slow the progress of the queen, and when 

she moves slowly more workers join the retinue. On the few occasions 

where a queen was seen emigrating along a smooth log several meters in 

length, the number of workers accompanying her greatly decreased com

pared to those with her when she was crossing leaves. If there is con

siderable disturbance of the column, the number of guard workers will 

increase until there is a solid row of them along both sides. These 

solid rows of guards were never seen with any other species of Eciton. 

Light seems to disturb an emigration of burchelli more than one of 

hamatum. The greater disturbance may be due more to the greater number 

of ants along the column rather than to a greater sensitivity of the 

workers to light. Otherwise the observations mentioned earlier regard

ing the queen and guard workers along emigrations of hamatum apply also 

to those of burchelli. 

The same sequence of events also takes place during the emigrations 

of burchelli; however, all stages are more prolonged due to the larger 

sizes of colonies. I rarely saw the end of an emigration because the 

last ants usually left the old bivouac after midnight. 
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Bivouacs of Eciton burchelli 

The bivouac of .£!:!_Xchelli in addition to their larger size are dis

tinctly "more epigaeic 11 or more elevated than those of hamatum. 

Schneirla, Brown and Brown (1954: 279) have shown that burchelli has 

fewer subterranean and many more elevated bivouacs than hamatum. Biv

ouacs of burchelli did no·~ touch the ground in 33% of 270 cases, whereas 

those of hamatum were els,~ted in only seven per cent of 440 cases. 

Moreover, when bivouacs of burchelli were elevated, they were usually 

more than one meter from the ground, whereas those of hamatum were be

low one meter. A colony of burchelli will apparently bivouac in a 

sheltered spot at any height in a tree. Using binoculars, I have 

watched emigrations and raid columns which went up trees to bivouacs 

at least 20 meters above the ground. 

The bivouacs of burchelli shift by small amounts during the statary 

period even when they are well enclosed and not disturbed. Although 

statary bivouacs were not observed every day, three colonies are known 

to have shifted their bivouacs from five to more than 55 cm. at least 

several times throughout that phase. Possibly these shifts were pri

marily due to the subtraction and addition of workers resulting from 

raiding, but at least some shifting occurred in the absence of a raid. 

An additional colony, '55 B-IV, which had a brood of male and female 

cocoons during the statary phase shifted as shown in figure 66. This 

shifting may have been influenced by the presence of the sexual brood 

which was kept in the section of the bivouac away from the old queen. 

This bipolarity may normally result in some lengthening of the bivouac. 
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Refuse Deposits of Eciton burchelli 

Eciton burchelli is the only species of army ant included in this 

report which has extensiva epigaeic refuse deposits. As a direct con

sequence of its feeding on a variety of adult arthropods, there is a 

considerable amount of refuse from the more sclerotized parts of the 

prey. This refuse, empty cocoons and dead workers are put by the ants 

in more or less distinc7. areas which I have termed refuse deposits. 

Short columns extending out from the bivouac are here called 0 refuse 

columns" whether or not they go to distinct refuse deposits. Many ants 

seen along these columns were not carrying any refuse but appeared to 

be just wandering back and forth from the bivouac. The workers defe

cate along the columns as well as in the refuse deposits, and the feca1 

material may form a distinct white trail during the statary phase. 

Typical arrangements of these deposits are shown in figures 65 to 

68, and figure 13 is a photograph of part of one refuse deposit. These 

refuse deposits or kitchen middens were invariably found on downward 

slopes away from the bivouac. Almost no refuse was found directly under 

the bivouac or within 20 cm. of the edge of the nest. The columns 

occasionally extended more than one meter from the nest; but in these 

cases, the bivouac was located in a tree, or the slope down to the 

refuse deposit was steep. These refuse columns and deposits have been 

largely ignored in the literature about the army ants. Moreover, the 

arthropods found in refuse deposits are mostly different from those 

found in bivouacs. Some of these arthropods probably are restricted 

to the refuse deposits or at least are more frequently found in them 

than in any other ecological niche. A more complete description of 

these areas and information on the arthropods associated with them 
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the Arthropods Found in Them. 
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Because workers of b·1rchelli emerge over a period of at least six 

days, their empty cocoons :an be found in the refuse deposits from one 

day before the last statary day to the fourth nomadic day. Empty co. 

coons are most abundant on the first nomadic day, and on the second 

nomadic day they are much more abundant than with hamatum colonies on 

that day. The number of ~ocoons on the second nomadic day may give· 

the area around the bivouac the appearance of a statary site, except 

that much less booty refuse is found, and the site would usually be 

less enclosed or sheltered. 

Size of Colonies and Broods of Eciton burchelli 

Schneirla gives fewer estimates of the sizes of colonies of 

burchelli than for hamatum; but these estimates, like those of hamatum 

colonies, have been increased in bts later papers. An early estimate 

for a "very large" colony was "more than 200,000" (Schneirla, 1949b: 37), 

and his largest estimate is 300,000 to 1,500,000 workers (Schneirla, 

1957b). I estimate 150,000 to 300,000 workers are in the smallest 

colonies after a colony division. 

Three and one-half quarts of preserved workers and worker~produclng 

larvae taken on the 14th nomadic day from colony '55 B-IV-N were com

pletely counted and found to contain about 77,800 workers (including 

1,600 majors) and 104,800 larvae. This sample was taken about 11,30 a.m. 

when many workers were on a backtracking column resulting from removing 

the queen from the emigration column on the preceding night. Probably 

less than one half of the workers were taken. On this basis the 
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colony consisted of 180,000 to ~50,000 workers. This colony was at 

the end of the first nomadic phase after a colony division, and it was 

one of the smallest if not the smallest colony of burchelli which I 

have ever seen. Many h,~~tum colonies are of equivalent size. Probably 

about 90% of the larval brood was taken, indicating a total brood of 

116,000 for this daughter colony. The brood total probably is accurate 

to within 20,000 larvae,. 

The second daughter colony, '55 B-IV-S, was considered to be about ) 
'I 6 i P..<--~IIH/ (Ac. r ti, ~ , ... > ~ o \ . l . ~ . fr",)",-\ .· ., -s we..r c. 0 : 0 , \.- ~ t u" ,~ 

twice as large as '55 B-IV-N.A A sample of four quarts of preserved 

workers and larvae were taken from this colony, but this was clearly 

less than one half of that daughter colony. This sample must include 

about 100,000 workers and 150,000 larvae. On the basis of the relative 

sizes of the two daughter colonies, '55-IV-S probably had approximately 

500,000 workers. The parent colony would thus have had about 700,000 

workers and brood of 250,000 to possibly 350,000 full-grown larvae. 

This astonishing brood was laid by the single queen of the parent 

colony. Estimates of brood size published by Schneirla are lower than 

these but have been increased from "25,000 or more" (1949b: 37), to 

"60,000 or more" (1956a: 2), to "120,000+" (1957b: 266). 

Estimates based on samples from other colonies are comparable but 

less accurate than the ones given above for the '55 B-IV colonies since 

smaller proportions of the colonies were taken. Samples of 100 ml. of 

tightly packed ants of approximately the normal size distribution and 

not including brood, range from about 4,000 to 6,000 workers. These 

figures are essentially the same as for hamatum. However, each of these 

samples was less than 1/100 of a large burchelli colony. 
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Estimates based on emigration rates are somewhat lower than the 

above and start at 300,000 workers for colonies of medium size. Un

fortunately, the maximum rate of emigration in ants per second could 

not be determined accur::-.-:.:.. ly. Maximum emigration times are not known, 

but some colonies must h~ve over 500,000 workers based on estimated 

emigration rates and durr:tions of over eight hours. 

The total egg prcd !l-"tion for a burchepi queen would be between 

55,616 and 66,100 eggs if based on counts of ovarioles and o8cytes 

determined by Hagan (1954a, 1954c). Although the estimate of the num

ber of ovarioles might be inaccurate, one would expect that the dis

c~epancy between Hagan's estimate for an entire brood and my counts of 

" larvae lies primarily in the oocyte count. Possibly the eggs develop 

at such a fast rate that the first eggs have been laid before the last 

eggs to be laid can be distinguished in the ovarioles. 

Since a large percentage of an egg brood of burchelli has never 

been counted, there is no evidence that a reduction in the size of a 

worker brood during the nomadic phase occurs, but perhaps the workers 

normally eat part of the eggs or larvae of a worker brood. 

Sexual Broods and Colony Division of Eciton burchelli 

Colonies of g. burchelli, like those of hamatum, may have a brood 

consisting solely of males and queens during the dry season. Observa

tions on these broods and several subsequent colony divisions have been 

published by Schneirla (1948, 1956a) and Schneirla and Brown (1952). 

It was considered "quite possible" that colonies of burchelli have 

sexual broods earlier than hamatum (Schneirla, 1948: 91). Subsequent 

observations did not show as clear a separation of almost a month in 
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the timing of these broods (Schneirla and Brown, 1952: 10). However, 

a tendency for burchelli to have males earlier is still indicated and 

is further supported by observations made during 1956. 

Eleven adult males were taken between 17 March and 11 May 1956, 

compared with 11 for hamatum taken between 9 May and 4 July 1956. The 

males were taken on the following dates, and unless other data are 

given the males were all alates taken at lights in the laboratory clear

ing: 17 March (1 dealate from emigration column of colony E-132), 

17 April (1), 19 April (1), 19 April (l flew to light between 12:30 

and 2:00 a.m.), 19 April (3 seen in the bivouac and 1 taken from emi

gration column of colony E-149, 1 dealate from emigration ~olumn of 

colony E-148), 28 April (1 dealate from emigration column of colony 

E-152), 10 May (1 taken at 8:30 p.m.), 11 May (3 taken at 8:30 p.m.). 

Although worker broods appear to be considerably larger in colo

nies of burchelli than in those of hamatum, the numbers of males and 

queens produced by both species are nearly the same. 

The oldest known burchelli queen was recovered after four years 

and two months, and she probably lived at least five years. Dr. 

Schneirla marked this queen, and I returned her to her colony, 

'52 B-IX, on 10 March 1952 on the second nomadic day when her gaster 

measured 11.9 mm. in length. When the same queen was found on 12 May 

1956 in colony E-148 also on the second nomadic day, her gaster mea

sured 14.0 to 14.5 mm. The later measurement was made at 3:45 a.m. 

shortly after the first nomadic emigration had been completed. In 

order to determine whether complete contraction of the gaster had oc

curred, the queen was again brought to the laboratory on the sixth 

nomadic day. At this time the gaster was the same length, and thus 
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two to three millimeters longer than measurements of other queens in the 

middle of the nomadic phase made by Schneirla (1957a: 119). These mea

surements suggest that as the queens get older their gasters contract 

less during the nomadic phase so that theJ may appear continually physo

gastric. Before the work by Schneirla it was generally assumed that 

contracted queens were young and physogastric queens mature or old. 

Schneirla (1944c; 1958: 218-219) has shown t~at the age of the queen is 

not the primary factor in the changes observed in the size of the gaster. 

The record for the queen of colony '52 B-IX indicates that 11physoga str ic" 

queens should be observed to determine whether they are actually laying 

eggs. 

A dealate male was taken on 17 March 1956 from an emigration column 

of colony E-132 at 8:11 p.m. more than 30 meters from the old bivouac. 

No other males were found in the emigration column of E-132 which was 

watched continuously from 8:00 to 9:25 p.m. However, on the previous 

night between 6:30 and 6:40 p.m. one male (or possibly two) was seen 

five meters above the ground on the trunk of the tree in which the 

statary bivouac was located. The male was seemingly trying to join the 

raid column on which ants were returning to the bivouac located more 

than 12 meters up the tree. Twice the male flew away from the column 

but returned to it about a half meter away. Workers could be seen con

gregating around the male, but its ultimate fate could not be determined 

because of the height. This male did not come from colony E-132 which 

had a brood of callow workers. If colony E-132 had a sexual brood in 

the preceding nomadic phase, the adult males would have emerged about 

12 February. The earliest record for alates of burchelli on Barro 

Colorado Island appears to be 28 February 1946 (Schneirla, 1948: 93). 
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In addition, males probably never remain in the colony in which they are 

produced at the end of the statary phas~ following their emergence 

(!. £·>· 
On the same first nomadic emigration on which the dealate male was 

taken, the queen was taken at 9:25 p.m. Her gaster was clearly somewhat 

swollen and when the queen was etherized on the following morning her 

gaster was still 11.9 to 12.0 mm. long. This is near the average for 

queens on the second nomadic day (Schneirla, 1957a: 119). This queen 

must have laid the cu~rent and previous worker broods. Unless she de

veloped with a sexual brood at an atypical time of year, she probably was 

at least one year old when taken from the emigration column. She did 

not have a greatly swollen gaster which might be expected if she were 

more than three years old if the case for the queen of colony '52 B-IX 

is typical. Thus, the queen of colony E-132 was not a virgin and was 

probably between one and three years old. 

On the morning of 18 March after queen E-132 had recovered from 

ether and was walking around in a petri dish, the dealate male found in 

the emigration column was added to the dish. Copulation started within 

one minute and the pair remained together from 10:15 to 11:17 a.m. For 

the first 15 to 25 minutes the male constantly moved his antennae and 

front legs in large arcs. Only occasionally did it look like he was 

stroking the queen. The male held the queen by his middle and hind legs, 

never with his front legs. He also grasped her petiole behind the horns 

with his mandibles. At no time did he hold onto the horns themselves. 

The queen walked around a little during the copulation but was never 

very active. At times the pair tended to fall over on one side, and 

after photographs had been taken at several angles, the male was pushed 
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completely to one side to get a better view of the end of the queen's 

gaster. The turning of the dish, the taking of more than a dozen elec

tronic flash photographs, and the tipping of the male may have shortened 

the copulation time. After being coupled continously for an hour and 

two minutes, the pair separated. The male was unable to walk and was 

immediately preserved. The queen walked around in the dish but was not 

as active as other queens kept in the labordtory for an equal amount of 

time. She was returned to her colony and later was seen in an emigra

tion. It is clear from the above evidence that a queen sometimes mates 

more than once and may mate annually. 

Activity Cycle of Eciton burchelli 

The major features of the activity cycle of burchelli are identical 

to those for hamatum as shown in figure 63. However, more variability 

occurs in the length of the nomadic phase in burchelli. This phase can 

last from 11 to 17 days compared with 16 to 18 days for hamatum when 

colonies have larval worker broods. In contrast the statary phase shows 

slightly less variability, varying from 19 to 22 days, whereas it ranged 

from 18 to 22 days in hamatum (Schneirla, 1957a: 107). In the dry 

season the nomadic phase may be slightly longer than in the rainy season, 

but too few entire nomadic phases have been followed to make this con

clusive. When a colony has a sexual brood, the nomadic phase may be 
1 

decreased to nine or ten days (Schneirla and Brown, 1950: 322). The 

1 Unfortunately, the lengths of the three nomadic phases observed 

by Schneirla for colony '46 B-I were incorrectly given as 10, 10 and 8 

days by Schneirla and Brown (1952: 17). They should have been given as 
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statary phase is the same length when a colony has a sexual brood. 

(Colony '48 B-XVII ffichneirla and Brown, 1950: 306-3027 had a statary 

phase of 25 days, but this colony did not emigrate until "all or virtu

ally all" the males had emerged, whereas other colonies had males still 

in cocoons on the first nomadic emigration. Frequent sampling and other 

disturbance:of the colony, especially the removal of two queen cocoons, 

possibly affected the length of the statary phase.) 

The statary phase does not start until after the larvae have been 

spinning for several daysG Although hamatum larvae spun cocoons almost 

exclusively on the first and second statary days, those of burchelli 

spun on the last three nomadic days and at least the first three statary 

days. The proportion of the brood which is enclosed on any of these 

days is not known. 

Although the initiation of the nomadic phase is attributed to the 

stimulation of the older workers by the callows, it is interesting that 

sometimes the first nomadic emigration occurs before one half of the 

callows has emerged. The callows were not seen to take part in the 

raids of the first and second day. However, at least 50 callows were 

12, 13 and 10 days as one can determine from the data published by 

Schneirla (1949b: 30-32). The last figure in each group is for the 

length of the nomadic phase when the colony had a sexual brood. These 

corrections would also raise the total development times given in the 

table published in 1952 to 42, 44 and 41 days. These corrected total 

development times are still two to five days less than the total develop

ment times for hamatum. Perhaps a shorter total time of development does 

not always occur in burchelli, judging from two records of nomadic phases 

of 17 days reported by Schneirla (1957a: 107). 



seen carrying unopened cocoons on the first nomadic emigration of 

colony E-110. This colony emigrated when about 40 per cent of the 

callows had emerged and some major workers were still in cocoons. 
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Raids appear to get larger toward the end of the nomadic phase, 

but no quantitative evidence can be given to support this. Although no 

clear trend is evident in the lengths of emigrations throughout the 

activity cycle, there may be a tendency for colonies not to emigrate 

for one night near both the beginning and end of the nomadic phase. 

Interrelations Among Individuals of Eciton burchelli 

All the observations reported above in the section on interrelations 

among individuals of£· hamatum apply also to burchelli. An additional 

observation on the longevity of queens in the laboratory was made for 

burchelli. The queen of colony E-136 taken on 28 April 1956 at 9:10 p.m. 

was only weakly twitching on 1 May at 9:00 a.m. and therefore lived only 

two and one-half days in the laboratory. 

The workers seem to be more attracted to the posterior margin of 

the first tergum of the queen than to any other segment. Perhaps glands 

for a "queen substance" are located here, but Hagan (1954b) did not re

port finding any hypodermal gland cells in the gaster of the queens of 

burchelli. 

The workers were seen to carry larvae out of the bivouac to spinning 

clusters both during the day and night. At night there seemed to be 

slightly less traffic by the workers, but the size of the cluster and 

the number of larvae in it seemed to be the same. Colony E-156, when 

visited between 2:00 and 3:15 a.m. on the third statary day, had a col

umn one to three ants wide and a second column three to five ants wide 
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cont~~ually present between the bivouac and the spinning area. Less 

than ~en per cent of the ants in these columns carried larvae or cocoons. 

These ~olumns and the spinning areas were distinct from the refuse col

umns and deposits. 

Eciton vagans (Olivier) 

Borgmeier (1955) has divided Eciton vaqans into seven subspecies 

on the basis of differences found among males and queens. However, he 

could not find subspecific differences among the workers. Almost all 

the observations on the behavior of vagans have been made on the sub

species mutatum, found on Barro Colorado Island, or angustatum, found 

in M~xico. The ranges of these two subspecies overlap in Costa Rica 

according to Bergmeier. 

Throughout its range g. vagans appears to be much more rarely seen 

than hamatum and burchelli, although the number of colonies of each 

species may be approximately the same. A total of 13 colonies of this 

species was found on Barro Colorado Island during 1956, compared with 

18 of burchelli and 32 of hamatum. The lower number of colonies of 

vaqans probably can be more reliably attributed to the time and method 

of its raiding and emigrating rather than to a smaller number of colo• 

nies. These differences will be discussed below. 

Although workers of vagans are slightly larger than those of hamatum 

and burchelli, they have a weaker bite. Moreover, when several dozen 

workers were running on my legs or uncovered hands, not one tried to 

sting. 

Fragmentary evidence given below and that reported by Schneirla 

(1947: 5, 9) shows that vaqans has synchronous broods and probably has 
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alternating nomadic and statary phases. There is no evidence to indicate 

how frequently this species may emigrate or how long the nomadic phase 

may be. The only evidence regarding the possible length of a statary 

phase is that based on the length of time that a worker brood kept in 

the laboratory remained in cocoons. This sanple was taken from a biv

ouac of colony E-154 on 30 April 1956 when the brood was partially en

closed in newly spun cocoons. The previous day this colony was in the 

identical spot, but the brood seen consisted of unenclosed larvae. The 

first major worker emerged in the laboratory on 22 May which would in

dicate a statary phase of 24 days, if 29 April was the first day of that 

phase. Unfortunately it is not known how long the colony remained in 

the site where the sample had been taken. Moreover, samples of brood 

may develop at a slower rate or the adults may emerge later than those 

remaining with the colony in the forest judging from a case when hamatum 

cocoons were kept in a laboratory nest. Since all broods of vagans which 

have been observed are synchronous, one would expect that vagans has 

statary and nomadic phases similar in length and regularity to those of 

hamatum. 

Like all other ecitonine queens, those of vaqans are short-lived 

in laboratory nests. The queen from colony E-212 was clearly dying a~ 

9:00 a.m. on 12 July after almost three days in the laboratory. How

ever, the workers with this queen also were either dead or dying. The 

death of the queen may have been hastened by a macrochelid mite which 

was feeding on a small amount of liquid along the posterior margin of 

the first gastral segment. The mouthparts of the mite were not inserted 

into the membrane between the terga, but this mite may have punctured 

the membrane earlier. No similar fluid nor macrochelid mite has been 
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seen on any other ecitonine queen. 

Raids of Eciton vagans 

Eciton vaqans feeds primarily on ants judging from the booty seen 

in raid columns. Adult ponerines were among the booty, and more adult 

ants may be killed by vagans than by hamatum. Other adult insects are 

attacked, but no raid columns were seen to go up any vegetation more 

than a few centimeters above the ground. However, Fiebrig (1907a: 84) 

reported that g. vagans (det. Forel) raided a Polistes nest under the 

eaves of a house. He also reported that they attacked bees which pos

sessed stings(!•.£•, p. 87) [the exact insect was not named, but per

haps the honeybee or a wasp was the species attacke£V. A click beetle 

(Elateridae) which fell among some workers milling around a hole near 

a bivouac was immediately attacked. The number of ants attacking this 

beetle increased to about 50, and they bit, pulled and attempted to sting 

it for 40 minutes. The ants were then removed from the beetle and pre

served. The beetle had lost four segments of one antenna, ten segments 

of the other, and all tarsal segments were injured or had been removed. 

Both hind tibiae were also partially pulled from their sockets. When 

the beetle attempted to walk, it could hold only one leg in a normal 

position; all the others stuck out at odd angles and were quite useless. 

As far as I could determine, the ants never were successful at stinging 

the beetle although they tried to sting repeatedly. The elaterid re

peatedly clicked while it was being attacked and while I was examining 

it. Perhaps this clicking helped to increase the number of ants attack

ing the beetle. If the beetle had not been collected, it probably would 

not have been killed but would have lost most of its appendages, since 
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other species of army ants were seen to desert similarly maimed beetles. 

The raids of vaqans resemble those of hamatum except that the col

umns start from subterranean bivouacs and extend only 10 to more than 

100 meters along the surface of the ground. In most cases it was im

possible to tell whether the bivouac was near the hole into which the 

ants disappeared. Schneirla (1934: 317) reported that the "consolida

tion columns that connect the raiding front with the bivouac mainly 

follow a subterranean course, the advanced part of the raid forms on the 

surface a system of branches and anastomosing columns •••• If little 

booty is taken, the ants withdraw along their principal trail into the 

ground, and may soon emerge at a point some meters removed to xepeat the 

process there." Although this extension of a subterranean system un

doubtedly occurs to some extent when vagans raids, there was little 

direct evidence for it during my observations. Two colonies had raid 

columns which entered holes at two or more points along their extent. 

However, six or more colonies had raid columns extending along the sur

face of the ground for at least 25 meters and more than 100 meters in 

three cases. These started from bivouacs, and the ants did not shift to 

a subterranean route even though they were capturing no prey within 25 

meters of the bivouac and were raiding during daylight. 

No raid columns were seen between noon and 6:00 p.m., but some raid

ing must occur during that period since columns were seen at 11:50 a.m. 

About three fourths of the raiding observed occurred between 6:00 p.m. 

and midnight. Presumably raiding is frequent between midnight and 8:00 

a.m., but observations were not as frequent during those hours. Only 

four colonies were found raiding between 9:00 a.m. and noon even though 

more time was spent searching in the forest during those hours than 
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during any other period of three hours. Probably most raids start be

tween 6:00 p~m. and 6:00 a.m. 

On one occasion a small swarm raid of vaqans was discovered at 

10:50 a.m. The ants covered the ground as extensively as a swarm raid 

of burchelli. Accompanying the advancing swarm were several of the 

same species of Tachinidae which are found over swarms of burchelli. 

However, by 11:20 a.m. the swarm front had narrowed to a strong, forked 

raid column. The bivouac was found only three meters from the spot 

where the swarm front was discovered at 10:50 a.m. A brood of almost 

full-grown reproductive larvae was found in the bivouac. A swarm raid 

clearly is not typical behavior for vaqans, and this unusual swarm is 

probably attributable to increased excitement due to the sexual brood 

and the fact that the raid was observed close to the bivouac. Other 

observations indicate that raids of vaqans usually do not start this 

late in the morning. 

Emigrations of Eciton vagans 

The times when emigrations of vaqans start probably are more vari

able than those of hamatum and burchelli. Only three emigrations of 

vagans were observed during 1956, and these had started some time be

fore they were discovered. The earliest one observed was an emigration 

of colony E-180 found on 31 May 1956 at 8:15 p.m. At this time much 

brood was being carried, at 8:50 p.m. the queen was taken, and at about 

10:20 p.m. the last ants passed. The exact locations of either bivouac 

were unknown, but the observations were at least 15 meters from the old 

bivouac. This emigration may have begun on the previous night. How

ever, on the night it was observed it probably started before 7:00 p.m. 
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and may have started before 6:00 p.m. A backtracking column was seen 

along the emigration route about 24 hours after the queen was taken, 

but it is not known when this column was started. 

When colony E-240 was discovered on 7 August 1956 at 8:15 p.m., 

it was emigrating with a brood of alate males. The column was immedi

ately followed toward the new bivouac, but after about 50 meters the 

column became thin, and it was not followed further. Probably the 

emigration had started about 7:00 p.m. From 8:15 to 10:50 p.m. the 

emigration was watched intermittently, and the queen most likely emi

grated during that period, although she was not seen. At 10:50 p.m. 

the column had decreased to a width of one or two workers, and no males 

were in it. Further details about this emigration are given below in 

the section on sexual broods. 

A third emigration observed was that of colony E-219 discovered 

on 24 July 1956 at 2:30 a.m. This column followed the emigration route 

used 20 days earlier by colony E-204, ~- dulcius, for several meters 

along the edge of a concrete sidewalk. However, in places on the sur

face of the sidewalk as well as across dirt and a lawn, colony E-219 

deviated from the route of the dulcius colony. The queen of colony 

E-219 was taken at 3:03 a.m., and the number of workers gradually de

creased following the queen. Over 90% of the ants must have emigrated 

before the queen left the old bivouac, assuming her progress was not 

impeded. The end of the emigration column, like such a column of 

hamatum, had many ants running for distances of about 30 cm. toward 

the old bivouac and then turning and following the rest of the colony. 

One stray worker passed at 3:46 a.m. more than five meters behind the 

last ants. However, at 3:49 a.m. several backtracking workers came 
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from the direction of the new bivouac. It is not known whether a steady 

backtracking column was started at that time, but this would appear to 

be exceptionally soon for a backtracking column. No observations were 

made during the day after the queen was taken, but on the following 

morning, 26 July, the backtracking column was still present but de

creased between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m. It did not start again until about 

4:00 p.m. About 7:00 p.m. an attempt was made to trap workers by plac

ing a small laboratory nest with th~ colony's queen and a few workers 

in the center of the backtracking column. This n.ast was about 20 cm. 

square and 2.5 cm. high with~ glass cover and two entrance tubes large 

enough for the major workers. Although the tubes were placed in the 

column for about an hour and vagans and other species of Eciton had 

previously run through the tubing, none of the workers entered the nest. 

iJhen the glass cover was removed, no workers entered the nest chamber 

after an additional hour, and the queen was then placed in the back

tracking column. She promptly moved toward the new bivouac. The 

promptness with which this queen and other Eciton queens moved toward 

the current bivouac suggests that either the trail is polarized or the 

ants have some other method for determining the direction toward the 

bivouac. 

The retinue of workers accompanying the queen of colony E-180 was 

quite large and similar to an average retinue with a hamatum queen. 

There were some guard workers along the ~argins of the column, but 

these usually left their positions in a short time, and no c0~tinuous 

rows of guard workers were present at any time. The guard workers 

we1·e always dark or old workers, even though nunwrous callows were in 

the emigration column, and about the $dme number of callows as dark 
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workers were carrying larvae. No callow workers were seen being carried. 

This colony probably was in the middle of the nomadic phase judging from 

the size of the worker larvae. 

The retinue with the queen E-219 had a small number of majoxs which 

were clearly more excited than majors which were running in other parts 

of the emigration. However, although the majors ran back and forth, 

spread their mandibles, and rapidly vibrated their antennae, they did 

not rear up with their front legs off the ground. Two intermediate work

ers were partly running and partly clinging to the gaster of the queen 

with their heads over her gaster. When the queen was removed, the 

retinue continued along the emigration without her with only a slight 

disturbance noticed. The retinue was not followed. 

Since eggs were being carried, the emigration of colony E-219 was 

observed probably on or near the second nomadic day. Nevertheless, a 

few callow workers were carrying booty or army ant larvae, and only a 

few callows were being carried by dark workers. 

The emigrations of vagans had no ant roadways except for the emigra

tion with the alate males discussed below under sexual broods. Since 

vagans columns seldom left the ground and did not even travel on logs 

as much as hamatum, flanges of ants were not apt to be seen. Only a 

single small flange was seen when a colony had a worker brood. Tke 

emigration of colony E-180 travelled for about one meter across leaves 

of wild pineapple plants, and a small flange of workers was seen on one 

of the smooth leaves. This flange was continuously present for more than 

one hour before the queen was seen in the column. 
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Bivouacs and Refuse Depesits of ~citon vagans 

On Barro Colorado Island only subterranean or well-sheltered biv

ouacs of §.• vagans have been found; however, "more exposed bivouacs ••• 

were observed under other conditions in Southern Mexico (Schneirla, 

1947)" (Schneirla, Brown and Brown, 1954: 279). In the paper published 

in 1947 (p. 5, 9), the two colonies of vagans discussed, colonies "J" 

and "X2," had bivouacs inside rotten logs or partially in debris under 

the logs. The majority of ants in both cases were apparently not in a 

large cavity but distributed throughout many small cracks and passages 

within the rotten wood. Neither of these cases should be considered as 

"exposed" in the sense of Schneirla, Brown and Brown (1954: 278-279). 

Fiebrig reported that on at least several occasions g. vagans wai 

found bivouacking in the subterranean nest of ,ill! sexdens or ill! sp., 

but it was thought that the army ants occupied only the more peripheral 

and less-used sections of the nests. The two ant species were not seen 

together, and it was not known whether the army ants killed the leaf 

cutters (Fiebrig, 1907a: 86; 1907b: 154-155). 

All the bivouacs of vaqans which were located during 1956 were 

sheltered on all sides and were primarily underground. Although none 

was completely dug out, partial descriptions of these nests will be given 

since few nests have been reported. Colony E-154 was first traced to 

the bivouac on 29 April by following a thin raid column at 6:15 p.m. The 

ants disappeared under leaves, and when these were brushed away, the 

entrance to the bivouac was indicated by about a dozen phorids which were 

hovering over the hole in the ground. When the ground was vibrated by 

cutting a small liana, several hundred workers including many carrying 
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larvae ran out of the hole. Dark workers and some rather dark callows 

pulled small leaves and pieces of leaves and dirt into the entrance hole 

almost blocking it completely. There was a noticeable air current on the 

slope of the hill, and this current or my weak headlight may have caused 

the workers to decrease the size of the hole. At 8:15 a.m. the follow

ing morning 5,000 to 10,000 workers were clustered on small roots running 

through a cavity 25 to 30 cm. in diameter. The origin of the cavity 

is unknown, but the absence of loose dirt in cracks around the cavity 

or on the surface of the ground suggests that it was not made by the army 

ants. The top of this cavity was almost 30 cm. below the surface of the 

ground. At a depth of 50 cm. at least four principal passageways con

tinued downward to an unknown depth. A total of 2,375 workers plus 59 

majors and 302 worker larvae and cocoons were taken. Probably these 

larvae had been brought to or near the surface of the ground for spinning 

while most of the brood and adults were considerably deeper in the ground. 

Many of the larvae taken were enclosed in thin, incomplete cocoons. No 

queen nor males were found. While I was digging up the colony, the odor 

of the ants increased considerably; but no flies other than the few 

phorids were seen near the hole. 

Another bivouac was found on 9 July by tracing the small raid swarm 

and column of colony E-212 discussed earlier. A diagram of this bivouac 

as it would appear if viewed directly from above is given in figure 64. 

This is the only time a larval sexual brood has been found in a bivouac 

of this species. A large number of leaves and small branches covered the 

area of the bivouac, but these are not indicated in figure 64. The only 

large cluster of ants was hanging from a log about 15 cm. in diameter, 

from a small branch, and from the side of the large rock. This mass was 
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completely covered by other small branches and leaves. No callows were 

among the ants comprising the outar layer of this cluster though there 

were some in the center. There were a few sexual larvae scattered through

out this cluster. Callow workers were primarily in distinct groups be

tween leaves and on the ground under leaves. Some were along the south 

and southeast edges of the rock where there was a pile of loose dirt 

mixed with scattered refuse from bootyo The booty refuse was so dis

persed that it was impossible to get a sample of it without including 

considerable dirt. A few dark workers were seen carrying out dirt from 

under the rock and depositing it on this pile. No myrmecocoles were 

conspicuous near the refuse or nest before the bivouac was disturbed. 

Some ants were also going under the rock along the north side where a 

little digging apparently had been done by the army ants. A large pro

portion of the colony may have been underground. The rock could not be 

moved, but attempts to push sticks underneath indicated that there was 

no large adjacent cavity. 

Directly on top of the rock and throughout the stippled area north 

and east of the rock there was a layer of leaves and twigs. Under and 

among these were many workers which were fairly evenly distributed ex

cept for two distinct clusters consisting solely of callows and a third 

cluster of excited workers in which the queen was found. The clusters 

of callows had no older dark workers mixed with them, and these clusters 

did not rapidly disperse when disturbed like many of the darker adults, 

but remained together and appeared lethargic. In contrast, the cluster 

containing the queen had only a few callows but numerous dark workers 

including a noticeably greater number of majors than any of the other 

clusters. Many dark workers were running near the queen cluster, with 
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some joining the cluster. Others left the cluster so that its size 

remained about the same. In addition, the majors were highly excited 

like those with queens of other species of Eciton. No tight mass of 

minor workers was found around the queen. It is possible that the queen 

moved a short distance as soon as I had disturbed the colony. However, 

it is quite certain that she was not on top of or under the rock. She 

may have been in the large hanging cluster or else on the ground nearer 

to the hanging cluster. 

A brood of sexual larvae about three-fourths-grown was quite uni

formly scattered on top of the rock and on the ground near the north and 

northeast sides. A few were in the hanging cluster. About two thirds 

of the larvae had no distinct groups of workers with them. Each larva 

of the remaining third was surrounded by a small cluster of up to 20 

workers, some of which were clinging tightly to the larva. The larvae 

surrounded by clusters of workers were not concentrated in any one part 

of the bivouac. A total of 79 larvae was taken, which must have been 

at least half of those seen. Three or four larvae were partially 

shriveled at the time the bivouac was uncovered, indicating that the 

workers had been feeding on them. All the larvae taken are males; how

ever, the small number of larvae and adults seen indicates that a large 

proportion of the bivouac, including probably a few queen-producing 

larvae, was underground. A small amount of booty was dispersed among 

the ants and not concentrated near the larvae. 

Although a raid was in progress, it probably had started about 

10:30 a.m., only about one hour before the bivouac was found. A small, 

steady amount of booty was being brought to the bivouac. A large per

centage of the colony could not have been participating in the raid at 
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this time. These raiding ants probably came primarily from the hanging 

cluster and may have filled in shallow cavities under the north and north

east edges of the rock when the entire colony was at the bivouac. Approx

imately 10,000 workers plus 240 majors were taken from the bivouac. Over 

50% of those seen must have escaped. Two samples of 100 ml. of ants in

cluded 2,258 and 2,837 workers (including majors). Since similar counts 

of hamatum and burchelli ranged from 3,000 to 6,000, these low counts 

reflect the larger size of the vagans workers and the higher proportion 

of majors. (An attempt was made to collect as many majors as possible, 

and the high proportion of majors, 1:40 intermediates, is not typical 

for this species.) Judging from the incomplete bivouacs and emigrations 

seen, colonies of vagans are probably smaller than those of hamatum. 

Colony E-240 emigrated to a subterranean bivouac under a large 

palm with many stilt roots where digging was not practical. Workers 

were seen carrying dirt and wood detritus to small piles between the 

stilt roots, but the source of this material was not discovered. No 

booty refuse was seen in these piles. The night following this colony's 

emigration to this site, there was no emigration up until 8:05 p.m., and 

no observations were made after that time. 

Sexual Broods of Eciton vagans 

One colony of Eciton vagans was found with a sexual brood of larvae 

almost full-grown, and another colony was found with a brood of recently 

emerged alate males. The latter colony, E-240, was found emigrating on 

probably the second nomadic day following a colony division. A brood 

of eggs and young larvae was being carried, but only two eggs and two 

larvae were preserved. This emigration came out of a large brush heap 
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epigaeic emigration column was located. 
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The workers were more excited than those seen on the two emigra

tions when sexual broods were not present. There were some places where 

a slight ant roadway, including bridges and flanges of workers, had been 

formed. However, these were not as well developed as those of hamatum 

colonies with comparable broods of alata males. Attempts to collect as 

many males as possible added to the excitement of the workers since a 

few ants would usually drop off when the males were picked up. My col

lecting caused the formation of some small clusters of workers surround

ing males along the emigrating route. These were similar to the clus

ters formed when a queen was stopped along an emigration. At least 50 

of these clusters were formed, and some of them lasted more than 30 

minutes. Almost every male in the column had at least one worker riding 

on him, or the worker was running along with its legs straddling the 

gaster of the male. At times as many as seven workers were seen on a 

male. A new genus of Histeridae, one thysanuran nymph {probably 

Trichatelura manni Caudell), and many small Limulodidae were seen riding 

on the males. Each male had a small group or retinue of up to 100 

workers accompanying it. These workers were present partly because of 

the mechanical blocking of the emigration column rather than solely be

cause of attraction to the males. 

Along the emigration column it was impossible to tell whether the 

workers were only riding on the males and possibly licking them as they 

ran along, or whether the workers were actually clinging to the males by 

their mandibles. In the laboratory nests the workers continued to follow 

the males and were clearly seen to grasp the males with their mandibles. 
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At times they bit the wings firmly enough to fold them. The workers 

also rode on the wings without grasping them with their mandibles. 

The workers not only clung to the males but also licked the gasters 

and sometimes other parts of the males. A large amount of fecal material 

(?) from the males was deposited in the vials in which they had been 

brought to the laboratory. Some of the gasters became completely coated 

with this white fluid, and the amount of fecal material probably indi

cates that these males had recently emerged. The workers cleaned some of 

this material off the bodies of the males but also licked males which 

had no noticeable fecal material on them. 

The fact that no males attempted to fly was an additional indication 

that the males had recently emerged. None of the males even attempted to 

spread his wings in the column whether or not workers were riding or 

clinging to him. After the workers had been removed from them and the 

males were dropped more than a meter, they still did not move their wing$. 

Although lights were watched at the laboratory for ten more days 

after these males were seen, no males of vagans were taken at the lights. 

Colony E-240 was located between 1,200 and 1,500 meters from the labora

tory which may be farther than many of the males would fly. The males 

in the emigration were much more affected by my light than the workers. 

Although these males invariably turned away from the beam of light, pre

sumably they would become photopositive within a few days. Schneirla 

(1948; 106) reported that Eciton (apparently hamatum and burchelli? 

males withdrew from ''very bright lights. 0 My flashlight beam had a much 

lower intensity than the lights which attracted Eciton and other male 

army ants at the laboratory. The males must become photopositive, either 

several days following emergence or only after they have started flying. 
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246) were probably taken at lights although this was not stated with 

any of the records. 
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The bivouac to which colony E-240 emigrated on 7 August was under 

a large palm tree where digging was not feasible. No ant clusters could 

be seen. On the opposite side of the tree from the emigration column 

a raid column extended and booty was being brought to this bivouac dur

ing the emigration. On the following night, 8 August, colony E-240 had 

raid columns at 7:05, 8:30 and 11:10 p.m., but there was no emigration. 

No males were seen among the ants milling around on the ground at the 

bivouac site, and there were no clusters of workers. 

About 130 males were taken from colony E-240, and the total number 

of males was estimated at a minimum of between 300 and 500. The colony 

seemed to be small and may have been a daughter colony. If this num

ber of males was half of the brood, the resulting estimate of a total 

brood of 600 to 1,000 is comparable to some counts of male broods of 

hamatum. 

Since only 100 to 180 sexual brood larvae were seen in the bivouac 

of colony E-212, at least two thirds of the larvae were probably in a 

subterranean part of the bivouac which was not seen. Schneirla (1956a: 

4-6) reported that colonies of~· hamatum are strongly bipolar with the 

old queen in one half of the bivouac and the sexual brood in the other 

half. In this regard it is interesting that the bivouac of colony E-212 

did not show any clear separation of this type. Even if the queen had 

been in the hanging cluster before the bivouac was disturbed, in that 

cluster as well as throughout the area where the queen was found) there 

were scattered sexual larvae. Perhaps the queen larvae were in the 
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subterranean part of the bivouac farthest from the adult queen. The 

cannibalism of several larvae that was occurring at the time the bivouac 

was discovered may indicate friction between the old queen or the work

ers associated with her and the brood. 

Eciton dulcius Forel 

Eciton dulcius dulcius Forel has been found only in Brasil and 

Argentina, and the other subspecies, crassinode Bergmeier, has been 

found only on Barro Colorado Island (Borgmeier, 1955: 203-209). The 

wide geographical ar~a between these two subspecies suggests that they 

may be two distinct species rather than subspecies. All three castes 

of dulcius s. ~· are known, but the male of crassinode has not yet 

been found or associated with the workers. In the forest dulcius is 

most easily confused with vagans, but the former lacks a spine on each 

posterior lateral angle of the head. No striking differences were 

noted between the behavior of these two species. Although the bites 

and stings seemed to be more severe than those of hamatum, the workers 

of dulcius crassinode did not bite nor sting as readily as either 

hamatum or burchelli. 

Only eight colonies of E. dulcius crassinode were found on Barro 

Colorado Island, indicating that this species is the least common (or 

least commonly seen) of the five species of Eciton workers studied at 

that locality. [• dulcius has synchronous broods and has been seen 

emigrating with brood in the larval stage. A colony of dulcius dulcius 

which emigrated with cocoons containing males more than a week before 

their emergence probably was forced to emigrate since the subterranean 

bivouac of this colony had been dug up earlier the same day (Bruch, 
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1934b: 261-263). Numerous light callows were seen on two of four emi

grations of different colonie~ in Panama, and one of these colonies had 

a brood of eggs and young larvae at the same time. Presumably the 

species has a nomadic-statary cycle, but the frequency of emigrations 

and the lengths of the phases are unknown. 

Raids of Eciton dulcius 

Judging from the booty being carried in col~nns~ the most frequent 

prey of Eciton dulcius were Formicidae. Ponerinae were apparently 

captured more than any other subfamily of ants, and even Paraponera 

clavata (Fabricius) was killed. In B~asil Bergmeier (1955: 208) also 

saw dulcius 1• str. carrying pupae of Myrmecinae and larvae and workers 

of Dinoponera australis .!2.iqricolor Borgmeier. Although dulcius crassi

node was never seen to raid any wasps or oth~~ insects in trees, shrubs 

or on buildings, it would readily eat Polistes larvae and callow adults 

removed from capped cells and placed in laboratory nests. Bruch (1923: 

173-174) reported that dulcius !• !!r· most frequently raided ants in

cluding the leaf cutters, Acromyrmex heyeri and~- silvestri, and also 

raided Polybia lechiquana. On one occasion in Panam, dulcius was seen 

to avoid a struggling partly crushed calliphorid fly dropped next to a 

raid column. This isolated case may be significant since flies seem to 

be avoided or only rarely attacked by other species of Eciton. 

A sample of almost 3,000 workers taken from an emigration column 

on 2 April 1956 was given three large larvae and two pupae of Polistes 

on the following evening. These were readily attacked, and immediately 

there was a noticeable amount of trophallaxis between ~dult workers. For 

this transfer of larga drops of fluid, the mandibles of both workers 
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we~e not used but spread apart while the other mouthparts held the drops. 

The workers seemed to clean each other more after the food was supplied, 

and this cleaning may have been initiated by workers cleaning food off 

the mandibles of other workers. 

Compared with the activity of any of the other four common species 

of Eciton, the epigaeic activity of dulcius crassinode appears to be 

more confined to hours of dusk or darkness. The only diurnal record 

from Panam, is a raid column found at 5:00 p.m. However, Borgmeier 

watched a raid column of dulcius !• !!!• from 8:00 to 10:00 a.m. on 

9 January 1934, but no locality or weather data was given (Bergmeier, 

1955: 208). On Barro Colorado Island eight column raids of 2· crassi

!!.22! were found at night between 7:30 p.m. and 3:00 a.m. Since much 

more extensive searching for colonies was done during daylight, the 

scarcity of records for dulcius crassinode probably indicates that the 

species is even more nocturnal and subterranean than vagans. The inter

ruption of an emigration at 5:40 a.m. and the presence of backtracking 

columns from about 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. are additional evidence that 

dulcius is active almost exclusively at night at least during the dry 

season and early rainy season. Although raids presumably always pre

cede emigrations, there is no known way of predicting when the shift 

to an emigration may occur during a night. One colony, E-194, had raid 

columns continuously from 5:00 p.m. to after 10:45 p.m. when observa

tions were ended. 

On 24 February 1956 colony E-117 had a raid column which extended 

more than 100 meters and overlapped the area raided the previous day by 

burchelli colony E-111. The dulcius raid column probably followed 

the same trail as the emigration column of burchelli for short 
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intermittent distances but clearly deviated from that trail in most 

places. The most striking result was that the raid column of dulcius 

entered a hole in the ground directly at the bivouac site used by the 

burchelli colony on the previous day. It would appear to be disadvan

tageous for one species of army ant to follow such trails of other spe

cies especially since the strongest and most easily followed trails would 

be in the areas most recently raided. The odor of the refuse deposit 

along with the arthropods found in it may have attracted the dulcius 

colony to the site, but it is not known how near the bivouac of the 

dulcius colony was to the site of the burchelli bivouac. 

Emigrations of Eciton dulcius 

Only five emigrations of dulcius crassinode have been observed. 

Four of these most likely started in the evening about 7:30 p.m., and 

the fifth, which was found at 3:30 a.m., probably started after mid

night. Perhaps it is significant that the latter case was a colony with 

a brood of worker larvae approximately half grown, whereas the colonies 

which emigrated earlier had broods of callow workers and in one case a 

brood of eggs and young larvae. The total distance of an emigration has 

not been determined, but one colony emigrated at least 91 meters and 

another emigrated over 100 meters above ground. In all cases where col

umns were followed, they led to a hole in the ground, and the exact 

position or extent of each bivouac was not determined. 

The emigration of colony E-204 which was discovered at 3:30 a.m. 

provides evidence of considerable importance for interpreting the move

ments of all colonies of subterranean army ants. Although it is not 

known when this colony started its emigration, on 4 July 1956 the 
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emigratio~ column was at its maximum development at 3:30 a.m. and ex

tended from dense low vegetation at the edge of the laboratory clearing 

to a hole about 20 meters away in the center of the clearing. No attempt 

was made to trace the column back through the dense second growth to the 

old bivouac. After 5:00 a.m. the amount of brood being carried gradually 

decreased, while the per cent of smaller workers and the number of 

Phoridae increased, and by 5:40 a.m. the last ant had passed. After the 

last ant passed, four phorids ran along the emigration route. At 7:45 

a.m. the same day there were no workers of dulcius at the hole into which 

the ants had disappeared earlier, and no columns were seen in that area 

of the clearing. The bivouac was partially dug out and a sample of al

most 3,000 ants taken. About 5:00 p.m. a column gradually extended back 

along the previous emigration trail, and between 7:00 and 7:15 p.m. a 

strong column had developed continuing the previous emigration. Ants 

were carrying additional larvae to the same bivouac which had been par

tially dug out in the morning. This emigration column was only one to 

three ants wide or about half the width of the column in the morning. 

The number of ants emigrating fluctuated frequently during both observa

tion periods, and at times the column stopped completely. In a few 

cases these fluctuations were partially due to my collecting, but at 

other times the interruptions started some distance before my collecting 

spot. At 7:41 p.m. the queen reached the observation point and was taken. 

She was accompanied by a small retinue of workers with only ten to 20 

majors included in the retinue itself and among the guard workers one 

meter in front and behind the queen. At 7:45 p.m. the last brood passed 

the observation point, and at 7,51 p.m. the last worker passed. More 

Phoridae were again noticed near the end of the emigration column, and 
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one passed after the last ant went by. Observations were continued for 

five minutes after the last ant passed, and then I followed the emigra-

tion trail in the direction of the old bivouac without finding any more 

ants or myrmecophiles. Between 8:00 and 9:00 p.m. there was a raid col

umn extending in the direction approximately opposite to that from which 

the ants had emigrated to the present bivouac. No backtracking column 

had started by that time, but by 4:00 a.m. the following morning (5 July 

1956) there was a column about one ant wide along both this new raid 

route and the backtracking route. At 8:00 p.m. the colony was found emi

grating along a route almost parallel to that used in coming to the biv

ouac of 4 to 5 April. Backtracking columns were seen along the emigra

tion and raid trails of colony E-204 in the laboratory clearing up until 

10 July. These backtracking columns stopped daily about 6:00 a.m. and 

started again in the evening. 

If the above divided emigration had been observed only in the even

ing, one might conclude that the entire emigration of an exceptionally 

small colony had been seen. Before colony E-204 was studied, colony 

E-143 had been found on 11 April 1956 at 7:30 p.m. while it had only a 

weak raid column. Between 7:30 and 8:00 p.m. there was a gradual shift 

to an emigration. At 8:30 p.m. the queen was taken as she was running 

along in a small retinue, and by 8:35 p.m. the last ants had passed the 

observation point. If this short emigration included an entire colony, 

it clearly was the smallest colony which I have ever seen for any species 

of army ant and must have comprised between 30,000 and 60,000 workers. 

However, the finding of the divided emigration of colony E-204 strongly 

suggests that during the preceding night colony E-143 may have started 

an emigration which was interrupted. Rain did not delay or interrupt 
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this emigration for no rain fell during the entire preceding week. In 

addition, other facts indicate that the colony was following a strong 

chemical trail previously used either by a raid or emigration column. The 

raid column of colony E-143 advanced quite rapidly over the forest floor, 

and within a half hour the column changed into a strong emigration col

umn. At the time the raid column was found the ants had not yet ad

vanced across several meters which were used by the emigrating ants a 

half hour later. 

The other two emigrations of dulcius crassinode which were observed 

(colonies •5·5 D-1.Mar. and E-137) were found about 8: 15 p.m. after both 

columns were at their maximum emigration strength. The queens of these 

colonies were seen on the emigrations between 8:30 and 9:00 p.m. The 

emigration of colony E-137 lasted until 10:40 p.m. at the observation 

point; the other emigration was watched only until 9:25 p.m. Both these 

cases show timing similar to emigrations of£• hamatum but probably some

what later in both their start and finish. The queen clearly emigrates 

near the end of the colony, and the colony size is probably close to that 

of hamatum on the basis of the meager evidence from the above emigrations. 

Bivouacs and Refuse Deposits of Eciton dulcius 

Although a number of columns of dulcius crassinode were traced to 

holes in the ground, pounding on the ground or shallow digging indicated 

that the bivouac probably was not near the surface. The only bivouac 

which was located was that of colony E-204 which was partially dug out 

at 7:45 a.m. on 4 July 1956 after the first part of the colony's emigra

tion had been completed. The ants were in a depression which had been 

filled in by placing limbs of trees parallel to one another. No ants 
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were on the surface when the digging began. Most of the ants were in 

clusters hanging from branches five to ten centimeters in diameter. Most 

of the nearly full-grown larvae were held up in the ant clusters, but 

many were widely scattered between the branches, under leaves, etc. 

There was no indication that the larvae were arranged according to size. 

The colony had columns going into holes which extended at least 30 cm. 

below the exposed part of the bivouac, but no digging was done deeper 

than 40 cm. No raid columns were seen throughout the day until a back

tracking column started about 5:00 p.m. and a small column extended about 

50 cm. in the opposite direction. A few scattered pieces of booty refuse 

but no distinct refuse deposits were seen. Bruch (1923: 173) reported 

finding refuse deposits in three peripheral chambers of a leaf cutter 

ant nest which had been occupied by dulcius !• _il!.!_ In this nest he 

found workers in upper chambers and larvae and cocoons in two lower 

chambers. Bruch (1923, 1934b) found that dulcius s. str. often biv

ouacked in abandoned or occupied nests of Acromyrmex heyeri, ~· silvestri, 

Atta or Cornitermes. 

Interrelations Among Individuals of Eciton dulcius 

A total of four queens of dulcius crassinode have been taken, and 

all were removed from emigration columns. The dates and times when these 

queens were taken are given in table 1. These queens were all kept 

alive for observations in the laboratory, but like all Eciton queens 

they quickly died. Queen E-137 lived for six and one-half days in the 

laboratory with over 1,000 workers. This queen drank some water from 

cotton but never was seen to eat or to be fed by the workers although 

food was present in the laboratory nest. Queen E-204 lived for five and 
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one-half days in the laboratory with less than 200 workers. All these 

workers, except for two majors, died before the queen. This result was 

in marked contrast to other fil!~ queens from epigaeic colonies which 

died while most of the workers taken with them were still quite active. 

Circocyllibanid mites and limulodid beetles were present in the labora

tory nests, but there is no clear evidence that the death of the workers 

was hastened by these myrmecophiles. Samples of workers of the more sub

terranean species usually outlived their queens taken at the same time, 

but the workers died more quickly than those of the epigaeic species, 

burchelli and hamatum. Workers from colonies of dulcius usually died 

sooner than those of vaqans in laboratory nests; however, a sample from 

colony E-212 of E. vagans died at the same time as their queen after only 

three days in the laboratory. As in the other species of Eciton, large 

workers of dulcius usually lived longer than the small workers in the 

laboratory. 

The queen of colony E-143 was placed in an empty nest 20 cm. square, 

and the nest was connected by a tube to a larger nest containing almost 

3,000 dulcius crassinode workers from colony E-137 which had been in the 

laboratory without their queen for about 13 days. Sixteen workers imme

diately entered the nest with the queen and alternately climbed on her 

and ran around the nest. Only two attempted to sting the queen, and none 

bit or pulled her appendages. The workers readily licked her body and 

especially her gaster which may have had an excess of secretions or dirt 

on it since no workers had been with the queen for two days. The tube 

was clamped shut to prevent additional ants from entering the chamber 

with the queen. The positions of all workers which licked or kept their 

heads over a segment for at least two seconds are recorded in table 2. 
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These data are comparable to those recorded with g. hamatum and indicate 

that the workers are more attracted to the first two gaster segments and 

not to the anal region. None of the workers was attracted to the mouth

parts of the queen. After 25 minutes about 60 additional workers were 

let into the nest, and when some of these started biting and stinging 

the queen, no further observations were attempted. 

Eciton mexicanum Roger 

Six subspecies of Eciton mexicanum Roger had been described on the 

basis of differences among the queens and males (Borgmeier, 1955: 250-

261). The workers can be referred to a subspecies only on the basis of 

the locality where they were found or by association with reproductives. 

Borgmeier has described the subspecies panamense based on specimens from 

Barro Colorado Island and several other localities in Panama. The male 

of this subspecies is not known. The subspecies mexicanum Roger is known 

from Costa Rica and M~xico, and this is the subspecies discussed by 

Schneirla (1947) under the name£· rogeri. 

Colony numbers were assigned to 31 colonies of mexicanum found on 

Barro Colorado Island fxom February to August 1956. However, this list 

probably includes about ten colonies to which two numbers were assigned, 

since no colony could be followed for its entire emigration. Neverthe

less, hamatum was the only species of Eciton found more frequently (with 

32 colonies recorded)o Since mexicanum is the smallest species, has the 

narrowest raid columns, is most timid and is one of the more subter

ranean and nocturnal of the five common Eciton species, one would pre

dict that fewer colonies would be found. The above data may indicate 

that mexicanum is either more abundant than hamatum or has more frequent 
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or diffuse raid columns. 

Raids of Eciton mexicanum 

The most common booty seen being carried by Eciton mexicanum were 

larvae and pupae of ants and occasional adult ants. All raid columns 

except one were found on the ground or on objects close to the ground 

with little indication that this species raids up on any vegetation. The 

single exception, a raid column of colony E-135, extended at least six 

meters up a tree trunk, and numerous white larvae about 15 mm. long were 

being carried down the trunk between 8:10 and 8:40 p.m. On one occasion 

a colony was found attacking a large cricket more than two centimeters 

long. The cricket was being actively attacked by about 25 ants, but 

more than twice that number were standing quietly around the cricket. 

When a cicada, whose thorax had been crushed to prevent flight but not 

movement, was placed next to the same raid column, the ants did not 

attack it even when they touched the cicada. The same species of cicada 

was killed by~- coecus. Other large insects like beetles were not at

tacked, and the ants ran from them. 

Compared with swarm raids or even column raids of hamatum, the raids 

of mexicanum are much less spectacular and often difficult to observe be

cause they are hidden under leaves and other objects. Most of the actual 

attacking goes on underground in ant nests. The rate of progress for a 

large raid column was five meters in a half hour (between 8:45 and 9:15 

p.m.). The same colony, E-151, also had two much shorter and less active 

columns branching from the base column. These branch columns and a num

ber of other raid columns of other colonies advanced at a rate of about 
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six to eight meters per hour. The distal ends of the raid columns of 

hamatum usually have small groups of workers which fan out slightly and 

sometimes look like miniature swarms of ten to 50 workers. However, the 

advancing columns of mexicanum show much less branching at their tips, 

often giving the distinct impression that the workers are following a 

narrow chemical trail. The fans at tips of columns sometimes were five 

to ten centimeters wide. Even after a chemical trail must have been well 

established by at least several hours use, the tendency to stay under 

fallen leaves was more pronounced than that shown by the other species 

of Eciton. When the leaf cover was removed, the column shifted a few 

centimeters to adjacent leaf cover. The smaller size of the workers of 

mexicanum would appear to be an advantage in raiding under objects. The 

majors are two to four millimeters shorter than those of the other four 

species of Eciton, and the other mexicanum workers are proportionately 

smaller. The shifts of columns occurred at night when the only light 

was from a flashlight. Air currents or some other factor may also cause 

such shifts. No measurements were made of light intensity, but mexicanum 

was more easily disturbed by light and attempts at collecting than any 

of the other species of Eciton. For example, a drop of saliva three 

millimeters in diameter caused a complete break in a steady raid column. 

The ants ran in opposite directions away from the drop but quickly re

sumed travel along the column with hesitation at the drop. Without any 

visible interference with a raid column, there were frequent fluctuations 

of traffic moving in both directions, and at times there would be gaps 

of a meter or more with no ants on the trail between spurts of activity. 

Twenty-eight raid columns of Eciton mexicanum were found on Barro 

Colorado Island between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 1:50 a.m. The only 
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colony which was not found raiding at night was colony E-184 observed 

between 2:45 and 4:30 p.m. on 4 June 1956. Throughout the literature on 

various species of army ants there are many statements that these ants 

appear after rains. This case of a diurnal raid of mexicanum followed a 

a rainfall of 1.6 inches on 3 June and one of Oo26 inches on 4 June. On 

both days the rain was concentrated around midnight when it might have 

interfered with raiding. May was a moist month with 16.55 inches of 

rain, but the last rainfall of an inch or more before 3 June was on 

May 23. The lack of more afternoon records is perhaps due primarily to 

less field work at that time; however, extensive field work was done in 

the morning without revealing a single raid of mexicanum after dawn. The 

only exception to the total lack of epigaeic activity during the morning 

was a backtracking column of colony E-108 on 15 February 1956 in the 

early dry season~ This column was found at li:30 a.m. along the route 

of the emigration of the previous night.. The column was a steady one, 

but the ants were scattered six to ten centimeters apart and were almost 

all under leaves. This column would not have been found if I had not 

known exactly where to look, since only an occasional ant could be seen 

without removing leaves. L~kewise, considerable numbers of raid columns 

of mexicanum probably escaoed notice because they were hidden under leaves. ----- . 
Four raids were found between 6:00 and 7:00 p.m., and perhaps these 

were initiated near the time when the epigaeic species are beginning 

their afternoon resurgence fo llow:.ng the siesta period. Since some 

nocturnal raid columns were weak but increased in strength while they 

were watched, it is probable that many raids are started after dusk. 

In southern M~xico ~icanum !· str. was found to have column raids 

"reduced to a minimum through the midday hours" (Schneirla, 1947: 5-6). 
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These ants were observed during the dry season, but they were fairly 

actively raiding throughout the day, and nocturnal raiding was not men

tioned. 

Although the epigaeic species, hamatum and burchelli, have been dis

tinguished on the basis of their raiding and other behavior from the re

maining species of Eciton, there has been no attempt to arrange the spe

cies within the subterranean group according to their behavior. Referring 

to all the subterranean species, Schneirla (1957a: 125) states: "These, 

although at times found in surface bivouacs under humid conditions in 

deep forest, at times carrying out full column raids on the surface, are 

persistently subterranean in nesting and often make extensive use of 

underground avenues in their raids and emigrations~" Although workers 

carrying booty frequently can be followed back to holes in the ground, 

there is no good evidence as to how extensive the underg:-ound raid or 

emigration trails might be. On the basis of ·the large amount of noc

turnal activity and the greater tendency for mexicanum to stay under 

leaves in its raiding, I would rank mexicanum as "more subterranean" 

than vaqans and dulcius. 

Colony E-197 had a rGid column in the laboratory clearing which 

carried booty into tha same hole between drainage tiles which had been 

used five weeks earlier by an emigration column of Neivamyrmex pilosus. 

Although these tiles and the foundation of the building limited the 

number of holes availables ~here were other holes and cracks in the 

vicinity. No other example is known in which mexicanum may have been 

following another army ant trail. 



Emigrations of Eciton mexicanum 

Six emigrations of Eciton mexicanum were watched on Barro Colorado 

Island for the following periods: 4 hours, 2 hours, 40, 15, ten and five 

minutes. The earliest emigration was that of colony E-170 found at 

6:20 p.m. At that time less brood was being carried, and the column 

was slightly narrower than it was about 7:00 p.m. when the column reached 

its maximum width. Therefore, this emigration was probably seen within 

an hour of its start. The latest observations of emigrations were made 

on colony E-108 which still had a strong column at 11:35 p.m. about two 

hours after the queen had reached the observation point. This colony was 

found at 9:30 p.m. when the emigration column was at its maximum strength, 

and within ten minutes the queen was seen. Perhaps she emigrated rela

tively early rather than after 75 to 90% of the colony had left the old 

bivouac. Schneirla (1947: 5) found an emigration cf mexicanum ~· ~· 

at 5:30 p.m. during the dry season in southern M,xico. 

Emigration columns like raid columns were normally found on the 

ground under leaves. However, on one occasion an emigration followed a 

slender liana which started at the ground and extended about 70 cm. above 

the ground at its maximu~ height. The ants followed this liana for more 

than two meters. The diameter of the liana was approximately five milli

meters, and for most of its length the ants had made a flange ten to 15 mm. 

wide. Within the flange there were numerous mexicanum larvae, but it is 

not known whether they wer~ feeding there. 

Like the r_aid columns, the emigration columns of mexicanum were 

more easily interrupted than those of the other species of Eciton com

monly found in Panam,. When we were trying to collect workers or myr

mecophiles with forceps or aspirator, an emigration column frequently 
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stopped complet~,ly. w~-t.h the ~n~s rµ,n~ing back ·toward the old. bivouac;. 

Light would also .ca1,1se more disturbance of the ~olumn than w~s exbibi ted 

by emigr.ttions of ot~er species of Eciton. However, even when the light 

was kept con~tant and no collecting or other noticeable disturbance of 

the column was made at the observation point, the number of ~Ats along 

the column varied more than was seen in other emigrations of Eciton 

except for one emigration of dulcius. 

If one gently brushed the edge of the emigration column with forceps, 

major and intermediate workers including both guard and emigrating in

dividuals would attack the forceps. Soon a group of six to ten workers 

would form a ball at the tip of the forceps, and this response could be 

facilitated by holding a worker at the tip. That worker evidently re

leased some chemical which would arouse the other ants even without 

actual contact. Other species of Eciton reacted in a similar manner; 

however, only between three a·nd fiv~ balls of mexicanum workers could be 

collected at one place along the emigration column; where-as many re

peated collections of the more epigaeic species could be made. The 

workers of n)extc.canum would fan out on the ground like other species at 

the site of the disturbance, but then they would break the emigration 

column completely with workers running in opposite directions away from 

the distu:ebance. 

No good estimates of the size of mexicanum colonies are available. 

Based on the partial emigrations observed, one would predict that the 

colonies are about the size of those of hamatum. 

The only evidence available supporting the hypothesis of a nomadic

statary cycle is the type of brood seen in emigrations in Panama and 

Schnelrla's observations on the broods in bivouacs in Mexico, (More 
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details on the latter are given below under the section on bivouacs.) 

No eggs or cocoons have been taken from any emigration column. Colony 

'45 K studied by Schneirla (1947: 5-6) in Mexico had a "single brood of 

well-advanced worker larvae" and emigrated on two successive nights. 

Four colonies, E-108, E-170, E-251 and E-256, all had broods of larvae 

with a total range in lengths of 1.2 to 7.6 mm. Callow workers were 

seen in the emigration columns of these four colonies and also those of 

colonies E-153 and E-239. As among other species of Eciton, callows of 

mexicanum were more likely to be carried in the emigrations than older 

workers. Judging from the callows seen in colonies which had some 

larvae between 6.0 and 7.6 mm., the smallest workers emerge last. At 

times when only slight differences in color could be distinguished among 

the majors, the smallest callow workers were a light yellow straw color 

contrasting conspicuously with the dark red-brown older adults. The 

range in color indicates that the workers of mexicanum emerge through a 

longer period than those of hamatum and possibly longer than those of 

burchelli. The three queens taken from emigration columns and the pre

vious queens reported by Schneirla (1947: 5-6), Bruch {1934a: 125-127) 

and Borgmeier (1933: 96; 1955: 250) were all contracted when found. The 

lack of cocoons, presence of callows, presence of contracted queens and 

synchronous broods on emigrations all indicate that mexicanum has a 

nomadic-statary activity cycle comparable to hamatume 

On all emigrations there was a noticeable increase in excitement 

when the queen ran along the column, however, the retinues of workers 

were relatively small. On the emigration of colony E-170 there was no 

clear retinue even though the queen was not moving unusually slowly or 

quickly. Perhaps my disturbance of the column for about four hours 
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before the queen passed had attracted most of the majors from the bivouac 

to my observation point. Most of the majors were not collected because 

it was impossible to do so without interrupting the emigration, and the 

majority had gradually moved toward the new bivouac. For at least an 

hour before the queen reached the observation point, between ten and 14 

majors were constantly present as guards along the edges of the column. 

Although these majors did not have any direct contact with the queen as 

she passed, they reared their bodies upward and waved their front legs 

and antennae more quickly. The column did not widen and no ants rode on 

the queen. The other two queens were accompanied by more distinct ret

inues, but my collecting made it impossible to get an estimate of their 

normal size. The queen of colony E-251 was found running toward the old 

bivouac in the opposite direction of the retinue. This was probably due 

to effects of my light, since I had been collecting at this spot for only 

five minutes. The wave of excited workers making up the retinue passed 

on toward the new bivouac with no indication that the queen was not among 

the workers. The queen was collected before any of the majors or other 

workers could gather over her. 

Bivouacs of Eciton mexicanum 

Only a single bivouac of Eciton mexicanum, colony E-184, was lo

cated during this study in Panam,, and it was under the base of a tree 

where it was impossible to dig it out. The ants entered next to a 

buttress root, and a small cluster was within five centimeters of the 

surface of the ground. Pounding on the surrounding ground and pushing 

sticks down cracks caused several thousand ants to pour out of the biv

ouac. The raid columns had only dark workers on them; nevertheless, a 
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large number of callow workers came out of the bivouac when it was dis

turbed. Unfortunately no brood was found although 1,522 workers were 

taken. Since callows were not participating in the raids to any extent, 

and since no larval brood was seen, this colony probably had just started 

a nomadic phase. 

Scheirla (1947: 5-6) reported finding in Mexico one statary bivouac 

of mexicanum !· fil• inside a hollow log and another well-hidden bivouac 

in the remains of an old tree root hidden under vines and detritus. In 

Costa Rica a bivouac of the same subspecies was found by Nevermann under 

wood on the ground (Bergmeier, 1933: 96). In spite of much more extensive 

studies of army ants on Barro Colorado Island by Schneirla and others, 

no bivouac of mexicanum panamense has been found which was as exposed as 

those from Costa Rica and Mexico. Perhaps these two subspecies have 

differing ecological preferences for bivouac sites, or the exposed biv

ouacs may have been found by chance in more moist places. 

Other Species of Eciton 

The remaining species of Eciton are either rare or absent in Panam,. 

Only brief comments or additional records are given for comparison with 

the other species. Omitted are two remaining species, g. setiqaster 

Borgmeier and E. uncinatum Bergmeier, known only from a few males. 

Eciton quadriglume (Haliday} 

Bergmeier (1955: 199) has reported that Eciton guadriglurne ranges 

from Misiones Province, Argentina northward to Per6 and the state of 

Amazonas in Brasil. However, he also reports examining a specimen with 

the locality "Panama" {p. 198). Although the species of Eciton in Panama 



rarely or never attack Atta and other leaf cutter ants, guadriglume 

apparently attacks these ants frequently (Reichensperger, 1924b). The 

bivouacs may be either epigaeic or subterranean. The males seem to be 

produced over a longer pe:~:od of time than those of most species of 

Eciton and have been found during both rainy and dry seasons on dates 

from November to May (Borgmeier, 1955: 199-200; and my collection). 

Eciton rapax F. Smith 
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Eciton rapax is a rare species known only from the workers found in 

central and northern Brasil, Bolivia, Peru and Colombia. Borgmeier 

{1955: 212) considers that£• jansoni is probably the male of rapax. 

~- rapax is of special interest because majors with hook-like mandibles 

have never been found even though large workers 13 mm. in length have 

been taken. 

Eciton jansoni Forel 

Eciton jansoni is known only from a few males taken in Nicaragua, 

Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia and Equador (Borgmeier, 1955: 212). Borg

meier has considered this species to be the male of rapax. Because the 

distribution of jansoni extends much farther to the north overlapping 

that of rapax only in Colombia, it is more probable that jansoni is the 

male of dulcius crassinode. If this association can be proved, crassi

!l2.2! would become a synonym of jansoni which would remain a valid species. 

Males of jansoni have been taken from February to Jung, and thus, seem 

to be restricted to the dry season and early rainy season. Only two 

records are known from Barro Colorado Island: 31 May 1956 (C. w. and 

M. E. Rettenmeyer 1891) ld taken at light, and May 1941 (J. Zetek 4800) 
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lo. (I have not seen the latter specimen, but it is recorded under the 

name E. velutatum in the catalog of species found at the Canal Zone 

Biological Area.) 

Eciton drepanophorum F. Smith 

The only observations of the behavior of Eciton drepanophorum were 

made by Bates (F. Smith, 1858: 149; Bates, 1863, vol. 2: 356-357). Judg

ing from these observations drepanophorum may be as epigaeic as hamatum 

since it attacks wasps and drives insects in advance of its raids. It 

may have swarm raids, because Bates reported ant birds accompanying its 

raids. 

Labidus praedator (F. Smith) 

Labidus praedator ranges from central Mexico {state of San Luis 

Potosi} south to northern Argentina and is one of the most common species 

of army ants throughout its range. Borgmeier (1955: 111-113) has divided 

praedator into two subspecies (praedator !· !it· and sedulus) which seem 

to be sympatric from Bolivia to Costa Rica. A few records indicate that 

the two subspecies are not ecologically separated according to elevation. 

Even though the species is common, the males have not been adequately 

collected to show the exact distribution of either subspecies. Workers 

were referred to these subspecies by Borgmeier {!•£•)on the basis of 

the shapes and sizes of the heads of major workers. However, these 

distinctions are difficult to see and of little value since there is no 

known way to determine which workers are the largest in a colony without 

collecting the entire colony. There does not seem to be any distinct 

morphological change between majors or soldiers and submajors such as 
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occur& in EciioR. In additio~, one can seldom collect the largest 

workers present in a colony since these never or only rarely take part 

in the raids. Borgmeier has referred all specimens from Barro Colorado 

Island to praedator sedulus Menoni. The largest head width reported 

for tWO•kers (soldiers) of this subspecies is 2.8 mm. compared with 

3.4 mm. for E· praedator. However, the largest workers we found on 

Barro Colorado Island have head widths under 3.0 mm., and the largest 

workers eommonly seen have heads only 2.0 to 2.5 mm. wide. 

The workers of praedator sedulus all have strong bites, and even 

the smallest workers could bite my skin more severely than workers 

of comparable size belonging to any other species of army ant found 

on Barro Colorado Island. However, the stings of the praedator workers 

in most eases could not penetrate my skin. 

Raids of Labidus praedator 

Labidus praedator eats different species of ants but never was 

seen attacking or carrying Peraponera clavata. Like~- burchelli, 

praedator appears to feed on a wide variety of arthropods, and 

Schneirla (1949b: 75) has reported that it feeds more on smaller organ

isms than does burchelli. Although a quantitative study has not been 

made, it is likely that praedator kills almost all the arthropods killed 

by burchelli on the forest floor, but less frequently kills the larger 

species such as scorpions. The minor workers of praedator are es

pecially numerous and much smaller than the minors of burchelli. These 

tiny workers probably attack minute ants and possibly Collembola and 

mites. However, only a few mites (Oribatei) which appeared to have 

been bitten by ants have been found in samples of praedator taken from 
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raids. Williams (1941: 116) reported that the minimal numbers of micro

arthropods which he recovered from forest floor litter were found in 

the two areas raided on the previous day by army ants, identified as 

praedator by Schneirla (1956b: 391). 

If one judges from the recognizable booty in raid columns, ants are 

the most frequent prey. During 1956 we observed praedator also killing 

numerous other arthropods including: Isopoda, Amphipoda, Araneida and 

Orthoptera (Gryllidae, Tettigoniidae and Blattidae). It was seen to 

attack Scarabaeidae and Histeridae but abandoned these beetles after a 

few minutes with little damage to the beetles. 

Like other army ants, b• praedator will attack vertebrates but 

seldom kills them. I have never seen this species feeding on any verte

brate, but Reh (1897: 615) reported finding a mouse covered with prae

dator. The mouse was still twitching and was bloody from the attacks 

of the ants, but it was not stated whether the ants actually stripped 

any flesh from the mouse. 

Borgmeier (1955: 108) has given a brief review of unusual foods 

which eraedator has. been reported to eat or carry. Included are car

casses of dead animals, sugar, crushed pineapple fruit, boiled rice, 

palm fruit (Attalea indaya) and dried apple cuttings. It is not clear 

how many of these items the ants were actually eating and how many may 

only have been carried. In addition, the ants may have been attracted 

to these substances because of moisture on them; in fact, workers will 

readily lick and sometimes carry a small stick or other object which 

is moistened with water. Labi~us praedator was found clustered more 

frequently than any other army ant on moist spots on the forest floor 

where leaf litter had been scraped away or where water was spilled. 
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This ant was also seen drinkinp droplets of dew on grass at night. In 

laboratory nests praedator would not eat peanuts, and I have found no 

reports of its eating vegetable oils of any kind. In marked contrast, 

L. coecus frequently eats these types of plant materials. 

The raid swarms of praedator, like those of burchelli, are not as 

successful as one would conclude from the literature. Sometimes prae

dator entered the nest of a potential prey ant but would be successful 

in capturing only a few individuals. Most workers of the attacked 

species which ran out of their nest carried larvae or other brood and 

often escaped by running up vegetation where the praedator did not find 

them. ~- praedator also did not cover the ground thoroughly, and numer

ous insects could stay quietly between anastomosing columns until the 

swarm raid had left the area. When a swarm raid of praedator did attack 

potential prey, it was amazing how quickly this small army ant could re

move legs and tear up many arthropods. In a few seconds the army ants 

could remove all the legs from a cricket and have started pulling the 

rest of the body apart. 

The basic pattern of a swarm raid of 1· praedator is similar to that 

of g. burchelli; however, there are a number of significant differences. 

The raids of praedator are usually considerably smaller than those of 

burchelli, and the swarm front seldom exceeds four meters in width. A 

maximal swarm raid of praedator is about eight meters wide at the swarm 

front and has the same general shape as the swarm raid diagrammed for 

burchelli in figure 70. However, during the 1956 work in Panama it was 

evident that maximal raids do not occur frequently, and when they do 

occur they may show the maximal development only a brief time. We never 

found a swarm raid of this species which lasted for several hours in the 
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typical pattern of a burchelli swarm raid. 

Wheeler (1921: 310-311} stated that raid columns of praedator are 

conspicuously broader and denser than those of other army ants. This 

would apply only to praedator raid columns of maximal size which are 

dense ribbons of ants about ten ants wide. Raid columns of this width 

occur also during maximal raids of burchelli. However, the raid columns 

of praedator which are most frequent are one to three ants wide. 

Since the bivouacs are typically subterranean, it is usually im

possible to find their exact location by following the workers carrying 

booty. When workers carry booty away from the swarm front, they may 

enter holes in the ground in five or more places only a few meters apart. 

As the raid progresses, new holes are used, and some of the older ones 

may be abandoned. The ants are constantly raiding on, or at least ex

tending, underground trails at the same time as the ants advance on the 

surface. Many of the holes used are not more than one to three meters 

back from the swarm front, and thus the fan area of anastomosing col

umns is not as extensive as that of burchelli. A base column may be 

completely absent on the surface of the ground, but the steady flow of 

ants in and out of holes near the swarm front indicates that there is 

a continuous column to the bivouac. On several occasions base columns 

along the surface of the ground have been followed for more than 100 

meterso Booty was seen being carried in one direction for the entire 

length of these long epigaeic columns. Ants carrying booty along the 

more common epigaeic raid colwnns which extended only one-half to three 

meters often carried booty in opposite directions on two columns. The 

shifting of columns used by the booty carriers and the conflicting 

directions of the traffic add to the difficulties of trying to locate 
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the direction of the bivouac. As the swarm advances much booty is 

temporarily put in caches under leaves. The booty may be carried back 

toward the bivouac for at least two hours after the swarm raid has 

stopped. During this period hundreds of workers can often be found 

standing under leaves apparently doing nothing, and essentially no addi

tional prey is attacked after the swarm raid stops. 

When praedator raids subterranean ant nests, one would expect that 

much of the booty would be carried back to the bivouac along subterranean 

routes extended from the passages of the raided nest. Perhaps this is 

not the case since the majority of booty being carried along the epigaeic 

trails and seen in the booty caches is brood of other species of ants. 

At no time was brood of praedator found in any of the booty caches; how

ever, there was only a single case where a raid column changed into an 

emigration column while it was being watched. Since most larvae of 

Eciton which are found in booty caches are dropped there only after the 

beginning of an emigration, one would not expect praedator larvae to be 

found in booty caches along raid columns. 

Maximal raids of praedator may continue in approximately the same 

direction for more than 25 meters with a pattern similar to figure 70. 

However, it is more frequent to find the swarm raids of praedator shift

ing their direction. The smaller swarm raids usually were the ones 

which showed the greatest tendency to change direction. In a similar 

manner small swarm raids of burchelli were diverted more sharply to one 

side or the other. Typical diagrams of two partial swarm raids of prae

dator are shown in figures 71 and 72. 

The swarm raid of colony E-230 shown in figure 71 was found at 

9:55 a.m., and the ants were advancing rapidly without finding a 
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noticeable amount of booty. During the one and one-quarter hours that 

this swarm raid was observed the ants made four major shifts in direction. 

The fine dotted line indicates the maximum extent of the ground covered 

by the ants. Each arrow shows the position of the swarm at the time in

dicated with the swarm front near the head of each arrow. In addition 

to the major shifts, there was constant irregular back and forth shifting 

within the width of the swarm front. Three small trees may have influenced 

the direction of the swarm raid to some extent, but other trees within 

the area raided had no visible effect on the path of the ants. (These 

other trees are not shown in the diagram.) The abundance of booty may 

be one of the most important factors influencing the direction of these 

raids. Since a high percentage of the booty was hidden in caches under 

leaves, it was difficult to determine the source of most of the booty. 

In two areas shown in figure 71 the progress of the ants was slowed. 

The stippled depression shown in the center of the diagram was entered 

by ants about 10:40 a.m.; and even though many ants continued beyond it 

at 10:50 a.m., other ants raided there extensively during the next half 

hour. The moist leaves in this depression may have attracted the ants 

as much or more than booty found there. The brush heap outlined by the 

broken line at the left of the figure also slowed the progress of the 

ants while thousands of workers dispersed upwards into the tangle of 

branches, vines, etc. At 11:10 a.rn. the advance of the ants could no 

longer be followed because of the difficulties of working in this tangle 

of vegetation. There were at least five temporary columns along which 

booty was seen carried, but only the last one observed is indicated in 

the figure. Colony E-230 may have shifted its raiding toward the west 

due to the downward slope of the ground in that direction. The David 
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Fairchild Trail follows a contour line at that spot, and the ants moved 

parallel to it at first. About 10:15 a.m. they moved directly down the 

slope; but around 10:25 a.m. the swarm had a distinct fork, and part of 

the ants moved up the hill to cross Fairchild Trail again, and part of 

the ants turned down the hill. Raids of other colonies show similar 

patterns indicating that the slope of the ground is of much less im

portance than the amount or type of booty or the vegetation cover for 

influencing the direction of the raids of praedator. 

The swarm raid of colony E-220 diagrammed in figure 72 was found 

at 10:00 a.m. on 25 July 1956 while the raid was moving southward across 

a fairly level area. In a few minutes a noticeable shift in traffic 

started toward the west, and it soon became clear that this was the main 

direction that the swarm was heading. For no discernible reason the 

ants decreased on the southward movement gradually stopping all advance 

in that direction shortly after 10:30 a.m. In a few places it appeared 

that trees may have influenced the direction of the ants, and these 

trees are indicated on the figure. After almost an hour in which the 

ants raided primarily toward the west, they shifted more toward the north. 

By 11:00 a.m. it was clear that the raid was slowly decreasing in strength. 

The workers decreased in number and seemed to be moving more slowly. 

Shortly after 11:00 a.m. it became difficult to distinguish a swarm front 

or any area where the ants were actively advancing. After 11:15 a.m. 

almost all the ants were tearing up booty previously caught, carrying 

booty back along trails, running along trails without booty, or just 

standing quietly. 

The primary trails used by ants which were carrying booty are indi

cated by the broken arrows in figure 72. The first one labelled A was 
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used extensively between 10:00 and 10:30 a.m. with subsequent traffic 

decreasing until about noon. Since this trail went almost due south, 

one might think the bivouac was in that direction. However, about 

11:30 a.m. the next column used had ants carrying booty toward the north

west, and traffic on the subsequent columns went south and southeast. 

Around noon all four columns had ants on them carrying booty into the 

respective holes. When the ants retreat into a hole in the ground, the 

end of the raid column is quite similar to the end of an emigration col

umn of Eciton. The last ants on the column run back along the trail in 

a manner almost as hesitant as that of the ants which are advancing the 

swarm front. 

In the upper left part of figure 72 it can be seen that the ants 

completely reversed their direction of progress and doubled back over 

much of the same area previously raided. This reversal of movement or 

circling back over the same area results from a continuation of the more 

zigzag manner of raiding by praedator. Parts of a swarm raid of~

chelli may circle back over the same area raided only a few minutes be

fore, but such a route is much more distinct with praedator since the 

entire swarm raid or most of it is included. 

Labidus praedator probably raids extensively underground judging 

from the number of columns which enter and come out of holes even where 

there are no ant nests which are being raided. This army ant also raids 

under leaves more than the five species of Eciton observed, with the 

possible exception of g. mexicanum. The smallest workers, about two 

millimeters long, can be seen running into holes and cracks which are 

much too small for the largest workers. Like other army ants, praedator 

digs readily and will enlarge holes until the larger workers can go 
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through them. 

In addition to its subterranean raiding, praedator also raids up 

trees and buildings. However, this army ant usually went only about 

two meters above the ground and never was seen to go higher than three 

meters. When praedator raids in low shrubs and trees, it does not 

cover the vegetation as thoroughly as does burchelli. 

Seventeen~ raids of praedator were found at various times 

throughout the day between 9:00 a.m. and 10:10 p.m. Although swarm 

raids probably occur at all times of the day, the data are inadequate 

to determine whether there is a tendency to have raids during any par

ticular period. Raid columns were found at all hours of the day and 

night. The more frequent appearance of praedator either during the 

rainy season or after rains has been known for many years (Sumichrast, 

1868: 40; Ihering, 1894: 381-383) and was supported by Schneirla's ob

servations in M,xico and Panama {Schneirla, 1947: 10-11). Based on the 

amount of time we spent searching for army ants during 1956, swarm raids 

of praedator were at least twice as abundant during the rainy season as 

in the dry season. 

In view of the fact that praedator is found more frequently during 

the rainy season, one might expect that the ants would have a siesta 

period or would never raid between noon and 3:00 p.m. However, we 

found two maximal swarm raids between noon and 3;00 p.m. in the middle 

of the dry season during February and March. Moreover, other raid 

swarms stopped advancing at different times during the day without any 

obvious connection with environmental factors, except in the case of 

heavy rains which would halt all raiding activity. Probably a colony 

has a number of small epigaeic raid swarms during each 24 hour day. 
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These may be widely separated without any epigaeic connecting columns. 

Adjacent raid columns of praedator were found on only one occasion in 

1956, and these were considered to belong to two colonies (E-182, E-183) 

since no connection between them could be found. 

Many arthropods were driven in front of the swarm raids of praedator, 

and flies were invariably abundant over diurnal swarm raids but absent 

over the nocturnal ones. These flies are the same species or closely 

related to the species of Tachinidae and Conopidae which accompany the 

swarm raids of burchelli. The ant birds were present near some of the 

larger diurnal swarm raids, but they were more frequently absent, prob

ably because of the small size and short life of most praedator swarm 

raids. 

Emigrations of Labidus praedator 

Emigrations of Labidus praedator have been seen infrequently, and 

no queens have been taken from emigration columns. During 1956 we found 

two columns which appeared to be emigrations, but in both cases only a 

small part of the colonies must have been seen. The first case was 

colony E-177, first seen at 7:10 p.m. on 29 May 1956 when it had a raid 

column carrying booty into a crack in a concrete drain. This column 

may have been the start of an emigration since at 6:45 a.m. the next 

morning there was a much stronger emigration column along the same trail. 

The column in the morning was considered to be an emigration column since 

there were myrmecophiles running in it, numerous guard workers were pres

ent along the margins, and the traffic was strong and consistently mov

ing in one direction. The column was continuously three to five ants 

wide, well below the maximum strength of about eight ants wide for 
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emigrations of praedator, and no brood was seen being carried. At 

7:57 a.m. there was a complete break in the traffi: at s~me underground 

point toward the old bivouac. When the traffic stopped, Gll the guard 

workers immediately left their positions and moved toward the new biv

ouac. The column resumed after an interruption of five minutes and 

quickly regained its former strength. Within the next half hour a few 

guard workers lined up along the route but not as many as had been 

present earlier. The column continued at the same strength until rain 

interrupted it between 9:40 and 9:45 a.m., including three minutes of 

heavy rain when no ants were seen. When the shower stopped, the column 

again continued; however, about 10:00 a.m. the traffic decreased to half 

its previous strength. During this period the sun was becoming stronger, 

and by 10:30 a.m. the column was partially in bright sunlight. The ants 

continued to emigrate at an estimated ~ate of 300 to 500 per minute 

which was somewhat less than half their previous maximum. Between 

10:50 and 11:00 a.m. the sunlight reached its maximum brightness, and 

the ants stopped emigrating completely. Several myrmecophilous milli

peds and possibly 100 workers were seen to enter the area where the 

sun was shining brightly on the trail, and then they turned and ran 

back toward the old bivouac. The ants did not continue this emigration 

in the evening of the same day. However, they may have emigrated later 

that night because they were never seen again. 

This emigration column of colony E·-177 extended only about four 

meters on the surface of the ground. The total emigration distance 

probably was much greater, but neither the locations of the bivouacs nor 

other columns of praedator could be found in the vicinity. The first 

meter of the column closest to the old bivouac went through grass, and 
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walls of loose dirt had been constructed for stretches of ten to 20 cm. 

along both sides of the column. The workers piled moist dirt particles 

up to make these walls and probably did not add any substance to the dirt 

to hold the particles together. There were a few places, including one 

almost 20 cm. in length, where a complete tunnel of dirt had been con

structed. Figure 8 shows the walls of dirt and a short stretch where 

there is a complete roof connecting the walls. Guard workers were 

standing along the inner surfaces of these walls with their heads facing 

out along the open top edges. In some short sections the workers formed 

a partial or an entire tunnel with their bodies. Occasionally a worker 

could be seen to add a piece of dirt to the walls, and when a short 

stretch of the wall was broken down, part of it was immediately replaced. 

This species of army ant has also been seen to make tunnels and walls 

of wood fragments (Calvert and Calvert, 1917: 307-308). 

It is not clear why the walls or tunnels were constructed in some 

places and not in others. In the three cases known to me the walls were 

made along the section of trail where the ants left a subterranean route 

and started an epigaeic one. Although the type of soil looked identical 

along the trail immediately following the dirt tunnel made by colony 

E-177, there was neither a tunnel made up of workers nor an increase 

in the nu~ber of guard workers at any time. In contrast to our observa

tions, Calvert and Calvert(!.£•) reported there were many more guard 

workers which formed walls and a tunnel with their bodies along the col

umn where the dirt tunnel was absent. 

An emigration of part of colony E-183 was observed, but the traffic 

several times moved in the direction of the old bivouac or was equally 

divided toward the old and new bivouacs. The colony either failed to 
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emigrate or it emigrated by a different subterranean route rather than 

by the first epigaeic route. The shifting traffic was s:milar to that 

seen along columns of Eciton when colonies are dividing. At the same 

time that the emigration column was observed there were several raid 

columns near by which were not connected with the emigration column, 

and booty on these was being carried to holes more than 25 meters away 

from the emigration column. Perhaps all these columns belonged to the 

same colony, but the raid columns were considered a separate colony 

(E-182). At 6:45 a.m. on 3 June colony E-183 continued its raid along 

the same trail from a bivouac probably located at the edge of the labor

atory clearing near the dock. This colony raided throughout the day 

around the laboratory buildings with increasing numbers of ants moving 

up the hill and going under the foundation of the old laboratory where 

small clusters could be seen at the northwest corner during the evening. 

The ants actively raided through the most open parts of the clearing 

during the entire day which was cloudy. Between 11:00 p.m. and mid

night 1.51 inches of rain fell, and most traffic along the column must 

have been interrupted. By 1:00 a.m. on 4 June the rain had ended, and 

at 2:45 a.m. a strong column was moving up the hill toward the old 

laboratory. However, all booty except an occasional piece was still 

being carried down the hill. Between 7:00 and 7:55 a.m. on 4 June there ' 

was a noticeable increase in traffic up the hill, and more than 50¼ of 

the booty was being carried in that direction. At this time the colony 

was considered to be starting an emigration. Similar traffic with oc

casional spurts in either direction continued on the column until 10:40 

a.m. when the column had greatly decreased in strength and observations 

were interrupted. The morning was predominantly cloudy, but several 
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brief periods of sunlight seemed to cause a reversal in the "emigration° 

traffic. Myrmecophiles were seen in this column and were most abundant 

between 7:55 and 8:55 a.m. At 8:45 a.m. a dealate male was found in 

the column with so many workers clinging to it that it could scarcely 

walk. It is not known whether the male was emigrating with the colony 

or whether it had gotten into the column during the night. During the 

evening of 4 June the activity on this same column again increased and 

continued throughout the night with the prevailing traffic frequently 

changing back abd forth. On 5 June there was similar traffic on the 

column, and five larvae 3.2 to 4.0 mm. long were taken. The colony 

apparently emigrated in a different direction sometime during the night 

of 5 June since on the following day no praedator could be found around 

the old laboratory or along any of the trails where they had been seen 

previously. These observations indicate that colony E-183 either did 

not emigrate or emigrated only a short distance for two nights at a time 

when there was a larval brood. 

Bivouacs of Labidus praedator 

Bivouacs of Labidus praedator are as rarely found as emigrations. 

Nests have been reported to be found at great depths with openings 50 or 

more paces apart on the surface (Rengger, 1835, as reported by Ihering, 

1894: 330), but no excavations have been made to substantiate how close 

any part of the bivouac is to these holes. Three bivouacs were probably 

located under the foundations of the laboratory buildings on Barro Colo

rado Island. A third bivouac (colony '52 P-7) was found in a rotten log 

about 55 cm. in diameter and extending at least 15 cm. into the soil be

neath the log. A bivouac of g. hamatum (colony '52 H-A) was within a 
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cavity of the same log. The hamatum were about 60 cm. from the praedator, 

but when I completely cut apart the log to attempt to collect the brood 

and queen of the praedator, there was little fighting betwe::m the two 

species. No queen was found, but 154 males including a singla dealate 

were seen in the bivouac. (Bergmeier 0955: 83, 110, 11~7 states that 

three males were found in this nest. The total found was 154, but 

only three were sent to Father Borgmeier.) A total of 147 males was 

taken alive, and many of these subsequently lost their wings in the 

laboratory even though they were not allowed to fly. The immature 

brood consisted of eggs, young larvae and cocoons. Eggs were concen

trated in three long chambers which were so narrow that it is unlikely 

that the queen could have laid them there. Cocoons were in the opposite 

side of the log primarily in one larger chamber, and larvae were scat

tered throughout the log in many chambers. The adult males were pri

marily in cavities in the ground, but a few were in the largest holes 

in the rotten log. When the males were dug out, it was clear that 

the largest workers were near the males, and these workers became un

usually excited as the workers and males were collected. A large part 

of the bivouac must have been deeper in the ground, and probably the 

queen was in this section. At the time the bivouac was examined there 

was no raid column of praedator within ten meters of the log. 

Bivouacs of praedator have also been found in a log and in a nest 

of Solenopsis geminata (Schneirla, 1947: 9), under a log and in two 

nests of Cornitermes (Luederwaldt, 1918: 57), under a small bridge 

made of logs and dirt (Sumichrast, 1868: 40), under foundations of 

buildings and in abandoned termite nests (Ihering, 1894: 330; Borgmeier, 

1955: 108-109). 
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Colonies of praedator probably include over one million workers and 

possibly are the largest colonies among species of Ecitonini. Compared 

with species of Eciton, there is a much greater tendency for one to 

underestimate the number of praedator workers due to their small size. 

For example, a circular column of "several hundred" workers actually 

included almost 2,000 ants as can be determined from counting the work

ers in the drawing made from a photograph of the column (Schneirla, 

1944a: 7). Based on one sample of 7,550 workers (colony E-146) aspirated 

from clusters at the edge of a bivouac under the foundation of the old 

laboratory there are about 15,000 workers per 100 ml. (compared with 

3,000 to 6,000 workers of g. hamatum). Observations of emigrations and 

bivouacs indicate that the broods are also immense (Schneirla, 1947: 

9), but no estimates have been made. 

Sexual Broods of Labidus praedator 

Only two cases have been reported in which a sexual brood has been 

found in a colony (Borgmeier, 1955: 109-110). Rev. P. Schwarzmaier 

found 12 winged males in a bivouac at Campinas, Goi,s, Brasil, on 12 

September 1935. The second case is the one mentioned above in which 

one dealate male and 153 winged males were found on 19 March 1952 in 

a bivouac of colony '52 P-7. In addition, there are two cases in which 

a single dealate male has been found in a column of workers: on 21 

October 1905 Fiebrig found one at San Bernardino, Paraguay; and on 4 

June 1956 one male was found in colony E-183 on Barro Colorado Island. 

Males of praedator frequently have the genitalia extruded and widely 

spread when they are found at lights. Since the genitalia of most of 

the males taken in the bivouac of colony '52 P-7 showed this same 
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condition, the extrusion of the genitalia is probably not dependent upon 

flight, though it may occur only after a maturation period. No other 

species of Ecitonini showed such a pronounced extrusion of the genitalia. 

In addition to the above records, males were taken at lig~ts on 

Barro Colorado Island on the following dates (with the number of males 

in parentheses): 30 March 1955 (2); 31 March 1955 (3); 20 February 1956, 

5:00 a.m. (2); 4 April 1956 {l); 26 April 1956 {1); 3 May 1956, 4:30 to 

5:00 a.m. {1); 29 May 1956 (l); and 6 June 1956, 5:15 a.m. (1). 

Although lights were run nightly until 19 August 1956, no additional 

males were taken. The above dates extend from 20 February to 6 June 

1956 indicating a flight period of about four months starting during the 

dry season, with an apparent increase in numbers at the beginning of the 

rainy season. For comparison, the flights of males of hamatum and 

burchelli extended about two months (9 May to 4 July and 17 March to 

11 May). Bergmeier also stated that the time of male flights of prae

dator is quite irregular, and the additional dates cited by him for 

Panam, and Costa Rica fall within the period indicated above. 

Activity Cycle of Labidus praedator 

There is conflicting evidence regarding the amount of nomadism shown 

by Labidus praedator. Several authors have stated that praedator has 

permanent nests ( 0 Dauernester") or at least stays in the same nest site 

for from several months to three years (Ihering, 1894: 382; Sumichrast, 

1868: 40; Luederwaldt, 1918: 57-58; and Borgmeier, 1955: 108-109). 

Several of these cases may be instances where a colony has left a site 

and subsequently the same species again bivouacked there. On three 

widely separated dates we have seen bivouacs, or large clusters of 
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praedator which could be confused with bivouacs, at the northwest corner 

of the old laboratory building on Barro Colorado Island. No bivouac 

sites were ever seen under or close to any of the other buildings in 

the clearings. It is possible that this one corner was used frequently 

because water was spilled every day in this area next to the kitchen. 

The army ants used at least four routes in going to and f=om this one 

site. However, Sumichrast (!.£•)reported watching praedctor every day 

for three months as the army ants were digging under a small bridge made 

of logs and dirt. In this case the ants were no longer at the site on 

30 September, but about four months later a colony reappeared for a 

short duration. These observations were made in Mexico during the sum

mer months when one might expect the ants to be most nomadic. All our 

observations in Panama support the hypothesis that the ants migrate 

frequently but perhaps more irregularly than species of Ecitonft 

The evidence on the degree of synchronization of the broods is 

similarly conflicting. The most clear evidence for synchronous broods 

paralleling those of hamatum has been presented by Schneirla (1947: 9) 

for colony Xl which had one large brood of "newly transformed" worker 

pupae{_=. young pupae or young callows§ and a second brood of eggs. 

However, a second colony reported by Schneirla (l. £•) appeared to have 

only a single brood of pigmented pupae close to emergence. Moreover, 

Schneirla (1957a: 125) has reported that four emigrations of praedator 

have been observed "in which ran tens of thousands of callow workers, 

with great numbers of unopened small cocoons being carried along." If 

these last five cases were to correspond to the typical hamatum pattern, 

a second brood of eggs or young larvae should have been present in each 

colony. It is possible that it could have been overlooked in each case 
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or the young brood may have been in a different part of the emigration. 

In contrast to the above cases of apparently synchronous broods, 

there are two examples of apparently nonsynchronous broodso Colony 

'52 P-7 had one brood of alate males, plus thousands of egrs, larvae 

and worker cocoons. The males must have been produced in this colony 

since they were winged and there were so many of them. One would ex

pect to find only worker larvae along with such a brood. My samples of 

the brood was not as extensive as would be desirable to indicate the true 

proportions of the different ages. However, it includes about 300 eggs, 

193 larvae ranging from 4.4 to 6.8 mm. in length, nine cocoons contain

ing worker prepupae ranging from 3.2 to 8.0 mm., and two cocoons con

taining young pupae 3.2 and a.a mm. in length. Thus, mature pupae and 

callow adults were the only stages missing. The above measurements also 

indicate that the largest worker larvae did not spin cocoons first as 

there is a complete overlap in size among enclosed and unenclosed brood. 

The latter case is not unique in that Luederwaldt {1918: 57-58) 

described a bivouac in which there were eggs, larvae 3.0 to 7.0 mm. 

in length, and light brown pupae 2.5 to 8.5 mm. in length. He also 

found innumerable empty cocoons 20 mm. long and 7 mm. wide which he 

thought were those of males, but no males were still in the bivouac, 

A similar case of nonsynchronous brood will be discussed under L. coecus 

below. 

Labidus coecus {Latreille) 

According to the interpretation of Bergmeier (1953; 1955: 86) 

about 20 specific and subspecific names are synonyms of Labidus coecus, 

and he has recognized no subspecies even though he was convinced that 
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subspecific names could be used on the basis of differences shown among 

three queens. The large number of names used for coecus is in part 

attributable to its range from the southern United States to Argentina. 

It is clear from examining males from widely separated localities such 

as Texas, Panama and Argentina that the color and morphological variation 

found among specimens of coecus is considerable and probably at least 

as great as that shown by other subspecies of Ecitonini considered valid 

by Bergmeier. In spite of the fact that males of coecus are the most 

common males of Ecitonini found at lights, the males have been found 

with workers on only two occasions (Borgmeier, 1955: 92). Queens taken 

with workers have been reported from four localities: Mexico, Costa 

Rica, British Guiana and Argentina. 

Colonies of Labidus coecus, like those of praedator, appear to 

have semipermanent nests, judging from one colony which occupied an 

abandoned termite nest and the soil below it for more than four months 

(Ihering, 1912: 228). Wheeler observed coecus on numerous occasions in 

Texas but could not find a bivouac. Brues (1901: 353) reported finding 

one bivouac in Texas which "extended under stones for a distance of 

nearly twenty feet •••• " 

No bivouac of coecus has been found on Barro Colorado Island, and 

the bivouac found by Neal A. Weber within a large rotted tree stump in 

British Guiana is the only one which has been described in any detail 

(Weber, 1941). It is noteworthy that the queen in this colony was 

physogastric and laid eggs for two days after which her gaster returned 

to the contracted condition. Weber reported that in addition to eggs 

he found "very young larvae" and pupae. I have examined about 500 

specimens of brood taken by Weber from that colony and have found larvae 
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ranging in age from those at hatching to mature larvae including some 

within cocoons. In addition, there were pupae which appeared to be of 

all ages and even some recently emerged callows. 

A total of five physogastric and two contracted queens of coecus 

are known according to the summary by Borgmeier (1955: 82-83). These 

data together with that from the bivouac found by Weber suggest that the 

queens of coecus remain physogastric for a longer period than those of 

Eciton spp. They must lay eggs over a period of at least three weeks in 

order to produce a nonsynchronous brood such as found by Weber, but it is 

unlikely that the queens lay eggs continuously. The two contracted 

queens probably were found between their oviposition periods, but they 

may have been virgins. Unfortunately, since the dates when these two 

queens were taken are not known, it is impossible to tell whether these 

queens were taken at the time of year when sexual broods are produced. 

No detailed descriptions of emigrations have been published; however, 

a few long covered columns mentioned in the literature may have been 

emigration columns. Brues (1901: 353) stated that coecus "moves only 

by tunneling underground," which is probably true for the most part. 

However, epigaeic nocturnal emigrations probably take place on rare 

occasions especially under humid tropical conditions and with the use 

of tunnels made by the ants. 

Labidus coecus perhaps feeds on a greater variety of substances 

than any other species of Ecitonini. Like other army ants it primarily 

eats arthropods. However, coecus does not seem to prey as extensively 

on ants as do the other army ants which I have seen. On Barro Colorado 

Island coecus was observed feeding on Amph1poda, Araneida, Scarabaeidae, 

Cicadidae, Mantidae, Tettigoniidae, numerous moths belonging to a number 
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of families, and several species of small ants. Most of the larger 

insects were attacked below a wall which had a strong light for attract

ing male Ecitonini and other insects. The army ants attacked about five 

to ten times the number of insects which they actually killed at the 

light. Even when an insect was killed, the ants sometimes abandoned 

it without doing any visible damage or after removing only part of the 

appendages. Vibrating these dead insects with a pair of forceps would 

usually result in a renewed attack on the part of the coecus. 

In addition to the above insect prey, coecus has been reported to 

eat insect larvae and adults found in and under logs, cow manure and car

casses of dogs, cats, cattle or other animals (Wheeler, 1910: 264; 

Lindquist, 1942: 851-852). It is problematical whether or not the ants 

eat any part of the carcasses themselves. Wheeler (1908: 409) reported 

that coecus feeds on carrion, but later (1910: 264) he stated only that 

the ants were ferreting out larvae in dead bodies. It has been shown 

conclusively that coecus is an important predator on larvae of the 

screw-worm, Callitroga hominivorax (Coquerel) E Cochliomyia americana 

(Cushing and PattonJ7, and other Diptera larvae living in the carcasses. 

In Texas coecus was considered to be the most important species of ant 

responsible for reducing the number of adult flies emerging from car

casses from about 93% to 4%. Not only did the ants kill larvae on car

casses, but coecus even attacked larvae in wounds of animals which were 

0 down but not dead." The army ants also killed "scattered larvae dropped 

to simulate larvae escaping from wounds while the animals were still 

alive but per cent of adults from these rose to about 20%." On one 

occasion coecus was seen catching adult blowflies on the carcasses 

(Lindquist, 1942: 850-852). 
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Labidus coecus apparently eats more plant material such as seeds 

and cooked rice (Borgmeier, 1955: 93) and nutmeats of various kinds 

than does any other species of Neotropical army ant. Wheeler (1910: 264) 

reported that he "attracted and trapped great numbers of wo~kars by 

burying a few walnut or pecan kernels in the lawns near Austin." 

Colony E-165 was found on Barro Colorado Island as the ants were carry

ing off peanuts dropped by some monkeys in their cage. The workers 

appeared to be able to smell a salted peanut placed one to three centi

meters away from their column and ran up to it. When worker ants came 

in contact with a nutmeat,they vibrated their antennae more quickly, 

bit at the nutmeat and tried to pull it towa=d their bivouac. One 

half of a peanut kernel was too large for six of the small workers to 

move it more than a slight amount. Some of these workers ran back along 

the column, and soon workers with larger heads came and tugged at the 

peanut. When these were similarly unsuccessful, the biggest workers 

with huge heads appeared; and these, along with numerous workers of all 

the smaller sizes, dragged the peanut toward the bivouac. The maximum 

number of workers seen to pull a half of a peanut kernel was 12. Some 

feeding was done on the peanut in the course of pulling it around. How

ever, most of the feeding was done underneath a covering of loose dirt 

piled over, but not actually touching the peanut. Although workers 

from this colony, E-165, readily attacked the peanuts, ants from three 

other colonies of coecus showed little interest in peanuts placed next 

to their raid columns. 

The entire length of the epigaeic raid column along which these 

ants carried the nutmeats was about 2.2 meters. The ants came out of 

a hole in the ground, and the first 20 cm. of.trail extending from the 
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hole was covered by a tunnel of dirt like that described above under 

praedator. (Both species of Labidus had these tunnels primarily along 

their trails closest to the holes where the ants disappeared into the 

ground.) Between 1:30 and 7:30 a.m. this tunnel was extended 50 cm., 

and it was enlarged in several places. The construction of this tunnel 

was so rapid that the ants would have been able to completely enclose 

the entire length of their raid column during the period when it was 

observed. However, tunnel bQilding was sporadic, and in some cases it 

was impossible to determine what might have initiated this activity. 

Twice I saw workers drag a half of a peanut kernel tQ the tunnel which 

was too small for both the peanut and the ants pulling it. The ants 

dropped the peanut and enlarged the tunnel before making a second attempt. 

After several attempts to get one piece down the tunnel, the ants dropped 

it and built the tunnel out around the nutmeat. 

When coecus finds large insect prey which is not readily carried 

by one or a few ants, it also builds a dirt covering over it. The 

largest of these dirt domes were about one centimeter in height and five 

centimeters across with no supporting pillars. These dirt coverings 

are undoubtedly an important adaptation protecting the ants from desic-

cation. Around 7:00 a.m. when the sun started shining on the area of 

their raid, the workers no longer were seen in the open, but they con

tinued their activity under the dirt coverings. By 8:00 a.m. the ants 

had withdrawn even from these tunnels and were active only under a brick 

and in a well-shaded section of the tunnel. The army ants also con

structed a wall of dirt around the edges of the brick and repaired this 

wall after the brick had been lifted. No raiding activity was seen 

along part of the edge of the brick, but nevertheless, the wall was 
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replaced. Perhaps this species of army ant is highly sensitive to air 

currents. When the ants withdrew from the more exposed parts of their 

raid columns, they abandoned a large proportion of the food. It is true 

that I supplied them with about 15 halves of peanuts and 12 large in

sects which is probably more than they would find in most places; how

ever, it suggests that coecus may frequently abandon a large amount of 

food which they kill. On two occasions Pheidole sp. finished_ eating the 

food as soon as the army ants left it. 

Five cicadas ranging in size from three to five centimeters, two 

May beetles about two centimeters long, and two tettigoniids were placed 

among the ants. These were all promptly killed primarily by biting. 

!:• coecus rarely appears to sting its prey and also does not pull the 

appendages out straight or pull them directly off the prey as do species 

of Eciton. Compared with~- burchelli, coecus was much quicker at dis

secting the large cicadas and scarabaeids. Even the smallest worker can 

give a person a bite which is easily felt except where skin is quite 

thick. A single insect about five centimeters long would have at least 

200 workers attacking it and covering every surface except some broad 

smooth hard surfaces such as the elytra of beetles. When a large insect 

being attacked by numerous ants was quickly picked up, from 50 to at 

least 100 workers remained in the exact spot where the prey had been. 

These workers, like guard workers, reared up with their bodies vertical 

and constantly waved their front and sometimes their middle legs while 

rapidly vibrating their antennae. The workers remained in this position 

for at least five minutes. A large amount of raiding activity near by 

did not cause a decrease of excitement among the workers around the 

previous location of the prey but lengthened the time they would stay 

in their erect position to at least 15 minutes. 
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Since coecus is also attracted to vegetable oils, perhaps the attrac

tion to nutmeats can be attributed to the oil in them. In Costa Rica, 

furthermore, a large number of workers became trapped in lard which they 

apparently tried to eat (C. w. Palmer, in letter}. Although coecus will 

readily bite people and presumably attacks all vertebrates in the path 

of its raids, I know of no good evidence that this species actually eats 

any vertebrate. Weber (1941: 326) reported that coecus killed 22 young 

chickens in British Guiana, but he gave no indication that any parts of 

the chickens were eaten. 

Raids of Labidus coecus are somewhat intermediate between swarm 

raids and column raids. Epigaeic columns are rare, and when present for 

either a long distance or for more than a few hours, the columns are 

probably covered by dirt. Bates (1863, v. 2: 365) claims to have fol

lowed their tunnels occasionally for a distance of one or two hundred 

yards. It is most probable that such long tunnels were used for emigra

tions. In Panama, the typical raid consisted of ants pouring out of 

from one to over 20 holes in the ground. These ants would form a small 

swarm on the forest floor and were never seen to go higher than five 

centimeters on vegetation or on a building. The swarms observed showed 

little progress in any direction over a period of several hours, pos

sibly because of abundant food in close proximity to the holes. Raid 

columns were observed between sections of the raid swarm and adjacent 

to the swarm, but no columns longer than eight meters were seen. The 

raid swarms often consisted of a number of rather dense masses of work

ers only ten centimeters wide advancing across the ground and connected 

by a column less than a meter in length extending to a hole in the 

ground. A large number of these small masses or swarms connected to 
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branching columns extending to numerous holes would comprise the entire 

swarm raid. The lack of a distinct direction of progress made these 

raids of coecus appear much more disorganized than those of praedator. 

The coecus raid swarms expanded on the surface of the ground, and then 

all the workers gradually retreated into the ground possibly to again 

emerge on the surface at some distance away. It would seem unlikely 

that these retreats indicated the end of a raid when they occurred in 

the middle of the night. Since coecus was rarely seen on Barro Colorado 

Island, each raiding site was rechecked at least on the following night, 

and several of the areas were searched several times the same day and 

following days. In all cases after the ants had disappeared, they did 

not reappear even though peanuts were put at the sites for bait. 

Raids of Labidus coecus were rarely seen on Barro Colorado Island 

probably because of the following four characteristics: the raids are 

(1) seldom on the surface of the ground, (2) primarily nocturnal, (3) 

small in area, and {4) short in duration. Seven raids of coecus were 

found between 18 May and 29 July 1956, whereas none were found between 

11 February and 17 May. Since more time was spent searching for colo

nies during the latter period, these data indicate that coecus is more 

commonly seen during the rainy season. 

The earliest observation of a swarm raid of coecus was at 7:45 p.m. 

The latest records of activity in the morning were two colonies both 

of which were watched intermittently from 1:00 a.m. until 8:00 a.m. 

by which time virtually all activity had ceased, These colonies were 

getting an abundant supply of booty, partly due to my adding suitable 

prey to the area in attempting to increase the raiding, and as a conse

quence these raids may have been unusually long. On one occasion coecus 
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was observed raiding between midnight and 2s00 a.m., and on a second 

occasion another colony was raiding between 8:10 and 8:15 p.m. In both 

cases the ants could not be found when the areas were searched between 

4:00 and 4:30 a.m. the same night. 

Nomamyrmex esenbecki (Westwood) 

Nomamyrmex esenbecki has been found from southern Texas to northern 

Argentina, a range almost as great as that of L. coecus. Borgmeier 

considers three subspecific names to be valid: esenbecki !• fil• 

(Argentina, Paraguay, French Guiana and Brasil), crassicornis (Panama 

southward to Amazonas and Par, in Brasil), and wilsoni (from Costa Rica 

northward). Bergmeier (1955: 147) reported that males of esenbecki s. 

str. were taken at the identical locality as males of crassicornis but 

on dates separated by one month. In a later paper he reported that 

three specimens of esenbecki !• fil• were taken at the same locality 

and date as one specimen of~· crassicornis (taken in a different year) 

(Borgmeier, 1958: 201). More collecting may show that these two "sub

species" may be found within the same colony; or, less probably, they 

may be valid species. There has not been any doubt that all workers 

and males from Barro Colorado Island belong to the subspecies crassi

cornis. 

No bivouac of esenbecki has ever been found in spite of the fact 

that well over 100 colonies have been observed by various workers. In 

all cases columns of ants disappeared into holes in the ground, and 

where digging was attempted no bivouac was found. Bivouacs seem to be 

moved frequently, for the ants are not found in the same area over long 

periods of time as has been reported for Labidus. The best evidence 
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colony E-164 included a contracted queen, a synchronous brood of 
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worker larvae and a brood of callow adult workers on an emigration 

(discussed below). Schneirla (1957a: 125) reported that three emigra

tions of esenbecki (subspecies?) which he watched for 12 hours or more 

all included large broods of callow workers, but no other broods were 

mentioned. Observations on colony E-164 show that the callows of 

esenbecki crassicornis remain much lighter than the older individuals of 

the colony for at least six days. Since the largest larvae found in this 

colony were 11.6 mm. long, 0.1 mm. longer than the maximum length for 

adults, it is clear that the previous brood of adults is still light

colored when a larval brood is full-grown. A single cocoon containing 

a white Nomamyrmex pupa 3.8 mm. long was found in the emigration of 

colony E-164. Since this pupa is the size of a minim, one would con

clude that it must be a rather retarded member of the brood of callow 

adults. This discovery is the first proof that the worker larvae of 

~- esenbecki spin cocoons, but it is still not known whether the male 

and queen larvae make cocoons. The broods of esenbecki as well as the 

entire colonies are estimated to be between three and eight times the 

size of those of hamatum judging from the durations of emigrations. 

Raids of Nomamyrmex esenbecki 

Bergmeier (1955: 144) lists ten species of ants attacked by .!!!!1-

becki, including Cephalotes atratus L. and Pheidole sp. which have been 

seen to defend successfully their nests from species of Labidus and 

Eciton on Barro Colorado Island. Workers of esenbecki from the locality 

seemed timid, could not sting my hands and could scarcely bite the skin 
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between my fingers. Therefore, it seems unlikely that such a weak ant 

could successfully capture the heavily armoured Cephalotes atratus which 

even g. burchelli rarely killed. Several estimates of booty found in 

raid columns of esenbecki on Barro Colorado Island indicate that ants 

are the main food of this army ant, at least 80 to 90% of the booty 

being immature ants. Schneirla (1957a: 128) also reported that~

myrmex esenbecki captures soft-bodied "insect brood" and is "competi

tive to an appreciable extent" with Eciton hamatum for food. The pre

ponderance of larvae and pupae in the raid columns in Panama compared 

~ith the records published by Borgmeier of numerous adult ants being 

carried in columns suggests that the South American esenbecki !• !!!'.• 

is a much more aggressive army ant. Also included in the summary by 

Borgmeier is a report that esenbecki was seen to carry off Eciton 

dulcius, but the number of dulcius captured and other details were not 

given. This observation is the only one known to me of Nomamyrmex cap

turing another species of army ant. On Barro Colorado Island esenbecki 

crassicornis was seen to fight a little with workers of L. coecus and 

h· praedator, but no army ant carried off any worker of another species. 

Only on very rare occasions will one species of Ecitonini carry off 

workers of another army ant. When esenbecki (colony E-164) had a raid 

column touching that of coecus (colony E-165), about ten workers of each 

species traded bites and vibrated antennae at each other for more than 

four hours. The same individual ants did not persist in this battle 

for the entire period, but the number of workers stayed relatively con

stant. Neither species attacked the other army ant as decisively as it 

attacked other insects near by, and no workers of either army ant ap

peared to have been injured. 
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Luederwaldt (1920, quoted by Borgmeier, 1955: 144) reported that 

esenbecki ~· str. attacked termite colonies and bee hives C= Meliponinaez7 

in addition to ants. In Panama Nomamvrmex esenbecki crassicornis also 

avoided attacking many adult insects such as cicadas and beetles the 

same species of which were readily attacked and cut apart by other army 

ants such as Labidus coecus. 

During 1955 and 1956 I observed 17 raid columns from between 14 

and 16 colonies of esenbecki crassicornis on Barro Colorado Island. 

These columns were found primarily during the day including 12:30 and 

2:50 p.m. in the dry season. It is clear from the data that esenbecki 

does considerable diurnal raiding, but it cannot be reliably determined 

whether more raiding is done during the night. Colony E-164 was first 

found at 1:00 a.m. on 18 May 1956 when it had a raid column extending 

about 15 meters near the west edge of the laboratory clearing. This 

column was steady and one to three ants wide with occasional myrmeco

philes running along it in both directions. The column disappeared 

about 10:00 a.m. but in the evening it began again, and gradually 

shifted to an emigration which will be discussed in detail below. 

Most of the raid columns observed were weak ones, only one or two 

ants wide and extending a few meters on the surface of the ground. The 

ants ran primarily under leaves and other objects making it difficult 

to find and follow their columns. The workers were observed to enter 

almost every crack in the ground which they crossed. In most cases the 

ants came out of these cracks a few centimeters away, but the ends of 

all columns entered similar cracks and holes with no further epigaeic 

columns being found near by. On one occasion a column went up a tree 

and could no longer be seen when it was at least 15 meters from the 
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ground. This column was watched from 9:55 to 11:40 a.m. on 12 February 

1956, and it probably continued for at least another hour. Larvae and 

pupae of ants were the booty recorded being carried down the tree. Such 

raiding high in trees seems unusual for an army ant which otherwise is 

so markedly subterranean that its bivouacs have never been found, and 

epigaeic emigrations are rarely seen. Moreover, this raid occurred on 

a clear day during the dry season when the preceding week had only 0.01 

inch of rain. No raid column of any other colony was seen to go even 

o few meters up a tree. 

Where the distal ends of raid columns could be observed, it was 

clear that esenbecki is a column raider with only small groups of work

ers extending the columns and showing no tendency toward formation of a 

swarm raid. Compared with Eciton spp., Nomamyrmex moves across the 

ground more slowly, perhaps due to its shorter legs. Dirt tunnels 

covering raid columns were seen only on one day, 29 June 1956, at 8:00 

a.m., when a raid column of colony E-199 was followed for about five 

meters. About three meters of the trail had been covered by tunnels 

which were scattered along the route in lengths of 20 to 40 cm. Be

tween sections of tunnel the workers ran along open ground which was as 

exposed as the areas with tunnels. Since some of the tunnels were on 

branch columns running in different directions, it is unlikely that 

these tunnels had been used earlier for an emigration. Bates reported 

that esenbecki "always" moved under objects and constructed dirt tunnels 

or arches if it had to move across an open space (1863, v. 2: 364). 
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Emigrations of Nomamyrmex esenbecki 

The major part of one impressive emigration and the probable ends 

of two others were observed on Barro Colorado Island during 1956. The 

raid column of colony E-164 had been watched almost constantly from 1:00 

to 9:55 a.m.; and although numerous workers and myrmecophiles ran in both 

directions, all booty was carried toward the old bivouac. The markedly 

increased traffic about 5:30 a.m. appeared to be the start of an emigra

tion. By 6:30 a.m. the sun was shining brightly on at least three meters 

of the column, and there was a gradual increase in the amount of ant 

traffic up to 9:30 a.m. Between 9:30 and 10:00 a.m. the traffic rapidly 

decreased to nothing. It is possible that the emigration had already 

begun during this period since part of the colony may not have returned 

to the old bivouac before the column stopped (due to effects of sun

light?). In the evening of the same day at 6:10 p.m. a raid column two 

to three ants wide was again bringing in booty along the identical trail, 

and myrmecophiles were running in both directions along the column. At 

7:20 p.m. the first clear sign that the ants would emigrate was that a 

few pieces of booty were carried in the opposite direction from all booty 

seen previously. The majority of myrmecophiles were ~lso running away 

from the bivouac to which the majority of booty was being carried; how

ever, this had been true during the morning also when no emigration had 

taken place. During the entire period of observation in the morning not 

a single callow worker had been seen. After 7:00 p.m. a few callows 

started to appear, and the number of callows increased to about ten per 

cent near 9:00 p~m. Although more than 60¼ of the older workers and all 

the callows were moving toward the new bivouac, by 9:00 p.m. an occasional 

piece of booty was still being carried back toward the old bivouac. At 
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the same time guard workers began to stand along the edges of the column. 

These guards were not all the largest workers, but there appeared to be 

a slight preponderance of larger workers compared with the distribution 

of sizes running in the column. A light rain between 9:32 and 9:50 p.m. 

did not interrupt the emigration but may have slowed the ants slightly. 

The column broadened to three to five ants wide and remained this width 

until observations ended at 11:30 p.m. By 9:50 p.m. no more booty was 

seen going toward the old bivouac. Traffic on the emigration column was 

so dense and rapid that it was almost impossible to collect myrmecophiles 

without disturbing at least several workers. Most collecting was aban

doned to avoid holding up the emigration or perhaps even stopping it. 

The number of guards increased, and some workers even ran two to five 

centimeters out from the column for at least the stretch of three meters 

of trail visible to me from my observation spot. The latter behavior has 

never been observed along any portion of an EcJt0_!1 P-migration route ex

cept at the exact places where a disturbance of the column took place. 

I had not done any collecting along most of this area and probably could 

not have caused the increase in excitement shown by the ants. By about 

10:10 p.m. each row of guard workers along both sides of the column had 

a density of at least one worker per centimeter~ Some of these guard 

workers were then standing with their front legs off the ground and with 

their antennae vibrating rapidly. Within the next ten minutes there was 

a much more pronounced increase in excitement. The number of guard 

workers at least doubled, and workers were constantly running on the 

ground outside the row of guards in a direction perpendicular to the 

column for distances of about five centimeters and then running back to 

join the guards or the emigrating workers. At 10:21 p.m. a pronounced 
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wave of excitement passed along the column indicating that the queen was 

probably near. At 10:28 p.m. the queen was spotted moving more slowly 

than the workers and covered with limulodid beetles. The column did not 

widen when the queen came along, but the workers accompanying the queen 

appeared to move faster. Except for a slight increase in speed and an 

increase in excitement shown by the workers near the queen, no retinue 

could be distinguished. There had been so much excitement shown by the 

workers during the preceding 20 minutes that the actual arrival of the 

queen did not stimulate a great increase in excitement as is often the 

case with queens of Eciton. 

In addition to the brood of callow adult workers, there was a brood 

of worker larvae ranging in length from 1.2 to 11.6 mm. A small amount 

of brood was carried just before the queen passed, and the amount in

creased slightly until 11:30 p.m. when observations were temporarily 

ended. 

For one-half hour during the remainder of the nj_ght it rained a 

total of 0.27 inch which may have interrupted the column for a few min

utes. At 7:00 a.m. the following morning (19 May) the emigration was 

still in progress. The only differences noted from the previous night 

at 11:30 p.m. were: (1) the number of guard workers had decreased slight

ly (but these still lined the route almost continuously on both sides); 

(2) the rows of guard workers were slightly closer together making a 

passageway l.Q to 1.5 cm. wide; and (3) the moving column was only one 

to two ants wide; and (4) the traffic toward the new bivouac consisted 

of over 95% callows. The guard workers, as during the previous night, 

were all dark ants contrasting greatly in color with the band of light 

workers between the rows. In some places the guards straddled the 
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column with their legs, and some guards stood on top of others forming 

a tunnel of workers. More than 95% of the guard workers at this time 

were facing in toward the center of the column. The percentage facing 

inward during the night before had been considerably less, but no record 

was made. In the morning a branch column one meter in length came out 

of the ground about one meter from the main column and joined it. Along 

this column guard workers were present but not as numerous. 

Larvae were being carried exclusively by dark workers which also 

carried an occasional callow. The majority of brood must have been 

transported during the night when observations were interrupted. How

ever, thousands of larvae were still carried between 7:00 and 11:00 a.m. 

Observations were not made continuously during this period while the 

column was gradually decreasing in strength. By 11:40 a.m. between 

10% and 30% of the ants running toward the new bivouac were callows. 

The proportion of ants returning toward the old bivouac had increased 

to 30% of the total traffic, and the returning a~is were still all dark 

individuals. Some of these may have been starting to backtrack because 

the queen had been removed from the emigration column. Guard workers 

were still scattered along the column every few centimeters, and a few 

myrmecophiles were running along the column toward the new bivouac. 

The emigration was still progressing at 2:30 p.m. on 19 May, but 

no guard workers were present, and the column was a single ant wide. 

Dark workers were running in both directions in approximately equal 

numbers, but callows and myrmecophiles were still seen running only 

toward the new bivouac. However, between 2:30 and 3:00 p.m. 15 callow 

and four dark workers were seen being carried by old workers, and in the 

same period only nine callows were seen running. Earlier the proportion 
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of callows seen being carried was much less. A similar increase in 

callow and dark workers being carried has been noted at the end of emi

grations of~- burchelli and other species. By 4:45 p.m. the emigration 

was considered terminated since only one dark worker was seen every 20 

to 30 cm. along the trail. At 7:00 p.m. the trail was visited again, and 

the backtracking column included callow and dark workers going in both 

directions. Later in the evening a raid column was seen near by which 

undoubtedly came from the new bivouac, and the backtracking column ap

parently continued with little interruption for at least four days. 

The majority of traffic on the backtracking column went along the 

branch trail mentioned earlier. This trail is not the one over which 

the queen had emigrated indicating that the ants do not stop backtrack

ing at the point where the queen is taken and do not restrict their 

backtracking to routes over which the queen has passed. Throughout the 

period of about four days, when backtracking was observed, the ants 

gradually deviated more and more from the route used on the emigration. 

On 22 May both dark and callow workers were carrying larval brood in both 

directions along the backtracking column. The callows were only slightly 

darker in color than those seen on the emigration on 18 May. 

The end of another emigration (colony E-160) was watched from 8:10 

to 8:20 a.m. on 14 May 1956. Four workers ran into the hole in the 

ground between 8:20 and 8:35 a.m., and myrmecophiles continued to run 

along the trail until 8:55 a.m. A raid column came out of the same hole 

into which the ants were emigrating throughout the period from 8:10 to 

10:00 a.m. The raid column was easily distinguished from the emigration 

column by the booty being carried toward the hole, by the traffic being 

approximately equal in both directions, and by the much smaller number 
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of myrmecophiles in the raid column. On 18 July 1956 the end of a 

probable emigration column was also observed from 11:25 to 11:30 a.m. 

( colony E-215). 

Interrelations Among Individuals of Nomamyrmex esenbecki 

When workers were released into the dish with queen E-164, the 

workers ran around the dish and over the queen in an excited manner for 

about one minute. Then the workers rode on the gaster of the queen or 

stood with their heads over the queen without licking her. When the 

queen ran around the dish the workers followed. A total of 14 workers 

was added to the dish, but within 36 hours eight were dead or so weak 

that they could no longer keep up with the queen when she walked quickly. 

Workers rode only on the gaster of the queen; but even active workers 

had difficulty staying on the gaster when the quee,1 was running. Table 2 

summarizes a record kept of the abdominal segments near which the work

ers held their heads when standing on or next to the queen. The totals 

are far different from those recorded for a queen of hamatum. Although, 

compared with hamatum, many more of the workers seemed to be attracted 

to the segments behind the first gaster segment, there was no attraction 

to the genital opening or anus of the queen. Workers were attracted 

to the lateral and ventrolateral areas of the second, third and fourth 

gaster segments, but not to these areas of the fifth. Workers were seen 

to lick the head, thorax, fifth gaster segment, one front leg and an 

antenna of the queen. Much more cleaning or licking of this queen was 

observed than for a comparable period of observation of any of the Eciton 

queens. At least twelve limulodids were almost constantly riding on 

the queen. These beetles licked the queen much more than they licked 
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any of the workers and much more than the workers licked the queen. At 

no time did the workers attack the beetles on the queen. 

Most workers of esenbecki crassicornis died in the laboratory within 

24 hours after they were collected. A small number of workers of E-164 

kept in a petri dish with their queen, booty from their emigration and 

water were dead or dying within two days. The queen remained active and 

not only walked around the dish but attempted to climb the sides several 

times. The queen never paused to drink or feed at the water-soaked 

cotton or booty in the dish. However, when a small wad of wet cotton 

was held up to her mouthparts with for~eps, s~e spread her mandibles and_ 

drank some of the: water. She also licked a piece of ant _·pupa which was 

broken opeh and held in front of her •. Like the workers, the queen vi

brated .her antennae constantly as she walked, and the recurved distal 

portions of the flagella-touched the floor·of the dlsh. The queen was 

placed in Bouin' s fix_ative _when she was still ·active on. 20 May 1956 at 

5: 00 p.m. A description-. of this queen has been publ_ished by Bergmeier 

( i958a) •. 

Flight Dates for Males of.Nomamyrmex esenbecki 

Borgmeier (1955: 150) records a male taken in April 1930 at Balboa, 

Canal Zone, and one taken in May ·1946-.at·,·B~ri-o Colorado Island. Addi

tional records for males.found at lights on Barro Colorado Island during 

1956 are as follows (with the number of males in parentheses): 22 May 

(l)i 5 June, 2:30 to 3:00 a.m. (12, including one which lost wings ~hen 

taken); 6 June, 5:15 a.m. (8, including 4 which lost wings immediately); 

16 June, 4:30 to 5:30 a.m. (l); 17 June, 5:00 to 6:00 a.m. (3). Several 

of the males were seen flying from the forest to the lights on 5 June and 
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6 June, and it may be significant that these males were all taken between 

2:30 and 6:00 a.~. 

Nomamyrmex hartigi (Westwood) 

Nomamyrmex hartigi ranges from Paraguay northward to Panam~ where 

it is known from both the Atlantic and Pacific sides of the isthmus in 

the region of the Canal Zone. The species has not yet been found on Barro 

Colorado Island, but some specimens were sent to me by Wilford J. Hanson 

who found them in the Canal Zone at Cerro Galera, K-6 road, on 19 January 

1959. Of particular interest are his observations that the ants were 

raiding termites and going up the tunnel made by the termites on the side 

of a tree. When the tunnel was broken the ants formed bridges and walls 

in the gaps. Bergmeier (1955: 159) reported that Schwarzmaier observed 

hartigi raiding termites and iU!. in Goias, Brasil. 

Neivamyrmex pilosus (F. Smith) 

Neivamyrmex pilosus, which has been found from Texas and Arizona 

to northern Argentina, has a wider range than any other species of 

Neivamyrmex; in some localities it is the most abundant species of army 

ant. On Barro Colorado Island pilosus is relatively rare but is the most 

commonly seen species of the genus. During 1956 we found columns of 

eight colonies compared with a total of four colonies of three other 

species of Neivamyrmex. Borgmeier (1955: 372-375) has included five sub

species within pilosus, but these can be distinguished only on the basis 

of males. The queen has been found for one subspecies. The subspecies 

mexicanus (F. Smith) has been found from Texas to Panama, including Barro 

Colorado Island. 
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Bivouacs of pilosus are subterranean or within logs, but no bivouac 

has been described. Eidmann (1936: 32) reported that the larvae seen in 

an emigration were all of the same approximate age, and thus he concluded 

there must be a regular reproductive cycle. We found larvae ranging in 

size from 2,4 to 4.8 mm. in an emigration column (colony E-227) on Barro 

Colorado Island. This evidence for synchronous broods and the lack of 

reports of permanent or semipermanent bivouacs support the hypothesis 

that pilosus may have regular nomadic and statary phases. The two queens 

which have been found were both contracted and taken in columns (Borg

meier, 1955: 283; Schneirla and Brown, 1950: 325). 

Raids of Neivamyrmex pilosus 

It is clear from observations on Barro Colorado Island, as well as 

from the literature summarized by Bergmeier (1955: 366-369), that 

pilosus has column raids. The largest, most active raid columns had dis

tal groups of advancing workers forming miniature swarms ten to 40 cm. 

wide. Most columns had much smaller advancing groups which moved solely 

in narrow columns. Ants carrying booty along raid columns were seen to 

disappear into holes in the ground in several places a few meters apart. 

However, there was no indication that these holes were abandoned and 

others used during the course of the raid as happens frequently with 

Labidus praedator. There were two characteristics of the raid columns 

which distinguished them from those of other Ecitonini seen on Barro 

Colorado Island; (1) at times almost all of the workers were carrying 

booty, and all the ants were running in the same direction, and (2) the 

workers came along the columns in spurts or in groups with gaps between 

the groups where there were few or no workers for one to several meters. 
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One of these surges of ants changes the column suddenly from a few 

scattered workers to a tightly massed group two to five ants wide extend

ing for five or more meters. Although fluctuations in traffic are common 

along columns of all army ants, these changes appeared to be much more 

distinct with pilosus. Nevermann also observed the ants running in the 

same direction and found that emigrations ended quickly without any 

stragglers (reported by Reichensperger, 1939c: 300). 

On Barro Colorado Island all colonies were found between 14 May and 

5 August 1956, indicating that the species does not raid frequently if at 

all on the surface of the ground during the dry season. Three raids were 

found between 1:00 and 6:00 a.m., and five were found between 10:00 a.m. 

and 2:00 p.m. One colony had an active raid on 28 May 1956 between 1:25 

and 1:45 p.m. which would be during the siesta period for Eciton spp. 

All booty seen indicates that pilosus feeds almost exclusively on species 

of ants the same size as itself or somewhat smaller, and captures adults, 

larvae and cocoons. A preference for Crematogaster reported by Bergmeier 

{1955: 367) was further substantiated by booty in several columns. The 

workers were also seen carrying a small spider, but they were not at

tracted to peanuts placed beside their columns. This species of Neiva

myrmex has a more severe sting and bite than many of the larger army 

ants such as E. hamatum and dulcius. 

Emigrations of Neivamyrmex pilosus 

On 17 May 1956 a raid column (colony E-163) had been watched between 

6:45 and 7:00 a.m. as the raid was ending. The following day at 1:00 

a.m. no ants could be found along the route of this column or near by, 

but by 1:45 a.m. there was a strong raid column. About 4:00 a.m. this 
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raid column shifted to an emigration, judging from the reversal of the 

direction in which booty was being carried. However, between 6:30 and 

7:00 a.m. the emigration abruptly ceased before any brood, myrmecophiles, 

or the queen had been seen. No column was seen again in this locality 

even though the area was searched several times during the following 

night. An emigration column of a second colony was watched from 9:50 to 

11:00 a.m. with similar results. 

Flight Dates for Males of Neivamyrmex pilosus 

Males were taken at lights on Barro Colorado Island on the follow

ing dates (with the number of males in parentheses): 30 March 1952, about 

1:00 a.m. {l); 1 April 1952, 10:00 to 11:59 p.m. {5); 25 March 1955 (1); 

28 March 1955 (2); 29 March 1955 (1); 18 April 1956 (1); 19 April 1956, 

12:30 to 2:00 a.m. (2); 21 April 1956 (!); 28 April 1956 (7}; 3 May 1956, 

2:00 a.m. (1), 4:30 to 5:00 a.m. (5); 8 May 1956, 9:30 p.m. (1); 9 May 

1956 (1); 10 May 1956, 9:00 p.m. (l); 11 May 1956 (l); 12 May 1956, 

5:00 a.m. (1); 16 May 1856, 6:45 a.m. (4); 18 May 1956, 4:00 a.m. (4). 

The above 40 males were taken between 25 March and 18 May, and Bergmeier 

lists five additional records for males taken within these dates in 

Panama and Costa Rica. In Mexico and the southern United States the 

flight dates are later, ranging from 30 May to August (Borgmeier, 1955: 

374). 

Neivamyrmex gibbatus Bergmeier 

Neivamyrmex gibbatus is a fairly common species known from Costa 

Rica, Panama and British Guiana. The male is unknown, but a contracted 

queen was taken by R. z. Brown from an emigration column on 19 January 
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1948 at 11:00 p.m. (Schneirla, 1958a: 219). During 1956 I found two 

colonies raiding at night during the rainy season. The first (colony 

E-158) was watched from 3:25 to 4:35 a.m. on 3 May, when it had one 

strong raid column three to five ants broad extending southward from a 

hole in the ground. In addition, two weaker columns went toward the 

north and northwest. When the main column was visited again at 5:50 

a.m., it had decreased to a column one ant broad, and the other two 

columns had vanished. This column was followed for about 25 meters on 

the surface of the ground until it disappeared down two or more holes. 

Much booty consisting of larval, pupal and adult ants was being carried; 

and if the column was disturbed, the workers carrying booty would stream 

in opposite directions along the trail. Other workers rushed out from 

the trail at the point of disturbance. All workers could give a painful 

sting without any lasting effect, but their bites were ineffectual ex

cept on tender skin. The workers appeared to be disturbed by light to 

the same extent as those of Eciton burchelli. 

A second colony (E-241) was found raiding at 9:25 to 9:50 p.m. on 

7 August 1956. This raid column was ten lnts wide, which is exception

ally wide for a raid column of any species of army ant. In spite of 

the large numbers of ants along the column, there was no swarm at the 

distal end of the column. The main column branched, and the advancing 

ants stayed in narrow columns or fanned out to form miniature swarms 20 

to 30 cm. wide. All booty collected from this raid column consisted 

of immature and adult ants of several species. On the following day at 

7:15 to 7:25 p.m. there was a raid column in the same locality. At the 

ends of several raid columns when the workers were withdrawing from the 

area, there were no, or at most only one or two, workers running back 
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in the opposite direction from the retreating ants. The only stragglers 

seen were two injured workers and two probably myrmecophilous Thysanura. 

At one point the raid column of E-241 touched a raid column of 

Eciton dulcius crassinode (colony E-242). The two species avoided each 

other without fighting, possibly because both columns were a single ant 

wide and not raiding vigorously. 

Neivamyrmex humilis (Borgmeier) 

Neivamyrmex humilis previously had been known from a single local

ity, San Jos,, Costa Rica. It must be a relatively common species there 

since H. Schmidt found a number of colonies and seven queens. He also 

found 15 males, nine dark male pupae apparently ready to emerge and some 

workers in a raid column of Eciten vagans. Presumably the humilis had 

been captured by the vagans, but no further information was given (Borg

meier, 1948a: 197). The time of year when males of humilis are pro

duced is still unknown. 

This small orange army ant was found raiding between 11:00 and 

11:30 p.m. on 26 July 1956 in the laboratory clearing on Barro Colorado 

Island. The raid column extended a maximum of six meters from a hole 

in the ground and had at least four branches. One branch went about 

30 cm. up the side of the laboratory where the army ants were raiding 

an ant colony. A staphylinid larva was taken as it was running along in 

the midst of the army ants. No other myrmecophiles were seen, but a 

diapriid was later found among the aspirated ants. The ants were carry

ing one small spider, one immature homopteran, some adult ants and 

numerous larvae and pupae of ants. 
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Bright white light did not disturb the raid column as much as it 

does columns of other species of army ants, but aspirating ants caused 

workers along the column to rear up in the typical position of army ants 

when highly excited. Similar behavior resulted when a small, partially 

crushed cricket (Gryllidae) was dropped on the raid column. The cricket 

was still moving, but the ants would not attack it. The workers made a 

ring around the cricket with all the ants facing it. Occasionally one 

worker would rush toward the cricket until the ant's antennae touched 

the gryllid, and then the ant would rapidly run backwards. The raid 

column made a detour around the cricket, and no worker attacked it. The 

humilis workers seemed unable to sting my hands, and their bite was weak. 

Neivamyrmex postcarinatus Borgmeier 

Neivamyrmex postcarinatus is known only from Barro Colorado Island. 

Previous reports are limited to the type series collected by Schneirla 

on four dates: 21 February 1946, 8 March 1946, 18 March 1946 and 16 

January 1948. On 1 February 1955 I watched one raid column from 9:45 

to 10:00 p.m. It is of interest that all five records fall between 

16 January and 18 March during the beginning and middle of the dry 

season. The raid column which I observed followed the buttress root of 

a huge tree for at least eight meters, and this same route had been used 

by both Eciton burchelli and g. hamatum colonies within the preceding 

two days. 

Neivamyrmex opacithorax (Emery) 

Neivamyrmex opacithorax has a range approximately equivalent to that 

of~- nigrescens in the United States, and in addition the former 
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species extends southward to Costa Rica. Both species are found through

out most of the southern states from California to North Carolina and 

extend farther north in the plains states, Kansas, Nebraska and Iowa 

(M. R. Smith, 1942: 558; Bergmeier, 1955: 504). 

There are a number of seemingly contradictory statements in the lit

erature regarding the relative abundance of these two species. Cole 

(1953b: 84) reported that opacithorax was much more common in New Mexico 

than nigrescens. In the Gulf States, M. R. Smith {1942: 560) reported 

that opacithorax is "never so abundant as" niqrescens. Schneirla (1958a: 

221) reported that in Arizona opacithorax is "perhaps as common" as 

niqrescens, but he also stated, "more than 12 colonies of~- nigrescens 

and 6 colonies of opacithorax were found •••• " {p. 241). Part of the 

above discrepancies may be explained by the report that nigrescens is 

more abundant in the southeastern United States compared with farther 

west (Creighton, 1950: 65). Perhaps of more importance are the precise 

habitats of the two species. In Kansas, opacithorax has been found in 

open fields, and in park-like areas within cities. ~- nigrescens, on 

the other hand, has not been found in these areas but was found within 

more moist wooded areas. Although this conclusion has been based on a 

total of only about 15 colonies of the two species found in Kansas, it 

suggests that opacithorax may be restricted to drier areas throughout 

the country. 

Raids of Neivamyrmex opacithorax 

Neivamyrmex opacithorax appears to feed almost exclusively on ants 

and carabid beetles. The capturing of larval and adult Carabidae seems 

to be a common occurrence since three colonies of opacithorax in Kansas 
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had killed numerous specimens, and Wheeler and Long (1901: 163) reported 

that opacithorax in Texas had captured "a considerable number of small 

carabid beetles." Ants probably are more frequently killed in all lo

calities, and ant larvae taken from raid columns showed no movement, 

probably indicating that they are killed by stings of the army ants at 

the time of capture. Workers from three colonies showed little attraction 

toward pecans, English walnuts or roasted peanuts, but two workers at 

one time chewed on a piece of walnut for about five seconds. 

Raids of opacithorax primarily occur in the evening, night and early 

morning. On cloudy days raids may be extended throughout the day, but 

the ants rarely raid in sunlight. In all cases the raids seen were col

umn raids with no tendency toward swarm raids. On several but not all 

raid columns each incoming ant carried a piece of booty. It appears that 

opacithorax may be more efficient than the common species of Eciton in 

that fewer opacithorax workers return without prey. It is uncommon to 

see two or more workers of opacithorax carrying a single piece of booty, 

whereas such tandem carriers are frequent among Eciton spp. The column 

raids of opacithorax look inefficient at capturing prey since the ants 

do not run up low vegetation including even short blades of grass. Nu

merous insects retreat a few centimeters up on objects and completely 

escape the ants. The raid columns often show greater fluctuations in 

traffic than those of most army ants observed, but the fluctuations are 

not as great as those seen along raid columns of~- pilosus. 

Some additional information on the raiding of this species is given 

by Schneirla (1958a). 
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Emigrations of Neivamyrmex opacithorax 

Three emigrations of opacithorax have been seen in Lawrence, Kansas. 

The first one found occurred on 3 June 1958 starting probably about 

10:00 p.m. When the colony was first visited at 10:25 p.m. that night, 

there were no raid columns, and a steady emigration column extended from 

one hole in the ground to a second hole under a dense bush 50 cm. away. 

The exact location of the subterranean bivouac{s) is unknown, but since 

26 May the ants had raided daily coming out of one or more of five holes 

within a radius of 16 cm. If one considers 26 May as the first statary 

day, the ants were emigrating on the ninth statary day or approximately 

the middle of the statary phase. From 10:25 until 11:10 p.m. the emigra

tion column increased in width slightly until it was between three and 

five ants wide. No callows were seen in the column, and the brood being 

carried was in the egg stage. By 11:35 p.m. guard workers had positioned 

themselves along the column. Some of these became quite excited partly 

due to my collecting. In addition, a lycosid spider walked across the 

column, and a sowbug and a caterpillar started to walk across and re

treated. The caterpillar was severely attacked; however, the other 

arthropods were not injured. The excited guard workers sometimes climbed 

as high as two centimeters up on vegetation, and sometimes ran about six 

centimeters out from the emigration column. At six minutes past mid

night the physogastric queen came walking along the column. The column 

was highly aroused by that time, and there was no discernible wave of 

excitement due to the advance of the queen. It is possible that the 

queen had some difficulty getting through the hole in the ground which 

was just large enough for her to pass. A solid row of guard workers was 
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along 50 cm. of the epigaeic route, but these guard workers were not 

arranged in a compact wall or tunnel as has been observed with 1· prae

dator and other army ants. The queen had about six workers on her in 

the emigration column, but these were riding and in no way helping her 

progress along the column. In spite of appearing to be in a maximally 

physogastric condition, the queen had no obvious difficulty running 

along the column. The workers of opacithorax, like those of other spe

cies of army ants, can run appreciably faster than the queen on a level 

surface. Most of the egg brood was carried before the queen was seen, 

but additional brood was carried up until about 12:28 a.m. By this time 

the number of guard workers had markedly decreased in number, but the 

width of the column remained approximately the same. By 12:34 a.m. all 

the guard workers had left, and occasionally a packet of eggs was carried 

by. Before the queen emigrated, one could see more than 25 packets of 

eggs along a stretch of column 30 cm. long, but by 12:34 a.m. a maximum 

of one packet per 30 cm. could be found. Between 12:40 and 12:51 a.m. 

the column got abruptly thinner, more ants seemed to hesitate and go 

back along the column a few centimeters, and the first two workers were 

seen being carried. Several ants were seen to walk more or less side

ways, hesitating and picking up dirt and pieces of wood. These workers 

appeared to be a clean-up squad checking to see whether anything had 

been left behind. The behavior, which is not seen along the emigration 

column when it is thronged with actively moving ants, probably is re

sponsible for the carrying of workers and guests more at the end of 

emigrations rather than during the beginning and middle periods. At 

12:54 a.m. the last ants had passed. The end of this emigration made 

slow progress since the ants ran back along the column and also constantly 
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ran five to ten centimeters laterally from the trail. The caterpillar 

which had been attacked about 11:40 p.m. was gradually abandoned during 

the last half hour of the emigration. It struggled constantly while the 

ants were att8cking it and was unable to crawl when abandoned. Obser

vations continued along the trail until 1:31 a.m.; and although no 

further ants passed, a few phorids and staphylinids were seen. 

In addition to the large number of eggs seen being carried on the 

emigration, the queen from the above colony laid about 9,500 eggs after 

she was taken. As far as could be determined she did not eat during 

this period. (More details of the oviposition are given below in the 

section Oviposition and Queens of Neivamvrmex opacithorax.) The exact 

location of neither bivouac is known; but since the epigaeic emigration 

column was just 50 cm. long, it is highly probable that this was not a 

normal emigration. Similar short'~migrations" or bivouac shifts of 

£· hamatum and burchelli have been seen during the statary phase. How

ever, the bivouacs of these two tropical species had been disturbed, and 

the bivouac sites in some cases had been completely destroyed. There 

was no known disturbance of the bivouac of this colony of opacithorax. 

The holes used by the ants were at the edge of a driveway, and it is 

possible that the bivouac was under the driveway and in too hot and dry 

a location for the ants. 

Not a single callow worker, pupa or larva was seen in the emigra

tion. Although Schneirla (1958a} has given good evidence to support the 

hypothesis that~- nigrescens has a nomadic-statary cycle homologous 

tog. hamatum, there is no comparable evidence for Neiv. opacithorax. 

This emigration of colony E-163 was undoubtedly atypical since it oc

curred in the middle of the oviposition period. At that time one would 
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expect a brood of pupae to be present, and perhaps the absence of this 

older brood was partially responsible for the unusual emigration. (It 

is unlikely that an entire pupal brood would have emigrated by a sub

terranean route or remained in a subterranean bivouac while the rest 

of the colony emigrated on the surface.) It is highly improbable that 

the egg brood was the first brood of the year since opacithorax is 

active on the surface (but may not hava broods) in Lawrence, Kansas, at 

least as early as 10 April. 

On the evening of 4 June about 18 hours after the queen was taken 

there was no backtracking column at 6:20 p.m.; however, at 10:15 p.m. a 

column was go~ng toward the old bivouac site but into a hole about 18 cm. 

closer to the new bivouac than the exit hole used on the emigration. 

Thus, the ants were not backtracking along the trail actually used on the 

emigration but were using a different route of an earlier raid column. 

A few workers occasionally stuck their heads out of the exit hole used 

on the emigration, but no workers form~d a connecting column on the sur

face of the ground. Two workers which had been kept in the laboratory 

with the queen were placed along the backtracking column. There was an 

immediate wave of excitement followed by an increase in the number of 

workers along the column. On 5 June a backtracking column was still 

present, and no further observations were made. 

Another emigration (colony E-264) was watched on 6 July 1959 on 

the campus of The University of K~nsas. A raid column had been seen 

crossing a sidewalk next to Snow Hall during the day at 11:30 a.m. and 

12:40 p.m. At these times the ants were going out on the column at a 

rate of about 50 ants in one minute and six seconds. Less than ten per 

cent of the number of ants going out were returning. By 7:15 p.m. the 
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column had increased to 50 ants going out in ten to 20 seconds with less 

than five ants going toward the bivouac in the same interval. By 8:45 p.m. 

traffic was more steady at about 50 ants going out and nearly 12 going in 

during 12 seco~ds. ilooty was first seen being carried out at 8:53 p.m., 

and by 8:56 p.m. larval brood was carried. At this time approximately two 

per cent of the ants carried either booty or brood. However, at 9:02 p.m. 

the amount of brood increased markedly until about 50% of the workers 

were carrying brood, and the traffic had increased to its maximum of about 

50 ants going out in five seconds. At 11:22 p.m. the ants became more 

excited, workers ran one to five ~entimeters eway from the column along 

both sides, and many more workers ran b&ck to~ard t~e old bivouac. The 

queen was taken at 11:41 porn. Up until 1:35 a.m. on 7 July when observa

tions were ended, the numb~r of ants going toward the new bivouac remained 

at the maxima 1 rate, and workers went back toward t~1e old bivouac at about 

25% of the outward rate. Many callows and a few minor worker pupae were 

seen in the emi£ration. Only dark work0rs were seen retu=ning toward the 

old bivouac and carrying other workers. 

A strong backtracking column was found along the emigration trail 

between 10:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. on 7 Jdy. The column consistad solely 

of dark workers running in both directions in approximately equal num

bers. At 8:00 and 9:00 p.m. the traffic on the backtracking column was 

the same or slightly stronger. At 7:45 a.m. ~he following morning the 

traffic on the column had ~ec~eas~d from its previous strength at night, 

and the first callow was seen in the column. The column continued through

out the day, and the first brood er booty was seen being carried toward 

the old bivouac (of 0 July) at 7:00 p.m. The backtracking column per

sisted until 10 July when it was noticeably w8aker at 10:00 a.m. compared 
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to previous days at that time. On 10 July at 6:00 p.m. and the entire 

following day there were no longer any ants along the trail. 

A third emigration (colony E-266) was watched almost continuously 

from 9:00 p.m. to 3:20 a.m. on 19 to 20 August 1959. Throughout this 

period numerous callows were seen, and booty and a brood of worker lar

vae about three-fourths grown were being carried. The queen was not 

seen, and neither guard workers nor greatly excited runnin9 workers were 

seen, indicating that she probably had not emigrated before 3:20 a.m. 

On 20 August at 7:30 p.m. there was a weak column of about one ant per 
\ 

ten centimeters (including the arproximately equal traffic in both 

directions). This columo had disappeared by the following morning, and 

it is impossible to determine whether it was a backtracking column 

(possibly followed by a continuation of the emigration) or a raid column. 

Similar columns along previous emigration routes have also been reported 

for niqrescens (Schneirla, 1958a), but such columns are not found or are 

rare among Eciton spp. 

Bivouacs of Neivamyrmex opacithorax 

All bivouacs of opacithorax which have been located were sub

terranean, and their exact positions and sizes are unknown. On five 

occasions in the vicinity of Lawrence, Kansas, clusters of opacithorax 

have been found under small stones. Each of these clusters was con

sidered to be less than fiva pe= cent of the total colony. Similar 

"bivouacs" under stones mentione~ by Schneirla (1958a} probably were 

not entire colonies. Brood was never found in any of the clusters in 

Kansas except for the adult males in colony E-267 discussed below. How

ever, opacitho~ like niqrescens probably brings at least part of its 
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brood up from more subterranean bivouacs to areas under stones on the 

surface of the grou1~. These stones were all exposed to bright sunlight 

during the day, and an unusually high number of staphylinid beetles or 

mounds of loo 3e dir·:.: indicated that the ants had been much more numerous 

under each stone than they were at the time they were found. 

Oviposition and Queens of Neivamyrmex opacitho=ax 

The queen from colony E-263 in the laboratory laid 9,500 eggs 

within 42 hours of the time when she was taken from an emigration column. 

This rate of oviposition is 226 per hour or 3.8 per minute. Judging 

from the few colonies wt-ic;, I have seen, the colonies and b~oods of 

opacithorax and nigrescens are essentially the same size. At the above 

oviposition rate it would take the queen almost seven days to lay a 

brood of 37,000 eggs. A brood of that size was considered to be average 

for~- nigJ·escen~ (Schneirla, 1958a: 242-243). However, it is known 

from observations on physogastric Ecitnn queens that when these queens 

are brought into the laboratory, they cease laying sooner than if left 

with their colonies. In addition, EcitQ!! and Neivamyrmex queens become 

noticeably weak and often die within a few days in the lnboratory. As 

a consequence the oviposition rate in a normal bivouac may be consider

ably higher. Records for the first 19 hours indicate that queen E-263 

laid at a rate close to 300 per hour which is probably closer to the 

rate in a bivouac. At th\s rat~ she could have loid a brood of 36,000 

eggs in five days. 

Actual egg laying occurred in irregular spurts with sometimes more 

than five min~tes b~tween two groups of eggs. The eggs most frequently 

were laid in groups of two to eight eggs stuck together at their tips. 
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Five or six eggs usually were laid in 30 seconds. The eggs appeared 

moist when laid and readily stuck together in packets without licking or 

handling by the workers. The queen often rested partially on her side 

when ovipositing and frequently walked around the dish scattering eggs 

wherever she went. The workers gathered up most of the eggs and placed 

them in piles. Several workers ate some eggs while turning their abdo

mens under as if they were stinging the eggs at the same time. It is not 

known whether the workers also eat eggs or other brood in a bivouac, but 

it is a well-known fact that other Ecitonini eat their brood of all ages 

more readily in the laboratory than under field conditions. 

The queen was kept alive until 6:00 p.m. on 5 June 1958 when she was 

placed in Bouin's fixative. No eggs had been laid during the preceding 

hour, and only a few were laid in the last three hours before preserving 

the queen. As far as we could determine the queen did not eat nor drink 

anything while she was in the laboratory. The queen from colony D-175 

taken by Howell v. Daly from a cluster under a stone also was never seen 

to feed, but the workers with her readily drank water and fed on a par

tially crushed housefly. This queen was observed to clean her own anten

nae with her front legs, but no queen of Neivamyrmex, Nomamyrmex nor 

Eciton was observed to clean any part of her body. All queens of Eci

tonini usually ran around with their mandibles spread, but they would 

never bite anything even if an object was placed between the mandibles. 

Sexual Broods of Neivamyrmex opacithorax 

Colony E-267 was found about 2:00 p.m. on 21 October 1959 by people 

who complained t~at their home was being invaded by insects coming up 

between floor boards. Investigation on the following day at 10:00 a.m. 
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showed that the colony had a brood of alate males which were entering the 

house along with some workers, and additional males were at the edges of 

the foundation on opposite sides of the house. Workers were more numerous 

along the inside edges of the foundation where small clusters of up to 200 

workers were scattered for more than a meter along the rough field stone 

foundation. No brood other than the adult males could be found, and the 

largest part of the colony (or colonies) must have been under the founda

tion. Most of the males had a number of workers clinging to them. The 

two groups of ants were about six meters apart with no ants seen between 

the opposite sides of the house externally or in the crawl space under 

the house. These two groups may have been daughter colonies following a 

colony division. 

A total of 52 males was taken and 27 of these were kept alive in a 

laboratory nest. When placed in this nest at 1:00 p.m. on 22 October, 

three of these 27 males ran around the nest, tried to fly and were at

tracted toward a microscope light. Several males clustered with workers 

on a petri dish filled with moist cotton. Most of the males clearly moved 

away from the light and slowly walked until they reached the darker cor

ners of the nest. These latter males neither fanned their wings nor 

flew when dropped. Most of the males had died by the morning of 24 

October. The workers pulled- the dead males around the laboratory nest a 

little b~t did not eat any part of the males nor do any damage to them. 

A circular column was found on 25 October at 2:00 p.m. after the 

males had all died. This column, shown in figure 1, continued for over 

six hours without any interruption even though the cover of the nest was 

removed and lights were turned on and off repeatedly. 
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Published records for males of opacithorax indicate that this speeies 
• 

has males in September and October throughout the northern part of its 

range (M. R. Smith, 1942: 5~8; Bergmeier, 1955: 504). The earliest and 

latest known collection dates for males of opacithorax in Lawrence, Kansas, 

are "September" and 22 October based on specimens in my collection taken 

during 1945, 1956, 1959 and 1960. In Florida males have been taken on 

10 November 1911 (M. R. Smith, l• £•), 9 December 1948 (Borgmeier, l· £-); 

and I found one alate male on 9 February 1956 at 2:00 p1m. along the tide 

line at Crandon Beach Park, Miami. The latter male was soaked but still 

alive and probably had been washed up on the beach after falling into the 

water a few feet offshore. Records from Georgia to Arizona fall between 

August and November, and one record for Costa Rica is for April (M. R. 

Smith; Bergmeier, l• £•)• 

Neivamyrmex nigrescens (Cresson) 

Neivamyrmex nigrescens has been found from the southern United States 

to Guerrero, Mexico. As discussed above under !:!!l.Y• opacithorax, the 

distribution of nigrescens may be primarily in the more moist and wooded 

areas of the region. The fact that about half as many colonies of 

niqrescens as opacithorax have been found in the vicinity of Lawrence, 

Kansas, is attributed to nigrescens being absent or more rare in clear

ings or within the city. Males of nigrescens have been found during the 

same period as those of opacithorax in the United States. However, I 

have never found any male nigrescens in Kansas, and their much greater 

scarcity probably indicates that colonies of nigrescens are less abundant 

than those of op0cithorax. Unlike males of the epigaeic species of Eciton 

which fl¥ from emigration columns, the males of nigrescens were observed 
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flying from a nest near Austin, Texas (Wheeler, 1910: 263). 

Raids of Neivamyrmex nigrescens 

Neiv. niqrescens has column raids similar to those of opacithorax, 

but it appears to feed primarily on ants and less frequently captures 

beetles. The following foods were put in a laboratory nest containing 

about 1,000 workers of nigrescens: peanuts, cashew, hazel, Eaglish walnut, 

and black walnut nutmeats, raisins, dried coconut, sugar syrup (sucrose), 

peanut oil, margarine, butter, bacon grease and ground beef. As far as 

could be determined, not a single ant ate any of these substances. Dur

ing the same period the workers were seen to drink water and eat one 

collembolan and some of their pupal brood. In spite of the large number 

of pupae which remained alive in the nest, most of the workers died with

in seven days, and all were dead within 11 days. Since Eciton hamatum 

and burchelli readily eat their brood, one would expect that nigrescens 

would have eaten a much larger proportion of the pupae. For further 

details on the raids of nigrescens one should consult the paper by 

Schneirla (1958a) which is the most thorough study made on the raiding 

of any species of Neivamyrmex. 

Emigrations of Neivamyrmex nigrescens 

The most extensive observations on emigrations of Neivamyrmex have 

been made by Schneirla (1958a) who studied over 60 emigrations of nigres

cens in Arizona. The general pattern of the emigrations appears to be 

comparable to that of[· hamatum except that the queen "usually makes her 

journey at some time after the emigration is roughly one-third com

pleted" (Schneirla, 1958a: 245). This statement suggests that the queen 
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leaves the old bivouac much earlier than those of Eciton, and perhaps 

this is correlated with a high position of the queen in the subterranean 

bivouacs where she is close to the surface of the ground. In addition, 

emigrations frequently may be started on one night and continued on the 

following night. 

Unlike the typical nomadic phases of Eciton hamatum in which colo

nies emigrate nightly with rare exceptions, it is common for a colony of 

nigrescens not to emigrate on one or several nights during the nomadic 

phase. A comparison of figures 73 and 74 based on data published by 

Schneirla will readily indicate the greater number of nights throughout 

the nomadic phase when colonies of nigrescens did not move. These data 

are not sufficient to show any clear pattern. However, as pointed out 

by Schneirla (1958a: 250), there is the greatest tendency to omit an 

emigration on the day following the first emigration of the nomadic 

phase. These data indicate that there is no clear increase in the dis

tance that a colony emigrates during the course of the nomadic phase. 

One might expect that a colony would have larger raids and would emigrate 

a greater distance near the end of the nomadic phase, based on the hy

pothesis of Schneirla that the stimulation of the workers by the larvae 

increases as the larvae increase in age. Not only is there no clear 

increase in the distance, but there are three records for colonies which 

did not emigrate at all on the day preceding the last nomadic day. Al

though Schneirla seems to imply that the first nomadic emigration is 

especially "vigorous," figure 74 indicates that the colonies do not 

necessarily emigrate a greater distance on this emigration than on any 

of the others. 
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Bivouacs of Neivamyrmex nigrescens 

All bivouacs of~. nigrescens are subterranean, and although 

typical nests probably extend at least one meter below the surface, two 

bivouacs found near Lawrence, Kansas, were largely or completely within 

the upper 30 cm. of soil. Colony E-101 was first found by Dr. Henry s. 

Fitch at The University of Kansas Natural History Reservation on 28 June 

1955 at 9:00 a.m. At that time a mass of workers and brood 15 to 20 cm. 

in diameter was found under a stone. On the following day at 2:00 p.m. 

approximately one tenth as many workers and a little brood were found 

under the same stone. When the ants were visited again at 9:30 a.m. the 

subsequent day (30 June), the mass was about 13 by 18 cm. in size. The 

stone was in bright sunlight most of the day in an area of scattered 

trees and shrubs next to a more dense woodland. These meager data sug

gest that the ants bring their larvae near the surface during the after

noon and evening and carry them deeper in the middle of the day if the 

rock becomes too hot. The brood consisted of worker larvae which were 

starting to pupate, but since Neivamyrmex spp. do not spin cocoons, the 

shift in larvae was not identical to the movement to spinning areas 

found in Eciton colonies during this period. Schneirla (1958a: 250) 

concluded that the "statary condition did not ensue in the colonies un~ 

til the naked brood entered the early pupal stage." However, colony 

E-101 clearly became statary before any, or at most less than one fourth, 

of the larvae had transformed to pupae. Thus Schneirla's hypothesis 

(that the nomadic phase is terminated largely because of the cessation 

of stimulation by the larvae} is substantiated better by this case than 

by his records from Arizona. (Perhaps Schneirla's use of "early pupal 
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stage" is equivalent to the prepupal stage.) 

Colony E-101 had done considerable digging to enlarge the chamber 

under the stone and had piled up a mass of loose dirt about three by 

eight centimeters along one edge of the stone. The stone was relatively 

flat, approximately 25 by 40 cm., and a small colony of Crematoqaster 

was under the opposite side separated from the niqrescens by two to three 

centimeters of dirt. When the stone was lifted, there was some mixing 

of the two species. The Crematoqaster workers quickly attacked six 

nigrescens and immobilized them by pulling their legs in opposite direc

tions. The army ants were not as successful and did not capture nor 

noticeably injure any of the Crematogaster. 

On 30 June 1955 between 9:30 and 10:30 a.m. Dr. Wallace E. LaBerge 

and I dug out a large part of the bivouac. Even when the ants were 

numerous and excited, we could not detect any odor from them. However, 

when a worker of nigrescens is crushed between one's fingers, there is 

a strong acid odor similar to formic and glacial acetic acid. More than 

20 chloropid flies, Madiza cinerea (Lw.) [det. C. w. Sabrosky7, were 

apparently attracted to the ants or moist dirt, and these flies both flew 

above the bivouac and ran on the dirt among the ants. 

The mass of workers and the brood of larvae, prepupae and a few 

pupae together occupied about 250 ml. when alive. At least six tunnels 

extended downward from the area under the stone, and small groups of ten 

to 75 pupae were scattered in cracks and small chambers. At a depth of 

17 to 20 cm. the queen was found, but there was no large mass of workers 

nor were the workers more excited near her. However, there appeared to 

be a slightly higher proportion of larger workers near the queen than 

elsewhere in the bivouac. The queen was at least partially physogastrlc 
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with a total length of 14.5 mm. when measured alive. This measurement 

may not be accurate because the queen was somewhat crushed while we were 

digging. No strong columns nor clusters of ants could be seen extending 

below about 20 cm., and no further digging was done. Because only about 

2,700 larvae, prepupae and pupae were collected (about half the brood 

seen), probably a large part of the colony was underground in areas 

peripheral to the small hole which contained the queen. 

When the bivouac was partially dug out, the brood was estimated 

1 
to be at least three-fourths larvae and prepupae and one-fourth pupae. 

The larvae were rapidly transforming to pupae, and by the following morn

ing between one half and two thirds of the brood had pupated. By 9:00 

p.m. that night over 90% had pupated. Judging from these observations, 

1 Schneirla (1957a: 126; 1958a: 218) in referring to my observa

tions on colony E-101 stated that a "small sample of mature larvae and 

a large sample of pupae nearing eclosion" were taken, and the ants 

"emigrated a few days after maturing worker pupae had been found in the 

nest." It is not known when that colony emigrated from the site. How

ever, when the ants were~ found, the larvae were full-grown and 

transforming to pupae, and some of these pupae became adults 12 days 

later in the laboratory. The colony did not emigrate for four days at 

the beginning of the pupal period, and no subsequent field observations 

were made to determine when the colony finally did emigrate. Since the 

queen had been killed and a large part of the brood had been taken, a 

normal transition from a statary to a nomadic phase would have been un~ 

likely. 
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the entire period of transformation from larvae to pupae takes about four 

days and probably at least three fourths of a brood transforms within two 

days. 

In spite of the disturbance of the bivouac, colony E-101 had not 

left the site by 2 July when an additional layer of dirt and stones five 

to 15 cm. deep was excavated. Less than 100 pupae were found along with 

several hundred workers. According to the observations by Schneirla 

(1958a: 249) in Arizona, nigrescens has a statary phase of 18 days with 

one brood of pupae, and a second new brood of eggs is laid during that 

phase. Callow workers of colony E-101 first started emerging on the 

morning of 10 July which would be the 13th statary day if 28 June is 

assumed to be the first statary day. However, laboratory temperatures 

0 were somewhat above 30 C. during much of this period, and it is quite 

likely that the length of the pupal period may have been shortened slight

ly by the temperature. Even though a few callows had emerged, probably 

several more days would have been required for emergence of at least 

three fourths of the brood. Since part of the brood appeared to be dying 

and no workers remained active, the entire brood was preserved. Schneirla 

(1958a: 233) has reported that a "minority" of the pupal or callow brood 

was carried on a first nomadic emigration of this species. 

A second bivouac (colony E-261) was found on 4 May 1957 a short 

distance from the bivouac site of colony E-101. This second colony was 

bivouacked under a stone about 120 by 50 cm. in area with an undetermined 

number of ants in the soil beneath it. Over 10,000 workers were col

lected, but no brood nor queen could be found. 
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Interrelations Among Individuals of Neivamyrmex nigrescens 

Queen E-101 was unable to walk, but her legs moved slightly, and 

her gaster pulsed for more than five hours. Her gaster was split along 

the left side and a homogeneous white mass (fat body?) and fluids oozed 

out. Examination with a magnification of 40 to 80x showed no sign of 

eggs in this mass or at the tip of her abdomen. Workers were attracted 

to the queen but did not lick any of the fluids oozing from her gaster. 

The workers primarily licked the knob or ridge on the alinotum and the 

first and second gaster segments. 

The workers of colony E-101 in the laboratory nest gathered most of 

the larvae, prepupae and pupae scattered in the dirt but ignored many 

others. The brood was primarily put in three piles on the surface of the 

soil, and as far as could be determined none was carried into the soil 

even though the ants made extensive passageways throughout it. The 

pupae were grasped primarily by their gasters held ventral side up with 

the mandibles of the adult hooked around the hind tarsi which always 

were close to the gasters of the pupae. On a number of occasions a 

worker was seen to turn a pupa completely around end to end and side to 

side until the adult could grasp the pupa in this preferred position. 

Much less frequently the workers held the pupae by their heads or 

gasters with their dorsal sides up. 

None of the prepupae nor pupae showed any movement regardless of 

how much they were handled by the workers or by forceps. When the 

callow workers started emerging, all the old adult workers which had been 

collected could scarcely walk or had died. The callows could partially 

emerge without any assistance, but they walked around encumbered by 

large pieces of the pupal covering which they could not strip from their 



bodies. All the callows appeared weak and could hardly walk probably 

due to the combined effects of hunger and the attached pupal skin. 

Cheliomyrmex Mayr 

Cheliomyrmex, the fifth genus of Neotropical army ants, includes 
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five extremely rare species placed in the tribe Cheliomyrmicini. The 

genus ranges from Mexico to Brasil, but too few specimens have been 

collected to give a clear picture of the range of any species. The first 

specimen from Panama is a male of megalonyx Wheeler taken at Cerro Campana 

on 21 October 1959 by Wilford J. Hanson. I determined this male by com

parison with the type of audax Santschi taken in Ecuador and specimens 

of megalonyx taken at Kartabo, British Guiana, and now in the Santschi 

collection at Basel. (The single specimen of audax which was examined 

is considered to be the type although there is no type label or col

lector's name with it.) However, the Panamanian specimen agrees more 

closely with Borgmeier's (1955) redescription of audax than with that 

for megalonyx. 

What little is known about the biology of Cheliomyrmex is based on 

the observations by Wheeler (1921: 319-322) on one colony of megalonyx 

found raiding and emigrating at Kartabo. This species of Cheliomyrmex, 

like Labidus praedator, makes tunnels on the surface of open ground and 

has numerous guard workers when it emigrates. Only larval brood was 

being carried in the emigration column, suggesting that the broods are 

synchronous. The pupa and queen are st~ll unknown; in fact, no re

productive of any instar has been found in a colony. 



III. ARTHROPODS ASSOCIATED WITH ARMY ANTS 
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Diptera Associated with the Swarm Raids 

The family Phoridae has long been known to contain numerous myrmeco

philes, many of which have been found only with species of army ants, 

including burchelli and praedator. They are the most common myrmeco

philes found in the raid columns of both burc~1elli and praedator, but 

it has not been possible to determine whether these flies all had left 

the bivouac earlier, or whether they had found the swarm or a raid column 

and then followed the columns back toward the bivouac. At the end of a 

praedator raid, as the ants are retreating down a hole in the ground, 

I have on a few occasions seen several hundred phorids running among the 

ants or following after them. Rarely, winged phorids can be seen flying 

over columns, and it is likely that these are males searching for the 

normally wingless females. As Phoridae are not ordinarily taken flying 

about the swarm raids, they will be discussed below in the section 

Myrmecocoles Found in Bivouacs and Columns. 

Among the Diptera that can be collected by sweeping over swarm raids 

there are numerous families which have no apparent association with the 

ants, such as the Callobatidae, Chloropidae and Syrphidae. These can be 

collected in approximately the same numbers by sweeping close to the ground 

and through the low vegetation in any area of the forest. The family 

Calliphoridae, on the other hand, appears to be somewhat more abundant 

over the ant swarms, and the families Sarcophagidae, Muscidae {Anthornyiidae), 

Conopidae and Tachinidae are clearly much more abundant than in neighbor-

ing areas of the forest where the ants are not present {excluding areas with 

obvious attracting substances such as dead animals or rotting fruit). It 

is possible that some of these flies are attracted to the noise, odor, or 
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appearance of other flies flying over the ant swarms, rather than to the 

ants themselves. However, there is one species of Calliphoridae, some 

Sarcophagidae and some Muscidae which seem to be associated with the ants. 

At least three species of Muscidae, which are attracted to the swarms, 

breed in remains of booty deposited by the ants outside their nests. 

These flies may locate a swarm and then follow the ant columns back to 

find the bivouac. These muscids are relatively rare at the swarm front 

but common at the bivouacs. Such forms are discussed in the section 

Arthropods Found in Refuse Deposits. The most abundant genera, Stylo

gaster (Conopidae) and Calodexia and Androeuryops (Tachinidae), will be 

discussed first. 

The Behavior of Stylogaster 

The genus Styloqaster can be readily distinguished from all other 

Conopidae by the greatly elongated abdomen and ovipositor indicated by 

the generic name. The genus is so distinctive in this and other respects 

that Williston (1885: 388) placed it in a separate subfamily where it 

has remained as the only genus ever since. The most recent or important 

taxonomic papers on Styloqaster are by Aldrich (1930), Lopes (1937), 

Kr~ber (1940), Seguy (1946), Camras (1955, 1958), and Lopes and Monteiro 

(1959). References to other taxonomic literature can be found in these 

papers. 

The genus is found in North and South America, Africa and Asia. 

About 45 species have been described, but published reports are limited 

almost entirely to the original descriptions based mostly on few speci

mens. There are about 15 species known from Africa and Asia, and all are 

considered distinct from those in the New World. In America the genus 
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ranges from Massachusetts to Bolivia and Argentina. In no locality has 

this genus been reported as abundant except over swarm raids of Dorylinae. 

There are scattered records of Stylogaster being taken at flowers, and 

one species, macrura, was taken at light (Lopes, 1938: 405). In Africa 

four people have reported seeing Stylogaster hovering over "columns" of 

Dorylus (Anomma) [r.)robably nigricans or wilverthi in all case!? (Brauns 

in Bequaert, 1922: 282; Bequaert, 1930: 167; Carpenter, 1915: cviii-cix; 

and Cohic, 1948: 271). (No determination of the insect seen by Carpenter 

was given, but from its description it presumably was a species of 

Stylogaster.) It is interesting to note that Brauns, Bequaert, and Cohic 

all reported that the fly was seen hovering over columns of the driver 

ants. It is likely that these observers did not distinguish the basal 

columns and the swarm front sections of a raid in the sense of Schneirla, 

but called the entire raid a column. It is important for observers to 

distinguish between the swarm front, basal columns, and emigration columns 

since there is some evidence that different flies either prefer or are 

restricted to these dissimilar aspects of the behavior of the ants. None 

of the flies observed in Panama was seen over emigration columns of the 

army ants. However, emigrations of these ants normally occur only during 

the night when most Diptera are not active. 

In my observations in Panama, Stylogaster was usually seen over the 

densest areas of the swarm front or in advance of the swarm front by one 

to two meters. This conopid was occasionally seen over the area of 

anastomosing columns slightly behind the swarm front but never over 

the basal columns. Stylogaster was present over every maximal swarm 

observed, but it was not found over a few smaller swarms. Wheeler 

(1921: 295) and Mann (in Aldrich, 1930: 4) also reported that the 
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species of Stylogastcr hovorod over the swarm front and apparently not 

ovor the coltnnns bohind th6 front. However, Curran ( in ~ldrich, 1930: 

5) stated, "The flies (Stylogaster) were observed to hover ovor any 

part of the moving column, and thus diffored from the other flies as

sociated with the unts~ Tho Tachinids ••• wGre almost invariably found 

nea.r or in front of the head of tho column ••• 11 

Stylogaster, by its habitual hovering, could bo distinguish0d from 

all other flies associated with the swarm raids. ~1t times it would 

hover for as long as sevGral minutes in ono spot and then dart a few 

centimetors or more than a. meter away where it continued to hover. The 

Stylogaster species are all difficult to see because of their dull 

coloration, thin bodies, and extremely rapid movement. ·Consequently, 

in the dim forest light, specimens often were lost from view as they 

shifted from one spot to another. On rare occasions a Stylogaster was 

seen perched on vegetation over the swarms, as w~s reported also by 

Lopes (1937: 260). However, it is impossible to state the frequency 

with which species of Stylogaster rest on vegetation because of the 

difficulty in finding these motionless flies. 

VTh.ile hovering 30 to 70 om. above the ground, females of Stylo

gaster characteristically flipped their abdomens dovm, or their whole 

body shifted dovmward a few centimeters. This movement suggested that 

the flies were dropping or shooting eggs at the ants below. However. 

there is no positive evidence thut they were ovipositing, o.nd at t:ilnes 

it wo.s certain tha.t they were not air. ing a.t o.ny insect. because they 

continued this behavior over vegetation or bo.re ground v;here no insect 

could be seen. Stylogaster was never seen to dart at the ants alone. 
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However, on several occasions it vtas seen to dart after cockroaches., 

each of which was boing pursued by at least five Calodoxio. {Tachinidae). 

Nevertheless., on the basis of tho behavior of the flies over the 

swann raids three authors concluded that Stylogaster is parasitic on 

the anny ants (Townsend., 1897: 23; wlJheeler., 1910: 419; and Mann in 

Aldrich., 1930: 4). Wheeler (1921: 295) later wrote that he found a 

11swann of both sexes of Stylogaster hovering over a spot where there 

were no Ecitons., although a few workers of Gigantiops destructor and 

Ectatommo. ruidum were running about in the vicinity." He concluded 

that it is doubtful that tho flies are intimately attached to the ants 

but that they may be attracted by the ants' rank odor. His statement' is 

the only one indicating that Stylogo.ster is possibly associated with non

dorylinc ants., and it also is noteworthy for reporting a "swa.rm11 of 

Stylogaster. I have never seen more than a.bout ten scattered specimens 

of this conopid per hour., while watching a swarm raid. 

Moreover., Mann suggested that Stylogaster attacked the o.nts in the 

swarm and not in the raid columns where ho thought the more closely 

mo.ssed workers would be more likely to kill the Stylogastor. The be

havior of the o.nts., however., indicates that insects aro more likely to 

be o.tto.cked at the svmnn front. 

A further suggestion that Stylogo.stor is parasitic on the ants is 

also open to quGstion. Cchic reported seeing Stylogo.ster cohici Seguy 

hovering several times o.t u height of 10 to 15 cm. and dropping eggs on 

columns of Dorylus (Anonnna) nigricans. He suggested that since theso 

eggs were picked up by the workers and carried into the nosts, perhaps 

Stylogaster parnsitizos tho nigricans lurvne (Seguy, 1946: 99; Cohic, 

1948: 271). This would s0em unlikely since all othor conopids insert 
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parasites. Moreover, the egg of Stylog~ster is well adapted as a 

piercing ogg rather than an egg which would simply bo dropped to be 

picked up by the hosto Unfortuna.tely, Cohic doos not state whether he 

collected any of the eggs. It is possible that h~ assumed tho Stylo

gast~r wero depositing eggs when ho saw thom flip their abdomens, a.nd 

that the eggs he saw picked up by tho ants wore thoso of some other fly. 

Thorpe (1942) ho.s reported scoing Stomoxys ochrosoma Speiser on one 

occ~sion deposit 011 egg in front of~ worker of D. (imomma) nigricans 

which then picked up tho ogg and carried it toward the nest. It would 

appear to bo impossiblo to confuse ~dults of Stylogaster with Stomoxys, 

but eggs seen on the ground might bo confusod. Tho egg of Stomoxys was 

estimated as tv,o millimeters long, more than twico the size of any known 

Stylogaator egg. Tho length, thinnoss, and yellovr color of Stylogaster 

eggs make it unlikely that th0se vroro tho eggs soon by Cohic. Many 

times in Pana.m6. a species of Muscidnc vr~s s0en laying eggs near the 

bivouac of Eciton burchelli, o.nd those were seon to bo picked up by 

tho workers o.nd curried into th0 bivouac or to refuse dopo_sits of the 

ants. However, this fly was not seen to oviposit ovor tho swarm front 

nor over columns except within a motor of the bivouac. A la.rgo series 

of specimens of this muscid wn.s reared from the mo.teria.l found in the 

refuse deposits. No reports of similur flies havo been found in the 

literature conccrnine Dorylus (i.monuna.) • 

.LUthough Curran inferred that the conopids "normally occur singly 

and associate themselves with the ants as the anny travels, their 

numbers being augmented as the column moves along," he also stated, 

"There is certainly a close relationship betwee11 the flies and the ants." 
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He concluded that they neither parasitized the ants nor the cockroaches 

but 11
000 seemed intent only on hovering in patches of sunlight over the 

army. 11 However, he added that they might oviposit on the ants in the 

evening., and the eggs would then be carried into the nests where the 

larvae would feed on the brood (Curran in Aldrich., 1930: 4). 

It is unfortunate that Curran (1942: 62-63) emended his note 

published by Aldrich (1930) by stating that the ants over which he 

collected the Stylogaster in Panama were~ "army ants" but "ant armies" 

thought to be "entire colonies moving to a new home." He apparently 

changed this solely because the ants were "much smaller than most 

Eciton. 11 There are no other non-doryline ants on Barro Colorado 

Island that Curran could have found "frequently" and in "enormous 

numbers" moving in swarms across the forest floor. The ants he saw 

must have been Labidus praedator in which the workers are much smaller 

than those of Eciton sens.~·, and they were undoubtedly raiding 

rather than emigrating. 

My observations support none of the hypoth0ses of Curran. In 

v7atching swarm raids while they 11ero just beginning., I have seen Stylo

gaster appear in the first few minutes when the swarm front was less 

than two meters from the bivouac. At other times they were not seen 

near the bivouac., and on more than a dozen occasions sweeping around 

the bovouacs yielded no specimens. Sweeping over the area where a 

swarm raid had completely ceased showed that the flies rapidly dis

persedo ~pproxim.atoly a half hour after an arcu had been teeming with 

both ants and flies., not n single Stylogaster nor tachinid seemed to be 

presento This refers primarily to raids of praedator sinco this species 

may disappear underground in about 15 minutes., whereas a raid of bur-
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chelli ends moro gradually. It is possible that Stylogaster prefers 

to hover in th0 sunlight, but I think one gets this impression because 

thoy are easier to s0e thoro. Lopos (1937: 260) also records that he 

saw them flying in th~ sunlight nnd rosting on vegetation when the sun 

went behind a cloud. On many occasions I have seen them hover in shade, 

or movo from sun to shade seemingly at random. N0vertholcss, it may bo 

truo thnt whon they nre not accompanying the ants, they aro more apt to 

hover in tho sun. Curran snw them hovering in sunlight on sevornl oc

casions where ants woro ~ pres0nt. I nevor obsorved any sp0cimons 

whore ants were not presont and took only two sp0cimens by swooping 

vegetation whero no ants wore seen. ("#'o spent mor0 time sweeping whore 

ants v1ero not present tho.n wo spent sweeping over swarms.) In this 

connection, Townsend (1897a: 23) reported that in collecting for throe 

months in the State of Vern Cruz, Mexico, ho saw Stylogastor only on 

one occasion when ho caught 51 specimenso Those wore all taken over a 

single sunrm raid of E. burcholli by sweeping during the last hour or 

two of daylight. The number of specimens he took indicates a much 

highor proportion of tho flies accompanying the swann wore Stylogaster 

thnn we found in Pnnam~. Tho ratio of tachinids to Stylogaster, based 

on the specimens listed in his papers, is about 1:1, whereas we found 

about 25:1. 

Observations on the behavior of the flies in the evening are more 

limited because at that time the swarms are usually more poorly de

veloped and thus have fewer flies near them. In addition, it is much 

more difficult to observe the flies in the dimmer light. On three 

occasions I observed Stylogaster and Calodexia near dusk apparently 

behaving in the same way as earlier in the day. Stylogaster ,vas also 
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scattered sunflecks were reaching the forest floor. On 20 February 

1956, when watching one raid start from a bivouac with a brood of worker 

larvae, I saw the first Stylogaster at 7:14 a.m. when the ants had only 

progressed 0.5 to 1.0 m. from the bovouac. The first Calodexia appeared 

six minutes later. 

The number of specimens of Stylogaster which we collected on Barro 

Colorado Island plus one record for~· stylosa taken by T. C. Schneirla, 

are recorded in table The small number of specimens makes it dif-

ficult to draw any conclusions as to whether any spocies shows a pre

ference for the raid swarms of either species of army ant. One would 

have expected to find more specimens over burchelli considerinG the 

greater number of svra.rms and longer total collecting time over this 

species. (Approximately 70'fo of the collecting time was over burchelli.) 

This difference will be discussed more under Calodexia. In addition to 

the species listed in table , the following species have been col-

lected in Panama by C.H. Curran, N. Banks, S. w. Frost, and R. C. 

Shannon: apicalis, ethiopa, and indistincta. All the Panamanian 

species were described by Aldrich (1930) except for ethiopa, minuta, 

and stylosn, which were described by To,msend (1897a). Most specimens 

of all species from Central and South America have apparently been taken 

over army ants, but only two cuthors havo given determinations for both 

the ants and flies. Those known from ovor L. praedator in Brasil ac

cording to Lopes (1937) are: ~· australis Lopes, ornatipes Krobor, 

rectinervis Aldrich, stylatn Fabricius, and tarsnta Lopes. These 

species Qre nll different from those found over praedator in Panan1a. 

The three species describod by Townsend were based on a total of 
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three species have also been found over burchelli in Panama (with the 

possible exception of ethiopa where the species of ant was not given). 

Table shows a total of five specimens taken near Eciton hamatum 

or~. vagans, both of which raid in columns. The two females taken near 

!• hamatum were observed on 10 March 1955, hovering under a log next to 

the statary bivouac of colony 155 H-E. Both hovered for a few seconds 

only 6 to 12 cm. over the ants on the ground next to the bivouac, then 

shifted to another spot 10 to 20 cm. away so quickly that I could hardly 

follow them. The flies were not seen to dart at any of the ants, and no 

eggs were seen to leave the ovipositor (though they might have been 

missed because of their small size). Stylogaster was never seen near 

any other bivouac of E. hamatum even though more than 50 nests of this 

species were watched for brief periods or for several hours. Further

more, I had pulled many of these bivouacs apart in order to take samples 

of the brood and my-rmecophiles. Following such a disturbance thousands 

of ants would be milling around the area of the nest and the odor of 

the colony would be noticeably stronger. There are no published records 

of Stylogaster near hamatum. 

On 9 July 1956, I disturbed a bivouac of~- vagans which had a 

brood of reproductives approximately at the midpoint of their larval 

development. Twenty-five minutes were spent thoroughly examining the 

bivouac and taking the queen and a large sample of the brood and workers. 

When this was completed, I noticed that about 50 Calodexia and Stylo

gaster had been attracted to the mass of vagans milling on two or three 

square meters of ground around the nest. From 10:50 to 11:20 a.m. before 

I attacked the bivouac, I had watched the raid which had an unusual swarm 
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front of about two square meters quite densely covered with ants. 

During this time two Calodexia and one other fly were seen, but no 

Stylogaster. Following the attack on the bivouac, I swept over the 

ants milling around the site from 11:45 aom. to 12:15 p.m., and took 

three Stylogaster and 18 Calodexia. Since normally vagans is a column 

raider, the unusual swarm at the head of the raid column was possibly 

due to the fact that this colony was stimulated to unusual activity by 

the sexual brood. The fact that the distal end of the raid was also 

only about ten meters from the bivouac may account in part for the 

swarm. Otherwise such flies t1ave not been found associated with column 

raiders but only with the swarm raiders burchelli and praedator. 

These last two cases indicate that Stylogaster apparently finds the 

ants by their odor and can locate at least four species of Dorylinae in 

this way. This conopid probably is attracted to many colonies but stays 

only with praedator and burchelli which maintain swarm raids. This can 

be considered additional indirect evidence against the hypothesis that 

Stylogaster is parasitic or predaceous on the ants. E. vagans and 

hamatum are as big or bigger than burchelli and L. praedator and should 

be just as suitable as hosts. 

The Life Cycle of Stylogaster 

Al though no larvae have been described f·or any species of Stylo

gaster. the eggs of most Neotropical species have been illustrated and 

described by Lopes (1937) or Lopes and Monteiro (1959). Lopes was the 

first to show that the eggs have a number of reliable specific char

acters which alone are sufficient for determining the species. The 

most outstanding characters of the egg are the shape of the pointed end, 
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th0 number of recurrent spines (one to four) and the shape of a bladder-

like protuberance near that end, and the pattern of reticulations on the 

surface (figure 75). Because of their valu6 in determining females 

which are in poor condition, as well as for determining eggs found on 

possible hosts, it is hoped that future descriptions of Stylogaster 

females will include descriptions of the eggs. 

Stylogaster eggs are most easily removed through the ventral, mem

branous part of the abdomen while it is still soft shortly after col

lecting. However, thoy can also be recovered from dried specimens, 

though it is often impossible to avoid breaking off the abdomen because 

of its rather weak attachment to the thorax. The eggs which I examined 

were partially cleared in a clearing solution modified from that of 

Nesbitt (1945: 141): 40 g. chloral hydrate, 25 ml. water, 2.5 ml. hydro

chloric acid, and 2.5 ml. glycerin. They were then mounted in Boyer's 

medium made by the formula given by Baker and ~,hurton (1952: 10): 50 g. 

distilled water, 30 g. clear crystals of gum arabic, 200 g. chloral 

hydrate, and 20 g. glycerin. Clearing in clove oil, cedar wood oil, or 

xylene followed by mounting in balsam, diaphanc, or permount wo.s more 

ti.me consuming, and the greator pormanancc of the slides is apparently 

the only advantuge. These latter techniques also require more compl~to 

clGurini to show tho reticulation of the chorion. 

All the eggs found in Stylogastor ferralcs had completed chorions, 

and eggs in enrli0r stages of development were not soen. This is in 

marked contrast to Calodexia in which larvao and oggs in various stages 

of development arG found in the adult females. The mo.ximum number of 

eggs in nny one female seGms to be between 60 and 80. Lopes (1937: 

266) reported 60 in S. stylatu in Brasil. Noither Lopes nor I found 



o.ny eggs, Gith~r in females or on other insects, showing any sign of 

lo.rvo.l development except for the one discussed below. 

Lopes described o.n egg of~- stylo.ta. nhich ho found inserted bo

tv1oen th0 fourth and fifth terga of an undoterminod orthopteran. This 

orthopterun was escaping from a raid swarm of L. praedo.tor above which 

Stylogaster n~d b00n soen hovering and dashing o.fter cockroaches o.nd 

other Orthoptera (Lopos, 1937: 259-260, 267-268). La.tor he reported 

that YThen examining the collection of cockroe.chos at thE:. Institute de 

Biologia. Vegetal in Rio do Jo.noire, Dario Mendes found a Stylogaster 

egg bet·.·1eon torgo. near tho end of the abdomen of o.n adult Chorisoneura 

sp. The speci0s of Styloga.ster to which this egg belongs is not known 

(Lopes, 1937: 289-290). Exnminatton of about 50 cockroaches ta.ken on 

Ba.rro Colorado Island revealed no Stylogaster eggs; however, only about 

ten of these cockroaches were found near army ant raids where Style~ 

gaster was present. 

After our return from Po.n::urta, the examination of tho to.chinids 

o.ssocio.ted with the swarm ro.ids revealed eggs of Stylogo.ster on 

sovcro.l species of C~lodexio. as well as on Androouryops ecitonis 

(Townsend). A tota.l of 1802 Calodexio. and 531 Androeuryops wcro ox

o..minod and 17 Stylogastor eggs wore found, one per fly. Thus, less 

tha.n 0.8% of the tachinids hud Stylogaster oggs on thorn. A suumc.ry 

of these records is givon in tnblo • Of tho 17 eggs found on 

to.chinids, seven a.re S. curro.ni ~nd five a.res. minuta. Those aro two 

of the most corranon species of Stylogaster found (of. table ). How

ever,~- banksi, one of the most comm.on adults, was represented by only 

a single egg. The significance of these data is subject to considerable 

doubt. At least most of these tachinids are large enough to serve as 
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hosts but Calodexia fumosa, £• panamensis, and A. ecitonis would appear 

to be too small. However, the Stylogaster eggs on these three tachinids 

all belong to minuta which is the smallest of the species involved. 

This correlation in size may indicate that the small species of the 

tachinids and Stylogaster parasitize the same host (which may be 

smaller than the hosts of the larger flies), and that the Stylogaster 

lays some eggs on tachinids by mistake. 

It is also noteworthy that of the 17 eggs, 7 were found on Calo

dexia agilis and 3 on C. dives. The incidence of eggs on these two 

tachinids is clearly much higher than would be expected if the eggs were 

laid at random on the flies. (The number of specimens for each species 

of tachinid is given in table .) Here again, the distribution of the 

eggs may be explained if the tachinids parasitize the same host as the 

Stylogaster. 

The position of some of the Stylogaster eggs indicates that they 

may have been inserted accidentally into the tachinids. For example, 

several were found on eyes or wingso Nevertheless, in ten of the 17 

cases, the eggs were found in the intersegmental membranes between ab

dominal terga. This is the same relative position as the t,,70 oggs re

ported by Lopes on Orthoptera. All the eggs were firmly implanted in 

the tachinids. Those in the eyes were inserted below the level of the 

recurrent spines on the sides of the eggs, the ones in intersegmental 

~bdominal membranes were usually implanted for one-third to one-half 

their longthso It nould appear likely that if the egE:,s uere accurately 

placed in a membranous areu, they might penetrate completely inside 

these insects. Judging from the darker areas of cuticle around the 

sites where the eggs hud penetrated the host, most of these eggs had 



probably been in the tachinids for several days. 

Among the specimens of Calodexia examined there were about 20 which 

had abnormal abdomens. Included among these were flies with puncture 

wounds in the sides of terga, flies with asymmetrical bulges between 

terga, and flies with two terga fused together. These abnormal abdo

mens were all dissected, but no Stylogaster larvae nor internal para

sites of arry kind could be found in any of them. 

Of the 17 eggs found on tachinids, only one egg showed development, 

but this was noticed only after the egg had beer. cleared and mounted in 

Hoyer•s medium. This egg contained a first instar larva emerging from 

the blunt end of the egg, which thus must be considered anterior (see 

figures 75 to 77). Although Lopes (1937) has considered the pointed 

end to be anterior, the eggs are arranged in the abdomens of the females 

with the pointed ends directed posteriorly. This would not only be the 

logical orientation for oviposition, considering the shape of the eggs, 

but also would indicate that the blunt end is morphologically anterior, 

since eggs are normally arranged in oviducts in this position. 

Near the pointed posterior end of the egg, a bladder is everted only 

after the egg is deposited, and perhaps contact with moisture or the 

physical stimulus of being forced into the host is necessary before the 

bladder will evert. Eggs removed from the abdomen of a Stylogaster will 

evert this structure after they are cleared if pressure is applied to 

the side of the egg. One function of this bladder must be to help hold 

the egg in the host~ It also may be used to absorb fluid or other 

materials from the host necessary for further development of the em

bryo. Lopes (1937: 268) concluded that the larva must enter the host 

through this structure, but the discovery of the egg with a larva 



emerging from the opposite blunt end makes this hypothesis unlikely. 

Eggs removed from a female show no indication of a weaker area at the 

blunt end. However, after they have been softened and cleared, pres

sure on the side of the egg will cause the blunt tip to bulge out re

vealing a weaker region at that end. There is no distinct operculum, and 

the larva apparently ruptures the end of the egg with its oral hooks 

(possibly after dissolving part of the chorion). The end of the egg 

illustrated in figure 75 shows a thin, frayed edge around the opening 

through which the larva is protruding. 

The buccal armature of the first instar larva, illustrated in 

figure 77, differs considerably from the few conopid larvae which have 

been described by de Meijere (1904), as well as from most higher dip

terous larvae. These other conopid larvae, both in the first instar and 

in later instars, have one, two, or three large oral hooks which may or 

may not have small teeth on them. However, in the Stylogaster larva the 

oral hooks appear to have fused into a single hook with many large, hook

like, teeth of approximately equal size. The pharyngeal sclerites 

(terminology of Roback, 1951) are separate posteriorly but fuse to

gether before they articulate with the oral hook. 

Three possible second instar larvae of Styloqaster were found 

under the following conditions. A cockroach, Eublaberus posticus 

(Erickson), taken in the forest, but not near a swarm raid of army ants, 

was used for an experimental introduction of about 12 larvae from a fe

male Calodexia venteris Curran, on 30 July 1956. Five last instar 

larvae off• venteris were found outside the still-living host on 

5 August, but on the next day the cockroach died. Larvae were still 

seen within the cockroach, and therefore, it was not preserved until 



we were about to leave Panama on 18 August. Subsequent dissection re

vealed 16 additional larvao, and three of these are thought to be Stylo

gaster (2236). (Numbers in parentheses are field numbers for specimens.) 

Each of these three larvae has a large median, ventral oral hook and two 

lateral oral hooks. Each lateral hook has about seven elongate, curved 

teeth which look like a reasonable development from the cluster of more 

blunt teeth illustr~ted in figure 77. These three larvae do not look 

like any known larva0 of Calodexia. Each 11Stylogaster" larva has a pair 

of rathor simple posterior spiracles without large spiracular plates. 

This arrangement of spiracles would be expected in a second instar 

conopid larva, but other parasitic larvae also hav0 similar spiracles. 

Third instar conopid larvae probably would have larger, more sclerotized 

spirucular plates. In addition, both the first instar and the "second 

instar" larvae huve a pair of similo..r "antennae" on the pseudocephalon. 

No Stylogaster eggs were seen on the cockroach when it was examined 

prior to the introduction of the Calodexia larvae nor wh0n it vms lator 

dissected. Two attempts to rear Stylogaster by introducing eggs into u 

cockroach, Eurycotis sp. (2246), and a cricket, Ponca venosu Hobard 

(2245), were unsuccossful. 

In addition to evidence given above on possible hosts of Stylo• 

gaster, there is the incorrect statement by Brauer and B0rgenstamm 

(1893: 84) that Bates (1863) rocords Stylogastor pursuing termites. 

Bates (1863, v. 2: 366) in discussing Stylogaster makes no mention of 

termites, and it his been impossible to find any first hand observation 

to support termites as a host. Bequacrt (1922: 281) calls attontion to 

this error and cites throe repetitions of this mistake including the 

frequently cited classic paper by de Moijere (1904). B0qua0rt•s paper 



has not had appreciable effect on subsequent reviews. Additional 

repetitions of this erroneous host reoord are found in works of Roder. 

(1892: 287), Aldrich (1930: 4), Lopes (1937: 259), and S~guy {1949: 99). 

The hypothesis of Townsend (1897a: 23) and other authors that the 

army ants are the hosts of Stylogaster is not supported by the behavior 

of the flies discussed aboveo In addition, examination of about 150,000 

workers of burchelli, about an equal number of larvae and cocoons of 

burchelli, and about 25,000 workers of praedator, has revealed no Stylo

g~ster eggs nor larvae which might be Stylogaster. Eggs may have been 

overlooked in examining these ants, but they must be very scarce if 

present at allo The worker ants are probably too small for the develop

ment of Stylogaster and development on queens or males would be im~ 

possible, since only a single queen is usually present in a doryline 

colony and males are only present for a brief period during the year. 

No one has even suggested a host for any Stylogaster species which 

has not been found associated with ants. It is significant that the 

range of Stylogaster extends beyond the range of Eciton burchelli and 

Labidus praedator. This is seen most clearly in the United States 

where the genus can be found as far north as Massachusetts, far outside 

the range of any doryline ant. 

In summary, it appears that the most likely hosts for Stylogaster 

are cockroaches and possibly other Orthoptera. Some species may be para

sitic on Tacninidae, or tho eggs found on them may be solely accidental. 

A seemingly less likely hypothesis would be that these eggs hatch and 

the larvae get on their true hosts when th& tachinids parasitize the 

same host. The one cas0 cited above of both 11Stylogaster" and tachinid 

larvae in the same host would indicate that they are not incompatible, 



though the "Stylogaster" did not develop to maturity. The failure of 

all tho larvae to develop in this instance is quite likely due to the 

large number (21 or more) of larvae in the relatively small host. 

The Stylogaster specios which are found over army ant swanns prob

ably are not absolutely dependent upon the doryline ants in any way. 

However, it appears that their association with the ants gives them a 

major advantage in finding their hosts. Without the ants to flush out 

the Orthoptera, Stylogaster would apparently have to be present at the 

momont when a potential host runs from cover. Some species of Stylo

gaster might be unable to find their hosts because of the secretive 

nature or nocturnal habits of cockroaches. However, the Stylogaster 

species which are not associated with ants, such as the species found in 

the Unitod States, may be parasitic on Tachinidae or Orthoptera which 

aro more easily found. 

Androeuryops 

Townsend (1897b) described the Tachinid, Hyalomyia ecitonis, from 

a series of flies collected by sweeping over a swarm raid of Eciton 

foreli (:burchelli) in southern Mexico. Baneway (1960) has examined 

part of the typo series and has based a nevi genus, Androeuryops, on 

these specimens. Androeuryops ecitonis was also found in largo numbers 

over swann raids of both burchelli and praedator in Pana.ma (see table 

). As in some of tho species of Calodexia discussed below, the pro

portion of A. ecitonis found over burchelli was much higher than would 

bo predicted on the basis of tho time spent collecting ov0r the two ant 

species. Of a total of 531 specimens of this species, only two were 

collected by sweeping where thero wero no ants. In marked contrast to 



Calodexia in which almost all specimens which were collected over swarms 

are females, 345 specin1ens, or almost two-thirds of the Androeuryops 

taken., wore males. 

Although the populations of Stylogaster and Calodexia remained 

rather constant from February to August, there was a great change in 

that of Androeuryops. From February through about tho first half of 

May, Androeuryops was very abundant, and more than 20 specimens could 

be collected in 15 minutes over an avero.ge sizod swann of burchelli. 

The maximum o.bundance was observed on 16 February 1956, when in one 

hour 216 specimens were taken over a single raid. From 25 May to 18 

August the :maximum number taken in o. 15 minute period was nine speci

mens. Evon when over 100 Calodexia were taken, only an occasional 

Androeuryops was found. Therefore, for unknown reasons, Androeuryops 

is abundo.nt in the dry season and early rainy season and then rapidly 

decreases in abundance. This seasonal fluctuation was so marked that 

it probably was not unique to 1956. a complete list of tho records for 

.:mdroeuryops ecitonis is givon below in the "List of Field Numbers with 

Collecting Data for Flies." 

The adults were not seen to hover like Stylogaster, and on only 

two occasions wore they seen to fly aft~r cockroaches. In both cases 

the cockroaches were also boing pursued by Calodexia. The large number 

of specimens found from February to May and the constancy of their 

presence over the swarms, but not near tho bivouac, indicate that they 

are definitely associated with the army ants. Probably they are para

sitic on some arthropod flushod out by the antso Tho female lays eggs 

and probably inserts them within the host judging from the large, 

pointod, and heavily sclerotized ovipositoro Both tho egg and ovi-



positor havo b0on described by Beneway (1960). 

The Beho.vior of Calodexia 

The tachinid genus Calodexia includes 13 species which have been 

taken on Barro Colorado Island over swarm raids of Labidus praedator 

and/or Eciton burchelli. Whereas Stylogaster females o.ppear to out

number the males slightly, 1783 fema.les but only five males of Co.lo

dexia were taken over swarms. Curran (19340.: 1-2) also reported that 

the males "a.re seldom, if over, found associated ,·.ri th ants" and "o.ro 

remarkably rare oonsidoring the abundance of fomo.l0s." In his extensive 

collecting of Diptera on Barro Colorado Island, Curran found mo.les 

resting on vegetation not near ants and collected 20 specimens, com

pared with about 150 fetn.:lles taken over ant swarms. I found only one 

male on vegetation where no ants were seen. Two series of Calodexia 

which were reared included a total of six males and fivo females, sug

gesting that the unusual sox ratio near ants is based mo.inly on a dif

forence in the behavior or survival of the adults. 

Like Stylogo.ster, Calodexia o.ppea.rs near tho bmvouo.c when a swarm 

raid is starting and stays with the swarm front o.s it advances. How-

0ver, Calodexia never hovers for more than an instant and normo.lly rosts 

on tho low vegetation in tho middle of the swarm of ants. Calodoxio. is 

not as easily frightened o.way as Styloga.ster and sweeping over o. raid 

Bv7arm intermittently for en hour doos not seem to diminish the numbor of 

tachinids. It is also possible to coll0ct them vn.th un aspire.tor when 

they are resting near the swo.rm fronto 

As the swarm ndvances farther from the bivouac, the width of the 

swurm front also normo.lly increases to a maximum of 10 to 15 meters. 



At the same time the Calodexia and Androeuryops become more numerous. 

This is shown by the collection series (1170-1172 and 1411-1415) where 

sweeping was done in three and five successive timed intervals over two 

swarms and the flies recorded separately for each period. On one day 

during the first 30 minutes of sweeping (9:45 to 10:45 a.m.) 19 Calo

dexia and 36 Androeuryops were taken. During the two following 15-

minute periods the numbers of Calodexia increased to 22 and 34 and 

Androeuryops increased to 53 and 127. Over the other colony flies were 

taken in five 15-rninute periods starting at 10:00 a.m. The Calodexia 

totals are: 16, 15, 31, 49, and 13. The Androeuryops totals are: 7, 14, 

37, 32, and 24. The decrease in the number of flies durinr the last 

period from 11:00 to 11:15 a.m. is correlated with a decrease in raid· 

intensity as the ants entered the siesta period. 

On one occasion a winged cockroach was flushed out by a burchelli 

swarm, and the cockroach WRS seen to jerk away as three Calodexia darted 

at it as it ran ten centimeters up a small plant. A few seconds later 

while one fly hovered for an instant over the abdomen of the cockroach, 

the other two sat on the leaf only three centimeters from the cockroach. 

The ants then captured the cockroach. Although the Calodexia hovered 

over cockroaches or crickets, they darted at them only when the orthop

terans were running or flying. Several Calodexia would rest near 

motionless Orthoptera without making any attempt to attack them until 

they started to flee. With winged cockroaches the attack in flight may 

be necessary in order to deposit the larvae directly on the abdomen or 

under the edges of the terga. However, the flies also waited for wing

less cockroaches to move before they would attack. It seems likely that 

they are able to see most of these cockroaches since the flies hovered 



directly over themo From the standpoint of survival of Calodexia 

larvae, it would nuturally be important to get them on healthy, not 

injured or dend, hosts. Although the Cnlodexia flew after cockroaches 

and crickets they showed little interest in the numerous spiders which 

ran from the swarm fronts. At times they flew about 30 cm. after a 

spider but then turned away and rested on a leaf. None of the flies 

showed any attraction tow~rd a.mphipods, isopods, phalangids, scorpions, 

millipede, centipedes, reduviids, coreiids, pcntatomids, cicadas, nor 

scarabaeids. Theso are o.mong the more common other arthropods flushed 

out by the ants, and the number of observations on euch of them at the 

swarm front varies from throe to 30 or more. 

The species of Calodexia all behave similarly with respect to their 

positions around the ant s-vro.rm. They are seldom in the fan area but 

always can be found throughout the area where the ant svmnn is most 

dense as well as in advance of the front by about two meters. If in 

tho fan area, th&y were usually in small groups around or hov0ring over 

Orthoptera being attacked by the ants. The only times that the diff~rent 

species appoarod to show any species-specific behavior wu.s whon an 

occasiona.l cockroach or cricket ran from the ant swarm. On a few oc

casions when it was possible to get closo onough, it wo.s noticed that 

flies of only~ sizo were pursuing an orthopteran. None of the 

species of Calodexia are distinctive enough to make specific recognition 

possible in the field. However, since some are more then twice as large 

as others, on a few occasions it was possible to note that as many as 

three species were attracted to a single cockroach. 

The species of Calodexia al_l rest close to the ground and seem to 

be found on vegetation more than 50 cm. from the ground only when lower 
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perches are not available. The flies will rest on the ground but 

apparently prefer slightly elevated perches. They frequently rest on 

fallen leaves, especially where the edges and tips are curled away from 

the ground. Ants are continually running up on their perches; and the 

flies constantly shift, usually avoiding contact with the raiding ants. 

At times the ants touch a Calodexia with their antennae or legs, but no 

adult fly was ever seen captured, nor were they ever found among thou

sands of pieces of booty examined. When the flies shift to a new perch 

to keep up with the swarm or to avoid the ants, they seem to land on any 

open surface. Then thoy usually shift position in order to face down

ward, but they did not seem to show any preference as to whether they 

faced toward or av;ay from the direction in which the swarm front was 

moving. At times Calodexia is so abundant that there are about ten 

flies in an area 30 cm. square. In such cases, whenever on0 fly shifts 

position a few centimeters, or another one lands noarby, many of the 

flies in the immediute vicinity fly at least ten centimeters to a new 

spot. 

On every occasion when I have observed the start or end of a 

burchelli or praedator sv1arm raid, the suddonnoss with which these 

flies appear or disappear has beon impressive. Sl~eeping throughout an 

area with a radius of ton L!eters from a burcholli bivouac revealed no 

Calodexia, or at most about ten specimens. Ten to twenty minutes later, 

when a smo.11 swarm raid had advanced only a few square meters, more 

than 50 Calodexia could be found near the swarm front. Apparently they 

havo a good sense of smell and probably spend much time flying through 

tho forest whenever they are not accompanying a swarm. It seems strange 

that they were not found moro frequently near the bivouac itself. 
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Although the number of flies increases as the swarm front develops 

during the morning, this increase in numbers is dep0ndent more on th0 

sizo and intensity of tho raid rather than on its duration. The number 

of flies decreases during the siesta period even though at that time the 

raid has b0on in progress for several hours and the ants are spread out 

over the maximum areao The changes in the numbor of flies may be de

pendant upon changes in a "raiding odor 11 or some stimulating chemical 

produced by the ants which not only excites the ants, but may also 

attract tho flies. A bivouac of burchelli hns a much stronger odor 

than a raid to th0 humo.n sense of smell, but this may not be true for 

the flies. 

Whon rain interrupts a swarm raid many of tho ants go under leaves, 

and others roturn to the bivouac. Calodexia also will go under leaves, 

but a surprising number of them stuy on the upper exposed surfaces, and 

as they get splashed by tho rain drops, they wipe the droplets off their 

bodies with their legs. 

When sweeping for flies over tho ants, ov0n though no attempt was 

made to sort the specimens us soon as they were collected, it wa.s 

immediately evident that several swarms of L. praedator had a much 

higher proportion of the larger species of Calodexia tho.n did burchclli 

swarms. Lnter, whon all the specimens h~d been sorted, distinct dif

feroncos among the spccios of Calodexia associated with tho two species 

of ants were found, as summarized in table It vm.s estimated that 

approximo.tely 770 minutes were spent sweeping over swarm raids of bur

chelli and 325 minutes over praedntor (based on the totul time of inter

mittent sweeping and transferring specimens to killing bottles). Almost 

all collections wore n~de betvveon 10:00 n.m. and noon when the swan1s 



are largest and the flios most o.ctiv00 A list of the dai:ios and times 

when theso collections were made is given at the end of this paper. 

Those data wore analysed by the G-test (Woolf, 1957; Kullback, 1959) to 

detormine if the numbers of flies of 00.ch spocios collected over the two 

species of ants differed significantly from the proportion expected on 

the basis of the time spent sweeping over these two species (770:325). 

Th€i values for G wore compared with tho Chi-square distribution which 

closely approximates th~t for G. It is interesting that those compari

sons all show either no significant difference from what might be ex

pected based on the totul collecting times, or else they are highly 

significe.nt, with no borderline co.sos. It is clear thl'tt six of tho 12 

sp~cies tested show a prefor0nc0 for one or the other ~nt species, ~nd 

in two cases, dives and panumensis this is especially marked. 

The b·iological significance of these results is doubtful. It is 

possible that some species of Calodexia are attracted to one species of 

ant more than to the other on tho basis of the odor differences of the 

ants with no survival advantages for the fly. Howovor, for certain 

species of Culodoxiu, thero mo.y be an o.dvanto.go nttributo.ble to the 

difforent raiding behavior of the ants. The more subterranean Lo.bidus 

pro.edator clearly raids to a larger degree under leaves and othor ob

jects which ure close to the ground. Boca.use of this difference in 

raiding, it is probable thut praedo.tor drives out some species of 

o.rthropods which are not often disturbed by burchelli. The workers of 

praodator a.re smaller than those of burchelli, and the former o.ppear to 

capture more sraallor arthropods whilo perhaps missing more of the lo.rgcr 

orthoptoro.ns. In addition, buroholli raids more frequently and much 

higher up trees, going near the tops of tho tallest treas more than 



30 meters from the ground. It is not known whether any of the flies 

follow the swarm raids in these trees, but this arboreal raiding must 

drive out many arthropods not found on the forest floor. Other than 

the gross behavior of the ants, there is no evidence for a di.£ference 

in the proportions of potential hosts driven out, since no quantitative 

nor qualitntive study of the arthropods either driven out or eaten by 

the c.nts hes been mado. Knowledge of the hosts may eventually support 

the observed differences in tho proportions of the different Calodexia 

species associated with the two species of army ants. Howover, at this 

time no reliable conclusion can be reached because far too few hosts aro 

kn~m. 

In addition to Calodexia associated with burchelli and praedator, 

two specimens were found near the unusual swarm raid of Eciton vagans 

(discussed earlier, under Stylogaster). After the bivouac of this 

colony was located and, the queen, a large sample of the workers, and 

part of the sexual brood were taken, it was discovered that Calodexia 

had been attracted to the ants milling around the bivouac site. About 

50 flies were in the area and 18 were taken. In contrast to this 

experience with a disturbed bivouac of vagans, no Calodexia could be 

found near the ants milling around more than 20 nests of E. hamatum 

which had been similarly disturbed. As with all other species of 

Eciton, the odor from a bivouac of E. h8.D".atum becomes much stronger 

when the ants are disturbedo 

The Life Cycle of Calodexia 

Although Calodexia is much more numerous around the swarm front 

than Stylogaster, there are fewer records of its presence and less 



speculation about its biology. This is probably due to the unusual 

morphology of Stylogaster and the fact that the Tachinidae are poorly 

known taxonomically. Calodexia is not conspicuously different from 

hundreds of other genera of higher Diptera, and very little work has 

been done on the taxonomy of the genus even though it is widely dis

tributed from Mexico to Brasil (and probably Argentina). The most 

extensive previous collection was made by Curran, who has also described 

most of the species of Cnlodexia. He gavo only brief comments on their 

association with army ants and decided that the flies parasitized cock

roaches since they flew after them (Curran, 1934a: 1-2). Curran did not 

know whether Calodexia deposited eggs or larvae and did not identify any 

of the ants or cockroaches involved. The only positive infonnation on 

thoir life cycle was given by Lopes (1937: 260) who reared "Calodexia 

?venteris 11 from one specimen of Periplaneta americana, apparently taken 

as it was escaping from a swarm raid of Labidus praedator. 

All females of Calodexia which were examined had more than 25 larvae 

in their oviducts, and some had over 200 arranged in dense, continuous 

spirals, showing progressive development from small eggs to actively 

squirming larvae. It is very easy to slit the membrane between the 

first and second abdominal segments and remove the posterior segments 

from either a dried or fresh specimen. Dried abdomens then can bo 

softened in hot water or Nesbitt 1 s clearing solution and th& oviducts 

and larvae removed. Lnrvao from dried spocimons arc readily expanded 

and cleared in Nesbitt's solution and can be n1ountod 1ircctly on slides 

in Hoycr's medium. (Soothe section on 11The Life Cycle of Stylogaster" 

for formulas of these solutions.) First instar larvae of eight species 

were examined; these all showed specific characters. 



The first instar larvae have an indistinct pseudocephalon which 

lacks spines and shows no clear separation from the first thoracic 

segment. (The terminology for the larvae used here follows that of 

Robuck [f9sg.) The three thoracic segments havo very fine spinules in 

segmental bands and some species hn.ve ventral patches of strong spines 

on the mesa- and metathoracic segments. All first instar larvae ex

amined have strong bands of abdominal spines. These bands are composed 

of about five rows of spines of varying lengths and shap~s, arranged so 

that the spines are contiguous for most of the width of the larva. The 

arrangement and shape of these spines are useful for separating species. 

There are hooks at the posterior end of the body nGar tho simple pos

terior spiracles, and thes0 hooks probably are used to hold on to p~rt 

of the host's tracheal system. The buccal armature is thin and long 

with broad or long, thin, sharp hooks. These lurvae appear well-adapted 

for piercing a host and for moving on most surfaces. Females dropped 

larvae when they were etherized, killed in cyanide bottles, or if their 

ubdowens were squeezed. These larvao were very active when they came 

out of the female. Probably they are dropped on the surfaco of the host 

and then burrow into it, since tho larvipositor of tho female shows no 

piercing ~daptations. Although all instars have excellent specific 

charo.cters ~mong tho fer, species where more thun the first instar is 

known, there do not seem to be any spooific oh~racters which are stable 

throughout the larval period. Therefore, it is impossibl0 to identify 

lnter instars by comparison with th0 larva6 removed ~rom adult flios. 

The sGcond instars loso th€ prominent bnnds of spines but retain 

bonds of spinulcs or roughened areas. The oral hooks become much 

broader and vary different in shape, prothoracic spiraclos develop, and 
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there is n promin0nt papilla (antenna?) at each antorol~ternl ~ngle of 

the pseudocephalon. The third instar l~rva has u pair of large posterior 

spiracular plates with poritramos which are almost closed. A button and 

throo elongate, almost str~ight, spiracul~r slits ar0 found on each 

plato. The oral hooks are shorter and brander than in the second in

st~r and there uro tv10 sm~ll holes in the central area of the basal 

part of each hook. The ventral edges of the hooks may have a serios of 

fino teeth. 

Only one series of C1lodoxia w~s roarod to ~dults from a determined 

host parasitized in the forest under natural conditions. This series of 

eight £• interrupta was reared from a gryllid., Ponca venosa Hebard 

(2260-X), which was taken as it was running from a swarm raid of~

chelli. Three to five adults of Calodexia were seen to fly closely 

after the cricket as it ran about a meter in advance of the ants. This 

cricket was taken on 7 August 1956, and on 11 August nine puparia were 

found in the rearing vial. Four males emerged on 21 August and four 

females on 22 August. No fly emerged from the ninth puparium, and no 

additional larvae could be found in the cricket. Thus, the larval stage 

was very short, with a duration of about four days; and the pupal stage 

lasted 10 to 11 days. No larvae were found in four additional specimens 

of Ponca venosa (2231, 2157) which wer& dissected 4, 6, 16, and 28 days 

after groups of Calodexia were seen flying after them in front of raid 

swarms. 

In addition to this one case where the species of both host and 

parasite are known, ther<:; are several less complete cases o One .·Qlle

dexia pupa was reared from a cockroach (2259) ta.ken on 1 August as it 

was running while pursued by L. praedator and Calodexia. The cockroach 



died on 5 August, and the single puparium was found on 6 August, but 

no adult emerged. The oral hooks from this puparium are very similar to 

those from a known.£• venteris puparium, but positive identification 

cannot be made until other puparia are ~vailable. 

A gryllid, Eneopt~ra sp. (2205), taken as it was running away from 

a swarm raid of Labidus praedator on 27 July, was dissected on the same 

day. Three first instar Co.lodexia larvae near agilis or intorrupta 
.• ;' 

were found inside near the dorsum of the first abdominal segment. 

These larvae were not firmly imbedded nor attached to any tissue, but 

they may have shifted in position after the cricket was killed. A 

second Eneoptera sp. (2184) taken under similar conditions was dissected 

60 hours after the time of suspected larvipositiono Three small second 

instar larvae and nine early third instars, perhaps of the same species, 

were found in it. In a third speci.:·1en of Eneoptera (2231) taken in 

similar circumstances no larvae could be found. 

Two cockroaches, Epilampra azteca Saussure (2069-A, 2069-B), were 

taken escaping from a praedator swarm on 5 July. One was dissected that 

day and no larvae were found in it. The second specimen was dissected 

24 hours after the time of suspected larviposition, and nine larvae were 

found in it. All these appear to be second instar Calodexia larvae. 

These larvae were found close to the abdominal body wall of the cock

roach except for one or two which were either close to the gut or were 

pulled away from the body wall when the cockroach was dissected. A sub

sequent attempt to introduce Calodexia larvae into a specimen of Epi

lampra azteca (2295) was unsuccessful and when it was dissected after 

eight days, no larvae could be found. 

A cockroach nymph (2069-C) which could not be identified to genus 



was taken at the same time as the above mentioned Epilampra. When it 

was running from the ants, it was clearly seen to be pursued by several 

females of one of the largest species of Calodexia and by no other 

flies. A puparium was found on 15 August in the rearing vial with this 

cockroach, but the larva probably came out of the cockroach several days 

earliero No adult emerged from this puparium. In Decemb-::,r 1959 the 

puparium was dissected and an advanced, but light-colored, female pupa 

of Calod~xia dives was found in it. In spite of the incomplete develop

ment this specimen could be determined since it is the only Calodexia 

which lacks presutural acrosticals and has one pair of postsutural 

acrosticals. Although other spGcies of Calodexia were flying nearby, 

it is noteworthy thut only large Calodexia were seen to pursue these 

last three cockroaches. Ho.-lever, the nymph in which the dives developed 

was a small host, only about 15 nun. long. On one occasion a single.£· 

dives was taken as it and at least tv10 other smo.ller species hovered 

over a cricket (?Ponca venosa) being attacked by the ants, 

About 12 larvae from Calodexia venteris were introduced into each 

of tv10 specimens of Eublaberus posticus (Erickson) (2235, 2236) on 30 

July 19560 On 6 August four puparia and one n~ture larva were found 

outside of the second cockroach, and two males nnd one female C. ven

teris em0rged from theso puparia on 18 August. hlthough the cockroach 

appeured weak, it remained alive until 6 uugust. It was not preserved 

in a.lcohol until 18 .iiugust, however, since additional la.rvac were still 

seen inside ito When the cockroach was dissected, four first or second 

insta.r larvae wero found which were probably laid on the cockroach after 

it died. Nine s0cond instur larvae, which might bo Ca.lodcxia, and the 

threo larger second instar larvae, which were discussed above us 



possible Stylogaster,w&ro also found. 

In hopes of rearing spocimons of mules, which are almost impossible 

to find near the ant swarms, Calodexia larvae wore introduced into ad

ditional insects which were readily available at the laboratory. The 

following insects were tried: prepupae and pupae of Polistes and a 

sphecid muddauber, tettigoniids (Chloroscirtus discocercus Rehn, 

Euceraia spo, Microccntrum stylatum Hebard, M. philammon Rehn, Micro

centrum sp., and Phylloptero. dimidiata Brunner), gryllids (undetermined 

nymphs), and cockroaches (Eurycotis sp., Periplaneta brunnea [!,urm;J, 

and undetermined nymphs). No larvae completed development in any of 

these "hosts", although in a. fow cases they wore seen moving under the 

body wo.11 for at lea.st~ do.y following the insertion of the larvuo. 

Several first instars o.t loast doubled in size, ~nd two£· fumosa larvae 

(2242-C) developed to second insturs in a tettigoniid v.rhich died n f0w 

hours after they were inserted. 

In summary, the known fragments concerning the beh~vior and biology 

of Calodexia indicate th~lt the different specios :ire all lurviparous o.nd 

internal par.;.sites of Blctttoid0a and Gryllidn0. Tho lo.rvo.l period is 

only four or five days o.nd tho pupal stage lasts ten or 11 days. These 

were reared under fluctuating lo.boro.tory conditions at around 28° C 

which is slightly ~anner than forost floor temperatures. Even allowing 

for the possibility tho.t some first instar larvae were overlooked in 

dissocting the hosts, it is cle~r that of the cockroaches and crickets 

which escape the ants, 50% to 90% arc subs0quently par~sitized by tho 

flies accompanying tho n.nts. In most cases this po.ro.sitism is fatal to 

the host. 



Observations on the Taxonomy of Cnlodexin 

I.ill 23 known species of Co.lodexio. aro included below in a table of 

diagnostic characters and a key. Additional records and clarifications 

of the original descriptions are also given for all species found on 

Barro Colorado Island. Nine species in the genus have not been examined 

by the author, and the brief treatment of them is abstracted from the 

published descriptions. About 170 specimens, representing thirteen 

species, were previously known from Barro Colorado Island. Since most 

of these species were based on few individuals, examination of 1802 

additional specimens from this locality has revealed a few errors and 

more variation than reported in the original descriptions. Possible 

geographical variation is not involved here because all the specimens 

are from the type locality except for the specimens of similis and 

fumosa. 

In the generic and specific diagnoses given below, all characters 

which are not mentioned are considered to agree with the original de

scriptions. Only additions or major modifications of the descriptions 

are included. Information on specific characters which can be easily 

presented in table is not repeated in the comments for each species 

unless some clarification seems desirable. 

Throughout the present treatment the terms used by Curran (1934a, 

1934b) have been used, but in some cases modifications of these terms 

have been made in an attempt to be more precise. The method of de

scribing the arrangement of bristles follows that used by many dip

terists, e.g., acrosticals 1-3 means that there is one pair of pre

sutural and three pairs of postsutural acrostical bristles. The term 



frontals is used for the row of bristles along the inner edge of the 

parafrontals and includes both the proclinate and rcclinate orbital 

bristles. The width of the eye is measured perpendicularly to the 

median margin of the eye when the head is observed perpendicularly to 

the anterior surface. Abdominal terga are numbered as in Curran, i.e. 

the 11first tergum 11 is the first obvious segment, but morphologically, 

it is the second tergum. Other terms are explained here v7ith reference 

to table , and the abbreviations used in that table are given in 

parentheses. A question mark(?) indicates that the state of a char

acter cannot be determined with certainty from the published description. 

Where several states are included for the san~ character, the most com

mon state is underlined; e.g., number of bristles 2-3. This indicates 

most specimens have two bristles, but an occasional fly or possibly as 

many as ten percent of the specimens have three bristles. Where frac

tions are used, e. go, 1/2 (abbreviated 1S 1), 2/3 (2), the abbre

viation 1-2 means from 1/2 to 2/3. For all thoracic and abdominal 

characters using patterns of pollen or vittae, the sp0cimens should be 

viewed with the light striking the spocimen at a slightly posterior 

angle. Smo.11 bristlGs have been included in the counts of bristles 

when they are only slightly larger than neighboring hairs and in the 

"correct posi~ions." When looking perpendicularly at o. section of body 

wall using a microscopo with a bright light and 40x magnification, 

"white" hairs usua.lly cannot bo seen although they ca.n be seen when the 

specimen is turned more obliquely to the line of sight. "Black" hairs 

can be seen in perpendicular view as well as in oblique view and a.re 

usually shorter and coarser than whito hairs. "Black" hairs in some 

lights have a. brownish or reddish shoen. 



Throughout this paper the following colors are referred to only by 

the primary color: orange, usually a dull, pale, slightly brownish

orange (o); yellow, a dull, pale straw color or slightly brownish yel

low (y); gold (g); brown (br); black, due to pollen often appears 

brownish in some lights (b); bluish (bl); white to pale gray-white (w)6 

Combinations of those symbols are also used; eo g., (obr) a orange

brown; (o-br) = orange to brown (where color varies from orange to 

brovm in a single specimen or species). All observations were made with 

a stereoscopic microscope using 40X magnification and a fairly bright 

light (Spencer microscope light). Under lower magnification and dimmer 

light the colors look darker and closer to the colors as given in Curran 

(1934a). 

Notes applicable only to an individual character are given below -

and are nmnbered to correspond to the numbers in the left hand column of 

table • 

1. Color of occipital pollen: mostly white to yellowish on posterior 

aspect of head, but dorsal and median black bands of pollen may be 

present (w); mostly black, but lateral edges may be whitish (b). 

Specimens should be examined laterally to see maximum amount of 

white pollen. 

2. Downward extent of row of black bristles along outer edge of occiput 

measured us fraction of length of eye: fractions 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 

and 4/4 (extending completely under eye) arc abbroviated as 1, 2, 

3, and 4. Head is observed laterally to determine length of eye 

and extent of occipital bristles. 

3. Width of palp: nearly equal throughout its length or enlarged 

apically to about twice the width of basal half (o); greatly 



enlarged near apex to three or four times width of basal half 

(en). 

7. Anterior outer dark vittae of mvsothorax: do not extend anteriorly 

to reach the position of median sublaterals (ne); extend to 

level of median sublaterals (es); extend anteriorly beyond 

position of median sublaterals (ea). Where outer dark vittae are 

greatly narrowed but continued as fine lines to ~nterior surface 

of thor!lX, only bro~d main vittae arc considored. Whore there is 

a d~rker stripe in the middle of an area lacking white pollen, 

the entire dark area is considered to be the vitta, not only the 

darker stripe. 

8. Median postsutural dark vittae of mesothora.x: united for approxi

mately their entire lengths to fonn a single broad vitta, but 

median section of this vitta may be more grey or have a fow 

light pollon spots (u); separated directly behind suture by 

light pollen but joined posteriorly for about one-half their 

lengths (sbs); separated for entire lengths behind suture (sel). 

9. Light colored postsutural mesothoracic vittno which sep~rato outer 

dark vittae from median dark vittae: abs0nt, so that all post

sutural dark vittae arc united for at least half their lengths, 

usually appearing as wide solid black fascia across thorax be

hind suture (a); narrow, at widest point about half width of an 

outer dark vitta (n); about equal in width to an outer black 

vitta (e). 

11. Marginnl scutellar bristles include laterul bristles and large pair 

on posterior lateral angles of scutellum but not apical marginals. 

(Townsend Lf912: 30EJ includ0s posterior lateral marginals with 



apicals.) 

14. Infrasqurunal cilia ure sometimes reduced or absent. 

20. Posterior femora when seen vontrally: only proxima.l ono-third to 

throe-fourths orange (po); or color of entire ventral surface 

except distal extremity (o, br, otc.). Specimens should b~ 

turned to view post0rior fomora from soveral angles to soo mnxi

mum o.m.ount of light color in ventral view. 

21. Ventral yellow cilia uro arranged in mar€ distinct rows than major

ity of hnirs on ventrul surface of femur, and longest cilia are 

at least as long ~s thickness of tibia. Few scattered hairs on 

inner or outer central margins not considered to be rows unless 

they extend along at least half length of femuro 

22. Color of shining dors~l abdominal pollen (ignoring duller grny

white pollen). Specimens examined with light strikinb dorsal 

surface approximo.tely porpondicularly to give brightest ~nd most 

highly colored reflection from pollen. 

23. Color of dorsum of first t0rgum (ignoring pollen): orange, may 

have a weak middorsal dark stripe (o); orange with strong mid

dorsal durk stripe about ~s wido as distance botwoen marginals 

(os); entirely brown (br); or black, usuo.lly with brown pollen 

(b). 

24. -~Vhitish pollen on dorsum of first abdominal torgum: abundant and 

dense at ~ny point in dorsal view (dwp); absent or sparse (n). 

25. Light pollen of vontrul ~rons of both first und second ubdominal 

terga: equally white and dense (e); cbsont or much less whito 

and less dense on first compared with second torgum (a); nbsent 

or weak on ventors of both terga (aa). 



26. Pale pollen on s6cond ~bdominnl t~rgum: not int0rrupted by median 

longitudino.l stripe (ni); intGrruptcd for ~lmost entire length 

of tergum by narrow dark or pollenless medinn stripo less than 

half as wide us distance betweGn distals (ns); interrupted by 

wide, dark or pollonless stripe at loo.st ~s broad ns distance 

betwoon distals (ws). Spocimens should bo observed in posterior 

dorsal view to show mo.ximum oxtent of palo pollen. 

28. Lateral marginals a.ro same as 11l!lteral bristles" of some authors. 

Ventral marginals include bristles on tergu.m vontra.l to latora.ls. 

29. Pa.le pollen on third a.bdominal terguin: oxtending posteriorly to 

margin b0twcon m0dia.n m~rginals (ex); not extending posteriorly 

between median marginals, but small marginal spot not connectod 

with pa.lo ba.sal fascia. mny be prosont (ne)o 

32. Dark fa.scia. on 4th tGrgurn: absent (a); or extending basally from 

media.n apical n~rgin of the torgum 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, or 4/4 distance 

to basa.l margin (abbreviated 1, 2, 3, 4 respoctivoly). Tho 

entire surface of torgum should be observed from behind to de

termine mo.:x:imum contrast between white pollen nnd dark fascia. 

34. Body lGngth is moo.sured from anterior surf~ce of third a.ntonnnl 

segment (when it is in norma.l position closo ago.inst surface of 

head) to most posterior pa.rt of abdomen (not to end of lurvi

positor or most posterior pnrt of abdomen in a. morphologicul 

sense). 

36. Total number of specimens and number of types oxaminod by prosont 

author are listed in detail under discussions of ouch species. 

~ Tho numbor of specimens is given in paronthosos and refers to 

ferrcles unless males are indicated. All specimens wero taken 



on Barro Colorado Island, and details concerning their col

lection are given in a list of all field numbers at the end of 

the species discussions. 

Calodexia van der Wulp 

Calodexia van der Wulp (1891: 257). 

376, 1893: 130-131), diagnosis. 

Brauer and Bergenstannn (1891: 375-

Coquillett (1910: 517), Q. majuscula 

designated as type species. Townsend (1927: 219), key. Curran 

(1934a: 2~3), diagnosis. Curran (in Curran, et al. 1934: 505-506), 

diagnosis. Curran (1934b: 432, 439, 461), key, figures of head, wing. 

Oestrogaster Townsend (19l2: 310; 1914: 28). Townsend (1927: 223), key~ 

Aldrich (1929: 21). 

Oestrogastropsis Townsend (1915: 424). Townsend (1927: 223), key. 

Aldrich (1929: 21). 

Oestrogastrodes Townsend (1915~ 425). Townsend (1927: 225), key. 

Aldrich (1929: 21). 

The generic diagnosis given by Curran (1934a: 2-3) is considered 

to be correct except for the following modifications. 

Occiput with white or yellowish pile and black, white, or yellowish 

pollen; row of black occipital bristles extends downward at least half 

length of eye. Cheek at narrowest point l/7th to I/15th as wide as 

height of eye(= maximum length of eye); ocellars short and weak; 

outer verticals present in females, may be absent in males; palpus with 

parallel sides or slightly enlarged at apex and with rounded or bluntly 

pointed tip, some males with apex of palpus swelled to form ovoid club; 

prementurn about twice as long as wide in lateral view. Dorsocentrals 

2-3, rarely 3-3; acrosticals usually 1-1, sometimes 0-0, 0-1, 1-3, 2-1, 



2-3, 3-1, 3-3, rarely 0-2, 1-2, 2-1, or 2-2, one or more pairs often 

weak; no pr0suturul intra-alar (= posterior sublntoral); nnterior 

intra-nlar often weo.k but rarely absont; prosutural present. Middle 

of propleuron bar0; mesopleuron ~nd sternoplouron with fine white, 

yellowish, or coarser black hairs. Scutellurn with tv10 to four pairs 

of w.a.rginuls; first pnir strong; last pair, locatod on posterior 

lateral angle of scutellum, also strong; intermediate pair(s) weak·or 

absent; in addition, a woak or strong apical pair or rarely two weak 

apical pairs ma.y bo present; pollon of scutellum usunlly dark basally, 

light at apex, but sometimes entirely light or dark. Squoma white, 

often with faint brown or pale yellow-bro\?ll tinge in center or on most 

of posterior lobe; infrasquamal setulae usually present and black, 

sometimes absent or yellow. Middle femur with two, occasionally one or 

three, anterior bristles near middle. Males often with dense rov; of 

yello1-.r hairs along inner ventral margin of hind femur, sometimes with 

ro-rrs on both inner and outer margins or no distinct roi;.r. Middle tibia 

usually with one ventral bristle near middle, sometimes a second shorter 

bristle or no ventral bristle near middle; anterior tibiae with one 

posterior bristle near middleo Abdomen black, often partially yellow, 

orange, or reddish and with pale pollen; second and third terga of most 

species each with basal band of whitish pollen which widens medially; 

first and second abdominal terga each with a pair of median marginals 

and a pair of lateral marginals, sometimes with weak ro'lil of lateral 

marginals; third tergwn usually with one pair of discals, ocoasionally 

one row of four or more; fourth tergum without discals or with one or 

two rows or a pair. 



Key to Species of Calodexia 

(Modified from that in Curran Lf934a: 3-47.) 

l. Occipital pollen mostly black •• o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2• 

Occipital pollen mostly white or yellowish •••••••••••••••••• 3. 

2 (1). Acrosticals 3-1 or 2-1; pale pollinose fascia on second tergum 

broadly interrupted in middle; one pair of median margin

als and ono or more pairs of lateral and ventral margin-

3 (1). 

4 ( 3). 

als on second tergtun.o•••••••••••••••••••fumosa Townsend. 

Acrostica.ls 1-1; pale pollinose fascia on second tergum 

entire; continuous rov; of marginals along entire edge of 

second tergum •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• aldriohi Curran. 

Without .~crostical bristles ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4. 

At least one pair of aorostical bristles •••••••••••••••••••• 5. 

Posterior femora orange basally; median postsutural def-. meso

thorucic vitta.e separated by light vitta (seen with light 

striking the thorax from posterior a.ngle) •••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••fulvibasis Curran. 

Posterior femora entirely bro·,mish-black; medio.n dark vittae 

united behind suture by da.rk pollen ••••• tovmsendi Curran. 

5 (3). At lea.st one pair of presutural acrosticals ••••••••••••••••• 6. 

Without presutural acrosticals ••••••••••••••••••• dives Curran. 

6 (5). Three pairs of postsutural acrosticals •••••••••••••••••••••• 7. 

One pair of postsutural acrosticals (occasionully a second 

,.1cak pa.ir ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11. 

7 (6). Acrosticals 2-3 or 3-3; median da.rk vittae united behind 

suture or da.rk fascia a.cross center of entire mesoscutum 
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except just above wings ••• 0 •• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• a • 

. Acrostic.a.ls· 1•3; medio.n d:.--.rk postsutur.nl vitto.o sepo.ro.tc..d for 

entire length by light polleno••••••••••••••vo.ria Curran. 

8 (7). Third tergum. with four discals; acrosticals 2-30•••••••••••••• 

••••••••••••• o o •••••••••••••••••••••••• mexicana To,;11-nsend. 

Third.-torgum vvith two disco.ls; acrosticals 2-3 or 3-3 ••••••• 9. 

9 (8). Outer dark vittae fused with median dark vitto. behind suture; 

acrosticals 3-3; body length about 8 mm •• n.valera Curran. 

Outer dark vittae separated from median dark vitta by outer 

light vittae behind suture; acrosticals 2-3, re.rely 3-3; 

body length 4 to 5.5 mm., rarely as large as 7 mm ••••• 10. 

10 (9,23). Scutellum with reddish-brown pollen confined to basal dark 

~ band; third antennal segment with basal orange color 

extending distally beyond insertion of arista at 

least as far as distance from arista to base of third 

segment •••••••••••••••••••••••••••. pan~mensis Curran. 

Scutellum with reddish-brown pollen over entire dorsal 

surface except for narrow postorior and lntero.l 

margins; third untennal segment orange from b~se to 

arista ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o •• bequ~erti Curran. 

11 (6). Middle tibia with one or t\~o strong ventral bristles near or 

beyond the middle ••• o••····························•ol2. 

Middle tibia without ventral bristle neur middle ••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• fasciata Curran. 

12 (11). Posterior femora, when seen in ventral view, orange on at 

least basal fourth, abruptly becoming orange-brown to 

black distally and with apices usually orange; or entire 



ferr1oro. light ycllo-.~ to ora.ngo in v~ntrc.l vit::.w •• o •••• • •• 13. 

Posterior femora entirely brovtn to black 11.iith no abrupt change 

in color, the apicos sometimes orange or reddish ••• 0•••20. 

13 (12). Infrasquamal cilia black or absont •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 140 

Infra.squa.mc.l cilia yellow ••••••••••••••• majusculo. van der Wulp. 

14 (13). Median t'a.le mesonotal vitta extends to well behind suturo ••• 15. 

Medio.n light mesonotnl vitta absent immediately behind suture 

(when light strikes thorax from posterior angl0) ••••••• 16. 

15 (14). Male with a row of yellow cilia on both inner and outer ventral 

edges of posterior femur for at least distal h~lf; female 

Mnle with c.. row of yellowish cilia only on inner ventral edge 

of posterior femur for at loast distal half; both sexes 

with front coxc..e yellow-orange; sternopleural and lower 

mesopleural pile light yellowish to brown; female ab

domGn dors~lly black with bluish-white pollen ••••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o •••••••••••• major Currano 

16 (14). Pile of stornoplcurc.. and lower anterior :raesopleura fine and 

white o ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 17. 

Pile of sternopleura and lower anterior mesopleura rather 

conrse and black ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 18. 

17 (16). First abdominal tergum orange with median longitudinnl black 

stripe in female, with weak stripe or no stripe in maleo•• 

,, •••••• o ••••• o ••••••••••• o •••••••••• o •••• o vente ris Curran. 

Dorsum o:f first tergum all black •••••••••••••• similis Townsend. 

18 (16). Outer light vittae absent behind suture or no wider than half 

width of outer dark vittae; fourth tergum with 2 to 4 



discals •• o.•o•••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l9. 

Outer postsutural light vittae as wide as outer dark vittae; 

fourth tergum with 6 to 10 discals •••••••••• agilis Curran. 

19 (18). Scutelltun with three pairs of lateral u1arginals; fourth tergum 

with arched row of four discnls ••••••••••• insolitn Currun. 

Scutellum with two pairs of lateral marginnls; fourth tergtun 

with pair of discnls (occasionally a marginal pair may 

look like a second pair) •••••••••••••••••• apicalis Currnn. 

20 (12). Sternopleuru and lower mesopleura with fine whitish hair; outer 

d~rk vittne separnted from raedian dark vitta by light 

vittae behind suture •••••• · ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 21. 

Sternopleura nnd lower mosopleurn with coarser blnck hair; all 

dark vittae united behind suture or outer dark vittne 

separnted from median dark vitta by light vittne ••••••• 23. 

21 (20). Middle femur with tvvo anterior bristles near middle; dorsum of 

first tergum black, may be yellow-brown dorsoluterally in 

mn.l e • • • • • o • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 2 • 

Middle femur with one nntorior bristle n0ar middlo; first 

tergum orange with median dark stripe; fom.o.le unknown ••••• 

•••o•••••••••••••o•o••·····················caudata Curran. 

22 (21)o Anterior coxae with total of about 35 (range 20 to 50) conrse 

black hairs and bristles and a few or no fine white hairs; 

third ubdomin~l tergum of female with pale pollon ex

tonding to margin between marginal bristles ••••••••••••••• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••interrupta Curran. 

Anterior coxae with total of about 12 (range 10-18) black hnirs 

and bristles and numerous fine wi1ito hairs; third 
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abdominal tergum of female with pale pollen not extend

ing to margin between marginal bristles but smo.11 mar

ginal spot of pale pollen may be presentocontinua Curran. 

23 (20). All dark vittne united behind suture ••••••••••••• bella Curran. 

Outer light vittae present behind suture (TI'ill key out above 

through couplet seven if all postsutural acrosticals are 

visible) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10. 

Calodexin ngilis Curran 

c. agilis Curran (1934a: 13). 

A large species (length 5.5 to 8.2 mm.) having a bluish to black 

abdomen without strong yellowish fascia, the mesonotum with broad post

sutural outer light vittae nnd fused postsutural median dark vittae; the 

acrosticals 1-1; and the hind femora with orange baseso 

Male. Unknown. 

Fomn.le. Front slightly more than hclf as widens eye. Ocellars 

usually weak, occasionally way be absent. Third antenna! segment orange 

occasionally with browner tinge at apex. Occipital cilia extend down 

side of head at least two-thirds ~nd usunlly three-fourths length of 

eye. Prementum brownish-orange to yellow-brown. 

Postsutural outer dnrk vittae separated from median dark vitta by 

light vittae about equal in width to outer dnrk vittno; often these 

light vittne are narrowed to half width of outer dark vitto.e near second 

postsutural dorsoc0ntral. Dorsum of scutellum with basal black b~nd o.nd 

three or rarely four pairs of lateral marginals. Mesopleural hairs 

black, sternopleural hairs black with an occasional yellowish hair, 

pteropleural hairs mostly yellowish. Anterior surfaces of front coxae 



orange laterally, orange-brown medially; trochanters orange. Front 

tibiae with three to eight anterodorsal bristles; middle femur usually 

with two anterior bristles but sometimes one or three; posterior femora 

usually orange on ventral two-thirds, occasionally entirely orange ven

trally. 

Third tergum with light pollen extending to apex when seen in dor

sal view with specimen rotated to show maximum extent of light pollen. 

Fourth tergum orange-brown to black in center, usually with dark ver

tical fascia on distal one-half to two-thirds; when dark fascia is 

missing entire fourth tergum is covered with white pollen; t-llo or more 

bristles and numerous hairs along margin next to genital opening. 

Records. Barro Colorado Island, 2 ~ in type series (not seen). 

Additional records for 286 9: over swarm of Eciton vagans: 2110 (4); 

over swarm raid or near E. burchelli: 834 (2), 991 (2), 1171 (1), 

1172 (5), 1178 (2), 1411 (1), 1412 (2), 1413 (3), 1414 (11), 1415 (2), 

1574 (3), 1755 (4), 1757 (5), 1778 (1), 1782 (10), 1784 (3), 1790 (2), 

1849 (18), 1854 (1), 1860 (12), 2191 (6), 2230 (34), 2258-X (4), 2293 

(2), 2302 (24), 2329 (18), 2341 (16); over swa:nn raids of Labidus prae

dator: 1277 (17), 1446 (17), 1575 (5), 1617 (2), 2068 (2), 2155 (13), 

2156 (1), 2178 (5), 2179 (2), 2201 (1), 2202 (2), 2242 (14), 2257 (6); 

taken in laboratory: 2254-X (1). 

Calodexia aldrichi Curran 

C. aldrichi Curran (1934a: 4). 

A small species with black occipital pollen as in£• fumosa. Char

acters for separating these two species are given under fumosa. 



Records, BRASIL: Chapada, ~ holotype only specimen known 

(not seen). 

Calodexia apicalis Curran 

Co apicalis Curran (1934a: 17). 

Differs from all other Calodexia, when seen in dorsal view, by 

the broad complete black fascia behind the mesonotal suture, the blu

ish to black abdomen without strong yellowish fascia, the tv10 pairs of 

marginal scutellars, and the single pair· of discals on the fourth ter

gum (possibly second weaker pair close to margin). 

Male. Not seen, but following changes and additions to Curran's 

description probably apply also to male, with possible exception of ab

dominal characters. 

Female. Occipital pile white, black occipital cilia extend down 

side of head half to two-thirds length of eye. Prementum y0llow-brown. 

Second tergum with pale pollen occupying basal three-fourths near ven

tral edge, narrowing to one-half laterally, narrowing to basal one-third 

laterodorsally, nnd widening to three-fourths middorsally, Third tergum 

with similar but slightly broader pattern of light polleno Fourth ter

gum with median shining dark fascia about one-third width of tergum, as 

seen from below; fascia extends from base to apex and continues more 

narrowly along margin of tergum. 

Records, Barro Colorado Island, 2&,li in type series (not seen). 

Additional records for 2~: over swarm raids of praedator: 1446 (1), 

2155 (1). 



Calodexia bello. Curran 

C. bella Curran (1934a: 8). 

This species is close to fasciata but readily distinguished by 

the following characters (alternatives for fasciata in pareutheses): 

when seen in posterior view and posterior light, the postsutural dark 

fascia is narrowly continued to the wings just behind the mesonotal su

ture {completely interrupted above v:ings); there is one midventral 

bristle on the middlo tibia (bristle lacking); there is a shining, broad, 

median dark fascia on the fourth tergum from base to apex (wweak: fascia 

on median posterior area of torgum and dense pale pollen basally). 

C. bella was described from 13 males collected on Barro Colorado 

Island, and Currun (1934a: 9) suggested it might be the mule of C. fas

ciata, represented in his collections by 29 femo.les but no males. His 

suggestion was based largely on the dark mesonotal markings and tho rel

ative abundanco of those tvro species. However, we found 56 females 

which are much closer to C. bclla than they are to fascia.ta. Important 

vro.ys in which those females differ from the ma.le ar0 given below. The 

male of fasciata is still unknown. 

Male. Logs mostly brown with yellon to orange trochanters and 

oro.nge areas on coxaoo First torgum with irregular dorsolatoro.l brown

ish yello,·oJ' spots blending to dark brown or black in middorsum. First 

and second torga each with narrov: yollowish band along vcntrolateral 

margin; second tergum (ig~oring pollon) uith basal onG-half to "tl-7o

thirds po.le brownish yollovu to bronnish orango., bl'own on disto.l third., 

expanding at least to distal half middorsally where exact extent ob

scured by dense pollen. Third t0rgum similar, but brown on distal 
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one-half to threo-fourths laterally and v0ntrnlly, expanding to bas1l 

mo.rgin middorsully. Fourth tergum entirely brown; dark vitta, about 

one-third width of dorsum, extends to basal rrargin; one strong pair of 

discals and possibly one or two weak pairs, all in straight line or 

slightly arched row. 

Female. Main differences from male: Head with pollen white to 

yellowish dorsally and in all areas whiter than in male. Front widest 

in center, becoming slightly narrouer towards antennae and vertex. 

Abdomen mostly black. First tergum black dorsally, becoming brown 

at ventral edge; ventrolaterally with slight trace of whitish pollen. 

Second tergum dark brown dorsally and lighter brown ventrolaterally; 

basal band of white pollen extends entire length of tergum near ventral 

edge, narrowing laterally to about basal half; in dorsal view white 

pollen narrows to about basal one-third 1;idenning medially to basal one

half to tv;o-thirds. Third tergum similar to second but in dorsal vieu 

uhite pollen on basal one-third to one-half and with its posterior edge 

almost straight and even with discal bristles. Fourth tergum with 

strong median pair and usually tho weaker lateral pairs of discals ar

ranged in an arched row; discals number from three to eight and vary 

greatly in size and position. 

Records. Barro Colorado Island, 13& in type series, 3 para.types 

examined. Additional records for l& and 55~: over srlarm raids o~ near 

E. burchelli: 827 (6), 834 (12), 944 (1), 991 (2), 1170 (1), 1172 (1), 

1411 (1), 1413 (1), 1414 ( 2), 1574 (2), 1755 (4), 1757 (3), 1784 (1), 

1790 ( 1), 1849 ( 2), 2293 (2), 2302 ( 7); over swarm raids of 1· praedator 

1277 <1L 1446 (1), 1575 (1), 1617 (1), 2155 (1); sweeping on vegetation 

in forest: 2216 (1&). 



Calodexia bequaerti Curran 

C. bequaerti Curran (1934a: 19) 

This species is extremely close to panamensis and distinguishing 

characteristics are given under that spocies. 

Male. Unknmm. 

Female. Corrections and additions to Curran's description follow 

based on examination of the holotype. 

Front narrowest at bases of antennae und at that point slightly 

wider than width of eye. Vertex '7ith grey-white pollen tinged ,nth 

reddish brovm near ocelli. Occipital pile white to yellowish. Palpus 

with less than ten black hairs. Third antennul segment orange from base 

to insertion of aristu, dark brown distal to insertion of arista. 

Presutural median dark vittae near nesonotal suture, about equal in 

width to presutural outer light vittae. Dorsum of scutellum with red

dish bromi or rust-colored pollen in center, or for ontire dorsal sur

face except for mn.rgin vmen seen from a lolf anterior angle. Margin of 

scutellum posterior to first marginal bristles with grey-white pollen 

tinged with yellow. Three pairs of marginal scutellar bristles undone 

apical pair which is weaker than marginal scutellars but stronger than 

most dorsal scutellar hairs. Only one pair of postsutural ucrosticals 

can be seen because of pin; upparently three pairs of postsutural 

acrosticals can be seen on one or both parutypes. 

Legs brown but front trochunters and distal parts of front coxa 

somenhat lighter yello-i1-broY,'ll. Posterior lobe of squruna light yello-v1-

brovm, becoming lighter to·:ra.rd outer edge and white at anterior base; 

anterior lobe white. 



All terga brownish black dorsally, becoming brovm ventrally. 

Narrow apical margins of first, second, and part of third terga yellow

ish ventrally. Pollen on second tergum extending in a blunt point be

tv;een marginals but not reaching apex of tergum. Third se~-ment Ylith 

similar pattern. Both second nnd third terga may appear to have a Ylea.k 

median band of pale pollen extending to apex when seen at a very low 

posterior angle almost parallel ".i1ith terga. Fourth tergum with slightly 

yellowish grey-white pollen on entire surface when seen in oblique dorsal 

view; when seen from sido, tergum has ti.vo modian dorso-ventral stripes 

of light pollen which are attenuated to fine points at apex of tergum; 

highly arched row of nine discnls and second row of three discals near 

middle of tergum; about half of discals hairlike. 

Records. Guatemala: 3~ in type series, holotype examined. 

Calodexia caudata Curran 

C. caudata Curran (1934a: 16). 

Although this species resembles similis, the first and second 

tergu are orange (compared to brown or black in similis). C. cauduta 

is also similar to venteris, but has brownish hind fomora,and tho head 

has dense Ylhite pollen (compared with yellow to light orange hind femora 

and gold pollen on dorsal areas of the head in venteris). 

Records. PANAMA: Cabima, l& holotype (not seen). 

Calodexiu continua Curran 

C. continua Curran (1934a: 10) • 

.£• continua can be distinguished from interrupta, the most similar 

species, by the numerous white hairs and the 10 to 18 black hairs and 
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bristles on the anterior surface of the front coxa; the third tergum 

which has a pale band of pollen not extending to the apex between the 

median marginal bristles; and the middle tibia which usually has two 

ventral bristles near the middle. 

Female. Front more than half as wide as eye. Black occipital 

cilia extend down side of head at least one-half and usually two-thirds 

length of eye. Prementum orange to brown. Palpus orange to yellow

brown. Third antennal segment orange at base, becoming orange-brown at 

apex. 

Outer dark vittae continued to anterior face of thorax but usually 

narrowed beyond median sublaterals. Median dark vittae fused behind 

suture. Postsutural outer dark vittae separated from median dark vitta

by narrow pale vittae about one-fourth as wide as outer dark vittae. 

Postsutural outer light vittae often reduced or incomplete near middle 

postsutural dorsocentrals. Anterior surface of front coxa orangd to 

brown, with numerous long, fine, white hairs and total of 10 to 18 black 

hairs and bristles. ~.iddle tibia with one long ventral bristle shortly 

beyond middle and usually one shorter bristle closer to middle. 

First tergum with ventrolateral white pollen about as dense as 

ventrolateral pollen on second tergum. Third tergum with pale pollen 

extending at most about half way from discals to apex, small marginal 

spot of pale pollen may be present but not continuous with basal light 

pollen. Fourth tergum with eight to ten discals in highly arched row 

and occasionally additional weak discals. Fourth tergum has vertical 

fascia without pale pollen; color of tergum usually orange, occasion

ally all brown. 



Records. Type series of 16i: Barro Colorado Island~ 14~; CANAL 

ZONE: Cano Saddle., H; and GU.iiTEM,ik:.1.., H. Three pare.types from Barro 

Colorado tsl~nd ox~inod (1? p~r~typo, 5812; in Snow-·Entomological 

~usoum, University .of Kansas). Additional records for 119~: over swarm 

raids or near E. burchelli: 834 (3), 991 (1), 1171 (1), 1172 (1), 1178 

(2)., 1411 (1), 1412 (2), 1413 (2), 1414 (3), 1415 (1), 1574 (6)., 1755 

(5), 1757 (11)., 1782 (4), 1784 (2)., 1790 (5)., 1849 (13), 1860 (2)., 2191 

(3), 2230 (7), 2258-X (1), 2293 (2), 2302 (4), 2341 (3); over swarm 

raids of pra0dator: 1277 (18)., 1446 (10), 1617 (4)., 2242 (2). 

Co.lodexia dives Curran 

c. dives Curran (1934a: 6). 

The large size (600 to 9.0 mm.), bluish black abdomen, median dark 

vittae fused behind the suture., completely dark femora., ~1hit0 hairs on 

front coxue and most of pleura., and lack of presutural aorosticals sep

arate this species from o.11 other Calodexia. 

Male. Unknown. 

Female. Front more than one-half' as wide and usually about three

fourths as wide as eye. Bl~ck occipital bristles extend down side of 

head about two-thirds length of eye. Third antonno.l segment orange., be

coming oro.ngo-brovm or brown o.t npex. 

Median dark vittao united into single vitto. behind suture., but 

few spots of light pollen occasion~lly present in center of this vitto.o 

Behind suture outer light vittae about ono-ho.lf as wide as outer dark 

vittae. Outer dark vittae continued to anterior surf~ce of thorax but 

usually narrowed in front of median sublo.terals. Scutellum vtith threo., 

or occasionally four, pairs of lateral marginals; apicul marginnls 



absent, hair-like, or strong (but never as strong ns posterior lnternls). 

Front coxn orange to orange-brown, with fine white to yellowish hairs 

and 10 to 18 black hairs o.nd bristles. 

Third tergum with pale pollen extending to np0x bet\-,een median 

marginnl bristles, except inn few specimens. Fourth tergum with 

nrched row of 6 to 12 discals; ontiro surface covered with whitish 

pollen when seen from posterior dorsal view; when observed perpen

dicularly to surface of tergum only lateral basal areas show dense 

whitish pollen. 

Records. Barro Colorado Island, 20~ in type series (none seen). 

Additional records for 198~: near E. burchelli or over its swarm raids: 

834 (3), 1171 (1), 1172 (1), 1411 (3), 1412 (3), 1413 (9), 1414 (14), 

1415 (5), 1755 (7), 1756 (1), 1757 (2), 1782 (2), 1790 (2), 1849 (4), 

2230 (2), 2341 (1); over swarm raids of L. praedator: 1277 (28), 1446 

(68), 1575 (18), 1671 (6), 2068 (3), 2155(7), 2178 (1), 2201 (1), 2242 

(4), 2257 (2). 

Calodexia fasciata Curran 

C. fasciata Curran (1934a: 5). 

This species can be distinguished from all other Calodexia by the 

white occipital pollen, the lack of ventral bristles near the middle of 

the middle tibia, and the postsutural dark fascia which is completely 

interrupted above the wings when seen in posterior view with posterior 

lighto (In the most similar species, bella, this fascia is narrowly 

continued to the wings just behind the mesonotal suture.) The fourth 

tergum, from the margin at the posterior end of the opening for the 

larvipositor to the median basal margin, is about twice as long as broad 
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and has dense yellowish pollen betvreen the discals and the basal 

margin. (In bella, this same area of the fourth tergum is slightly 

broader than long, and the shining, dark fascia extends to the median 

basal margin.) 

Male. Unknown. 

Female. Front slightly more than one-half as wide as width of 

eye. Black occipital cilia extending down side of head one-half to 

three-fourths length of eye. 

Weak outer light vittae sometimes partially separate postsutural 

median dark vitta from outer dark vittaeo Dorsocentrals 2-3, occasion

ally 3-3. Acrosticals 1-1, in addition occasionally one or two weaker 

presutural pairs and one weaker postsutural pair. Front coxae orange to 

dark brO\vn. Hind femur, seen ventrally, with basal one-fourth to one

third orange, occasionally entire femur orange to orange-brovm. 

First tergum orange-brown to black; first and second terga each 

with one strong pair and usually one or more weaker lateral pairs of 

marginals. Dorsum of third tergum with posterior edge of pale pollen 

approximately straight. Fourth tergum about twice as long as broad, 

with high narrow arch of 7 to 14 discals, some frequently scattered out

side row or in second row; color of tergum from orange to yellow-brown 

to black; dense pale pollen along basal margin but less dense within 

row of discals. 

Records. Barro Colorado Island, 29i in type series (none seen). 

Additional records for 244~: over swarm of E. vagans: 2110 (1); over 

svrarm raids of E. burchelli: 367 (2), 827 (3), 834 (28), 944 (2), 1170 

(1), 1171 ( 4) J 1172 ( 3), 1178 (19), 1411 (4), 1412 ( 3), 1413 (4), 1414 

( 6), 1415 (1), 1570 (1), 1574 (3), 1755 (21), 1757 ( 6), 1782 ( 9), 1784 
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(7), 1790 (7), 1849 (20), 1860 (1), 2191 (1), 2230 (14), 2293 (1), 2302 

(11), 2329 (1), 2341 (7); over swarm raids of~- praedator: 1277 (9), 

1446 (12), 1575 (5), 1617 (10), 2068 (1), 2155 (3), 2178 (2), 2242 (3), 

2257 (8). 

Calodexia flavipes (Schiner) 

Meigenia flavipes Schiner (1868: 326)&. 

Calodexia flavipes, Brauer and Bergenstamm. (1891: 376). Aldrich (1929: 

22-23) redescription of&; i = Calodexia varia. 

This species is similar to major which may be synonym of flavipes 

as explained under major. 

Records. BRASIL, Novara Expedition, exact locality unknown, li. 

Calodexia fulvibasis Curran 

C. fulvibasis Curran (1934a: 7) i. 

Calodexia townsendi and C. fulvibasis are the only two species in 

the genus lacking all ncrosticals. The latter species can be dis~ 

tinguished from townsendi by the median dark vittae which are separated 

for their entire length; the orange bases of the posterior femora; and 

the four discals on the fourth tergum. 

Records. PERU: Jaen Province: Huascaray Ridge: 7000 feet, li 

(not seen). 

Calodexia fumosa (Tovmsend) 

Oestrogaster fumosus Tovmsend (1912: 310). Tovmstnd (1914·: .28), car~ 

rection of description. 

Calodexia fumosa, Aldrich (1929: 21), Curran (1934a: 5). 



Both.£• aldrichi and fmnosa have black occipital pollen and a 

large dark fascia across the entire thorax behind the suture. These 

two species can be separated by the following characters (the altern

atives for aldrichi in parentheses): the band of pale pollen on the 

second tergum is broadly interrupted in the middle (not interrupted); 

the second tergunL has a pair of median marginals ( row of marginals); 

and the acrosticals are arranged 3-1 or 2~1 (1-1). 

The specimens from Barro Colorado Island reported by Curran and 

my specimens from the same locality, which have been partially deter

mined by him, apparently belong to the same species. However, slight 

differences in size., color., and morphology may indicate that the 

Panamanian specimens are not fumosa, but a new species. 

Male11 Unknown. 

Female. Not redescribed by Curran. Specimens examined differ from 

original description in following manner: seven to nine pairs of 

frontal bristles including two proclinate and two reclinate fronto

orbital pairs in line with frontals; ocellar bristles fine and hair

like; palpi yellow with few short black hairs; antennae yellow to 

brown. Soutellum with two or usually three marginals. Second abdom

inal segment with one pair of discals. 

Records. PERU: Jaen Province: 5000 feet; on foliage., holotype i 

(not seen). Barro Colorado Island, 21~ reported by Curran (1934a: 5); 

additional records for 85~: over swarm raids of E. burchelli: 827 (2), 

834 (3), 1172 (2), 1178 (4), 1411 (1)., 1412 (2), 1574 (3), 1755 (1)., 

1782 (1)., 1790 (1)., 1849 (1)., 2230 (3); over s\:arm raids of L. ~

dator: 1277 (29)., 1446 (10)., 1575 (6), 1617 (4)., 2155 (1)., 2178 (3), 

2201 (1)., 2202 (1)., 2242 (2), 2257 (4). 



Calodexia insolita Curran 

C. insolita Curran (1934a: 4, 15), key. Curran (in Curran, et al. 

,l1934: 50§7) • 

Although close to apicalis, this sp0cies can bo separated by the 

scutellum which has three pairs of lateral marginals, and the fourth 

tergum which has an a~ched row of four discal bristles. (The latter is 

not a generic character as stated in Curran, et al. /1934: 50g). 

Records. BRITISH GUIANA: Kartabo, holotype ~ (not seen). 

Calodexia interrupta Curran 

C. interrupta Curran (1934a: 9). 

This species is similar to continua but easily distinguished from 

it by the pale pollen extending to the apex of the third tergum between 

the median marginals. (In continua the pale pollen does not extend 

medially to the apex, but a small marginal spot of light pollen is some

times present and not connected with the basal band.) The pleural pile 

is white, and the anterior surface of each front coxa has a few white 

hairs and 25 to 35 black hairs and bristles. 

Ma.le. Front., at narro1·1est point near its center, slightly less 

than half as wide as eye and widening at bases of antennae to more than 

two-thirds as wide as eyeo No proclinate orbitals; ten pairs of 

frontals including two upper roclinate fronto-orbital pairs. Black oc

cipital cilia extending down side of head tv:o-thirds length of eye. 

Outer and inner dark vittae usually at least partially interrupted 

at suture. Front coxae brown with some brovmish orange latorally; hind 

femora entirely brown to black except for tips, which aro somewhat 



orange. Middle and hind femora ea.ch with row of long goldon-bro"Wll hairs 

along outer two-thirds of posterior ventral margins; similar shorter 

row along anterior ventral margin of hind femur. Third tergum with pale 

pollen usually extending as a narrow band between median marginals to 

apex. Fourth tergum with curved row of sev0n to eight disculs approxi

mately parallel with posterior edge of second tergum. 

Female. Lower two-thirds of front with parallel sides and about 

two-thirds as wide as eye; front narrowed toward vertex but remaining 

more than one-half as wide as eye. Two pairs of proclinate orbitals; 

six to eight pairs of frontals. Apical scutellar bristles hairlike or 

absent. Middle femur with usually two (occasionally one or three) an

terior bristles near middle. Middle tibia with one very rarely two, 

ventral bristles near middle. Third tergum with basal band of light 

pollen expanded medially to apex; between median marginals pale pol

len at least half as wide as distance between marginals. Fourth tergum 

with dense whitish pollen along basal margin; dark fascia extending from 

distal margin of tergum one-half to three-fourths distance to base; 

discals scattered or arranged in one very irregular row of 8 to 12 

bristles. 

Records. Barro Colorado Island, 2& and 15~ in type series; lo 3~ 

paratypes examined (1~ paratype, 5813, in Snow Entomological Museum, 

University of Kansas). Additional records for 6& and 170~: over swarm 

of E. vagans: 2110 (5i, lo); near E. burchelli or its swarm raids: 

834 (4), 991 (1), 1178 (2), 1413 (1), 1414 (1), 1574 (1), 1755 (3), 

1757 (2), 1782 (7), 1790 (3), 1849 (6), 1860 (15), 2191 (8), 2230 

(17), 2258-X (2), 2302 (6), 2329 (11), 2331 (1), 2341 (14); over 

swarm raids of L. praedator: 1277 (5), 1446 (4), 1575 (1), 1617 (12), 
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2068 (1), 2155 (1), 2178 (9), 2179 (4), 2201 (10), 2202 (2), 2206 (1), 

2242 (4), 2257 (1); reared from cricket escaping from swarm raid of 

Eo burchelli: 2260-X (4&, 4S); taken in laboratory: 1552 (1), 2346 

(lo). 

Calod6xia major Curran 

CG major Curran (1934a: 12)& i. 

This is one of the larger species (6.8 to 8.9 mm)~ The hind femur 

has at least the basal half orange, und the postsutural median dark 

vittae are separated by light polleno The female has a bluish black ab

domen and the third tergum has pale pollen extending from the median mar

ginals to the apex. The males have reddish first and second tGrga. 

The males according to Curran (1934a: 3, 11-12) also have a single 

row of long yellow cilia along almost entire length of the posterior 

ventral margin of each hind femuro The two male specimens examined 

have a weaker row of the same type hairs along the distal one-fourth to 

one-third of the anterior ventral margin of the hind femur. The pre

sence of a single row of ventral cilia on the hind femur of the male is 

the only character used by Curran to separate £0 flavipes Schiner from 

major. Curran did not see the type of flavipes but examin8d one speci

men from the U. So National Museum which had been compared with the 

type and was considered to be identical by Aldrich. However, Curran 

found that that specimon did not agree with th~ original description of 

flavipes, and ho decided that major was a distinct specios. No sound 

conclusion can be reached on this problem without r0-examination of the 

type of flavipeso 

Male. Front narrowest at level of ocelli where 2/7 to 2/9 as wide 



as oye; width of front doubled at level of autennaa. No proclinate 

fronto-orbitals. Black occipital cilia extending downward two-thirds 

length of eye. 

All mesono-1.;al vittae may be partially interrupted at suture. 

Apical scutellars hair-like or absent. Sternopleura with yellowish 

white hairs1 m0sopleura with yellowish white hairs on c~ntral and 

antero-v0ntral areas, and dark brown to bluck hairs along untero-dorsal, 

dorsal, and posterior margins. Notopleura with dark ho.irso Coxae 

mostly orange with small areas of orange-brovm, and with yellowish white 

and brown or black hairs. Hind femur with one row of long yellow hairs 

along almost entire length of posterior vGntral margin and second weaker 

row along distal one-fourth to one-third of anterior ventral margin. 

First tergum with ventral and lateral areas pale brownish yellow to 

pale brownish orange; darker brown median stripe continued along apical 

margin laterally to lateral marginals. 

Female. 1\70 proclinate fronto-orbitals and seven to eight pairs of 

frontals (including two pairs of reclinate fronto-orbitals). Front 

coxae as givcm abovo for male. Middle femur ·with two or occasionally onE) 

anterior bristle near middle. Posterior femur with approximately basal 

half orange and distal ho.lf or~nge-brown or occasionally with entire 

femur orange-brown. Hind fomoru without long yellow v0ntrnl cilia. 

Fourth tergum with one highly arched row of discals and occasion

ally second po.rtfal rou or some scattered bristles outsido of mo.in r01,·1. 

Records, Type series of 3&, 15~: Barro Colorado Island, 2&, 14~; 

PAM.AMA: Gatun Lake: Co.no Saddle, 1~; COSTA RIC~: La Suiza, l& (none 

seen). Additional records for 2&, 43i: over swarm raids of E. burchel

li: 834 (8), 1141 (1), 1414 (1), 1419 (1), 1574 (1), 1782 (1). 1784 (1), 
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2191 (1), 2230 (2), 2258-X (2)·, 2302 (4), 2329 (3)# 2341 (3); over 

swarm raids of b• praedator: 1277 (2~, l&L 1446 (5), 1617 (2)., 2155 

(19, l&), 2178 (1), 2179 (1), 2201 (1), 2242 (1). 

Calodexia majuscula van der Wulp 

c. majuscula van der Wulp (1891: 257-258, pl. 6, figs. 12~ 12a) &; 

figs. of side of head, dorsal view including wings. Coquillett 

(1910: 517) designated type species (first of three species de

scribed by van der ,~ulp /J89Y). Aldrich (1929: 21-22) rede

scription based on & which had been compared with type. Curran 

( 19 34a: 13) o 

This species is distinct from all other Calodexia since it has 

pale inf'rasquamal cilia, and the abdomen is mainly yellow to orange 

with a strong dark median stripe on both the first and second terga. 

The diagnostic character, presence of pale infrasquamal cilia, 

used to separate this species, is taken from the redescription by 

Aldrich (1929) based on a specimen which had been compared with the type 

by Major Austen. The figure of the dorsal viev; (van der ·ivulp, 1891: 

pl. 6, fig. 12) shows a broad pale median vitta behind the mesonotal 

suture. This may not be present when seen from posterior vie-v-r ·w·ith 

posterior light. 

Records. MEXICO: Tabasco: Teapa; o holotype; Morelos: Cuer

navaca, lo (Aldrich, 1929) (not seen). 

Calodexia mexioana (Townsend) 

Oestrogastropsis mexicana Townsend (1915: 424-425) ~. 

Calodexia mexicana, Aldrich (1929: 21). Curran (1934a: 21). 



This is a medium to large species with three postsutural acros

ticals as in varia and valera. It differs from these tvro species by 

having two presutural acrosticals and four discals on third tergum. 

There can be little doubt that this is a distinct species. Curran 

examined the type and separated mexicana in his key by the presence of 

acrosticals 2-3 (not mentioned by Townsend). The original description 

will fit almost all spocies in Calodexia except for the unusual number 

of four discals on the third tergum. 

Records. MEXICO: Veracruz, S holotype (not seen). 

Calodexia panamensis Curran 

c. panamensis Curran (1934a: 18). &S. 

A small species close to bequaerti from which it can be dis

tinguished by the follo'Vling characters (alternatives for bequaerti in 

parentheses): The third antennal segment is brown except for some 

orange noar the base. The orange color is continued, on at least the 

medial side of the segment, to a point at least as far beyond the in

sertion of the arista ns thG lnttor is beyond the base of the segment 

(the orange color extends only from the baso of the third segment to 

the insertion of the arista). In addition, the vertex has shining 

yellowish white pollen (duller yellow"ish grey-vrhito pollen on the vor

tex with a red-brown tinge ne~r ocelli); the scutollum, when s&en in 

oblique anterior vieu, has reddish brown or rust-colored pollen con

fined to a basal dark band (reddish brown pollen ovor the entire dor

sal surface except for the posterior and lateral margins); in porpen

dicular dorsal view the anterior border of light pollen on the scu

tellum appears to bo straight (anterior border of light pollen concave, 



parallel to the apical scutellar margin). 

In comparing the holotype of bequaorti with my series of panam&nsis 
• 

the following charucters used by Curran (1934a: 18-19) were found to 

show no reliable intorspecific differoncos: total length; relative 

length of outer verticals; color of frontal vittae, squamae, abdomen, 

and legs; number of marginal scutellar bristles; and patterns of pale 

pollen on the abdominal terga. 

Maleo No specimens exruninGd. 

Female. Front as wide or slightly wider than 0ither parafrontal; 

six to nine pairs of frontals; outor verticals more than half as long 

as verticals. 

Apiccs of first, second, and part of third terga yellowish on ven

tral surfcc0. Light pollen on second torgum extends in middle from base 

to median marginal bristles or to apex; pale pollen occupies basal one

half to tv10-thirds of tergum dorsolatorully, and widons to at loast 

throe-fourths ut ventral margin. Third tergum with pattern of pollen as 

in second or with slightly broadvr band of pale pollen with straighter 

posterior sdgo. Fourth tergum with slightly yellouish gruy-whito pollen 

on entire surface when seen in oblique dorsal viow; when seen from 

side, tergum has two median dorso-ventral stripes of light pollen which 

are attenuated to fine points at apex of tergum; about ten discals ar

ranged in highly arched row, nnd about thr8e additional discals in 

second row near middle of tergum, occasionally discals in throe in

distinct rows; about hulf of discals ure hair-like. 

Records. Typ~ serios of 3& and 4i: Barro Colorado Island, 2&, 

2~; Canal Zone: Cano Saddle, 2i, Tabornilla lo (none seen). Ad

ditional records for 29~: over swann raid of E. burchelli: 1782 (2); 



over swa.rm raids of L. pra.edator: 1277 (3), 1446 (9), 1575 (6), 1617 

(2), 2155 (2), 2179 (3), 2242 (1), 2257 (1). 

Calodexia similis (Townsond) 

Oestroga.strod0s similis Towns0nd (1915: 425) 9. 

Calodexia similis, Aldrich (1929: 21). Curran (1934a: 14). 

Although close to a.gilis, continua, and interrupta, this speci~s can 

be separated by tho whito ha.irs on the pleura together with the buses of 

the posterior femora appearing ora.nge when seen in ventra.l view. 

Those structures, usod by Curra.n (1934a: 14) for sopara.ting similis 

from agilis, aro found in both species or are too variabl0 to be of 

value: ocellar bristles, antorior dorsal bristles on the front tibiae, 

and mo.rginal bristles on the fourth torgum. 

The male of similis is described here for tho first time. Because 

Curran did not redescribo similis a.nd Tovmsend's description is very 

incompl0to, a more complot0 description of the ferao.lo is ~lso included. 

Ma.le. Head with dense white pollen becoming gold on parufrontals 

and upper posterior orbits. Background color of cheek (ignoring pollon) 

orange-brown; para.facials orange becoming brown on front. Sides of 

front straight c.nd diverging; front nnrrowest e~t vertex \";·here slightly 

wider thnn half width of oyo; a.t dorsal edges of an·tcnnnl bo.sos front 

a.lmost as wide as oyo. Frontal vitta dark reddish brown to black and 

about as wide as parafrontals. Nine pairs of frontals, including tvfo 

pairs of reclinate fronto-orbitals a.nd tv10 pairs of proclinate fronto

orbitals. Ocellars strong (for Calodexio.), as long or longer than ~idth 

of frontal vitto. at v1idest point. Occipito.l poll6n cmd pilo white or 

slightly yellowish; median and dorsal dark areas in pollen. Black 



occipital cilin extend doi.mwu.rd three-fourths length of eye. Pre

mentum light y01lowish brown. Po.lpus swollon club-like, distal half 

moro thc.n twice db.m&tGr of ba.s£-.1 ho.lf; with more; than 25 short bl~ck 

huirs, fowor scatt€irGd long yellow hairs, o.nd donse covering of short 

pale pile murging into pollen busnlly. Entire antenna. do.rk brown ox

cept for lighter bro~'Il a.ristn ~nd lighter more orange areas on second 

segment and baso of third sogmont bolow arista. Aristn with longest 

dorsal ho.ira about twice as wide o.s aristo. at vridost point, ventral 

hairs shorter than 1:lidth of aristo.. 

Thorax vrith white pollen becoming palo yollowish on dorsum. Pre

sutural median dark vittao about three-fourths as wide as presuturo.l 

out0r light vittac. Presutural outer dark vittae more than tv,ice as 

wide as outer light vittao and extended broadly to anterior surfaco of 

thoro.x. Median dark vitto.0 not intorrupted at suture; outer dark 

vittne interrupted latero.lly by an indentation of light pollen. Modian 

durk vittao united behind suture into a. broad median vitta which no.rrows 

in middlo of scutum and extends posteriorly us moro gray and indistinct 

narrow mediun stripe to sout0llum. Postsuturo.1 outor light vittao about 

half as wid0 as outer dark vittao. Scutellum with basal dark band, 

threo pairs of me.rgino.l scutellars, and one w·eo.k ho.ir-lik:e 2-pical po.ir. 

Pilo on pleura whito except for anterodorsal, dorsul, and posterior 

margins of mosopleura which ho.vu some dark hairs. Notopleuron with 

a.bout six bla.ok hairs. Subsqua.mal cilia bluck. .Acrosticals 1-1; 

anterior intra-o.lar strong. 

Anterior surf'o.co of front coxo. with outer oro.ngo bn.nd, inner brovvn 

band, about 30 to 40 black hairs and bristlos, and mo.ny thin yellowish 

hnirs. Basal one-half to thre0-fourths of Ga.oh middle und hind femur 



oro.nge in ventrnl viou. Kiddle femur with tvvo anterior bristles neo.r 

middle; middle tibia ~ith singl0 vontral bristle somewhat beyond 

middle. Posterior femur with ro~ of brown hairs along only about dis

tal third of inner posterior ma.rgin; at apex of femur those hairs about 

as long as uidth of hind tibia, becoming shorter toward base of femur. 

No yellow cilia on hind fomur. 

Abdomen blnck with grey-white vontrolaterul pollen becoming tinged 

with yellow dorsally. First torgum black and with no pale pollen in dor

sal viow; vcntrol~torully with white pollen present but loss dense thun 

on same areu of socond torgumo Second tergum with narrow median dark 

stripe and dark patchos around discals; white pollen bordering stripe 

for basal two-thirds of tergum, pollinoso area narrowing abruptly to 

less than busal one-fourth on more lnteral nrons of dorsum, widening to 

about basnl t-«o-thirds at level of lateral bristles, und widening to at 

least three-fourths ventrally. Third tergum with triangle of whitish 

pollen extending to npex medially but weak b0tv1een mo.rginals; when 

viewed nt a low posterior anglQ, almost parnllol to th0 torgum, a 

median dark stripe c~n be seen; laterally pattern of pollon is like 

that of second torgum. Fourth tergum reddish brown but completely 

covered with light pollen in most viows; slight trace of no.rrow median 

dark vitta; ono row of four to six discals; second and third torga 

onoh with one pnir of discals. First ~nd second terga each with one 

pair of median nnd one pnir of latercl marginnls; third a.nd fourth 

each with a row of mnrgin~ls. Hnirs black, except white on first 

abdominal sternum (first morphological segment) and vontrolateral nreus 

of first torgum. 

Female. Differs from mule as follows: pollen on upper pnrts of 



head less golden, but more yellowish gray-white. Front nurrowost nt 

vortex whsre almost two-thirds as vtido ns eye. Front widening in 

middle, becoming slightly narrower bolow, und then widening ugain at 

bas0s of antennae; ~t widest points in middle nnd at bases of an

tennae ~bout three-fourths as wido as eye. Frontal vittu one-h~lf as 

wide as to slightly wider than parafrontals. Nine to 11 pairs of 

frontals including fronto-orbitals. Black occipital cilia extend down

ward at least one-half and usually two-thirds length of eyo. Promentum 

orange-brown. Pnlpus of about equal diruneter for entire length. An

tenn~ with basnl segments orange to brown; third segment orange for at 

lo~st basal one-third and brovm distally. Longest hairs on arista two 

to threo times width of arista at widest point. 

Thorax with presutural modi~n dark vittne equal in width or 

slightly narro\:er than presutural outer light vittneo ~11 dark vittae 

narrowly interrupted at suture. Postsutural median dark vitta not con

tinued to scutollum. Apic~l scutellnrs mny bo nbsent. 

~nterior surface of front coxa with sevon to ten black hairs and 

bristlGs and many thin white or yellowish hairs. Row of brown hairs on 

inner posterior margin of hind femur present but somethnes less distinct 

than in male. 

First tergtu~ with truces of light pollen visible in dorsal view; 

ventrally with white pollen nlmost equnl in density to thnt on second 

tergum. Second and third torgn without median dark stripes. Light 

pollen on basal two-thirds of second tergum rredinlly, pollinose area 

nurrowing only slightly to dorso-latoral angle of tergum; ventrally 

light pollen may occupy basal throe-fourths of tergum. Third tergum 

similar to second of ferno.lo but with pale pollinous area extending to 
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apox between median mnrgina.ls. Fourth tergum bluck, complotely pale 

pollinose, or median dark f~scio. mn.y occupy distal one-holf to two

thirds of tergUt1.; one highly nrched row of 9 to 14 disco.ls and somo

times second row of two to three disco.ls. Ventro.l white huir more num

erous than in male and also found on second abdomi~l tergumo 

Records. Type series of 2i: P.i~1lMA: il.ro.jan /= Prov. Po.na.m6:: 

11.rra.ija.n :!] H; MEJ(IC0: Vera.cruz: So.n Rafael: near Jico.ltepec, H!. 

P:~.iM:i: Cannl Zone: Barro Colorado Island, 2~, (Currnn, 19340.: 14); 

o.dditiono.l records for 2&, 107~: over swnrm of E. vagans: 2110 (1); 

neo.r E. burchelli or its swarm ro.ids: 834 (4), 944 (1), 991 (1), 1170 

( 1), 1171 (2), 1172 (9), 1178 (1), 1394 (1), 1412 (1), 1413 ( 8)' 1414 

(5), 1415 (4), 1574 (4), 1755 (5), 1757 (5), 1782 (4), 1784 (1), 1849 

( 3)' 1860 (2), 2191 ( 2)' 2230 ( 4), 2302 ( 4). 2329 ( 3), 2341 (2); over 

swo.rm raids of L. pro.ado.tor: 1277 (5), 1446 (8), 1575 ( 3), 1576 (2&), 

1617 (2), 2155 (2), 2178 (1), 2242 (3), 2257 (2); ta.ken in laboratory: 

1940 (1). 

Co.lodexia townsendi Curran 

c. townsendi Curra.n (1934a: 7) i. 

This species lo.c~s a.11 o.crosticals like fulvibo.sis but differs 

from the l:itter by ho.ving the rredia.n dark vittae united behind the meso

nota.l suture, blackish hind femoro., a.nd six discals on the fourth tergum. 

Records. PERU: Jo.en Provinco: Hua.sea.ray Ridge: 7000 foot, i hole

type (not soen). 



Ca.lodoxio. valera Curran 

C. vo.lera Curran (1934a: 19) &. 

ill though closo to po.namensis and va.rio., Calo,dexia vo.l0ra. co.n bo 

eo.sily identified by its ha.ving o.orostico.ls 3-3, a.nd by the black meso

noto.l vitto.o which a.re o.11 united behind the suture. 

Records. VENEZUEL.s.: Vo.lera., 1 & (not seen). 

Calodexia vo.ria Curra.n 

c. flo.vipes., . .'.i.ldrioh (1929: 23-24) ~ description, misidentifica.tion. 

Co va.rio. Curro.n (19340.: 20). 

£· varia is unothor l~rge species (6.3 to 7.8 mm.) with n bluish 

abdomen similar to that of o.gilis., apico.lis., dives, major, a.nd siinilis. 

However, it differs fron1 these species by tho presence of a. median light 

vitto. extending the entire length of tho mesonotum; the scutellur,. lacks 

~ basal dark band., is entirely covered with whitish pollen, and has 

three p~irs of 11~1rgina.l scutellars. 

Mo.le. Unkno\m. 

Female. Front narrowest o.t vortex a.nd almost throe-fourths as 

vride as eye; front only slightly wider in rr.iddlo; fronto.l vitto. reddish 

brown to black, slightly na.rrowor to wider than either pa.ro.fronto.l. 

Third segment of antenna. orange o.t lea.st from base to insertion of 

arista and sometimes for a.bout ba.snl third, distally oro.ngo-bro~n to 

da.rk brown. 

Third torgum with a.t lea.st one pa.ir of median disco.ls, somotiraos 

up to nine disco.ls in transverse row. When four or more disco.ls a.re 

prosent usually a. lateral discnl puir is present in ~ddition to modi~n 



disco.l po.ir • ( ''Media.n disco.ls" n.ro in usua.1 dors:: .. 1 posit ion and 

"lo.tera.l disco.ls" o.ro some dista.nce from baso.l ma.rgin but on 

la.tero.l po.rt of tergum directly anterior to l~tera.l murgino.ls.) Fourth 

torgum ha.s strong row of 6 to 12 discn.ls a.nd mo.y ha.ve second distal row 

of o.bout two bristleso 

Recordso Bo.rro Colora.do Island, H holotypeo COSTil RICA: Higuito, 

H described by llldrich (1929: 23-24) o.s the female of C. f'.lsciato. 

(neither soen). ~dditiona.1 records for lOi: over sw~nn ruids of E. 

burchelli: 1172 (1), 1418 (1), 1755 (1), 2302 (1); over swa.nn ro.ids of 

L. pro.ado.tor: 1277 (1), 1446 (2), 2179 (1), 2201 (1); sVTeeping on 

voget~tion in forest: 1723 (1). 

Co.lodexic vonteris Curra.n 

C. vonteris Curra.n (19340.: 15) i. 

Only £• mo.juscula. a.nd venteris hn.vo c. yellow to oro.ng0 o.bdome:m 

with a media.n do.rk stripe. £· venteris differs from c1C.jusculo. by 

ha.ving bl~ck infrnsquo.mc.l cilia.. In the on.le all four cbdo1nino.l tergn 

a.re ora.ngo., tho third nith o. brown ma.rginr..l stripe co~:1poscd r~ta.inly of 

do.rk brm~-n spot;s at tho bases of the mo.rgin::.i.ls. Tho first tergwu of 

the ferne.le is orc..ngo with o. strong m0dia.n brown stripe; the second tor

gum is ora.ngG with o. widor medio.n brown stripe continued a.s o.n o.pico.l 

brown stripe; the third and fourth terga. a.re brown dorsa.lly. 

Two ma.los und one femo.lo wore roa.rod from la.rvo.e removed fro1:L o. 

Ca.lodexio. ventoris femulo and introduced into~ puncture ma.de in the ub

domon of o. cockroach. Th0 r.w.lo description given below is bnsod on 

these reared specimens which must belong to ventoris unl0ss this spocies 

is n complex of several similar specieso 
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Ma.l~. :...greos with description of fetlalo ( Curru.:a, 19340.1 15-16) 

except ~s follows: Hand with white pollen becoming gold ~bove antennae 

~nd on upper occiput; ba.ckground colors (ignoring pollen): oro.nge on 

cheek; darker reddish oro.nge a.nd brown on front; ~nd orange-brown, 

red-brown, or brown on occiput. Front na.rrowest in middle where o.bout 

one-fourth a.s wide ~s eye; a.t vertex o.nd bo.ses of a.ntenn.::.e one-third to 

one-ho.lf us wide o.s eye; 10 to 11 pairs of frontals, lower six to nine 

po.irs decussa.te, remo.ining upper pa.irs reclino.te. BL:ick occipital cilia. 

oxtond downward one-hnlf to two-thirds length of' eyo. Outer vertico.ls 

less thun ha.lf as long c.s vertico.ls r..nd far buck on hec.d in line with 

occipital cilia.. Inner verticals decussate or sloping together at tips. 

Pa.lpus with sca.ttered long fine yellowish hairs, 10 to 30 coa.rsor blnck 

he.irs, ;i.nd dense covering of short closely appressed fine yellow ho.irs • 

• ~ntenna entirely yellow except for aristc. which is orange at ba.se and 

~rown to bluck distally. 

Hur.1eri with gold pollen; pollen on upper nesopleuri:e. yellowish. 

Middle ~.argino.l scutelle.r weak or a.bsent. Coxa.t. .:md fer!1orc.. light yellow 

to orange and lighter than in female. Coxo.e with fine white to yellow 

huir. Middle f'euur with one o.nterior bristle near middle; hind femur 

nith rov.r of' long yellow cilin on inner ventrt.1 t:J.rgin. 

1.r.11 terga. entirely ornnge except: first ma.y h:).ve f'cdnt median 

brown stripe, third h!.1.s brown spots o.t bo..ses of :na.rginn.ls v.rhich tend to 

fuse into brown ~pica.I stripe. First tergum without pollen; other 

terga with inconspicuous ~hite pollen ventrally, beconiin 5 yellow to ~ola 

dorsally. Second tergum with white pollen usu~lly visible only l~terally 

~.nd on less tha.n ba.so.l fourth; indistinct wider band of yellow pollen 

•)rs~.lly. Simil~:.r b::md :..long baso.l one-ho.lf' to tvm-thirds of third 
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tergur.i., becoming soraewh~t wider mediclly. Fourth tergwn dorsully with 

yellow pollen on basal one-half to two-thirds., pollinose area increas

ing ventrally to apical margin. First and saoond terga each with pair 

of median and pair of lateral margina.ls; third with row· of 11 to 12 

marginals; fourth tergum with row of 12 marginals; marginals on all 

four terga of about equal size. Fourth tergum with row of six discals 

in center of tergum. Genitalia yellow to orange. 

Female. Specimens agree with description by Curran except: front 

about two-thirds as wide as eye. Black occipital cilia extend downward 

one-half to two-thirds length of eye. Palpus as described above for 

male. Third segment of antenna yellow to orange with brown color vary

ing from faint apical tinge to brown on distal two-thirds. 

Middle femur with two anterior bristles near middle (about two per

cent of females have one bristle on one or both middle femora). 

Pollen on all terga white ventrally, becoming yellow to gold dors

ally. In ventral view abdomen appears yellow to reddish orange; apical 

brown band on second tergum usually does not extend for more than 

lateral half of ventral surface; apical brown band on third terga wider 

and usually extends almost to ventral edge. First and second terga each 

with pair of median and pair of lateral marginals. 

Records. Type series of 29i: Barro Colorado Island, 28i: COSTA 

RICA: Higuito, San Mateo, 1~; (none seen). Additional records for 2&, 

441~: over swarm of E. vagans: 2110 (6); near E. burchelli or over 

its swarrrt raids: 367 (2), 827 (6)., 834 (21)., 944 (2), 991 (1), 1170 

(16), 1171 (11), 1172 (12), 1178 (15), 1411 (4), 1412 (2), 1413 (3), 

1414 (6), 1569-A (1), 1574 (2)., 1750 (2), 1755 (14), 1757 (6), 1782 

(18)., 1784 (4), 1790 (6), 1849 (12)., 1854 (4), 1860 (6), 2191 (12), 
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2230 (54), 2258-X (9), 2302 (40), 2329 (20), 2331 (4), 234l (30); over 

swarm raids of!!· praedator: 1277 (11), 1446 (10), 1575 (5), 1617 (8), 

2068 (2), 2155 (10), 2178 (6), 2179 (2), 2201 (7), 2202 (4), 2242 (8), 

2257 (16); reared from larvae artificially introduced into cockroach: 

2236 (2&, H). 

List of Field Numbers with Collecting Data for Flies 

The date, time and other important data are given below for all 

the flies collected in order to save space in preceding pages. The 

lists are arranged in order of field number under three main headings 

for flies associated with (1) Labidus praedator, (2) Eciton burchelli, 

(3) other ants or those flies taken which were not associated with any 

ants. All specimens were collected on Barro Colorado Island, Canal 

Zone, Panama, by the author and his wife, Marian E. Rettenmeyer, except 

for specimens with 1952 and 1955 dates which were taken by the author 

alone. The total number of specimens is given for the three genera 

discussed in this paper: Stylogaster (~.), Calodexia (.2_.), and 

Androeuryops (A.). All field numbers with letters after tl1em ( e. g • ., 

2341-A) have the same data in this list as the same numbers without the 

letter, except for those followed by the letter X which have different 

data. · 

Associated with Labidus praedator 

All specimens were ta.ken over swarm fronts or up to -~o meters in 

advance of the ants except where other data are given. 

465 - 25 Apr. 1952., 1:00 p.m • ., l !· 
1277 - 27 Feb. 1956, 1:00 to 2:00 p.m., raid swarm stopped about 1:45 
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p.m., 5 !•, 130 .£•, 11 !_, 

1446 - 15 Mur. 1956, 1:00 to 1:15 p.m., raid swarm unusually large, 

more than five meters wide at front, 7 ~-, 157 £•, 6 A. 

1575 - 27 Mar. 1956, 10:55 to 11:00 a.m., l ~·, 50 £•, 8 Ao 

1576 - 27 Mar. 1956, 11:10 to 11:15 a.m., same raid as 1576, but flies 

seen flying repeatedly over a cockroach; whether larvae were de

posited could n~t be determined; 2 £• 

1617 - 6 Apr. 1956, 10:55 to 11:05 a.m., 7 ~·, 53 .£•, 9 A. 

2068 - 5 July 1966, 10:30 to 11:00 a.m., 9 C. 

2155 - 21 July 1956, 12:15 to 1:00 p.m., taken one to two meters in ad-

vance of sv1arm front, 43 .£•, 7 A. 

2156 - 21 July 1956, about 12:15 p.m., same ruid as 2155, 1 C. 

2178 - 25 July 1956, 10:00 to 10:15 a.rn., 28 £•, 1 A. 

2179 - 25 July 1956, 11:00 to 11:15 a.m., same raid as 2178, 1 ~-, 13 £• 

2201 - 27 July 1956, 9:55 to 10:05 a.m., small swarm front only one to 

tv10 meters wide, field numbers 2202, 2206, 2207 from same raid, 

1 ~·, 22 £•, 1 A. 

2202 - 27 July 1956, 9:55 to 10:05 a.m., 9 £• 

2206 27 July 1956, 11:15 to 11:20 a.m., taken by sweeping over entire 

area of raid seen from 9:55 to 10:20. Raid swarm stopped at 10:20, 

but workers continued to tear apart booty und were seen running 

along raid columns to several holes in the ground up until 11:10. 

1 c. 

2207 - 27 July 1956, 10:10 a.m., taken in oopulo on leaf 15 cm. above 

ground, 2 A. 

2242 - 31 July 1956, 10:00 to 11:00 a.m., sweeping quite intermittently 

over swarm, 6 ~·, 42 c. 



2257 - l Aug. 1956., l:0C to 1:15 p.m., 40 £•, l A. 

2258 - 1 Aug. 1956, sa,.1e raiu ~s 2257, rr;ay have been ih copula, 2 5. 

Associated with Eciton burchelli 

All specimens were ta.ken over swc.rm fronts or up to two mote1s in 

advance of the ants except where otner data ~re given. 

367 - 1 Apr. 1952, 12:30 p.rn., 4 C. 

827 - 10 Feb. 1955., 10:30 to 10:40 a.m., 17 .£•, 2 !• 
834 - 12 Fob. 1955, 11:30 a.m. bo 12:00 noon, colony '55 B-IV with a 

sexual brood on the first statary day, 88 C., 6 A. 

944 - 2 Mar. 1955., 8:10 a.m • ., 6 c. -
991 - 9 Mar. 1955, 10:45 to 11: 45 a.m • ., ta.ken within one ml3ter of 

bivouac while colony had two columns out one to two mE:1ters, 8 c. 

1170 - 16 Feb. 1956, 9:45 to 10:15 a.m., same raid as nllinbers 1171., 

1172., 19 £·, 36 A. -
1171 - 16 Feb. 1956, 10:15 to 10:30 a.m • ., 22 .£·, 53 A. 

1172 - 16 Feb. 1956, 10:30 to 10:45 a.m • ., 34 £·, 127 A. 

1178 - 17 Feb. 1956., 10:15 to 10:30 a.m • ., 1 ~-., 45 £·, 9 A. 

1394 - 7 :4ar. 1956., about 11:00 a.m • ., 1 .£· 

1411 - 8 Mar. 1956., 10:00 to 10:15 u.m • ., same raid as nUL~bers 1412 to 

1419., u large raid but not maximal, 7 ~·, 16 £•, 7 A. 

1412 - 8 Mar. 1956., 10:15 to 10:30 a.m., 4 ~-., 15 £·, 14 A.. 

1413 - 8 Mar. 1956., 10:30 to 10:45 a.m • ., 6 ~-., 31 .£·, 37 A. 

1414 - 8 Mar. 1956, 10:45 to 11:00 o..m • ., 7 i·, 49 £·, 32 A. 

1415 - 8 Mar. 1956, 11:00 to 11:15 a.m., 6 ~-, 13 £•, 24 A. 

1416 to 1419 - 8 Mar. 1956., about 11:00 aom•, 2 E.·, 2 Co 

1569-A - 26 Mar. 1956, about 10:10 a.m., 1 Co 
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1570 - 26 Mur. 1956, about 10:10 n.m., 1 .£• 

1574 - 27 Mar. 1956, 8:50 to 9:50 a.m., sweeping quite intermit-

tently, 25 .£•, 14 A. 

1750 - 10 May 1956, 4:20 to 4:30 p.m., swarm front very weak and 

never more than 20 cm. wide, 2 .£• 

1755 - 11 May 1956, 9:25 to 9:40 a.m., same raid as 1756, 1 ~·, 65 .£•, 

14 A. 

1756 - 11 Mny 1956, 9:40 to 10:10 a.m., aspirated as flies hovered 

over or sut within a few centimeters of cluster of ants around a 

cricket, l C. 

1757 - 11 May 1956, 1:50 to 2:05 p.m., same raid as 1758, 4 s., 40 .£·, 

22 Ao 

1758 - 11 Mny 1956, betvreen 2:05 and 2:50 p.m., attempted to get more 

Stylogaster specimens and ignored Calodexia, 2 s. 

1778 - 12 May 1956, 6:00 to 6:30 a.m., 1 .£•, only fly seen. 

1782 - 13 May 1956, 11:05 to 11:20 a.m., 58 .£•, 23 A. 

1784 - 14 May 1956, 7:50 to 8:05 a.m., swami front four to five meters 

wide, 19 .£·, 17 A. 

1790 - 15 May 1956, 8:05 to 8:20 a.mo, 1 S., 27 £•, 20 A. 

1849 - 25 May 1956, 11:15 to 11:30 a.m., 2 S., 79 .£•, 9 A. 

1854 - 26 May 1956, 11:00 a.m., 5 .£.· 

1860 - 28 May 1956, 2:40 to 2:55 p.m., 4 _!•, 38 .£•, 3 Ao 

2191 - 26 ~uly 1956, 11:25 to 11:50 a.m., 33 .£·, l Ao 

2230 - 30 July 1956, between 9:45 and 11:45 a.m., 4 s., 137 £•, 1 A. 

2258-X - 7 Aug. 1956, 10:45 to 10:55 a.m., 1 !·, 18 Co 

2293 - 10 Aug. 1956, about 9:00 a.m., 7 c. -
2302 - 11 Aug. 1956, 11:00 to 11:20 a.mo, 1 8., 101 c. 
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2329 - 17 Aug. 1956, 11:00 to 11:30, 56 .£• 

2331 - 17 Aug. 1956, 12:00 noon, 5 £• 

2341 - 18 Aug. 1956, 9:00 to 10:00 a.m., 76 C. 

Associated with Other Ants or Not Found Near Ants 

996 - 10 Mar. 1955, 1:15 p.m., hovering next to bivouac of B. ha.ma-

~' 6 to 12 c~. over ants on ground next to bivouac, 2 s. 

1552 - 22 Mar. 1956, taken in laboratory, 1 C. 

1588-B 29 lviar. 1956, sweeping, not near ants, 1 A. 

1666-B 21 Apr. 1956, sweeping, not near ants, 1 A. 

1723 - 9 May 1956, sweeping low vegetation in forest uot near ants, 

1 c. 

1940 

2110 

7 June 1956, taken in laboratory, 1 .£• 

9 July 1956, 11:45 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., sweeping over sv;arm of 

workers of E. vngans which were milling around the site of a 

bivouac which I had disturbed. This colony had a brood of ma.le 

o.nd queen lo.rva.e, and the i:rorkers may have beon more excited be

cause of them. Workers covered the ground densely for only one

fourth to one-third square meter, with less dense ants over two 

square meters. By 12:15 p.m., when the ants had largely quieted 

down nnd retreated underground, most of th~ flies h~d disappeared, 

3 !·, 18 c. 

2216 - 29 July 1956, sweeping low vegetation in forest not near ants, 

1 C. 

2236 - Reared from cockroach into which larvae from adult fly were in

troduced through puncture in abdomen, 3 C. 

2254-X - 4 Aug. 1956, taken in laboratory, 1 c. 



2260-X - 7 Aug. 1956, 10:50 ij.m., cricket taken escaping fro~ swar~ 

raid of E. burchelli; flies emexged 21 to 22 Aug., 8 f· 

2346 - 19 Aug. 1956~ 9:00 p.m ... ~ t.aken in laboratory, l C. 

306 C\. 



Calliphoridaes Phaenicia purpuxescens (Walker) 

The only well-substantiated cases of Calliphorida& being associated 

with Dorylinae are those of ~engalia and similar flies found over swarm 

raids of African driver ants. These flies will be briefly discussed 

below under Comparisons Between Flies Associated with American and African 

Dory lines. 

A total of 146 Calliphoridae belonging to six species (determined 

by Maurice T. James) were taken on Barro Colorado Island during the 

course of this study. Most of the specimens were reared from or taken 

near dead mammals; and since the army ants were not present, these 

calliphorids will not be discussed. However, since one species, Phae

nicia purpurescens, was found consistently over swarm raids and at no 

other time, it could not have been present by chance. 

Phaenicia purpurescens (Walker) was repeatedly found over swarm 

raids of both Labidus praedator and Eciton burchelli. It was never 

reared from carcasses, and only a single male was taken by sweeping over 

a dead animal {sloth). According to Hall (1948: 256-257) this species 

ranges from southern Mexico to Argentina. Regarding the biology of E· 
purescens, Hall states, "Although the species is well-distributed, it 

is apparently uncommon or extremely localized where it does occur. Con

siderable effort was expended in an attempt to collect and study this 

species in the field, but no specimens were ever seen in nearly a year's 

collecting. The immature stages are unknown." 

A total of 20 females and 14 males were taken by sweeping over the 

swarm raids and up to two meters in advance of the swarm fronts. Four 

additional females were taken by sweeping vegetation close to the ground 
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in the forest. The flies were taken between January and August during 

1952, 1955 and 1956; and the small number of records does not indicate 

any seasonal fluctuation. 

A total of ten males and 17 females were taken near swarm raids of 

burchelli, three males and three females were taken near swarm raids of 

praedator, and one male was taken near vaqans. Perhaps these flies 

were attracted by the large number of other flies flying over the swarm. 

Nothing was noticed about their behavior which gave any clue as to whether 

or not their host or life cycle is associated with the army ants. 

Records. Dates and other details for the following records can be 

found above in the List of Field Numbers with Collecting Data for Flies. 

Barro Colorado Island, over swarm of[• vaqans: 2110 (ld); over swarm 

raid of E. burchelli: 827 (19), 834 (19), 1172 (19), 1178 (19), 1277 

(19), 1411 (19), 1413 (ld), 1414 (19), 1574 (ld, 29), 1755 (ld', 39), 

1757 (19), 1782 (3:f), 1784 (19), 1790 (ld, 19), 1849 (2d'), 2329 (19), 

2331 (ld'), 2341 (19); over swarm raids of 1· praedator: 2155 (19), 

2178 (ld, 29), 2179 (ld), 2257 (ld). 

Sarcophagidae 

Approximately 180 Sarcophagidae were taken by sweeping over the 

swarm raids of army ants on Barro Colorado Island, and almost all these 

flies belong to new species (determined by H. R. Dodge). Although some 

of these may have been found there by chance and have no association 

with the Ecitonini, the biology of other species probably is closely 

connected with that of the ants. No previous records of Sarcophagidae 

associated with Ecitonini are known to me. On the basis of the few 

observations recorded below, it seems safe to construe that perhaps 20 
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species of sarcophagids are asSO<;iated with the army ants~ There is the 

possibility that some of these flies, especially the males, may have been 

attracted by the presence of the hundreds of other flies buzzing around 

the swarm fronts. However, the fact that females as well as males were 

present strengthens the possibility that the life cycles of the four 

important genera discussed below are connected with the biology of the 

ants. Moreover, specimens of Sarcophagidae collected by sweeping areas 

where no army ants were raiding, by and large, are feeders on vertebrate 

carcasses and have been previously described. It is unlikely that any 

difference in the ecology of the areas would contribute to the marked 

divergence of species taken because the areas were in adjacent parts 

of the same forest and in some cases were the identical places swept on 

different days, both while the army ants were raiding and before or after 

the raids. 

The genera most likely associated with the army ants will be dis

cussed first in alphabetical order, and a few additional species will be 

grouped at the end of this section on Sarcophagidae. 

Dexosarcophaga Townsend 

Four of eight species of Dexosarcophaqa taken were either found over 

swarm raids of Eciton burchelli or were reared from the refuse deposits 

of this ant. It is noteworthy that the six specimens caught in a net 

(including three over swarm raids) were males, whereas 15 out of 30 

adults reared from refuse deposits were females. Since no adults were 

taken near bivouacs or refuse deposits, it is possible that the females 

deposit eggs or larvae on or near the ants at the swarm front. The fact 

that all eight species are new strengthens the possibility that these 

species are associated with the army ants. 



Records. The following specimens were taken on Barro Colorado 

Island except where another locality is given. 

Dexosarcophaqa currani Dodge. Over swarm raid of E. burchelli: 

834 ( ld). 
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Q.• ecitocola Dodge. Over swarm raid of~- burchelli: 1782 (lo); 

reared from refuse deposit of£· burchelli: 1841 (14d, 149), refuse 

collected on 23 May with flies emerging on the following dates: 30 May 

(ld), 2 June (29), 3 June (1d, 99), and 6 June (6d, 39). 

D. halli Dodge. 30 March 1956 (lo). 

D. lopesi Dodge. 20 February 1956 (ld). 

D. niqricaudata Dodge. Over swarm raid of~- burchelli: 834 (ld). 

D. ravenna Dodge. PANAMA: Bejuco: 10 June 1956 (lo') taken on 

flowering tree. 

~- varia Dodge. Reared from refuse deposit of[• burchelli: 

1550 (lo', 19), refuse collected on 21 March 1956, adults emerged on 

following dates:· 1 Apri 1 ( 19), 2 Apri 1 {lo). 

Q• ~ Dodge. 19 June 1956 (kf). 

Nephochaetopteryx 

Approximately two thirds (44 out of 67) of the specimens of 

Nephochaetopteryx collected belong to five new species and were taken 

over swarm raids. Since more sweeping was done in the forest where no 

army ants were seen, it appears that these flies were attracted to the 

areas of the swarm raids. Unfortunately, the 41 females cannot be deter

mined to species. Perhaps it is significant that the 26 males were all 

collected from February to April, whereas the females were taken from 

February to August. Nothing is known about the biology of any of these 

species. 
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Records. The following records from Barro Colorado Island are for 

males except for the first group of females determined only to genus. 

Nephochaetopteryx spp. females. 27 January to 12 February 1955 (5), 

12 to 13 February 1956 (2), 17 to 25 March 1956 (3), 26 May 1956 (1), 24 

to 27 June 1956 (2), 29 July 1956 (1), 1 August 1956 (1); over swarm 

raids of£· burchelli: 834 (20), 1411 (1), 1415 (1), 1849 (2); over 

swarm raids of k· praedator: 1446 (1), 2257 (1). 

N. aurescens Dodge. 13 February 1956 (1). 

N. hyalina Dodge. Over swarm raid of E. burchelli: 1171 (1). 

N. marianae Dodge. Over swarm raid of E. burchelli: 834 (5). 

N. rettenmeyeri Dodge. 24 February 1955 (1), 20 to 29 March 1956 

(5}; over swarm raid of E. burchelli: 834 (10), over fan columns behind 

the raid swarm: 835, 12 February 1955 (1). 

~- spinosa Dodge. 24 April 1956 (l); over swarm raid of E. 

burchelli: 834 (1). 

Notochaeta Aldrich 

Since more specimens of Notochaeta than of any other genus of 

sarcophagid were taken over the swarm raids, it is highly probable that 

at least some of the species have a biological connection with the raids. 

Seven new species and one previously described species were taken on 

Barro Colorado Island. Each of these species was found near army ants 

at least once, and less than three per cent of the specimens and only 

three species of Notochaeta were found where no army ants were present. 

One female was taken over a refuse deposit of§• burchelli9 and several 

males and females were found within one meter of a bivouac of the same 

army ant. One male of N. amphibiae and two females of an undetermined 
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species were taken from a group of flies hovering over or resting within 

a few centimeters of a black cricket covered with burchelli workers at 

the edge of a swarm raid. 

On 15 March 1956 while watching a swarm raid of[• burchelli, I 

saw six or seven sarcophagids hovering over or resting on leaves in an 

area six centimeters square. There was a slight range in size, but all 

the flies looked like the same species. A single female of Notochaeta 

amphibiae {1447) was aspirated from the group. The leaves over which 

the flies were hovering were removed, and a frog 20 to 25 mm. long was 

found under them. At least two of the flies rested on the back of the 

frog, but no larvae were seen to be deposited. The frog showed no re

sponse to the flies and did not move when two burchelli workers ran over 

the frog but did not attack it. At the time when the frog was collected 

there was a small spot on the center of the back where larvae appeared 

to have been deposited, but no examination was made with a microscope. 

At 8:00 a.m. the following morning a small maggot could be seen moving 

in an open sore on the frog's back four millimeters behind the posterior 

margin of the right eye. By 8:00 p.m. that day the spiracular plates of 

nine maggots could be seen repeatedly pushing up to the surface of the 

hole. The hole at that time had been enlarged to about three milli

meters in diameter and was slightly larger than the eye of the frog. At 

8:30 p.m. the frog could still jump weakly, but within the next hour it 

appeared to get much weaker. The larvae and the hole in the back of the 

frog increased in size with the maggots constantly filling the opening 

with their spiracular plates. The following morning (17 March) at 7:00 

a.m. the frog was dead, and the maggots were moving completely under the 

skin where they could not be seen. At 8:00 a.m. the next day the frog 
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had been reduced to a skeleton within a small mass consisting mostly of 

skin. Nine larvae were crawling around inside the vial; and when dirt 

was added, they all crawled into it and pupated. The pupal period was 

11 to 12 days with two females emerging on 29 March and six males emerg

ing on 30 March (1447). The remaining pupa failed to develop. 

Before the frog had been too severely damaged, it was compared with 

the reference collection of amphibians kept on Barro Colorado Island. The 

frog was determined as Eleutherodactylus, probably~. diastema (Cope) 

(Leptodactylidae). On the basis of the skeleton and skin the determina

tion to genus was confirmed by Dr. Edward H. Taylor. 

Although the above frog was not seen to be driven out from under 

leaves by the raiding army ants, other frogs have been seen jumping from 

the areas of raids. It appears that these flies may find hosts in a 

manner analogous to that used by Calodexia in locating its orthopteran 

hosts. Although Lopes (1946: 536-537) has reported that larvae from a 

female~- aldrichi Lopes developed in a oligochaete of the family 

Megascolocidae, no other possible hosts for Notochaeta are known to me. 

The larval period of 70 hours for~· aldrichi was about the same as that 

of~- amphibiae, and the pupal period of 13 to 15 days was two to three 

days longer. Lopes did not indicate whether oligochaetes are considered 

to be the normal host of N. aldrichi. He also reported that~- confusa 

larvae penetrated into an oligochaete but did not complete development. 

Records for each species of Notochaeta taken on Barro Colorado Island 

are listed below with a summary given in table 7. 

Notochaeta spp. females. Over swarm raids of~. praedator: 1277 

{1), 1446 (1), 1575 (1), 1617 (2), 2202-J (1); over swarm raids or near 

[· burchelli: 834 (2), 991 (2), 1171 (1), 1172 (4), 1178 (3), 1412 (2), 
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1414 (3), 1415 (1), 1574 (4), 1756-A (1), 1756-B (1), 1757 (1), 1758 (6), 

1782 (9), 1784 (4), 1790 (1), 1849 (4), 1854 (1), 2230 (4); over refuse 

deposit of[• burchelli: 890 (1). 

~- amphibiae Dodge. Over swarm raids of b· eraedator: 1575 (ld'), 

1617 (10); over swarm raids of[· burchelli: 1411 (ld'), 1414 (lJ), 

1447 (19), 1756 (lo), 1782 (ld), 1849 (ld'); over swarm of g. vagans: 

2110 (2cf). 

!:!· bisetosa Dodge. 13 February 1956 (19); over swarm raid of 1• 

praedator: 1277 (ld', 19), 1575 (19), 2206 (19); near bivouac or over 

swarm raids of[· burchelli: 991 (2d), 1170 (19), 1414 (lo), 1757 (ld'), 

1860 (19). 

~- frontalis Dodge. Over swarm raids of£• burchelli: 1170 (ld), 

1413 (ld'), 1755 (ld). 

~- fuscianalis (van der Wulp). 26 January 1955 (19), 15 to 19 

February 1956 (29); over swarm raid of 1• praedator: 1277 (ld). 

~- monochaeta Dodge. Over swarm raids of g. burchelli: 1849 (19), 

1860 (19). 

!:!· palpalis Dodge. 19 July 1956 (ld); over swarm raids of 1· 

praedator: 18 February 1955 (ld'), 1277 (ld, 29), 1446 (29), 1617 (19), 

2068 (19), 2178 (19), 2183-A (19), 2242 (39), 2257 (19); near§_. burchelli: 

991 (So}, 1411 (lcf, 19), 1413 (ld), 1414 (29), 1755 (29), 1782 (ld), 

2230 (ld', 19), 2302 (29), 2329 (19), 2341 (19); over swarm of E. vagans: 

2110 (9d'). 

!:!• panamensis Dodge. Over swarm raid of L. praedator: 1575 (lo}. 
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Oxysarcodexia Townsend 

At least nine species of Oxysarcodexia were taken on Barro Colorado 

Island, and six of these were found over swarm raids of§_. burchelli or 

over a milling mass of[• vagans following the tearing apart of a bivouac. 

These species of sarcophagids are represented by single specimens ex

cept for one species also attracted to a dead armadillo. In addition, 

females of two species were taken in the laboratory, and nine adults 

were reared on beef from larvae squeezed from the abdomens of these two 

females. Although the above data indicate that species of Oxysarcodexia 

are not associated with the army ants or at least are not dependent 

upon these ants, there is a possibility that some of the species breed 

in the bivouacs or in the booty refuse outside of the bivouacs. One 

female Oxysarcodexia sp. was taken as it was larvipositing next to a 

bivouac of E. burchelli on 2 March 1955. This sarcophagid flew close 

to the bivouac and dropped one to three larvae in four to ten seconds 

and then flew off. A few minutes later the same fly, or one which could 

not be distinguished from it, returned and larviposited in the same 

general area. Although none of these larvae was reared, it should be 

mentioned that large cyclorrhaphous larvae, which may be Sarcophagidae, 

were found in refuse deposits and below another statary bivouac of E· 
burchelli. The above data suggest that several species of Oxysarcodex1a 

may be associated with Ecitonini, but that their relationships with the 

ants are probably facultative. Since the specific determinations in some 

cases are still in doubt and additional data is so meager, no detailed 

records will be listed for Oxysarcodexia. 
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Other Genera of Sarcophagidae 

The following species were also taken over army ants on Barro 

Colorado Island: Anapunaphyto apicato Dodge, Duocheata veniseta Dodge, 

Panava inflata Dodge, Rettenmeyerina sp., and another new genus and 

species. All except the last unnamed new genus are represented by only 

single specimens, and no observations were recorded on their behavior. 

However, 13 males of the last new genus were taken over burchelli swarm 

raids and over a milling group of vagans. Since this species was taken 

on four occasions and was never found where army ants were not present, 

its life cycle may be associated with the ants in some way. However, 

the fact that all specimens taken are males may indicate that this species 

was attracted only by the presence of the other flies. 
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Muscidae 

Over 400 specimens of Muscidae (including Anthomyiidae) were taken 

on Barro Colorado Island during this project. About 25 species (deter

mined by Fred M. Snyder) and somewhat more than half of the specimens 

are not considered to be associated with the army ants and will not be 

discussed. The only two specimens belonging to these species taken by 

sweeping over the swarm raids, belong to Cyrtoneurina Giglio-Tos, a genus 

known to live in dung and carcasses. Nine additional species of Muscidae 

show varying degrees of association with the Ecitonini. Three of these 

species breed in refuse from booty of Eciton burchelli, and these flies 

will be discussed under Arthropods Found in Refuse Deposits. The remain

ing six species are included below. Three reports of Muscidae associated 

with African Dorylinae are known to me, but I know of no reports of Mus

cidae with Neotropical dorylines. The African observations will be re

viewed below under Comparisons Between Flies Associated with American 

and African Dorylines. 

Polietina ecitonovora Snyder 

Polietina ecitonovora is a new species whose biology is almost cer

tain to be closely connected with the army ants since this fly was found 

so frequently over swarm raids. On only three of 24 occasions when the 

fly was taken, it was found where army ants were not raiding. P. eci-- -
tonovora was quite common over some swarm raids of Eciton burchelli, 

and on three days 24, 13 and 12 flies were taken over single swarm 

fronts. At one time four specimens were taken by sweeping the vegetation 

within one meter of a bivouac of burchelli. However, none was ever seen 

to lay an egg or to land near the bivouac or refuse deposits. In spite 
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of the fact that more time was spent sweeping over swarm raids of Eciton 

burchelli than those of Labidus praedator, a disproportionate number of 

P. ecitonovora were taken over burchelli. Females outnumbered males over 

both species of ants by approximately three to one. The totals for the 

two ants are: praedator, 2:1, 99; burchelli, 23d, 599. 

Records. Barro Colorado Island, 15 February 1956 (19), 12 May 1956 

(19), 7 July 1956 (19); over swarm raids of~- praedator: 1277 (29), 

2155 (23, 19), 2178 (49), 2179 (29); within one meter of the bivouac 

or over swarm raids of E. burchelli: 827 (ld), 834 (ld, 239), 991 

(2d, 29), 1111 (10), 1110 (20, 29), 1412 {1d), 1414 (19), 1415 (19), 

1574 (19), 1755 (4d', 89), 1757 {ld), 1782 (5d, 79), 1784 (19), 1790 (19), 

1849 (2d, 59), 1860 (ld, 29), 2230 (2d), 2258-X (19), 2329 (39), 2341 (19). 

Other Species of Muscidae 

The other species of Muscidae found over swarm raids of army ants 

are more doubtfully associated with the ants. Flies belonging to 

Neodexiopsis Malloch, Neomuscina Townsend and Phaonia Robineau-Desvoidy 

were taken near the ants, but these muscids were both less common over 

the ants and more common where the ants were not present compared with 

Polietina ecitonovora. 

Neodexiopsis emmesa Malloch is represented in the collections by 

single females taken on three occasions over swarm raids. In addition, 

a single female belonging to a new species of Neodexiopsis was taken by 

sweeping in the forest where no army ants were present. 

Records. Barro Colorado Island, over swarm raids of b· praedator: 

1277 (J.Q), 2179 (19); over swarm raid of E. burchelli: 1757 (19). 
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Three species of Neomuscina were taken over swarm raids of~

burchell!, and .h· p:"~~t0r_. Although there is no evidence at present 

that these ::1.ies b1 ... eed iJJ ti1e refuse deposits of the army ants, it is 

possible that they do. The biology and taxonomy of the genus have been 

reviewed by Snyder (1949; 1954: 424-429) who reports that the species 

are saprophagous or coprophagous. 

Records. The following specimens were taken on Barro Colorado 

Island. 

Neomuscina con viva Snyder. 4 April 1956 ( 19); over swarm raids 

of§.• burchelli: 2230 (ld, 19), 2258-X (lo), 2329 (21), 2341 (19). 

Neomuscina nudinervis nudinervis (Stein). 4 to 7 August 1956 (3d); 

over swarm raids of~- praedator: 2155 (19), 2201 (ld); over swarm raid 

of E. burchelli: 1849 (ld). 

Neomuscina panama Snyder. Over swarm raid of E. burchelli: 

1755 (19). 

Phaonia cyrtoneuroides Snyder is a new species based on three 

specimens, two of which were taken over swarm raids of 1· praedator. 

Records. Barro Colorado Island. 9 May 1956 ( 19}; over swarm 

raids of~- praedator: 1277 (19), 2178 (ld). 

Comparisons Between Flies Associated with 

American and African Dorylines 

The African doryline ants of the genus Dorylus, commonly known as 

driver ants, also raid in large swarms and have many flies associated 

with their raids. No detailed study has ever been ·made of the behavior 

or biology of these flies, but there are scattered observations indicat

ing that some of the flies are strikingly similar to, and others quite 
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different from, those associated with Neotropical army ants. As mentioned 

above, Stylo~i3ter is also foun~ accomoanying the raids of Do~ylus, but ----- . -----
there are apparently no reports of its ~tta~king cockroaches. fhis genus 

is the only one found in common with the dorylines in both the Eastern 

and Western Hemispheres. 

The conspicuous flies found with Qorylus, judging from the litera

ture, all belong to the genus Bengalia Robineau-Desvoidy (including 

Ochromyia of authors). This genus of Calliphoridae is most unusual in 

that the adults are predaceous on a wide variety of insects. Benqalia 

apparently captures many insects in flight, but much of its prey is taken 

from Dorylus and other ants in raid columns. The most complete reports 

on this behavior are by Lamborn (1914a, 1914b, 1920), and his observa

tions along with scattered reports by others have been reviewed by 

Bequaert (1922: 278-281). Although Benqalia usually has been reported 

as taking booty from the ants, it may also feed on the Dorylus brood, 

capturing larvae or pupae during emigrations. In addition, there is a 

report that the fly was seen to feed several times on the booty of an 

ant without carrying off the prey and while the ant remained holding the 

opposite end (Mellor, 1922). Like the flies with Eciton, Benqalia seems 

to find ant colonies by their odor. Bengalia is not known from the 

Western Hemisphere, and no flies with similar habits are known to be 

associated with Ecitonini. Phaenicia purpurescens, the common calliphorid 

found with swarm raids of Ecitonini, clearly could not have the same 

habits as Benqalia since the former genus has sponging mouthparts. 

Benqalia has a piercing proboscis "which is stiff and chitinized, with 

strongly toothed tip, directed forward'' (Wheeler, 1928: 253). 
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Both the African and Neotropical Dorylinae have flies which oviposit 

at nest openings or next to the bivouacs. The most common African spe

cies is a calliphorid, Tricyclea van der Wulp (=Zonochroa Brauer and 

Bergenstamm), but at least one other calliphorid and an anthomyiid have 

similar habits (Lamborn, 1914b: vi-vii; Villeneuve, 1922: 522). It 

would seem more probable that these flies are breeding in the remains of 

booty captured by the driver ants rather than on the ants themselves. 

The muscids, Neivamyia sp., Euryomma rettenmeyeriand ~· panamensis, and 

the sarcophagids, Dexosarcophaqa .Y.!!.!.!, Q• ecitocola and Oxysarcodexia 

sp., have been shown to breed in refuse deposits or next to bivouacs of 

Eciton burchelli. These will be discussed more fully under Arthropods 

found in Refuse Deposits. The muscid, Stomoxys ochrosoma Speiser, de

posits eggs over raid columns, and these eggs may be carried back to the 

bivouacs of Dorylus (Anomma) niqricans Illiger (Thorpe, 1942: 38). 

Neivamvia sp. also deposits eggs which are carried both into the bivouac 

and to refuse deposits of Eciton buxchelli. 

Both the African and American dorylines have large numbers of 

Phoridae and a few Sphaeroceridae (Borboridae, Cypselidae) living in 

their colonies. In addition, a sciadocerid has been reported from 

Labidus praedator {Bergmeier, 1954: 297). These flies which are the 

only ones living as adults directly among the ants, will be discussed 

more fully below along with other myrmecophilous insects found within 

the bivouacs. 
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REFUSE DEPOSITS OF ARMY ANTS AND THE ARTHROPODS FOUND IN THEM 

Descriptions of Refuse Deposits 

Refuse Deposits of Eciton burchelli 

All species of army ants apparently carry the remains of their prey, 

most dead workers, and empty cocoons to specific places called refuse 

deposits. Some refuse and most cocoons of the army ant broods are allowed 

to drop below the bivouac when the ants emigrate, and many dead workers 

are probably abandoned where they are killed in raids. 

Species of army ants habitually capturing heavily sclerotized 

arthropods have larger refuse deposits than species primarily capturing 

immature insects. For this reason, Eciton burchelli (Westwood) has the 

largest refuse deposits of any species of army ant found in Panama. More

over, since epigaeic bivouacs and refuse deposits are more easily studied 

than hypogaeic ones, more information about them was obtained; this dis

cussion is therefore primarily limited to the refuse deposits of burchelli 

with a few comparisons with those of other species. 

After a sample of material from a refuse deposit of Eciton 

burchelli had been dried in a Berlese funnel to remove the living arthro

pods, the sample had a volume of 250 ml. and weighed 31 grams. Approxi

mately 30,000 pieces of booty refuse were in this sample which contained 

little dirt or other extraneous material. The majority of the pieces 

were tarsomeres, tibiae, tentoria and phragmata which usually could not 

be determined to order. The predominating recognizable pieces were about 

1,600 head capsules and other fragments of black ants. In addition to 

these, there were about 70 heads of burchelli workers. On the basis of 

observations of the refuse deposits in the field, dead burchelli workers 
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had probably been placed intact on the refuse deposits, and staphylinids 

and other scavengers (discussed below) had dismembered the bodies. The 

other most common pieces which could be identified were head capsules 

and wings of Odonata, Orthoptera, Coleoptera and Hemiptera, pronota of 

cockroaches, and chelae and tail segments of scorpions. No vertebrate 

parts were found in any sample, although iridescent blue tails of lizards 

were seen being carried toward bivouacs on a few occasions. Parts of 

spiders consisted of an occasional chelicera, pedipalp, or leg segment; 

their scarcity (compared with captures seen during raids) indicates that 

burchelli can either eat or thoroughly tear apart the less heavily scler

otized exoskeletons of spiders •. No traces of larval or pupal prey were 

found except for extremely rare pupal head capsules of ants killed short

ly before emergence. It is not possible to get a total estimate of the 

booty by allowing the refuse to accumulate and then collecting it all 

after the colony emigrates. A large number of ants and other scavengers 

(discussed below under Arthropods Found in Refuse Deposits) are con

stantly carrying off the refuse even though most of it does not appear 

to have much food value. All the refuse around nomadic bivouacs of~

chelli was usually eaten or removed within a few days after departure of 

the ants. Around statary bivouac sites the booty refuse also disappears 

rapidly, but the empty cocoons may be conspicuous for at least two weeks. 

The refuse deposits have a strong odor of rotting insects which is dis

tinctly different from the odor of the ants themselves. Most of this 

smell probably comes from decomposing tissue within small pieces of booty 

like tarsomeres which the army ants do not cut open. When an army ant 

colony has young larvae, these penetrate within such small pieces of 

booty. However, no Eciton larvae were ever seen in refuse deposits. At 
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the end of the nomadic phase and during the first one or two days of 

the statary phase the raids are usually the largest, and the lack of 

small larvae combined with the amount of booty collected probably account 

for a great amount of food remaining uneaten. Colonies at these times 

seem to have a stronger odor than those at the beginning of the nomadic 

phase. 

Refuse deposits are located~ the bottom edges of bivouacs with 

the exception of small deposits which sometimes are lateral to the biv

ouacs and on part of the bivouac supports. Thus, colonies bivouacked in 

bxush heaps may have small amounts of refuse trapped on dead leaves or 

between junctions of fallen branches. In some locations it appeared 

that the refuse could have fallen or been dropped by the workers directly 

from the bivouac. Occasionally an ant drops an empty cocoon or some other 

object from the side of a bivouac. At other times empty cocoons, seen 

in the walls of bivouacs, dropped when the workers shifted their positions 

or emigrated. In contrast to empty cocoons which usually dropped from 

the bivouac, most of the booty refuse was carried~ by workers. All 

workers seen carrying refuse were intermediates, never majors nor minors. 

In laboratory nests, refuse of burchelli or other Ecitonini was 

usually scattered around the edges but was more concentrated in one or 

two corners when the workers were clustered in the center of the nest. 

The more refuse present in a nest the more it became generally distributed 

over the bottom. 

It is not clear why the refuse is carried out of the bottom of the 

bivouac or is carried from other parts of the bivouac downward to refuse 

deposits. Probably most of the food is dropped many times by workers 

and larvae within the bivouac, and pieces which no longer have edible 
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portions gradually fall to the bottom of the nest. By pushing aside 

lower portions of bivouacs, I have seen ntDnerous pieces of booty in these 

areas and have seen a few pieces of refuse dropped directly under the 

bivouacs. Most raid columns enter the bottoms of bivouacs, especially 

when bivouacs are close to or resting on the ground; thus booty at least 

temporarily is more abundant near the bottom. Colonies which had raid 

columns entering the tops of bivouacs, nevertheless had refuse being 

carried out below. Even when refuse is allowed to fall directly under 

a bivouac, the workers do not let it accumulate there if the bottom of 

the bivouac is touching the ground or is a few centimeters from the sur

face on which the refuse lands. 

At any hour of the day or night except during heavy rains one can 

find one to six short columns of ants extending for from two centimeters 

to two meters from the bottom of any bivouac. Even though no refuse was 

seen being carried along some columns, all these short columns from biv

ouacs will be called "refuse columns". Such columns were not for raiding 

although on a few occasions raid columns were developed along the same 

routesft The traffic on these short columns seldom exceeded a single ant 

in width, and usually the columns had workers spaced every two to six 

centimeters. Regardless of the amount of traffic on these columns, most 

of the workers were not carrying anything. At times workers carried the 

same piece of booty refuse or part of an empty cocoon, especially a cocoon 

from a male or queen of burchelli, back and forth along the refuse col

umns for more than one hour. Workers of burchelli were not seen to feed 

in the refuse deposits or along the columns to them except when the work

ers were eating male or queen pupae from their own colony. 
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Since workers defecate while running along the refuse columns, these 

columns may be an adaptation for helping to keep the bivouacs clean. 

Nothing is known about the extent of defecation within the bivouac or 

along raid and emigration columns except that fecal spots are much more 

infrequent along these trails than along refuse columns in proportion to 

the number of workers using them. In addition, white spots of fecal 

material were most noticeable along refuse columns during the statary 

phase when raiding decreased; and during one statary phase the spots 

appeared to increase most rapidly on days when raiding was absent or 

minimal. In some places the spots of fecal material formed a solid trail 

about one centimeter wide. These spots are not the chemical trail which 

the army ants follow along columns, and there was no indication that the 

workers were attracted to the fecal material of workers as they were to 

the fecal material of the queen. 

Figures 65 to 68 are diagrams of typical refuse columns and deposits 

of burchelli. In all cases the refuse deposits were at least 20 cm. away 

from the edge of a bivouac although scattered pieces of refuse could be 

found closer. In figure 68 the refuse deposit appears to extend to the 

base of the bivouac, but actually the bottom edge of this colony, clus

tered on the side of a tree, was about 20 cm. from the refuse. The 

maximum distance from the bivouac is usually one meter, but a few refuse 

deposits were found farther away when refuse columns extended down steep 

slopes. For example, a colony bivouacked on a bank had one refuse de

posit two meters down a slope of ao0 • The longest refuse column seen 

extended from a statary bivouac near the crown of a tree to a large 

refuse deposit between buttresses at the base. Much of the refuse was 

carried by workers more than ten meters down the trunk of the tree. 
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However, some of the refuse was seen being dropped by workers which 

came down to within one or two meters of the ground; and judging from 

the wide dispersion of the refuse, much of it had been dropped from 

higher up the tree or from the bivouac itself. Five other colonies which 

had statary bivouacs high up in trees did not have refuse deposits at 

the ground level. Some pieces of refuse and empty cocoons were seen on 

the ground, and it is possible that in these five cases all the material 

was dropped from near the bottom of the bivouac or most of it stayed in 

the cavities where the bivouacs were located. 

The ants move along lines of least re$istance and will follow 

grooves or run along the edges of logs, lianas or roots. A good example 

is shown in the upper part of fig. 66 where an especially heavy concentra

tion of refuse was dropped in the depression and crack next to the edge 

of a buttress root. In a similar manner when burchelli is bivouacked 

between the buttresses of a tree, the workers often deposit refuse along 

the edges of the buttresses even when there is level ground sloping away 

from the bivouac (as in fig. 68). If small depressions were made near 

a bivouac, especially along the refuse columns, the workers at times 

used these depressions for refuse deposits. 

Outside of such physical factors, there was no obvious reason why 

the ants deposit refuse in one area and not in others. Nomadic colonies 

which stayed in the same site for only one or two nights had fewer and 

smaller refuse deposits than statary colonies. (Compare figs. 65 and 68 

with figs. 66 and 67 for statary colonies.) Statary colonies were seen 

which had over 20 refuse deposits, and the constant shifting or activity 

from one to the other of these from day to day often obscured the boun

daries between adjacent deposits. The refuse deposits of colony '55 B-IV 
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during its statary period of 21 days (12 February to 3 Marcb 1955) are 

diagrammed in fig. 66. Since colonies of burchelli probably are seldom 

larger than this one, it should have had about the maximum amount of 

booty refuse and dead workers. Colony 1 55 B-IV also had a brood of re

productives in cocoons, and this may have increased the size and number 

of raids during that statary phase. The raids of this colony seen on 

the final three days of the preceding nomadic phase were maximal in size. 

There were no peripheral connecting columns between any of the refuse 

columns except for the trail.!}! curving to refuse deposits,!!! and .tl· 

Even where refuse deposits were separated by only two centimeters of 

level ground, such as!!! and!!,, workers rarely went from one to the 

other but would constantly go to and from the bivouac. 

The number of refuse deposits around any one bivouac appears to be 

primarily dependent upon the length of time the colony stays in the site 

and the slope and type of surface within a meter of the bivouac. When 

a colony bivouacked within a hollow tree with a single large depression 

near ground level inside the hollow trunk, the entire refuse was found 

in this single depression. Refuse was divided into several deposits 

when the bases of similar trees had a number of small depressions in 

them. Statary bivouacs which were largely within hollow trees, but with 

part of the colony exposed, deposited most of the refuse outside of the 

cavity. An example in which all the refuse was carried away from the 

tree is shown in fig. 67. 

The most detailed records of the activity in refuse columns and the 

amount of refuse deposited were taken for colony '55 B-IV. This colony 

was visited almost every day during its statary phase, and for the last 

15 days of the phase the colony was usually visited two to four times a 
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day and often was watched for several hours each day. The following 

tentative generalizations regarding activity along refuse columns and 

in refuse deposits are based primarily on observations of this colony 

supplemented by records from about 25 other colonies. All statements 

refer to both nomadic and statary colonies unless one phase is specified. 

(1) At least one refuse column is usually present any time during 

the day or night, but the column may shift its position slightly or be 

abandoned as a different column is started. (2) When several columns 

are in use, the traffic on the columns may or may not increase or decrease 

simultaneously. (3) The activity on refuse columns usually increases 

during the day and is minimal during the night when all workers are in 

the bivouac. (4) Refuse columns can start after 8:00 p.m. and stop be

fore 8:00 a.m. the following morning. (5} The amount of ant traffic on 

a refuse column at any one time is not a reliable indicator of the amount 

of refuse being carried along that column. (The~ traffic through

out a 24 hour period probably would give an accurate estimate.) (6) A 

colony may use one refuse deposit extensively for several days and then 

shift to another deposit closer to or farther from the bivouac but along 

the same refuse column. One column may be used extensively, then be 

abandoned for a few days, and then be used extensively again. (7) Refuse 

occasionally is carried by workers from the refuse deposits back to the 

bivouac. (8} Sunlight striking a bivouac when no raid is in progress 

will increase the traffic on all refuse columns but especially on those 

near the side of the bivouac away from the sun. (9) The start of a raid 

will usually decrease the amount of traffic on refuse columns near the 

raid column. (10) The amount of activity on the refuse columns often 

increases just before a raid starts. (11) Most inedible parts of booty 
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are put in refuse deposits within 24 hours of the time of capture. 

(12) Even though many pieces of booty are divided into several pieces of 

booty refuse, the n:1mber of pieces of refuse found in the deposits must 

be less than ten per cent of the number of pieces of booty collected. 

(13} The maximum amount of refuse added to the deposits in one day is 

about 100 ml. 

Refuse Deposits of Other Species of Army Ants 

Since Eciton hamatu~ has epigaeic bivouacs similar to those of 

burchelli, one might expect the refuse deposits to be approximately the 

same. However, the smaller size of hamatum colonies and the fact that 

this species seldom captures heavily sclerotized prey are responsible 

for a much smaller amount of refuse. Refuse columns seldom exceeded 

30 cm. in length and distinct refuse deposits were almost impossible 

to find even for statary colonies (not including the empty cocoons from 

the brood). Statary colonies may have a slightly stronger odor than 

nomadic colonies due to accumulated refuse, but colonies at the end of 

the statary phase have a much weaker odor than the refuse from nomadic 

colonies of burchelli after a single day. In the period of two hours 

only two or three workers were usually seen slowly walking along what 

might be refuse columns at the base of a bivouac. These workers were so 

infrequent that it was not practical to dete=mine whether they followed 

regular refuse columns or how much refuse was carried. The position of 

scattered booty refuse indicated that it must have been carried out by 

the workers. Scavengers were much less frequent than with burchelli 

colonies, but some booty remains were carried away from refuse deposits 

of hamatum colonies. It is possible that part of the booty refuse seen 
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20 to 30 cm. from hamatum bivouacs could have been carried part of that 

distance by the scavengers. However, the army ant workers were also seen 

to go out that distance. 

Since La~ praedator captures large numbers of sclerotized 

arthropods as does !?_urchelli, it probably has refuse deposits which are 

fairly large. However, its bivouacs are subterranean, and most refuse 

is apparently deposited in widely dispersed cavities around the nest. 

When the workers were seen coming out of the ground at holes thought 

to be over the bivouac, an occasional piece of booty remains was carried 

out and dropped near these holes. Other subterranean species, such as 

£· dulcius and vaqans, also carry small amounts of booty refuse out of 

their bivouacs and deposit the pieces of arthropods along with dirt 

carried out of the nest. These cases are the only ones seen in which 

the refuse was carried higher than the level of the bivouac. No dead 

workers of any species except hamatum and burchelli were ever seen being 

carried out of bivouacs or lying among booty refuse. 
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Arthropods Found in Refuse Deposits 

The arthropods found in refuse deposits were studied using three 

main techniques: (l} observations on refuse deposits in the field and 

on samples from these deposits kept in dishes in the laboratory, (2) 

rearing of adult flies from samples of refuse kept in jars in the labora

tory, and (3) extraction of living arthropods by means of a Berlese 

funnel. Although some arthropods were aspirated from the refuse, the 

majority were extracted by Berlese funnels immediately after the samples 

were collected. A set of ten funnels, each 20 cm. in diameter, was used; 

and a typical sample would fill one funnel. Large sampl&s from an en

tire statary phase would require three to ten funnels. Berlese samples 

for comparison were also taken of soil immediately below the bivouacs, 

soil below the refuse deposits at depths of one to two centimeters and 

two to five centimeters, and leaf litter and soil in comparable areas 

within logs and on the forest floor where neither bivouacs nor refuse 

deposits were present. 

It will take at least several more years before most of the species 

thought to be associated with the ants or the refuse deposit can be 

identified or described. Consequently most of the arthropods are in

cluded below under family names or other higher categories. The samples 

were not weighed or measured, and none has been sorted completely to 

family level. No attempt has been made to analyze the samples quanti

tatively except for subjective judgments as to which groups are con

sidered abundant, common, or rare. Over 100,000 arthropods are included 

in the 115 samples taken from refuse deposits and under bivouacs. Con

sequently, a more complete sorting was not feasible, and I looked 
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primarily for arthropods suspected of being associated with the ants. 

Ricinulei 

One species of Ricinulei, Cryptocellus centralis Fage, was re

ported from a nest of£· hamatum; however, it was questioned whether the 

species is normally found within ant nests or may have been in debris 

bordering the nest (Fage, 1938: 370-371). No specimens of ricinuleids 

were taken in Panama during this study, and the above species is probably 

not a myrmecophile. 

Chelonethida 

Pseudoscorpions, found in nests of many kinds of ants {Donisthorpe, 

1927: 182-183), probably feed on microarthropods rather than the ants. 

One specimen was aspirated along with workers of Labidus praedator from 

a raid column, but it probably was booty of the ants. A second speci

men, taken with a sample of[• burchelli from a bivouac, also was prob

ably booty. Pseudoscorpions were found in small numbers in many of the 

refuse deposits where they were apparently attracted by the abundance 

of food. Although over 20 pseudoscorpions were found in refuse deposits 

of a single colony, equally large numbers were found in other areas, 

such as moist rotting wood containing abundant microarthropods. Perhaps 

because the refuse deposits of burchelli are smaller and less permanent, 

they have fewer pseudoscorpions than those of ill! cephalotes. No pseudo

scorpion was found riding on an ant. 
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Phalangida 

One species of phalangid, Neopucrolia borgmeieri Mello-Leit1o, was 

found within the subterranean nest chambers of§• dulcius dulcius in 

Argentina {Bruch, 1923: 217-218). Later Bruch {1929: 437) stated that 

it was not considered a true guest. No phalangids were taken within 

bivouacs on Barro Colorado Island, but on two occasions individuals were 

seen feeding on the remains of booty in refuse deposits of burchelli. 

The phalangids apparently visit the refuse deposits for feeding without 

staying in them for a long time. 

Araneida 

Although at least seven species of spiders have been reported to 

be found with Ecitonini, there is no evidence that any of them are 

primarily restricted to refuse deposits, but one or two species have been 

considered to be true myrmecophiles (Fage, 1938: 369-375; Mello-Leitao, 

1925: 237; 1926: 2; Bruch, 1929: 437). On Barro Colorado Island spiders 

were relatively rare in refuse deposits, and most specimens found were 

small and immature. Salticidae were common on the forest floor, and 

they were seen visiting the refuse deposits and feeding on the scaveng

ing nondoryline ants as well as the live army ants in the refuse columns. 

Acarina 

The mites were the most abundant order of arthropods both in number 

of species and number of individuals found in all samples from refuse 

deposits. Although many species of mites are found on the army ants, 

these species were never or rarely found in the refuse deposits. The 



absence of these mites is attributed to the fact that when a worker 

dies, mites leave it and get on living workers. In addition, most of 

the mites are too small to be carried by the workers, and when the 
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mites die, they probably fall below the bivouac or along columns. A few 

Circocyllibanidae and Planodiscidae were found in refuse deposits. No 

immature stages suspected of belonging to any of the rnyrmecophilous or 

ectoparasitic species of mites were found in the refuse deposits. It 

is possible that some of the Uropodidae that are phoretic on the army 

ants breed in the refuse, but these mites were rarely found on the adult 

ants or within bivouac samples. Anoetid and acarid hypopi were common 

both on the workers and in the booty refuse. Perhaps the life cycle 

of some of these species is partially in the refuse deposits. Adults 

of these two families (but possibly other species) were found feeding 

in refuse deposits, but it is not known whether the hypopi were getting 

on or leaving the workers there. The species of Neoparasitidae (?) 

tentatively called "species A-1" was the only mite frequently found in 

refuse deposits of[• burchelli and also known to be parasitic on the 

adult and larval ants. Deutonymphs of two species of Parasitidae were 

found attached to wingless female Phoridae taken in refuse deposits. 

The life cycle of neither the mites nor the phorids is known, but both 

may breed in the refuse since they were convnon there. 

In addition to the above mites, the following families were repre

sented in the samples from refuse deposits: Liroaspidae, Parasitidae 

(common), Veigaiaidae, Macrochelidae (abundant), Neoparasitidae (common), 

Laelaptidae (abundant), Phytoseiidae (common), Rhodacaridae (abundant), 

Uropodidae (abundant), Prodinychidae, Phaulodinychidae, Urodinychidae, 

Trachytidae, Polyaspidae (col'Mlon), Scutacaridae, Pyemotidae, Tydeidae, 
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Ereynetidae (abundant), Cunaxidae (common) Bdellidae, Labidostommidae, 

Trombiculidae (common), Acaridae (abundant), Glycyphagidae, Saproglyphi

dae, Anoetidae (mostly hypopi, abundant), Hermanniidae, Neoliodidae, 

Hermanniellidae, Lohmaniidae (common), Hypochthoniidae (common), 

Eremaeidae, Belbidae, and Phthiracaridae. In addition to the above 

list, there must be at least ten other families in the material collected. 

However, there is no evidence that most of the species of the above 

families are really associated with the ants, and it is thought that 

they are concentrated in refuse deposits because of the abundant supply 

of food there compared with adjacent areas of forest floor. 

Diplopoda 

Myrmecophilous millipeds were found on Barro Colorado Island in 

columns of Labidus and Nomamyrmex, but the diplopods found in refuse 

deposits of~- burchelli were never seen to follow any of the ant col

umns. Since the species found in the refuse deposits were either rare 

or were found as frequently in areas of litter, they are assumed not to 

be myrmecophiles. 

Thysanura 

The three species of Thysanura found with army ants on Barro Colorado 

Island appear to be panamyrmecophilous. Although one might expect that 

these species might move from one colony to another and be scavengers 

on booty refuse, no specimens were found in the refuse deposits. 
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Collembola 

In the refuse deposits the Collembola are second, following the 

mites, in number of species and specimens. Most of these belong to 

nonmyrmecophilous genera known from leaf litter and include the follow

ing genera or species (determined by Dr. F. Bonet): Willemia persimilis 

Bonet, Proisotoma n. sp., Folsomina onychiurina Denis, Isotomina 

thermophila Denis, Entomobrya simulans Denis, Pseudosinella wahlgreni 

(Borner), and Pseudosinella argentea Folsom. In addition to the above 

Collembola, a few specimens of two species of f:lE.h_oderus were found in 

refuse deposits of~· burchelli and hamatum. These species are probably 

myrmecophilous like a number of other Cyphoderidae. Other definitely 

myrmecophilous springtails were not found in refuse deposits although 

at times they were numerous in bivouac samples or ant columns. Un

fortunately, less than one third of over 500 specimens of Collembola 

taken associated with army ants have been determined, and additional 

conclusions should be postponed until all the determinations are completed. 

Hemiptera 

On several occasions Reduviidae were found eating worker army ants 

along refuse columns and in refuse deposits, as well as along raid 

columns. These predators were females and nymphs of Apiomerus and 

Opisthacidius? (or Zelurus ?) (determined by P. Wygodzinsky). There 1s 

no evidence that either one is attracted to the refuse deposits. Appar

ently these bugs wander around on tree trunks and the forest floor and 

capture insects of various kinds wherever they can. Apiomerus sp. was 

also found eating males of Neivamyrmex or Eciton on two occasions at a 
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light. Opisthacidius sp. is an inconspicuous bug covered with dirt 

which may be an important protective adaptation since li· burchelli 

workers were seen to run over the bug without' attacking it. Since 

Opisthacidius apparently frequents areas of dirt and dry rotting wood 

which match the particles found on all the specimens, these bugs would 

be found in typical bivouac sites of burchelli. 

Lepidoptera 

A small number of minute caterpillars were found in Berlese samples 

from refuse deposits, and five adult microlepidoptera were reared from 

booty refuse. It has not yet been possible to get these determined, and 

nothing is known about their life cycles. 

Diptera 

The Diptera and Coleoptera are the two most important groups of 

insects found in the refuse deposits as well as within the bivouacs. In 

both orders some species are frequently found both in the refuse deposits 

and along the ant columns and other species are restricted to the refuse 

deposits. The latter species will be considered here, and those found 

more frequently along with the ants will be discussed below in the sec

tions on myrmecophiles in columns and bivouacs. 

The most important families of Diptera associated with refuse de

posits are Phoridae and Muscidae. In addition, there are some Sphaero

ceridae {=Borboridae and Cypselidae) which appear to be associated with 

the army ants. Larvae of sphaerocerids are known to be scavengers in a 

wide variety of nests of mammals and insects including ants (Richards, 

1930: 319-323). Species have been described from nests of Anomma in 



Africa (Richards, 1950, 1951), and at least two species, Aptilotella 

borgmeieri Duda (1924) and Homalomitra eciton~ Borgmeier {1931) have 

been described from Ecito~ !•.!!:!:.•and b· pr~edator. A few specimens 
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of several species were found in Berlese samples from refuse deposits of 

burchelli, but none of these flies has been determined. 

Phoridae: About 34 species of Phoridae were taken on Barro Colorado 

Island in association with Ecitonini, and 19 of these species were found 

in refuse deposits. Thalloptera schwarzmaie~i Borgmeier is the only one 

of the 19 species not found with E. burchelli, and this phorid is clearly 

a myrmecophile since it was found running in the columns of the army ants 

at least ten times. It was found in the refuse of one colony of hamatum 

at the same time that it was running back and forth along refuse and raid 

columns. Eleven of the remaining 18 species were never found running 

in columns or within samples of ants from bivouacs. These 11 species 

were found only in refuse deposits of burchelli, except for Apterophora 

attaphila found also in refuse of hamatum. As indicated by the name, 

this species is known from ill_!, and probably it is found in refuse of a 

number of different ants. Perhaps none of these 11 species is a myr

mecophile in a strict sense, because all were found solely in the booty 

refuse. However, Ecitoptera concomitans was found in a column{s) of£• 

dulcius dulcius in Argentina and is considered a true guest (Borgmeier 

and Schmitz, 1923: 212-215; Bruch, 1929: 436). Three of the species 

were also found in samples of detritus from the forest floor where no 

army ants were pres~nt. The seven remaining species which were found 

in refuse deposits and in bivouac samples or running along columns were 

not found in samples of detritus where there were no army ants. One 
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possible exception is Puliciphora boringuenensis Wheeler which was reared 

from the remains of dead insects (including army ants) in a laboratory 

nest of burchellio A single specimen was found in a sample of Nomamyrmex 

esenbecki aspirated from a raid column. However, this phorid was not seen 

running in the column, and it may have been picked up from the dirt. One 

specimen was found on decaying beef, and two specimens were reared from 

a cockroach taken as it was escaping a swarm raid of~- praedator. It 

is more likely that the eggs or larvae from which these two phorids de

veloped were deposited on the cockroach after it died rather than at the 

time it was escaping the swarm raid. (The two adult phorids were found 

in the vial with the dead cockroach 11 days after the cockroach was taken, 

and about 25 larvae were found two days later. These larvae are thought 

to have developed from eggs laid by the two adult phorids which probably 

got into the vial through the cloth cover.) 

The following alphabetical list of Phoridae includes those species 

taken during this study at least once in refuse deposits or in detritus 

under or around bivouacs of Ecitonini. Species taken only in columns or 

bivouac samples are not included here except for those names preceded 

by asterisks which indicate species also found within refuse deposits. 

The species of ants with which the flies were associated and the habitats 

where the flies were found without army ants are also listed. More de

tailed records will be given in the later section on Phoridae found with

in bivouacs. 

Aeterophora attophila Bergmeier (69}: £• hamatum, burchelli. 

Chonocephalus buccatus Malloch (89}: ~- burchelli; rotten wood and 

detritus in hole in fallen tree. 

*Diocophora aperetiata Schmitz (ld, 19}: E. burchelli. 
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*Dohrniphora ecitophila Borgmeier (49): §• burchelli, dulcius. 

Dohrniphora earaquayana Brues (29}: ~- burchelli. 

*Ecitophora bruchi Schmitz (17d', 149): £· burchelli, vagans, mexicanum. 

*Ecitophora collegiana Borgmeier (429): £· hamatum, burchelli, vaqans, 

dulcius, mexicanum. 

Ecitoptera centralis Borgmeier (ld', 19): g. burchelli. 

Ecitoptera concomitans Borgmeier and Schmitz (29): ~- burchelli. 

*Ecituncula (Labidoncula) halterata Borgmeier (4679): ~- burchelli, 

vagans, 1· ~,.2~, ~- esenbecki. 

*Ecituncula tarsalis Borgmeier {6429): g. hamatum, burchelli, 

(?) 1• praedator. 

Homaloehora epichaeta Borgmeier (89): £• burchelli. 

Pulicimyia trianqularis Bergmeier (779): g. burchelli; leaves and 

dirt from forest floor. 

*Puliciphora boringuene~fil Wheeler (109 and 93 {sex17 reared in 

laboratory): g. burchelli, (?) ~- esenbecki; leaves and dirt from 

forest floor; emerged from dead cockroach; found on decaying beef. 

Puliciphora fenestrata Bergmeier (179): g. burchelli. 

Puliciphora frivola Borgmeier (59): g. burchelli. 

Puliciphora imbecilla Borgmeier (139): ~· burchelli. 

Puliciphora !,!E Borgmeier (29): ~- burchelli; dirt and detritus 

from forest floor. 

*Thalloptera schwarzmaieri Borgmeier (3009): ~- hamatum, vagans, 

dulcius, mexicanum, b· praedator. 

Sarcophagidae: Two species of Sarcophagidae were reared from booty 

refuse, and a third species was taken as it was flying around the refuse 

deposits. At different times other flies which were probably Sarcophagidae 
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were seen visiting refuse deposits, but none of these flies were caught. 

Numerous fly larvae t2ken in ref~se deposits also incicate that probably 

several more species of sarcophagids breed thare. 

Notochaeta sp. One female flying over a refuse deposit and two 

flying near a bivouac of£~ burchelli were taken; but since 58 other 

specimens were caught over swarm raids, this genus may not breed on the 

booty refuse. However, for all species of Notochaeta taken on Barro 

Colorado Island, only five specimens were taken by sweeping where army 

ants were not ~resant compared with 133 taken near army ants. 

Dexosarcophaqa ~ Dodge. One male anJ one female were reared 

from booty refuse taken at a bivouac site used by a colony of£· burchelli 

on the fourth day in a nom~dic phase. The booty refuse was collected 

on 21 March, the fifti1 nom3dic day. The female and male emerged on 1 

April and 2 April, indicating a developmental time from larva to adult 

of 11 to 12 days. No other specimens were taken. 

Dexosarcophaqa ecitocola Dodge. One male of D. ecitocola was taken 

over a swarm raid of g. burchelli, and 14 males and 14 females were 

reared from a sample taken from a refuse deposit of E. burchelli used 

during a statary phase. Since the larvae may have been deposited at any 

time during the statary phase, it is impossible to determine the length 

of the developmental period. 

Muscidae: Three species of Muscidae were reared from booty refuse 

of E. burchelli. There is the possibility that other species of Sarco

phagidae and Muscidae (including Anthomyiidae) may have similar habits, 

but the other flies seen near bivouacs and in refuse deposits were much 

more rare and were not caught. 
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~uryomma Stein. Euryomma ganamensis and~. rettenmeyeri, both de

scribed by Chillcott (1958), were taken in and around the refuse deposits 

of£• burchelli. No other specimens of Euryomma were taken except for 

one male of panamensis taken over a swarm raid of burchelli. Both species 

were present in or around the same refuse deposit, but§.• pahamensis was 

somewhat less common than rettenmeyeri. Presumably the species have 

similar behavior; however, the species were not distinguished in the field. 

Mating pairs were observed several times, but males were much more common 

than females at refuse deposits. One reared series included 23 males 

and 24 females indicating that males and females are produced in approxi

mately equal numbers. All immature stages of both species, except for 

the egg and puparium of ~n.~mensis, were described by Chillcott (1958) 

from specimens taken in ref~se of Eciton ~elli~ These are the first 

immature stages known for the genus, but related genera such as Fannia 

breed in excrement and deczying organic m3terial. The larvae were abun

dant where there was a large amount of booty refuse, and one exceptional 

sample contained 439 larvae of ~ryomm~ in addition to 435 other dipter

ous larvae. Perhaps these two species oi £u=yomma are restricted to 

refuse deposits for breeding sites, since th0se flies were found at al

most every refuse deposit where a search was made. They were not found 

near dead mammals, rotting fruit or vegetation, or excrement. When 

several refuse deposits were present around the same bivouac, ~uryomma 

was most abundant around the one with the most recent refuse. Both males 

and females found the refuse columns of nomadic colonies before 7:00 a.m. 

when there was little or no refuse near the bivouac on the morning follow

ing an emigration. Because one specimen was also taken over a swarm raid, 

Euryomma probably is attracted by the odor of burchelli as well as by the 
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odor of the refuse deposits themselves. Euryomma was never found near 

any other species of army ant. 

Euryomrna frequently runs about on the surface of the refuse and 

flies five to ten centimeters away if an ant touches it. Although the 

ants sometimes darted at the flies, no Eurvomma was seen caught. Rarely 

Euryomma would fly toward the bivouac, but adults did not stay there and 

never ran in columns with the ants. The adults were seen all day long 

and were even active in the evening when it was too dark to see them 

without a flashlight. 

Records. Detailed collection records for the above two species 

of Eurvomma were published by Chillcott (1958). 

Neivamyia sp. A new species of Neivamyi~ Pinto and da Fonseca 

(determined by Fred M. Snyder} was also reared from refuse deposits of 

E. burchelli. However, the behavior of the adult flies is markedly dif

ferent from that of ~!!:.Y.~~- Neivamyia never rests on any surface near 

a refuse deposit or bivouac. Males were never taken near bivouacs; but 

if we were not too active around colonies, at least several females 

could usually be seen within an hour during the day at any bivouac of 

burchelli. One male and one female were taken on Barro Colorado Island 

where no army ants were seen~ The females were readily recognized by 

their manner of hovering and by their shiny grayish-blue abdomens. They 

are alert flies, flying away if disturbed, but usually the same or a 

different individual came to the bivouac within a few minutes. The maxi

mum number of flies seen at one time was 12. Twenty flies were collected 

in about a half hour on two occasions without noticeably decreasing the 

number visiting a bivouac. The females flew up to the edge of a bivouac 

and hovered usually only one to three and never more than five centimeters 
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from the wall of ants. By movlng up to them slowly, I could aspirate 

the flies. If there was a hole in the side of a bivouac due to an exodus 

of ants on a raid column, Neivamyia even flew into the hole. With little 

movement of its body each fly laid an egg every one to ten seconds while 

hovering in one spot. All flies seen at bivouacs were ovipositing. Some

times the eggs were deposited so rapidly that a second egg would stick 

to the preceding one, and the two would fall together. Most eggs were 

dropped close to the bivouac, but at times the flies oviposited while 

flying slowly out along a refuse column. They usually flew at a height 

of about two centimeters but sometimes dropped to less than one or went 

as high as eight centimeters above the column. More eggs were layed 

over refuse.deposits than over refuse columns, and only one was seen 

dropped outside of these areas. A fly occasionally flew a few centi

meters along a raid column, but Neivamyia was clearly more frequent over 

refuse columns. On one occasion a fly was seen flying over a spinning 

cluster, but no eggs were laid there. Apparently Neivamyia is attracted 

primarily by the odor of the refuse. 

When the flies were hovering next to the face of a bivouac, they 

most frequently were less than 20 cm. from the bottom edge of a bivouac 

touching the ground; and when a bivouac extended higher than 50 cm. above 

the ground, the flies seldom flew above that level. The highest point 

at which eggs were laid was 80 cm. above the ground (and base of the 

bivouac). No Neivamyia was seen near bivouacs which were not close to 

the ground. 

Neivamyia was seen ovipositing as early as 6:43 a.m. when the sun

light was only striking the upper parts of trees, and the females re

mained active after 9:00 p.m. when flashlights were needed to watch them 
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oviposit!ngo It appeared that the flies oviposited more during late 

afternoon and early evening, but they were seen ovipositing at all hours 

of daylight. 

The eggs are 1.4 to 1.6 mm. in length and pale brownish-yellow, 

close to white. They were easy to see on the ground and while they 

were being laid. Single flies were seen to lay up to 32 eggs which 

probably is close to the maximum ready to be laid at one time. The large 

number of eggs produced at one time suggests that the females may die 

after they lay a single batch of eggs. Small intermediate workers carried 

the eggs and first instar larvae into the bivouac or to refuse deposits. 

When these workers were picked up with forceps by the alitrunk or gaster, 

they dropped the apparently uninjured eggs or larvae. Some eggs laid by 

a female put in a laooratory nest (ca. 20 cm. x 20 cm. x 2.5 cm. high) 

were picked up by workers, mouthed for as much as ten minutes, and placed 

in a refuse deposit in a corner of the nest. The adult fly was finally 

killed by the ants, but except for one leg and parts of the others, the 

fly was not torn apart nor eaten. None of the eggs was noticeably in

jured, but some may have been killed by being pinched by the mandibles 

of the workers. Some eggs hatched between 24 and 48 hours after laying, 

but attempts to rear isolated larvae on dead insects were unsuccessful. 

However, a total of 67 males and females were reared from samples of 

booty refuse kept in jars in the laboratory. A total of 33 adults was 

the largest number reared from booty refuse placed by a nomadic colony in 

a single refuse deposit. In the field fewer probably would have survived 

primarily because of attacks by staphylinid larvae and adults (most of 

which had been removed from that sample). About 90% of these Neivamyia 

emerged on the ninth or tenth day after the eggs were laid, and the 
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remaining emerged on the 11th or 12th day. 

It is not clear whether the eggs or larvae picked up by the army 

ants and carried into bivouacs survive or whether they are eaten. Per

haps only those survive which are laid directly in the refuse deposits 

or placed in them by the workers. Since some refuse deposits are in 

hidden cracks to which it would be difficult or impossible for Neivamyia 

to fly, having its eggs carried to the refuse deposits by the army ants 

is a distinct advantage for the survival of this fly. 

Thorpe {1942) reported that one specimen of Stomoxys ochrosoma 

Speiser laid one egg over a column of Dorylus {Anomma) niqricans in 

Tanganyika. The female hovered about one inch over the ants which were 

returning to the nest with booty. "The fly held or steadied the object 

L'presumably an egg_? with its legs for a few reconds and then dropped it 

into the column, apparently aiming it with gzeat care and precision 

exactly in front of one of the rapidly marching workers which h,p9ened 

to be returning without booty. Without a moment's hesitation, •• ~the 

worker picked up the white object ••• and continuing its homeward march 

disappeared from view a few inches farther on •••• " No additional speci

mens of the fly could be found over the doryline columns. The adults 

are known to suck blood from mammals like other species of Stomoxys, 

and Thorpe speculates that the larvae are scavengers in the bivouacs of 

the driver ants and do not feed on the ants themselves. 

In comparison, the females of Neivamyia sp. do not "aim" their eggs 

at "empty-handed" workers but deposit them over columns regardless of 

whether workers are directly beneath. The females also do not hold eggs 

with their legs as Stomoxys was seen to do. I know of no further ob

servations on the behavior of~- ochrosoma, but Thorpe (1942: 39) stated 
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that it was reported from over army ants on two other occasions. 

Records. Several hundred females were seen ovipositing next to 

bivouacs of£• burchelli on Barro Colorado Island. A sample of 25 

specimens was taken on 22 February 1955, 19 and 23 February 1956. A 

total of 67 males and females was reared from booty refuse taken from 

five bivouac sites between 21 and 28 March 1956. In addition, one female 

was taken on 28 May 1956 and one male on 16 June 1956. Although the 

above records of Neivamvia associated with burchelli are from February 

and March, the flies were seen ovipositing from February through August 

1956 with no seasonal changes observed. 

Coleoptera 

More Coleoptera were found than any other order of insects in the 

refuse deposits of ~..!12.!1 burchelli. The majority of specimens of both 

adults and larvae belong to the family Staphylinidae, but more tha~ 20 

families of beetles are represented in this habitat. The families found 

most frequently or known to include myrmecophilous species are discussed 

separately below. In addition, the following families were represPnted: 

Scaphidiidae, Scydmaenidae (abundant), Dermestidae, Nitidulidae (Omosita?, 

common), Cisidae, Phalacridae (Phalacrus, abundant), Ptiliidae (Micridium, 

etc., common), Diphyliidae (Diplocoelus), Scolytidae, and Aphodiidae 

(Ataenius). I am indebted to Dr. Wilbur R. Enns for identifying most 

of the beetles in the above list. There is no indication that any of 

these beetles are myrmecophiles, and many of them may have been present 

by chance. The Scolytidae and Ptiliidae appeared to have been most 

abundant in samples including rotten wood and probably were in the habitat 

before the army ants bivouacked there. Others such as the Scydmaenidae 

and Phalacridae, judging from their abundance, most probably were not in 
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the area of the bivouac before the ants arrived but were attracted to 

the refuse deposits. Since E. burchelli has difficulty capturing small 

hard-bodied insects, the small size of almost all of the above beetles 

may be an important adaptation for their survival. 

Limulodidae: Limulodidae are clearly among the true myrmecophiles 

within colonies of Ecitonini, but no specimens were ever seen in refuse 

deposits. However, in Berlese samples of booty refuse eight specimens 

were found. In spite of the small size of these beetles, the small 

number of specimens found within the booty refuse could not be attributed 

to overlooking the limulodids since about 1,130 specimens were found 

associated with the army ants. 

Staphylinidae: Over 7,000 Staphylinidae were collected from refuse 

deposits of g. burchelli on Barro Colorado Island, and many thousands 

more could have been collected had there been any prospect of g~tting 

the specimens determined. I am indebted to Dr. Charles H. Seevers for 

determinations of the staphylinids and for his suggestions on the 

phylogeny of these beetles and on their association with the army ~nts. 

The vast majority of these beetles does not show any of the morphological 

specialization typical of most myrmecophilous staphylinids found within 

colonies of Ecitonini. Some genera, such as Erchomus, are similar enough 

to known myrmecophiles like Vatesus that in the field one has to look 

carefully to avoid possible confusion. Unfortunately more than 25 species 

of staphylinids, including those which are most abundant within the refuse 

deposits, can be reliably identified only to the tribes Myrmedoniini and 

Athetini at the present time. In the refuse deposits of the African 

Dorylus (Anomma), staphylinids are likewise the most abundant beetles, 
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and they are primarily not the myrmecophilous species and usually not 

the same genera found within colonies (Collart, 1934; Paulian, 1948). 

There are several exceptions in that Demera Fauvel in Africa and~

topora Wasmann and Tetradonia Wasmann in the Neotropics are conmon both 

in booty refuse, columns and bivouacs. Less common genera found in the 

refuse deposits of Ecitonini on Barro Colorado Island and not considered 

to be myrmecophilous include: Atheta Thomson, Coproporus Eichelbaum, 

Echiaster Erichson, Erchomus Motschulsky, Heterothops Stephens (with§_. 

hamatum), Hoplandria Kraatz, Lispinus Erichson (with~- vaqans), Mega

lopinus Eichelbaum, Philonthus Curtis, Staphylinus Linne, and ~antholinus 

Dejean. The above genera were all taken in refuse deposits of burchelli 

except where another army ant is indicated. The genera Erchomus and 

Staphylinus were also found by Wheeler in a cluster of£• hamatum on 

Barro Colorado Island but were not considered "true guests" (Mann, 1925: 

166). 

It is clear that there is a large complex of species in Zyrus, 

Drusilla, and perhaps other closely related genera of Myrmedoniini. 

Some of these species are myrmecophiles living within the nests of army 

ants and other ants while others are found in refuse deposits or in 

habitats not associated with ants. Apparently the species within this 

broad Zyrus-Drusilla complex which are myrmecophiles are more common 

within the refuse deposits than any of the other myrmecophilous Staphylin

idae except Tetradonia. Some of the species within this complex which 

are not found within the nests of E. burchelli or along the ant columns 

are the most common species of staphylinids in refuse deposits. The 

myrmecophilous Tetradonia (Aleocharinae) was seen to kill and feed on 

active army ant workers in refuse deposits and along raid and emigration 
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columns. It also feeds on booty refuse and presumably eats booty within 

the bivouacs. (More information on Tetradonia and other myrmecophilous 

Staphylinidae will be given below under beetles found within nests.) 

The species of Myrmedoniini which are smaller than Tetradonia and which 

are more common in refuse deposits were seen to attack only weak or dead 

workers. 

The Staphylinidae associated primarily with the refuse deposits 

were most active at night although they could be seen at any hour of the 

day. It seemed that during and just after twilight the number of these 

beetles increased rapidly in the refuse deposits. Counts were made of 

the number of beetles flying up and down through a flashlight beam held 

horizontally above a refuse deposit. These indicated that perhaps 120 

staphylinids flew to a refuse deposit in 30 minutes. Many of the beetles 

within the refuse dnposit frequently flew short distances above the 

refuse, but most of these returned immediately. On the surface of the 

refuse deposit we could often see close to 100 beetles in an area of 150 

square centimeters. Almost all samples taken from refuse deposits were 

collected during the daytime when the population of these beetles had 

decreased. At least five per cent of the staphylinids were usually 

lost because they flew so readily when the refuse was collected and 

placed in Berlese funnels. A sample which yielded 735 staphylinids was 

taken from refuse deposit~ {figure 66) at the statary bivouac site 

of colony '55 B-IV on 4 March 1955, the first nomadic day. The booty 

refuse had a volume of about 250 ml. and had been placed there primarily 

within the preceding 24 hours. Moreover, all the refuse from this same 

deposit had been collected two days previously. This earlier collection 

was at least twice as large but included only 202 staphylinids. The 
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large difference in the ntnnber of these beetles is attributed to the age 

of the refuse. The pieces of refuse which are most recently added to a 

deposit have the maximum amount of food remaining in them and .probably 

have the strongest odor which attracts more beetles. When a refuse de

posit was observed once or twice daily for several days without collect

ing any myrmecocoles or refuse, there was a notable decrease in number 

of staphylinids during the first 24 hours after the ants ceased visiting 

the refuse deposit regardless of whether or not the colony was still 

bivouacked at the site. It is roughly estimated that 90% of the staphy

linids left a refuse deposit during the first 24 hours after abandonment, 

and after 48 hours only an occasional beetle could be seen. 

The predominating species of Staphylinidae found in the refuse 

deposits were const~ntly running on and below the surface. They did not 

appear to do much digging but could easily penetrate one to two centi

meters beneath the surface layer of refuse and partially into the soil 

below. The numerous staphylinid and dipterous larvae in the refuse de

posits may have done the digging which loosened the soil beneath the 

refuse itself. Probably most of the staphylinid larvae belong to adults 

which were common within the refuse, but some of them may be larvae of 

the myrmecophilous staphylinids because only a few larvae of myrme

cophilous insects have ever been found within colonies. Both the adult 

and larval staphylinids were seen feeding on the dipterous larvae but 

not on beetle larvae in the refuse deposits. 

The following species of Staphylinidae have been reported from 

refuse deposits of army ants (other species reported as myrmecophiles 

taken with these ants probably should be included in this category); 

Acanthodonia argentina Bruch (1923: 184-185), Lithocharodes fuscipennis 
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Sharp (Bruch, 1919: 582). 

The following species were found in refuse deposits of~- burchelli 

on Barro Colorado Island unless other data are given. Only identified 

species or genera known·to be myrmecophilous and also found in the 

refuse deposits are listed here. Additional genera not likely to be 

myrmecophiles have been listed above in the first paragraph under 

Staphylinidae. 

Ecitophya bicolor Reichensperger. Found running in refuse deposit 

of[• burchelli: 2 March 1955 between 8:30 and 10:00 a.m. (l}; in emi

gration columns (2). 

Ecito~ora fernandi Reichensperger. Found in refuse deposit of 

E. burchelli: 30 January 1955 {3}. 

Ecitopora n. sp. Over 100 specimens were taken in refuse deposits 

of §.• burchelli bet\·1een 30 January and 20 May 1952, 1955 and 1956. These 

staphylinids flew readily when I attempted to collect specimens or samples 

of booty refuse. At least 50 specimens were seen at times flying over 

refuse deposits in the evening between 5:30 and 7:00 p.m. Although this 

species was found in the refuse deposits at all times of day, it was most 

numerous on the surface in the early evening and apparently went deeper 

into the refuse deposits or soil after midnight. Ecitopora sp. was 

never taken in any ant column but was found in two samples of workers 

taken from bivouacs. In both cases these bivouac samples were large 

ones including some detritus from the periphery of the bivouac. E.£1-

topora sp. appears to be most active in the evening when it can find 

the maximum amount of booty refuse near nomadic colonies. Since it does 

not emigrate with the army ants, it must fly to new bivouac sites nightly 

unless it finds a statary colony. 
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about the identification of all the specimens of Tetradonia. About 
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50 specimens taken on Barro Colorado Island with~- hamatum, burehelli 

and vagans have been tentatively referred to I• marginalis. Tetradonia 

is one of the most common g~nera of myrmecophiles, and it will be dis

cussed more fully below. !• marginalis captures adult army ants around 

the periphery of bivouacs and along refuse columns and in refuse de

posits. Since it can follow the chemical trails of the army ants, it 

can run along the refuse trails when no ants are present and find the 

refuse deposits where it will eat or carry off the dead or dying workers. 

Tetradonia proseguens Reichensperger. This species probably has 

habits similar to!• marginalis, but proseguens was never positively 

identified as the species seen attacking workers of hamatum. Unlike 

marginalis which is found with several hosts, proseguens has been found 

only with hamatum. Similar host specificity was reported by Reichen

sperger (1935: 215-216) based on specimens from Costa Rica. About 65 

specimens were taken between 21 February and 29 July. 

Pselaphidae: Many species of Pselaphidae have been reported to be 

associated with different kinds of ants including army ants. However, I 

know of no incontrovertible evidence that a single species is a myr

mecophile. The following species (determined by o. Park) were taken 

in refuse deposits or bivouac sites of E. burchelli or E. hamatum on 

Barro Colorado Island. Other areas in which the species were taken, 

but where no army ants were present, are also given. 

Barroeuplectoides zeteki Park. Bivouac site of£· burchelli: 

20 January 1955 (l); refuse deposit of burchelli: 5 March 1955 {l); 

forest floor litter: 12 February 1955 (1), 11 March 1955 (5), 30 July 
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1956 (4), 4 August 1956 (l); Berlese extraction of rotten wood and 

detritus from inside log: 7 July 1956 (1). 

Batrybraxis panamensis Park. Bivouac site of~- burchelli: 7 March 

1955 {3); bivouac site of hamatum: 29 July 1956 (1). 

Dalmonexus seeversi Park. Refuse deposit of E. burchelli: 5 March 

1955 (3). 

Jubus turneri Park. Refuse deposit of E. burchelli: 26 February ---- -
1955 (1); forest floor litter: 10 February to 11 March 1955 (4), 21 July 

to 15 August 1956 {7); bark, moss and lichens: 27 July 1956 (1). 

Melbamina sp. Berlese extraction of empty cocoons, dirt, wood 

detritus under site of bivouac of£• burchelli: 5 March 1955 (2). 

Histeridae: About 185 Histeridae were found in the refuse deposits 

of£• burchelli during this survey. The majority of these, like the 

Staphylinidae, are not myrmecophiles in the strict sense but were found 

only in the refuse deposits. They may be found in forest floor litter 

or in refuse from ants of other subfamilies. However, material from 

refuse deposits of~ cephalotes and samples of detritus from the 

forest floor and tree holes or rotten logs did not reveal any of the 

same species. Although some of the histerids found in refuse deposits 

are included in the emigrations, most of them apparently fly from one 

refuse deposit to another. The species found in refuse deposits are 

listed alphabetically below including published records. The strictly 

myrmecophilous species, preceded by an asterisk, were also found within 

bivouacs or in columns, and will be discussed more fully in a later 

section. The determinations have been made by Rupert L. Wenzel. The 

following list is based on about ten per cent of the specimens collected. 
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*Alloiodites n. sp. In refuse deposit of§.• burchelli: 12 May 1956 

{19'}; in emigration column of ~- praedator& {ld'). 

Bacanius sp. In sample of dirt and workers from bivouac of 

E. dulcius crassinode: 4 July 1956 (lo"). 

*Cheilister lucidulus Reichensperger. Found in refuse column of 

E. burchelli: 3 May 1956 (1 sex?). 

Epierus schrnidti Wenzel and Dybas. In refuse deposit of g. 

burchelli: 12 May 1956 (ld, 19). 

*Mesynodites Reichardt. About 50 species of Mesynodites have been 

found with army ants, and several additional species have been found 

with nondoryline ants or in detritus. Some of the species can be con

sidered myrmecophiles since they ride on the ants and live in the biv

ouacs of army ants. Most of the species appear to be found primarily in 

the refuse of the colony, and a few may be found only there. These 

beetles sometimes remain at the bivouac site or in refuse deposits after 

the colony emigrates, and it is probable that they get to new colonies 

by flying rather than by running along the old chemical trails of the 

ants. Only the species clearly reported from refuse are listed here 

along with those found in refuse deposits on Barro Colorado Island. 

Unfortunately, most authors have reported that specimens were found in 

"nests" or have given only the name of the host. 

*Mesynodites ciliatus Bruch. Found in refuse deposits, bivouacs 

and columns of g_. dulcius dulcius in Argentina and Brasil (Bruch 1923: 

181, 191-192; 1926a: 8; 1926b: 20; 1928: 352; 1934b: 261-262) and with 

Neivamyrmex pertyi (Shuckard} in Argentina (Bruch, 1929: 433). More than 

300 specimens were collected at the entrance of a nest abandoned two days 

earlier by a colony of dulcius !•!!.!•,and none were seen during the 
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emigration of this colony which was watched at different times (Bruch, 

1926b: 18). 

*Mesynodites confirmatus Reichensperger. In refuse deposits of~

burchelli: 30 January 1955 (1), 2 February 1955 (1 sex?, 19); in emi

gration of burchelli: (19). 

*Mesynodites ecitonis Bruch. Found in refuse deposits and reported 

from nests of£· vagans, £• dulcius dulcius, £• mexicanum and Neivamyrmex 

pseudops in Argentina and Brasil (Bruch, 1923: 181, 190-192; 1926a: 8; 

1926b: 18; 1928: 352; 1929: 433; Reichensperger, 1938: 81, 91). Many 

specimens were taken apparently among r3fuse at the entrance of a nest 

of dulcius dulcius abandoned two days earlier (Bruch, 1926b: 18). 

*Mesynodites geminus Reichensperger. Found in refuse deposit of 

E. burchelli: 9 May 1956 (l); reported from "nest" of burchelli in Costa 

Rica (Reichensperger, 1935: 193-194). 

Mesynodites major Bruch. Found in refuse deposit of§.• dulcius 

dulcius in Argentina (Bruch, 1923: 181, 189-190; 1926a: 8). 

*Mesynodites obscurus Reichensperger. Found chiefly in the detritus 

of the bivouacs but also found in columns of Labidus praedator and~

coecus in Costa Rica and Brasil (Reichensperger, 1939a: 119-122). 

*Mesynodites reticulatus Bruch. In refuse deposits of£• dulcius 

dulcius in Argentina (Bruch, 1926a: 8-9). 

Omalodes gaqatinus Erichson. Attracted to area of soil and refuse 

dug from around bivouac of£• vagans as well as to workers milling around 

on ground after the bivouac was dug up: 9 July 1956 (5 taken, 7 seen). 

*Paratropinus scalptus Reichensperger. 

burchelli: 2 March 1955, 8:30 to 10:00 a.m. 

In refuse deposits of£• 

(2), 20 February 1956 {ld). 

23 May 1956, on second nomadic day in refuse deposit at statary bivouac 
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site (ld'); also reported from column of burchelli in Costa Rica (Reichen

sperger, 1935: 199-200). 

Phelister n. sp._ In refuse deposit of E. burchelli: 15 May 1956 

(19). 

*Phelister sculpturatus Schmidt. In refuse deposit of~- burchelli: 

9 May 1956 (1); reported from Costa Rica with~- praedator (Reichen

sperger, 1939b: 280). 

Phelister williamsi Wenzel and Dybas. In dirt, leaves, detritus 

and booty refuse from under and around position of bivouac of~- hamatum 

on approximately sixth nomadic day but sample taken three days later 

after colony left this site (19). 

Psalidister n. sp. 1. In refuse deposits of~- burchelli: 28 

February 1955 (19), 2 March 1955 (19), 17 March 1955 (19), 20 February 

1956 ( ld', 29). 

Psalidister n. sp. 2. In refuse deposit of E. burchelli: 12 May 

1956 (19). 

*Psalidister burchelli costaricensis Reichensperger. In refuse 

deposit of g. burchelli: 20 February 1956 (lo"); also taken in an emigra

tion; reported from Costa Rica with E. burchelli (Reichensperger, 1935: 

190, 198-199) • 

Saprinus n. sp. In refuse deposit of E. burchelli: 12 May 1956 (1). 

Troqlosternus ecitonis Mann. In refuse deposits of[• hamatum: 23 

June 1956 (2d', 19). One pair was taken as they were copulating while 

running around in refuse deposit under site of bivouac at 10:30 p.m. 

just after last ants had emigrated. These beetles were still in copulo 

on following morning at 9:00 a.m. T. ecitonis has also been found with 

L. coecus (Reichensperger, 1935: 209). 
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Scarabaeidae: Although at least two genera of Scarabaeidae, 

Allosce~us and Caccobius Thomson, have been found associated with African 

colonies of Dorylus (Anomma) (Kohl in Wasmann, 1904: 668; Cohic, 1948: 

269; Collart, 1934: 240), I know of no reports of this family being found 

with Ecitonini. Since the odors of the refuse deposits and bivouacs of 

£• burchelli have been compared with excrement and rotting insects, one 

might expect dung beetles would be attracted to them. However, only a 

few species were found, and these were quite rare. Less than 20 speci

mens were taken, and three species which may be attracted to the refuse 

deposits on Barro Colorado Island are listed here. F. S. Pereira deter

mined these specimens, and the remaining scarabaeids have not yet been 

determined. 

Deltochilum parile Bates. 23 March 1956 (1). 

Glaphyrocanthon lampros (Bates). 28 March 1956 (1). 

Onthophaqus dicranius Bates. 28 March 1956 (1). 

Hymenoptera 

Diapriidae, the most important family of myrmecophilous Hymenoptera 

found within colonies of Ecitonini, are also represented in refuse de

posits. However, nondoryline ants are the most abundant group of Hymen

optera in number of individuals found in the booty refuse. In addition, 

one specimen of Ceraphron sp. (Ceraphronidae) (determined by C. F. W. 

Muesebeck) was found in a refuse deposit of g. burchelli. At least two 

species of ceraphronids, Ceraphron croceipes Brues and Ecitonetes sub

apterus Brues (1902: 369-371), have been found in bivouacs of army ants. 

Epiencyrtus sp. (Encyrtidae) was found in a bivouac site of~· hamatum; 

the known hosts for this genus are Ichneumonidae (B. D. Burks, in letter). 
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A new genus of Chalcididae, ~ sp. (Mymaridae), Spalangia drosophilae 

Ashmead (Pteromalidae), Horismenus sp. (Eulophidae), and a new genus of 

Encyrtidae (all determined by B. D. Burks) were found in refuse deposits 

of~- burchelli on Barro Colorado Island. ~- drosophilae is known to be 

parasitic on a variety of small Diptera and Hymenoptera (Drosophila, 

Siphona, Alysia and Eucoila) (Muesebeck, .!! al., 1951: 535). Probably 

most of these wasps are parasitic on Diptera which breed in the refuse 

deposits in large numbers. 

Cynipoidea: Cynipoid wasps were quite abundant in refuse deposits 

of E. burchelli where they probably are parasitic on puparia of Diptera. 

The following species (determined by L. H. Weld) were found on Barro 

Colorado Island. 

Emargo eciton Weld. This genus and species of Figitidae (Figitinae), 

described by Weld (1960), was the most abundant cynipoid found in refuse 

deposits. Twenty females and one male were taken between 30 January 

and 28 March in refuse deposits of Eciton burchelli. One other species 

of Figitidae, Xyalophora pilosa Bergmeier (1935: 103-104), has been re

ported associated with Ecitonini (Nomamyrmex_ hartigi). 

Pseudeucoila (Tetramerocera} sp. (Cynipidae: Eucoilinae). In refuse 

deposits of E. burchelli: 28 February to 1 March 1955 (3 ). -
Tryblioqrapha (Hexaplasta) sp. (Cynipidae: Eucoilinae). In refuse 

deposits of g. burchelli: 30 January to 17 March 1955 (16 ), 28 March 

1956 (2 ). One species, zigzag, is known to be parasitic on a phorid 

{Muesebeck, il _tl., 1951: 603). 

Trybliographa (Tetraplasta) sp. In refuse deposits of£• burchelli: 

17 February 1955 (1 ), 23 March 1956, found dead inside puparium of 

cyclorraphous fly, (1 ). 
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Diapriidae: Diapriidae are known to be parasitic on flies of 

several families, and I know of no evidence -'~hat any of ·che myrmecophilous 

species is pa=asiti~ on any ant. None of the following species taken on 

Barro Colorado Island was seen alive, and it is not known whether any of 

them are myrmecophiles. 

Diapriinae sp. 1. Reared from fly puparium (1453) found in labora

tory nest of[• hamaJ.ym, 17 March 1956 (1 ) 

Doliopria n. sp. In refuse deposit of~· burchelli: 30 January 

1955 (1 ); flying near bivouac of _g,. burchelli: 20 February 1956 (1 ). 

Doliopri~ spp. have also been reported associated with army ants 

in Brasil and Bolivia (Ferriere, 1929; Borgmeier, 1939).. 

Phaenopria magniclavata Ashmead. In refuse deposits of E. burchelli: 

30 January to 16 March 1955 (165); Berlese sample of detritus from forest 

floor: 11 March 1955 (1). 

Trichopria spp. In refuse deposits of~- burchelli: 30 January to 

5 March 1955 (9), 17 February 1956 (l); over swarm raid of g. burchelli: 

12 February 1955 (3); in raid column of Labidus praedator: 15 March 1956 

(l); in raid column of ~vamyrmex humilis: 26 July 1956 (1). The latter 

two wasps are not the same species as those found with burchelli. These 

wasps were not seen in the columns but were found in samples of pre

served ants aspirated from the columns. Flies of various families are 

known to be hosts for these parasites (Muesebeck, il al., 1951: 678-680). 

I know of no other records of finding this genus with Ecitonini. At 

least some species of Trichopria and Doliopria probably emigrate with 

the army ants and should be considered myrmecophiles. 

Bethylidae: "The members of the family Bethylidae attack almost 

exclusively the larvae of Lepidoptera and Coleoptera, thus showing an 
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exceptional uniformity in host preferences" (Clausen, 1940: 308). Thus, 

one would ex~8~t t~at the bethylids foJnd with army ant~ are most likely 

parasites on Coleoptera associated with the ar.ts rather than on the ants 

themselves. Two specimens of Dissomph~ Ashmead were found in refuse 

deposits of E. burchelli, and a specimen close to Rhabdepyris Kieffer 

was taken over a swarm raid of burchelli. The latter genus includes 

at least one species reported to be a myrmecophile, and other bethylids 

have been found in columns of Ecitonini. 

For~idae: There is no evidence ~hat any species of nondoryline 

ant has any type of symbiotic relationship with army ants. Nevertheless 

a number of species are commonly found raiding the booty remains in the 

refuse deposits of the army ants. A few species attack active or weak 

workers of burchelli in the refuse deposits or columns. Some of the 

species are attacked by the army ants, but most species seem to avoid 

contact with the army ants or are too small to be attacked by the dory

lines. The following ants (determined by w. L. Brown, Jr.) were found 

in refuse deposits of E. burchelli on Barro Colorado Island. It is 

possible that most carnivorous ants forage at times in refuse deposits. 

Anochetus mayri Emery. Found foraging in refuse deposits. 

Azteca spp. Often carried off booty refuse and occasionally re

moved dead~~~! worke~s. At one refuse deposit Azteca workers 

carried off ~ore thail 12 p~eces of booty in iive minutes. This genus 

also attacks living beetles in the refuse deposits. On one occasion 

a major worker of §."' hamatum was captured by 26 workers of ~£!· 

The major was alive but may have been inju~ed before it was attacked. 

Camponotus buttesi Fore!. Found in a refuse deposit of~- burchelli. 
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~~ ruidum Roger. Foraged in refuse deposits of g. burchelli 

and carrj~d away de~d army ant workers. 

£eb".>m~! sp. Pound in refuse deposits of ~chelH. 

Gnamptoqenys tornata (Roger). Found in refuse deposit of burchelli. 

Mesoponera arhuaca (Forel). Found in refuse deposit of burchelli. 

Mesor,oner! constricta. (Mayr). Found carrying living larvae of 

Euryomm~ (Faniinae) away from refuse deposits. 

Neoponera striatinodis {Emery). Captured a small active inter

mediate worker at the edge of a bivouac of£· burchelli. 

!i~.£.E.Q!l..!~"". theresiae (Fore!). Captu:r:-ed active intermediate workers 

of burct,elli. 

Neoponera ~.§! (Fabricius). Found in refuse deposit of burchelli. 

Mycondyla harpax (Fabricius). Found in refuse deposit of 

burchelli. 

Ph~l<i2.!! spp. Frequently found taking remains of booty from refuse 

deposits of burchelli and also seen at bivouacs of hamatum and vaqans. 

Pheidole was not seen to capture any worker army ant, but it attacked 

burchelli workers causing them to retreat from parts of refuse deposits. 

Pheidole also blocked the advance of raid columns of hamatum, Neivamyrmex 

and Labidus. No Pheidole workers were seen among any of the army ant 

booty. 

Ponera sp~ Found in refuse deposit of Eurchelll· 

Proceratium micrommatum (Roger). Found in refuse deposit of~

chelli. 

Solenopsis (Diplorhopt~) sp. Found in refuse deposits of~

chelli where it was apparently foragir.g. 
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Strumigenys gundlachi (Roger) and§_. subedentata Mayr. Found in 

refuse deposits where they appeared to be a~tracted in larger numbers 

than in surrounding litter; they probably were capturing Collembola or 

other microarthropods in the refuse deposits.. 

Apidae: Meliponinae: Some species of stingless bees are noted for 

their habits of eating or collecting pitch of trees, rotting fruit or 

vegetation, dead carcasses, and dung. Since the odor of the refuse de

posits of burchelli is strong and reminiscent of rotting insects, one 

might expect that these stingless bees might be attracted to the booty 

refuse. The stingless bees which I frequently saw and collected at 

excrement and dead carcasses on Barro Colorado Island belong to six 

species of Trigona (determined by Herbert F. Schwarz). However, the 

only species seen to visit refuse deposits of~. burchelli is Melipona 

marginata micheneri Schwarz. These workers on two occasions were clearly 

seen to feed on the booty refuse. No species of Trigona was ever seen 

at the refuse deposits. 
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MYRMECOCOLES FOUND IN BIVOUACS AND COLUMNS OF ARMY ANTS 

Arthropods collected from columns of army ants or taken in iamples 

of ants from bivouacs have usually been called "ecitophiles" or "myr

mecophiles" in the literature. When collecting from columns or bivouacs, 

one invariably finds arthropods which are not myrmecophiles. These are 

usually booty or arthropods picked up accidentally from the dirt or 

debris next to the ants. Therefore, in this section specimens whose 

association with the ants is more doubtful will be called myrmecocoles. 

The terms myrmecophile and inquiline are used interchangeably here for 

those species which: (1) run in a column of army ants; (2) ride on the 

ants; (3) ride on any arthropod or object carried by the ants; (4) are 

ectoparasitic on the ants; and (5) are carried by the ants (and are not 

booty). In addition, systematic or taxonomic relationships combined with 

morphological specialization are used to determine whether an arthropod 

is a myrmecophile. However, in all cases, even though it may be repeti

tious, the best available behavioral information will be given to support 

the use of the term myrmecophile. A complete catalog of myrmecophiles 

associated with army ants is impractical at this time, but a fairly com

plete list of major groups, genera, and known fragments of biology or 

behavior will be included. Unfortunately, most published records include 

only the name of the host and ambiguous statements, such as that an in

sect was taken "in a column." Information on rnyrmecophiles is so diffi

cult to obtain that every effort should be made to report accurate obser

vations however insignificant they may seem by themselves. 

Since there is no substantiated case of a myrmecophile being found 

in bivouacs and not found in columns, those arthropods found in either 

location will be considered together. Generalizations regarding genera 
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or other supraspecific taxa will be given at the beginning of the dis

cussion of each group. More comprehensive summaries will be given 

at the end of this systematic survey. 

Araneida 

No myrmecophilous spiders were found on Barro Colorado Island, but 

two species may be inquilines in colonies of army ants. Fage (1938) 

reported five species of spiders from nests of Labidus praedator and 

Eciton hamatum, but these are almost certainly free-living forms from 

detritus collected with the ants. 

Brucharachne ecitophila Mello-Leitao. The family Brucharachnidae 

was based on Brucharachne ecitophila Mello-Leitao (1925: 234-237), but 

this species was subsequently placed in Oonopidae by Fage (1938: 369). 

The species was taken with Neivamyrmex raptans (Fore!) and Wasmannia 

auropunctata v. australis Emery at Cordoba, Argentina. The femora have 

apophyses with trichomes or hairs which may have a secretion attractive 

to ants (Mello-Leitao, 1926: 2). The lack of eyes may be an adaptation 

for a subterranean or myrmecophilous life, and Bruch (1929: 437) con

siders this spider to be an inquiline. 

Myrmecoscaphiella borgmeyeri Mello-Leitao. Myrmecoscaphiella 

borgmeyeri was found in the nest of Eciton sp. /j_. lat.? in Brasil 

(Mello-Leitao, 1926: 1-2). It was placed in the family Oonopidae by 

Fage (1938: 369-370). The palpi of this spider have hairs which may be 

trichomes. 
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Acarina 

There appear to be at least as many species of myrmecophilous mites 

as there are species of insects found with Neotropical army ants. How

ever, only about 12 species of mites have been described from these ants. 

As in most other groups of inquilines, many of the mites also seem to 

be highly specialized morphologically for living in the ant colonies. 

Most of these unusual species of Acarina are adapted for riding on the 

ants. This survey includes only a small fraction of the mite fauna from 

the Ecitonini, but it is an adequate sample to show that some species 

are restricted to one or a few hosts, whereas other species are found 

with a number of hosts. 

The small size of the mites is probably the primary reason why so 

few species have been previously collected and described. The techniques 

discussed under the section on methods for collecting myrmecocoles can 

be used for mites. However, some modifications of collecting and sorting 

techniques will greatly increase the number of mites found in samples. 

It is extremely important to collect the ants with a minimum of dirt or 

debris. When there is dirt mixed in a sample of ants, not only does it 

stick to the mites, but it makes sorting much slower. Moreover, many 

nonmyrmecophilous species of mites are introduced into the sample with 

the dirt. 

When collecting ants for the recovery of mites it is also important 

not to pour off the preserving fluid without filtering it or carefully 

examining it under a microscope. Many of the species of mites are too 

small to be easily seen without some magnification, and they can be lost 

by decanting the preserving fluid. 
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The sorting of preserved samples is done most effectively by using 

clear petri dishes or watch glasses. These can be placed over both white 

and dull black backgrounds and also can be examined by transmitted light 

reflected from a mirror below the stage of the microscope. Transmitted 

light is especially useful when sorting samples of eggs and larvae of 

ants. These immature stages are normally somewhat translucent when 

preserved in alcohol. Mites can often be seen if they are under larvae, 

and mites which mimic the eggs or larvae are normally much denser or 

darker than the brood. 

The mites associated with the army ants can be divided into two 

ecological groups: (1) those species that are found in the refuse de

posits, and (2) those species found on the ants themselves or within the 

bivouac. Because there is little duplication of species in these two 

groups, the ones found primarily in refuse deposits have been considered 

above in the section on the refuse deposits. Most of the mites from 

these areas where the ants drop the remains of their booty are probably 

not myrmecophiles. They seem to be common throughout the forest floor 

litter and only become more abundant in areas of booty refuse because 

of the rich source of food there. 

Samples of ants almost always contain some species of mites that 

most probably are not inquilines. These are not included in this paper 

except where some association with the ants is known or suspected. Many 

similar "myrmecophilous mites" recorded in the literature with ants are 

undoubtedly not myrmecophiles. Nevertheless, a number of mites have 

been included in this discussion even though the only evidence that they 

are myrmecophilous is their taxonomic relationship to known inquilines. 
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The mites will be considered. in the systematic order as given by 

Baker,!!, !l.· (1958). Within the families, genera will be listed alpha

betically. Since almost all these mites are new species, within each 

family the mites will be listed by arbitrary species numbers without 

regard for any systematic position below the family level. Where two 

or more species appear to be closely related within a family, these have 

usually been grouped as "genera". Thus, circocyllibanid A-1 and A-2 are 

considered to be two species more closely related than either is to circo

cyllibanid B-1 or B-2. Further study may show that species A-1 and A-2 

should not be considered to belong to a new genus but rather would be 

better treated as a subgenus or some other taxon. However, for the 

present, the terminology used will provide some information on relation

ships within the families which is useful for discussion of host spe

cificity. 

Almost all the "species" have been based on material mounted on 

microscope slides. Approximately 5,000 slides were examined, and the 

remainder of the mites have been kept in alcohol and sorted as completely 

as possible with a stereoscopic microscope (IX to BOX magnification). 

Temporary slide mounts in glycerin were made in some cases. Specific 

identification of these myrmecophilous mites in alcohol seems to be 

reliable for most of the larger species such as the Mesostigmata. The 

large amount of morphological specialization makes this sorting easier 

than with most free-living mites. In no case was the species of host 

used as the sole criterion for determining a species of mite. 

A summary of t~e number of worker ants examined for each species 

of army ant is given in tables 3 and 4. These tables also give the 

total number of colonies sampled and the number of colonies from which 
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among the samples includec in this survey, samples of 50 ants would 
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have 0.5 to 1.0 mites in them. By comparing colonies from which at least 

50 ants were examined, many small ant samples are eliminated. Summaries 

of the number of mites collected with each host are given for most of 

the species of mites in tables 10 to 12. In these tables under the 

number of specimens of each species of mite found with each host the 

number followed by "c" indicates the number of colonies in which that 

mite was found. 

Taking samples from several different parts of a colony may give a 

better yield of mites than taking a single sample of equivalent total 

number of ants. Separate samples were usually taken from a bivouac, 

a raid column, or an emigration column. There have not been enough 

samples taken from these various places to show whether mites are more 

apt to be present on workers in bivouacs than in raid columns. However, 

in a few special cases, such as the mites that mimic ant larvae, it is 

almost certain that these mites would be present only where the ant 

larvae are present, i•!•, usually in the bivouacs or emigration columns. 

Parasitoidea 

About 20 species of nymphal Parasitoidea were found in ant samples, 

but most of these were represented by only 3 few specimens. Only the 

few which appear to be associated with the ant colonies directly or in

directly are considered here. It is unlikely that any of these nymphs 

are immature stages of any of the adult mites found with the ants. 

Parasitoidea species~: One of the species which has been found 

most freqnently is represented by a deutonymph belonging to the 
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Neoparasitidae or a closely related family. This deutonymph is dis

tinctive because of the unusually broad, blade-like dorsal setae and the 

broad, short, peg-like ventral setae. No adults or other instars which 

look as if they could belong to this species were found in the refuse 

deposits or ant samples. 

Parasitoid A-1 has been found in at least 17 colonies of Eciton 

burchelli but with no other host except for one specimen taken with 

Labidus praedator. This single exception was found in a sample of 7,550 

workers. A total of over 25,000 workers of praedator was examined with

out finding additional specimens. The similarity in raiding behavior of 

these two species of ants may be connected with the finding of this mite 

with both hosts. 

It is noteworthy that even though£• hamatum is considered to be the 

species most closely related to burchelli on both morphological and be

havioral grounds, examination of over 30,000 workers of hamatum has not 

revealed a single specimen of parasitoid species A-1. Not only was this 

mite found in all large samples of burchelli foreli taken on Barro Colo

rado Island, but it was also found in a sample of£· burchelli cupiens 

taken in British Guiana by Dr. Neal A. Weber (colony D-137). A total 

of 72 specimens of parasitoid genus A were found in a sample of 10,000 

to 15,000 workers taken from this colony. Twenty-four of these mites 

were mounted on slides, and six of these could not be distinguished from 

specimens taken in Panama. The other 18 mounted specimens belong to a 

second species A-2. The remaining 48 specimens could not be reliably 

identified in alcohol. These two species, parasitoid A-1 and A-2, are 

among a series of examples in which either the same species or distinct 

but closely related species of inquilines are found with the same species 
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of host from widely separated localities. 

Parasi toid species f..-1. must be found on adult ~-vorkers, since it is 

found in samples with no brood. However, its exact position on the ants, 

and whether or not it is pa~asitic are unknown. 

Parasitoidea species~: This species is represented only by 

deutonymphs from a single sample of£• burchelli cupiens collected in 

British Guiana (colony D-137); it is discussed more fully under species 

A-1 above. 

Parasitoidea species~: This large species, represented by 

deutonymphs, probably is a parasitid or neoparasitid. No other instars 

were found which appear to be closely related. Parasitoid species 30 

has been found in samples of four species of ants: g. hamatum, dulcius, 

vagans and mexicanum. However, this deutonymph was never found attached 

to an ant. Most specimens were attached to the abdomens of Phoridae, and 

the remainder were free in the vials. Unlike most of the mites found 

in the ant samples, these deutonymphs often remained on the host flies 

when they were killed in alcohol or Bouin's fixative. Normally a single 

mite is attached to the abdomen of the phorid near the thorax, but a 

single phorid may have as many as eight mites on it. These mites are 

considered parasitic because their chelicera~ are inserted through the 

body wall of the phorid. After this species has dropped off the phorid, 

a small spot is visible in the membrane where each mite was attached. 

Parasitoid species 30 probably is not directly associated with the ants. 

This mite has ~een found on four species of Ecitophora (Phoridae). 

Inasmuch as other speciP.s and genera o: Phor!.dae were found with the same 

army ants, it is evident that the mites do ~ot attach at random to any 
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phorid witnin the colony or in the refuse deposits. These mites were 

found on the following species of Ecitophora (respective ant hosts given 

in parentheses): bruchi Schmitz (mexicanum}, collegiana Bergmeier (hamatum 

and mexicanum), pilosula Borgmeier (dulcius), and varians Borgmeier (~

gans). 

Parasitoidea species 32: The above discussion of Parasitoidea 

species 30 also applies to this second species found on Phoridae. How

ever, this species is scarcer and was found only with[· hamatum and 

burchelli. It was found only on Ecituncula tarsalis Borgmeier, a 

phorid taken only with hamatum and burchelli, primarily in the refuse 

deposits. 

Macrochelidae 

The family Macrochelidae includes two or three genera and three 
. 

undescribed species which are considered myrmecophiles with Ecitonini. 

Two of these species are ectoparasites. The third species is thought 

to be a myrmecophile only because it was found with two colonies of the 

same host and is morphologically very different from other macrochelids. 

Macrochelidae species 2: This species probably belongs to a new 

genus of Macrochelinae. It is possibly unique among all the Macrocheli

dae in that the fourth pair of legs are thicker than any other pair. In 

all other species of Macrochelidae that I have seen (more than 30), the 

second pair of legs is the thickest. In macrochelid species 2 the first, 

second and third pairs of legs seem to have the proportions found in 

other macrochelids with the second pair thicker than the first and third 

pairs. For the size of the mite, the lengths of all the legs appear to 
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be the same as those of other members of the family. Many of the plumose 

setae, that are frequently found on the dorsum and venter of macrochelids, 

in this species are tree-like with only a few unusually long branches. 

A total of 23 females was found with three colonies of g. dulcius, 

making a ratio of 1:209 ants. At least six of these mites were found 

attached to the hind tarsi of majors or large intermediate workers. 

These mites are large enough that the first specimens discovered were 

seen on an emigration column at night. The lump at the tip of the hind 

leg of a major was mistaken for a piece of dirt when first seen. All 

the mites that were found attached had their chelicerae inserted in the 

small membrane between the tarsal claws of hind legs. The palpi may 

help hold the mite on the tarsus. Although the first pair of legs of 

the army ant is smaller than the others, there is a much larger membrane 

between the claws of the front tarsi. However, none of the mites was 

found on the first or second pairs. Inasmuch as the exact location on 

the ant is known for only about six mites, additional records may show 

that this mite is not so highly restricted to the hind legs. 

Figure 15 shows one of these mites attached to a hind tarsus con

trasted with the last tarsal segments without a mite. In this photo

graph of living specimens, the large, curved hind legs of the mite are 

easily seen. The mite was always found with its hind legs curved as 

shown in figure 15. In small laboratory nests these ants sometimes 

hooked their legs on other ants or the side of the nest by means of the 

hind legs of the mites. Not merely the tarsal claws of the mite, but 

both entire hind legs served as claws. In fact, this behavior seemed 

to be more common for the leg with the mite than the use of the ant's 

own tarsal claws. At times an ant would keep its leg hooked on an object 
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behavior indicates that contact or pressure on the tarsal claws is not 

necessary in order for an ant to keep a leg in a fixed position. The 

stretching of the leg is probably more important for the immobilization 

of the ant which is essential for the formation of hanging clusters. We 

were not able to observe the behavior of~-~ workers with this 

macrochelid in hanging clusters or "ropes of ants" such as are found in 

bivouacs. The mites stayed on the same ant leg for at least two days 

in the laboratory. Probably with better laboratory conditions and less 

handling of the ants, the mites would have remained on the tarsi longer. 

When an ant was killed by pinning it down for photographing the mite, 

the macrochelid left the ant in a few minutes. The mites also detached 

when the ants were put in alcohol. 

Macrochelid species 2 appears to be a parasite on the larger 

worker ants. It clearly emigrates attached to the hind tarsi of the 

ants and seems to be restricted to E. dulcius. Nothing is known con

cerning the males or any other instar of this species. 

Macrochelidae species 3: Macrochelid species 3 also was found 

attached to the hind tarsi of larger workers, but it was on a different 

host,~- vaqans. The ratio of mites to ants is 1:240. This mite does 

not have the greatly enlarged hind legs which are found in macrochelid 

species 2 and differs from it in many other ways. The dorsal and ventral 

setae have more numerous and shorter branches such as are common in 

free-living Macrochelidae. No males or other instars were found. Al

though most of these specimens were found loose in alcohol, more than 

ten were seen attached to tarsi of living ants. Most of the mites were 

on majors, but at least two were on hind tarsi of large intermediate 
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workers. Even though this species does not have greatly enlarged hind 

legs, the workers were seen to hook their legs on supports using the hind 

legs of the mite rather than their own tarsal claws. 

Macrochelidae species 1: A third species of Macrochelidae, species 

7, is tentatively considered a myrmecophile, primarily because of its 

unusual shape. Compared with common macrochelids of the same width, 

this species is twice as long but shows no obvious modifications for 

myrmecophily. The second pair of legs is thicker than any of the others. 

Three specimens of species 7 were found in a sample of E. burchelli 

cupiens taken in British Guiana (colony D-137}. An additional specimen 

was found in a sample of£· burchelli urichi taken on Trinidad (colony 

D-152). 

Neoparasitidae 

There is one genus (here called genus A), or possibly several 

closely related genera, which probably belong in the family Neopara

sitidae although the palpal claw has only two tines rather than the three 

typical of the family. All six species are heavily sclerotized mites 

with similar patterns of large depressions on the dorsum and with heavy 

sculpturing on the entire surface of the body. Over 98% of the speci

mens are females, and no immature stages are known. Some of the mites, 

and especially those from subterranean species of ants, are covered with 

dirt which is difficult to remove. 

This genus ranges from Arizona and Texas to Southern Brasil. Be

cause of the wide geographical distribution and the fact that this genus 

is found on the four common genera of Ecitonini, many additional species 

probably remain to be found. The largest geographical range of a species 
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known at present is that for species A-1 known from Panama and British 

Guiana. 

Over 1,100 specimens of genus A were found but only 25 of these 

are males. The few times that males of these neoparasitids were found 

suggest the hypothesis that the life cycle of the mites is correlated 

with the production of sexual broods of the dorylines. Twenty males of 

neoparasitid species A-1 were taken in Panama between 30 January and 

5 March 1955 from refuse deposits of colony '55 B-I. The burchelli 

males are produced at this time of year. Species A-3 males were found 

in a praedator bivouac with praedator males on 19 March 1952. Species 

A-2 males were found with vagans males on 7 August 1956. Males and fe

males of both species A-2 and A-3 were most probably on alate males, but 

they were only discovered after the male ants had been put in alcohol 

along with some workers. The large numbers of male ants (over 150) and 

the fact that they all were alates showing little tendency to lose their 

wings, leads one to believe that these alates must have been found in 

the colony which produced them. No males of neoparasitid genus A were 

found with any host at times of the year when the males of the host were 

not produced. Moreover, a total of 13 females of species A-5 and A-6 

have been found on males taken at lights. Thus, males of genus~ may 

be produced before or at the time of appearance of the male ants; this 

timing would permit fertilization of the females before a dispersal 

flight. Genus A and Laelaspis are the only myrmecophiles which are 

known to ride on the male Dorylinae during flight. 

Throughout the various groups of inquilines there are repeated 

instances where the size of a guest or parasite appears to be correlatid 

with the size of the host. This correlation has been mentioned by various 
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authors who have worked on different groups of myrmecophilous insects 

but apparently has not been suggested for any group of mites. In the 

neoparasitid genus A there appears to be some correlation between the 

size of the mite species and the size of the hosts. In comparing the 

sizes of these mites, the "lengths" have been measured from the anterior 

edge of the sternal plate to the posterior edge of the ventral plate. 

The smallest species are A-6 and A-3 found respectively on Neivamyrmex 

harrisi and 1• praedator. The largest species, A-2 and A-5, were found 

on~- vagans, ?Ulcius and guadriglume which are the largest species of 

Ecitonini. Species A-4 is intermediate in size and was found primarily 

on Nomamyrmex esenbecki which is somewhat smaller than the three species 

of Eciton mentioned. However, species A-4 was also found on~· praedator. 

It seems to be much rarer with praedator than with esenbecki and also 

scarcer than species A-3 with praedator. It would be interesting 

to learn if species A-4 is only found on the largest workers of prae

dator. Another possible exception to this supposed size correlation 

is species A-1 which is slightly larger than the species with praedator 

but is found on burchelli and hamatum which are only slightly smaller 

than vagans, dulcius and guadriglume. Further observations on addi

tional hosts as well as the behavior on these hosts may help clarify 

these size correlations. On the male ants the mites are phoretic, 

whereas on larvae and probably on workers they are parasitic. 

Neoparasitidae species~: Neoparasitid species A-1 is inter

mediate in size (length 407µ) among the six species of this genus. It 

was found on two closely related hosts: E. burchelli and hamatum. How

ever, a relatively larger number of specimens were taken with burchelli 
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(ratio 1:537) compared with hamatum (ratio 1:482). A total of 1,104 

females of this species was taken from three subspecies of burchelli 

{foreli, cupiens and urichi) and from£• hamatum (see table 10). Only 

20 males of species A-1 were found, and these were all taken in refuse 

deposits or under the sites of bivouacs where there was some booty 

refuse. They were found in Panama with two colonies on five different 

dates between 30 January and 5 March which is when sexual broods of the 

host are produced. The dry season also begins at this time, and the 

dry conditions may be the primary factor in triggering the appearance 

of the males. 

Neoparasitid A-1 was found on over 150 major workers of burchelli 

and over 20 majors of hamatum. In these cases it was invariably at

tached to a small membrane which extends from the underside of the 

labrum to the base of the mandibles. Many of the ants had one mite 

on each side of the mouth, a few had two on one side. None of these 

mites was found on submajors, smaller workers, males or queens. This 

neoparasitid was also found frequently on the larvae. Although neo

parasitid A-1 was found feeding on most areas of the larvae, a dis

tinctly greater percentage of these mites was found attached at the 

mouthparts of the ant larvae. All attempts to determine exactly how 

these mites were attached were unsuccessful. The squirming of the 

larvae indicated that the mites irritated the larvae in this position, 

especially when first starting to feed. Actual feeding must have taken 

place since the mites became swollen, distending the membrane between 

the dorsum and venter. When the mites are feeding at the mouthparts of 

the larvae it is impossible for the ant larvae to feed. Sometimes after 

species A-1 had fed on the side of an Eciton larva, a darkened disk 
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(more heavily scleroti2ed?) .deve-loped ~round the site of the puncture. 

Whether these injuries have any effect on the development of the larvae 

was not determined. These puncture wounds may be important for stimu

lating attacks by other myrmecophiles or by the workers. Both the Eciton 

workers and Histeridae were seen to touch these sites with their mouth

parts, but they were not seen to feed there more than a few seconds. 

Army ant workers will readily attack their own larvae in the laboratory, 

especially if there is a lack of food. However, they will attack in

jured larvae more readily than uninjured ones as can be demonstrated 

by puncturing the larva~ with a fine needle. Once they start to feed, 

the workers are apt to continue until the larva is killed and consumed. 

Cannibalism is known to occur within the bivouacs in nature, but the 

extent of this cannibalism is unknown. Perhaps the feeding of the Neo

parasitidae and other myrmecophiles is an important factor in initiating 

this behavior of the ants. 

Neoparasitidae species~: This species of Neoparasitidae is 

much larger (length 910-984µ) compared to species A-1 (length about 407µ), 

and it is also found on larger hosts. Only 19 specimens were found, 14 

with£• vagans (ratio 1:970) and five with dulcius {ratio 1:959). One 

male was found among 14 specimens of A-2 taken with males and worker·s 

from an emigration column of vagans. The finding of this one male among 

only 14 specimens seems remarkable, since not a single male was found 

among 1,104 specimens of A-1 taken with ants. The location of species 

A-2 on the ants is unknown, but some of the specimens probably were rid

ing on males since only a few smaller workers were collected with these 

males from an emigration column. 
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Neoparasitidae species~: Four males and 22 females of species 

A-3 were found with~- praedator (a ratio of 1:938). Therefore, the 

incidence of this species is about the same as species A-2 and about 

one-half as great as A-1. Even though the size of the praedator workers 

is much smaller, this mite is less than one-half as large (375u) as the 

largest species of genus A. Perhaps it is significant that even though 

22 samples of more than 50 ants were examined, A-3 was found only in 

two samples. One of these was taken from an emigration; the other 

sample included over 150 male ants taken from a bivouac. The sample 

from the bivouac included three males of A-3. In the bivouacs and 

emigration columns of~- praedator it is possible to collect larger 

workers than are normally seen in raid swarms and raid columns. This 

mite probably could not attach itself to any of the smaller workers 

and may be restricted to the largest individuals and the males. 

Neoparasitidae species~: Neoparasitid species A-4 was found 

in one colony of Nomamyrmex esenbecki and two colonies of~- praedator. 

However, 59 specimens were found with the former species (ratio 1:59) 

and only two with the latter (ratio 1:12,199). Since the specimens 

with esenbecki are all from a single colony, this high incidence may 

not be typical for the mite with this host. Species A-4 is a large 

mite (length 803-888µ) which one might expect would be found on larger 

workers and thus would be more common with Eciton or Nomamyrmex. The 

smaller species, A-3, was more common than A-4 on praedator. 

Neoparasitidae species A-5: This species is known from only two 

specimens found when a sample of 46 dry pinned males of E• guadriglume 

was examined. These males had been taken at lights in Southern Brasil. 
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Species A.5 is the largest species (length lt070µ) in genus A. These 

two specimens wexe weakly attached to the hairs of -tl\e propodeum, and 

it is likely that additional specimens may have fallen off before they 

could be examined. 

Neoparasitidae species~: Species A-6 was found on pinned males 

of Neivamyrmex harrisi which had been in the Snow Entomological Museum, 

University of Kansas, for more than 20 years. These mites remained on 

the dry specimens in spite of shipping the males to Brasil for determina

tion and in spite of =P.p~ated handling. This mite is phoretic rather 

than parasitic on the males. All the specimens were found clinging to 

the hairs of the propodeum by means of chelicerae, palpi, or both, and 

clearly were not using any legs to hold onto the ants. A total of 11 

mites was found on 111 male ants from Arizona, Texas and M,xico. Prob

ably all these ants had been taken at lights. No Neoparasitidae were 

found on more than 200 males of other species of Neivamyrmex taken pri

marily in the same geographical area. 

Sphaeroseius Berlese: The genus Sphaeroseius has been placed in 

family Laelaptidae by Berlese (1904a: 243) and Sellnick (1925: 5) and 

in the Neoparasitidae by Radford (1950: 12} and Baker and Wharton (1952: 

73). The following species have been described: ecitonis (Wasmann, 

1900: 256), comes (Moniez, 1895: 203), and praedatoris Sellnick (1925: 

5-8). s. ecitonis was found "in a column of Eciton caecum" I}!:.• coecus7 

[translatio!V and not with§• schmitti or E. coccum as stated by Berlese 

(1904b: 434, 456). §.• comes was found "in abundance in a column" 

ftranslatio.!17 of b• praedator (Moniez, 1895: 205) with no mention that 

it was£?!! the ants as stated by Sellnick (1925: 8). ~- praedatoris was 
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found on b• praedator accoxding to Sellnick (1925: 9). All three species 

were described from ants taken in Brasil. No specimens which at all 

resemble this genus were found in Panama. However, in Reichensperger's 

collection I found two specimens which appear to be Sphaeroseius; these 

were taken with h· coecus in Costa Rica. On the basis of the above 

meager evidence, this genus appears to be restricted ·to Labidus prae

dator and coecus. The statements in the literature leave doubts as to 

whether this genus has been seen running with the ants or riding on them. 

The unusually long legs may be an adaptation for running during the 

emigrations or for clin~ing to the ants. 

Larvimimidae: Larvimima Rettenmeyer 

Four species of very unusual mites which mimic ant larvae (figures 

21 to 25) are here placed in a new genus, Larvimima, in a new family 

Larvimimidae. These mesostigmatid mites are so highly specialized for 

living within ant colonies that their affinities to other Parasitoidea 

are obscure. However, they appear to be most closely related to the 

Laelaptidae and Neoparasitidae. The four species lack sclerotized dorsal 

plates, and the few ventral plates are reduced, weakly sclerotized, and 

highly modified from those of free-living Parasitoidea. The fixed digit 

of the female chelicera is blunt and only about one-fourth the length 

of the movable digit. 

All four species show a remarkable resemblance to the larvae of the 

ants. Several specimens were overlooked in sorting through samples of 

thousands of ant larvae. The first specimen was discovered when it was 

seen walking among some Eciton larvae. Since army ant larvae are in

capable of any locomotion other than an inefficient squirming movement, 

this specimen was made conspicuous by its slow, straight walk. 
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The similarity to the ant larvae is based on several factors: (1) 

the elongate shape which is due to a tremendous elongation of the 

opisthosoma (the area posterior to the hind legs). The smallest speci

mens have an opisthosoma which is approximately equal in size to the 

prosoma (the entire region anterior to the hind legs). In most of the 

specimens the opisthosom.J is the same approxj_mate width but two to 

twelve times the length of the prosoma. (2) The body is almost as 

thick as it is wide, approaching the cylindrical form of the Eciton 

larvae but lacking th~ more narrow head region of the ant larvae. (3) 

It is entirely white except fer the legs which are light yellow-brown. 

In preserved samples these mites are more opaque in appearance than the 

ant larvae. This contrast in opacity is not as apparent in the living 

mites and larvae. These mites also tend to absorb more color from the 

preserving fluid than the ant larvae. (If large numbers of adult ants 

are preserved in a relatively small amount of alcohol, this alcohol be

comes brown, and mites and ant larvae absorb some of this color.) (4) 

The opisthosoma (but not the prosoma) has indentations or annulations 

somewhat like the intersegmental constrictions of the ant larvae~ One 

species has the opisthosoma divided into about ten "segments." In 

comparison, the ant larvae have 12 thoracic and abdominal segments. The 

other three species of Larvimima have the opisthosoma divided into three 

distinct segments (cf. figures 23 and 25). The large posterior segment 

showed a slight division into two segments in the living specimen (fig

ures 21 and 22). (5) Larvimima has a pile-like covering of body setae 

which are similar in density, length and thickness to the setae on the 

ant larvae. These setae are visible in figures 22 and 24. The smaller 

male mites have shorter setae similar to the smaller ant larvae. All 
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the setae on the body of Larvimima are extremely similar. The usual 

three pairs of sternal setae typical of Mesostigmata cannot be dis

tinguished from any of the other setae in the sternal region, and no 

sensory setae can be found on the body except for some on the appendages. 

At the present time, before detailed descriptions of these mites 

have been made, one can best place these mites in one genus including 

four species. Some specimens have been kept in alcohol to preserve 

more closely their natural shape, and these can only be determined to 

genus. The species fall into two groups on the basis of their super

ficial body shape. In the first group of three species the opisthosoma 

is divided into two narrow anterior annulations with the rest of the 

opisthosoma showing no distinct indentations (figures 21, 22, 24 and 25). 

In the second group, which includes a single species, the opisthosoma 

is rather evenly divided by annulations into pseudosegments for its 

entire length (figure 23). 

The swollen appearance of the opisthosoma and the lack of a clear 

female genital opening suggest that Larvimima may produce a large number 

of eggs which may be released when the female ruptures. However, the 

only female in which any immature stages were found contained only a 

single large egg. No other immature specimens have been found. The 

four smallest individuals shown in figure 25 are males belonging to the 

same species as the largest two. 

Only 44 specimens of Larvimima were taken, indicating that this is 

one of the rarer mites found in army ant colonies. Although it is pos

sible that a few specimens may have been missed in sorting through large 

samples of larvae, this mite normally must not be abundant in the colo

nies. Since one would expect this mite to be found only with the ant 
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larvae, the number of mites should be compared not with the total number 

of workers but with the total number of larvae taken. The latter ratio 

would be about 24:128,013 or 1:5,334 based on the specimens from Barro 

Colorado Island. The highest incidence of this mite (1:614) was found 

in a colony of£• hamatum, E-211, where five mites were taken. The 

lowest incidence (1:41,809) was found in a colony of~- burchelli, '55 

B-IV-N. 

The degree of host specificity is uncertain because of the few 

mites which have been determined. However, three species have been 

found with a single host, hamatum, on Barro Colorado Island, and one of 

these was also found with hamatum from Darien Province, Panama. The 

single mounted specimen from burchelli is a distinct species. The only 

other host for the genus Larvimima is~- mexicanum. Females are known 

for all four species, and the male for only one. No immature stages 

have been found except for an egg within a female. 

Out of the 44 specimens of Larvimima which have been found, only 

one was seen alive in Panama. This specimen (2101) was used for a series 

of tests with Eciton larvae and adults from colony E-211 in which the 

mite was found. In laboratory nests, army ant workers will usually pick 

up scattered larvae from their colony and pile them in one area of the 

nest. Workers were also observed to pick up the Larvimima, either alone 

or simultaneously with one or two Eciton larvae, and place it with the 

ant larvae. The mite showed no sign of injury after repeated moving by 

the ants. Aspirating workers carrying larvae on emigration columns also 

revealed that a few of these larvae were actually Larvimima. 

The Larvimima specimen (2101) illustrated in figures 21, 22 and 24 

was quite active when placed among the Eciton larvae. In spite of its 
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huge opisthosoma, it could climb over the larvae and walk on the smooth 

paper floor of the nest. However, it would seem highly unlikely that 

it would be able to run along a typical emigration route of 75 to 300 

meters, and thus, it must be dependent on the ants for transportation. 

The Larvimima usually stayed on the Eciton larvae where it moved its 

palpi (and chelicerae?) over most of the surfaces of the larvae. It 

may have been feeding on secretions or food particles. It was never 

seen to pierce the body wall of the larvae and never held tightly to a 

larva or any other substrate when it was moved by an ant or my forceps. 

When worker ants were standing among the larvae, the Larvimima continued 

walking on the larvae and showed no reactions toward the adults. The 

worker ants and larvae showed no attraction to nor irritation by the 

mite. 

Larvimima species 1: This largest species of Larvimima is over 

two millimeters long. Only a single specimen (2194) found with hamatum 

has been mounted, but additional specimens probably are included among 

the mites in alcohol. The dorsal and ventral setae on species 1 are 

longer than in the smaller species of Larvirnima. These longer setae 

contribute to the resemblance of the mites to ant larvae of correspond

ing size. 

Larvimima species~: A series of 19 specimens of Larvimima were 

found in a sample of E. hamatum taken by Dr. T. C. Schneirla from colony 

'48 H-D at the Pirre River, Darien Province, Panama. Probably these 

all belong to species 2, but only nine specimens have been mounted. Part 

of this series is shown in figure 25a together with the ant larvae with 

which they were found. The ant larvae and eggs are stippled in figure 

25b. Species 2 was also taken with hamatum on Barro Colorado Island. 
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Larvimima species~: Only a single specimen has been mounted from 

a sample of[• burchelli, and this mite belongs to a third species. Only 

three specimens of Larvimima have been taken with this host even though 

more than three times as many larvae (98,074) have been examined from 

burchelli than from all other hosts combined. Larvimima must be much 

more rare with burchelli than with hamatum in Panama, or else the occur

rence of the mites is extremely sporadic in the colonies. 

Larvimima species 4: Species 4 is represented only by the single 

unmounted specimen taken with hamatum larvae shown in figure 23. The 

unusually elongate shape and the arrangement of the coxae and ventral 

plates clearly indicate that it is a distinct species. 

Laelaptidae 

A few species of adult Laelaptidae have been found in the ant 

samples. In addition, there were a few nymphs of Parasitoidea which 

probably are laelaptids. However, only one genus of Hypoaspidinae, 

Laelaspis Berlese (1903), has been found repeatedly on several species 

of ants. At least some of the species of Laelaspis must be considered 

myrmecophiles. All the other laelaptids were found in smaller numbers 

and probably none of them is an inquiline. 

Laelaspis Berlese: The genus Laelaspis Berlese (1903) was based 

on mites found with ants from Europe. The genus is close to other 

Hypoaspidinae which are commonly found with ants and other insects. The 

species from army ants are different from those described from Europe by 

Berlese. No species of Laelaspis from Central or South America was found 

in an incomplete survey of the mite literature. Among the ten species 
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found on Ecitonini, there i.s considerable variation, especially in the 

chelicerae and ventral plates. A thorough revision of the related genera 

would be necessary to determine whether these species from army ants 

should be placed in Laelaspis or segregated into two or three genera. 

Laelaspis may be a parasite of the army ants, but it is more likely 

a scavenger in the nests. None of the mites was ever seen near the mouth

parts of workers or where the mites would have been able to puncture the 

ants for feeding. The only time Laelaspis was seen on workers it was 

riding on the upper side of the thorax of larger workers of Nomamyrmex 

esenbecki. Since two species were found to be common with this species 

of doryline, I am not certain whether one or both species was seen. 

Laelaspis species 8 was found by Mr. Earle A. Cross on the external 

genitalia of males of Labidus coecus taken at a light in Texas and pre

served in alcohol. This series included nymphs, males and females. No 

other specimens of Laelaspis have been found on male Ecitonini. 

Dr. Preston E. Hunter (personal communication) has found Laelaspis 

in leaf litter in Georgia where the mites may or may not have been 

associated with ants. He also has been successful in rearing one species, 

Laelaspis vitzthumi (Womersly), on freshly killed flies. If dead in

sects are the usual food of the genus, one might expect to find Laelaspis 

in the refuse deposits of the army ants. However, in the refuse deposits 

of£· burchelli, which were the only ones thoroughly sampled, no Laelas

pi s was found. 

Each species of Laelaspis was found on a single species of host 

except species 5 which was found on two hosts. The apparent high degree 

of host specificity supports the belief that all the Laelaspis from army 

ants are new species. However, all species, except species 6 and 7, are 

represented by only a few specimens. In addition to seven species from 
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Barro Colorado Island,· three were f-ound with army ants taken in Texas or 

British Guiana. 

The only time a large number of Laelaspis was taken was with 

Nomamyrmex esenbecki. In colony E-164 a total of 247 Laelaspis was 

taken with 2,739 workers, a ratio of 1:11 (or a ratio of 1:14 based on 

all ~· esenbecki collected). Such high infestations or "epidemics" are 

rare since 19 samples of Nomamyrmex from 16 colonies had a total of two 

specimens of Laelaspis. This is at a ratio of 1:408 ants. The ratios 

for all other species of Laelaspis are smaller than 1:1,000 based on the 

total ants examined for each speci~s~ (Species 4 was taken with f• 

mexicanum in the proportion of 1:9, but only in a single sample of 17 

ants.) A summary of the number of mites collected for each host is 

given in table 10. 

Perhaps wide fluctuations in the populations of these mites are 

possible within an individual colony. However, it does not appear that 

regular fluctuations are present in all colonies, nor is it likely that 

such fluctuations are correlated with the nomadic-statary cycle of the 

ecitonines. Enough samples of hamatum and burchelli have been examined 

that if there were a regular peak in the Laelaspis population at any 

time in the nomadic-statary cycle, it should have been evident in at 

least a few of the samples. In this connection it should be pointed 

out that the Nomamyrmex colony E-164 was sampled at the time of an emi

gration when there were many callows, and the workers were carrying 

larvae. Similar samples of the more common army ants have been taken 

frequently at the beginnings of nomadic phases without finding large 

numbers of Laelaspis. Colony E-178, §.• mexicanum, was sampled from raid 

columns coming from the same hole in the ground on two successive day$ 
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which may indicate that the colony was in a statary phase. 

Laelaspis is not only unusual in its sporadic occurrence, but it 

differs from most other myrmecophiles associated with the Ecitonini in 

that males, females and nymphs are all relatively common. There does 

not seem to be any correlation in size between the species of mite and 

the species of host. The genus does not seem to show any adaptations 

for myrmecophily other than possibly longer setae and a more flattened 

body than is found in many free-living Laelaptidae. 

Laelaspis species l: This species was found in five colonies of 

L. praedator. It was found more consistently with its host than any 

other Laelaspis. However, it was still a rare mite. Three of these 

collections are based on single adults, and one is based on one adult 

and one nymph. The ratio of mites to ants is 1:1,626. 

Laelaspis species~: Only a single specimen of Laelaspis sp. 2 was 

found even though its host is burchelli, the host from which we have 

examined the largest number of samples and workers. 

Laelaspis species 3: Two nymphs, five males and five females of 

this species were found, all in one colony of~- hamatum. Laelaspis 

species 3, like species 2, appears to be either a very rare myrmecophile 

or it is unevenly distributed among the colonies of its host species. 

Laelaspis species~: E. mexicanum is the host for species 4 which 

is represented by only two males. These two mites were found with a 

total of 17 workers from a single colony, indicating that this colony 

may have had a heavy infestation by this mite. 
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Laelaseis species 2,. This species is the only Laelaspis which has 

been found with two hosts (Eciton burchelli and Neivamyrmex gibbatus). 

In view of the widely sep~rated taxonomic position of these two hosts, 

this laelaptid throws doubt on the degree of host specificity found in 

Laelasp~~- Unfortunately only two specimens were taken, and it is there

fore impossible to determine whether the slight differences between the 

specimens indicate specific distinction. 

Laelaspis species 6: Eight males and 27 females of species 6 have 

been determined among the b~P.is taken with ants from an emigration of 

colony E-164 (Nomamyrmex esenbecki). One additional female was found 

in a second colony, but no others were found in samples from 16 addi

tional colonies. An additional 175 Laelaspis were taken in sample 1826 

from colony E-164, but these were not mounted on slides. These unmounted 

specimens must include both species 6 and species 7 found in the same 

sample. In sample 1826 the number of specimens of species 6 (3d', l3Q) 

appears to be approximately equal to the number of species 7 (3o, 109). 

In addition, six nymphs were mounted from this same sample; these have 

not been referred to either of the two species. Based on the propor

tions of the mounted series, the unmounted specimens are estimated as 

43 females, 21 males and 21 nymphs of species 6. A few specimens of 

either species 6 or 7 were seen on the thoraces of larger workers in the 

emigration column of colony E-164. This case is the only time Laelaspis 

was seen on any living ants. 

Laelaspis spec:es 1: The number of mounted Laelaspis from colony 

E-164 includes a total of five males and 26 females of species 7. In 

addition to these, approximately 21 males and 43 females have been kept 

in alcohol. (The numbers of these were estimated as discussed under 
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species 6.) In addition, about three mounted nymphs and 21 unmounted 

nymphs, which probably belong to this species, were taken at the same 

time as the 2ji1lts. This s~ecies may have been the Laelaspis seen riding 

on the dorsum of the thoraces of several larger workers quring the emi

gration of colony E-164. 

Laelaspis species 8: This species is known only from a series 

found on males of Labidus coecus taken at Palmetto State Park, Gonzales 

County, Texas on 5 April 1954 by a Univ~rsity of Kansas Texas Expedition. 

These faelaspi1 were found on th~ external ggnitalia of males which 

flew to lights. This species and the Neoparasitidae species 5 and 6 

are the only mites which have been found on males after they have flown 

from their parent colony. 

Laelaspis species 2 ~ 10: One male and one female of species 

9 and one male of species 10 were found with a sample of£• burchelli 

cupiens taken in British Guiana by Dr. Neal A. Weber. With this sub

species of burchelli were found several other species of mites which are 

closely related but distinct from those found with the subspecies g. ~

foreli of Barro Colorado Island. 

Uropodidae 

The cohort Uropodina includes many described species which have 

been found with ants. Most of the species belong to the family Uropodidae 

(in the strict sense of Baker and Wharton /J.95~7). Although a few speci

mens of uropodids have been found with army ants and even attached to 

these ants, they are much more rare than the three families, Circocylli

banidae, Planodiscidae, and Coxequesomidae. These three families are 
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apparently more highlv specialized forms of uropodines wfti.d\ probably 

have evolved from the U~opodidae. The Planodis.cidae seem to be a more 

dis-':inct und ~,omogeneous g!.:>Up ·chan th~ other two families, on the basis 

of the shape of the dorsal and ventral plates and the pattern of setae. 

However9 there are several undescribed species which seem to be inter

mediate between the families Circocyllib~nid~e and Coxequesomidae. 

Two jes~:ribed species have been found on ~rmy ants, and my material 

includes several other undetermined species of Uropodidae. None of 

these spe~ies shows any oLviovs m~rphological specializations for myr

mecoph:d y. i.:i.kc some of "ti1e s~Gcies of Uropodidae found on nondoryline 

ants, several species of Uropodidae have been found on strigils of army 

ant workers. The uropodids hold onto the tips of the strigils by a front 

leg, one palpus, or both. The uropodids found in this position may feed 

on substances cleaned off the ants' bodies when the ants clean them

selves using the strigils. 

Uropodidae are abundant in litter on the forest floor and in the 

refuse deposits of£• burchelli. Some of these mites may get on the 

ants possibly by accident, but these probably would not be found clinging 

to particular parts of the ants such as the strigils. Uropodidae were 

also found on nondoryline ants from Barro Colorado Island, but these 

are different species than those from the Ecitonini. The large number 

of morphologic3ily similar species of Uropodirjae which have been de

scribed makes specific determination impractical at the present time. 

Uroplitella brasiliensis ~~= Urop_.litella brasiliensis 

Sellnick (1926: 33) is based on a single female taken with Eciton guadri

glume in Brasil. There is no indication that the mite was actually found 
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on an ant. Since Sellnick reported that other species described in the 

same paper were actually found on an ant, this mite may have been free 

in the vial. 

Marginura adhaerens Sellnick: This species was also based on a 

single female, but no type locality or host other than "Eciton" were 

given by Sellnick (1926: 39). Presumably the mite came from southern 

Brasil where the other specimens he described were collected. No reli

able guess can be made as to the species of Ecitonini involved. M. 

adha~ was found attached to the strigil of an army ant, probably 

either a species of Eciton or Labidus. 

Planodiscidae 

This family of Uropodina is based on Planodiscus sgamatim Sellnick 

(1926: 44h and no additional species have been described. Ten new species 

have been found in this survey. All the species of Planodiscidae are 

at least one and one-half times as long as wide and have one main ventral 

plate including the fused sternal and ventral plates. In addition, there 

is a pair of ventral marginal plates which extend at least half the dis

tance from the posterior end of the sterno-ventral plate to the fourth 

coxae. The size and proportions of the ventral plates are the most con

spicuous specific characters in the family. 

The species of Planodiscidae have been tentatively divided into two 

groups of species or subgenera based on the position of the metapodal 

carina. In subgenus A the metapodal carina extends along the inner margin 

of the metapodal plate, whereas in subgenus B, the metapodal carina ex

tends approximately through the center of the plate. This character can 
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be easily seen on specimens in alcohol using 40X magnification. 

All species of Planodiscidae are known from the genus Eciton except 

for species B-10 which is based on one specimen found with Neivamvrmex. 

This specimen was found in a sample of about 250 workers from a colony 

of Neivamyrmex legionis. Over 20,000 other specimens of Neivamyrmex spp. 

have been examined without finding additional Planodiscidae. Further

more, since over 1,500 specimens of planodiscids have been found ex

clusively with Eciton, the one record from Neivamyrmex is most unusual. 

A summary of the host records is given in table 11. 

Unlike many of the other mites, these mites are not restricted to 

the major workers or even the submajors. They were found primarily on 

the larger intermediates but also were seen on small intermediates, 

though never on the smallest individuals or minims. 

Species A-2, B-1, B-5 and B-7 were seen riding on the undersurfaces 

of tibiae. In view of the elongate form and the shape of the dorsum and 

venter, it can be expected that every species has the same habit. The 

anterior end of the dorsum is slightly prolonged to form a rounded point. 

On each side of this blunt point there are weak emarginations. When a 

planodiscid is on the underside of the tibia of an ant, and the ant bends 

its leg strongly, the dorsal prolongation fits between the two ventro

lateral ridges on the underside of the ant's femur. The ventral plate 

is somewhat concave and in most species it has an elongate groove that 

fits against the tibia of the ant. In several species this groove is 

deepened by a longitudinal ridge along each side slightly medial to the 

bases of coxae II to IV. 

The planodiscids found with hamatum and burchelli were frequently 

seen on larvae although they usually did not leave workers which were 
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placed in laboratory nests with larvae. Probably these mites feed on 

the larvae, but there is no certain evidence for this. The planodiscids 

were never found on or inside the ant cocoons. It is also not certain 

if the planodiscids feed on the adult ants. It seems likely that they 

may insert their chelicerae into the membrane on the underside of the 

joint between femur and tibia. The chelicerae are long enough for this 

if they can be extended for most of their length. However, those plano

discids which were examined with a microscope did not have their chelic

erae inserted in this membrane when they were on the legs of living ants. 

On several occasions, planodiscids were observed to climb up on legs of 

workers. At these times, the workers either scraped the leg with the 

mite against another leg or rubbed the leg with the mite with another 

leg. These rubbing motions indicated that the mite was irritating the 

ant. In all cases the ant was unsuccessful in dislodging the mite. When 

one worker was touching the leg of another which had a planodiscid on it, 

the second worker made no attempt to bite or remove the mite. It is 

interesting that the workers appeared to be irritated by the planodiscids 

in view of the fact that the same species of ants paid no noticeable 

attention to the Circocyllibanidae. Mites of the latter family were 

more frequently seen walking on the workers. Even when climbing on the 

heads, antennae or legs of the ants, the Circocylliba spp. elicited no 

reaction irom th~ workcrsc 

Planodiscus sguamatus Sellnick: The original spelling of the type 

species of ~~ci~~ is sgamatim Sellnick (1926: 44). It has been 

emerldecl tc ss.:1;);;1a t :.m by Rad:ord ( 1950: 53) and to sguamatum by Baker and 

Wharton (1952: 112). Sellnick selected this name apparently because the 
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mites, or reticulations on the mites, look like scales. The name sgamatim 

is apparently a lapsus calami even though it appears several times with 

the original description (published in Brasil in German and Portuguese). 

The best procedure, for a name which has been used as infrequently as 

this one and possibly emended incorrectly, would be to emend the spelling 

to Planodiscus sguamatus to agree with the Latin masculine ending. 

The type series of this species was in the collection of Dr. M. 

Sellnick which was destroyed during World War II. Father T. Borgmeier 

has sent me two series of mites which appear to be E.· sguamatus& and 

one of these is from£• guadriglume, the host of the type. This series 

includes six males and one female. The second series was found with 

burchelli and includes seven males and two females. The sex ratio for 

all other species of planodiscids has been close to one male to two 

females, and no sample of any size has included such a large proportion 

of males. f· sguamatus belongs in subgenus A in the tentative separa

tion of the species used here. 

Planodiscus species fr:1: Planodiscus species A-2 was found with 

g. burchelli, but only about one-fifth as frequently as species B-1 on 

Barro Colorado Island. The rarer species was not found in samples from 

Trinidad and British Guiana, whereas species B-1 was taken at those lo

ca~.iti.es. Sin .e spe.:·:JPS P -3 and A-4 we:-.~ .;,_~:,c~ ir. the same samples from 

B'!'1tish Guiana ~s ~pades B-1, it is possible that the former two replace 

species A-2 south of Panam~. 

Phi1cdi~c ... -· .-~ . .r~ . ..:J. .. ~ b-:~ .. a.£.£ ~: Planod:scus species A-3 and A-4 

were found ir. ;.:i 3ir:g.!.0 lag:-. sample of g_. burchell i cupiens ( colony D-137) 

taken in British Guiana by Dr. Neal A. Weber. It is interesting that 
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three species of Planodiscus were represented in this colony, and that 

species B-1, most common in Panama, was the least common in this sample. 

Species A-3 and A-4 were approximately equal in abundance (species A-3: 

30d', 269; species A-4: 20d, 259). 

Planodiscus species~: Species A-6 was found on Barro Colorado 

Island with species B-7 in colonies of[• mexicanum. Only seven speci

mens of this species were taken in a total of three colonies. 

Planodiscus species A-9: Species A-9 is represented only by a 

single male taken with£• vaqans on Barro Colorado Island. 

Planodiscus species!!:.!= By far the most common species of Plano

discus was species B-1 which was found with three subspecies of Eciton 

burchelli, foreli, cupiens and urichi, from Panama, British Guiana and 

Trinidad respectively. It also was taken with£• vagans on Barro 

Colorado Island but appears to be rare with that species since only two 

specimens were taken (a ratio of 1:6,883). A total of 950 specimens 

were found with burchelli from all localities (a ratio of 1:648). 

Planodiscus species~: Species B-5 was found with both hamatum 

and vagans. Although it is not common with vagan~ (ratio 1:1,530), it 

was found in five colonies out of 13. In samples of hamatum, 165 speci

mens were found, a rF.tio of 1:392. This s~ecies was also found in a 

sample of hamatum from Darien, Panama, the only locality, other than 

Barro Colorado Island, from which a large sample of hamatum has been 

examined. 
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Planodiscus species B: Species B-7 is narrower and longer than 

any of the other species of Planodiscus. However, it is found in the 

same position on the tibiae of the ants as the much broader species of 

Planodiscus (species B-1, A-2 and B-5)o Species B-7 is of interest be

cause it has been found on three species of hosts: hamatum, dulcius and 

mexicanum. The total of 54 specimens shows this host distribution: 

hamatum, 35 (1:1,848); dulcius, 4 (1:1,514); and mexicanum, 15 (1:345). 

Since the specimens from mexicanum were taken in samples from five colo

nies the much higher incidence with this host is not due to an unusually 

high population in one colony. 

Planodiscus species B-8: The three known specimens of this species 

were found in a sample of£• vaqans angustatum taken in Chiapas, M~xico 

by Dr. T. C. Schneirla. This is an additional case of two subspecies 

of army ants having closely related but distinct species of mites found 

with them. Planodiscus species B-1, B-5 and A-9 were found with g. 

vagans mutatum from Barro Colorado Island. Species B-8 was the only 

Plandiscus found with about 2,000 workers of£• vaqans angustatum from 

southern Mexico. 

Planodiscus species~: Species B-10 is the only planodiscid 

known from a genus other than Eciton. A single specimen of this 

elongate species was found in a sample of Neivamyrmex legionis taken by 

F. Plaumann in southern Brasil. Although approximately 60,000 workers 

and larvae of army ants from the genera Labidus, Nomamyrmex and~

!!!.Y.!.m~~ have been examined, no other specimens of Planodiscidae were found 

with these hosts. The general shape of this species indicates that it is 

not closely related to the other species and perhaps it should be placed 
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in a third subgenus. 

Circocyllibanidae 

The Circocyllibanidae differ from almost all other Uropodina by 

having a highly convex dorsum which extends beyond the edges of the venter 

and entirely covers legs II to IV. The claws and sometimes the distal 

segments of the legs may be extended beyond the edge of the dorsum when 

the mite walks. In most preserved specimens, the legs are pulled into 

large depressions. The ventral plates are highly variable. In camerata, 

the type species of the genus Circocylliba and the only described species 

in the family, there is a large ventral plate, a small anal plate, and 

a pair of small posterior marginal plates. These plates and also the 

metapodal plate show varying degrees of coalescence in other species. The 

extent of this fusion has been the main basis for separating the new 

species of circocyllibanids into tentative genera. 

The circocyllibanids are about one-fourth as common as the plano

discids; however, they are found on Eciton, Labidus and possibly~

myrmex (see Discopoma at end of Circocyllibanidae). A summary of the 

host records is given in table 11. Most of the species were found on 

one or two hosts, but Circocylliba sp. l was taken with five species of 

Eciton. Each species of mite appears to have one or several preferred 

positions where it rides on the ants, as described below. All the species 

which were seen on the adult ants seem to spend hours going over the sur

faces of the ants with their palpi (and chelicerae?). The large amount 

of time spent in this activity suggests that they are feeding on particles 

or secretions on the body surface. Several species also seem to feed on 

the surfaces of ant larvae and perhaps puncture the body wall. If the 



mites feed on surface secretions, this may be important for acquiring 

the colony odor. 
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Circocylliba camerata Sellnick: £· camerata was described by 

Sellnick (1926: 40-43) from specimens collected with Eciton guadriqlume 

and burchelli. Unfortunately, the two series of mites could not be dis

tinguished by Sellnick except by size (and host), and he considered them 

one species. His drawings and description do not give any indication 

as to whether they were based on one or both sizes of mites. There 

were apparently no specimens intermediate in size between the two groups 

measured by Sellnick. The two groups differ by approximately 200 microns 

in both length and width. The type series was destroyed during World 

War II, but the size and host differences are strong evidence that it 

included two species. 

Circocylliba species 1: This species was both the most abundant 

circocyllibanid in any colony and was found with the greatest number of 

hosts. Judging from the size, shape and body setae, species 1 is 

closest to the Uropodidae. It has been found with burchelli~ hamatum, 

dulcius, vagans and mexicanum. With vagans, species l appears to be 

rare (only a single specimen was found), but with all the other hosts 

it consistently was found in small numbers. Since all the records for 

species l are from Barro Colorado Island or Darien, Panama, this species 

may have a limited geographical range. No specimens of species 1 were 

found in the following samples: burchelli urichi (Trinidad}, burchelli 

cupiens (British Guiana), hamatum (Mexico} and vagans angustatum (M,xico). 

The smallest of these samples was about 2,000 workers, whereas the other 

three samples were 6,000 to 10,000 workers, and all four samples included 



other species of circocyllibanlds. 

Circocylliba species l appears to prefer three positions on the 

worker ants. These are dorsolaterally on the head, middorsally over 

the highest part of the alinotum, and middorsally on the gaster (usu

ally on the first tergum). These are positions where the mite seems 
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to fit best, i·~·, the convex curvature of the ant is similar to the 

concave curvature of the mite, and the area of the ant is large enough 

for the entire edge of the mite's dorsum to come in contact with the 

ant's body. A mite on a gaster is shown in figure 16. Species 1 was 

seen to walk over any part of the dorsal and lateral surfaces of the 

workers, but it was not seen on the ventral surfaces. One would expect 

that it would be scraped on the ground if it rode on the ventral sur

face of the gaster, and the coxae of the workers do not appear to have 

large enough surfaces for the Circocyllibanidae. None of the circo

cyllibanids rides in symmetrical or balanced positions on the ants as 

has been reported for other mites with nondoryline ants. 

Circocylliba was frequently seen on the ant larvae, and in labora

tory nests where unusually high populations of these mites were kept for 

study, the mites covered about one half of the surface of a larva. Three 

specimens of this species can be seen on the larva in figure 16. In 

this figure, one can see that the dorsum of each mite fits tightly against 

the surface of the larva and not even the tips of the legs are visible 

beyond the edge of the dorsum. The entire gnathosoma is also hidden 

under the dorsum, making it impossible to observe how the mite feeds. 

The mites are difficult to remove from the larvae which may be an adap

tation for preventing removal and attack by the workers. However, no 

workers were ever seen to attack any of the mites from any family, and 
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no apparent itritation is caused by the c1rcocylliban1ds. P-e.rhaps the 

evenly distributed covering of setae on the dorsum of the Circocylli

banidae, which is similar in appearance to that on the surfaces of the 

ants or their larvae, makes the mite more difficult for the ants to dis

tinguish. When large larvae were present in a colony, a high percentage 

of the individuals of species 1 were found on the larvae. When the larvae 

spun cocoons the mites shifted back to the adult ants. One specimen 

was found inside a cocoon of an intermediate Eciton worker where it pre

sumably was trapped accidentally. 

Circocylliba species 2: This species was also found with~- bur

chelli. It can be easily distinguished from species 1 by its larger 

size and longer dorsal setae. There are other differences which can 

be seen only after the specimens have been mounted on slides. A few 

specimens were found which had lost most of the longer dorsal setae, 

and therefore this character may not always be reliable. This loss of 

dorsal setae is probably caused by the dorsum of the mite being rubbed 

against ants or other objects. There is no evidence that the ants 

attack the mites and thus pull or break the setae off. 

Seven specimens of species 2 were taken with E. mexicanum in addi

tion to 54 from burchelli. No other myrmecophilous mite was found with 

this host combination (not including species found with other hosts in 

addition to these two). The specimens from mexicanum were found in four 

of five colonies from which over 100 ants were examined. The specimens 

with burchelli were found in only six of 13 colonies from which samples 

of over 100 ants were examined. This would suggest that species 2 is 

much more common with mexicanum than with burchelli. The ratios based 
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on mite~ per ants support this conclusion ( l: 653 for mexicanum, 1: 9,2 13 

for burc helli). 

Lik e species 5 shown in figure s 17 and 18, species 2 r i des on the 

inner concave surfaces of the mandib l es of major workers. It was found 

in this position on mexicanum at l east four times. In spite of much 

more extensive observations of burchelli, it was seen only once on a 

mandib l e of a burchelli major . The ratios of species 2 wi th the majors 

of the two hosts are about the same (1: 35 for mexic anum, 1: 48 for bur 

chelli). 

Ci rcocylliba species 3: Species 3 is known only fr om t he sample 

of~· burchel li cupiens (colo ny D- 137 ) taken in British Guiana . It is 

of interest primari l y because it i s very close to species l which is 

common with E. burchelli foreli from Barro Colorado Island. 

Circocylliba species 4: Species 4 has both lo ng dorsal setae and 

long setae on the entire surfa ce of the ventral plate. The ventral plat e 

is also st rongly reticu l ate unlike any other Circocylliba . Species 4 

was fou nd on the mandibl es of both dulcius and vaqans (see f igures 17 

and 18). The workers of these two species of Eciton are practically 

ide nti cal in size and morphology. 

Mites in this position on the mandibles of the major workers would 

appear to be susceptible to crushing when the major bites any object . 

However, many t imes when a major worker bites, only the tips of t he man

dib l es come in contact with the object bitten . In these cases the mite 

can stay on the inner surfac e without being injured. If anyt hing touches 

the dorsal setae or dorsum of the mite, the Circocylliba shifts te mpor 

arily to the outer surface of the mandible . 
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Species 4 ia the largest of the species of Circocylliba (about 

1.5 mm. in length), and it is quite conspicuous when an ant with one or 

two of these mites is seen from the front. The mites can be seen on 

emigration columns at night even in dim red light, and one or two majors 

were seen with a Circocylliba on both mandibles. However, in lateral 

view the mite is difficult to see because this species is more flattened 

than the other Ci~cocylliba, and it stays in the concave area of the 

mandible. In this position it is not susceptible to being knocked off 

if the major collides with another ant or scrapes against some object. 

Since the majors run more slowly and more frequently reverse their direc

tion in an emigration column, other workers collide with them. In the 

laboratory, several specimens were removed from the major workers, but 

each time the mites climbed up the legs and went to their habitual posi

tions on the mandibles. At no time did the majors make any attempt to 

scrape the mites off their bodies even when tha mites were climbing over 

their eyes, antennae or mouthparts. 

Circocyllibanidae species A-1: This species was found on a queen 

of hamatum taken in southern Mexico by Dr. T. C. Schneirla. It differs 

greatly from all the species of Circocylliba found on Eciton and has been 

tentatively assigned to a new genus. The most obvious differences from 

Circocylliba are: the dorsum is less highly arched, the anal plate is 

fused to the ventral plate, and the posterior marginal plates are almost 

fused to the ventral plates. No specimens of Circocyllibanidae were 

found on about 30 living Eciton queens which were examined from Barro 

Colorado Island. In the laboratory, queens of all five common species 

of Eciton were observed with the various species of circocyllibanids. 

As far as could be determined with these few trials, the mites showed no 
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preference fez the queen compared with workers or larvae. Species A-1 

may be unusual if it shows such a preference for a queen. Unfortunately 

the exact number of mites which were on this queen is not known, but 

apparently it was more than seven. Nothing is known about other circo

cyllibanids which may have been present in the same colony as this queen. 

Circocyllibzn~ ~pecies .§:1._: Three species of Circocyllibanidae 

have been grouped into a second new genus on the basis of the greater 

coalescence of the ventral plates. In addition, these three species are 

all found on Labidus with which no Circocylliba ~- str. has been found. 

The most conspicuous generic characters are the unusually long dorsal 

setae and the fusion of the ventral, anal and posterior marginal plates. 

Species B-1 has only been found with h· praedator from Barro Colorado 

Island. About 600 specimens of praedator have been examined from other 

localities without finding any species of Circocyllibanidae. None of 

the circocyllibanids from Labidus have been seen on the living ants. 

Circocyllibanidae species B-2: This species is clearly close to 

species B-1 but differs in several prominent characters, such as the 

proportions of the leg segments and the shape of the ventral plates. It 

was found only with Labidus coecus, was present in five out of six 

samples of over 100 ants, and was found with five out of seven colonies. 

Species B-2 was also among the most abundant of the circocyllibanids 

with a ratio of 1:141. (For comparison, species B-1 with praedator was 

found in samples from five out of 22 colonies at a ratio of 1:1,025.) 

Circocyllibanidae species B-3: Species B-3 from British Guiana is 

clearly distinct from species B-1 and B-2 from Panama but is closely 
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related to those species and also was found with the same genus of ants. 

Only one male and one female of B-3 were found in a sample of~- coecus. 

Borgmeier (1955) was unable to separate coecus into subspecies even 

though it ranges from Texas to Argentina, a much larger range than~

£Xaedator and several othe~ species which he did divide into subspecies. 

Likewise the circocyllibanids found with §_. bu~h~lli and L. praedator 

from British GuisnR are distinct species from those found in Panam, 

with the same species of host. 

£~rcocyllibanidae species C-1: Although only a single female of 

this species was found, and it has not been mounted on a slide, it 

clearly is different from any other uropodine found with Ecitonini. In 

dorsal view, it is perfectly circular; in lateral view, the dorsum forms 

a low arch with bluntly rounded angles and a narrow vertical marginal 

area. In brief, the mite looks like a round pill with a weakly convex 

dorsum and a weakly concave venter. Species C-1 was taken with L. coecus 

on Barro Colorado Island. 

Circocyllibanidae species£:.!.: Another species is tentatively 

placed in a genus which seems to be somewhat intermediate between the 

Circocyllibanidae and the Coxequesomidae. Unfortunately only a single 

female was found, and this has not been mounted. The general shape of 

the mite resembles that of a derby hat or a bonnet with a broad brim on 

all sides except the posterior margin. This broad "brim" is a continua

tion of the dorsum. The venter is no more concave than in many of the 

circocyllibanids, however the dorsum is more highly arched much as in 

the coxequesomids. It was found in a sample of L. praedator from Barro 

Colorado Island. 



Discopoma, Cilliba, Cillibano !!!2, Thrichocylliba: Discopoma 

hirticoma (Berlese, 1904a: 246) appears to be closely related to the 

Circocyllibanidae. Q• hirticoma wae based on mites found on a queen of 

Neivamyrmex nigrescens in Texas by w. M. Wheeler. A figure showing 29 

mites on this queen was published by Wheeler (1910: 258, 409} who also 

published poor copies of Berlese's figures of the mite. Berlese (1904b: 

331-332) redescribed this mite and stated that the types are in the 

Wasmann collection. I could find no such type in that collection but 

did find a single male specimen labelled "Cilliba (Discopoma) sp." 

taken at "Austin, Texas, 16/6. 1900, b. Eciton nigrescens Cress. 

Wheeler n. 7." This mite was mounted on a card which made only a 

1 superficial examination possible. On the basis of this examination, the 

description by Berlese, and the host record, it is probable that Q• 

hirticoma is a species of Circocyllibanidae. The type of this species 

may be in the Berlese collection. 

The mite Thrichocylliba comata (Leonardi) (=Discopoma, :Cillibano?) 

was found with Lasius, Camponotus and Myrmica (Berlese, 1904b: 331), and 

it is impossible to tell how closely it may be related to the Circo

cyllibanidae. Perhaps all these mites belong with Cilliba in the 

Cillibidae, but without an extensive study of the Uropodina along with 

examination of many types, it is most convenient to refer mites of this 

type which are found with Neotropical Dorylinae to the family Circocyl

libanidae. 

Coxequesomidae 

Although three species have been described in this family, the 

Coxequesomidae were by far the rarest of the families of Uropodines 
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found wit~ Ecitonini in Panama. The fact that the Uropodidae and the 

Coxequesomidae are the only families of Uropodina which often remain 

attached to preserved army ants probably accounts for the greater number 

of described species in these families. One species of Coxequesomidae 

was seen riding on the mesonotum of a worker of Labidus praedator. All 

other species in this family which have been seen on ants, were seen 

on coxae or antennae. Because of the unusual morphology of these mites, 

probably most species are found on appendages. The venter is deeply 

concave with the edges of the dorsum extending far below the highest 

point of the venter. In dorsal view, one sees a much smaller area of 

the dorsal plate than one sees in a lateral view of the mite. Figure 

20 shows the greatly enlarged lateral surface of an Antenneguesoma sp. 

The dark outline along the lower right edge of the scape is actually 

the margin of the dorsum. In posterior view the mite appears as in 

figure 19. The lateral margins of the dorsum extend around the scape 

so that the mite is actually in contact with three surfaces of the scape. 

Every other species of Coxequesomidae has a similarly developed dorsum 

which appears to be of prime importance for holding the mite on the ant. 

It would seem that unless these mites have some mechanism for changing 

the shape of the dorsum, and thus "grasping" the appendage with it, they 

must be restricted to specific areas and sizes of ants. 

Coxeguesoma colleqianorum Sellnick: Both the male and female of 

Coxeguesoma collegianorum Sellnick (1926: 47-51) were described from 

mites found on the coxae of§• guadriglume. The original description 

does not give the number of mites found, and no additional specimens be

longing to this species have been collected. The only species of Eciton 
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with which any Coxequesomidae have been found is guadriglume, a species 

which does not extend as far north as Panama. 

Coxeguesoma species!: A total of 14 specimens of a new species 

of Coxeguesoma were found free in samples from four colonies of L. 

praedator. The ratio of mites to workers is 1:1,743 which is the second 

highest found for any coxequesomid with the Panamanian Ecitonini. One 

specimen was seen riding on the center of the mesonotum of a worker of 

!:.• praedator. 

Coxeguesoma species~: Only two females of Coxeguesoma species 2 

were found in a single colony of praedator. The ratio to all workers 

of praedator is 1:12,199. 

Coxeguesomidae species~: The elongate shape of this species 

suggests that it is a new genus of Uropodina intermediate between the 

Planodiscidae and the Coxequesomidae. However, the anal and marginal 

ventral plates present in all known planodiscids are absent in this 

genus. Primarily for this reason, it is included here with the coxe

quesomids. Species A-1 also has a highly arched dorsum, but the lateral 

marginal areas of the dorsum extend below the level of the venter only 

for about the anterior third of the mite. As a result, when it is on 

its side (the normal position in alcohol) the mite has a somewhat 

hatchet-like appearance. For about the anterior third there is a broad 

lateral area of the dorsum visible, this narrows abruptly to form a 

long tail-like or handle-like opisthosoma. It is easy to overlook this 

mite because of the "assymmetrical" view one usually sees and the brown 

coloration which is similar to many fragments of the ant's insect booty. 

Although 30 specimens were found with 1• praedator, none was seen on the 
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ants. The elongate shape suggests that the mite probably rides on the 

legs or scapes of the ants. The ratio of mites to all e!_aedator workers, 

1:813, is the highest known for any species of coxequesomid. 

Antenneguesoma reichensperqeri Sellnick: The male and female of 

Antenneguesoma reichensperqeri Sellnick (1926: 51-54) were found on both 

antennae and legs of~- ~adriglume from Brasil. Unfortunately, the 

exact positions on the antennae and legs are unknown. Since many other 

Uropodina with Ecitonini have been seen only in a single position on an 

ant, it is noteworthy that this species was found on both legs and 

antennae. The type series of~- reichensperqeri was destroyed during 

World War II. However, Father T. Borgmeier has sent me a specimen found 

on the antenna of guadriglume taken at the type locality in 1925. It is 

quite likely that this specimen was taken at the same time as the type. 

No differences have been found between it and the description and figures 

by Sellnick. In addition, ten specimens taken in southern Brasil with 

no host record also appear to be A. reichenspergeri. 

Antenneguesoma lujai Sellnick: ~- lujai Sellnick (1926: 54-55) 

was found on legs of[• burchelli from Minas Gerais, Brasil. Although 

the type series was destroyed during World War II, Dr. Reichensperger 

has loaned additional specimens to me taken at the same time as the type 

but not seen by Sellnick. One of these mites is still attached to the 

posterior dorsal surface of the right front femur of a small intermediate 

worker. 
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Coxeguesomidae species!=!= Two species are believed to represent 

another genus of Coxequesomidae which has the dorsum more highly modified 

from the typical uropodine shape. The first of these, species B-1, 

is shown in figures 19 and 20, discussed above in the introduction to 

the family. In this genus, the dorsum is not only more highly arched 

than in the above species, but the midlateral parts of the dorsum are 

indented. The concave depression in the sides of the mite can be seen 

in the figures. A single specimen was found on the scape of a large 

worker of Nomamyrmex esenbecki. The mite matches the color of the ant 

perfectly and is so firmly attached that when this ant was first dis

covered, the coxequesomid was thought to be an abnormality of the antenna. 

Almost 3,500 specimens of Nomamyrmex esenbecki have been examined with

out finding any additional specimens of species B-le 

Coxeguesomidae species~: The second species in coxequesomid 

genus B was found on the antenna of a small Neivamyrmex worker. The host 

was taken in Mexico, and it is a small, new species close to~

opacithorax (det. w. W. Kempf). This species of mite has a much deeper 

depression in each lateral area of the dorsum. In fact, the depressions 

are so deep that light passes through the two closely appressed surfaces 

of the dorsum at the center of the depressions. In lateral view, with 

light transmitted through the specimen, it appears that there is a hole 

in the mite. Perhaps a thorough study of the Coxequesomidae will show 

that both species in genus B should be included in Coxeguesom~ or 

Antenneguesoma. 
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Antennophoridae: Antennophorus barbatus Wasmann 

The single type specimen of Antennophorus barbatus Wasmann (1900) 

is the only antennophorid known from army ants. This record is surprising 

since no other trigynaspid Mesostigmata have been found with Ecitonini. 

In addition, most of the species of Antennophoridae known from ants have 

been found with Lasius in Europe and North America. The type of barbatus 

was found in a column of Labidus praedator in southern Brasil. It was 

not stated that the mite was actually seen on the army ants, and it is 

likely that the mite was booty of the ants or was an inquiline of some 

ant captured by praedator. Wasmann decided, on the basis of the long 

front legs without tarsal claws but with long setae at their tips, that 

this mite solicits food from the ants. Wasmann did not realize that 

all Trigynaspida and hundreds of other species of Mesostigmata have the 

same type of front legs, even though they are free-living species or 

are found with other insects. 

I have seen the type in the Wasmann Collection (drawer 25} at 

Maastricht, Netherlands. It does not have any type label with it; how

ever, it must be the type. The single specimen has a determination label 

in Wasmann's handwriting, and the locality and host agree with the ones 

published. Unfortunately, the mite is cemented on a card, and I could 

determine only that it is a female of the correct general shape and 

appearance of an antennophorid. 

S cutacar idae 

The family Scutacaridae is common on ants in many parts of the 

world, but no published records have been found of scutacarids from army 

ants. About 20 species were found with the Ecitonini during this study, 
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and most, if not all of these are new species. On many occasions, 

scutacarids have been seen on worker ants. None has ever been seen on 

queens, males or larvae. On the worker ants these mites were invariably 

found on the ventral surfaces, and usually they were holding onto the 

carinae between the coxae. All the army ant species which have been 

examined have well-developed median longitudinal carinae on the sterna 

between all coxae. In addition, sometimes transverse carinae are fairly 

prominent. The scutacarids hold onto these carinae using their front 

legs, which in this family typically have larger tarsal claws than the 

other legs. A few specimens were under the front coxae of the workers. 

Because of the small size of these mites, and the minute characters 

which separate species, it has not been feasible to determine them to 

species. None of the species can be sorted to species in alcohol though 

it might be possible to sort them partially after the mounted material 

has been adequately studied. About 600 specimens have been mounted, 

and over 300 specimens are still in alcohol. 

All the Scutacaridae seen on the ants are considered to be phoretic. 

Only adult females were found. 

Pyemotidae 

The family Pyemotidae is the most abundant of all the families of 

mites found with the Ecitonini. Over 2,700 specimens were found and 

approximately 1,100 were mounted on slides. Pyemotids have been found 

with the four common genera, Eciton, Labidus, Nomamyrmex and Neivamyrmex, 

as well as with the A~rican Dorylus (Anomma). Over 25 species have been 

found with the Neotropical Dorylinae, and a summary of the most common 

species with their host data is given in table 12. These are all new 
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species, most of which belong to new genera. I am indebted to Mr. 

Earle A. Cross, Jr. for identifying the Pyemotidae. The names used are 

his manuscript names or numbers. 

All the Pyemotidae which were seen on ants were found on workers. 

Most of these specimens were attached to the membrane behind the front 

coxae of all sizes of workers. A few were holding onto the ventral 

carinae between the coxae. The workers of all species of Ecitonini have 

an unusually large space behind the front coxae. Pyemotidae, and to a 

lesser extent, Scutacaridae, are found in this space. Each pyemotid 

appears to be attached by its gnathosoma and presumably feeds through 

the membrane at the bases of the coxae. The presence of three or four 

mites on one ant makes no noticeable difference in the ant's running. 

The mites usually cannot be seen on the workers without lifting the legs 

unless the mites are not attached. In alcohol, many of the mites no 

longer are attached, but remain partially under the coxae. Since it is 

too time-consuming to pull the legs of each worker forward to examine 

the coxal cavity for mites, this was done only for a few hundred workers 

of each species of host. Because many of these mites stay attached where 

they could not be seen in our sorting, and because of their small size, 

many specimens of Pyemotidae must have been overlooked. 

Since so many species were found with no detailed information on any 

of them, the Pyemotidae will not be discussed here by individual species. 

Table 12 gives the total number of determined specimens of most species 

of pyemotids and the number of colonies of the hosts with which each mite 

was found. Species which were found only a few times are not given in

dividually but are summed under "Species other than above." The row 

labelled "Species not determined" gives the totals of specimens still in 
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alcohol. Over 13 species are not included in this tableo However, all 

of these species are represented by less than seven specimens each. 

These specimens belong to the genera, Siteropt~ Amerling, Parapygmephorus 

Cross, and Glyphidomastax Cross. The three most common genera given in 
I 

table 12 are ~iscussed below. 

Acinogaster Cr0ss: Acinogaster sp. 2 was found in a sample of 

Dorylus (Anomma) ?niqricans taken in Angola. This is the only clear 

case in which the same genus of myrmecophile has been found with Dory

linae from both the Eastern and Western Hemispheres. (The only possible 

exceptions to this statement may be one or a few genera of Staphylinidae 

close to Zyras or Myrmedonia. Poor knowledge of the generic limits of 

these Staphylinidae, combined with the presently impossible task of 

determining the more generalized species prohibit any accurate statements 

on the host relationships of these beetles.) 

Acinogaster marianae is of interest because it was found with both 

E. burchelli and hamatum but not with any other species of Ecitonini. 

These two hosts have been considered to be closely related and have a 

number of inquilines in common. ~- marianae was found in Panama, Trini

dad and British Guiana with the three different subspecies of burchelli. 

Acinoqaster sp. 3 shows an unexpected host distribution, being found 

with£· dulcius, Labidus spp., ~omamyrmex spp. and Neivamyrmex spp, It 

may be lacking from the two most common species of Eciton because of 

competition from~· marianae, or its presence may be connected with the 

more subterranean habits of its hosts. Species 20 is more strange, since 

it is found with all the common Ecitonini in Panam~ with the exception 

of hamatum. It also was found in British Guiana with E. burchelli cupiens. 
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g. hamatum was sampled so frequently that this lack of species 20 is 

highly significant. Acinogaster spp. 3 and 20 were iound in both Panam, 

and Brasil. However, they were not found in Kansas with Neivamyrmex. 

Here only species 30 was found. Also species 5 was found only with 

~· legionis in Sou~hern Brasil. However, these data are only adequate 

to show that the last two species are not apt to be found in Panama. 

~- marianae is the only pyemotid which was found also in a gravid con

dition (see figure 26a). None of these gravid mites, which look similar 

to ant larvae, were seen alive. 

Myrmecodispus Cross: The genus Myrmecodispus Cross is based on 

the species dorylinus which was found in five colonies of£• vagans. It 

also was found in one colony of£•~-~· In view of the large 

number of colonies of burchelli which were sampled~ this species must 

be rare with this i1cst. ~- dorylinus was not found with£• dulcius, the 

species of ant considered to be most closely related to vagans. However, 

Myrmecodispus sp. 1 was found only with both dulcius and vaqans. Three 

other species of MY.rmecodisp.!:!§_ were taken with ants from single colonies 

of Nomamyrmex. These data show that the genus Myrmecodispus is more 

rare and probably more host specific than Acinogaster. 

Perperipes ~: The genus Perperipes was found less frequently 

than the two genera of Pyemotidae discussed a~ove. One species,~

thocephala, was found only with hamatum, and species l was found only 

with burchelli. A single specimen of Perperj_~ sp. 2 was found with 

Nomamyrmex esenbecki. The latter record indicates that the suggested 

preference for the closely related hosts, burchelli and hamatum, is not 

absolute. 

r 
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Ereynetidae 

There is some evidence that the f~mily ~reynetid~~ includes myr

mecophilous species. Almost 300 specimens of this family of mites have 

been found in samples from 17 colonies of Ecitonini, but none of these 

mites has ever been seen on the ants. Members of this family have been 

found with burchelli, ha~atum, dulcius, vaqans, mexicanum, praedator, 

esenbecki and qibbatus. Ereynetes sp. (det. G. w. Wharton) has been 

seen by Weber (1956: 154) on workers of the fungus-growing ant, Trachy

myrmex septentrionalis, in laboratory nests. 

Several of the samples of army ants from Panam, included large 

numbers of Ereynetes sp., but each of the two samples which contained 

over 100 specimens oi this mite also included large amounts of dirt. 

Berlese funnel ext1actions of soil and leaf litter samples from refuse 

deposits and othe~ areas near army ant colonies indicate that Ereynetidae 

are present in these areas but not in large numbers. It is unlikely that 

the small amount of dirt included with the ants could account for the 

presence of over 100 mites. Some of the mites were also found with ants 

aspirated from emi£ration columns. These also may have b~en picked up 

from the dirt, but this seems less probable than that they were on the 

workers. Therefore, it is concluded that Ereynetidae are found on the 

army ants, that they ride on the ants in the emigration columns, and 

have some unknown association with these and other species of ants. 

Acaridae 

No adult Acaridae were found in sufficient numbers in any of the 

samples of army ants to warrant their consideration as myrmecophiles. 
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Howevex-, some peculiar deutonymphs or hypopi were repeatedly found, and 

these are referred to here as a new genus A including four species. Nine 

additional species of acarid hypopi were found with the ants, but these 

are less likely to be myrmecophiles. The most outstanding characteristics 

of genus A are: the gnathosoma is more than twice as long as wide; the 

dorsal surface of the gnathosoma bears an elongate process with two long 

plumose setae; an anterior dorsal plate completely covers the gnathosoma; 

the anterior dorsal plate is one half to one third the length of the 

posterior dorsal plate, and both dorsal plates bear long plumose setae; 

legs III and IV are close to the posterior margin of the mite; and the 

venter is bent near the base of coxae III so that the area between legs 

III and the posterior margin is tilted dorsally. The shape suggests that 

this genus of hypopi may ride on a specific part of the ants; however, 

none was seen on an ant. 

Acarid hypopus A-1 was found frequently with£• burchelli from 

Panama (ratio of 346:503,620 or 1:1,456) and from British Guiana (ratio 

of 10:6,602 or 1:660). Only three specimens were found with other hosts: 

one with£• hamatum and two with L. praedator. One might assume that 

these hypopial mites would cling to any ant which is found on the forest 

floor. The fact that species A-1 shows a distinctly higher incidence 

with~- burchelli suggests that either these mites are selective or more 

probably they are restricted to a habitat where burchelli is more common. 

Acarid hypopus sp. A-2 was not as restricted in its hosts. The 

following numbers of specimens were taken with these hosts: 9 ([. hamatum), 

7 (dulcius), 42 (vagans), 4 (b• praedator), 1 (~. pilosus) and 2 

(~. gibbatus). The incidence of mites with this distribution of hosts 

shows no clear pattern, although the absence of species A-2 with burchelli 
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and the relatively high numbers with dulcius and vaqans are significant. 

Species A-2 was found with four colonies of vagans, but only a single 

mite was taken with three of these. Species A-3 and A-4 are each repre

sented only by a single specimen; the former with h· praedator, the 

latter with~- legionis. Additional collections will probably show 

that this genus is associated with the army ants in some way and that 

additional species are found with other hosts. 

Anoetidae 

Like the family Acaridae, the Anoetidae are represented almost 

exclusively by deutonymphs or hypopi in the ant samples. At the present 

time there is less evidence that any of the Anoetidae are myrmecophilous 

than that for the acarids. However, two species were taken much more 

frequently than the remaining 15 species of anoetid hypopi. Species 8 

was taken with samples from seven colonies of burchelli foreli from Barro 

Colorado Island and with one colony of~- cupiens from British Guiana. 

One of these samples was from a refuse deposit, and the remaining 

samples were all taken from bivouacs. Anoetid hypopus species 11 was 

found with seven hosts but only was common with vagans. Of the total 

of 54 specimens, 29 were found with five colonies of vaqans. These host 

records suggest that the mites have some association with the army ants. 

Hypochthoniidae 

I am not aware of any reports of Oribatei having been found with 

ants. However, at least one species of Hypochthoniidae (det. T. A. 

Woolley) was found in fair numbers with~· esenbecki, and other species 

were found less frequently with other hosts. 
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Summary and Conclusions for Acarina 

More than 8,000 mites which appear to have some association with the 

Ecitonini were found in this survey. Most of these are myrmecophilous 

in the sense that they are parasitic or phoretic on the ants, or are 

carried by the ants. The Acarina have been largely neglected in past 

studies of myrmecophiles, even though they are much more abundant in 

numbers of individuals than the myrmecophilous insects. The number of 

species of mites approximately equals the number of species of myrmeco

philous insects found in the colonies studied. Although many species of 

both mites and insects were rare in the colonies of army ants, some of 

the species of mites are much more abundant than any of the myrmecophilous 

insects. The ratio of all mites to myrmecophilous insects was greater 

than 100:1 in some samples. The ratio of mites to ants for the entire 

survey is about 1:100, but in some samples it was as high as 1:4. Be

cause most of the insects were collected individually, the ratio of the 

number of ants per myrmecophilous insect for the entire survey would not 

be comparable.) 

Although other groups of ants have not been extensively sampled, the 

degree of host specificity within the Ecitonini suggests that most of 

these mites are restricted to the Neotropical army ants. The degree of 

host specificity is clearly highly variable with some species probably 

completely restricted to a single host. Presumably these could not sur

vive with other hosts, or there is no method by which they could be 

transferred from one host to another. Other species, though they may 

be found with several hosts, usually show a "preference" or a higher 

incidence with one host than another. 
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Among the mites found with more than one colony, fifteen species 

were found with a single host. These species are macrochelids spp. 2, 3 

and 7; neoparasitid sp. A-3; Laelaspis spp. 1 and 7; Planodiscus spp. 

A-2 and A-6; circocyllibanid spp. B-1 and B-2; Coxeguesoma sp. 1, coxeque

somid sp. A-1; Perperipes ornithocephala, Perperipes sp. l; and Anoetid 

sp. 8. The Macrochelidae is the only family in the above list which in

cludes no species found with two or more hosts. The above species of 

mites which seemed limited to single hosts were found with Eciton spp., 

1· praedator, ~- coecus and~· esenbecki, showing that there is no 

single unusual host with an associated group of mites restricted to it. 

The mites found with two hosts show more interesting relationships. 

Acinoqaster marianae and neoparasitid sp. A-1 were found with both 

burchelli and hamatum. This might be expected since these two ants 

have been considered closely related in both morphology and habits. 

However, Myrmecodispus dorylinus and Planodiscus sp. B-1 were found with 

both burchelli and vagans, Circocylliba sp. 2 was found with burchelli 

and mexicanum, and Parasitoidea A-1 was found with burchelli and praedator. 

The last host relationship may result from the similarity of raiding 

behavior of the hosts, but no similar interpretation can be given for 

the other pairs of hosts. 

Neoparasitid sp. A-2, Circocylliba sp. 4, Myrmecodispus sp. 1 and 

Parapyqmephorus (Petalomium) spp. 8 and 10 were each found with both 

dulcius and vagans. These two hosts are more closely related morphologi

cally (and to some extent in habits) than any other two species of Eciton 

from Barro Colorado Island. In this connection, it should be mentioned 

that the two species of Macrochelidae which attach to the tarsi of the 

workers are found only with these two hosts. Other mites found only 
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with two species of host are neoparasitid sp. A-4 found with h• praedator 

and~- esenbecki, and Planodiscus sp. B-5 found with hamatum and vagans. 

The former case agrees with several closely related myrmecophilous in

sects which are found with these two hosts, and thus, is further evi

dence of a possible relationship between Nomamyrmex and Labidus. There 

is no morphological or behavioral evidence for a close connection be

tween hamatum and vagans. 

Adequate samples are not yet available to show how the species 

of mites or ants may vary throughout their geographical ranges. In a 

few cases ants of the same species were examined from localities at 

least 1,000 miles apart. These include large samples of hamatum and 

vagans from M,xico and Panama, and burchelli from Panama, Trinidad, 

British Guiana and Brasil. Borgmeier (1955) has placed specimens of 

these species from the above localities in separate subspecies in all 

cases except hamatum. He was unable to divide the latter species into 

subspecies, even though it has a geographical distribution comparable 

to that of the other species. In a few cases, identical species of 

mites were found from two or three of these widely separated areas. 

However, in more cases the mites from these localities were distinct. 

Thus, the mites show more geographic diversity than their hosts. 

The species of Uropodina which are most highly modified from the 

supposedly primitive type closest to Uropodidae (i. ~-) are the species 

which are most restricted as to their hosts and their positions on the 

ants. Many of these are among the rarest species, for example, Circo

cylliba sp. 4, circocyllibanids sp. C-1 and D-1, and the coxequesomids. 

No clear tendency in this respect is shown by the much more homogeneous 

family Planodiscidae. 
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In every case in which mites have been seen at least several times 

on the ants, there appears to be some preference for certain parts of 

the ants. This statement holds true for all the groups and is not 

dependent upon a large amount of morphological specialization adapting 

the mite for riding in the particular position. For example, macro

chelids spp. 2 and 3 both attach to the apices of the tarsi of workers. 

Neither species shows any obvious adaptation of the gnathosoma differing 

from free-living Macrochelidae. One of these two species has enlarged 

hind legs, though both seem to have identical habits. Among the addi

tional examples of phoretic or parasitic positions the following are 

some of the most interesting: Planodiscus spp. ride only on the under 

surfaces of tibiae on workers. Circocylliba sp. 4 rides only on the 

inner surfaces of the mandibles of major workers, and Neoparasitidae 

sp. A-1 attaches to the membrane next to the mandibles of the majors. 

The most generalized species of Circocylliba, species 1, which is found 

with the largest number of hosts, is found also in a greater variety of 

positions (several positions known for head, thorax and abdomen). 

Regardless of the genus of host, it is clear that most of the mites 

are on the largest of the polymorphic workers. Thus, the number of avail

able hosts in any one colony of army ants may be only a small fraction 

of the total ant population. If the mites are restricted to major 

workers, the number of available hosts in a colony of army ants may be 

less than one per cent of the colony. Even an individual worker ant can 

be considered to be a group of microhabitats for mites. By adaptation 

to a specific part of an ant, a species of mite would avoid some compe

tition with other mites. Therefore, future work with these mites shoulJ 

pay more attention to the exact position of the mites and the number of 
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available positions on single workers of various sizes. Thus, a mite 

like Planodiscus may have four potential phoretic positions on a worker, 

whereas Circocylliba may have only two. Although the mites are limited 

in where they can attach to the ants, it should be pointed out that far 

less than 100% of the available phoretic or parasitic positions were 

occupied by mites in the colonies studied in Panama. 

As shown above, no colony had an extremely high mite population. 

The incidence of all mites rarely was greater than 1:10 ants and usually 

was closer to 1:100. For an individual species of mite the ratio is 

usually closer to 1:1,000 ants. Even with such a low incidence a single 

colony could have about 1,000 individuals of that species of mite. Such 

a low incidence might have some debilitating effect on a colony but pre

sumably would not have a serious effect on the ant population. No spe

cies of mite was ever seen to be attacked by an ant, and perhaps the 

populations of mites within the colonies are limited primarily by the 

nomadic habits of the ants. Mites remaining at bivouac sites after the 

ants have departed and mites which drop off the ants must have difficulty 

getting to other colonies. 

Over 80 new species of mites were found in this survey, and many 

belong to new genera. The large number of species, the diversity of 

these species, and especially the presence of species more highly special

ized morphologically than the mites known from nondoryline ants, all 

suggest that each genus of Ecitonini may have a greater number of myr

mecophilous mites than most nondoryline genera of ants. A similar re

lationship seems to hold for the numbers of myrmecophilous insects. 

Comparative examinations of samples of other ants from Panama were not 

extensive enough to shed much light on this hypothesis. Moreover, since 
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ants primarily from one locality and about 12 out of 140 species of 

Ecitonini have been sampled, one can predict that only a small fraction 

of the mite fauna existing with these ants has been found. Because both 

the Neotropical and the African doryline colonies have many species of 

myrmecophilous insects living with them, one would expect that in view 

of the mite fauna outlined here from the Neotropical species, the 

African species must have a similarly vast number of undescribed myrmeco

philous Acarina. 
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Diplopoda 

Before this study, two species of millipeds, Yucodesmus dampfi 

Chamberlin and Calymmodesmus sodalis Schubart, had been described from 

specimens found in columns of Labidus praedator (F. Smith). Five addi

tional species and one more genus of Stylodesmidae were found on Barro 

Colorado Island with~- praedator sedulus Menozzi and Nomamyrmex ~

becki crassicornis (F. Smith). Two other species of Calymmodesmus were 

taken with~- praedator !· fil.· by Schneirla in M~xico. The genera 

Yucodesmus and Calymmodesmus include several species which were found in 

caves and presumably are not associated with ants. I wish to acknowledge 

the help of Mr. H.F. Loomis who has identified and described these 

species (Loomis, 1959). 

It is noteworthy that up to the present time no myrmecophilous 

millipeds have been found with any genus of army ants other than 

Nomamyrmex and Labidus. These two genera of army ants have been con

sidered closely related by Borgmeier (1955) and earlier authors, and 

many myrmecophilous genera are found with both hosts. All known speci

mens of these millipeds were found with two colonies of Nomamyrmex and 

seven colonies of Labidus. Because I have watched over five times as 

many colonies and emigration columns of Eciton spp. on Barro Colorado 

Island, I believe it is safe to state that millipeds are not found with 

Eciton ~- fill:• in Panama. Millipeds are probably not found with Neiva

myrmex, but emigration columns of this genus have been observed infre

quently. None of the three genera of myrmecophilous millipeds found 

with Ecitonini has been found with any other tribe of ants-

The myrmecophilous millipeds belong to: Calymmodesmus Carl,~

desmus Chamberlin and Rettenmeyeria Loomis. Yucodesmus may be a synony;n 
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of Calymmodesmus as has been suggested by Loomis {1959: 2), but it is 

considered at least a subgenus by Causey {1960: 276). On the basis of 

the limited observations which have been made by Dampf (in Chamberlin, 

1947: 101-102), Nevermann (in Schubart, 1953: 437-438) and myself, it 

appears that all three genera and all the species have similar behavior. 

Since my most extensive notes concern Calymmodesmus, this genus will be 

discussed first; and the subsequent genera will be comparad with it. 

In my field work the species of millipeds were not distinguished, but 

later identifications showed that all the observations given below were 

made on at least three species. 

Calymmodesmus Carl 

Seven species of Calymmodesmus have been found with Ecitonini. Al

though all of these millipeds apparently live within the nests or at the 

periphery of bivouacs of the army ants, it is doubtful that they must 

live within the colonies. Most specimens lived for at least two months 

in laboratory nests or dishes without army ants. No other myrmecophiles 

taken in Panama could be kept so successfully in the laboratory. Like 

other millipeds, these species appear to be scavengers on organic material 

and probably do not eat refuse from the booty of the army ants except for 

fluids or minute particles mixed with soil. By living in the ant colo

nies they may be protected f~om predators or parasites. There is no in

dication that the ants feed on the millipeds or on any secretion from 

them. However, workers often carry the millipeds during emigrations of 

the colony. Because the millipeds run or are carried in the emigrations 

and their hosts range from M~xico to Argentina, one would predict a com

parable distribution for the millipeds. Although species of Calymmodesmus 

were neither attracted to nor ate fecal material or booty refuse of 
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Nomamyrmex, these diplopods may help keep the nests of the ants clean. 

Since the army ant colonies periodically remain in one place for a 

statary phase of about three weeks, and possibly much longer in the case 

of the two host genera, scavengers which continuously ingest the dirt 

around the bivouac could be important for preventing the development of 

mold or fungi detrimental to the army ants. In the laboratory, Calyrnmo

desmus readily ate dirt whether or not it was from near army ants, and 

presumably they extracted food from this dirt since they lived about 

three months. Millipeds kept with only moist paper, cotton, and fecal 

material of their host died in about one week. In dishes in the labora

tory none of the millipeds was attracted to booty of the army ants, the 

ants themselves, Limulodidae, or Staphylinidae (Vatesus rettenmeyeri 

Seevers, 1· schneirlai Seevers, or Ecitochlamys sp.). None of these 

insects was seen to lick the millipeds, but Calymmodesmus cleaned its 

own ventral surface, lateral lamellae, and legs. When moist filter 

paper, cotton and dirt were all in the same dish, the Calymmodesmus 

congregated on the dirt. From the above observations I would have pre

dicted that Calymmodesmus would be most abundant at the beginning and 

ends of emigrations. Phoridae and some Staphylinidae which are more 

common around the periphery of bivouacs or in the refuse deposits are 

more common at the beginning and ends of emigrations. However, at my 

observation point, Caly~modesmus was much more abundant at the peak of the 

emigration when the queen and brood emigrated. The only detailed observa

tions on an emigration of Nomamyrmex esenbecki were made on colony E-164 

during 18 and 19 May 1956. This colony had a strong raid column which 

may have been an abortive emigration between 1:00 and 10:00 a.m. (18 May). 

During this period 27 millipeds were seen, but most of these were in the 
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column when the>e was th~ maximum number of workers on it rather than 

while the number of workers running out from the bivouac was increasing. 

On the following evening the column shifted from a raid column to an 

emigratior. column betweer. 7:15 and 8:45 p.m. During this 90-minute 

period only two millipeds were seen (at 0:12 p.m. and between 8:30 and 

8:35 p.m.). The amount of ant traffic increased between 8:45 and 9:45 

p.m., and four millipeds were seen during this hour. Between 9:45 and 

10:45 p.m. the worker traffic was at its maximum, brood was carried, and 

the queen emigrated at 10:28 p.m. During this hour 170 millipeds were 

seen. During the following 45 minutes, although the ant traffic remained 

about the same, the number of millipeds decreased to 89. The following 

morning while the emigr~tion column was becoming progressively thinner, 

the number of millipeds decreased. During somewhat less than half of the 

emigration of this colony, 299 millipAds were seen in the column. Over 

90% of these ~ere C~ly~modesm_!:!! and less than five specimens were being 

carried by workers. 

As can be s~en in figures 27 and 28, Calymmodesmus and Rettenmeyeria 

have large lateral lamellae extending nearly horizontally and far beyond 

the ends of the legs. The arched dorsum of the body has a row of bumps 

(visible in figure 29) along each side of the body at the bases of the 

lateral carinae. The workers grasp the millipeds with their mandibles 

against the rows of bumps and ~arry them under their bodies in the same 

way that they carr} ~heir booty ~nd brood. The ants were never seen to 

carry them by grasping the lateral lamellae or any other structures-

About ten per cent of the millipeds were examined closely enough to deter

mine that they w)r~ b9ing carried with their anterior ends forward. This 

ori6ntation ,~ay have reculted from the worker's picking the~ up while the 
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millipeds were running in the emigration column. The worker ants ran 

faster and frequently passed the millipeds. Sometimes an ant passing 

over a milliped picked it up. An increasing number of c~llow and older 

wo::-kers were carried toward the ends of emigrations, but there ~,vas no 

indication that the proportion of carried millipeds increased toward the 

end of an emigration. Calymmodesmus runs in the centers of emigration 

columns, not along the edges as do some myrmecophiles. As one of them 

runs along, the head and first two to four body segments are frequently 

lifted somewhat off the ground (see figure 27). This position may facil

itate the milliped's being picked up by an ant. It is not known whether 

tt:e worke::.·s pick them up in the bivouacs. However, in laboratory nests 

the ants repeatedly ran over the millipeds without picking onP up. (No 

tests were made with circular columns of ants in the laboratory.) A 

highex propo-~tion of the Calymmodesmus was carried in columns of Labidus 

t~1an in columns of Nomamyrme:x. One might expect that since the average 

size of workers ~f Nomamyrmex is larger than that of Labidus, the milli

peds wt~ld be more easily and frequently carried by the larger species. 

The maximum percentage of Calvmm~de_~ seen carried in columns of L •. 

praedator was about 15%. 

Where there were no ants for 15 to 30 cm. along an esenbecki tra~l, 

I watched about ten Calymmodesmus follow without hesitation the chemical 

trail of t~e army ants for distances of over 50 cm. Although the milli

peds meandered, apparently touching opposite sides of the chemical trail, 

they appeared to get off the trail completely on only a few occasions. 

When one specimen ran about five cer.timeters from the mairi trail but 

possibly along a branch trail, it immediately turned and resumed follow

ing the emigra•ion route with no difficulty. Two milllpeds were taken 
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as they ran along a trail ten minutes or more after the last ant was seen 

to pass. This column probably was the end of an emigration, but it may 

have been a raid column. Presumably Calymmodesmus uses its antennae to 

detect the chemical trail, but no observations were made on individuals 

with amputated antennae. One of the characters added to the generic de

scription by Loomis (1959~ 1) is the presence of a dense ventrolateral 

pad of hairs at the distal ends of the fifth and sixth antenna! segments. 

The pad on the fifth segment is about one fourth the length of the seg

ment, that on the sixth is slightly smaller but occupies almost the 

entire length of the shorter segment. These pads consist of numerous 

short, blunt setae which are so closely spaced that their bases touch. 

Their shape and thin walls suggest that they are chemoreceptors. The 

seventh segment has a few·similar setae on the outer ventral part. The 

eighth and most distal segment has four much larger cone-shaped setae at 

the tip; these may also be sensory setae. 

Since the hosts usually emigrate on the surface of the ground only 

at night, millipeds would not have to change their usual activity pat

terns to adapt to myrmecophily. However, sometimes the emigrations con

tinue into daylight without evident disturbance to the millipeds. On 

two occasions as late as 10:30 and 11:00 a.m., Calymmodesmus was seen 

running in bright sunlight for distances up to 20 meters. 

All specimens of Calymmodesmus which we collected in Panama were 

found between 18 May and 5 June 1956. Two additional specimens were 

taken by Mr. William Lundy on 21 October 1956 near the Madden Dam, Canal 

Zone. Since the emigrations of the hosts are found more frequently dur

ing the rainy season (May to December), one can predict that most records 

of Calymmodesmus will also be in that period. Presumably the millipeds 
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are in the colonies throughout the year. 

Records. No distinct characters are known for identifying the 

females of Calymmodesmus. A total of 115 females of Calyrnmodesmus was 

collected, and 75 of these could not be identified. One unidentified 

specimen was taken from a raid column, and 45 were found in emigrations 

of small parts of two colonies of h• E_raedator. The remaining 29 females 

were found in the raid and emigration column of colony E-164, !:l2!!!!

myrmex esenbecki crassicornis. Additional details for localities and 

the number of specimens collected of the species below can be found with 

the original descriptions. 

Calymmodesmus andinus Carl. This species was found in Colombia, 

but no association with ants is mentioned with the original description. 

C. biensifer Loomis. One male and the posterior end of a second 

specimen were taken in Oaxaca, Mexico, by T. C. Schneirla. Unfortunately, 

the name of the host(£• burchelli) for this milliped and for£· mexi

canus was incorrect as published by Loomis (1959: 4-5) (based on infor

mation he received from me). Schneirla (l!l lit.) has corrected the host 

to 1· praedator. Both species of millipeds were taken from the area of 

a bivouac containing pupal worker brood scattered in chambers about 

25 cm. deep. 

C. £llii Attems. This species was described from Guayaquil, Ecuador, 

with no mention of a possible association with ants. 

C. falcatus Loomis. Since only three males of£· falcatus were 

found, this species was the least common of the species of Calymmodesmus 

found with Nomamvrmex esenbecki (colony E-164). 

£· formicatus Loomis. £• formicatus, the largest species of Calym

modesmus, was one of the most abundant in colony E-164 of !:l2!!!!· esenbecki. 
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£· gracilis Loomis. f• gracilis and rettenmeyeri were both found 

with~· esenbecki and with several colonies of 1· praedator. On the 

basis of this limited survey, it appears that these two millipeds are 

more abundant with praedator. 

f• inguinatus Causey. C. inguinatus Causey (1960} was found in a 

Guatemalan cave with no indication that it was associated with ants. 

C. mexicanus Loomis. This species was found with L. praedator in 

Mexico, and all comments given above under£· biensifer apply also to 

C. mexicanus. 

C. rettenmeyeri Loomis. This species was common with L. praedator, 

but ten specimens were also found with~· esenbecki. 

C. sodalis Schubart. Nevermann collected£· sodalis as it was 

running in a column of L. praedator in Costa Rica. Apparently large 

numbers of millipeds were seen, but the type series consisted of only 

three specimens (Schubart, 1953). 

Rettenmeyeria parvipes Loomis 

The genus !!.!filnmeyeria includes a single species, parvipes, 

found with Noma. esenbecki. Millipeds were found with only two colonies 

(E-160 and E-164) of this host. All eight specimens taken with colony 

E-160 are Rettenmeyeria, whereas only three out of 79 specimens of milli

peds taken with colony E-164 belong to this genus. R. parvipes ingests 

soil, runs in the center of the emigration columns and can folow the 

chemical trails of the ants when no ants are present. Like Calymmodesmus 

spp., Rettenmeyeria both ignored and was ignored by workers and myrmeco

philous staphylinids from the host colony. E· parvipes lived for three 

months in the laboratory without any ants. Even after this milliped had 
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been isolated from its host for a week, it did not seem to be attracted 

to detritus or dead workers from a laboratory nest of esenbecki. 

Yucodesmus Chamberlin 

Yucodesmus alienus, isidricus, murustunicus and viabilis were 

described by Chamberlin (1938) from specimens taken in Mexican caves 

and apparently not found with ants. r• dampfi Chamberlin (1947) was 

found in Vera Cruz, Mexico, in a column of~- praedator. The column 

was watched at about 8:00 a.m. when there was much booty in it, but the 

column could have been either a raid or an emigration column. Since 

Dampf collected 15 specimens during a half hour, this colony like those 

of Barro Colorado Island probably contained several hundred diplopods. 

The millipeds were in the center of the column and were running much 

more slowly than the workers (Dampf in Chamberlin, 1947: 101-102). 

Apparently none of the millipeds was seen being carried. 

Cynedesmus trinus Loomis 

In addition to the myrmecophilous species discussed above, two 

other species were associated with army ants on Barro Colorado Island. 

One male of Cynedesmus trinus Loomis (1959: 5-6) was aspirated along with 

workers from a raid column of Eciton mexicanum panamense Bergmeier. 

(It was not fou~d with Neivamyrmex as stated by Loomis.) The workers 

were carrying a large amount of booty, and this milliped was most likely 

booty captured by the army ants. The milliped was being carried, but 

both a myrmecophilous milliped and one which is booty can be carried in 

the same manner. No other specimens were found in 27 raid and six emi

gration columns of£• mexicanum observed during this study. C. trinus 
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has been reported from tv,o localities where it was not associated with 

ants (Loomis, 1959: 5; 1961: 97). Cynedesmus includes four other species, 

one of which, formicola, was found "in the nest of ants" on Grand Canary 

Island (Cook, 1896: 267). These ants could not have been army ants since 

Ecitonini are not found on the Canary Islands. Perhaps this genus in

cludes both myrmecophilous and nonmyrmecophilous species. 

Prionodesmus fulgens Loomis 

Two specimens only 4.0 mm. long were found among arthropods from 

refuse deposits of Eciton burchelli. It was first thought that these 

might be myrmecophiles, but no additional specimens were found in 115 

samples of material from refuse deposits of army ants. Since 11 speci

mens were found by H. F. and E. M. Loomis in habitats other than refuse 

deposits (Loomis, 1959: 7), this species is presumably not associated 

with the army ants but was probably found by chance in a refuse deposit. 
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Thysanura 

Whenever myrmecophilous and termitophilous Thysanura have been 

extensively collected, most species have been found with several species 

of hosts. This generalization is valid for the three species found with 

army ants on Barro Colorado Island. However, one of the three species 

appears to be found primarily with the genus Eciton !• m•, and a second 

species appears to be found primarily with the closely related genera 

Labidus and Nomamvrmex. According to the classification by Remington 

(1954), these species are placed in the subfamily Atelurinae in the 

Nicoletiidae. All members of the family lack eyes and are either sub

terranean or live in colonies of ants or termites. The Atelurinae have 

caudal filaments usually less than one-half the body length and antennae 

usually less than two-thirds the body length (Remington, 1954: 284). 

These characters are probably adaptations for living in colonies of 

social insects. Observations by Pohl (1957), who reviews most of the 

literature on the behavior of myrmecophilous Thysanura, Janet (1896) and 

Escherich (1905) suggest that all myrmecophilous members of the order 

have similar habits. However, as far as I can determine there have been 

no published observations on the behavior of Thysanura found with Eci

tonini. The following observations can serve as a basis for more detailed 

experimental work in the future. 

I am indebted to Dr. P. Wygodzinsky for determining all the speci

mens of Thysanura collected during this study, for describing one new 

species, and for supplying several references. 
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Trichatelura manni (Caudell) 

The most common species of Thysanura found within army ant colonies 

in Panama and probably throughout all of the Neotropical region is 

Trichatelura !!l!!!!!,! (Caudell, 1925) (see figures 31 to 38). Previously 

this species had been reported from Bolivia with Eciton vagans (Olivier), 

from Brasil with Eciton dulcius dulcius Forel and Labidus coecus 

(Latreille), and from Costa Rica with~- hamatum (Fabricius) and E. 

burchelli (Westwood) {Wygodzinsky, 1943: 262; 1958: 119). The hosts in 

Panama include all five common species of Eciton 1· .2!!:• found there: 

hamatum, burchelli foreli Mayr, vaqans mutatum Borgmeier, dulcius crassi

~ Borgmeier, and mexicanum panamense Borgmeier. Although I• manni 
, 

was not abundant in any of the colonies studied in Panama, several 

specimens were usually found in every emigration column of Eciton which 

was watched for an hour or more. A total of about 54 males, 53 females 

and 37 immature individuals was found with all hosts. (The totals for 

males and females include some individuals which probably were not sexu

ally mature, and the immature total refers to specimens too young for 

their sex to be determined.) The host data indicate that T. manni is --
distributed approximately equally among the various species of Eciton. 

The army ant genera Labidus, Nomamyrmex and possibly Neivamvrmex have 

been sampled enough to conclude that this thysanuran is rare or absent 

with them. 

Three specimens of I· manni were found in samples of workers from 

bivouacs, two were taken from raid columns, and all the remaining speci

mens were found in emigration columns. The dearth of specimens in sam

ples of workers is attributed mainly to the workers' killing all Thy

sanura if they are placed together in a container while the ants are 
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disturbed. T. manni was seen about ten times in the bivouacs of hamatum 

and burchelli. On these occasions individuals were running in the central 

mass of larvae. Presumably the thysanurans stay in this section where 

the ants are more quiet compared with areas of the bivouac where raiding 

workers are constantly running in and out. When one attempts to collect 

a few hundred or a few thousand workers and larvae from a bivouac, the 

extremely agile Thysanura can readily escape. Trichatelura, like most 

myrmecophilous insects, was found so rarely on diurnal raid columns that 

we ceased to watch these columns except for brief periods. The only I· 

manni found on a diurnal raid column was an immature specimen seen at 

10:38 a.m. with E. burchelli. The thysanuran and more than 90% of the 

workers were running toward the bivouac at that time. It is not known 

whether the thysanuran had previously left the bivouac. A few I· !!!.!!!!2!, 

were found on nocturnal raid columns of E. burchelli or mexicanum. Since 

I• manni moved away from light in the laboratory, I would expect that 

light may be important for keeping the Thysanura inside the bivouac dur

ing the day when burchelli does most raiding. However, at night the 

Thysanura may not be able to distinguish between raid and emigration 

columns if the traffic is primarily going away from the bivouac. Between 

6:30 and 7:30 p.m. individuals of!• !!!.!!!!2!, were seen along columns to 

spinning clusters about a meter from a bivouac, but promptly returned 

to the bivouac. 

Most specimens of manni were seen running in the centers of emigra

tion columns during the time of maximum ant traffic when brood was being 

carried (see figure 31). No specimen was ever seen near the end of an 

emigration. The workers were never seen to carry any species of Thy

sanura, and it is doubtful that the ants could carry such large, smooth, 
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soft-bodied insects without injuring them. T. ~ was occasionally 

seen riding on the workers themselves but more frequently rode on large 

larvae or booty being carried by the ants. The adult thysanurans ap

peared to be too large to ride on the running workers without being 

knocked off. A smaller individual usually clung to both the ant's gaster 

and the object carried by the ant. One emigration of£• vagans included 

numerous alate males, but only one out of about six manni was seen riding 

on a male. 

Several times T. ~ was seen running in emigration columns in 

the opposite direction from the majority of ants. Each thysanuran held 

its anterior end higher than it did when moving with the emigrating ants 

and appeared to be attempting to catch onto one of the running ants or 

onto larvae being carried. For more than ten minutes one thysanuran 

persisted in this behavior while constantly being kicked over on its 

back and pushed along by the workers. Several times it was turned 

around by the ants and started to run toward the new bivouac, but each 

time the thysanuran again reversed itself. It progressed about 60 cm. 

toward the old bivouac in ten minutes, and the subsequent fate of this 

individual is unknown. Some Limulodidae showed similar behavior in emi

gration columns. 

Thysanura were not kept alive in the laboratory for more than 11 

days; and if they were kept with less than 100 ants in small dishes, 

they died more quickly. Consequently, there is no direct data on the 

length of the instars or life cycle of Trichatelura. Specimens were taken 

throughout the entire period of field work from February through August 

and showed no clear seasonal fluctuation. However, even though a few 

immature specimens were taken at the end of the nomadic phase, most of 
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them were taken on the first nomadic day. Since the smallest individuals 

were also found on the first nomadic day, these data suggest that I·~ 
lays eggs during the statary period and may have a reproductive cycle 

synchronized with that of the host. 

Specimens of Trichatelura manni drank water from paper or cotton 

and fed on fluids oozing from the booty of the army ants. They were 

never seen to puncture any of the soft larvae or pupae of the army ants 

or their booty. The thysanurans also appeared to feed on surface secre

tions or particles scraped off larval army ants, adults and booty (see 

figure 38). The thysanurans often appeared to be cleaning the bodies 

of the workers in the same manner as ~i cleans its own legs. Most 

frequently manni cleaned the legs of the workers, presumably because it 

could most easily reach these parts of the ants from the floor of a 

laboratory nest. After spending 30 seconds to about a minute rapidly 

strigilating (in the sense of Wheeler, 1910: 393) over the surfaces of 

a leg, manni sometimes continued up on the body of the ant. At times a 

worker stood quietly, as in figures 35 and 36, and allowed the thysanuran 

to climb all over her and clean the dorsal and lateral surfaces of her 

body. The thysanurans cleaned the scape but were not seen to clean the 

area around the mouthparts of the workers or any of the ventral surfaces 

of the body. Unlike some histerids, I· manni did not appear to be par

ticularly attracted to the shiny heads of the major workers of~· hamatum. 

When several I• manni were placed in a small laboratory nest with a queen 

and ten to 100 workers of either£• burchelli or hamatum, the thysanuran 

showed no more attraction toward the queen than toward the workers. How

ever, when similar observations were made with two queens of vagans and 

one of dulcius crassinode, the Thysanura were much more frequently found 
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riding on the queens than on the workers and cleaned both legs and dorsal 

surfaces of the queens. Two or three out of four Thysanura were usually 

on these queens while three histerids, Latronister rugosus Reichensperger, 

and seven staphylinids, Vatesus panamensis (Mann), seemed to ignore the 

queens. The workers were also attracted to the queens and licked them, 

but none of the workers attacked any of the Trichatelura on these queens. 

The four T. manni kept with workers, booty and the queen of£· vaqans 

from colony E-180 died within 48 hours, but no injuries made by the 

workers could be found on the thysanurans. 

All the Thysanura are extremely agile and fast moving. r. manni -
can run faster than the workers of Eciton; when a worker darted toward 

it, an individual of!!!.~ could easily circle away. The thysanurans 

seldom ran in a straight line except in emigration columns, and they 

most frequently ran in a zig-zag manner, turning in tight circles when 

touched by an ant. I• !!!!!2!}.! readily turns in a circle with a diameter 

of one to two times its length. When a specimen of manni was cleaning 

the legs of a worker and the ant ran off, the thysanuran often pursued 

her. If a worker placed a leg on top of the abdomen of !!!!!2!}.!, a quick 

flip of the abdomen would usually dislodge it (see figure 32). 

The workers sometimes attacked and killed the Thysanura in labora

tory nests but at other times ignored them. The Thysanura escaped with 

no visible injury at least nine out of ten times when a worker appeared 

to bite them. Moreover, the workers often did not attack Thysanura 

which were dying and unable to walk or which were struggling to right 

themselves after being kicked on their backs by the ants. A specimen 

of !!!!!2!}.! taken with E. dulcius and kept in a laboratory nest with that 

host for eight days was then transferred to a laboratory nest of vagans. 
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The thysanuran immediately ran among the workers and cleaned their legs 

without being attacked by the vaqans. 

All Thysanura seemed constantly alert and moved frequently unless 

they had hiding places where the ants could not readily touch them. In 

some laboratory nests it is possible that Trichatelura became exhausted 

from constant running. The most frequent resting place for I•~ in 

laboratory dishes without hiding places was under a standing worker. 

Army ants commonly stood in one place for at least 30 minutes, and a 

thysanuran standing between the legs of the ant was protected from being 

stepped on by other workers. While resting under a worker, I· manni 

faced in any direction. 

It was surprising to find that I• !!!filIDi runs on the tips of its 

tarsi (see figures 33, 34 and 37). The body is held far from the 

surface, and the abdominal styli are held vertically as in figure 34. 

The long antennae and maxillary palpi are constantly extended in front 

of the head. Since the palpi are so large and are held near the ground, 

they rather than the antennae may be used to determine the location 

of chemical trails of the army ants. I•~ was never seen on 

columns where the traffic was weak enough to compel the thysanuran to 

follow the chemical trails. In most cases the Thysanura could have 

tactually followed the ants themselves. However, when attempting to 

aspirate the thysanurans from columns, I sometimes missed a specimen and 

disturbed the column. At these times, I· manni often hid under leaves for 

at least a few seconds and then followed the trail whether or not ants 

were on it. 
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Trichatelura borgmeieri Silvestri 

The only other species in the genus Trichatelura is borqmeieri 

Silvestri (1932: 133-138) described from specimens taken with Nomamyrmex 

esenbecki (Westwood),~- hartigi (Westwood), and Labidus praedator 

(F. Smith) in Brasil. It has also been taken with go dulciu 2 dulcius 

Fore!, Neivamyrmex diana (Fore!) and Neiv. minensis (Borgmeier) 

(Wygodzinsky, 1943: 262). I· borgmeieri was usually numerous in the 

colonies of these ants (Silvestri, 1932). 

Six males and six females of!~ borqmeieri were found in an emigra

tion column of Nomamyrmex esenbecki crassicornis (F. Smith) (colony 

E-164). All of these specimens were running in the column. Ten addi

tional specimens were seen in the column but not taken. Because no 

specimens of borgmeieri were taken with Labidus praedator on Barro 

Colorado Island, it must be rare or absent there with praedator. 

Grassiella rettenmeyeri Wygodzinsky 

Grassiella includes at least 12 species which have been found either 

associated with ants and termites or apparently free-living in soil. The 

most recent revision includes seven Neotropical species in addition to 

the description of rettenmeyeri Wygodzinsky (1958) (see figure 30). A 

total of ten specimens of this species were found on Barro Colorado 

Island with Nomamyrmex esenbecki, Ecito~ burchelli, £• vagans, £· dulcius 

crassinode, £• mexicanum Roger and Neivamyrmex qibbatus Bergmeier. In 

addition, three specimens were found in leaf litter on the forest floor 

or running on the ground. The latter records and the wide range of hosts 

are typical for species which are not closely associated with ants. 



Furthermore, Grassiella shows no morphological adaptations for myrme

cophily except possibly the limuloid form which is similar to that of 

many free-living Thysanura (Wygodzinsky, 1958: 99)~ It is amazing 
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that such a soft-bodied, fragile insect can live within the colonies of 

army ants. All specimens which were taken died a few hours after they 

were collected whether or not they were kept with ants. All specimens 

were taken with an aspirator, and at least half of them appeared to be 

stunned or permanently injured when captured. Q• rettenmeyeri was found 

both during the day and night. The single specimen found with burchelli 

was running in the area of anastomosing columns just behind the advanc

ing swarm front at about 11:45 a.m. The thysanuran may have just joined 

the column as the swarm front was advancing across the forest floor. 

Two additional specimens of Grassiella sp. were taken with 1· 

praedator, including one found by Schneirla in Mexico. These could not 

be identified but may belong to Q• rettenmeyeri. No previous records 

of Grassiella being found with Labidus are known to me. 
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Collembola 

Over 300 specimens of myrmecophilous Collembola were found in 

samples of army ants taken on Barro Colorado Island. These are the first 

Collembola reported from Dorylinae. Beebe {1919: 464) reported seeing 

springtails within a bivou~c of Eciton ?.£U££hellt in British Guiana, but 

I could find no records of any specimens being collected or described. 

The myrmecophilous species found in Panama belong to the Entomobryidae, 

subfamilies Cyphoderinae and Paronellinae. Many myrmecophilous and 

termitophilous species found throughout the world are Cyphoderinae. All 

the species from Panama are new and not yet described. I am indebted to 

Dr. F. Bonet who has determined approximately half of the specimens and 

indicated which species he thinks are myrmecophiles based on their mor

phology and systematic position. 

Work with myrmecophilous Collembola is made difficult since numerous 

nonmyrmecophilous species are invariably collected with ants. To mini

mize this problem, samples from a single bivouac or column were fre

quently kept in separate vials according to the amount of soil or debris 

included with the ants. Large numbers of springtails found in samples 

of ants containing little or no extraneous debris were considered myr

mecophilous. 

Tentative conclusions indicate that the most common springtail found 

with the Ecitonini is a new species of Cyphoda. This genus was previous

ly known only from Africa. In addition, two species of Cyphoderus and 

one species of ~!!.2.~ were found near army ants. Cyphoda was found 

with the following hosts: Eciton hamatum (Fabricius), g. burchelli 

(Westwood), E. vaqans (Olivier), Labidus E!aedator (F. Smith), h· coecus 
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(Latreille) and Nomamvrmex esenbecki (West~ood). The maximum incidence 

of this species was in a sample of workers and male larvae taken from 

an emigration column of E. hamatum. About 50 Collembola were found 

with 120 workers and 68 male larvae. It is thought that the springtails 

may have been restricted to the larvae since a sample of 67 major workers 

placed directly into alcohol in the field contained no Collembola. Be

cause other small myrmecophilous insects are more likely to ride on the 

majors than on smaller workers, the opposite size relationship would not 

be expected with Collembola. On an emigration column of Nomamyrmex 

esenbecki, the Collembola were actually seen riding on more than ten 

large workers. (No true major workers or soldiers of Noma. esenbecki can 

be distinguished.) The specimens seen were on the alinotum and on the 

posterior dorsal surface of the head. Probably the springtails rode in 

other positions where they could not be seen. This colony of esenbecki 

had large numbers of springtails in it while it had a brood of worker

producing larvae. Although hundreds of springtails must have ridden on 

workers or larvae, many others ran along the emigration trail. These 

Collembola ran in a zig-zag manner frequently going outside the margins 

of the emigration column. 

In laboratory nests Collembola were occasionally seen running around 

among eggs and larvae. Probably they were feeding on substances on the 

surfaces of the larvae. It is clear from observations on about 150 

colonies of army ants in Panam~ that the population of Collembola in 

army ant colonies varies greatly. The incidence of Collembola in some 

colonjes is less than one per 5,000 larvae, whereas in others it was 

about one per one or two larvae. It is doubtful whether the army ants 

are able to kill such small active insects. Desiccation and lack of 
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food during the beginning of the statary period and predation by other 

myrmecophiles may control the population of Collembola in army ant 

colonies. Delamare-Deboutteville (1947: 456-457; 1948: 305-306} con

cluded that no Collembola are found with the African doryline ants 

(Anomma) because the nests of these ants were not permanent and did not 

have a suitable environment. The large numbers of Collembola found in 

colonies of Ecitoni in Panam, indicate that migratory habits are not 

necessarily prohibitive. Low humidity and perhaps high temperatures 

are probably the main limiting factors excluding springtails from the 

colonies of Anomma. It is of further interest that the order Collembola 

is the only major group of myrmecophilous insects found with Neotropical 

dorylines and not with African dorylines. 
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Hemipteta: Enicocephalidae 

No species of Hemiptera has been reported to be a myrmecophile 

with colonies of Neotropical army ants. However, one species of 

Enicocephalidae taken near Lawrence, Kansas, may be associated with 

these ants. This species of Systelloderes (determined by R. L. Usinger) 

was found in a laboratory nest containing considerable dirt and about 

10,000 workers of Neivamyrmex nigrescens (Cresson). The bug was aspir

ated as it was running along one of the ant trails in the laboratory 

nest, but no ants were on the trail at the time. It is the same color 

as the nigrescens which increases the probability that it may be a 

myrmecophile. The bug was not killed during the three days that it 

was in the nest perhaps mainly because there was a large amount of dirt 

in which it could hide. 
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Diptera: Phoridae 

About 100 species of Phoridae have been reported to be associated 

with army ants, and most of these have been found within bivouacs or 

columns. No other Diptera are common myrmecophiles with Ecitonini. Some 

of the phorids are assumed to be parasitic on the army ants since the 

females have sclerotized ovipositors probably used for inserting eggs 

into the adult or larval ants. However, most of the myrmecophilous 

phorids have more membranous ovipositors and are probably scavengers 

in the booty refuse from the colonies (Bergmeier, 1928: 159). Almost 

all the phorids commonly found with army ants are females with vestigial 

wings, whereas the males, which can fly, are seldom seen. Unlike most 

of the myrmecophilous Staphylinidae and Histeridae, a large number of 

the phorids run in the refuse columns and along the edges of the biv

ouacs. Over 2,400 specimens belonging to about 34 species from Barro 

Colorado Island and two from Kansas were taken in association with 

Ecitonini. I wish to thank Father T. Borgmeier for determining these 

specimens and describing the new species. About 23 species are con

sidered myrmecophilous since they were found in samples of workers 

from bivouacs or were running in the ant columns. Eight of these spe

cies were also taken in refuse deposits. No phorid was ever seen riding 

on an army ant or anything carried by the ants, and no phorid was seen 

carried by a worker. In the columns the phorids ran in the quick dart

ing zig-zag manner typical of even the nonmyrmecophilous Phoridae. They 

avoided the center of the columns and often ran one to two centimeters 

from it but darted into the column periodically. Many times they ran 

directly away from the column (as in figure 14), but after a few 
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centimeters they doubled back to it. The few times that observations 

were made on phorids in laboratory nests the flies ran around almost 

constantly. They did not appear to be attracted to the workers, brood 

or booty and avoided contact with all live insects. 

The phorids were the most abundant family of myrmecophiles seen 

along raid columns, both day and night. Around bivouacs and refuse 

deposits of~· hamatum and burchelli the Phoridae were present through

out the day but became more numerous in the early evening. At that time 

many phorids left the bivouac and ran out along raid columns if an 

emigration had not yet begun. The number of phorids running out from 

the bivouac along raid columns decreased as the phorids joined the 

emigration column. The fewest phorids were seen in the middle of an 

emigration. Probably the decrease in the middle was not as pronounced 

as it appeared since these tiny flies are among the most difficult 

myrmecophiles to see in a crowded column. At the ends of some raid 

and emigration columns the number of phorids seen was astonishing. 

Following a swarm raid of Labidus praedator, 520 specimens of Ecituncula 

(Labiduncula) halterata Borgmeier were taken from three raid columns. 

Most of these phorids were running along the trails after all the ants 

had disappeared into holes in the ground. Over 2,000 phorids must have 

run along the three short raid trails during the ten minutes (11:57 a.m. 

to 12:07 p.m.) that I watched them. It is estimated that more than 

5,000 Phoridae, almost all belonging to one species, accompanied the 

entire raid. Although this may be an atypical example, it was not 

unique since numerous phorids were seen in columns at the ends of other 

raids of praedator. It is not known whether these flies came from the 

bivouac or whether some had been in the litter on the forest floor and 
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joined the columns during the raid. 

At the end of emigration columns of Eciton hamatum, ~- vaqans, g. 
dulcius, Nomamyrmex esenbecki and Neivamyrmex opacithorax, we have also 

seen increased numbers of phorids. The most spectacular example was 

at the end of an emigration of g. vagans when there were as many as 100 

phorids per meter of trail between 10:15 and 10:30 p.m. The last 

scattered workers passed the same point along the trail between 10:15 

and 10:20 p.m. In this 15-minute period 494 Phoridae were taken belonging 

to the following species: Ecitophora colleqiana Borgmeier (89), §.£1-

tophora varians Borgm. (3719), and Thalloptera schwarzmaieri Borgm. 

(1159). An increase in the number of phorids at the end of an emigra

tion was also observed at the end of two emigrations of~- opaci

thorax in Kansas. However, large numbers of phorids were never observed 

with~- opacithorax or~- niqrescens. One emigration of opaci

thorax (colony E-263) was watched from 10:25 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. including 

about 35 minutes after the last ants had passed the observation point. 

During the period of about two and one-half hours up to 1:00 a.m. while 

the ants were still emigrating only two phorids were seen (at 11:18 p.m. 

and 12:31 a.m.). However, from 1:00 to 1:30 a.m. after all the ants 

had passed, four phorids were seen. The species were Xanionotum smithii 

Brues and Acontistoptera melanderi Brues. 

At 4:00 p.m. after a cluster of Neiv. opacithorax left an area 

under a rock, four phorids, 33 staphylinids and only five ants remained. 

About two hours earlier over 1,000 workers had been seen under this rock. 

In a similar manner phorids and other myrmecophiles were found at bivouac 

sites of Panamanian species of Eciton. Few myrmecophilous insects could 

be found at any of these bivouac sites five to 20 hours after the last 
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ants had left. 

On one occasion when a raid column disappeared under some leaves, 

the bivouac location for a colony of §.• vagans in Panama was found by 

finding phorids hovering over several leaves. Some of the phorids landed; 

and when the leaves were removed, phorids and ants were found going in 

and out a hole in the ground. These phorids probably flew to this area, 

but some may have come from the bivouac. When it became dark about 

6:45 p.m., the phorid activity stopped. At this hole two female and 15 

male Ecitophora bruchi Schmitz were taken; this was one of the few oc

casions when male phorids were found in Panama. In Kansas a specimen 

of Megaselia sp. was taken after it had landed on the ground and was 

running toward a hole being used by a column of~- opacithorax. This 

genus has not been considered to be associated with army ants but appears 

to be attracted by them. 

A few larvae and pupae of Phoridae were found in the refuse deposits 

around bivouacs, but no species was reared. Bruch (1923: 195) reported 

that phorid larvae {one species17 ate staphylinid and histerid larvae 

in refuse deposits. 

A detailed list of host records will be postponed until Bergmeier 

finishes revisions of the myrmecophilous Phoridae. Several tentative 

conclusions can be made regarding the hosts: (1) the same two species 

of phorids are found both with Neiv. opacithorax and~- nigrescens 

in Kansas and Texas; (2) one species is found with the five common spe

cies of Eciton !• !1!:• but with no other host; (3) one species is not 

found with£• burchelli but is found with the four other common species 

of Eciton; (4) several species are restricted to a single host; and (5) 

Neivamyrmex spp. appear to have fewer phorids than Eciton, Labidus or 

Nomamyrmex. 
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Coleoptera 

The order Coleoptera, in both numbers of species and numbers of 

specimens, is the most important order of myrmecophilous insects found 

with army ants. The families found, in order of decreasing abundance, 

are: Limulodidae, Staphylinidae, Histeridae and Pselaphidae. These 

families include the main groups of myrmecophilous Coleoptera. The most 

important group of myrmecophi!Qus beetles which appears to be absent 

from the Neotropical army ants is the Clavigerinae (Pselaphidae). This 

subfamily is present but not abundant with the African dorylines. 

Limulodidae 

The family Limulodidae was proposed by Seevers and Dybas (1943) 

for some of the beetles formerly included in the Ptiliidae and in the 

staphylinid subfamily Cephaloplectinae. Although some of the hosts are 

unknown, the 27 species included in the family are considered to be 

obligate myrmecophiles, most of which live with army ants (Ecitonini 

and Cheliomyrmicini). All species are found in the Western Hemisphere 

except for the genus Rodwayia which includes six Australian species, 

none of which is known from doryline ants. 

The species of Limulodidae range from about one to four millimeters 

in length, and their small size undoubtedly accounts for their scarcity 

in past collections of myrmecophilous insects. All limulodids are 

similar in appearance and when alive could be separated only by differ

ences in size and occasionally by color (see figures 39 to 42). The 

type series of all species of Limulodidae together with the subsequent 

records published by Seevers and Dybas (1943) total about 300 specimens. 
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During this survey approximately 1,000 specimens were takGn in Panama, 

and about 100 more were found in samples of ants collected in various 

localities by T. C. Schneirla and N. A. Weber. These collections indi

cate that the majority of beetles found within colonies belong to the 

family Limulodidae. The family Phoridae is the only group of myrmeco

philous insects exceeding the Limulodidae in number of individuals. 

However, in number of species the Limulodidae may be exceeded by the 

Staphylinidae, Histeridae and Phoridae. 

The limulodids are so small that they are extremely difficult to 

determine. Specimens mounted on microscope slides are essential, but 

for such mounts these beetles are so large that dissections are neces

sary. Primarily because of these difficulties, all determinations are 

incomplete at the present time. I wish to thank Mr. Henry S. Dybas 

who is studying this material and has provided the tentative determina

tions used below. He has separated all specimens belonging to the genus 

Cephaloplectus, and these are currently being studied by Father T. Berg

meier. Since most observations were made on the behavior of Cephalo

plectus in Panama, this genus will be discussed first. Field numbers 

in parentheses will be cited to make it possible to connect observations 

with individual beetles or species. 

Cephaloplectus spp.: Numerous specimens were taken with Eciton 

burchelli, vagans, dulcius, mexicanum, Nomamyrmex esenbecki and Labidus 

praedator on Barro Colorado Island. In addition, specimens were found 

with samples of burchelli taken in Mexico, Trinidad and British Guiana 

by 6chneirla or Weber. The most surprising conclusion from these host 

records is that Cephaloplectus is not found with Eciton hamatum. Never

theless, Cephaloplectus was common with burchelli, the species.of army 
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ant considered most closely related to hamatum. Although no specimens 

of Cephaloplectus were found with Labidus coecus in Panam,, this host 

was not studied extensively. C. trilobitoides Mann is known from that 

host in Guatemala (Seevers and Dybas, 1943: 583). The apparent restric

tion of Cephaloplectus to species of Eciton, Labidus and Nomamyrmex is 

somewhat doubtful because C. argentinus Bruch was described from speci

mens found with "Neivamyrmex hetschkoi (Mayr)." The host probably was 

Neiv. raptans according to the interpretation by Bergmeier (1955: 475-

476). The host and small size of C. argentinus suggest that it does not - --·---
belong in the genus, and the original description is inadequate for 

determining the taxonomic position of this species. 

Cephaloplectus sp. runs in the centers of emigration columns of 

E. burchelli but more frequently rides on booty, larvae or cocoons 

carried by the workers. Occasionally an individual was found riding on 

the workers themselves or on queens in laboratory nests or emigration 

columns. There was no indication that Cephaloplectus or any of the 

smaller limulodids rode in a balanced or symmetrical position as was 

reported for Paralimulodes (Wilson,:!_~-, 1954: 160). No limulodid 

was ever seen being carried by a worker. The percentage of Cephalo

plectus riding on the larvae appeared to increase as the larvae grew 

larger. In an emigration of burchelli (colony E-136) on 30 March 1956 

more than 90)6 of the limulodids (1589) rode on the larvae. (The first 

statary day following this emigration was 3 April.) Cephaloplectus 

usually emigrated during the period when the brood was carried regard-

less of whether the limulodids rode on the brood. No Cephaloplectus 

was seen at the end of an emigration when the column of ants had thinned 

or disappeared. If the traffic along a column was disturbed by mass 
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collecting, most riding limulodids dropped to the ground, hid under 

leaves or ran along the trail. When the column was not disturbed, and 

the beetles fell off, they almost invariably ran in the opposite direc

tion to the emigrating workers (1689, 2195? with burchelli, 1847 with 

mexicanum). While running against the traffic, the limulodids lifted 

their anterior ends higher than when following the emigrating ants. 

They seldom ran move than a few centimeters without stopping and arching 

their bodies. Several times these limulodids (1689) were seen to catch 

onto passing workers and ride off toward the new bivouac. Sometimes 

these attempts were quite unsuccessful with the same beetle falling off 

and being kicked and pushed backward a few times before it disappeared. 

Even with repeated difficulty these limulodids managed to get on a 

worker within 30 seconds, and the longest series of unsuccessful attempts 

lasted slightly over two minutes. 

No Cephaloplectus was seen in a raid column of burchelli, but three 

individuals were seen riding on larvae being carried out to a spinning 

cluster between 6:35 and 7:53 p.m. Although most Cephaloplectus spp. 

were seen riding in emigration columns of burchelli, large numbers were 

seen running in columns of other hosts. About 55 specimens (1657) were 

seen in a raid column of g. mexicanum (colony E-147) between 7:40 and 

10:00 p.m. Not a single limulodid was seen riding on the workers or on 

any of the thousands of pieces of booty in this column. Four additional 

specimens (1219) were seen running in a raid of the same host species 

(colony E-113) between 8:20 and 9:00 p.m. No major workers and little 

booty were seen in the latter column. The only Cephaloplectus (1847) 

seen along an emigration column of mexicanum was also running. 
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More than 50 individuals of Cephaloplectus (1595) were seen running 

in an emigration of~- dulcius crassinode (colony E-137) which had a 

brood of eggs and young larvae along with a few cocoons containing 

worker pupae. No Cephaloplectus was riding on a cocoon, on brood, booty 

or workers except for two seen on major workers. However, seven more 

were riding on the queen in this emigration (see figure 40). Most of 

the limulodids were in the early part of the emigration before the 

queen was seen. The queen emigrated quite early before most of the 

brood was carried. In another emigration of dulcius (colony E-204), 

Cephaloplectus (2077?) was seen riding on larvae. 

In an emigration of Labidus praedator (colony E-177) two individ

uals of Cephaloplectus (1881) ·were riding on heads of large workers, 

and two were running. In an emigration of Nomamyrmex esenbecki (colony 

E-164} most limulodids ran, but a few rode on booty or army ant larvae, 

and at least 18 rode on the queen (see figure 41 discussed more fully 

below). 

The above data suggest several conclusions: (1) All species of 

Cephaloplectus both run and ride during emigrations. (2) If the brood 

is at least half grown, most Cephaloplectus will ride on the brood. 

(3) If booty is numerous and brood is young or absent, some of the 

limulodids will ride on the booty. (4) The species of Cephaloplectus 

found with Nomamyrmex esenbecki, Eciton mexicanum and dulcius crassi

!l2,2! may have a greater tendency to run rather than ride compared with 

the species found with E. burchelli. (5) Individuals which have been 

riding, but which lose their positions, run in the opposite direction 

to the emigration and attempt to ride again, whereas individuals which 

have been running continue to run toward the new bivouac. 
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~ In an emigration of Nomamyrmex esenbecki {colony E-164) at least 

2-t /J.-e Cephaloplectus sp. ( 1831) were riding on the queen in addition to one 

small worker on her gaster. The limulodids covered virtually her entire 

dorsal surface. Although 18 limulodids stayed on her, probably two or 

three fell off when the queen was picked out of the column with forceps. 

In a small laboratory nest the limulodids stayed on the queen almost 

constantly. When the nest was jarred, most or all of the limulodids 

would leave the queen, but climbed back on her after running around the 

nest for a few seconds. 

These limulodids usually faced anteriorly on the queen with their 

abdomens most frequently turned somewhat toward one side (see figures 

41 and 42). These positions on the alinotum and gaster are probably the 

ones where Cephaloplectus is least likely to fall off. Frequently a 

Cephaloplectus ran onto the head, antennae or legs of the queen but 

rode there only for brief periods. Workers made no attempt to bite or 

remove the limulodids from their queen. Apparently because the limulo

dids did not allow the workers to lick the queen, there were few workers 

around her as long as the limulodids were present. The queen showed no 

reaction toward the limulodids even when the beetles ran out on a flagel

lum. Cephaloplectus rarely rode on the fourth gaster segment, and none 

was seen on the fifth (last) segment unless there was no room anteriorly. 

If only one to four limulodids were placed with the queen, these invari

ably rode on her first, second or third gaster segments. Most of the 

time the limulodids rode quietly on the queen with their mouthparts 

not touching her. However, occasionally they would lick her, and the 

limulodids which ran to other parts of the queen often licked her briefly 

in several places. 
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Several individuals of Ceehaloplectus sp. (1354, 1797) taken from 

emigrations of burchelli (colonies E-11O and E-148) spent many minutes 

cleaning the queens from their host colonies. Each limulodid shifted 

position almost constantly, never spending more than about one second 

at any one point. It ran back and forth repeatedly and often touched 

the first and second gaster segments, petiole and head with its mouth

parts. This species also cleans the legs and antennae of workers using 

the rapid strigulating movements typical of all limulodids which have 

been 0bserved (see Park, 1933 and Wilson, !1 al., 1954) •. One individual 

clear.ad the mandibles of a worker and rested for about one minute with 

its head between the worker's mandibles. Probably ~twas feeding on 

fluids around the mouthparts of the worker. Cephaloplectus also rode on 

the pronotum and elytra of Vatesus rettenmeyeri Seevers and cleaned the 

dorsal surface of the staphylinid more extensively than that of any work

er. The Cephaloplectus apparently irritated the Vatesus which shook 

violently until the limulodid fell off. Cephaloplectus (1814) also rode 

on the abdomen of Ecitochlamys sp. in a laboratory nest but was not seen 

to clean this staphylinid. 

In bivouacs and laboratory nests where larvae or cocoons of the 

army ant were present, Cephaloplectus could be seen running around among 

the brood and going over it with its mouthparts. One might expect that 

the limulodids would find remains of booty plus possible secretions from 

the larvae or workers on the surfaces of the larvae. However, the 

limulodids also were seen licking the surfaces of the cocoons. The only 

time the latter observation was made was on a first nomadic day by which 

time the old cocoons may have acquired some edible material on their sur

faces, or the limulodid may have been attracted by the callow adults 
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inside the cocoons. Cephaloplectus (1597) was seen feeding once on pupae 

of Polistes {given to the ants for food in a laboratory nest). No limu

lodid was ever seen in a refuse deposit, and the Berlese samples from 

these deposits indicate that Cephaloplectus and other limulodids are 

rarely found there. 

The workers always ignored a Cephaloplectus when it was cleaning or 

riding on their backs. However, several times workers attacked limulo

dids running in laboratory nests. The shape of these beetles must be 

some protection against attacks by the ants and is probably an important 

adaptation facilitating their riding on the workers or larvae. These 

small beetles can ride on the sides or upper surfaces of larvae without 

getting in the way of the ant's legs. When a Cephaloplectus fell or was 

kicked on its back, it was momentarily helpless; and the workers could 

bite the legs and edges of its body. The workers on one occasion readily 

amputated the legs of a Cephaloplectus, rolled the limulodid across the 

floor of the nest, and attempted to sting it. 

L1mulodes (Carinolimulodes) philovaqans Seevers~ Dybas: Most 

observations on the behaviQr of Limulodidae of other genera are similar 

to those above made on Cephaloplectus spp. Limulodes philovagans was 

the most abundant of the smaller species. It was found with~- hamatum, 

vagans and dulcius crassinode. Although this species is about half the 

size of the largest Cephaloplectus, the majority of specimens seen in 

emigration columns was running. In a first nomadic emigration of~

hamatum (colony E-121), 26 specimens were seen between 5:58 and 7:18 p.m. 

Most of the brood was carried between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m., and the last 

workers emigrated between 9:15 and 9:30 p.m. It is strange that such 
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small myrmecophiles would run on an emigration when much bigger ones 

often ride. Limulodes philovaqans (2271-X) was also found riding on 

alate males in an emigration of£• vagans (colony E-240). A specimen 

of 1• philovaqans was also seen running in an emigration of hamatum 

(1638, colony E-141) on about the fourth nomadic day. It emigrated 

after the workers had started to carry the larvae. Two specimens were 

seen running in raid columns of hamaturn (1157, colony E-105) between 

6:59 and 8:34 p.m., and another specimen was found running in a raid 

column of dulcius crassinode {2010, E-194) between 5:20 and 5:30 p.m. 

However, on one or two emigrations philovagans was found riding on lar

vae {2077, 2106-A), and on one occasion (2271-X) it rode on alate males 

of vagans (colony E-240), Thus, it appears that this species seldom if 

ever rides on workers, the queen, or booty but will ride on larvae when 

they become at least half grown.= Limulodes philovagans runs along the 

trails much more slowly than the ants and also meanders to both sides of 

the trail. Since philovagans was found at the beginnings of emigrations 

even before the workers had started carrying the brood, such an early 

departure from the old bivouac may help prevent the limulodid's becoming 

lost. The only exception to an early emigration by Limulodes was one 

specimen taken at 7:10 p.m. along an emigration trail about two meters 

from a bivouac site shortly after all the workers had departed (colony 

E-141). No other species of Limulodidae was ever seen after the ants 

had completed emigrating at any point along a trail. The latter case 

and one other where there was a break in a column showed that at least 

this species of Limulodidae can follow the chemical trail when no army 

ants are on it. 
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Limulodes (Carinolimulodes) braehyscelis Seevers !lli! Dybas: This 

species is known only from g. burchelli and is rare in colonies compared 

with Cephaloplectus. 1· brachyscelis rides on larvae and also was found 

among young larval brood in laboratory nests. 

Limulodes .2£• £= One specimen (2271-X) of Limulodes sp, 6 was found 

riding between the ocelli of an alate male of~- vagans. In the labora

tory this Limulodes moved to the underside of the distal segment of the 

middle tarsus. The limulodid stayed there for about five minutes, being 

stepped on every time the male put its foot down. This specimen came 

off as I was trying to determine how it was holding onto the male. At 

least nine other individuals (2106~B) of this same species of Limulodes 

were found riding on the undersides of the distal and penultimate tar. 

someres of the middle and hind legs of vagans workers. These limulodids 

are only slightly wider than the tarsus of the larger workers on which 

they were riding. Each specimen was oriented with its head at the base 

of the tarsomere, and the tip of its abdomen protruded a slight distance 

between the tarsal claws, In this position the tarsal claws did not 

touch the surface on which the ant was standing. The ant essentially 

watks on the dorsum of the limulodid. The one time when a limulod1d was 

seen on the penultimate tarsomere another limulodid was already at the 

end of the tarsus. Because workers taken directly from an emigration 

column had the limulodids on their tarsi, this unusual location must be 

the most common natural position where the species rides. Except for an 

occasional brief stay on some other part of the leg or body of the queen 

or workers, this species of limulodid was almost constantly in this posi

tion. Although a queen was in the laboratory nest, and the 11mulodlds 
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shifted positions or moved to other ants from time to time, none ever 

got on the tarsi of the queen. In addition to licking the surface of 

the queen, Limulodes sp, 6 licked the surfaces of wet leaves and soil 

in preference to wet cotton. 

Limulodes !122·= Limulodes sp. 3 (1876) and sp. 4 (1912) were taken 

from emigration columns of b· praedator, Limulodes sp. 5 (2075) (a new 

species near tibialis Bruch) was taken in an emigration column of g. 

dulcius crassinode, and Limulodes sp. 7 (1826} along with a new genus 

(1826} was taken from an emigration column of Nomamyrmex esenbecki. It 

is not known whether any of these species were running or riding. 
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Staphylinidae 

In addition to over 7,000 specimens of Staphylinidae collected 

from refuse deposits, over 300 myrmecophilous specimens were taken on 

Barro Cclorado Island from columns or bivouacs of army ants. These 

myrmecophiles belong to at least 27 species, and six additional species 

were taken with army ants in Kansas. I am indebted to Dr. C.H. Seevers 

for determining most of the specimens and describing some new species. 

Many of the determinations used here are tentative and may be changed 

when types can be examined. As larger series of a few species are now 

available for study, it is apparent that diagnostic characters pre

viously used may no longer be valid for separating species. Unfortun

ately, most of the species were described from one or several specimens 

taken at a single locality. Approximately 80 genera and 180 species of 

Staphylinidae are known from Ecitonini. Bergmeier (1949) published a 

catalog of these species, and subsequent additions and corrections have 

been published by Bergmeier (1956, 1958b, 1959) and Seevers (1958, 1959). 

All the species taken in Panam, and Kansas during this study are listed 

below in alphabetical order under the most complete determinations avail

able. The locations within colonies, host species and total number of 

specimens taken will be given for each species followed by notes on its 

behavior. Some field numbers will be given in parentheses in the dis

cussions of the species to make it possible to connect observations with 

actual specimens. Unless some other data are given, all specimens listed 

below from ant columns refer to beetles seen running in or directly next 

to the columns, and all specimens were taken on Barro Colorado Island. 
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Dinocoryna tibialis and other species found with Neivamyrmex in the 

United States have been discussed taxonomically by Seevers (1959). His 

paper lists all the specimens found during this survey in Kansas. 

Ecitochlamys ,2E•= In raid and emigration columns of Nomamyrmex 

esenbecki crassicornis (42). 

One specimen of Ecitochlamys was taken as it was running along the 

chemical trail more than 30 minutes after the last ants had passed in a 

raid or emigration column of Nomamyrmex esenbecki (colony E-16O). £.£!_

tochlamys sp. was observed scraping and licking the surfaces of workers 

of Nomamyrmex in laboratory nests with its mandibles and other mouth

parts. The beetle often started by cleaning one surface of an ant's leg, 

and then it pulled and turned the leg with its mandibles and cleaned 

the opposite· side. Even though one or two beetles climbed around on the 

ant and appeared to bite the leg quite hard, the worker stood almost 

motionless. While licking the surfaces of the leg, the staphylinid inter

mittently rubbed the tip of its abdomen against the dorsal surfaces of 

its own elytra, prothorax and head. After the leg was thoroughly cleaned, 

the beetle went over the upper parts of the thorax and abdomen. Several 

workers were watched as they were clean&d in a similar manner, but the 

Ecitochlamys never attempted to clean an ant!s front legs, any tarsi, 

mouthparts or ventral surface. The beetles did not concentrate at the 

joints between segments but went over ·.he e~""::ire surface of a leg seg

ment. Unlike the similar cleaning of :~o'!!!!!y~ done by Zyras sp., 

Ecitochlamys moved its mandibles constantly and extremely rapidly over 
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the surface of an ant. The beetle usually went over a small area 

several times before moving on to a different spot. A limulodid, 

Cephaloplectus sp. (1814), rode on the abdomen on one Ecltochlamys in a 

laboratory nest but was not seen to clean or lick the staphylinid. 

Ecitocleptis socia Bergmeier£!~-.§£•: In emigration column of 

~-!.2.enbecki (3). 

Ecitogaster n. _2E•: In emigration and raid columns of~- praedator 

(12). 

One specimen of Ecitoqaster n. sp. (2262) was put in a laboratory 

nest with eight active and three inactive workers. The ants ignored the 

beetle which ran among them. Even after all workers were pinched to 

prevent them from possibly killing the beetle, the Ecitogaster ignored 

them. 

?Ecitomedon !£•: Found in emigration column of L. praedator (1). 

Ecitomorpha melonotica M!!!.!2: In bivouac sample, raid and emigra

tion columns of g. burchelli (17). 

Two specimens of Ecitomorpha melonotica (1404, 1408) were riding on 

cocoons. 

Ecitomorpha nevermanni Reichenspe?ger: Found in emigration columns 

and bivouacs of~· burchelll (19). 

One specimen (1403) was found riding on a cocoon, and two specimens 

(1679) were riding on booty or hanging onto ·che workers carrying the 

booty. Ecitomorpha neverma!!!2!, resembles its host, g. burchelli, to a 

greater extent in color than in morphology (see figure 48). The legs 
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and antennae of living specimens are the identical shade of brownish 

black. The abdomen is a dark amber brown, and the head and thorax are 

darker, matching the colors of many of the intermediate workers. Com

pared with the abdomens of generalized Staphylinidae, the abdomen of 

Ecitomorpha is morphologically more similar to those of the army ants. 

However, part of the similarity seems negated by the staphylinid's habit 

of holding the abdomen straight or slightly turned upward toward the tip. 

Eciton always holds the tip of its gaster close to the substrate on which 

it is running. The antennae of this staphylinid are similar to those 

of its host in length, thickness, position and virtually constant up 

and down vibration. 

Two specimens of E. nevermanni (1679) were placed in a petri dish -
(20 cm. diameter) at 8:00 a.m. on the morning after they were taken from 

the emigration column. For the next four hours these staphylinids al

most constantly rode on or cleaned two histerids, Euxenlster caroli 

Reichensperger (1679), taken from the same emigration. Ecitomorpha 

used its legs to hold onto the large carinae on the dorsolateral angles 

of the thorax. Most frequently the staphylinids faced anteriorly, but 

sometimes they faced posteriorly or in other directions. At times an 

Ecitomorpha nevermanni remained in the same position on the histerid for 

more than ten minutes. At other times it frequently shifted position, 

intermittently cleaning or scraping the surface of the Euxenister. Three 

pieces of booty (larval and pupal ants from the emigration, and an adult 

polybiine wasp which I added) were in the dish but were ignored by the 

staphylinids. A large and a small intermediate worker were also ignored 

by both species of beetles. Six hours after the beetles and ants had 

been placed in the dish, a major worker was added. Within two minutes 
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one Ecitomorpha started ·cleaning the tarsi of the major. The Euxenister 

climbed on the major and rubbed the ant's head with its legs (discussed 

more fully below in the section on Histeridae). While the histerid was 

rubbing the ant, the Ecitomorpha rode on the back of the histerid and 

rapidly shifted its position and rotated as the histerid constantly 

pushed aside the legs of the staphylinid. The major worker stood quiet

ly while the beetles were running and rubbing on its head. When the 

Ecitomorpha was on the back of the histerid which was riding on the 

middle leg of a major worker, the ant walked without making any attempt 

to remove this large asymmetrical weight. 

The Ecitomorpha apparently did not irritate the Euxenister since the 

histerid did not try to scrape the staphylinid off its back. However, 

the histerid probably could not reach above its own thorax with its legs. 

When the histerid was rubbing a worker with its legs and scraped one of 

the staphylinid's legs off the outside edge of the dorsolateral carinae, 

the staphylinid hooked another leg over a carina. The histerid never 

"played dead," retracting all its legs and antennae, but it constantly 

ran around while the staphylinids were on it. When the histerid ran 

under cotton which brushed the staphylinid off, the Ecitomorpha immedi

ately followed the histerid and got on its back again. 

While licking or cleaning the major workers, the Ecitomorpha did 

not use its mandibles but kept them spread widely. The staphylinids went 

over the legs of the ants more frequently and thoroughly than any other 

part of their bodies. Sometimes straddling the ant's leg, the staphy

linid stood on the bottom of the dish and worked up and down on the dorsal 

surfaces of the ant's tibiae and tarsi. Sometimes the staphylinids 

climbed on a leg of the ant and cleaned part of the tibia or femur. 
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Usually the beetle went over the same small area of the leg several 

times before moving on to an adjacent area . In addition to licking the 

surfaces of the major worker and the histerids, Ecitomorpha drank water 

from cotton. During extensive observations throughout two days, this 

staphylinid never was seen to feed on the booty. 

When touched by the ants or forceps, Ecitomorpha nevermanni was 

never attacked by the ants and never turned in small circles in the 

typical reaction of Thysanura, Grassiella spp. and Trichatelura ~ 

(Caudell) . This staphylinid never was seen to turn the tip of its abdo

men up over its thorax, and probably it can move the tip of its abdomen 

upwards only slightly. There was no evidence that any repellent or 

attractive substance came out of the tip of the abdomen. The Ecito

morpha was frequentl y kicked on its back and had some difficulty right

ing itself apparently because its abdomen is not as mobile as that of 

Tetrad oni a. 

Ecitomorpha ~-: In bivou ac sample of E. burchelli (2). 

Ecitonidia wheeleri Wasmann: In bivouac s of~ nigrescens, 

Lawrence, Kansas (2). 

Ecitonidia wheeleri can follow th e chemical trails of its host. 

Ecitophya bicolor Reichensperger: In e~igration columns and in a 

refuse deposit ( 945- A) of E. burchelli (3). 
;,, 

A specimen of Ecitophya bicolor (1 375) was added to a dish contain-

ing the queen, workers , and other myrmecophiles fr om colony E-110. The 

Ec1tophya immediately climbed on the back of a worker slightly larger 

than itself and started vib rating its mouthparts over the surfaces of 



Corrections for Thesis (C. W. Rettenmeyer) 

~,P• 471, last J, first line should read 1373 not 1375. 

P• 471, second P from bottom should read, "E. • • bicolor •••• In emigration column~, 

bivouacs, and refuse deposit (945;A) of E. burchelli (5). 
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the gaster, alinotum, vertex and parts of several legs. When the worker 

ran across the dish, the staphylinid got on a second worker and repeated 

the process. The Ecitophya also rubbed its legs alternately on the body 

of the worker and then on its own body. This rubbing was not as thor

ough as that seen performed by histerids. The Ecitophya ran over the 

queen several times but did noi stop to "clean" or rub its legs on her. 

Ecitopora ~- !e·= In bivouacs, refuse deposits and flying near 

bivouacs of£• burchelli (over 150). 

This species was one of the most common staphylinids found in 

Eci-refuse deposits of burchelli where it feeds on remains of booty. -
topora must fly to new bivouacs because no specimens were ever taken 

along emigration columns, and flying specimens (1201) were common near 

bivouacs in the early evening as it became dark (5:30 to 6:30 p.m.). 

Some individuals landed immediately on leaves, but most flew back and 

forth a few centimeters above the refuse deposits for several minutes 

before landing. By 7:00 p.m. only an occasional specimen was seen fly

ing and none was seen at dawn or later in the morning. Although~

topora was found in two bivouac samples, those samples included detritus 

from the periphery of the nests. 

Labidoqlobus nevermanni Reichensperger: In raid or emigration 

column of 1· P.raedator (l)o 

Microdonia kansana Seevers: In bivouacs and emigration columns of 

Neivamyrmex niqresc~ and~- opacithorax, Lawrence, Kansas (41). 

M· kansana ran in the center of emigration columns and could follow 

the chemical trails of the ants when workers were not on them. There 
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was a slight increase in the numbers of this species at the end of an 

emigration. 

Microdonia sulcatula (Borqmeier): In bivouacs and emigration columns 

of~- niqrescens and opacithorax, Lawrence, Kansas (23). 

The comments above under M. kansana apply also to M. sulcatula. 

Mimeciton antennatum ~: Found in raid or emigration column of 

L. praedator (16). 

F' (r·. 1 ,-, f • 

Mimeciton coeci Reichensperger: In raid column of L. coecus (1). 

Mimonilla ?ecitonis Wasmann: Found in raid and emigration columns 

of L. praedator (7). 

One specimen (1878) was being carried by a worker, and a second 

specimen (1879) was either being carried or more probably was riding on 

the worker which was carrying a histerid (Convivister nevermanni Reichen

sperger}. Mimonilla ecitonis is entirely a light orange or straw co~or 

except for the tip of its abdomen which is brown. Although the abdomen 

is strikingly similar to the host's gaster in shape, the color of the 

staphylinid and position of the abdomen were noticeably different from 

those of the workers. The tip of the abdomen was always turned up when 

the staphylinid was seen in columns or in laboratory nests. This posi

tion, the darker color and the longer setae at the tip of the abdomen 

suggest that perhaps there are secretory glands there which produce some 

substance attractive to the workers. The workers frequently held M· 
ecitonis by the thorax and carried this species in laboratory nests as 

well as along columns. 



Mimophites borgmeieri Reichensperqer: Found in emigration column 

of 1• praedator (1). 

Mimophites tenellus Reichensper9er Q! ~· !.e•: In raid or emigration 

columns of 1• praedator (2). 

Synecitonides phasma Reichensperger: In raid or emigration column 

of~- praedator (1). 

Tetradonia marginalis Reichensperger: In refuse deposits and in 

raid and emigration columns of g. burchelli, in raid and emigration col

umns of hamatum, and in emigration columns of vagans (57). 

Tetradonia marginalis was never found in a sample of ants taken 

from a bivouac, probably because this beetle stays around the periphery 

of the nests. It was seen throughout the emigrations of hamatum and 

burchelli and could readily follow the chemical trails of the ants when 

no ants were on them (876, 1625, 1658, 1964). On two occasions this 

species was found on trails more than 20 minutes after the last ants 

were seen on them. However, this staphylinid was probably most common 

at the beginning of emigrations. It was the beetle most frequently seen 

along raid columns and along those columns changing from raid to emi

gration columns. I• marginalis appeared to avoid the center of a column 

of burchelli more than the center of a column of hamatum (1388, 1389). 

If this difference did not occur by chance, it may have been due to the 

less dense columns of hamatum and the fact that hamatum does not attack 

as readily as burchelli. T. marginalis was one of the few myrmecophiles 

found in raid columns during the day (2221). 

Tetradonia marginalis was the species seen most freauently attacking 

apparently uninjured, active workers as well as injured workers along the 
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edges of columns and near bivouacs (923, 962, 1625, 1693). The staphyli

nids were not seen to attack workers running along in the middle of raid 

or emigration columns or those running quickly along the edges. Workers 

either standing still or walking slowly along the edges of columns were 

attacked. After one staphylinid started an attack on a worker, a second 

beetle coming along the column would often join in the battle. T. 

marginalis also carried dead workers away from refuse deposits where 

they had been dropped by the army ants. 

When attacking an active worker, I· marqinalis distinctly avoided 

the anterior end and first attacked the posterior or middle legs of the 

ante Rushing at the ant, it grasped the ant's leg in its mandibles. 

When the ant wheeled around to face the staphylinid, the beetle apparently 

shot an invisible gas or liquid from the tip of its abdomen directly to

ward the head of the ant. This substance seemed to stun the ant. While 

the ant momentarily paused, the beetle had time to circle to the opposite 

side and again bite or pull at the ant's leg. After a worker had been 

"gassed" about five times, it no longer wheeled or ran toward the staph

ylinid and soon could no longer stand. There was no indication that the 

legs of the workers had been injured by the staphylinids until after the 

ants could no longer stand up. Several times workers were put with one 

or several of these beetles in petri dishes covered with sheets of glass. 

Little air entered these dishes, and it appeared that all the workers be

came weakened or killed by a substance from the beetles even though each 

ant was not attacked directly. 

When more than one beetle attacked the same ant, it first appeared 

that the beetles were co-operating. At first both beetles pulled the hind 

legs of a worker or alternated the pulling with the chemical attacks. 
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However, after the ant was overpowered, the staphylinids often grabbed 

legs or antennae at opposite ends of the ant and sometimes spent over an 

hour pulling the ant first one way and then another. A single staphylinid 

sometimes carried a dead worker held over its head, but more often the 

beetles pulled the ant 50 to 250 cm. away from the bivouac and then pro

ceeded to cut the ant apart. Two staphylinids had much more difficulty 

feeding than a single individual since one of them usually started pull

ing the ant away. Occasionally thr~e or four beetles pulled on the same 

worker. Even single beetles sometimes pulled an ant for about 15 minutes 

in one direction and then pulled it in the opposite direction. 

It is not known whether I· marginalis ever oviposits on or buries 

the workers. It did not seem to be able to eat much of the ants but did 

cut them apart at the joints. The appendages were usually trimmed off 

first and then the three main regions of the body were separated. Legs 

were removed at the bases, or the tibiae or femora were removed. The 

staphylinids frequently abandoned the workers without dismembering them 

completely. The beetles clearly fed on the juices coming from the open 

ends of the sclerotized pieces but were not seen to cut any of the heavily 

sclerotized areas. Perhaps the prey is partially digested outside the 

bodies of the beetles, and the staphylinids ingest only liquids as was 

suggested by the fluid which sometimes was seen around the mouthparts 

of the feeding beetles. 

Tetradonia proseguens Reichensperqer: In raid and emigration columns 

of g. hamatum (ca. 80). 

T. prosequens was found in all parts of emigrations as well as after 

all the ants had emigrated, and it ran in the center of the columns rather 
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than along the edges. This beetle was found on Barro Colorado Island 

only with hamatum, in contrast to I• marqinalis which was found with three 

species of Eciton including hamatum. In Costa Rica I· proseguens was 

also found only with hamatum, but marqinalis was found with burchelli and 

hamatum (Reichensperger, 1935: 215-216). Tetradonia proseguens also was 

observed capturing adult ants as shown in figure 43. However, proseguens 

appeared less aggressive than marginalis. It also fed on material scraped 

and licked from the surfaces of dead workers. One individual (1529) 

taken from an emigration column (colony E-121) on 18 March 1956 lived 

until 29 or 30 March. During this period it was in a petri dish (diameter 

of 8 cm.) with one major and six intermediate workers, young larval brood 

and booty from its host colony, and water. At no time was the staphylinid 

seen feeding on the booty or brood. The workers died so gradually that 

it is unlikely that the proseguens killed them. Three workers were still 

alive on 23 March, and one was alive after the staphylinid died. The 

staphylinid piled the dead workers at one side of the dish next to a ball 

of moist cotton and frequently hid in the pile of dead workers where it 

appeared to feed on the surfaces of their bodies but did not cut them 

apart. 

T. proseguens has a strong odor which is more likely repellent or 

injurious to the workers than attractive t0 t~em. The workers of hamatum 

several times bit at prosequens in labo~atory nests but did not do visible 

damage. One proseguens was kept in a petri dish (15 cm. diameter) with 

about 150 workers from its host colony of hamatum {E-162). After three 

and one-half days all the workers except for four majors were dead. This 

mortality may have been largely or entirely due to starvation. However, 

even though the cover of the dish had been removed several times after the 
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ants and myrmecophile had been placed in it, the odor of the beetle was 

immediately noticed. No odor of the hamatum could be detected due to the 

strong odor of the proseguens. 

Tetradonia n• !12·= In raid and emigration columns of E. vagans, 

dulcius crassinode and mexicanum (10). 

This species of Tetradonia (1597) was seen to go over the surfaces 

of dead workers with its mouthparts, but it was not seen to attack living 

workers. The dead workers were dragged by the staphylinid to a refuse 

deposit made by workers of dulcius fed in a laboratory nest with Polistes 

brood. This Tetradonia was never seen to feed on the booty refuse. The 

longest any specimen survived in a small laboratory nest was seven days. 

Vatesus lucidus ~: In raid column of Neiv. gibbatus Borgmeier 

at about 4:00 a.m. (1). 

Vatesus panamensis ~: In bivouacs or emigration columns of£• 

burchelli, hamatum, vaqans, dulcius crassinode and possibly mexicanum 

(82 adults, 59 larvae and I pupa reared from a larva). 

y. panamensis was considered a synonym of clypeatus Wasmann (Seevers, 

1958: 188), but there is still some doubt whether this is a correct inter

pretation. Since Barro Colorado Island is the type locality for panamen

sis, additional specimens collected there are more likely conspecific 

with that species than with clypeatus which was found in Brasil. 

y. panamensis was usually taken during the central parts of emigra

tions while the brood was being transported. It runs in the middle of 

the column and is apparently ignored by the ants (see figure 54). Holm

gren (1908: 344) reported that when Vatesus goeldi (Wasmann) was 
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following the columns of its host, the beetle hurried forward from 

hiding place to hiding place. It would often get in the way of the ants 

and then would hide under a leaf. No species of Vatesus observed in 

Panama hid under leaves or other objects while it was emigrating unless 

I touched the beetle when attempting to pick it up. If an ant stepped 

on a Vatesus, the beetle sometimes went to the edge of the column but 

continued its progress. No specimen was ever seen riding on workers, 

queens or males, and it is doubtful whether this species of Vatesus 
~ 

could easily ride because of its large size. On one occasion f· eanamen• 

sis (2170) was seen running in an emigration about 30 cm. behind a queen 

of£• vaqans but within the retinue of workers accompanying her. Most 

other myrmecophiles were not seen running in retinues of queens possibly 

because of the greater excitement among the workers there. y. panamensis 

was never seen in raid columns except for one case when colony E-189 

(hamatum) omitted an emigration in a nomadic phase. The beetle ran a 

short distance out along the raid column at 6:40 p.m. and returned to 

the bivouac. 

A few specimens of Vatesus panamensis were seen in bivouacs, and 

these were in the areas containing the larval brood. On two occasions 

at night I saw this species leave a bivouac of burchelli and run along 

a refuse column to the refuse deposit where the beetle fed on remains of 

the army ant booty. In laboratory nests it also fed on booty and on 

fluids from larvae of burchelli which had previously been pierced by a 

histerid. Most specimens of Vatesus panamensis ran around almost con

stantly when placed in laboratory nests. They avoided light and crawled 

into any corners or cracks where it was darker than the main nest. With

out such hiding places they appeared to become exhausted and died in a 
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few hours, lhis staphylinid never was seen to feed on the surfaces of 

the ants and avoided all possible contact with the workers. On one 

occasion a specimen climbed on a queen (g. vagans) but not for more than 

a few seconds. Several times y. panamensis was seen to rest while touch

ing other specimens of its species, but it would not rest in the same way 

in a group of workers. 

When a worker ant stepped on the top of these staphylinids, the 

beetles did not raise the tips of their abdomens like the predatory 

Tetradonia. Repeatedly when a worker ran over or attempted to bite y. 
panamensis, the staphylinid pulled its antennae, but not its legs, under 

its large pronotum, stayed motionless for two or three seconds and then 

ran off. When these beetles died in laboratory nests, sometimes the ants 

pulled them partially apart; and sometimes, even when there had been no 

food in the small nests for up to nine hours, the ants ignored the beetles. 

One active Vatesus (1232) was promptly killed and eaten in a laboratory 

nest containing several thou$and burchelli workers from its host colony. 

y. panamensis ignored myrmecophilous Thysanura, Histeridae~ and 

other genera of Staphylinidae; all of which likewise ignored the Vatesus. 

However, a limulodid, Cephaloplectus (1354), was seen to "clean" a 

Vatesus in the same manner in which it licked and scraped over the sur

faces of the ants. While the limulodid was rapidly going over the dorsal 

surface of the male y. panamensis (1376), the staphylinid shook back and 

forth until the limulodid was dislodged. (A more detailed observation 

of comparable behavior is given below under y. rettenmeyeri.) 

Over 70 larvae of V. panamensis were taken in emigration columns 

of Eciton spp. on Barro Colorado Island. Their identification seems 

certain because: (1) they belong to the subfamily Tachyporinae (det. 
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Seevers) which includes no other genus found with Ecitonini; (2) the 

larvae are larger than most or all other staphylinids found in these 

colonies; (3) no other species of Vatesus is known from most of the hosts; 

and (4) one specimen was reared from a larva to a pupa having the main 

morphological features of Vatesus. I believe these are the first larvae 

which have been identified for any species of my=mecophile found with the 

army ants. Only one other much smaller species of unidentified staphyli

nid larva was found running in an emigration column of army ants in 

Panama. 

The Vatesus larvae were taken from emigration columns of two colo

nies of hamatum (E-121 and E-168} and one colony of g. dulcius crassinode 

(E-137). Since both panamensis and a similar species of Vatesus were 

taken with dulcius crassinode, the last group of larvae may belong to 

either species. One larva of panarnensis was taken at about 8:00 p.m. 

along a raid column on the 21st and last statary day of colony E-168. 

At this time several Tetradonia and two Thysanura, Trichatelura manni 

(Caudell), were also seen in the raid column. These myrmecophiles were 

running both away from and toward the bivouac. However, those going away 

from the bivouac were sometimes forced to reverse their direction since 

at least 95% of the ants were running toward the bivouac. Any possi

bility for an emigration apparently was blocked by this incoming traffic, 

and all the myrmecophiles probably would have returned to the bivouac. 

Except for the above case, all larvae of Vatesus panarnensis taken with 

hamaturn were found during two emigrations beginning nomadic phases. Most 

of the larvae were at least three-fourths grown, and some became inactive 

prepupae within three days of when they were taken. Therefore, it is 

probable that eggs or larvae are deposited by the adults in the bivouacs 
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near the beginning of the statary phase. The above evidence is the best 

yet found to support the hypothesis that some myrmecophiles have a life 

cycle correlated with the life cycle or activity cycle of their hosts. 

The larvae were more highly restricted in the time when they emi

grated than any other group of myrmecophiles seen running in the columns. 

For example, in the emigration of colony E-121 on 18 March 1956 at least 

80% of the ants were running away from the old bivouac at 5:00 p.m., 

and the first booty was seen being carried away from the bivouac at 

5:27 p.m. At 6:23 p.m. one larval Vatesus emigrated. The emigration 

gradually became stronger with numerous callow workers in the column 

by about 7:00 p.m. and with young brood primarily carried between 7:30 

and 8:30 p.m. Seven adult y. panamensis were taken between 7:27 and 

8:34 p.m. After 9:00 p.m. the column gradually decreased until the last 

workers passed about 9:20 p.m. The second Vatesus larva was seen in the 

column at 9:10 p.m., three more were seen between 9:21 and 9:23 p.m., 

and 14 were seen between 9:24 and 9:26 p.m. 

On 13 June 1956 a first nomadic emigration of a second colony of 

hamatum {E-168) also had the larval Vatesus only at the end. Between 

6:15 and 6:50 p.m. the emigration route was followed to the new bivouac 

which was judged to contain about ten per cent of the colony at 8:40 p.m. 

Larvae of Vatesus were not seen along the column when it was followed, 

nor were they seen from 6:50 until 9:15 p.m. while the column was watched 

constantly. Four larvae passed between 9:15 and 9:30 p.m., ten between 

9:30 and 9:45 p.m., and 15 between 9:45 and 9:52 p.m. Only a few ants 

were in the column after 9:30, and the last worker was seen at 9:51 p.m. 

Although the trail was watched until 10:27 p.m., no more larvae of 

Vatesus were seen along it. 
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The third emigration which included larval Vatesus wa& that of g. 

dulcius crassinode (colony E-137) seen on 2 April 1956. This emigration 

probably was the first one in a nomadic phase since numerous light 

callows, a few cocoons containing dulcius workers, and numerous eggs and 

young larvae were in the column. No larval Vatesus were seen until 16 

ran along the route just before and after the last workers were passing 

the observation point. 

In conclusion, virtually all larvae of Vatesus emigrate in the final 

few meters of an emigration column. A few may emigrate at the beginning 

of emigrations. The adults, however, emigrate primarily in the middle 

of the emigration while brood is being carried. Although no larval 

Vatesus were seen in a bivouac, these data suggest that the larvae are 

found in the bottom of the bivouac rather than among the brood. Perhaps 

they feed on booty or booty refuse which is more concentrated near the 

bottoms of bivouacs. 

Unlike the millipeds, the larvae of Vatesus do not become more 

abundant at the end of an emigration as a result of their running more 

slowly than the ants. Not only did they appear to run just as quickly, 

but one emigration of harnatum was watched one to three meters from the 

old bivouac, too close for any difference in rate of running to be sig

nificant. Moreover, the larval Vatesus were also at the end of an emi

gration watched ten meters from the old bivouac. The larvae di.d not 

appear to be bothered by the workers running on top of or next to them. 

No larva was carried by a worker. In laboratory nests the workers and 

larval Vatesus ignored each other except for one occasion when four work

ers simultaneously attacked a larva. No visible damage was done to the 

larva, and the workers ceased the attack after a few weak bites. The 
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long setae protruding from all sides may provide some protection. When 

the head is retracted it is covered by a large pronotum as in figure 50. 

If workers ran over a larva or if the anterior end was grasped with 

forceps, the larva held onto glass or other substrates by the pygopod on 

the tip of the abdomen (see figure 50). The larvae did not feed on booty 

or the eggs and young larvae of hamatum but did feed on injured worker 

prepupae of burchelli put in the laboratory nest. Several phorids were 

also killed and eaten by larvae of y. panamensis in a vial. The lack 

of feeding by most of the larvae may be attributable to their being 

ready to pupate. 

One larva taken on 19 March became a prepupa on 22 March and a 

pupa on 26 March. Photographs of these three stages are shown in figures 

50 to 53. The larva does not molt when changing to a prepupa. As can 

be seen in figure 52, the body of the prepupa is curved with the head 

and legs drawn close together. All the prepupae lay on their sides in 

this position. Although one prepupa molted to a pupa in three days, other 

prepupae were kept for as long as ten days without molting. None of 

these appeared dead or injured within that period. No movement could 

be detected in any of the prepupae which were handled with forceps, but 

the pupa moved slightly. On the day after the prepupa molted, acarid 

mites were found feeding on the pupa, and on the following day the pupa 

was preserved because of the damage being caused by the mites in spite 

of attempts to remove them. All other larvae and prepupae died within 

ten days. 

Since no prepupae nor pupae were found in columns, they may be 

found in detritus of soil beneath the bivouacs. (No dirt was in the 

laboratory nests.) The adults have wings and could fly to new colonies 
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after emerging. It would be unlikely that wings would be retained by 

these otherwise highly modified beetles unless they were of adaptive 

value. The beetles were never seen to fly even when picked up and dropped 

a distance of about one meter. 

Vatesus praedatorius Seevers: In raid columns of three colonies of 

L. praedator (15). 

These beetles were all found running in the centers of raid columns 

during the day and night (approximate times: 5:00 and 8:00 a.m., 2:00 

and 9:00 p.m.). The largest number taken with one colony was nine found 

just behind the swarm front. One beetle (with five workers) and two 

beetles (with 15 workers) were alive in vials two hours after they were 

collected but were dead seven hours later. The dead specimens showed no 

damage caused by the workers. Water but no food had been provided during 

this period. This species has also been taken with 1· praedator in Costa 

Rica (Seevers, 1958: 196). 

Vatesus rettenmeyeri Seevers: In emigration column of Nomamyrmex 

esenbecki crassicornis (colony E-164) (82 seen, 70 taken). 

Vatesus rettenmeyeri was found running in the center of the column 

during the middle of an emigration when brood was being carried. In 

contrast, y. schneirlai was found with the same colony but only in a raid 

column and at the end of the emigration (see below). y. rettenmeyeri, 

like~- panamensis, did not seem to be attracted to booty, living or 

dead workers, or queens. Several times limulodid beetles (Cephaloplectus 

sp.) climbed on the backs of this staphylinid and started to "clean" them. 

Usually they fell or were knocked off the Vatesus within a few seconds. 

One Cephaloplectus (1821) rode on the pronotum of y. rettenmeyeri for 
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about one minute. The Vatesus got highly excited and ran in tight 

circles twisting and turning rapidly while running around inside the 

nest. The limulodid moved down onto the abdomen and was shaken off when 

the Vatesus flipped its abdomen back and fortb. Since the Vatesus irnmedi• 

ately became quiet as soon as it was free of the limulodid, I believe the 

Cephaloplectus caused the violent activity. The response of the Vatesus 

was surprising since the pronotum and elytra appear to be heavily armored. 

Perhaps the limulodid grasped or pulled the scattered minute hairs on 

the dorsal surface of the Vatesus. 

Vatesus schneirlai Seevers: In refuse deposit of£• burchelli and 

in a raid and emigration column of Nomamyrmex esenbecki crassicornis 

(colony E-164) (11). 

A single specimen of~. schneirlai taken on 28 March 1956 was the 

only Vatesus found in about 100 samples from refuse deposits of§• 

burchelli. This sample was collected at 6:50 p.m. when Vatesus from 

the bivouac may have been visiting the refuse deposit. Two specimens 

were taken as they were running in a raid column of colony E-164 between 

1:00 and 10:00 a.m. on 18 May 1956. During the evening and night of the 

same day this colony emigrated, but not a single y. schneirlai was seen. 

However, 82 ~- rettenmeyeri were seen in the emigration column during 

the period of observation from 6:10 to 11:30 p.m. On the following day 

(19 May) when the emigration had almost ended, six more schneirlai were 

taken between 2:30 and 3:00 p.m. These data suggest that Vatesus 

schneirlai may stay around the edges of the bivouacs and may feed on the 

booty refuse deposited there. 
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Vatesus !!• !e·: In emigration columns of §_. dulcius crassinode { 15). 

Two of three emigrations of g. dulcius crassinode (colonies E-137, 

E-143 and E-204) included specimens of Vatesus panamensis in addition 

to this new species. The two species were both running in the columns 

with neither species being segregated at the ends of the emigrations as 

was reported above when V. rettenmeyeri and schneirlai were found in the 

same emigration. 

?Zyras ~- ill·= In raid and emigration columns of~- burchelli, 

hamatum, 1· praedator, ~- esenbecki and~- pilosus; in bivouacs of 

burchelli and vagans; and in refuse deposits of burchelli (about 65). 

Several species of Myrmedoniini are grouped here since it is im

practical to separate them at the present time. Some or all of these 

species feed on booty refuse and on dead army ants (1006), and a few 

species attack living workers. In the evening and early morning (unlike 

Ecitopora) these beetles fly around the bivouacs in large numbers (about 

50 in a cubic volume about 30 cm. on a side) (1205, 1207). One specimen 

(2233) was taken over a swarm raid of E. burchelli. At least several 

species of ?Zyras ~- ill• ran primarily along the margins of emigration 

columns rather than in the centers of the columns. These beetles were 

watched as they ran for several meters without attacking any workers. 

Two specimens of one species (2132, shown in figures 45, 46, 47 

and 49) were taken from a raid or emigration column of Nomamyrmex esen

becki and placed with a few workers in a petri dish. Regardless of 

whether it was attacking or feeding on an ant, this species of staphylinid 

almost constantly had its abdomen turned far up over its head (see figures 

45 and 46). There was no clear indication that the ants were repelled 

by any substance coming from the tip of the abdomen. The beetles were 
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not seen to attack each other or the active workers in the dish, but 

all the workers were almost dead within four hours. When an ant was 

still able to move but unable to stand, the staphylinids started dragging 

it around the dish. The beetles shifted their hold on the ants fre

quently even though the ants were not actively opposing them. Sometimes 

one beetle started pulling the leg of the other staph.ylinid, but it im

mediately ceased although the beetle being pulled did not retaliate but 

continued to feed or pull on the ant. Even when feeding on the same coxa 

or trochanter and also at all other times, the two staphylinids ignored 

each other. The beetles made no attempt to fly when one crawled on my 

hand or when the dish was not covered. 

The beetles appeared to have two distinct methods of feeding. The 

first method was that used by most myrmecophilous staphylinids in which 

the mouthparts rapidly move back and forth, and the beetle seems to lick 

and scrape material from the surfaces 0f the ants. Fine particles on 

the ants could be seen to disappear as these staphylinids went over the 

ants with their mouthparts~ These starhylin:ds (2132) also fxeq~ently 

c~.eaned their antennae and rnmetimes ':> ~h~r pdrts of their bodies in a 

similar manner. In this method of feeding the mouthparts appear dry, 

and the mandibles are not used extensively if at all. 
In the s :cond method of f egding, ·:.:he st.aphyliaid gra ~ped part of the 

ant with its ;11andibles, o 1,: ...1 d ... ~cip of :fluid --:e, vel'ed the rnouthparts and 

area of the prey around the mandibles. The beetle then drew in the fluid 

except ~or a trace which often remained on t:1e ant. The latter method 

was only used on thd basal parts of appendag~s (pedicels, coxae and 

trochanters). No appen~ages or other parts ~ere c~t or pulled off the 

workers until about a day later. 
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Nine days after the staphylinids were taken, one beetle was found 

dead and being carried throughout the nest by the other. The legs and 

head had been removed from the dead staphylinid. On the previous after

noon both beetles had been active. Since no workers of Nomamyrmex were 

available, a worker of Eciton vagans was pinched to insure that it would 

not kill the staphylinid, and it was added to the nest. The staphylinid 

ignored the vagans completely. 

~ genus !!!,2 species: In raid or emigration column of Nomamyrmex 

esenbecki (1). 

Larvae, ?genus: In raid column of Neivamyrmex humilis (Borgmeier) 

{ 2). 

These larvae (1297, 2198) were running in the raid column between 

11:00 and 11:30 p.m. The subfamily could not be determined by Dr. 

Seevers. 
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Pselaphidae 

The family Pselaphidae includes many myrmecophiles, and the species 

most highly specialized for living within ant colonies are in the sub

family Clavigerinae (Jeannel, 1956; Park, 1942). This subfamily, how

ever, includes no species living with the African driver or American 

army ants (Dorylinae) (Jeanne!, 1956: 198). Probably all myrmecophilous 

pselaphids, except for some of the clavigerines, are tolerated scavengers 

(synoeketes). However, on the basis of this limited survey in Panama, 

it seems doubtful whether any Pselaphidae live within colonies of army 

ants (Ecitonini) even as tolerated scavengers. Nevertheless, three 

species have been reported associated with army ants, Hamotus (Hamotoides) 

ecitophilus Raffray, Arthmius macrocephalus Schaufuss, and Decarthron 

euspinifrons Park. The first species was found with large ants of the 

genus Eciton /sens. lat.7 (Raffray, 1909: 47), and the second one was 

found in columns of Labidus praedator (Wasmann, 1900: 250). It was not 

stated whether the latter species was running, riding or being carried 

in the columns. The third species, Q_. eusp1nifrons, was taken on Barro 

Colorado Island with a quart of Eciton burc~elli from a bivouac in a 

narrow interbuttress space. It was considered a synoekete of burchelli 

largely because it "was in the midst of a long festoon of ants and cer

tainly would be quickly destroyarl unlass it was a tolerated guest'' (Park, 

1942: 197). Since no further specimens of this species were found in 

our survey of over a half million ants from more than 20 colonies of 

g. burchelli from the type locality, it seems improbable that 2_o euspini

frons is an ecitophile. Probably this speci~s was found when the pre

served ants were sorted. It may have been booty which sometimes remains 

intact for a time within a bivouac, or it may have been around the 
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periphery of the bivouac. 

Moreover, no specimens of Pselaphidae were found in samples of army 

ants taken from bivouacs, and no pselaphids were found in columns. Five 

species were taken in refuse deposits of g. burchelli, but these species 

were rare. Two of the species were found more frequently in forest floor 

litter where no army ants were seen. Until observations on the behavior 

of these beetles indicate that the species are clearly myrmecophiles, 

I believe all pselaphids taken near army ants have been found by chance 

and should be considered myrmecocoles. 
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Histetidae 

About 140 spe ci mens of His terid ae belonging t o species which are 

distinctly myrrnecophi l ou s were colle cted on Barro Col orado Island. This 

t otal does not include about 185 specime ns f ound in refuse deposi ts . In 

the la t t er gr oup there ~r e some speci es which may be myrmecophil es in the 

strict sense s ince t hey have also been found in sampl es from bivou acs of 

army ants. The dis cus s ion belo w will emphasiz e tho se speci es known to be 

myrmecophil es . All det er minations have been made by Mr. Ruper t L. Wenze l 

whose help and enco ura gement I wish to ackn owledge. All t he records 
o\ <"C,.. 

li sted are fr om Bar r o Col orado Isla nd except where other data i:s giv en. 

Specim ens coll ect ed fr om colu mns may have been r unning, ridin g , or carr ied 

by the ant s , i f no specific detai l s are given . 

Allo i odi tes ~ - _§£- : Thi s species is primar il y foun d i n re f use 

deposits; however, one spe cimen (187 6) was as pirated along with ants 

from an emigration column of Labidu s praedator (colony E- 177). 

Chei l ister lucidulu s ?._~~chensperqer: In r efuse depo s it colu mn of 

Eciton burc he lli (1694) (1 sex?); in bivouac sampl e of burche ll i, colon y 

' 55 B-I V- N ( 1040) ( 1 sex? ). 

Al t hough Chei li ster lucidulus was rare on Barr o Col orado Island 

and never f ound in a column of burchell i i o~el i , it has been r eport ed 

"i n al most all colu mns" of~- burch e lli at Hamburg Farm, Costa Rica 

(Reichensperger, 1935: 209- 210) , Bergmeier (1955: 188-189) stated that 

both burchelli for e li and E· E~~~}~inum ar e f ound at Hamburg F~r m nenr 

San Jose , Costa Rica. Reic hensperger aJ.so rep orted that Ch. lu c idulu~ 

had not been found in th e mountai ns with bur c0el l i infumatum, consi dered 
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a synonym of£· parvispinum by Borgmeter. Therefore, the association of 

abundance of this guest with the subspecies of host does not appear to 

be as good as has been reported. Cheilister monotonus Reichensperger 

and f!!· sphaeroides Reichensperger, known from~· hamatum and Neiva

mvrmex pilosus in Costa Rica, have not been found on Barro Colorado 

Island. 

Clientister henrici Reichensperger: In bivouac samples of g. 

burchelli: 17 March 1955, colony 155 B-IV-N (1040-A) (1 sex?); 20 April 

1956, colony E-149 (1663) (1 sex?). 

This species was originally described from several specimens taken 

with burchelli foreli in Costa Rica (Reichensperger, 1935: 190-193). 

Convivister nevermanni Reichensperger: In emigration column of 

L. praedator: 30 May 1956, colony E-177 (1879) (ld). 

Convivister nevermanni was described from one specimen seen carried 

by a worker in a column of 1· praedator at Hamburg Farm, Costa Rica 

(Reichensperger, 1936: 224-226; 1939b: 300). In Panama one specimen was 

seen being carried in an emigration column by a worker; and when the 

worker was aspirated from the column, a specimen of Mimonilla ecitonis 

Wasmann was also taken. Apparently this staphylinid was riding on the 

same worker or on the histerid carried by the worker. During brief 

observations in a laboratory nest, a worker held and carried the histerid 

for about two minutes with its mandibles against the edges of the his4 

terid's thorax. Since the convivister was carried dorsal side up, there 

is no possibility that it was holding onto the ant. The ants were not 

seen to lick this histerid. 
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Ecclisister bickhardti costae-ricae Reichensperger: In emigration 

columns of E. burchelli: 4 March 1955, colony '55 B-IV (954-B) (1 sex?), 

8 March 1955, colony '55 B-IV (989-B) (1 sex?), 5 March 1956, colony 

E-110 (1356) (1 sex?); in refuse deposit of burchelli: 16 March 1955, 

colony '55 B-IV-S (1030) (1 sex?); in bivouac sample of burchelli: 

20 May 1956, colony E-148 (1836) (2 sex?). 

Ecclisister bickhardti (Reichensperger, 1923b: 248-249) was origin

ally described from specimens found from burchelli in Brasil. The 

"subspecies" costae-ricae was described from specimens found in a column 

and nest of burchelli foreli at Hamburg Farm, Costa Rica. On Barro 

Colorado Island one specimen {1356) was found riding on the posterior 

end of a worker cocoon of burchelli being carried by an ant on an emi

gration starting a nomadic phase. A second specimen (954-B) was either 

riding on a male burchelli or possibly riding or being carried by a work

er. A third specimen was riding on a male burchelli in an emigration. 

Later in a laboratory nest the histerid stood on the head of a male 

with its mouthparts close to those of the male. No fluid could be seen 

around the mouthparts of either insect, and it is not known whether the 

histerid was feeding. 

Euxenister caroli Reichensperger: In emigration columns of E. 

burchelli: 23 February to 28 April 1956, colonies E-110, E-111, E-132, 

E-136 {4d', 69). 

All specimens of Euxenister caroli were seen in emigration columns 

of burchelli during the period when the army ant brood was being carried. 

At least 20 additional specimens were seen in columns and not ·caken. Six 

out of the ten specimens taken were running along in the center of 
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emigration columns. The remaining four specimens were hanging onto a 

larva or cocoons carried by the workers. At least one of these histerils 

had one or two legs hooked onto the worker. However, it was clear from 

both field and laboratory observations that the histerids primarily hold 

onto the object carried rather than to the ants themselves. Laboratory 

observations indicated that these histerids climbed onto a cocoon or 

larva after it had been picked up by the ant rather than before it was 

picked up. The Euxenister rode on larvae and cocoons, either booty or 

brood. Euxenister caroli was seen on a number of other emigrations but 

was never seen along raid columns or in refuse deposits. Since these 

beetles run into the bivouac during the emigration, they undoubtedly 

stay within the temporary nest until the next emigration. This species 

probably runs more frequently during emigrations at the beginning of the 

nomadic phase after all the workers have emerged from cocoons but before 

the larvae are large enough for them to grasp. 

Euxenister caroli has exceptionally long legs for a histerid (see 

figure 55), and it runs along the emigrations at approximately the same 

speed as the ants. This histerid appears quite awkward and is one of 

the most conspicuous guests found in the emigrations of burchelli. The 

elongation of the legs is probably partially an adaptation for increas

ing the speed of the histerid. When holding onto workers or other ob

jects, the legs are sometimes folded tightly against the histerid's body 

with only the tarsi extended and grasping the object. This position 

of the legs was used when Euxenister caroli was seen riding on the under

side of the alitrunk of a submajor worker. The posterior end of the 

abdomen of the histerid was directly below the anterior edge of the ant's 

gaster. Although the histerid appeared to be holding onto the middle 

I/_'' 
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anJ h~~rl ccxaes +h? a~+ still ran ~t full ~peAd ~hr~ugh0u+ the nest. 

EuxeAister· caroH was frequently seen using its long legs for rubbing 

itself and the bodies of the ants. Usually it rubbed major workers, but 

occasionally it was seen on submajors or large intermediates. When two 

contracted queens (E-110 and E-136) were in dishes with workers,~

ister was more attracted to major workers than to queens. The rubbing 

usually started shortly after Euxenister climbed on the thorax or head 

of a worker. The histerid rubbed two or three of its legs alternately 

at lightning speed for three to ten strokes against the alinotum and head 

of a worker. Then it rubbed the legs against the sides of its own body 

for several strokes. While rubbing with its legs, Euxenister folds its 

tarsi into grooves. Sometimes the histerid held onto the worker only by 

grasping a scape in its mandibles and then used four or six legs for 

rubbing the worker's head, antennae and mandibles. While two or three 

legs were rubbing extremely rapidly, the other legs shifted their posi

tion and did a little rubbing much more slowly. The rubbing continued 

for a few seconds even when the pair rolled over so that the histerid was 

lying upside down with the worker between its legs. 

Sometimes the histerid moved to the ventral side of the head of a 

major worker and rubbed the ant's antennae and mandibles thoroughly. 

While rubbing the head, the histerid simultaneously cleaned the antennae 

with its mouthparts. It did not grasp the antennae with its mandibles 

but licked the surface or strigulated over it repeatedly with its maxil

lae.1 The head of one major was rubbed almost constantly for four 

1 The term "licking" is used here to indicate when an insect touches 

a surface with any of its mouthparts except the mandibles. The term 
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minutes at the same time that another Euxenister caroli rubb ed i t on the 

opposite side for two minutes. Throug h the entire process , the major 

stood almost motionless . When the histerid rubbed the more distal parts 

of the antennae or mandibles of a major, the hind legs were used to 

hold onto th e major ' s head. The front and middle legs were used 

alternately or simultan eous ly for rubbing. When Euxeni st er used its 

front legs for rubbing ants~ it also rubbed the top of its head with 

these legs. 

The frequency and duration of this rubbir.g by t he histerid suggests 

that it ha s some biological importance . Perhaps by this process the 
c.o\o"y 

Euxenister transfers the &A~l odor from the surface of the ants t o 

its own body . The beetle can rub its legs on all expo sed surfaces of 

its body except the pronotum and the part of th e elytra between the 

dorsolateral carinae . Therefore , the beetl e could transfer the odor from 

the ant s to the parts of its body most subject to attack or injury by the 

ants. When army ants become maximally excited while attacking an insect, 

they sometimes grasp the l eg of another worker in their mandibles but 

immediately release it . Presumably the same chemical which protects 

the workers from being inj ured by members of their own colony also pro

tects the hist erids . Reichensperger (1924a: 130- 131) reported that 

histological sect i ons showed that the prothorax of Euxenister is filled 

with masses of glands which discha r ge through pores on the outer surface, 

and the long yellow hairs on th e pr othorax and e l ytra have been con

sidered 11trichomes" presumably highly attractive to t he ants 

" strigilating" indicat es a rapid scraping by the mouthpart s . The maxilr 

lae are used most extensively in strigilating, but some insects us e other 

mouthpart s in c luding the ~andib les. The mouthparts usually move more 

slow ly when li cking than when strigi l ating . 
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(Reichensperger, 192~a: 334). A detailed study of the histology of 

Chrysetaerius iherinqi Reichensperger showed that a unicellular gland 

opens in the socket of each trichome hair and apparently secretes an oil 
v--... _-~,-. ,,·\·:..·-·. -~,.\ 

which covers the hair (Seyfried, 1928: 26). The glands of Euxenister 

may be similar; and because the ants were never seen to lick or be at

tracted to the trichomes, the possibility exists that the main function 

of the oily secretion is to absorb material from the surfaces of the ants. 

The trichomes on the dorsolateral carinae may be more important for 

rubbing material off of the histerid's legs =ather than for holding the 

glandular secretions in a place where the ants can readily lick them. 

It would seem less likely that the histerid uses its legs to transfer 

the oily secretion from the dorsolateral trichomes to the bodies of the 

ants. The long hairs on the inner surfaces of all the tibiae are most 

likely adaptations for increasing the efficiency of the rubbing process. 

Seyfried (1928: 21-22, 27, 57) thought that the long hairs on the legs 

of Chrysetaerius iherinqi were covered with a secretion which "charms," 

"pleases" or "fascinates" the ants and thus protects the legs. However, 

the hairs on the legs of Chrysetaerius are also most extensively de

veloped on the inner surfaces of the middle and hind tibiae. If these 

hairs on the legs of both genera have a protective function, one would 

expect to find the hairs on the outer surfaces of the legs. In addition, 

there was no direct evidence that the ants were attracted or repelled by 

any substance on the legs or dorsolateral trichomes of Euxenister when 

the ants bit them. The possibility remains that the long hairs are of 

some protective advantage because they sometimes pull out or break off 

when an ant bites them and thus may allow the histerid to escape. Such 

attacks may be frequent in nature because specimens of different genera 

' 
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of histerids have been found with many hairs missing. These histerids 

have been considered grazed upon ("abgeweidet," Borgmeier, 1948b: 390) 

by the ants because the hairs were assumed to be covered by a highly 

attractive substance. However, the only times ants licked Euxenister 

caroli were several periods of one or a few seconds when they licked the 

outer surface of a leg. The most highly attractive substance from 

caroli appeared to be its fecal material. When one beetle defecated a 

drop of wiiite fluid on a piece of glass, three workers immediately were 

attracted to the drop and licked it up within a few seconds. 

Some inconclusive evidence supports the hypothesis that the rubbing 

by the histerids decr&ase~ the vigor of attacks by the workers. One 

male and one female Euxenister caroli (1235, 1236) were taken from an 

emigration on 23 February 1956 at about 8:00 p.m. These histerids were 

kept isolated from all other insects until they were introduced into a 

laboratory nest 16.5 hours later. The ants in this nest were from the 

same colony, but they had been taken on 20 February. No histerids were 

in the laboratory nest until the two Euxenister were introduced. As 

soon as the histerids were put in the nest, they were attacked by several 

workers. When attacked by workers or touched by forceps, Euxenister did 

not wheel around as Thysar,ura do but stood quietly or ran off. If 

touched hard enough by forceps, the beetles would retract all their 

appendages. The histerids we~e not injured by the ants and ran away 

from them after a short struggle. The Euxenister immediately rubbed 

workers for a few seconds. However, shortly after leaving a worker, one 

histerid was again attack~d. Three workers pulled legs on opposite sides, 

and the histerid appeared unable to pull away from the~. Two other 

workers joined the attack anJ pulled on the dorsolateral thora~ic carinae 
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moving the histerid a few centimeters across the nest. Twice workers 

appeared to try to sting the Euxenister without success. The maximum 

number of workers which joined in the attack was seven; but when four 

of these released their hold, the histerid was able to drag three workers 

which were pulling on it toward an area with fewer workers. After a 

fight of seven minutes, the histerid pulled away from the ants and imme

diately got on the back of a large intermediate worker and again rubbed. 

The histerid did not appear to be injured in any way by the army ants. 

It is clear that the legs of this beetle are not as easily amputated as 

those of most insects which the army ants were seen attacking. The 

histerid kept its antennae hidden when the ants were attacking it. The 

two histerids placed in this nest were not attacked for at least several 

hours after the above encounters. Moreover, one large intermediate kept 

its mandibles spread open while a histerid stood between them and rubbed 

the ant's head. On the following day, several workers briefly pulled the 

histerid, but this encounter lasted only a few seconds. Later several 

workers appeared to be attempting to sting one histerid, and it retracted 

all its appendages in as far as possible. After several seconds, the 

histerid dashed away. Although the above observations do not give any 

clear indication that the rubbing by the histerid prevents or lessens 

attacks by the workers, these data show that in one case Euxenister was 

attacked primarily when it was first introduced into the laboratory nest. 

Moreover, these observations prove that even though it has trichomes, 

Euxenister caroli is subject to attacks by its host. Since both booty 

and some larval brood were in t~e laboratory nest and the workers had 

only been in the laboratory for four days, the workers were not induced 

by starvation to attack the beetle. 
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Euxenister caroli also spreads its mandibles wide and licks the 

surfaces of workers with its other mouthpartso However, most feeding by 

this species seems to be done by mouth-to-mouth trophallaxis with the 

workers. In one case a histerid and ant started such feeding in a frac

tion of a second, and it was not possible to determine whether any par

ticular type of antenna! or other contact was preliminary to the actual 

feeding. Both ant and histerid reared upward and each partially sup

ported the other. The Euxenister sometimes had just its hind legs on 

the floor of the nest; the ant usually had its middle and hind legs on 

the floor. The dorsum of the histerid was approximately vertical. The 

mandibles of the worker were wide apart, and its other mouthparts were 

closely pressed against or interdigitated with the mouthparts of the 

histerid. The mouthparts were together for at least 45 seconds in the 

longest feeding observed. Even though such pairs frequently shifted 

their positions, they kept their mouthparts together. No fluid could 

be seen around the mouthparts, but presumably the histerid received 

something from the ant. Similar observations of such mouth contact be

tween workers of burchelli and Euxenister caroli were made about five 

times. 

In addition to the above observations which are assumed to be feed

ing, the Euxenister caroli also fed on larvae of burchelli. This his

terid was seen to pierce the subapical abdominal segment of an active, 

uninjured larva. The larva reared up and pushed its head against the 

histerid when it was bitten. The beetle immediately drank some of the 

fluid oozing from the wound, and soon a staphylinid, Vatesus panamensis 

(Mann), a thysanuran, Trichatelura manni (Caudell), and a burchelli 

worker also fed at the wound. In laboratory nests the army ant workers 
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usually eat the larvae from their own colonies but probably would not 

have attacked their larvae after four days with booty still available. 

Some cannibalism of cocoon broods by[• burchelli has been observed in 

the field, and it is possible that this was started by Histeridae or 

other guests. 

In addition to mouth-to-mouth trophallaxis and feeding on larval 

brood, Euxenister caroli strigilated over or licked the surfaces of 

workers while riding on them or while standing next to them. This type 

of feeding was seen less frequently and is probably relatively unimportant 

for the nutrition of Euxenister. 

On one occasion two staphylinids, Ecitomorpha nevermanni Reichen

sperger (1679), rode almost constantly for four hours on the backs of 

two histerids as the latter were rubbing workers. The staphylinids did 

not appear to interfere with the rubbing in any way. As the Euxenister 

caroli rubbed its legs against the lateral parts of its body, it re

peatedly pushed the staphylinid's legs off of the dorsolateral carinae. 

The staphylinid constantly shifted its position and grasped other parts 

of the histerid's carinae. Probably the histerid was unable to reach the 

dorsal parts of its pronotum and elytra with its legs to remove the 

staphylinid. Ecitomorpha nevermanni also cleaned the surfaces of 

Euxenister caroli with its mouthparts in the same manner in which the 

staphylinid went over the workers. 

About 24 hours after a male and female Euxenister caroli (1235, 

1236) had been put in a laboratory nest, they copulated for five minutes. 

Before actual copulation (at 9:37 a.m.) the male rode on the back of the 

female for two to five minutes and also rode on her for a minute after 

copulation. Throughout the mating the beetles ran around in the 
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laboratory nest. During copulation the female part of the time had her 

mouthparts touching the mouthparts of a worker in the type of trophal

laxis described above. On the following evening (at 6:15 p.m.) the 

same two histerids were again seen mating. During this copulation the 

female climbed onto an intermediate worker and rubbed the ant's head and 

alinotum and her own body. Later the pair of histerids ran into the 

main cluster of workers where they could no longer be seen. 

Euxenister wheeleri M!!:ill= In emigration columns and bivouacs of 

E. hamatum: 13 March 1955, 29 February to 8 August 1956, colonies 

'55 H-E, E-121, E-123, E-141, E-159, E-162, E-221, E-243 (25cf, 209). 

Euxenister wheeleri was described from one specimen taken with 

hamatum on Barro Colorado Island in 1924, and I know of no subsequent 

published records. The above records for wheeleri from eight colonies 

of hamatum suggest the hypothesis that the four known species of Euxen

~ are each restricted to a single species of host. In addition to 

caroli from E. burchelli, asperatus Reichensperger (1923b: 249-252) was 

found with~- guadriqlume; and breyeri Bruch (1931: 392-395) was found 

with Ectatomma guadridens Fabricius. The latter host record is sur

prising; and since breyeri lacks the large lateral carinae on the pro

notum and elytra considered important generic characters by Reichen

sperger, it may belong in another genus. 

All major aspects of the behavior of Euxenister wheeleri and caroli 

appear to be identical. Where observations on wheeleri repeat some 

given above for caroli, they will be mentioned briefly in order to 

strengthen the earlier generalizations; but the emphasis will be placed 

on possible differences noted for wheeleri. 
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All specimens of Euxenister wheeleri which were seen during emi

grations were in the middle period (like caroli) when most of the brood 

was carried. Although many worker cocoons may be carried on the first 

emigration of a nomadic phase of burchelli, nearly all the callow work

ers have emerged before a colony of hamaturn starts a nomadic phase. 

Consequently, if most of the booty has been carried before Euxenister 

and the young brood appear in the column, this histerid is forced to 

run to the new bivouac. The best example of this was the first nomadic 

emigration of colony E-121 in which 16 Euxenister wheeleri were seen 

running between 7:15 and 8:45 p.m., and not a single individual was 

riding. This colony was watched continuously from 4:20 p.m., about one 

and one-half hours before the emigration started, until 9:40 p.m. when 

the emigration had ended except for a few stragglers milling around at 

the old bivouac. Probably every Euxenister in this colony was seen. 

Moreover, during an emigration on about the fourth nomadic day (colony 

E-141), all 14 specimens of wheeleri seen were also running. Another 

first nomadic emigration (colony E-168) contained seven Euxenister, but 

five of these rode on booty, one rode on the underside of the thorax 

of a large intermediate worker, and one ran. It appeared that more 

histerids rode on booty in this emigration because a greater amount of 

large larval booty was carried, but no quantitative samples of booty 

were made. It is strange that although both caroli and wheeleri fre

quently rode on major and large intermediate workers in laboratory nests, 

only one wheeleri was seen riding on a worker in an emigration. After 

the larval brood was half grown, an increasing proportion of the Euxen

ister rode on them. Sometimes the histerids were partially dragged as 

they hung on the side of a larva, and sometimes the histerid appeared to 
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kick or "run" with one or two legs while the others held onto the larva. 

Euxenister wheeleri was never seen in raid columns or outside the 

bivouac during the day. The general appearance of the two species of 

Euxenister is the same, and both have dense hairs on the inner surfaces 

of all tibiae and the large dorsolateral carinae on the pronotum and 

elytra. Eu. wheeleri rides both on the underside of the worker's gaster 

and on the alinotum. However, the histerid only rubs the alitrunk with 

its legs when it is on top of it, possibly because the rubbing elsewhere/· 

would interfere with the ant's running. The histerid rubs the gaster 

when the beetle is either on top or under it and whether or not the ant 

is running. No worker was seen to pick up this histerid, but wheeleri 

sometimes climbed onto the underside of a head of an ant and rode there. 

Laboratory observations indicate that wheeleri concentrated its rubbing 

to a greater extent on the heads of major workers than did caroli. Since 

the major workers of hamatum have shiny, oily-appearing heads, whereas 

the heads of burchelli majors are dull, perhaps the histerid can rub 

more material off the heads of hamatum majors. However, wheeleri did 

not confine its rubbing to these heads; and since measurements of the 

exact duration of rubbing on all parts of the ants were not made, the 

proportion of rubbing on the heads of either host can not be estimated. 

When four to 14 major workers were put in a dish with one wheeleri, the 

histerid usually ran over several or most of the majors before rubbing 

the head of one of them. In all cases the histerid ran directly to the 

major's head. The only times a Euxenister appeared to irritate the ants 

were when it hung on the antennae of major workers or when the histerid 

was active around the maxillae of a major. Majors repeatedly struck his

terids with their front or middle legs when the beetles were moving 
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around the ant's maxillae. The histerids' zubbing of the ant's mandibles 

and head ~as !gnored. One time a histerid appeared to be holding onto a 

major worker's maxillae or the membrane next to them by only its mouth

parts. The histerid's body was oriented transversely under the ant's 

head with the left front and middle legs sometimes hooked on the ant's 

labrum. The major reared up, gave three large jerks, and repeatedly 

scratched at the histerid. Two intermediate workers ran up to the 

major and scratched at the histerid with their legs but did not pull it 

off the major. When the workers scratched at the histerid with their 

legs, the histerid kept its legs pressed against its own body. One of 

the intermediates and the major bent their abdomens around in the sting

ing position, but no sting could be seen. Probably the workers are not 

able to sting Euxenister. Twice the labium and palpi of the major were 

pushed against the ventral side of the histerid's thorax and abdomen, 

but these mouthparts did not move the histerid. 

Although wheeleri was not seen to rub the area between the dorso-/ 

lateral carinae with its legs, when climbing on the mandibles and legs 

of a major worker, the histerid rubbed its entire dorsum against the 

ant's mandibles, head and thorax. 

The only time Euxenister wheeleri was attached by the ants in a 

laboratory nest was when a specimen was isolated from its host for two 

days. This histerid retracted its antennae, but its legs were pulled 

almost straight by several workers which prevented its escape. Within 

ten minutes the attack became less intense, and the histerid ran to 

another part of the nest where it avoided further attack for at least a 

half hour. During the attack the ants appeared to lick and chew on all 

surfaces of the histerid including the mouthparts; but although no 
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damage was done to the heavily sclerotized beetle, weaker insects un

doubtedly would have been killed. At the end of 26 days one Euxenister 

wheeleri was alive and active, but nearly all the workers taken from 

the host colony at the same time were dead or dying. Other myrmecophiles, 

such as the staphylinid Vatesus and the thysanuran Trichatelura, were 

killed more readily than was Euxenister by hamatum. 

Euxenister wheeleri was seen to feed(?) by mouth-to-mouth contact 

with workers of all sizes, but rarely licked the surfaces of any ant. 

Chrysetaerius iheringi Reichensperger was reported to be fed and licked 

by~· guadriglume, and the histerid was supposed to enter into "oral 

and antennal communication" with its host (based on observations by 

Zikan and the unnamed Rev. Franciscan Fathers of St. Anthony College, 

Rio Negro published by Reichensperger, 1924a: 132; Seyfried, 1928: 

56-57). No details on this behavior were given, and I know of no other 

accounts of similar behavior for other histerids found with army ants. 

In addition to its presumed feeding from the mouths of the host, Euxen

ister wheeleri also fed on booty and young larval brood and drank water 

from paper. It did not feed on dead workers of hamatum. 

As mentioned above both species of Euxenister are much more fre

quently found on major workers than on queens or smaller workers. 

Although there was no evidence that the intermediate or minor workers 

were attracted to the major workers or licked them more than other 

workers, all army ant workers were usually strongly attracted to their 

queens which they licked frequently in laboratory nests. When no major 

workers were in a dish, Euxenister wheeleri rubbed the thorax and head 

of a queen (E-123) and rode on the underside of her thorax. The histerid 

also licked the alinotum of the queen for a few seconds. However, when 
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one major worker was added to the dish, the wheeleri immediately 

abandoned the queen and rubbed and rode on the major almost constantly. 

Latronister rugosus Reichensperqer: In emigration columns and 

bivouacs of g. vaqans, 30 April to 26 July 1956, colonies E-154, E-180, 

E-219 (1685, 1888, 1889, 2167, 2199) (4d, 19, 1 sex?). 

Latronister rugosus was described from one specimen taken at Hamburg 

Farm, Costa Rica, with[• hamatum. Two additional specimens were found 

at the same locality attached to petioles of hamatum workers running in 

columns (Reichensperger, 1932: 8-10; 1939b: 300). The fact that the 

three Costa Rican specimens were found with hamatum and the Panamanian 

specimens were found with vagans places some doubt on the determination 

of the latter specimens. However, three of the specimens taken on Barro 

Colorado Island were also seen attached to the petioles of workers. One 

specimen (1888) appeared to have its legs around the petiole of a large 

intermediate worker. The worker was not carrying anything, and it was 

not determined whether this histerid was holding onto the petiole with 

its mandibles. In a laboratory nest five histerids (1888, 1889, 2167 

and 2199) were repeatedly seen riding and climbing on large worker ants 

(see figures 57 to 60) but never on major or small intermediate workers. 

While the beetles climbed on the ants and frequently bit their legs or 

antennae (see figure 60), the workers always stood quietly. Probably 

the histerids clean material off the surfaces of the workers, but I 

could not determine whether 1• rugosus was licking or strigilating as it 

bit the ants. The histerids did no visible damage to them, and the 

workers never attacked the histerids. Several times as a histerid tried 

to climb on a gaster of a worke~, the ant removed the histerid with its 
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mandibles but did not hold or injure it. In the~normal position, judging 

from the laboratory observations, the histerid grasped the abdomen with 

the mandibles between the two petiolar segments. The histerid rode 

ventrally with its front legs folded tightly against its body, and the 

middle and hind legs sometimes touched the worker. Although in attaching 

to the worker, the ruqosus climbed on the posterior end of the abdomen, 

once its mandibles got a grasp on the petiole the legs did not cling to 

the ant. The middle and hind legs kicked for two to four seconds alter

nating with a quiet period of about one second. This intermittent kick

ing had no obvious function. During this kicking the sides of the femora 

and tibiae did not contact the ant, but the tarsi sometimes did touch 

the gaster. 

Both a male and female of 1· rugosus at one time climbed on the 

gaster of a callow worker. The beetles were not mating, and the worker 

turned its gaster under its body and removed the histerid riding on the 

posterior end. The histerid at the anterior end of the gaster was not 

disturbed by the ant. 

Mesynodites confirmatus Reichensperger: In an emigration column 

and refuse deposits of g. burchelli (29, 8 sex?). 

The genus Mesynodites includes about 45 species known from army 

ants and several other species known primarily from~- Mesynodites 

spp. may stay at the nest after the army ants have emigrated, and Bruch 

(1926: 18) found over 300 M. ciliatus at one bivouac site. Most of the 

species of Mesynodites appear to be found in the refuse deposits or in 

the dirt around the periphery of the bivouacs. This generalization holds 

for M· confirmatus except for the specimen (1368) seen apparently being 
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carried between the mandibles of a worker in an emigration column. It 

is possible that the beetle had climbed up on the worker and was simply 

riding underneath the ant's head. When it was put in a laboratory nest 

with workers from the host colony, M. confirmatus ran around primarily 

at the edge and avoided the ants. In the nest it was not killed during 

two days but never was seen to ride on or be carried by any ant. One 

specimen of confirmatus was also found in a column in Costa Rica, but 

it was not stated whether it was running, riding or being carried 

(Reichensperger, 1935: 190, 194-196). 

Mesynodites obscurus Reichensperger: In an emigration column of 

1• praedator, 30 May 1956, colony E-177 (1876) (1 sex?). 

One specimen of Mesynodites obscurus was aspirated with workers 

from an emigration column of l· praedator; the histerid probably was 

riding on or being carried by a worker. This same species has been 

found with b· coecus and praedator in Costa Rica and Brasil (Reichen

sperger, 1939a: 119-122). 

Mesynodites ?bifurcatus ~ In bivouac sample of E. hamatum, 

26 July 1956, colony E-221 (2194) (19}. 

Mesynodites bifurcatus Mann was described from one specimen found 

in a cluster of[• hamatum on Barro Colorado Island (Mann, 1925: 170-171). 

We found one specimen in masses of larvae and workers taken from the 

ground after a bivouac of hamatum had been knocked down during an emigra

tion. 

Mesynodites n• ~-: In one raid column of Nomamyrmex esenbecki: 

12 February 1956, colony E-102 (1148) (lo, 19) • 

• 
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One male and one female of a new species of Mesynodites were found 

running in the middle of a raid column of Nomamyrmex esenbecki at 9:45 

a.m. No additional specimens were seen in the columns of this colony 

which were watched for several hours, nor were any found in raid and 

emigration columns of a number of other colonies of the same host. 

Nymphister n• .§£•: In an emigration column of E. hamatum, 18 

March 1956, colony E-121 (1535) (1 sex?). 

Nvmphister simplicissirnus Reichensperger (1933a: 188-190), de

scribed from a specimen taken with g. burchelli in Costa Rica, is the 

only described species in the genus. The new species was following the 

chemical trail of E. hamaturn at 9:30 p.rn. after all the ants had left 

the old bivouac. I watched the beetle as it followed the emigration 

route for the first two meters from the site of the old bivouac. 

Paratropinus scalptus Reichensperger: In refuse deposits of g. 
burchelli, three colonies (2d', 2 sex?). 

This species appears to be primarily found in refuse deposits, 

but Reichensperger (1935: 199-200) reported it in a column of~

burchelli in Costa Rica. 

Psalidister burchelli costaricensis Reichensperger: In a refuse 

deposit and emigration of g. burchelli, 20 Febrery 1956 and 7 March 1956, 

colonies E-111 and E-110 (1209-I, 1399) {2d'). 

Reichensperger (1926: 197} reported that this species feeds on weak 

workers and ant larvae. This conclusion was apparently based on his 

finding parts of ants or larvae in the mandibles of preserved histerids. 

However, such evidence is not reliable since the histerids will bite at 
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any object when they are placed alive in alcohol. Moreover, if a living 

histerid with something between its mandibles is placed in alcohol, the 

beetle may open and shut its mandibles; and the object most likely will 

be released. 

Psalidister .!l• !E,• 1: In refuse deposits and one bivouac of E. 

burchelli (2d',. 49). 

This species is primarily a refuse deposit species. One specimen 

was taken in a bivouac sample (1040), but this sample included consider

able amounts of detritus from around the edges of the bivouac. 

Pulvinister nevermanni Reichensperger: In emigration columns and 

bivouacs of£• hamatum, 2 March to 8 August 1956, colonies E-121, E-123, 

E-127, E-141, E-211, E-243 (9d', 79, 4 sex?); same locality and host, 

taken from bivouac in middle of statary phase, 23 March 1948 (T. C. 

Schneirla) (1 sex?). 

Reichensperger (1933b: 300) wrote that one could expect to find 

this species carried by the workers since the prothorax and legs offer 

convenient handles. The first time I saw f• nevermanni under the head 

of a major worker, I thought that the ant was carrying the histerid. 

However, laboratory observations showed that the major workers never 

pick up this histerid. Pulvinister nevermanni climbed onto the major 

workers and always rode under their heads. The histerids usually held 

onto the workers' heads with their legs, but sometimes they may have 

used only their mouthparts. f· nevermanni was seen riding in this posi

tion 14 times along emigration columns of hamatum. In addition, three 

beetles (1520, 1521 and 1522) were seen riding in the same position re

peatedly in a laboratory nest. Not only did this histerid never ride 
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in any other position, but it never rode on workers smaller than the 

majors. Two additional specimens were seen running in an emigration 

column. 

Our records from six colonies of~- hamatum together with the type 

series from Costa Rica suggest that t• nevermanni is restricted to. this 

host. Since 14 out of 16 specimens taken from emigration columns were 

found on major workers, one might expect to find this histerid whenever 

the majors are in the columns. Our limited observations indicate that 

this may not be true. The beetle was never seen along raid columns; and 

during the only two emigrations when at least five specimens of never. 

!!l!ru:!1 were taken, it was slightly more abundant near the ends of the 

emigrations. Some specimens were seen while the brood was being carried, 

but about half of the Pulvinister were seen after the brood. During 

the same two emigrations, Euxenister wheeleri was seen primarily before 

Pulvinister nevermanni, and Euxenister was not seen after the brood had 

passed. 

Symphilister hamati Reichensperger: In emigration columns and in a 

bivouac of§• burchelli, 5 March to 20 May 1956, colonies E-110, E-148 

(~, 4~. 

The type of Svmphilister hamati was found with~- hamatum in Costa 

Rica, and collegianus Reichensperger, the other species in the genus, was 

found with E. burchelli in Brasil and Costa Rica (Reichensperger, 1923a: 

323-325; Borgmeier, 1948b: 391-392). The variation among the specimens 

reported in the latter paper and the conflicting host records cast doubt 

upon the determinations of all Symphilister. 
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All specimens of[• hamati observed by Zikan were being carried by 

the ants in their mandibles (Reichensperger, 1926: 199-200; 1929: 259-

261). However, the beetles were described as hanging pendant between 

the front legs of the ant, and no ant was seen to pick up a beetle. It 

is quite likely that the histerids were actually riding, because I never 

saw Symphilister hamati being carried but three times saw it riding under 

thoraces of workers. The beetles were close enough to the heads that 

one could easily conclude that the histerids were being carried. Five 

specimens of Symphilister hamati were taken from one emigration column 

during the period when brood was being carried, and no other specimens 

of this histerid were taken from other emigrations. 

Troqlosternus ecitonis Mann: In a refuse deposit of E. hamatum, ----------- -
23 June 1956, colony E-191 (2d', 19). 

Barro Colorado Island is the type locality for Troglosternus 

ecitonis which was described from five specimens taken with a cluster 

of£• hamatum (Mann, 1925: 166, 172). During our collecting at the same 

locality we found three additional specimens at 10:30 p.m. in refuse on 

the ground directly under the former position of a bivouac of hamatum 

after all except about 50 ants had emigrated. Two of the histerids were 

copulating as they walked around in the refuse, and they were still (or 

again) iQ copulo from 8:00 to 9:00 a.m. on the following morning. The 

three histerids were put in a laboratory nest with Vatesus, Trichatelura 

and workers from the host colony; but the histerids avoided the ants and 

other guests and readily retracted all their appendages whenever an in

sect touched them. It is unlikely that the ants could carry such smooth 

and round beetles. Since the three specimens had not joined the 
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emigration up to 10:30 p.m., it is possible that this species flies 

from one bivouac to another. However, Troqlosternus lisae-vedouae 

Reichensperger has been reported from columns of 1· coecus (Reichen

sperger, 1938: 78-80). 

!i!!! genus !D2. ~ species 4: In emigration and backtracking col

umns of E. vagans: 26 July and 7 August 1956, colonies E-219, E-240 

(lo", 19). 

One specimen probably was riding on a young alate male in the emi

gration of colony E-240. This histerid also held onto the coxae of a 

male by its legs and rode facing anteriorly under the male as the ant 

walked around in a laboratory nest. I could not see whether the histerid 

also used its mandibles to hold onto the male army ant, but it did not 

use its mandibles later when it rode on the male's alinotum. Twice in 

a laboratory nest this histerid was seen riding on the undersides of 

heads of intermediate workers. The mouthparts of the histerids were 

directly under the mouthparts of the ants. These workers clearly were 

not holding any parts of the histerids in their mandibles. In both 

cases the ants appeared to run more quickly than those without histerids. 

~ ~ qenera !D2. species: Three additional new genera and 

species were taken from bivouacs or emigration columns of g. vagans, 

dulcius crassinode and Nomamyrmex esenbecki. Each species is represented 

by two or four specimens found in preserved samples of ants. 
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Hymenoptera 

The only myrmecophilous Hymenoptera found with army ants are small 

parasitic wasps most of which belong to the family Diapriidae. Ferr1ere 

( 1929) and Bergmeier ( 1939 ) have reviewed about 23 species of diapriids 

described from specimens found with army ants. Most of these species 

look somewhat like ants, and some appear to mimic the ants closely in 

form and color. Some of these diapriids never have wings, and other 

species lose their wings after getting into an ant colony. Tufts of 

hairs on the head, thorax and abdomen have been described and are con~ 

sidered to be trichomes (Ferriere, 1929: 165; Bergmeier, 1939: 545). 

Some species have been taken as the wasps were running in columns of 

army ants, and Mann (1948: 100) reported seeing a wasp §robably a 

diaprii2,i' "stop running for a moment, whereupon one of the ants picked 

it up, held it underneath its abdomen in the same manner that it would 

carry one of its own young, and resumed the march." Diapriids have been 

found with the four main genera of Ecitonini, and several species are 

known from two species of host. The above three authors have speculated 

that these wasps are parasitic on the army ants or their guests; but as 

far as I am aware, there has been no further information published on 

the biology or behavior of these diapriids. 

No living diapriids were seen during this study, but six specimens 

were taken when workers were preserved in the field. These specimens 

have not yet been determined. 



IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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THE BEHAVIOR OF ARMY ANTS 

Probably the most important conclusion from this study is that nearly 

all the additional observations on the behavior of army ants support the 

conclusions indicated by Schneirla (1933, !!.!_ !!9•)• However, his work 

was initially concentrated on Eciton hamatum and burchelli, probably the 

most atypical species of Ecitonini because they are the only ones with 

epigaeic bivouacs. My observations, although much more limited than 

those of Schneirla, include a wider range of species and some aspects 

of the behavior of the ants not mentioned by him. These observations 

indicate a somewhat greater diversity in behavior within the army ants 

and especially within the genus Eciton ~-!!!_.than has been reported so 

far. Consequently, the behavior attributed to Eciton by Schneirla and 

other authors may not apply to the majority of species within the genus. 

Raids: Most species of army ants obtai.:1 :food uy meaus of column 

raids with small groups of ants entering new territory at the ends of 

columns advancing from the bivouac. g. burchelli and Labidus praedator 

have, instead, swarm raids, ie~•, large masses of ants advancing at the 

fronts of fan-shaped areas of anastomosing columns. The base column of 

praedator is usually subterranean near the bivouac and as the swarm front 

advances, the subterranean columns are extended while the epigaeic ones 

disappear. In contrast, the basal columns of burchelli are always 

epigaeic all the way back to the bivouac. Compared with the raids of 

burchelli, the raids of praedator are usually much smaller, shorter in 

duration, more frequently nocturnal, and more often meander and double 

back over the area just raided. Although raids of burchelli may begin 

at dawn and occasionally last until somewhat past sunset, they never 

start during the night like those of praedator which can be found at any 
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hour. 1· coecus, which appears to be closely related to praedator morpho

logically, has epigaeic raids almost exclusively at night with a raid 

pattern intermediate between swarm and column types. 

Although no detailed study of the prey has been made, numerous 

observations indicate that species of army ants when raiding in the same 

places may attack different species of booty. All species of army ants 

studied captured more ants than any other kind of prey but never captured 

any species of Ecitonini. The size of the prey species is somewhat cor

related with the size of the army ant attacking it. However, there are 

cases where two species of army ants having workers of equivalent size 

differ in their attacks on potential prey. For example, burchelli readily 

and commonly attacks Paraponera clavata which appears to be avoided by 

hamatum. All species apparently kill more arthropods than they eat, and 

some species or groups of arthropods are probably never attacked or killed~ 

None kill vertebrates frequently, as do certain Old World Dorylinae. 

Bivouacs: All species of army ants probably have only temporary 

nests, called bivouacs, unlike the more or less fixed nests of most ants. 

The frequency or regularity of emigrations is unknown for most species. 

Epigaeic bivouacs are typical for only~-~-~ and burchelli, but the 

ability and habit of forming hanging clusters was found among other spe

cies of Eciton and Neivamyrmex even though their subterranean bivouacs 

do not consist primarily of such clusters. The legs of Ecitonini are 

relatively long and thick compared with those of most other ants, and 

these characteristics of the legs may be important adaptations for the 

clustering behavior. I do not believe the opposed recurved tarsal claws 

were developed with the evolution of such clustering because similar 
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claws are present on many species of nondoryline ants including Ponerinae. 

The epigaeic species of Eciton will occasionally make a symmetrical 

bivouac in the form of a cylinder or truncated cone on the inside or 

underside of a log. However, most epigaeic bivouacs are much more com

plex in shape because they hang upon irregular cavities or brush heaps. 

Subterranean bivouacs. seem to have an even more complex shape and are 

usually subdivided into many small clusters because the ants use existing 

cavities with slight modifications and do not dig an entire nest or biv

ouac site. In contrast to the epigaeic species which keep their brood 

in the center of their relatively homogeneous bivouac, the brood in the 

subterranean bivouac may be found in any position. In addition, the 

species of Neivamyrmex in the United States apparently move their larvae, 

prepupae and pupae up to the underside of warm rocks during the day and 

shift the brood back into the soil when the rocks cool. 

Refuse Deposits: All army ants presumably put dead ants and the 

remains of booty in refuse deposits a short distance from the bivouac. 

The refuse deposits of epigaeic species are the only ones which can be 

easily studied. There is little refuse outside colonies of hamatum be

cause this species captures primarily softbodied insects. However, the 

refuse deposits of burchelli are extensive, containing thousands of living 

arthropods and sclerotized remains of arthropods. Most of the material in 

the refuse deposits is carried there by the workers, although some is 

dropped directly from the bivouacs. Most of the refuse is eaten or car

ried off by scavenger3 within a few daysp 

Emigrations~ the Nomadic-Statary Activity Cycle: The emigration 

columns of Labidus, Nomamyrmex and Cheliomyrmex sometimes are bordered by 
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dirt walls or are completely covered by arches made of loose dirt by 

the workers. These walls or tunnels never were seen along the entire 

route but seewed to be constructed primarily where the ants left under

ground passages and moved on the surface of the ground. Exposure to light 

including direct sunlight did not stimulate the ants to build or extend 

these tunnels. Labidus and Nomamyrmex have been considered closely re

lated on the basis of morphology, and this relationship is supported by 

the above behavior. Eciton and Neivamyrmex do not make walls of dirt 

along their columns. 

Several additional cases are reported in which one species of army 

ant has followed for many meters a chemical trail made by another species 

of army ant. However, little is known about the chemical nature of these 

trails and how they may affect the direction of raiding and emigration. 

Scattered observations on various species support Schneirla's 

hypothesis that the "condition" of the brood (primarily its age or proper

ties dependent upon its age) is the most important factor influencing the 

start and duration of the nomadic phase (nest site or bivouac moved more 

or less daily for two to three weeks) and the statary phase (bivouac at 

one site for about three weP.ks). Although n1ost species of army ants 

appear to have synchronous broods necessary for a precise nomadic-statary 

activity cycle, even with such broods the cycle may not be as regular as 

that described by Schneirla for h1matu~~ A n~madic phase with several 

nights without emigrations is typical cf ~~~myrmex opacithorax and 

niqrescens which have synchronous broods. It is clear that Labidus some

times has broods which are nonsynchronous, and the relatively large number 

of physogastric queens of !::_abidu1 which have been found suggests that 

their oviposition period may be longer than that of Eciton. It has been 
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reported several times that bivouacs of Labidus remained in the same spot 

for several months or longer, but no information is available on the type 

of brood present in these bivouacs. 

Although I agree with Schneirla's main theory that the brood or 

broods are the primary stimulus inducing raiding and emigrating, I believe 

he has gone too far in discounting the influence of the amount of booty 

on the activity of the ants. The amount of booty in an area affects the 

direction, distance and duration of raids and emigrations. Although it 

has not been demonstrated, it would appear that the amount of food within 

bivouacs must influence the amount of activity of the larvae, and thus, 

their stimulation of the adults. As the larvae get larger, one might 

expect that since they presumably stimulate the adults more and also re

quire more food, the distance that the ants raid and emigrate would in

crease. The total distance of raiding appears to increase, but most of 

this increase appears to result from raiding in several directions rather 

than in one direction from the bivouac. The emigration distances of E. 

hamatum and~- niqrescens do not increase throughout the nomadic phase 

and may be greatest in the center of the phase. 

Division of~ and Integration: Some species of Ecitonini are 

exceedingly polymorphic, and the workers within a species often vary 

greatly in size and morphology. The following observations summarize 

rather incidental observations on the different castes and on workers 

of various sizes. The major workers of Eciton take part in the formation 

of hanging clusters and assist in capturing booty and attacking predators 

or any animal which disturbs a colony. A disturbance of a column of army 

ants or part of a bivouac often results in an increase in the number of 

majors at that point. Large workers of Labidus coecus were attracted 
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assisted in dragging the peanut toward the bivouac. However, the largest 

workers of coecus, like those of b· praedator, probably do not leave the 

bivouac on raids. Compared with the largest workers of other genera of 

Ecitonini, the major workers or soldiers of Eciton both morphologically 

and behaviorally come closest to forming a distinct caste. The majors of 

Eciton were never seen to carry any booty or brood, not even the huge 

larvae of reproductives for which the large sickle-shaped mandibles of 

the majors might seem well suited. During emigrations the major workers 

are most abundant near the queen and make up a high percentage of the 

workers in the retinue accompanying her. When a bivouac of Eciton is torn 

apart, the queen is usually surrounded by a large number of excited 

majors. However, in an undisturbed bivouac the smallest workers usually 

form a tight ball around the queen. 

Major workers were never seen being carried by any other workers, 

and the frequency with which workers are carried varies inversely with 

their size and age. Callow workers apparently do not take part in raids 

until at least a day and probably not until several days after they emerge. 

However, on the first nomadic emigration of burchelli a few callow work

ers carry cocoons or dark workers. The number of workers which are car

ried on an emigration increases toward the end of the emigration. Numer

ous workers which were being carried were collected, and all ran around 

actively and showed no sign of injury. When carrying adults or brood, 

workers typically placed their mandibles around the alinota of adult 

workers, around the thoracic segments of larvae and around the posterior 

ends of cocoons. It was discovered that worker larvae of Nomamvrmex, like 
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those of Eciton and Labidus spin cocoons. Worker larvae of Neivamyrmex 

do not spin cocoons. Queens of Eciton, Neivamyrmex and Nomamyrmex were 

all observed running in emigration columns, and even physogastric queens 

of the first two genera were observed running. Workers running in the 

retinue of a queen were never seen to carry or pull the queen and probably 

hindered her movement much more than they helped her. The retinue in

creases the extent of an ant roadway in areas where the queen might have 

more difficulty running than the workers, and probably the retinue would 

protect the queen from a potential predator. The queen most commonly 

emigrates after three fourths of the colony has left the old bivouac but 

may emigrate after one third to one half of the workers have left. (Addi

tional conclusions on the timing during emigrations are given below in 

the section entitled When Myrmecophiles Emigrate.) 

Workers appear to be attracted more to the gaster of their queens 

than to any other part of her body. The workers rarely were attracted 

to the anal region or mouthparts. Workers were never seen to feed queens 

of Eciton, Nomamyrmex or Neivamyrmex. Observations on single queens of 

these three genera suggest that the relative attraction of workers to the 

segments of a queen's gaster may be quite different depending upon the 

genus or species concerned as well as upon the individual. 

The mating of one old Eciton queen in the laboratory supports the 

hypothesis that army ant queens mate more than once and may mate each 

year when sexual broods are produced. Most male army ants probably live 

a few days and seldom live more than three weeks. It is likely that the 

males are photonegative and unable to fly for one to three days follow

ing their emergence and may become photopositive only after flight. 
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Relations with the Physical Environment: Schneirla's hypothesis 

that males of E. hamatum and burchelli are produced in the dry season or 

dry periods is supported by additional record~. However, the direct or 

indirect effect of the dry season apparently does not act simultaneously 

or in the same manner on these two epigaeic species because males of 

burchelli are produced somewhat earlier than those of hamatum. Moreover, 

it is clear that queens of Ecitonini including some species of Eciton 

must lay eggs during the rainy season which develop into reproductives. 

Some other factor such as possibly the onset of the rainy season or 

changes in day length must play a part in the production of the sexual 

broods. 

Except for changes in behavior when broods of reproductives are in 

colonies, there do not appear to be any distinct differences in raiding 

or emigrating between rainy and dry season conditions for the epigaeic 

species of Eciton. The subterranean species of army ants more fre

quently have diurnal raids and emigrations on the surface of the ground 

on cloudy, humid or rainy days than on sunny dry days. Thus, these 

species are more commonly seen during the rainy season than during the 

dry season. One exception seems to be Neivamyrmex postcarinatus Borg

meier, a species known only from Barro Colorado Island where it was 

found five times during the dry season but was not seen during the rainy 

season. The hypotheses of Schneirla concerning the effects of light, 

temperature and humidity on the beginnings of raiding, the siesta period 

and emigrations are all considered overly simplified, and he has not 

supported them by data on these environmental factors. 
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Arthropods Associated with Army Ants 

Diptera Associated with the Swarm Ra ids 

There are three important genera of flies found over and near swarm 

raids of army ants in Panam~. These three genera are Stylogaster (Conopi

dae), and Calodexia and Androeuryops (Tachinidae). All three genera are 

mainly found over the areas where the raiding ants are concentrated at 

the front of swarms and up to two meters in advance of the swarm fronts. 

There is no good evidence that any flies are found frequently in the fan 

area behind the swarm front or over raid or emigration columns. When 

the flies from the swarm front are found in the fan area, it is usually 

because a specific host insect has remained there or has fled to the fan 

area. These flies are found neither within the nests nor running in the 

ant columns. Their association with the ants seems to be to take advan

tage of host insects flushed from the litter by the ants. Of course only 

those that escape the ants are of importance to the flies. 

Stylogaster differs in its behavior from the other two genera by 

its almost constant hovering. Calodexia and Androeuryops usually rest 

on low objects and frequently shift position to avoid the ants. No 

species of Stylogaster has been reared, but it appears that those species 

found over army ant swarms are parasitic on cockroaches. This is indi

cated by their darting after cockroaches driven out by the ants and by 

the finding of at least one egg on a cockroach. However, their eggs 

have been found also on Calodexia and Androeuryops which may possibly 

be hosts for the conopids. A first instar larva of Styloqaster is de

scribed·from an egg found on a Calodexia. 
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Calodexia males are extremely rare near the ants, but the females 

are very common, over a thousand accompanying a large swarm raid. Large 

numbers of Calodexia are attracted to swarms of both Labidus praedator 

and Eciton burchelli at any time during daylight and twilight. These 

flies appear in the first ten minutes after the start of a raid, and 

increase to about 50 flies within a half hour. They probably locate the 

swarm front by the odor of the ants. Of 12 species of Calodexia com

pared, six show a significant preference for raids of one or the other 

of the swarm-raiding ants,. i•!•, ~- praedato~ or E• burchelli. The 

greater abundance of these species over one or the other species of ant 

is probably attributable to differences in the raiding behavior. The 

dissimilarity in raiding results in qualitative and quantitative differ

ences in the arthropods driven out by the ants. 

Calodexia is larviparous and probably deposits larvae on the surface 

of a host instead of inserting them. Brief descriptions of the three 

larval instars are given. Larvae of Calodexia were found in crickets 

(Gryllidae} and cockroaches (Blattoidea), and a few adults were reared 

from these hosts which are the most common large Orthoptera found in 

the litter of the forest floor. 

Males of Androeuryops ecitonis are almost twice as abundant as 

females over the swarm raids of army ants. The behavior of~- ecitonis 

around the swarms appears to be similar to that of Calodexia, but no 

host is known for the species. It is oviparous and its ovipositor indi

cates that the eggs are laid inside the host. Unlike Stylogaster and 

and Calodexia, the numbers of Androeuryops were much higher in the dry 

season and early rainy season than they were later in the rainy season. 
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All three genera are thought to find their hosts by seeing them as 

they run or fly to escape the ants. Apparently these flies would be 

unable to find hosts without the aid of the ants or at least would be 

much less successful at finding hosts. The combined attack by the ants 

and these Diptera must kill a large number of orthopterans. Possibly 

less than ten per cent of the potential hosts within the area swept by 

a swarm raid escape death by either the ants or these flies; indeed, 

meager data indicate that 50 to 90% of the cockroaches and crickets 

that escape the ants are parasitized by Calodexia alone. 

Although this study was done in Panama, identical or related spe

cies of flies appear to ·be present throughout the range of the two ants 

with which they are associated. These ants, Labidus praedator and 

Eciton burchelli, range from southern Mexico to southern Brasil in areas 

of wet tropical forest. 

A revised key to the species of Calodexia and partial redescrip

tions are included. 

In addition to the three most abundant genera discussed above, six 

other genera of flies were found over swarm raids of these ants and 

rarely or never at any other location. This circumstantial evidence 

suggests that their life cycles may be connected with the biology of 

the ants. These flies are a calliphorid, Phaenicia purpurescens, 

sarcophagids including four species of Dexosarcophaqa, five species of 

Nephochaetopteryx, eight species of Notochaeta, and six species of 

Oxysarcodexia, and the muscid Polietina ecitonovora. Two of the spe

cies of Dexosarcophaga were reared from refuse deposits of burchelli, 

and it is probable that larvae were deposited directly in the refuse 

deposits. One species of Notochaeta was reared from a frog parasitized 
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to those of Calodexia but larviposits on frogs escaping from the swarm 

raids. 

Stylogaster is one of several genera of arthropods found associated 

with both the Neotropical and African Dorylinae. This genus apparently 

hovers over swarm raids of Dorylus (Anomma), but no detailed observations 

have been made in Africa. A common group of calliphorid flies in Africa 

and southern Asia snatches booty away from the driver ants, but similar 

behavior is not known for any flies found with Ecitonini. 

Arthropods Found in Refuse Deposits of Army Ants 

Arthropods were collected primarily from refuse deposits of£• 

burchelli because no other species of army ant has either large or 

readily accessible refuse deposits. Although a single newly established 

refuse deposit may contain several thousand arthropods, most of the adults 

leave within a few hours after the ants emigrate. The vast majority of 

arthropods found in the refuse deposits of burchelli apparently are 

attracted to these areas because of abundant food there. Many of the 

species, including most of the mites and nondoryline ants, probably are 

in the forest floor litter and merely become more concentrated in those 

areas where the booty refuse is deposited. 

Other species of arthropods do not follow the emigrations of the 

ants but fly through the forest until they find refuse deposits, where 

these species probably breed. Some species probably are restricted to 

this habitat and fly from one bivouac to another. Among the species 

which have these habits and clearly do not follow the emigrations of the 

ants, the following have been reared from material collected from refuse 
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deposits: two species of Euryomma and one species of Neivamyia 

(Muscidae), two species of Dexosarcophaqa (Sarcophagidae), and some un

determined microlepidoptera. Numerous larvae of Staphylinidae and other 

beetles were found in the refuse, but a few attempts to rear adults were 

not successful. The staphylinid Ecitopora and some Histeridae such as 

Omalodes, Mesynodites and Phelister apparently fly from one bivouac to 

another; but some species in the latter two genera may also run in the 

emigration columns. A large number of wasps which are presumed to be 

parasites of Diptera must fly to the refuse deposits. 

Another group of species emigrates along with the army ants or at 

the end of the column shortly after all the ants have left the bivouac 

site. Included in this group are the staphylinids Tetradonia and~

tophva, some species of histerids in the genera Mesynodites, Cheilister, 

Psalidister and Troqlosternus, and at least eight species of phorids. A 

few mites and Collembola probably breed primarily in the refuse deposits 

and emigrate by riding on the ants. 
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Myrmecophiles Found in Bivouacs and Columns of Army Ants 

~ Myrmecophiles !!! ~ During Emigrations: In spite of the 

large amount of variation found among emigrations of army ants, there 

is an approximate sequence for the ant traffic and each species of myr

mecophile. Better records for emigrations of all hosts will probably 

show that many myrmecophiles are restricted to or are most frequently 

found in certain parts of an emigration. This summary will emphasize 

generalizations which probably apply to emigrations of all army ants. 

The first sign of an emigration may be an outpouring of workers 

along a raid route; however, it is difficult to judge when increases in 

traffic indicate an increase in raiding and when they indicate the start 

of an emigration. The start of an emigration may be more accurately 

defined as the time when the workers returning to the bivouac with 

booty turn around and carry the booty out along the same column. A 

large amount of traffic goi~g away from the bivouac may physically push 

the booty carriers around but must not be the only factor in the reversal 

of these ants. 

During this early transition period from a raid to an emigration 

column Phoridae and Staphylinidae can be found running in the column 

or more frequently along the edges of the column. These staphylinids 

are species which are scavengers on dead workers and on booty refuse or 

which are predators on living workers. Most of the staphylinids do 

not attack workers along the column but emigrate to the next bivouac. 

The phorids are primarily those species found around the edge of biv

ouacs in refuse deposits. 
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If a colony has a brood of callow workers or newly emerged males, 

these young adults are seen next in the emigration column. When males 

were present, laelaptid and neoparasitid mites, and limulodid and 

histerid beetles were found riding on them. There is no indication that 

the callow workers differ from old workers in the number of myrmecophil

ous (including parasitic) mites and insects on them. 

The next major stage in an emigration is the period when the brood 

of eggs or larvae are carried. Shortly before the brood appears, myr

mecophiles increase in number and reach their peak during the time when 

the brood is transported. Included in this group are Calymmodesmus and 

Rettenmeyeria (Diplopoda), Trichatelura (Thysanura), Euxenister (Histeri~ 

dae), Cephaloplectus and Limulodes (Limulodidae), and Vatesus panamensis 

and y. rettenmeyeri (Staphylinidae). The Limulodidae appear to be the 

earliest to emigrate in the above group, and both the large Cephalo

plectus and the minute Limulodes may be found running before the brood 

is carried. Because the millipeds run more slowly than the ants, the 

farther from the old bivouac that one watches an emigration column the 

later the diplopods will be seen until some of them run behind the end 

of the ant column. 

The queen may emigrate when about one third of the colony has left 

the old bivouac, but usually she emigrates after three fourths or nine 

tenths of the workers have left. She most frequently appears shortly 

before or just after the last of the brood. Limulodidae (primarily 

Cephaloplectus) and occasionally circocyllibanid mites are the only 

myrmecophiles known to ride on queens in emigrations. It is possible 

that limulodids are more abundant running near the queen than in other 
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parts of the emigration. Because major workers are much more abundant 

near the queen in emigrations, those myrmecophiles which are found almost 

exclusively on majors can be collected at that time. Included in this 

group are some species of Circocyllibanidae, Neoparasitidae and Macro

chelidae and the histerid Pulvinister nevermanni. 

Following the brood and queen the column usually decreases in width, 

and more adult workers are carried. After the emigration column de

creases to less than half its maximum width, it probably will rapidly 

end. The ants in the last one to three meters of the column are much 

more hesitant in their running than the previous workers. These last 

ants stop frequently and run back toward the old bivouac for a few 

centimeters and then continue along the emigration route. Some of the 

workers may repeatedly run away from the emigration route for distances 

of about five centimeters and then rejoin the column. Some data suggest 

that the ants at the end of the column act as a "clean up squad" picking 

up workers and myrmecophiles lagging behind. At this time Neivamvrmex 

opacithorax workers were even seen to pick up pieces of dirt and sticks 

and carry them short distances toward the new bivouac. 

Close to the end of the ant column and after the last ants, there 

is a marked increase in those myrmecophiles which apparently stay around 

the edges or base of the bivouac or in the refuse deposits. Included 

in this group are Vatesus schneirlai, the larvae of y. panamensis, 

Phoridae including Ecitophora spp. and Thalloptera schwarzmaieri, the 

histerid Troglosternus ecitonis and some of the staphylinids which are 

also seen at the beginning of the emigration. 

!:!2§1 Specificity of~ Myrmecophiles: Most of the myrmecophiles 

found with Ecitonini are known from single hosts, but this apparently 
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high degree of host specificity must be partially due to the small 

number of specimens in collections. 

There are few cases where ona species is found with hosts of two 

genera. For example, the histerid Alloiodites is known from burchelli 

and praedator, and this host relationship may be connected with the swarm 

raiding of both hosts. Another example, Trichatelura borgmeieri, has 

been found with four genera; but this thysanuran appears to be more 

abundant with Nomamyrmex and Labidus than with Eciton and Neivamyrmex. 

The discovery of rather large numbers of millipeds in colonies of 

Labidus and Nomamyrmex suggests a close phylogenetic relationship or 

similarity of behavior for the hosts. None of the myrmecophiles col

lected during this survey provide as much evidence as the millipeds to 

suggest relationships between any other two genera of army ants. 

When the same species or two or more species within the same genus 

are found with different hosts, the ants are usually in the same genus. 

In most cases the myrmecophiles probably indicate a close phylogenetic 

relationship or similar behavior or habitats for the hosts. Neivamyrmex 

nigrescens and opacithorax have as myrmecophiles some of the same species 

of Phoridae and Staphylinidae. These ants are morphologically similar 

and have ranges which overlap. Eciton va9ans and dulcius crassinode have 

several guests in common and also several found in addition with~

canum or hamatum. g. burchelli appears to share more guests in common 

with hamatum than with any other host. The myrmecophiles found with the 

latter two pairs of hosts but not with others are more likely to indicate 

a close relationship between their hosts than the guests with Neivamyrmex, 

because the myrmecophiles with the five common species of Eciton were 
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extensively collected on Barro Colorado Island. However, myrmecophiles 

may be found with burchelli and hametum because these are the only pri

marily epigaeic ar,ny ants. Becaus~ the mites are much more abundant 

than the insects and can more readily be found in samples of ants from 

raid columns, the Acarina are best suited for a study of possible re

lationships among their hosts. Several generalizations can be made 

on the degree of host specificity for the various taxonomic groups of 

myrmecophiles. Most species of Diplopoda, Collembola and Thysanura and 

some Phoridae and Pyemotidae are found with more than one genus of army 

ants. The species of Acarina, Phoridae, Staphylinidae and Histeridae 

are each limited to one host with a few exceptions in each groupo 

Abundance of Myrmecophiles with Army~: Myrmecophiles are 

apparently more abundant both in numbers of species and individuals in 

colonies of Labidus praedator and Nomamyrmex esenbecki than in colonies 

of any other species of army ant. Eciton burchelli probably has the 

next largest number of myrmecophiles. Other species of Eciton, Labidus 

and Nomamyrmex have somewhat fewer and Neivamyrmex has the fewest species 

of guests. 

Although I have not looked for myrmecophiles in as many colonies 

of nondoryline ants as in colonies of Ecitonini, it appears that any 

colony or species of army ant has a larger number of myrmecophilous 

species and individuals than most colonies or species of nondoryline ants. 

Consequently the tribe Ecitonini has a greater total number of myrme

cophiles than any group of ants with the same approximate number of 

species. Brues (1902: 365) suggested that the doryline ants which he 

studied with Wheeler in Texas were "commonly seen to harbor a larger 
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number and a greater range of myrmecophiles than any other restricted 

group of ants with which we are acquainted." My collecting in Kansas has 

been less thorough than that done by Wheeler and Br.ues in Texas, but 

more myrmecophiles were found in samples of Neivamyrmex than in samples 

of equal size from any other genus of nondoryline ants with the exception 

of an occasional colony heavily infested with a species of mite. Wheeler 

(1910: 386) also commented on the relative abundance of myrmecophiles in 

colonies of dorylines compared with those of nondoryline ants and have 

suggested that the large number of myrmecophiles may be a result of the 

abundance of booty in colonies of army ants. 

The Dorylinae in the Eastern Hemisphere also have a large number 

of myrmecophiles, and the species are similar enough biologically that 

the factors which have contributed to the large numbers of myrmecophiles 

in the Ecitonini are probably the same for the entire subfamily. 

I believe the abundance of myrmecophiles in colonies of army ants 

is due to the following factors: (1) A large amount of booty is con

stantly present, and at the beginning of the statary period there is a 

superabundance of booty within the bivouac. (2) The ants are almost 

exclusively carnivorous, and the majority of the species of myrmecophiles 

belong to the Histeridae and Staphylinidae which are primarily carnivor. 

ous or are scavengers on dead arthropods. Thus, the feeding habits of 

these guests required little or no modification when the beetles became 

myrmecophiles. (3) The colonies of army ants are exceptionally largij 

compared with most nondoryline ants and other social insects except the 

termites. Consequently an adequate breeding population of a species of 

myrmecophile can live within a single colony without seriously depleting 
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the food supply for the ants. Some termites and leafcutting ants have 

colonies equal to or exceeding the size of army ant colonies, and these 

other colonies also nave large numbers or inquilines. A large colony 

size would also be an advantage for those myrmecophiles which feed on 

the surfaces of the ants, on the brood, or are parasitic on the ants. 

(4) Colonies of army ants are perpetual from the standpoint that new 

colonies start by a division of large colonies and can not be started 

like most colonies of ants by a single queen or by a queen with a small 

group of workers. Consequently, if inquilines can join a colony and 

accompany it when it emigrates, they and their offspring can avoid the 

hazards of periodically searching for and entering new colonieso (5) 

The doryline raid and emigration columns and their chemical trails are 

apparently more extensive than those of other ants making it easier for 

myrmecophiles to find colonies of army ants. (6) Having greatly re

duced eyes, the army ants are not able to distinguish a myrmecophile from 

an ant by sight. It has been assumed by various authors that other ants 

attack myrmecophiles on the basis of visual discrimination, but I know 

of no experimental evidence to support this assumption. (7) Although 

the army ants have almost always been described as voracious predators 

killing all arthropods, these ants are specialized in their feeding and 

seem to be highly inefficient at killing arthropods much smaller than 

themselves. With a few exceptions the myrmecophiles are smaller than the 

workers of average size, and about 95% of the myrmecophiles (the Acarina, 

Collembola, Phoridae and Limulodidae) are minute. Although some non

doryline ants frequently kill prey much smaller than themselves, I know 

of no evidence that ants kill mites on their bodies; and it is impossible 
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to state whether nondoryline ants kill their myrmecophiles more often 

than do doryline an~s. (8) While the army ants were evolving, they lost 

compound eyes and ~µparently bec2ma m0re de~ondent upon chemoreceptors. 

The present behavior of the army ants is so highly dependent upon chemical 

trails and sensitivity to other chemicals that probably the Dorylinae are 

more sensitive to chemicals than most nondoryline ants. Based on this 

assumed hypersensitivity to chemicals, the Dorylinae are more likely 

than nondoryline ants to acquire myrmecophiles for the following reasons: 

(a) The army ants may not he able to distinguish myrmecophiles from 

worker ants if the guasts can acGuire the odor of the host's colony or 

species. (b) The army ants may be more sensitive to repellent chemicals. 

(c) The army ants may be more attracted to or pacified by secretions of 

the myrmecophiles. 

The f~llowing groups of arthropods found in bivouacs or columns 

are listed here in o=der of decreasing abundance with the approximate 

number of specimens taken: Acarina (8,000), Phoridae (2,400), Limulodi

dae (1,100), Staphylinidae (300), Collembola (300), Thysanura (170), 

Diplopoda (150), Histeridae (140) and Diapriidae (6). From this list it 

can be seen that the myrmecophiles which are smallest in size are gener

ally the most abundant. Within the Acarina the smallest mites, the 

Pyemotidae and Scutacaridae, were also most numerous. However, within 

the Limulodidae the genus Cephaloplectus, which includes the largest 

species, was more abundant than the small species. 

Between 10 and 50 specimens of most of the larger common species 

of myrmecophiles appear to be present in a single colony of Eciton. How

ever, it is clear that la~ge fluctuations in populations are possible 
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and much more collecting will be required before accurate estimates can 

be made of the populations of myrmecophiles within colonies. The 

Collembola and Pyemotidae had the highest populations within a colony 

with up to about one myrmecophile per four ants. The incidence of most 

common species of inquilines usually is between one per 500 and one per 

10,000 antso Of course some species were rare with only single specimens 

taken from samples totalling up to about 500,000 ants. 

Life Cycles of it!! Myrmecophiles: I know of no myrmecophile found 

with the army ants which has been reared from the immature to the adult 

stage. Few immature stages have been found within bivouacs or columns. 

Most immature stages which have been taken cannot be associated with 

adults. Because most larvae of Diptera and Coleoptera have been found 

in refuse deposits, these larvae more likely belong to the adults which 

are common in the refuse deposits rather than to the myrmecophilous 

species found within bivouacs. 

Larvae, nymphs and adults of Laelaspis (Laelaptidae) have been found 

within the same sample of ants, indicating that this mite probably breeds 

continuously within the colonies. No similar series of instars for any 

other mite or insect was found at any one time in a colony. 

Collecting data for two species suggest that the life cycles of 

some of the myrmecophilous insects are correlated with the nomadic-statary 

cycle of their hosts. Nymphs of Trichatelura manni (Thysanura) and 

larvae of Vatesus panamensis (Staphylinidae) were found primarily at the 

beginnings of nomadic phases. Eggs are probably deposited at the begin

ning of the statary phase when booty would be most abundant in the colonye 

Because Vatesus has an inactive prepupal and pupal stage, either the ants 
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must carry these stages, or after pupation in the ground the adults must 

re-enter colonies. The presence of well-developed wings on y. panamensis 

supports the latter hypothesis. A number of larvae of y. panamensis were 

reared to prepupae, and one was reared to the pupal stage, but all speci

mens died or were killed by mites before reaching the adult stage. No 

prepupae or pupae were ever found in or near colonies. 

At least one species of pyemotid mite and a new family of mesostig

mate mites, which when gravid look like ant larvae, have life cycles 

probably correlated with the nomadic-statary cycle. In addition, there 

is a little evidence suggesting that the life cycle of several species 

of related mites (probably in the family Neoparasitidae) have life cycles 

correlated with the production of sexual broods of the ants. The females 

have been found on male ants taken at lights, and the male mites were 

found at the times when the male ants are produced. The females of the 

mites are in the colonies throughout the year. 

~ 2f lb.! Myrmecophiles: Any attempt at classifying myrmecophiles 

on the basis of their food is almost impossible because each species 

probably eats a variety of substances. The guests usually feed for a 

few seconds or less at any one place, making it difficult to observe how 

they are feeding or what they are eating. At the present time the myr

mecophiles found with army ants can be divided into the following groups 

according to what are thought to be their most common feeding habits: 

(1) endoparasites, (2) ectoparasites, (3) strigilators and surface feed

ers, (4) trophallactic feeders, (5) predators on booty and brood, (6) 

predators on adult workers and (7) scavengers. 
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Some of the Phoridae with heavily sclerotized ovipositors are 

considered to be endoparasites of the army ants, but as far as I can 

determine none of the species has been reared. No information on the 

biology or behavior of these species was gathered during my work. 

No ectoparasitic insects are known from army ants, but a large 

number of mites have been shown or are assumed to feed on the brood or 

adult ants. Mites which are known to insert their mouthparts into the 

adults are Macrochelidae, Neoparasitidae and Pyemotidae. The Neoparasit~-- -

idae and Circocyllibanidae are ectoparasites on the ant larvae, and the 

following groups probably have the same feeding habits: Parasitoidea nymphs, 

Macrochelidae, Laelaptidae, Uropodina and Pyemotidae. 

A large group of myrmecophiles feeds on material licked or scraped 

from the surfaces of adult and larval ants. Thysanura (Trichatelura), 

Collembola, Limulodidae and some Staphylinidae and Histeridae are in 

this group. Insects in all the groups listed (except the Collembola?} 

were seen strigilating (rapidly scraping with any of the mouthparts) 

and also licking (touching with their maxillae or labia) the surfaces 

of ants. The first three groups are considered primarily strigilators. 

The collembolan Cyphoda which might be expected to feed on fungi or mold 

in refuse deposits was never found there but was abundant in samples of 

larvae on which it apparently fed. 

Two species of Euxenister apparently are trophallactic feeders, 

because they were seen to stop workers and place their mouthparts against 

those of the ants. No fluid could be seen around the mouthparts, and 

there is no proof that any substance was exchanged. 
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All the insect families and orders listed above as strigilators 

feed on liquids oozing from injured booty and brood. However, some 

histerids and mites pierce uninjured larvae and booty. I believe the 

behavior of these histerids and mites may be important for initiating 

feeding on the brood by the other myrmecophiles and the army ants. 

Vatesus panamensis was not seen strigilating and probably did not punc

ture any booty or brood but was seen feeding on fluids oozing from them. 

The staphylinid Tetradonia marginalis is the only myrmecophile 

positively shown to attack active workers. However, this species, two 

other species of Tetradonia and at least two species of Zyras !· .!il· 

were seen to attack workers which were unable to walk but still were 

twitching. Possibly these beetles are actually predators which killed 

the ants. 

The staphylinids which attack active workers also feed on dead 

workers, and therefore can be considered scavengers as well as predators. 

In addition, the myrmecophilous scavengers should include at least those 

species which feed on booty refuse and follow the emigrations of the ants. 

Most Phoridae and some of the Staphylinidae and Histeridae which show 

no obvious morphological specializations for myrmecophily are scavengers. 

The Diplopoda are known to feed on dirt and debris (but not booty refuse) 

in laboratory nests and are thought to be scavengers around the bivouacs 

of the ants. Vatesus spp. which usually stay within the bivouacs oc

casionally visit refuse deposits and feed on the remains of booty. 

~ Behavior of the Myrmecophiles: This study showed that the 

classical division of myrmecophiles into symphiles, synoeketes and 

synechthrans proposed by Wasmann is of little or no value for referring 
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to the guests of the army ants. Species long considered by authors to 

be symphiles are apparently ignored or killed as readily as species 

reported to be persecuted predators (synechthrans). 

Most species which appear to be carried by the ants were shown to 

climb up to the undersides of the heads of workers where they actually 

ride. Although some species are actively carried by the ants, the 

importance of this behavior seems to have been overstressed in the pas~. 

In addition to their booty and brood, the army ants in emigration columns 

also carry living and uninjured workers of their colony, empty cocoons, 

sclerites from booty lacking any apparent food, and even pieces of dirt 

and wood. It seems doubtful that many of the morphological features 

such as the large curved legs or the dorsolateral carinae considered 

to be "handles" are adaptations for being carried by the workers. Over 

50 specimens of some of these species were seen running or riding in 

emigration columns, but I did not see a single individual being carried 

by an ant. The staphylinid Mimonilla ?ecitonis was the species most 

consistently carried in an emigration column and laboratory nest. 

All species of Diplopoda and Phoridae seen in columns were running, 

and these inquilines never rode on the ants in laboratory nests. Most 

species of Collembola, Thysanura, Staphylinidae and Histeridae either 

ride or run in the columns. The largest species of Vatesus (Staphylini

dae) and the adult Trichatelura (Thysanura) rarely ride. Although even 

Collembola and the smallest species of Limulodidae were seen to run in 

emigration columns, these small species commonly rode on the ants or 

whatever the ants were carrying. As the ant larvae increase in size, a 

larger proportion of all the myrmecophiles ride on the brood. Some 
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species of Histeridae and many of the mites ride on specific places on 

the worker ants, and some ride only on major or submajor workers. 

Every species of myrmecophile tested was able to follow the chemical 

trails of its host when no ants were on the trail. Included were such 

diverse groups as Diplopoda, Collembola, Thysanura, Phoridae, Limulodidae, 

Staphylinidae and Histeridae. 

Any long hairs arranged in groups and usually yellow in color have 

been considered by most authors to be trichomes bearing a substance 

virtually irresistible to the ants. It has been claimed that this sub

stance not only protects the insects from being killed by their hosts 

but induces the ants to carry and care for the myrmecophiles. The ants 

were not attracted to the trichomes and licked other parts of Euxenister 

rarely but more than they licked the trichomes. The main function of 

the trichomes may be to remove and hold material from the surfaces of the 

ants. However, the dorsal trichome hairs may be of some protective ad

vantage because they will break off if an ant pulls on them. Moreover, 

the long hairs on the tibiae of histerids such as Euxenister are on the 

inner surfaces where the hairs clearly increase the efficiency of the 

legs used by the histerid to alternately rub the workers and its own 

body. This rubbing process occurs frequently and may be important for 

transferring the colony odor from the bodies of the ants to the beetles. 

It is also possible that the glands associated with the trichomes pro

duce a substance which absorbs chemicals from the surfaces of the ants 

allowing the histerid to acquire the odor of the colony. In addition 

to two species of Euxenister, the staphylinid Ecitophya bicolor was seen 

rubbing its legs on the bodies of workers and then on its own body. This 
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as does the histerid. 
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None of the myrmecophiles seen climbing, kicking or scraping on the 

surfaces of the ants was ever attacked by the workers (except for a few 

histerids which were clinging to heads of workers and had their mouth

parts touching those of the workers). Even large beetles clinging to 

legs or antennae were not attacked, and myrmecophiles were never seen in 

balanced positions on the ants. When myrmecophiles climbed on the 

queens, the workers made no attempt to remove the inquilines even though 

the workers themselves usually ride and cluster around the queen. In 

some cases the workers were completely displaced by the myrmecophiles. 

Some limulodids and occasionally Vatesus and Trichatelura were the ohly 

myrmecophiles which appeaied to be more attracted to queens than to 

workers. 

The methods and extent of dispersal from one colony to another are 

unknown except for some Laelaptidae and Neoparasitidae which are known 

to ride on male army ants. These mites were found on males which had 

flown to lights, and I suspect that this method of dispersal may be 

used by a number of other families of mites and the smallest myrmecophil

ous beetles. 
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List of Colonies of Army Ants Studied 

The following list gives the colony number, species, and dates 

when the colony was observed in the field and laboratory. Colony desig

nations for colonies observed before June 1955 are the same as those 

used by Dr. Schneirla. Information on the brood and a few of the more 

important observations are also included. More details are given for 

the species on which there has been little information published. All 

the colonies were studied by Carl w. and Marian E. Rettenmeyer on Barro 

Colorado Island unless other data is given. 

In order to save space the following symbols are used: RC= raid 

column(s), RS= raid swarm, EC= emigration column, BTC = backtracking 

column, N-1 = first nomadic day or first day in the nomadic phase, 

S-1 = first statary day, N-last = last nomadic day, and S-last = last 

statary day. Question marks after nomadic or statary days indicate that 

these figures are estimates and the true position in the phase may dif

fer by one to three days either side of the estimates. The methods used 

to measure the larvae and to determine the approximate position in the 

nomadic or statary phase are discussed in the section entitled Deter

mining Ages of Broods and Position of Colony in Activity Cycle. The 

range of size or age of the brood is followed by the mean length of 

the ten smallest larvae or prepupae seen in the sample and the mean 

length of the ten largest larvae or prepupae seen in the sample. Since 

these larvae and prepupae were picked o~t by eye, somewhat greater varia

tion undoubtedly existed within the broods. Although more brood samples 

were taken, only representative ones were measured. 
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E-101, Neivamyrmex nigrescens (Cresson), KANSAS: 5 miles northeast of 

Lawrence, University of Kansas Natural History Reservation, 

(C. w. Rettenmeyer and w. E. LaBerge), 28 June, S-1?, to 2 July 

1955, bivouac; 30 June, somewhat physogastric queen taken, worker 

brood was rapidly metamorphosing to pupae; 10 July, S-13?, first 

callows emerged in laboratory; 12 July, remaining ants and brood 

preserved. 

E-102, Nomamvrmex esenbecki crassicornis {F. Smith), 12 Feb. 1956, 

9:45 to 11:40 a.m., 8:00 p.m., RC; 13 Feb., 10:15 a.m., RC. 

E-103, Eciton mexicanum panamense Borgmeier, 12 Feb. 1956, 7:40 to 

8:50 p.m., RC. 

E-104, £· hamatum (Fabricius}, 13 Feb. 1956, RC. 

E-105, ~- hamatum, E E-10417', 13 Feb. 1956, N-3?, range of male larvae 

5.2 to 10.8 mm., means 5.7 and 9.1 mm., mean of 57 larvae 7.4 mm.; 

15 Feb., last observations. 

E-106, !i2!!!!· esenbecki crassicornis, /} E-10217, 13 Feb. 1956, 6:20 p.m., 

RC. 

E-107, £• burchelli foreli Mayr, 14 to 24 Feb. 1956; 20 Feb., N-9?, 

range of worker larvae 4.4 to 9.2 mm., means 5.3 and 8.2 mm.; 

21 Feb., no EC; 22 Feb., EC about 110 meters; 23 Feb., larvae 

spinning, EC; 24 Feb., S-1. 

E-108, £• mexicanum panamense, 14 Feb. 1956, 9:10 to 11:35 p.m., RC and 

EC, queen taken, three one-half to two-thirds grown larvae taken, 

4.0, 4.8, and 6.0 mm.; 13 Feb., 11:20 a.m., BTC mostly under leaves. 

E-109, ~- burchelli foreli, 15 Feb. 1956, 6:00 to 6:40 p.m., RC with 

no swarms at front. 
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E-110, ~- burchelli foreli, L= E-109ff, 15 Feb. to 8 Mar. 1956, statary 

bivouac up tree; 5 Mar., N-1; 8 Mar., N-4, range of brood, eggs 

0.4 mm. to larvae 2.4 mm., mean of ten largest larvae, 2.1 mm. 

E-111 = E-107. 

E-112, £• dulcius crassinode Bergmeier, 17 Feb. 1956, 11:20 to 11:30 

p.m., RC. 

E-113, E. ~~~ E~namense, 20 Feb. 1956, 8:20 to 9:00 p•m•, RC. 

E-114, E. hamctum, 22 to 23 Feb. 1956. 

E-115, E. dulcius crassinode, 23 Feb. 1956, 10:40 to 10:45 p.m., RC. 

E-116, ~ ~~~b9c_li .£!.assicornis, 24 Feb. 1956, about 8:00 p.m., RC. 

E-117, E,• dulci1.1s c:,:-assinC"c!e, 24 Feb. 1956, about 10:00 p.m., RC. 

E-118, Eciton sp. probably mexicanum, 26 Feb. 1956, RC disappeared 

before sample could be taken. 

E-119, Labidus .E!!.~jator s6dulu!=' Menozd, 26 Feb. !956, 4: 50 to 5: 00 

p.m., 6:CO to 6:10 p .. m., RC disappeared at 6:W p.m. 

E-120, .b· prae_c1to: ~edt:lt~, 27 Feb. 1<:~6, 12: 25 to 2: 15 p.m., RC. 

RS stopped about 1:45 p.m. 

E-121, §.• hamatum, 27 Febc to 22 Mar. 1956; 28 Feb. statary bivouac; 

29 Feb. cocoon sample taken, all prepupae, range 4.0 to 11.2 mm., 

means 4.6 and 9.9 mmr, physogastric que~n taken, returned her to 

colony about five hou~s later; 17 Mar., S-last, S-19?; 18 Mar., N-1. 

E-122, ~- t~enbecki E,!.:"'_S_~icornis, 28 Feb. 1956, 8:45 to 9:10 a.m., RC. 

E-123, E. h!_m~, 2 Mar. ~9~6, RC. 

E-124, E. vagans mutatum Bergmeier, 2 i1k:c. 1956, 11: 20 to 11: 40 p.m. , RC. 

E-125, §_. !!!~~}.~ panamense, 3 Mar. : 956, 8: 00 p.m., RC. 

E-126, L. ga0d.!!Q! sedulus, 4 Mar. 1956, 8:00 to 10:00 p.m., RS and RC. 

E-127, ~- hamatum, 5 to 8 Mar. 1956; 8 Mar., N-11?, range of worker 

larvae 2.0 to 8.4 mm., means 2.4 and 7.2 mm. 
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E-128, ~- mexicanum panamense, 7 Mar. 1956, 9:45 to 10:00 p.m., RC. 

E-129, g. vagans mutatum, 8 Mar. 1956, 11:30 to 11:40 a.m., 7:05 p.m., RC. 

E-130, L. praedator sedulus, 8 Mar. 1956, 7:30 p.m., RS. 

E-131, 1· praedator sedulus, 15 Mar. 1956, 1:00 to 2:30 p.m., RS, RC. 

E-132, £• burchelli foreli, 16 to 26 Mar. 1956, RC; 17 Mar., N-1; 

19 Mar., N-3, still opening cocoons, no EC; 21 Mar., N-5, no EC. 

E-133, Lo praedator sedulus, 27 Mar. 1956, 10:50 to 11:15 a.m., RS, RC. 

E-134, E. hamatum, 27 Mar. 1956, RC. 

E-135, E. mexicanum panamense, 27 Mar. 1956, 7:00 to 7:20 p.m., 8:10 to 

8:40 p.m., RC. 

E-136, £· burchelli foreli, L= E-13217, 27 Mar. to 28 Apr. 1956; 31 Mar., 

larvae spinning, no EC; 2 Apr., range of worker brood, larvae 4.0 

to prepupae 12.0 mm., means 4.4 and 10.6 mm., EC; 3 Apr., S-1, 

statary period 20 days; 23 Apr., N-1; 24 Apr., N-2, range of brood, 

eggs 0.4 mm. to larvae, 1.2 mm., means of largest larvae 1.2 mm. 

E-137, ~- dulcius crassinode, 2 Apr. 1956, 8:15 to 10:40 p.m., EC with 

callow workers, eggs and young larvae. 

E-138, L. praedator sedulu~, 6 Apr. 1956, 10:55 to 11:05 a.m., RS. 

E-139, E. hamatum, 6 Apr. 1956, RC. 

E-140, E. burchelli foreli, 7 Apr. 1956, RC. 

E-141, E. hamatum, 8 Apr. 1956, N-2?, range of worker brood, eggs 0.4 mm. 

to largest larva 2.0 mm., mean of ten largest larvae 1.9 mm., queen 

taken from bivouac; 9 Apr., queen returned. 

E-142, E. burchelli foreli, 11 Apr. 1956, RC. 

E-143, E. dulcius crassinode, 11 Apr. 1956, 7:30 to 8:35 p.m., RC, EC. 

E-144, E. vagans mutatum, 12 Apr. 1956, 9:30 to 10:00 p.m., RC. 
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E-145, g. va9ans mutatum, £= E-14417, 13 Apr. 1956, 6i30, 10:00 p.m.; 

15 Apr., 6:15, 10:30 p.m., RC. 

E-146, ~. praedator sedulus, 15 Apr. 1956, 9:00 to 10:00 p.m.; 16 Apr. 

1:30 to 1:45 a.m., 4:30 to 5:00 a.m., 7:00 a.m., clusters outside 

bivouac(?) under foundation at northwest corner of old laboratory, 

no RC or EC founrl. 

E-147, £• mexicanum panam~nae, 18 Apr. 1956, 7:40 to 10:00 p.m., RC; 

19 Apr., 12:40 to 12:55 a.m., RC. 

E-148, ~- burchelli foreli, L= '52 B-IX by marked quee~7, 18 Apr. 1956, 

range of worker brood, full-grown larvae to prepupae in cocoons; 

19 Apr., N-last, statary phase of 21 days; 11 May, N-1; 12 May, 

no EC; 13 May, N-3, no EC; 14 May, EC; 15 May, queen taken on EC; 

16 May, queen returned, EC; 17 May, N-7, no EC; 18 May, EC; 19 May, 

EC; 20 May, N-10, queen taken from bivouac and preserved in Bouin's 

fixative, range of worker larvae 1.6 to 7.2 mm., means 1.8 to 4.1 mm.; 

26 May, N-16, range 6.0 to 10.8 mm., means 6.8 and 9.8 mm.; 24 May 

to 28 May colony combined with E-156. 

E-149, £· burchelli foreli, 19 Apr. 1956, 3:30 p.m., three alate males 

found in bivouac; 20 Apr., N-10?, range of worker larvae, 2.4 to 

12.8 mm., means, 2.9 and 10.5 mm., EC not followed. 

E-150, Neivamyrmex sp. or Labidus praedator sedulus, 21 Apr. 1956, 

8:15 to 8:16 p.m., RC disappeared before sample could be taken. 

E-151, §.• mexi~ pa name_~~., 25 Apr. 1956, 6: 20 to 9: 45 p.m., RC. 

E-152, E. burchelli foreli, 28 Apr. 1956, EC. 

E-153, E. mexi~a~ panamense, 28 Apr. 1956, 10:00 to 10:40 p.m., EC 

with many callo~s, no immature brood seen. 
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E-154, £• vaqans mutatum, 29 Apr. 1956, S-1?, 6:30 to 8:15 p.m., RC, 

subterranean bivouac close to surface, range of 11 worker larvae, 

7.6 to 12 mm., mean 10.0 mm.; 30 Apr. 8:00 to 8:45 a.m., dug out 

part of bivouac, worker pupae white; 6:30 p.m., few workers found 

at cavity; 9:15 p.m., RC; 22 May, S-24?, 8:00 a.m., first major 

workers emerged in laboratory from sample taken on 30 Apr. 

E-155, Noma. esenbecki £.?_.:_~icornis, 29 Apr. 1956, 8;30 to 8:40 p.m., RC. 

E-156, £• burchelli foreli, 30 Apr. 1956, N-last, range of larvae 3.2 

to 12 mm., means 3.8 and 9.8 mm.; 1 May, S-1, statary phase 21 

days; 22 May, N-1, EC; 23 May, EC; 24 May, EC; 25 May, N-4, no EC; 

26 May, no EC, range of worker larvae 1.2 to 4.4 mm., means 1.7 mm. 

and 4.1 mm.; 27 May, no EC; 24 to 28 May colony E-148 fused with 

E-156; 28 to 30 May, EC each night; 31 May, N-10, no EC; 1 June, 

EC, range of worker larvae 2.4 to 4.0 mm., means 3.3 and 9.0 mm. 

E-157, g. mexicanum panamense, 30 Apr. 1956, 6:45 to 9:00 p.m., RC. 

E-158, Neivamyrmex gibbatus Borgmeier, 3 May 1956, 3:25 to 4:35, 5:50 

to 5:55 a.m., RC. 

E-159, g. hamatum, 11 May 1956, RC, EC, 8:05 p.m., queen taken; 12 May, 

3:30 a.m., no BTC, 6:00 a.m., strong BTC to previous bivouac; 13 to 

14 May, BTC; 14 May, 10:00 a.m., queen returned. 

E-160, ~- esenbecki crassicornis, 14 May 1956, 8:10 to 10:00 a.m., 

end of EC and brief RC. 

£-161, ~- pilosu!: ~?= ~ (F. Smith), 14 May 1956, 10:00 to 10:10 

a.m., RC. 

E-162, §.• hama_~, 15 May 1956, EC; 16 May, EC, range of worker brood, 

eggs 0.4 .i~m. tC' larvae 3.6 mm., me;Jns of largest larvae 3. 2 mm. i 

19 to 23 June, colony found again, identified by marked queen, 
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E-170, 24 May 1956, g. mexicanum panamense, 24 May 1956, 6:20 to 10:20 

p.m., EC, worker larvae about one-half grown, range of larvae 1.2 

to 6.0 mm., means 1.6 and 5.3 mm. 

E-171, ~- esenbecki crassicornis, /} E-16417, 25 May 1956, 6:45 a.m., 

RC. 

E-172, £· burchelli foreli, [= E-14~7, 25 May 1956, bivouac. 

E-173, E. hamatum, 27 May 1956, RC. 

E-174, ~- pilosus mexic&nus, 28 May 1956, 1:25 to 1:45 p.m., RC. 

E-175, ~· mexicanum panamense, 29 May 1956, 12:40 to 12:50 a.m., 1:30 

to 1:50 a.m., RC. 

E-176, Neiv. pilosus mexicanus, 29 May 1956, 10:00 to 10:10 a.m., RC. 

E-177, 1• praedator sedulus, 29 May 1956, 7:10 to 7:30, 9:45 to 10:10 

p.m., RC; 30 May, 6:45 to 11:00 a.m., EC. 

E-178, E. mexicanum panamense, 30 May 1956, 7:25 to 7:40 p.m., RC. 

E-179, L. coecus, 31 May 1956, 7:45 to 8:10 p.m., 10:45 to 10:50 p.m., 

RS. 

E-180, ~- vagans mutatum, 31 May 1956, 8:15 to 9:50 p.m., 10:15 to 

10:30 p.m., EC, range of worker larvae 1.2 to 6.8 mm., means 1.8 

and 5.8 mm., queen taken; 1 June, 9:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m., BTC. 

E-181, E. mexicanum panamense, 1 June 1956, 10:15 to 10:30 p.m., RC. 

E-182, L. praedator sedulus, 2 June 1956, lOiOO to 11:30 a.m., 6:00 

to 6:30 p.m., RC; 4 June, 9:00 a.m., RC. 

E-183~ 1· praedator sedulu~, {_= E-18217, 3 June 1956, 6:45 to 7:00, 

8:00 to 8:30 a.m., 8:00 to 8:15 p.m., RC; 4 June, 2:45 to 4:00 

a.m., 7:00 a.m., 7:55 to 10:40 a.m., RC or EC; 6:00, 9:30, and 

11:00 p.rn., RC; 5 June, 3:30 to 6:45 a.m., RC or EC, range of five 

larvae 3.2 to 4.0 mm.; 7:00, 8:30 p.m., RC. 
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E-184, E.• mexicanum panamense, 4 June 1956, 2:45 to 2:50, 3:20 to 4:30 

p.m., RC and bivouac. 

E-185, 1· praedator sedulus, /_= E-177'[7, 5 June 1956, 2:30 to 2:35 

a.m., RC. 

E-186, E. hamatum, 6 June 1956, RC, statary bivouac, worker pupae white. 

E-187, Ea mexicanum panamense, 11 June 1956, 7:30 to 8:00 p.m., RC. 

E-188, g. mexicanum panamense, /_= E-187'[1, 13 June 1956, 10:40 to 

10:45 p.m., RC. 

E-189, g. hamatum, 16 June 1956, queen taken from bivouac, range of 

worker larvae 3.6 to 11.2 mm., means 4.3 and 9.2 mm., EC; 17 June, 

6:45 to 7:20 p.m., RC, no EC. 

E-190, ~- mexicanum panamense, [_= E-187?, E-l88l7, 17 June 1956, 9:30 

p.m., RC. 

E-191, E. hamatum, /} E-162 by marked queeiJ. 

E-192, E. hamatum, 22 June 1956, exceptionally large colony found 

with three RC, possibly colony E-168 and E-189 had combined with 

this colony, brood of worker larvae and prepupae in cocoons being 

carried to an exposed bivouac, one larva taken, 5.6 mm., range 

of largest prepupae 8.0 to 12.4 mm., mean 10.4 mm. 

E-193, L. coecus, 22 June 1956, 10:00 to 10:15, 10:30 to 10:35 p.m., RS. 

E-194, ~- dulcius crassinode, 23 June 1956, 5:00 to 6:30 p.m., RC. 

E-195, E. mexicanum panamense, 23 June 1956, 11:00 to 11:05 p.m., RC. 

E-196, E. hamatum, 24 June 1956, RC. 

E-197, ~- mexicanum panamense, /_= E-19517, 24 June 1956, 8:00 to 

8:05, 9:20 to 9:30 p.m., RC. 

E-198, £• vaqe.ns ~!atum, 24 June 1956, 9:00 to 9:30 p.m., RC. 

E-199, Noma. esenbecki crassicornis, 29 June 1956, 8:00 to 8:20 a.m., RC. 



E-200, E. hamatum, 30 June 1956, RC, EC, bivouac. 

E-201, L. coecus, 1 July 1956, midnight to 2:00 a.m., RS. 

E-202, L. praedator sedulus, 1 July 1956, 4:45 to 4:50, RC. 

E-203, E. hamatum, 2 July 1956, RC. 

E-204, §.dulcius crassinode, 4 July 1956, 3:30 to 5:40 a.m., EC, 
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7:45 to 8:30 a.m., dug out part of bivouac, range of worker larvae 

2.0 to 8.4 mm., means 4.1 and 7.3 mm., 5:00 p.m., RC or BTC, 

7:15 to 7:56 p.m., EC, 8:00 to 9:00 p.m., RC; 5 July, 4:00 to 

4:30 a.m., RC, BTC, 8:00 to 9:00 p.m., worker larvae almost full 

grown, range of larvae 2.8 to 11.6 mm., means 3.7 and 9.6 mm., EC; 

6 July, 8:00 to 10:00 p.m., BTC; 9 July, about 8:00 p.m., BTC; 

10 July, 1:00, 6:00 a.m., BTC. 

E-205, L. coecus, 4 July 1956, 8:10 to 8:15 p.m., RC. 

E-206, E. hamatum, 5 July 1956, RC. 

E-207, L. praedator sedulus, 5 July 1956, 10:30 to 11:00 a.m., RS. 

E-208, Noma. esenbecki crassicornis, 5 July 1956, 11:20 a.m., RC. 

E-209, £• vagans mutatum, 5 July 1956, about 11:50 a.m., RC. 

E-210, Noma. esenbecki crassicornis, 7 July 1956, 8:45 to 9:25 a.m., RC. 

E-211, g. hamatum, 7 July 1956, N-8?, RC, bivouac, range of worker 

larvae Q.8 to 4.8 mm., means 1.0 and 4.1 mm.; 9 July, range of 

worker larvae, 0.8 to 6.0 mm., means 1.5 and 5.3 mm. 

E-212, §.• vagans mutatum, 9 July 1956, 10:50 to 11:45 a.m., RC, 

bivouac, range of male larvae 16.0 to 17.6 mm., means 16.6 and 

17.4 mm. 

E-213, 1• ~-~' 10 July 1956, 1:00 to 8:00 a.m., RS watched 

intermitt2ntly; 



E-214, ~- vagans mutatum, PANAMA: Canal Zone: Mt. Hope Railroad 

Station, 17 July 1956, 7:00 a.m., RC. 
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E-215, Noma. esenbecki crassicornis, 18 July 1956, 11:25 to 11:30 a.m., 

end of RC or EC. 

E-216, 1· praedator sedulus, 18 July 1956, 8:40 to 9:25, 9:40 to 10:10 

p.m., RS. 

E-217, ~- praedator sedulus, 21 July 1956, 12:15 to 1:00 p.m., RS. 

E-218, ~- pilosus mexicanus, 22 July 1956, 11:35 to 11:55 a.m., RC. 

E-219, g. vaqans mutatum, 24 July 1956, N-2?, 2:30 to 4:00 a.m., range 

of worker brood, eggs 0.4 mm., larvae 0.4 to 3.2 mm., mean of 

largest larvae 2.6 mm., EC, 6:00, 9:00 to 10:00 p.m., BTC; 25 July, 

7:00 a.m., BTC, BTC seen several times during night; 26 July, 7:00 

to 8:00 a.m. BTC decreased, about 4:00 p.m. BTC resumed, 8:30 p.m. 

queen returned to BTC. 

E-220, L. praedator sedulus, 25 July 1956, 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., RS. 

E-221, E. hamatum, 26 July 1956, N-6?, RC, bivouac, EC, range of worker 

larvae 1.6 to 4.8 mm., means 2.0 and 4.4 mm. 

E-222, g. burchelli foreli, 26 July 1956, N-9?, range of worker larvae 

5.2 to 10.8 mm., means 5.6 and 8.4 mm., RS, bivouac, EC; 29 July, 

BTC, queen returned. 

E-223, E. mexicanum panamense, 26 July 1956, 6:10 to 6:15 p.m., RC. 

E-224, Neiv. humilis (Borgmeier), 26 July 1956, 11:00 to 11:30 p.m., RC. -
E-225, 1• praedator sedul:-~~' 27 July 1956, 9:55 to 10:20 a.m., RS, 

10:20 to 11:15 a.m., RC. 

E-226, §• hcfl'.~!,~, E E-221'[1, 29 July 1956, S-2?, range of prepupal 

wo:r:ker l:.::ood 4~4 to 9.6 mm., means 4.5 and 8.9 mm., pupae with 

short ley buds and white with expanded legs; 5 Aug., S-9?, brood 

of eggs, brood of white pupae. 
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E-227, Neivo pilosus mexicanus, 29 July 1956, 9:50 to 10:50 aom., RC, 

range of larvae 2.4 to 4.8 mm., means 2.7 and 4.2 mm. 

E-228, L. coecus, 29 July 1956, 9:30 to 9:45 p.m., RC. 

E-229, E. burchelli foreli, 30 July 1956, N-8?, range of worker larvae 

1.2 to 10.0 mm., means 1.5 and 8.6 mm. 

E-230, 1· praedator sedulus, 31 July 1956, 9:55 to 11:20 a.m., RS, 

11:20 a.m. to 12:40 p.m., RC. 

E-231, L. praedator sedulus, 1 Aug. 1956, 12:40 to 1:40 p.m., RS. 

E-232, £· hamatum, 4 Aug. 1956, RC. 

E-233, E. hamatum, 5 Aug. 1956, RC, bivouac. 

E-234, ~- pilosus mexicanus, 5 Aug. 1956, 10:00 to 10:20 a.m., RC. 

E-235, E. vagans mutatum, 5 Aug. 1956, 11:00 to 11:15 a.m., RC. 

E-236, 1· praedator sedulus, 7 Aug. 1956, 9:00 to 9:10 a.m., RS. 

E-237, g. hamatum, 7 Aug. 1956, RC. 

E-238, ~- burchelli foreli, 7 Aug. 1956, N-5?, RS, bivouac, range of 

worker brood, eggs 0.4 mm. to larvae 7.2 mm., mean of ten largest 

larvae 6.0 mm., EC; 8 Aug., EC; 9 Aug., N-7?, range of worker 

brood, eggs 0.4 mm. to larvae 8.4 mm., mean of ten largest larvae 

6.6 mm., EC; 10 Aug., range of worker larvae 3.6 to 10.0 mm., 

means 4.1 and 9.1 mm., EC; 11 Aug., N-9?, 10:45 a.m., completing 

move to second bivouac about 20 meters beyond one started night 

of 10 Aug., range of larvae 4.4 to 11.6 mm., means 5.0 and 9.9 mm., 

EC, colony lost. 

E-239, g. mexicanum panamense, 7 Aug. 1956, 7:45 to 7:50 p.m., 11:05 

to 11115 p.m., EC with many callows but no eggs or larvae seen. 

E-240, E. vaq~ns mutatum, 7 Augo 1956, N-3?, 8:15 to 9:20, 10:00 to - -----
10:50, 11:10 p.m., EG with alate males, two eggs and two larvae 
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0.8 mm. long also taken; 8 Aug., 7:05 to 7:10, 8:30 to 8:40 p.m., 

RC; 9 Aug., 7:30, 8:05 p.m., RC. 

E-241, ~- qibbatus, 7 Aug. 1956, 9:25 to 9:30, 9:45 to 9:50 p.m., RC; 

8 Aug., 7:15 to 7:25 p.m., RC. 

E-242, ~- dulcius crassinode, 7 Aug. 1956, 9:25 to 9:45 p.m., RC. 

E-243, E. hamatum, 8 Aug. 1956, EC, queen taken, worker larvae about 

three-fourths grown, range of larvae 2.4 to 8.8 mm., means 2.6 

and 7.8 mm.; 9 Aug., 7:30 to 8:00 p.m., BTC, bivouac, range of 

worker larvae 3.6 to 10.4 mm., means 4.4 and 9.0 mm. 

E-244, E. mexicanum panamense, 8 Aug. 1956, 8:15 to 8:20 p.m., RC. 

E-245, ~- hamatum, 9 Aug. 1956, RC. 

E-246, £• hamatum, 11 Aug. 1956, N-13?, RC; 12 Aug., range of worker 

larvae 2.4 to 9.2 mm., means 2.5 and 8.3 mm. 

E-247, E. hamatum, 12 Aug. 1956, RC. 

E-248, E. burchelli foreli, 12 Aug. 1956, RC, bivouac, range of worker 

larvae 4.4 to 12.0 mm., means 3.2 and 10.6 mm.; EC. 

E-249, £• burchelli foreli, 12 Aug. 1956, N-10?, RC, bivouac, range 

of worker larvae, 3.6 to 12.8 mm., means 3.9 and 10.0 mm., EC. 

E-250, E. hamatum, 12 Aug. 1956, EC, bivouac. 

E-251, E. mexicanum panamense, 12 Aug. 1956, 8:30 to 8:35, 9:10 to 

9:15 p.m., worker larvae about three-fourths grown, range of 

larvae 1.2 to 8.0 mm., means 1.2 and 7.2 mm. 

E-252, E. mexicanum P.aname~, 12 Aug. 1956, 10:00 p.m., RC. 

E-253, E. burchelli foreli, 16 Aug. 1956, N-11?, range of worker larvae 

3.6 to 12.4 mm., means 4.4 and 10.2 mm., EC; 17 Aug., N-12?, range 

of larvaa 4.4 to 13.2 mm-~ means 5.2 and 11.6 mm., EC. 

E-254, ~- mexicanum panamense, 16 Aug3 1956, 9:00 p.m., RC. 
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E-255, E. mexicanum panamense, 16 Aug. 1956, 11:45 p.m., RC. 

E-256, E. mexicanum panamense, 17 Aug. 1956, 9!15 to 9:20 p.m., worker 

larvae about two-thirds grown, range of larvae 3.6 to 7.6 mm., 

means 4.5 and 7.0 mm. 

E-257, E. mexicanum panamense, 17 Aug. 1956, 10:00 to 10:15 p.m., RC. 

E-258, E. hamatum, 19 Aug. 1956, RC. 

E-259, ~· pilosus mexicanus, 6 June 1956, 5:30 to 7:00 a.m., RC. 

E-260, ~- opacithorax (Emery), KANSAS: University of Kansas Natural 

History Reservation, 10 Apr. 1957, 5:00 p.m., 6:00 p.m., cluster 

under rock. 

E-261, ~- nigrescens (Cresson}, same locality as E-260, 4 May 1957, 

6:30 to 7:30 p.m., cluster under rock. 

E-262, ~- opacithorax (Emery), KANSAS: 1 mile west of Lawrence, 

18 May 1957, 2:00, 4:00 p.m., cluster under rock. 

E-263, ~- opacithorax, KANSAS: 1 mile northwest of Lawrence, 

26 May to 2 June 1958, statary colony with RC daily; 3 June, 

7:40 to 8:30 a.m., RC; 10:25 p.m. to 4 June, 1:31 a.m., EC, 

physogastric queen taken; 4 June, 6:20 to 6:40 p.m., two workers 

seen wandering near holes, 10:15 to 10:45 p.m., BTC; 5 June, 

2:30 p.m., BTC, 9:45 to 9:50 p.m., BTC. 

E-264, ~- opacithorax, KANSAS: Lawrence, on campus of University of 

Kansas, crossing sidewalk west of Snow Hall, 6 July 1959, 11:30 

to 11:40 a.m., 12:40 r.m., RC, 7:15 p.mr to 7 July 1:35 a.m., 

RC and EC; 7 July, 10~00 a.m. to 10 July, 10:00 a.m., BTC 

apparent~y continuous; 10 July, 6:00 p.m., no BTC; 11 July, 

several ~imes Juring day saw no BTC. 
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E-265, ~- nigrescens, KANSAS: 5 mi. northeast of Lawrence, 

University of Kansas Natural History Reservation, 21 July 1959, 

6~00 p.m. to 10:06 p.m., RC; 22 July, 6:00 to 8:00 p.m., RC. 

E-266, Neiv. opacithorax, KANSAS: Lawrence, in city between Tenth and 

Eleventh Streets along Ohio Street, 19 Aug. 1959, 9:00 p.m. to 

20 July, 3:20 a.m., EC; 20 Aug., 7:30 to 7:40 p.m., RC or BTC. 

E-267, ~- opacithorax, KANSAS: 1 mile east of Lawrence, 21 Oct. 1959, 

bivouac under house, alate males and workers coming into house 

through crack in floor about 2:00 p.m.; 22 Oct. clusters found 

on opposite sides of house. 

'52 P-7, ~. praedator sedulus, Barro Colorado Is. (T. C. ~chneirla and 

C. ,~. Rettenmeyer) 19 Mar. 1952, 10:20 a.m. to 2:20 p.m., bivouac 

in rotten log and soil beneath log, took one dealate and 146 

alate males, eggs, worker larvae of all ages, and cocoons with 

larvae, prepupae and white pupae. 

'55 B-IV, ~- burchelli foreli, Barro Colorado Is. (T. c. Schneirla and 

C. ~. Rettenmeyer) 9 Feb. to 11 Feb. 1955 end of nomadic phase 

with sexual larvae; 12 Feb., S-1~ 3 Mar., S-21; 4 Mar., ~-1, 

colony divided into colonies '55 B-IV-N and B-IV-S: 16 Mar., 

N-13, collected large sample of adults and brood of worker larvae 

of B-IV-S; queen killed?~ 17 Mar., N-14, took queen on EC at 

12:10 a.m., collected most of brood and large sample of B-IV-N 

at 12:30 p.m.· BTC between two colonies observed several times 

up to 24 Mar. 



Species 

Eciton 

hamatum 

Eciton 

burchelli 
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Table 1. Observations of Quaens of Army Ants 

Along Emigration Columns 

Date Queen I Time Distance in meters 
from old bivouac 

2 Mar. 1956 E-123 9:55 p.m. ? 

6 Mar. 1956 E-127 7:36 p.m. 10 

8 Mar. 1956 E-127 before 0 
6:00 p.m. 

18 Mar. 1956 E-121 8:00 p.m. 5 

19 Mar. 1955 '55 H-E 10:06 p.m. 68 

28 Mar. 1955 '55 H-I 11: 15 p.m. 15 

8 Apr. 1956 E-141 7:00 p.m. 7 

11 Apr. 1956 E-141 6:31 p.m. 6 

11 May 1956 E-159 8:05 p.m. 30 

15 May 1956 E-162 8:40 p.m. >25 

16 May 1956 E-162 7:15 p.m. 10 

13 June 1956 E-168 7:15 p.m. 10 

23 June 1956 E-191 7: 11 p.m. 5 

8 Aug. 1956 E-243 10:37 p.m. >25 

17 Feb. 1956 E-107 8:25 p.m. 8 

23 Feb. 1956 E-107 10:15 p.m. 2 

5 Mar. 1956 E-110 11: 15 p.m. >20 

7 Mar. 1956 E-110 9:10 p.m. 100 

16 Mar. 1955 '55 B-IV-N 11: 03 p.m. 90 
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Table 1 (continued). Observations of Queens of 

Army Ants Along Emigration Columns 

Species Date Queen Time Distance in meters 
from old bivouac 

17 Mar. 1956 E-132 9:25 p.m. 20 

23 Mar. 1956 E-132 8:15 p.m. 22 

Eciton 30 Mar. 1956 E-136 8:37 p.m. 60 

2 Apr. 1956 E-136 7: 45 p.m. 25 

burchelli 28 Apr. 1956 E-136 9: 10 p.m. 10 
(continued) 

15 May 1956 E-148 8:05 p.m. 1 

26 July 1956 E-222 9:30 p.m. 20 

Eciton 30 May 1956 E-180 8:50 p.m. >15 

vagans 24 July 1956 E-219 3:03 a.m. >10 

1 Mar. 1955 '55 D-1 Mar. 9:00 p.m. >30 

Eciton 2 Apr. 1956 E-137 8:30 p.m. >4 

dulcius 11 Apr. 1956 E-143 8:30 p.m. >10 

4 July 1956 E-204 7:41 p.m. >20 

14 Feb. 1956 E-108 9:40 p.m. )8 

Eciton 
24 May 1956 E-170 10:15 p.m. >5 

mexicanum 
12 Aug. 1956 E-251 9:15 p.m. >5 

Nomamyrmex 18 May 1956 E-164 10: 28 p.m. >3 

esenbecki 

Neivamyrmex 3 June 1958 E-263 12: 06 a .m. l? 

oeacithorax 6 July 1959 E-264 11:41 p.m. >2 



Table 2. Relative Attraction of Workers to Parts of Queens 

Species Queen Alitrunk Petiole Segments of Gaster 
No. 1st I 2nd I 3rd I 4th I 

Eciton E-123 X X 27 16 11 1 
hamatum 

E. dulcius E-143 X 6 18 12 4 7 -crassinode 

Eciton E-170 6 3 0 3 4 2 
mexicanum 

Nomam)!:rmex E-164 1 5 8 21 25 29 
esenbecki 

x = no record made but little attraction to this part of queen; 
for further explanation see text. 

584 

5th· 

0 

4 

1 

28 
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Table 3, Workers of Ecitonini Examin ed from Barr o Colo rado Island 

Worker s + + ....; 

Spe c ies (/) ....; 0 
other Maj ors All Larvae (l) (/) U) ....; 

•M (l) 
C ....; (/) (/) 

of Ant 0 0. (l) (l) 

than Worker s ....; E ....; ...... 
0 ro 0. 0. 
u (/) E E 

ro ro 
Maj ors (/) (/) 

E. burchelli 494,873 2 , 605 497,478 98 , 074 18 54 46 38 - foreli 

E. hamat um 32 , 517 2,207 34 ,7 24 29 , 939 30 52 32 28 -
E. dulciu s - 4,687 109 4 , 796 1 , 261 11 22 9 5 

crassin ode 

E. vagans 13, 236 343 13 , 579 187 13 27 12 8 
a-Aq,W,s-t'a-t-1,m,-
n L\tt\'T"'""' 

E. mexicanu m 4, 33 1 245 4,5 76 602 29 35 7 5 -
panamensis 

L. praedator 24,397 --- - 24 ,397 193 22 32 22 15 
sed ul us 

L. coec us 10 ,7 27 ---- 10 , 727 0 7 9 9 6 -
Noma. esenbecki 3 , 481 --- - 3 ,481 -- 94 14 25 10 5 

crass i corn i s 

Nei v. -- gibbatus 1, 736 ---- 1,736 0 2 2 2 2 

Neiv. humilis 622 -- -- 622 -- 0 l l l 1 

Neiv . - pi l os us 3 ,080 ---- 3 ,080 120 e 10 8 7 
mexicanus 

Neiv . -- postcar in atus 282 ---- 282 0 1 1 1 l 

Nei v. pseudops 231 --- - 231 0 1 1 1 1 --

Total 594,200 5,509 599,709 130 ,470 157 271 160 127 
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Table 4. Workers of Ecitonini Examined from Other Localities 

Workers 
+ 

Species + ..... 
other Majors All Larvae IS) ,-f 0 

a, (J) lO ..... ..... a, 

of A'.1t 
C ...... (J) 1/) 

than Workers 0 0. a, a, 
..... E ..... ..... 
0 t0 0. 0. 
u CJ) E E 

Majors 
(0 (U 

en CJ) 

-

E. burchelli 21 0 21 0 1 1 0 0 - parvispinum 

E. burchelli 6,020 122 6,142 0 3 3 1 1 
foreli 

E. burchelli 7,338 25 7,363 341 15 15 4 2 
urichi 

E. burchelli - 6,501 101 6,602 0 2 2 1 1 
cupiens 

E. hamatum 10,072 213 10,285 10,000 4 4 1 1 -
E. lucanoides 120 0 120 0 3 3 0 0 - conquistador 

E. vegans 2,000 1 2,001 0 2 2 1 1 
angustatum 

L. praedator 559 ---- 559 50 4 4 1 1 -
L. coecus 617 ---- 617 500 5 5 3 2 -
Noma. esenbecki 50 ---- 50 0 4 4 0 0 

Noma. hartigi 642 ---- 642 0 2 2 2 1 

Neiv. legionis 250 ----- 250 0 1 1 1 1 

Neiv. nigrescens 14,232 ----- 14,232 74 5 14 10 8 -
Neiv. opacithorax 1,137 ---- 1,137 0 6 6 4 3 -
Neiv. pilosus 208 ---- 208 0 4 4 1 0 

Neiv. sumichrasti 86 
.,. ___ 

86 0 2 2 0 0 

! 
I 

Total I 49,853 462 50,315 10,965 63 72 30 22 



Table Summary of stylogaster Collection Records 

Species of Stylo~a~ter 

TEiB:en noc.r 

I -~ 
Totals 

ant species: •rl 

~ 
•rl ~ (d 
fll ..., 
§ ~ :::s 

~ C: 
,c 0 ·a 

& i ? & ~ ? & i ? i i ? & & i ? T 

L. praedator 4 7 1 1 3 - 7 4 -· - 5 - ... 12 19 l 32 -
E. burchelli 9 8 1 6 8 1 3 9 4 2 l 1 1 19 28 7 54 -
E. hamatum - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 2 .., 2 -
Eo vo.ga.ns - - - l - - 1 - l - - - - 2 - l 3 -
Not neo.r ants - - - l l - - - - - - - - 1 l - 2 

Totals 13 15 2 9 12 1 11 15 5 2 6 l 1 34 50 9 93 

Both sexes 30 22 31 2 17 1 93 ' 



~ Table Stylogaster Eggs Found on To.chinidae 

Field Species of Species of Location of Egg on Tachinid 
No. Stylogaster Tachinidae 

2341-A bank:si c. dives i Latera.lJ between terga II and III 

1755-A ourrani c. agilis ~ LateralJ between terga II and III 

2329-A currani c. agilis 9 LateralJ between terga I and II 
(see fig. 61) 

2329-B curro.ni 04> q.gilis ~ Ventro.lJ between terga I and II 

2341-B ourro.ni c. a~ilis i VentralJ between terga. II and III 

2242-J currani c. dives~ Thorax, slightly anterodorsal of 
wing base 

2341-C currani c. venteris ~ On wing near base, first instar 
larva in egg, (see figs. 75-
77) 

~ 2201-A currani c. interrupt a i Dorsum of ovipositor 

1171-A minuta A. ecitonis ~ Dorsolateral, between tergo. II 
and III 

1446-C minuta c. o.gilis ~ Ventrolateral part of eye 
( see fig. 62) 

1854-A minuta c. agilis 9 Dorsolo.teral part of eye 

2257-F minuta c. fumoso. i DorsalJ between terga I and II 

1446-G minuta c. panamensis ~ Dorsola.teral part of eye 

1411-A speciosa A. ecitonis & Pteropleuron, just below base 
of wing 

1172-A sp. a c. agilis ~ Lo.tera.lJ between terga II and III 

1446-F sp. a. c. dives ~ LateralJ between te rga III o.nd IV 

1277-B sp. a c. interru:eta ~ LateralJ betv1een terga II and III 
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To.ble 7. Summarf of Collection Records for Tachinidae 

Species of Number and% Mwnber o.nd % Total G-test 
Ca.lodexio. over Eciton over Labidus over 

or burchelli praeda.tor both 
Androeuryops swarm ra.ids swarm ra.ids species 

c. o.gilis 194 69% 87 31% 281 0.21 n. s. 

c. apical is 0 0 2 100 2 -------
c. bella 50 91 5 9 55 13.85*** 

c. continuo. 85 71 34 29 119 Oo07 n. s. 

c. dives 60 30 137 70 197 132.89*** 

Co fascia.tc 190 78 53 22 243 7.65*** 

c. fumosa 24 28 61 72 85 63. 92,:c::<* 

c. interrupta 105 65 56 35 161 1.95 n. s. 

~ 
c. major 29 64 16 36 45 0.72 no s. 

c. panamensis 2 7 27 93 29 52.45*** 

c. similis 77 73 28 27 105 0.46 n. s. 

c. varia. 4 44 5 56 9 2.60 n. So 

c. venteris 345 79 89 21 434 18.79*** 

Calodexia total 1165 66 600 34 1765 14.77*** 

A. ecitonis 483 91 46 9 529 138.82*;:C* 

*** P = < 0.001 n. s. = not significant 



Table • Diagnostic Characters For Known Species Of calodexia 

Characters 

1. Color of occipital pollen: white to yellowish (w); black (b). 

2. Downward extent of black occipital bristles: .!/2; Y3; y'4; !/4·· 

3. vHdth of palp: about equal ( e); greatly enlarged near apex (en). 

4. Color of third antenna! segment distal to the insertion of the arista. 

5. Number of pairs of presutural acrosticals. 

6. Number of pairs of postsutural acrosticals. 

7. Anterior extent of outer dark vittae compared with median sublaterals. 

8. Median dark vittae behind suture: united; separated by light pollen. 

9. Outer postsutural light vittae: absent (a); narrow (n); equal (e). 

10. Dorsum of scutellum: white; black; white wtth basal black band (bb). 

11. Number of pairs of lateral warginal scutellar bristles. 

12. Color of pile on sternopleura and lower anterior mesopleura. 

13. Notopleural hair: absent (a); color when present (b, w, y). 

14. lnfrasquamal cilia: black or occasionally absent (b); yellow (y). 

15. Color of anterior surface of front coxae (ignoring pollen). 

16. Color of hairs on front coxae (not including bristles). 

17. Total number of black hairs and bristles on one front coxa. 

18. Number of ventral bristles near middle of middle tibia. 

19. Number of anterior bristles near middle of middle femur. 

20. Ventral color of posterior femora: proximally orange (po); entire color. 

21. Number of rows of ventral yellow cilia on posterior f'emur. 

22. Color of dorsal abdominal pollen. 



Table (continued) 

Characters 

23. ·color of dorsum of first tergum and stripe (s) if present. 

24 •. Dorsal white pollen on first tergum: dense (dwp); absent or weak (a). 

25.;Ventral pollen on first tergum: absent; equal to second; absent on both. 

26.;Pollen on second tergum: interrupted by narrow or wide stripe or none. 

27. Median marginals on second tergum: number of pairs; or a row. 
I 

28.iNumber of pairs of lateral and ventral marginals on second tergum. 

29.,Pollen of third tergum: extended; not extended to median margin. 

30.!Number of discals on third tergum. 

31.1Color of central area of fourth tergum (ignoring pollen). 

32.!Dark fascia on fourth tergum extending basad: 1/2; y'3; 'J/4; Y4; absent. 

33.:Discals on fourth tergum: number; or row of unknown number. 

34.·Minimum body length in millimeters of length of single specimen. 

35.;Maximum body length in millimeters. 

36oiNumber of specimens examined. 
I 
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Table 9. Summary of Notochaeta Collection Records 

Taken near ant species: Not taken 
Species of near ants Totals 

L. praedator E. burchelli E. vagans -Notochaeta 
d cf 9 9 cf 9 cf 9 rJ 

amphibiae Y 
i 

2 - 5 1 2 - - - 9 

bisetosa 1 3 4 2 - - - 1 5 

frontalis - - 3 - - - - - 3 

fuscianalis 1 - - - - - - 3 1 

monochaeta - - - 2 - - - - -
palpalis 2 12 12 10 9 - 1 - 24 

panamensis 1 - - - - - - - 1 

not determined 1 6 - 55 - - - - -

Totals 7 21 24 70 11 - 1 4 ! 43 

Y Reared specimens of N. amphibiae are not included in the above 
table. 

9 

1 

6 

-
3 

2 

22 

-
61 

95 
I 
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Table 10. Gamasina Found with Ecitonini 

Species of Host 

Species of 

~~ 
..... . .... E ..... ..... ::, ..... ..... E Cl) C 
(1) 

~~ ~ 
::, ::, 

~ 
cu 

Gamasina 
_c: ,-f _c: ..... _c: C I E +' •rf u 
u 0 _c: u a, 

11~ "' 0 ..... 
F-4 a, fi 0 ~ •.-1 e ..... X 
::, fi ::, .,-1 "' ::, (1) 

.0 0 .0 F-4 .0 ::, .c: -0 E 
q,.. ::, 0 . . . . . . . . 

UJ( Ull UJI UJI UJI Ull Ull UJI 

Parasitoidea sp. A-1 1058 1 52? - - - - -
14c le le 

Parasitoidea sp. A-2 - - 18? - - - - -
le 

Macrochelidae sp. 2 - - - - - 23 - -
3c 

Macrochelidae sp. 3 - - - - - - 57 -
4e 

Maerochelidae sp .. 7 - 1 3 - - - - -
le le 

Neoparasitidae sp. A-1 925 1 126 - 72 - - -
14c le le 10c 

Neoparasitidae sp. A-2 - - - - - 5 14 -
le le 

Neoparasitidae sp. A-3 - - - - - - - -
Neoparasitidae sp. A-4 - - - - - - - -
Neoparasitidae sp. A-5 - - - 2 - - - -

? 
Neoparasitidae sp. A-6 - - - - - - - -
Laelaspis_ sp. 1 - - - - - - - -
Laelaspis sp. 2 1 - - - - - - - ' le ; 
Laelaseis sp. 3 - - - - 12 - - -

le 
Laelaspis sp. 4 - - - - - - - 2 

le 
Laelaseis sp. 5 1 - - - - - - -

le I 
Laelaseis sp. 6 - - - - - - - - t 

i 
Laelaspis sp. 7 - - - - - - - - I 

I 

Laelaspis sp. 8 - - - - - - - -
Laelaseis sp. 9 - - 2 - - - - -

le 
Laelaspis sp. 10 - - 1 - - - - - I 

le I 
I 

Total 1985 3 202 2 84 28 71 2 
'. 

' 
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Table 10 (continued). Gamasina Found with Ecitonini 

Specie~ of Host 

II I 
CJ) 

Species of 

ii 
a, ..... ::, •r-f 

E ~ +' (/) 

J.t.O (U •r-f C ..... 
e i . .a • J-.t 0 (U 

Gamasina T T +> +> ..... 
n::s C .......... •rt co •rt 0 (0 . e GJ a, O" a, .c 0 +> +' 

...:ti 0 Cl) :z :z LU 0 
z a, f-i 

Par'laitod. 1Jaa sp. " "! 1 - - - - 1111 1112 -~---
le 16c 17c 

Parasitoidea sp. A-2 - - - - - 18 18 
le le 

Macrochelidae sp. 2 - - - - - 23 23 
3c 3c 

Macrochelidae sp. 3 - - - - - 57 57 
4c 4c 

Macrochelidae sp. 7 - - - - - 4 4 
2c 2e 

Neoparasitidae sp. A-1 - - - - - 1124 1124 
26c 26c 

Neoparasitidae sp. A-2 - - - - - 19 19 
2c 2c 

Neoparasitidae sp. A-3 26 - - - - - 26 
2c 2c 

Neoparasitidae S!J • A-4 2 - 59 - - - 61 
2c le 3c 

Neopcirasi1:id~e spo A-5 - - - - - 2 2 
? ? 

Neoparasitidae sp. A-6 - - - - 11 - 11 
? ? 

Lae~aspis sp. 1 15 - - - - - 15 
5c 5e 

Laelaspis sp. 2 - - - - - 1 1 
le le 

Laelaseis sp. 3 - - - - - 12 12 
le le 

Laelaspis sp. 4 - - - - - 2 2 
le le 

Laelaseis sp. 5 - - - l - l 2 
le le 2c 

Laelaseis sp. 6 - - 36 - - - 36 
le le 

Laelaseis sp. 7 - - 31 - - - 31 
2c 2c 

Laelaseis sp. 8 - 7 - - - - 7 
le le 

Laelaseis sp. 9 - - - - - 2 2 
le le 

Laelaseis sp. 10 - - - - - 1 1 
le le 

Total 44 7 126 1 11 2377 2566 
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Table 11. Uropodina Found with Ecitonini 

Snecies of Host 

<1) 

Species of 
s e ....... •.-4 . ...... . ...... ~ ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ::, 

..... r-l 
,._. ..... ..... 0 E C/) C 

(l) (l) <l> Cl>r-t ~ ::, :, 

~ 
co 

Uropodina .c .c .c: CJ) .c: r-t 1-i +' ....... 0 
u ....... u ....... u C 0 <1) "O cO 0 ..... 
J-t ,-f J-t .c: J-t (]) J-t ..c ffl E .-t X 
::, Cl> ::, u :, •r-1 ::, u ::, cO :, Cl) 

...0 J-t .a ,,-4 .Q 0. .Q J-t 0 ,c --c E 
0 J-t ::, ::, . 

• t+-1 . ::, . u . .a . . . . 
LUI LUI WI UJI IUI LUI LUI LUI LUI 

Dlanodiscus sguamatus - - - 9 7 - - - -
le le 

Planodiscus sp. A-2 221 - - - - - - - -
10c 

Planodiscus sp. A-3 - - 56 - - - - - -
le 

Planodiscus sp. A-4 - - 45 - - - - - -
le 

Planodiscus sp. A-6 - - - - - - - - 7 
3c 

Planodiseus sp. A-9 - - - - - - - 1 -
le 

Planodiscus sp. B-1 919 1 19 - - - - 2 -
15c le le le 

Planodiscus sp. B-5 - - - - - 199 - 2 -
17c le 

Planodiseus sp. B-7 - - - - - 35 4 - 15 
6c 2c 5c 

Pl a nod iseus sp. B-8 - - - - - - - 3 -
le 

P la nod i scus sp. B-10 - - - - - - - - -
Cireoeylliba sp. 1 400 - - - - 143 7 1 5 

llc 16c 2c le 3c 
Cireoeyll iba sp. 2 54 - - - - - - - 7 

6c 4c .. 
Circocyll iba sp. 3 - -Y 2 L - - - - -

le le 
Circoeyll iba sp. 4 - - - - - - 29 9 -

4c 5c 
Circocyllibanidae sp. A-1 - - - - - 5 - - -

2c 
Circocyllibanidae sp. B-1 - - - - - - - - -
Circocyllibanidae sp. B-2 - - - - - - - - -

Circocyllibanidae sp. B-3 - - - - -- - - - -
Circocyllibanidae sp. C-1 - - - - - - - - -
Circocyllibanidae sp. D-1 - - - - - - - - -
Total 1594 2 122 9 7 382 40 18 34 



Table 11 (continued). Uropodina Found with Ecitonini 

Species of Host 

Species of 
(/) 

• .-4 

I 
C r-i 
0 co 

Uropodina 
..... +> 

C/) O' 0 
:l a, +> u .-t 
a, C 
0 . 0 r-i 
0 ' >• +i co 

l .... q .... +> 
I . 

I ~I 
0 0 

....:ii ....:ii U.l re 

Planodiscus squamatus - - - 16 16 
2c 2c 

Planodiscus sp. A-2 - - - 221 221 
10c 10c 

Planodiscus sp. A-3 - - - 56 56 
le le 

Planodiscus sp. A-4 - - - 45 45 
le le 

Planodiscus sp. A-6 - - - 7 7 
3c 3c 

Planodiscus sp. A-9 - - - 1 1 
le le 

Planodiscus sp. B-1 - - - 941 941 
18c 18c 

Planodiscus sp. B-5 - - - 201 201 
18c 18c 

Planodiscus sp. B-7 - - - 54 54 
13c 13c 

Planodiscus sp. B-8 - - - 3 3 
le le 

Plc.nodisi:us sp. B-10 - - 1 - 1 -----.. --·-- ---- le le 
Circoc_ylli~! sp. 1 - - - 556 556 

33c 33c 
C~.!£.~~yl liba sp. 2 - - - 61 61 

10c l0c 
C- n·b 1rcocy .... ,.1 a sp. 3 - - - 3 3 

2c 2c 
Circocvlliba sp. 4 - - - 38 38 
----·-"'--·-- 9c 9c 
Circocyllibanidae sp. A-1 - - - 5 5 

2c 2c 
Circocyllibanidae sp. B-1 24 - - - 24 

3c 3c 
Cireocyllibanidae sp. B-2 - 76 - - 76 

5c 5c 
Circocyllibanidae sp. B-3 - 2 - - 2 

le le 
Circocyllibanidae sp. C-1 - 1 - - 1 

le le 
Circocyllibanidae sp. D-1 1 - - - l 

le le 
Total 25 79 1 2208 2313 
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Table 12. Pyemotidae Found with Dorylinae 

Species of Host 

---Species ctJ 

§ 
of 

0 

~I 
e 

I 
C: ::, 
<C ~I C/J C - ::, 

~ 
co cl) .... (.) ::, 

Pyemotidae CJ) 0 .... 0 
::, ll E, ..... X (!) ..... ~1 ::, a, 0 
>- ~ e (.) 

f-t 
0 . . . . . . . 

0 LUI LUI WI UJI LUI -11 -11 
. --..-~ .. 

Acino2aster marianae - 269 51 - - - - -
16c 5c 

Acinogaster sp. 2 18 - - - - - - -
le 

Acinogaster sp. 3 - - - 4 - - 84 6 
2c Be 3c 

Acinoqaster sp. 5 - - - - - - - -
Acinogaster sp. 20 - 29 - 5 3 11 52 2 

7c 2c le 3c 6c 2c 
Acinogaster sp. 30 - - - - - - - -
Myrmecodiseus dor~linus - 11 - - 220 - - -

le 5c 
Myrmecodiseus sp. 1 - - - 40 18 - - -

le 4c 
Myrmecodispus sp. 2 - - - - - - - -

Myrmecodispus sp. 3 - - - - - - - -
MyrmecoE.!!e~ sp. 4 - - - - - - - -
Perpe~~.P!~ ornithocephala - - 37 

2c 
- - - - -

Per~G:ripes sp. 1 - 64 - - - - - -
Sc 

Pe_!E,erit_?.~~ sp. 2 - - - - - - - -
Species other than above - 1 - 7 8 2 - -

le 3c 3c 2c 
Species not determined - 775 62 55 486 - 45 -

Total Pyemotidae 18 1149 150 111 735 13 181 8 

c = number of colonies in which each species of mite was found. 

-~ 
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Table 12 (continued). Pyemotidae Found with Dorylinae 

Species of Host 

X en (U 

Species ..... C r-, 
~ 

m -~ 
Cl) 0 

0 

I ~ 
0 .s::. 

Cl) Cf) +> 
of ..Q .... Cl) . .... 

C +' .... r-, 0 
Cl) ... er. cu 
(/) n, Cl) •rf 0. 

Pyemotidae Cl) .c ,.... C 0 . . • • • . . ..... 

ii JI ii ii ii ii ii 
cu 
+> 
0 .... 

Acinogaster marianae - - - - - - - 320 
21c 

Acino2aster sp. 2 - - - - - - - 18 
le 

Acinogaster sp. 3 2 1 1 5 1 - - 104 
le le le le le 18c 

Acinogaster sp. 5 - - - - 4 - - 4 
le le 

Acinogaster sp. 20 4 3 2 2 2 - - 115 
le le le 2c le 27c 

Acinoqaster sp. 30 - - - - - 13 15 28 
2c 2c 4e 

M~rmecodiseus dorylinus - - - - - - - 231 
6e 

Mx:rmecodiseus sp. 1 - - - - - - - 58 
5e 

Myrmecodi~pus sp. 2 43 - .. - ... - - 43 
le le 

Myrmecq_dispu~ sp. 3 - 1 - - - - - 1 
le le 

Myrmecodispus sp. 4 2 - - - - - - 2 
le le 

~~~J.! ornithoceehala - - - - - - - 37 
2c 

Perparioes ·-'---'-sp. 1 - - - - - - - 64 
Be 

Perperipes sp. 2 1 - - - - - - 1 
le le 

Species other than above 2 2 4 - 5 2 2 33 
le le le le 2c le 16c 

Species not determined - - - - 2 240 14 1679 

Total Pyemotidae 53. 5 7 7 14 255 31 2737 



Figure 1. Workers of Neivamyrmex opacithorax running clockwise in 

circular column around an uncovered petri dish 65 mm. in diameter. 

Moist blotter paper is in center of dish, and about two thirds of 

ants are clustered on top of it. No food nor brood is present. 

Dead ants are scattered around edges of nest (one edge visible 

in lower right corner). Column lasted for at least six hours 

but broke up when dish was removed from center. 

Figure 2. Vertical laboratory nest with "ropes" of Eciton hamatum 

and large cluster of these ants hanging at right side. Water 

is supplied by capillary action from bottle by three 5 mm. 

diameter cotton cords seen at top left. Entrance tubing about 

12 mm. in diameter is at lower left. Glass front and back are 

held tightly against foam rubber strips by wood blocks bolted 

to wood frame of nest. Light gray paper is behind nest. 
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Figure 3. Bivouac (dark mass) of Eciton burchelli, ~olony E-253, be

tween buttresses of large tree on 17 August 1956. Colony is in 

nomadic phase with worker larvae almost mature. Width of bivouac 

is about 45 cm. 

Figure 4. Lower edge of bivouac of g. burchelli, colony 1 55 B-I, 

photographed on 5 February 1955 as ants were moving from this 

statary site in a large tree. White objects scattered among 

workers are empty cocoons which dropped to refuse deposit on 

ground when ants left. 





Figure 5. Emigration column of~- burchelli showing ants holding 

edges of leaves closer together with their legs. Bodies of 

ants form a bridge over which other workers are emigrating. Ants 

on right are carrying worker larvae and booty. (Colony E-222, 

26 July 1956). 

Figure 6. Emigration column of g. burchelli across liana about ten 

millimeters in diameter. Ants have made flanges on each side of 

liana which have tripled width of "roadway" over which other 

ants can emigrate. These flanges extend along column for about 

one meter where the liana forms a bridge from a log (at right 

edge of picture) to a small tree (out of the picture on the left). 

(Colony E-253, 17 August 1956). 

figure 7. Close-up of emigration column with flanges in figure 6. 

Some ants are carrying worker-producing larvae which are held at 

one end by the mandibles of the workers. Army ants always carry 

objects under their bodies. 





Figure 8. Walls of loose dirt and complete tunnel (near right side) 

made by Labidus praedator. Legs and other parts of "guard workers 0 

can be seen between walls. Main emigration column between walls 

cannot be seen. (Colony E-177, 30 May 1956). 

Figure 9. Tail of a scorpion being carried by three submajors and an 

intermediate worker of g. burchelli in raid column. A fifth 

worker at left end is partially riding on the tail but not helping 

to carry it. (Colony E-253, 17 August 1956). 

Figure 10. Submajor of£• burchelli on right is carrying tergum and 

sternum of an orthopteran (cockroach?) while another worker is 

partially riding on the booty. Large worker behind it is carry

ing white wasp pupa. (Colony E-253, 17 August 1956). 

Figure 11. Excited workers of Neivamyrmex opacithorax. Note open 

mandibles, antennae extended laterally and above head, and front 

legs off floor of nest. Maximally stimulated workers hold their 

bodies even more nearly vertical than worker on right. (Colony 

E-267, 23 Oct. 1959 in laboratory nest). 

Figure 12. Large and small workers of Labidus coecus showing almost 

greatest size range and head enlargement within Ecitonini. (Colony 

E-201, 2 July 1956). 
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Figure 13. Close-up of part of refuse deposit next to nomadic bivouac 

of E. burchelli. Male phorid fly is at right of center. Abdominal 

terga of large black ants can be seen in lower left and right 

corners. Straight objects are mainly leg segments or antennae 

of orthopterans and ants. (Colony E-253, 16 Aug. 1956). 

Figure 14. Emigration column of Neivamyrmex opacithorax in Lawrence, 

Kansas. Arrow indicates phorid fly which at instant of flash was 

running away from column. Phorids run in zigzag manner often 

darting into center of column and then out again. At least five 

ants are carrying larvae. (Colony E-266, 19 August 1959). 





Figures 15 to 20. Mites on their hosts. Figures 15 to 18 are photo

graphs of living specimens; figures 19 and 20 are of specimens in 

alcohol. 

Figure 15. Distal segments of two hind tarsi of major workers of 

E. dulcius crassinode. Macrochelidae sp. 2 (2062) is attached 

to the membrane between the claws of the lower tarsus. 

Figure 16. Intermediate worker and a larva of£, hamatum. Plano

discus sp. B-5 is riding on the underside of the left hind leg. 

Circocylliba sp. 1 is riding on the abdominal terga and three 

specimens are on the larva. (All specimens 1999) 

Figure 17. Major worker of£• dulcius crassinode with Circocylliba 

sp. 4 riding on each mandible (Colony E-204). 

Figure 18. Same species as figure 17 showing long dorsal setae of 

mite and its position on medial, concave surface of mandible 

(Colony E-204). 

Figure 19. Posterior view of Coxequesomidae sp. B-1 on scape of 

large worker of Nomamyrmex esenbecki crassicornis (1826). 

Figure 20. Same specimen as figure 19, showing mite in lateral view. 





Figures 21 to 26. Larviform mites and associated ant eggs and larvae. 

Figuras 21, 22 and 24 are photographs of living specimens; 

figures 23, 25a and 26a are of specimens in alcohol. 

Figure 21. Larvimima sp. (2101) walking on small larva of E. hamatum. 

Figure 22. Lateral view of same specimen in figure 21. Note small 

size of four pair of legs at right end of specimen. Opisthosoma 

shows two distinct small anterior "segments" followed by a third 

indistinct small segment and a much larger posterior segment. 

Figure 23. Dorsal view of Larvimima sp. 4, third specimen from 

left (1547-A). All other specimens are E. hamatum larvae with 

which the mite was found. 

Figure 24. Ventral view of specimen shown in figures 21 and 22. 

Mite is unable to right itself when turned on its back. Note 

pile-like covering of uniform setae on all sides of mite and 

absence of sclerotized plates. 

Figura 25. Larvimima sp. 2 with eggs and larvae of E• hamatum with 

which mites were found (colony '48 H-D from Darien Prov., Panam, 

taken by r. c. Schneirla). In figure 25b the ant brood is 

stippled. 

Figure 26. Gravid females of pyemotid, Acinogaster marianae (1426) 

with larvae of E. burchelli foreli with which they were found. 

Ant brood is stippled in figure 26b. 





figure 27. Calymmodesmus gracilis or f• rettenmeyeri on right 

running in center of emigration column of 1• praedator. Anterior 

end frequently is turned up in this manner as millipeds run along 

in columns. (1876, Colony E-177, 30 May 1956). 

~ Figure 28. Rettenmeyeria parvipes in laboratory nest. (1786, 

Colony E-164. 19 May 1956). 

Figure 29. Dorsal view of Calymmodesmus or Rettenmeyeria in 

laboratory nest. (1814, Colony E-164, 18 May 1956). 





Figure 30. Grassiella rettenmeveri (Thysanura: Nicoletiidae) photo

graphed in laboratory nest. When thysanuran runs, anterior end is 

held higher. (2010, Colony E-194, g. dulcius, 23 June 1956). 

Figures 31 to 38. Trichatelura manni. - (Nicoletiidae). 

Figure 31. I•~ running in center of emigration column of 

E. burchelli (Colony E-222, 26 July 1956). 

Figure 32. I· manni raising and flipping its abdomen which dislodged 

tarsus of worker. (Colony E-204, E. dulcius, 4 July 1956). 

Figure 33. Dorsolateral view of running thysanuran. In figures 33, 34 

and 37 note that legs are kept greatly extended laterally,and 

thysanuran runs on tips of tarsi. Abdominal styli are pointed 

straight down, cerci turn upward, palpi down. (2003, Colony E-192, 

g. hamatum, 23 June 1956). 

Figure 34. Lateral view. (1241, Colony E-107, E. burchelli, 24 February 

1956). 

Figures 35 and 36. I· manni climbing on thorax and head of major worker 

of E. dulcius. (Colony E-204, 4 July 1956). 

Figure 37. T. ~ shown running after worker of g. hamatum which 

had just turned sharply to left, and thysanuran is turning after it. 

(Colony E-191, 24 June 1956). 

Figure 38. Feeding on booty among workers of E. dulcius. (Colony E-204, 

4 July 1956). 
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Figure 39. Cephaloplectus !!!.!:!! (Limulodidae) on eggs and young larvae 

of E. burchelli during fourth nomadic day. (1675-B, Colony E-136, 

26 April 1956). Note that all living specimens have antennae ex

tended in front of head, and long tapering abdomen is usually not 

pulled in (as is common with dead specimens). 

Figure 40. Cephaloplectus sp. riding on first gaster segment of queen 

E. dulcius. At least seven specimens of this species were on 

this queen when she was picked out of emigration column. Addi

tional specimens were running in column,and two were seen on major 

workers. (1594, Colony E-137, 3 April 1956). 

Figure 41. Cephaloplectus sp. riding on queen of Nomamyrmex esenbecki 

crassicornis. At least 21 of this species of beetle were clinging 

to this queen when she was running in an emigration column. (1831, 

Colony E-164, 18 May 1956). 

Figure 42. Diagram traced from figure 41 to show positions of 14 

limulodids on queen and one on floor of laboratory nest. 





Figures 43 to 49. In these photographs the beetles which are attacking 

workers have their abdomens curved toward the ants. These 

staphylinids can emit a substance from the tips of their abdomens 

which repels and possibly stuns the ants. 

Figure 43. Tctradonia proseguens attacking worker of Eciton hamatum 

which is almost dead. (1998, Colony E-191, 20 June 1956). 

Figure 44. ?Mimeciton antennatum. Note long legs and abdomen modified 

like gaster of ant. (Colony E-183, Lab~dus praedat2.!,, 5 June 1956). 

Figures 45 to 47. Staphylinid (genus near Zyras) attacking worker of 

Nomamyrmex esenbecki. (2132, Colony E-215, 18 July 1956). 

Figure 45. Staphylinid pulling ant backward by ant:s hi~d leg. 

Figures 46 and 47. Staphylinids feeding at joints of legs. 

Figure 48. Ecitomorpha nevermanni. (Colony E-107, 24 February 1956). 

Figure 49. Same species as in figures 45 to 47. Abdomen is held 

straight or slightly ~urved when beetle is not attacking ants. 





Figures 50 to 54. Vatesus panamensis (Staphylinidae). 

Figure 50. Larva with head and prothorax turned up against glass 

side of laboratory nest. Head of larva can be pulled under 

pronotum. Pygopod at tip of abdomen is used to hold to substrate. 

(1530, Colony E-121, £• hamatum, 18 March 1956). 

Figure 51. Larva with head extended. Long setae extending in all 

directions may be protective adaptation against attacks by 

ants(?). (1963, Colony E-168, g. hama~um, 13 June 1956). 

Figure 52. Inactive prepupa. Curved position with legs drawn close to 

~ body was typical for all prepupae of this species. (same specimen 

[?_7 as in figure 51, larva found 13 June 1956, photographed 20 June 

1956). 

Figure 53. Pupa starting to become dark. (same specimen ['"?J as 

in figure 50, photographed on 26 March 1956). 

Figure 54. Adult in center of emigration column of E. burchelli. 

{Colony E-253, 16 August 1956). 





Figure 55. Euxenister caroli showing unusually long legs and carinae 

along dorsolateral edges of abdomen and thorax compared with 

nonmyrmecophilous Histeridae. Staphylinid at upper left is 

Ecitomorpha nevermanni. (Colony E-107, £• burchelli, 23 February 

1956). 

Figure 56. Euxenister caroli riding on thorax of medium-sized 

intermediate worker of E. burchelli. Note how hind leg of beetle 

extends behind and partially under hind leg of ant and would appear 

to hinder running by worker. 

Figures 57 to 60. Latronister rugosus climbing on large worker of 

E. vagans. Same individuals are in all photographs. Worker stood 

quietly as beetle climbed around on it and grasped ant's antenna 

with mandibles (figure 60). No injuries to ant or beetle were 

apparent. (2167 or 2199, Colony E-219, 26 July 1956). 





Wigure 61. Egg of Stylogaster currani Aldrich inserted in mem

brane between first and second abcominal terga on right side 

of Calodexia agilis Curran female (2329-A). 

Figure 62. Egg of Stylogaster minuta Townsend inserted in ventro

lateral part of eye of Calodexia agilis Curran female (1446-C)o 





Figure 63. Main features of army ant activity cycle based on behavior 

of Eciton hamatum as determined by Schneirla. 

Figure 64. Diagram of bivouac of colony E-212, Eciton vagans, as it 

was found about 11:30 a. m., 9 July 1956. Numerous leaves and 

small twigs which covered entire area are not shown. Diagram 

indicates positions of workers hanging in one main cluster and 

dispersed under leaves on top of rock and around its north, east 

and south edges; sexual larvae scattered among workers, but absent 

in hanging cluster; callow workers primarily in two distinct 

clusters and scattered at south edge of bivouac; queen under 

leaves and twigs on surface of ground in small cluster of workers 

not including callows. Entrances on north and southeast edges of 

rock led to shallow cavities with scattered workers. (Cavities 

were possibly filled with workers before large number of raiding 

ants had left bivouac.) Refuse from booty was scattered mainly 

along southeast edge of rock with dirt excavated from under rock. 
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'--- Figures 65 to 68. Diagrams of refuse deposits of Eciton burchelli • 
. • 

All drq~p as if viewed perpendicularly from above bivouacs which 

are heavily stippled. Solid lines ending in arrows are raid and/or 

emigration columns, dashed lines are refuse columns. Thickness of 

lines indicates estimated use by ants. Stippling along refuse 

columns indicates position and estimated relative amounts of refuse 

with most distinct areas of refuse indicated by letters and numbers. 

Figure 65. Nomadic bivouac with refuse deposit~ hidden from above 

under liana and in shallow cavity in soil. Refuse deposit!}! 

exposed from above and with distal edge against root. (Colony 

'55 B-IV-N, 11 March 1955). 

Figure 66. Statary bivouac under large log, the longitudinal edges of 

which extended slightly beyond N-S and W-SW faces of bivouac. 

Throughout statary period bivouac changed shape repeatedly; outer 

dotted lines and more lightly stippled areas indicate maximal 

extent of bivouac. (Colony '55 B-IV, 12 February to 3 March 1955). 

Figure 67. Typical pattern of refuse deposits near statary bivouac 

in tree where ants have access to bivouac on only one side. Based 

on several colonies. 

Figure 68. Nomadic bivouac on side of tree, all refuse deposited 

along edges of large buttresses. (Colony E-107, 19 February 1956). 
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~ Figure 69. Column raid of Eciton hamatum. Advancing front of raid is 

made up of columns or small groups of workers. Almost all army 

ants have similar, but usually smaller, "column raids". Prey 

often is deposited in booty caches at junctions of columns. Base 

columns extend from bivouac to first forks. 

Figure 70. Swarm raid of E. burchelli. Advancing front is made up of 

large mass or swarm of workers. Anastomosing columns in fan area 

converge to base column. 

Figure 71. Path of swarm raid of Labidus praedator, colony E-230, from 

9:55 to 11:10 a. m., 31 July 1956. Swarm raid at any time was 

similar in shape, but much smaller than in figure 70. Each solid 

arrow indicates direction and time for majority of advancing ants. 

Dotted lines show maximal extent of swarm fronts. Dashed line 

labelled Raid Column is major route along which ants carried booty 

into a depression. (Bivouac site unknown, not in brush heap or 

depression.) Parallel lines indicate Fairchild Trail from station 

3.0 to about 3.1. Dashed line on left shows edges of large brush 

heap in which raid could not be followed. All trees are indicated 

which were close to edges of raid and may have influenced its 

spread; other trees in main body of raid or farther outside not 

indicated. Area sloped downhill toward left. 

Figure 72. Path of swarm raid of L. praedator, colony E-220~ from 

10:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m., 25 July 1956. Ants carried booty 

primarily along four columns to holes labelled A, B, C and D at 

times indicated. Parallel lines show Barbour Trail between 

station 5.1 and 5.2. Area almost level. 
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Figure 73. Graph of emigration distances of colony '46 H-B, Eciton 

hamatum, throughout three complete nomadic phases and part of 

fourth. Distances determined by Schneirla (1949b: 17, 20-22) on 

Barro Colorado Island. 

Figure 74. Graph of emigration distances for eight colonies of 

Neivamyrmex niqrescens in Arizona. Data published by Schneirla 

(1958). Colonies indicated by following symbols: A= Laboratory-A, 

B = Bridge, C = Creek, H = Skunk Hollow, L = Laboratory-B, P = 

Pugsley, R = Rock, S = Stone. Circled letters indicate colony com

pleted its emigration of that distance on following night. Dashed 

lines indicate distance was not known or not published. Exact day 

in nomadic phase not known in most cases, but estimated from most 

complete records. 
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Figures 75 to 77. Egg of Stylo9aster currani Aldrich with larva protrud

ing from blunt end; egg found on base of wing of Calodexia venteris 

Curran female (2341-C). 

Figure 75. Entire egg with anterior end of larva protruding; three 

ventral bands of small spines and part of larval body wall can be 

seen within chorion. 

Figure 76. Large spine at posterior end of egg showing one large, dark 

recurrent spine near tip and one smaller recurrent spine near base 

of large spine. 

Figure 77. Buccal armature and anterior end of larva; small structure 

anterodorsal to oral hooks is probably antenna; (only right half of 

larva illustrated). 
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